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The North Cemetery, as it has been called, was discovered and first tested in 1915 by Bert
Hodge Hill. About one kilometer northwest of the ancient Corinthian Theater, it lay in the
plain some distance northward from the precipitous edge of the lower of the two plateaus that
were occupied by the city of Corinth. Only three graves containing sarcophagiwere opened in
that initial exploration; but in 1916 Hill and William B. Dinsmoor resumed and continued the
excavations until some 60 tombs all told had been uncovered. Full records were kept of the
burials and of the objects found, and a detailed plan of each grave was drawn by Dinsmoor.
The material recovered, chiefly but not exclusively pottery, was assigned to Dr. Stephen Luce
for publication, but progressive ill health unfortunately prevented him from completing his
work and seeing it through the press. That part of the cemetery is not dealt with in the present
volume.
Except for a minor sounding, which in 1919 exposed one or two additional graves in the same
area, no further work was done in the cemetery until 1928. In that year Professor T. Leslie
Shear, assisted by Miss Josephine Platner (Mrs.Josephine Shear Harwood) and Miss Angela
Johnston, began a thorough investigation of the whole burial ground. In the first season 33
tombs were found and cleared, yielding 194 vases, 23 bronze strigils and two of iron, five
terracotta lamps, and shells of many eggs. The pottery was mainly of three kinds: local Corinthian wares, Corinthian imitations of Attic types, and imported Attic products, and the
chronological range was seen to extend from the late sixth century B.C. well down toward
the end of the fifth if not later.
In the campaign of 1929 work in the area under the supervision of Miss Platner brought to
light 200 graves. A small group of interments in shafts or pits, cut in hardpan and covered
usually by one or two slabs of poros or a kind of sandstone, could be dated by the evidence of
the contents to the Middle Bronze Age in the first half of the second millennium B.C. Several
burials accompanied by Geometric pottery were also found, and it became clear that the use
of the burial ground had continued through a long sequence of periods. Some of the early
graves indeed had been cleared and reemployedmuch later in Roman times.
The third season of digging, in 1930, again under the same supervision revealed 235 further
graves. Some belonged to the Middle Helladic group: one was of particular interest, since it
contained a gold headband or diadem, resting on the skull of a woman, and anotherwas notable
for the bronze dagger it yielded. Geometricgraves also made their appearance,usually taking
the form of oblong pits that had been hollowed out in hardpan, each covered by a heavy block
of sandstone.Large jars or kraters were frequently set outside, at the northern end of the tomb.
Similar kraters were likewise used for the burial of infants. Among the pots from the graves
capacious undecorated mugs or amphoras, occurringin black as well as yellow clay, stand out
from the ordinary geometric fabrics by their curious handmade technique, which had somehow
survived or been revived in the Geometricperiod. Stone sarcophagicame into use in the era of
Protocorinthian pottery and continued throughout the period when early and later Corinthian
wares flourished. The ceramic material recovered reflects clearly the competition that was

wagedbetweenthe pottersof Attica and those of Corinth;the triumphof the formerand the
declineof the latter are markedby the appearanceof Corinthianpots madein imitationof the
Attic, and eventuallyby the importationof many actualAthenianvases to Corinth.
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An account of the work done, including a brief survey of the pottery and the other valuable
objects brought to light in the tombs, was promptly published by Professor Shear at the end
of each campaign,1and after the final season some especially exciting graves and their contents
were presented in the IllustratedLondonNews.2 A more detailed discussion of the pottery and
the light it sheds on the history of Corinth in its development and change through a long
sequence of periods was written by Miss Platner for Art and Archaeology.3
At the conclusion of the excavation Professor Shear had in mind a comprehensive final
publication of that part of the North cemetery which he excavated in 1928, 1929 and 1930,
to take its place as a volume in the Corinthianseries. Altogether 530 graves and 54 Deposits
had been discovered and cleared. They represent the Middle Helladic, Geometric, Protocorinthian and Corinthianperiods, and continue on through the fifth century into the beginning
of the fourth; and some of the graves, as mentioned, were opened and re-used in Roman times,
side by side Roman tile-covered graves. A gap in the sequence between the Middle Bronze
Age and the Geometric era stands out conspicuously; for not a single grave of the Mycenaean
period was discovered. This negative evidence, however, cannot be taken to demonstrate that
Corinthwas uninhabited at that time. OrdinaryMycenaeanburials were rarely made in shaft
graves dug in level ground. The normal usage was to cut into a sloping hillside a passage, long
or short, that led with a downward slope into a chamber which was hollowed out under a
ledge or ridge which formedthe roof. Further exploration in terrain suitable for such sepulchers
may yet reveal Mycenaeantombs in the neighborhoodof Corinth.
All the graves in the cemetery were studied and recordedwith care in notes, drawings and
photographs, and the thousands of objects recovered were cleaned, repaired when necessary,
classified,numbered,catalogued and photographed;and some of the finest pieces were rendered
in watercolors, many of which are published in this volume. The latter are mainly the work of
Piet de Jong, who also made drawings of objects other than vases; Miss Mary Wyckoff (Mrs.
C. Howard Simpkin) likewise had a share in the recording of this kind. Dr. Marian Welker
kindly provided the drawing of the Middle Helladic gold diadem. Professor Stillwell assisted
in many ways as well as in the surveying of the cemetery. Much of this preliminary labor for
the preparationof the book was begun while digging was still in progress.The objects recovered
were photographed, some by W. Hege, others by H. Wagner, of the German Archaeological
Institute in Athens.
There is no need to insist at great length on the importance of publishing a generously full
account of an excavation in an ancient cemetery so systematically and meticulouly conducted
as this one at Corinth. It is a truism to say that from the tombs of the dead we may obtain
some of our best and most direct evidence shedding light on the state of the daily life,
the manners and customs of the ancient past. For the proper evaluation and understanding
of the material yielded by the cemetery every item must be studied, identified and fitted
into its setting. The whole accumulation of actual objects and of the observations made
by the excavators together provide the only safe basis for general conclusions, deductions
and theories.
During the past century and more, innumerable excavations, illicit as well as licit, have
been conducted in Greek lands, and thousands upon thousands of ancient graves have been
discoveredand emptied. Relatively few of these burials have been fully or adequately published
1 A.J.A., XXXII, 1928, pp. 490-495; XXXIII,
pp. 538-543; XXXIV, 1930, pp. 404-431.

1929,

2

I.L.N., August 9, 1930, pp. 244-247.
3 Art and Arch., XXIX, 1930,
pp. 195-202, 257-265.
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and very rarely has an extensive cemetery been exhaustively described and illustrated in its
entirety. The publication of the North Cemetery at Corinth as envisioned by Professor and
Mrs. Shear thus not only fulfills the duties of responsible excavators, but presents an invaluable body of fresh original material and observed facts.
Professor Shear, who died July 3, 1945, did not live to preparehimself the final publication
on the results of his excavations in the North Cemetery and to guide it through the press.
Mrs. Josephine Shear Harwood, who as Josephine Platner had supervised the actual digging,
took over the responsibility for ensuring that the project should be carried through to its
completion; and it is owing wholly to her determination and her unwavering support that
the volume now makes its appearance.Although she herself entered all the details day by day
in the notebooks and was thoroughly familiar with the graves and their contents, she felt
that she could not undertake the actual writing of the book. Throughher initiative, however,
the problem was ultimately solved.
The work, which falls naturally into several distinct chronological periods, was divided
among three different writers. The privilege of dealing with the burials of the Middle Bronze
Age was entrusted to me; the two chapters devoted to the graves of the Geometric and Protocorinthian periods were allotted to Professor Rodney S. Young; and the descriptions of the
tombs and their contents of archaic, classical and Roman times - by far the largest part of
the book - was committed to the charge of Dr. Hazel Palmer.
The various sections were drafted independently by the three contributors, who severally
accept responsibility for the views expressed in their respective parts. The benevolent hand
of the Editor, Professor Lucy Shoe, has achieved in all the different sections a fair degree of
consistency in the treatment of the material. The editor has likewise helped the three collaborators in solving the numerous problems which they encountered; she has read the proofs
of the entire work with the greatest care, and has also coordinated the index for the volume.
The presentation in this book of six full plates in color, reproducingsome of the admirable
watercolors drawn by Piet de Jong, was made possible through a munificent donation generously given by Mrs. Josephine Shear Harwood; for illustration in this manner she selected
among the many vases some of her specific favorites which she had found in the course of the
excavation. Her gift also provided a further contribution toward the cost of publishing thebook.
ATHENS, GREECE
APRIL,

1963.

CARLW. BLEGEN
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PARTI

THE MIDDLE HELLADICPERIOD
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The westernmost trench dug in the exploration of the North Cemetery in 1930 revealed a
Middle Helladic burial ground comprising a dozen or more tombs. Although single graves of
the period have been found in considerable numbers, both within and outside settlements
in a range extending from Peloponnesus to Thessaly,1 few actual cemeteries have come to
light,2 and this discovery at Corinththus offers a welcome addition to our knowledge of Middle
Helladic burial customs.
The cemetery had been respectedin all subsequent periods and had sufferedno encroachments
from later graves. Its immunity from disturbance suggests that the area was marked in some
way that was still recognizablein Geometric and classical times when hundreds of burials were
made in the region round about. Along the western edge of the trench were exposed remains of
a wall that was conjecturedto have formed a boundary of a precinct. The wall (Plan 1, Section
4 E), built of loose unworked stones, had an average thickness of 0.40 m. and was traced
northward to a length of some 7.50 m. Found standing to a maximum height of 0.30 m., it
rested on earth at a depth of ca. 2.90 m. below the surface of the ground. If it actually was
contemporary with the Middle Helladic cemetery, what survives can have been no more than
the bottom of the foundation, since its level was as low as that of the deepest grave. No traces
of a correspondingwall were observed to the north, east, or south. The area within which the
graves were grouped was small, measuring only ca. 15 m. from north to south and 9 m. from
east to west. A single burial (Grave 12) lay isolated some 14 m. distant toward the southeast.
Within the group there was no sign of orderly arrangement. The graves were dug helter
skelter following no obvious plan or system, and no chronologicalsequence can be recognized.
Sometimes-in four instances: Graves 1 and 2, 4 and 5, 6 and 7, 10 and 11-there seems to
be a paired collocation of burials close together, perhaps made for two members of the same
family. But even here the nearness of one tomb to another may be merely accidental.
The cover slabs of the graves were found at an average depth of 2.30 m. below the surface
of the ground, the deepest one at 2.70 m. and the highest at 1.87 m. Beneath the slabs was a
burial pit, 0.30 m. to 0.45 m. deep, cut in earth, sometimes carelessly lined on the sides with
loose stones, presumablyintended to help support the stone cover. The pit was in most instances
irregularly oval in shape, long and wide enough to take a body in contracted position. In
five instances a floor of small pebbles was noted.
Throughout the whole region of the cemetery the deposit overlying bedrock consisted of
four clearly defined strata. At the top, with a depth of 1.30 m., was a layer of gray clayey
earth; it rested on an extremely hard pack, ca. 0.50 m. deep, compact and difficult to dig.
Below this was a stratum, 0.10 m. thick, of sand and gravel; and finally there was a layer of
1 SymbolaeOsloenses,IX, 1930, pp. 28-31.

1

2Aphidna: Ath. Mitt., XXI, 1896, pp. 385ff.; Argive
Heraion: Prosymna, pp. 39-46; Mycenae: B.S.A., XXV,
1925, pp. 76ff.; Sesklo: DS, cols. 115ff.
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rich brown earth with an average depth of ca. 1.10 m. It was in this brown earth that the
graves had been dug; and the dampnessretained by the soil evidently accounts for the almost
complete disintegration of the skeletal material.
The brown earth contained everywhere a few potsherds and hundreds of chips and fragments
of obsidian. The latter were for the most part small flakes or bits of flakes, but one piece had
been shaped into an arrowhead. How they came to be scattered so abundantly through this
area could not be determined, nor was it possible to fix the date of the deposit. Some of the
potsherds recovered were clearly of Middle Helladic fabrics, but Early Helladic wares were
also represented, and several pieces belong to a polychrome category of Neolithic pottery.
The fact that the graves had been cut into the brown earth indicates that the brown stratum
had already been accumulated before the burials were made; and the greater part of it almost
surely antedates the Middle Helladic period.
At least three rectangular pits were discovered which had been sunk well down into the
underlying bedrock. Below the level of 3 m. they contained a fill of stones and boulders, ca.
0.70 m. deep, then a stratum of sand and gravel 0.40 m. thick, and finally a further deposit
of brown earth continuing some 0.90 m. to a total depth of 5 m. below the surface, where
water was reached. Fragments of Middle Helladic and Early Helladic pottery came to light
in the upperlevels, but sherds of Neolithic ware found in the lowest levels give a basis for the
conclusion that the pits themselves must be referredto the Neolithic Period. Their purpose,
however, was not ascertained, though one may conjecture that it had some connection with
burials. It is not impossible that this ground had already at that early date been set aside as a
cemetery.
Eleven of the Middle Helladic graves exposed in the burial plot still retained their original
covers of sandy conglomerate. In three instances a single slab had been judged sufficient; in
seven the cover was made of two stones laid side by side; and one grave (Grave 11) was covered
by three slabs. All these stones were used in a rough state, exhibiting only a minimum effort at
working and shaping. Where two or more slabs were used, they were fitted together carelessly
with no attempt to achieve accurate jointing. They were usually laid transversely across the
grave. Single slabs generallywere placed longitudinally over the pit. The grave pit had evidently
been filled with earth after the burial, and the slabs were often placed directly over the fill
without a supporting structure of stone.
Eight graves were oriented approximately from north to south, four from east to west.
Without exception the bodies had been deposited in a contracted position. So far as could
be determined, the skeleton in six instances lay on its right side, in two on its left. In six
graves the head was placed toward the north, in two toward the south, and in three toward
the east. The arms were usually folded across the chest, once or twice apparently across the
pubic region. The skeletal remains were all in an extremely bad state of disintegration and
dissolution, and the skulls were not well enough preserved to permit measurements of any
value. In one instance (Grave 11) some crumbling bits of human bones were noted in the

earth above the cover slabs.
Among the thirteen graves or possible graves listed in the catalogue, two contained no
offerings whatever. The other eleven yielded altogether one gold diadem, one silver bracelet,

one silver pendant (fragment),one or two silver wire loops, one bronzering, seven loops of
bronzewire, one bronzedagger,two bronzepins, one bead of bronze,one bead of stone, six or
eight beads of glass paste, one spool and three whorls of terracotta, and 28 vases.
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Middle Helladic graves are well known for the almost unfailing paucity of their contents.
It is therefore gratifying to have in this cementery at Corinth two tombs that stand out far
above the general level. They are Graves 2 and 3. The former produced the bracelet of silver,
a silver wire loop, two bronze pins, a bezel-ring of bronze, three bronze wire loops, one bead of
stone and several of paste, a spool and two whorls of terracotta, and three pots.
Grave3, which had no cover slabs, contained a gold diadem, previously unknown in a Middle
Helladic context, a fragment of a silver pendant, four coils of bronze wire, one bronze bead,
four beads of paste, and one vase. Grave 5, too, deserves special mention, since it yielded a
bronze dagger and four pots.
The most interesting of all these objects is perhaps the gold diadem (Fig. 1). It is clearly a
forerunnerof the eight gold bands, similar, but of much more advanced technique, that were
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FIGURE 1. MIDDLE HELLADIC HEADBAND, 3-1

(1:1)

found in the Fourth Shaft Grave at Mycenae.3Like almost all of them, it has its ends drawn
out into a wire which is bent back and twisted over itself to form a loop. The technique and the
decorative elements, too, are closely akin. The circular bosses, hammered out from the reverse
side, recur on all the diadems from the Fourth Shaft Grave (except No. 236), and the earshaped spiraliform motive appears on Nos. 233 and 234 (also on No. 219 from the Second
Shaft Grave, as well as on the Grave Stelae Nos. 1428 and 1429).4Punctated dots are likewise
common features on all these bands from Mycenae. The rosettes which occur on Nos. 231, 233,
234 and 235 are much more regular and symmetrical than those on the diadem from Corinth,
but the family likeness is unmistakable. Round bosses bordered by punctated dots have been
found on gold ornamentsand bands recently recoveredfrom GravesLambda and Xi in the new
Grave Circle outside the citadel of Mycenae.5Most of the gold objects from this Circle seem,
however, to be decorated in a slightly more developed style than the headband from our
CorinthianGrave 3. The importance of the Corinthianfragment, which is much simplerand in
execution less elegant than the pieces from the Shaft Graves, lies in its demonstrationthat these
diademshad antecedents on the mainland of Greecefartherback in the Middle Helladic Period.
Two comparable diadems of thin gold plate now in the British Museum are said to have
been found on the island of Aegina;6 but the circumstances of discovery are unknown, and the
dating is uncertain. One, which is plain, without decoration,7resemblesthe Corinthianexample
in shape and style. Possible early prototypes may perhaps be recognized in the well-known
diadems from Tomb II at Mochlos in Eastern Crete.8These Early Minoan pieces have often

3 Karo, Schachtgrdber,pp. 70-73, 80-81, 185, pls. XXXVIXXXIX.
4
Ibid., pls. V, VI. This motive, called Schalenspirale (or
C-Spirale) by Boehlau (Prahist. Zeitschrift, XIX, 1928,
pp. 56, 69-72, 92), is widely distributed. Among early examples are some gold ornaments or earringsfrom "treasures"
at Troy, attributed to the second Settlement (Schliemann,
Ilios, Nos. 836, 838, 853; cf. Schmidt, SS, Nos. 5988, 6042).
See also Karo, Schachtgrdber,pp. 275ff.
1*

5 G. Mylonas, Ancient Mycenae, Princeton, 1957, p. 156,
fig. 78; p. 147, fig. 63. Comparable also is the style of the
decoration on a garter ornament from Grave Alpha and on
triangular fillet bands from Grave Iota: cf. figs. 42, 72.
6 J.H.S., XIII, 1892-1893,
pp. 210-211, figs. 15, 16.
7 Ibid., fig. 15.
8 R. Seager, Explorations in the Island of Mochlos, Boston,
1912, pp. 26-27, figs. 8, 9.
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punctated type
compared
acropolis
of Chalandrianeon the island of Syros.9 The latter, of Early Cycladic date, bears a row of
animals and other figuresoutlined in dots that were prickedout from the reverse side; and it also
has several bosses in a repousse style. It is not impossible that the jewelers' art, developed in
the Early Cycladic Period, was preserved and handed down to the Middle Bronze Age, and
was ultimately, along with many other Cycladicspecialities, transmitted to the MiddleHelladic
mainland. Karo, in the work cited above, has at any rate presented cogent arguments to
show that much of the jewelry found in the Shaft Graves was of local Mycenaeanmanufacture;
and the goldsmiths' craft thus presumably had a long history of development in northeastern
Peloponnesus. At Corinthwe can now trace it back to an earlierstage than was hitherto known.
The discovery of gold in a Middle Helladic grave is in itself worthy of note, for precious
metals have seldom been found with burials of this period. Three small wire rings of gold were
recovered from Grave 25 at Sesklo;10a tomb near Drachmani, excavated by Soteriadis,
yielded a pair of earrings and two wire ringlets;11 and two gilded bronze loops came from
Grave 61 at Dimini.12This scarcity of objects of intrinsic value might lead one to conclude that
the inhabitants of the Greek mainland in the Middle Bronze Age were sadly impoverished; but
the absence of evidence is not conclusive, and it must be remembered that no royal tombs
have yet been found. The gold diadem from Corinthdemonstrates in any event that goldsmiths
were at work at this time.
Further evidence, if it were needed, is supplied by the silver bracelet from Grave 2 (2-12,
P1. 3). Its decoration in punctated technique refers it to the same general artistic stage as that
which produced the gold diadem. Other comparable Middle Helladic bracelets have not yet
been published; but forerunnersof this kind of work in silver are known in the Early Cycladic
diadem from Syros, already cited, and in remnants of similar diadems found in Early Helladic
tombs at Zygouries.13
The silver loop from Grave 2 and the seven similar bronze examples from Graves 2 and 3
find numerous parallels in the material from the tombs at Sesklo and Dimini.14Tsountas
points out15that these wire loops of gold, silver and bronze, as shown by their place of discovery-usually in contact with a skull-undoubtedly served as hair-ornaments; perhaps
they might be called decorative hair-fasteners. The custom of wearing them was evidently
widespread in the Middle Helladic Period, for similar wire loops have been found also in contemporary graves at the Argive Heraion16and at Zygouries.17Some small rings of bronze,
silver, and gold recovered from Graves I and III at Aphidna in Attica18were presumably of
the same character.
The straight bronze pin with large solid biconical head from Grave 2 at Corinth (2-5, P1. 3)
is almost identical with an (incomplete) example from Grave 25 at Sesklo.19A comparable
type is known elsewhere and is already fairly common in the Early Bronze Age at Troy.
The flat bronze dagger from Grave 6 at Corinth (6-5, P1. 4) is in much damaged condition,
and since both edges have suffered greatly from corrosion,its original shape cannot be exactly
determined. Nevertheless it can hardly have differed appreciably from the leaf-shaped weapon
found by Tsountas in Grave 17 at Sesklo.20
9 'Ep.
'Apx., 1899, col. 123, pl. 10, No. 1.
10DS, cols. 136-137, pl. 5, No. 1.
11'Eq. 'Apx., 1908, pp. 94ff., fig. 16.
12 DS, cols. 148-149.
13
Zygouries, p. 181.
14DS, cols. 133ff.

15 DS, cols. 130, 137.

16Prosymna, pp. 41f., 265, figs. 65 No. 13, 68 No. 3.
17 Zygouries, pp. 20ff., fig. 189.
18 Ath.
391f.
XXI, 1896,

Mitt.,
pp.
19DS, col. 137, pl. 5, No. 2.
20DS, col. 135, pl. 4, No. 11.
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flanged
spool
provides
a fairly close analogy.21
The three crudely made terracotta whorls or buttons from Graves 2 and 11 in the Corinthian
cemetery resemble in general the relatively few examples found in contemporarytombs at
Sesklo,22Dimini,23Aphidna,24the Argive Heraion25 and elsewhere. They are presumably to
be regarded as buttons rather than spindle whorls.
Among the 23 pots, all handmade, recovered from the cemetery at Corinth, not more than
four can be classified as of fine fabric (5-2, 6-3, 11-1, 11-3) and only the last (11-3) is made of
really well-levigated clay. All the rest fall into the category of coarse ware. Two of these (8-2,
which bears traces of a pattern in dull paint, and 9-2, which is undecorated) could perhaps be
regarded as careless examples of Yellow Minyan Ware. Gray Minyan is not represented even
by a sherd.
The Mattpainted vessels, numbering 22, form a singularly homogeneous group, bearing a
strong family resemblance to the collection from the Middle Helladic graves at the Argive
Heraion.26In style they look much like the pots from a tomb at Asine which Persson attributes
to the stage he calls Middle Helladic II at that site.27
In shape the Corinthian vases, though for the most part relatively small, display no little
variety. Cupsnumber 12, constituting more than half the total, but they are of several different
kinds. One (2-3, P1. 3) is a crude semi-globularvessel with thick flaringrim. Three, of somewhat
better fabric, are semi-globular, with narrowed neck and plain spreading rim (1-2, P1. 3;
5-4, 7-1, P1. 4). Two are shallow cups, one rounded in profile (5-3, P1. 4), the other angular
(9-2, P1. 5), each having two high-swung handles in the Minyan manner. There is also a twohandled goblet of pure Minyan inspiration (8-2, P1. 5). Another is a crudely fashioned squat
tankard, lacking its handle (10-1, P1. 4). Four are cup-like vessels, each provided with a lateral
suspension handle that in arises loop or ring from the rim; these vessels were perhaps intended
for use as ladles (2-2, P1. 3; 8-1, 11-3, 13-2, P1. 5). The ring-likehandle, springing on one side
from the rim, is a distinctive Middle Helladic feature well known from other sites.28
Eleven of the pots from the Corinthiancemetery are jugs. One has an almost globular body,
broad neck and wide mouth with plain horizontal rim (9-1, P1. 5). Two are larger pots of the
same general form, but provided with a narrow cylindrical spout that rises almost vertically,
close to the neck on the side opposite the handle (3-5, P1. 4). A similarjug was found in Grave I
at the Argive Heraion.29A comparablevessel, but with the spout placed at one side, not along
the axis of the handle, is known from Asine.30
The remaining eight pots from Corinth are beaked jugs of a distinctive Middle Helladic
type, with more or less globular body, fairly broad neck, and plain rim carried up obliquely
opposite the handle to form a beak-like pour channel. Closeparallelsare known from Thessaly.31
The most elegant Corinthianexample (11-1, P1. 5) might almost have been made by the same
potter that produced No. 53 from Grave IV at the Argive Heraion.32
21

DS, col. 133, fig. 31.
DS, cols. 137ff., Graves 25, 36, 38, 53, 55.
23 DS, cols. 147f., Graves 57, 61.
24 Ath. Mitt., XXI, 1896,
pp. 391, 395, Graves 1, 4.
25
Prosymna, pp. 41, 49, figs. 51, 77, 79.
26
Prosymna, pp. 385ff.
27 Asine, fig. 179.
28 E.g., from Thessaly: DS, figs. 33, 44, 47, 52, 56, 66;
from Peloponnesus: Zygouries, figs. 123, 126 No. 11, pl. XIV,
No. 2; Prosymna, figs. 34, 39, 43, 59, 63, 67, 70, 75, 79, 641,
22

647; Asine, fig. 186 No. 2, fig. 189 No. 1, fig. 200 No. 1.
Similar handles occur also on stemmed goblets in Gray
Minyan Ware: e.g., G. Mylonas, lTpoTlrroplK 'EAuvois,
Athens, 1932, fig. 41; H. Goldman, Eutresis, Cambridge,
Mass., 1931, fig. 184.
29
Prosymna, fig. 643; the spout perhaps not restored at
the correct angle.
30Asine, fig. 200, No. 5.
31
E.g. DS, figs. 51, 57, 59.
32
Prosymna, fig. 644.
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The decorative motives that appear on the pots from Corinthare those familiar on contemporary Middle Helladic pottery. They comprise horizontal straight or curving bands, parallel
double and triple zigzags or chevrons, groups of horizontal or vertical strokes, transverse
dashes especially on rims and handles, dots usually in rows, a simple net pattern, crosshatching,
solid or crosshatched triangles, festoon-like borders, and in one instance swastikas. A panelled
arrangement of the decoration is discernible in at least one instance (3-5). In the repertory
by and large there is little or nothing new or striking that calls for special mention; analogies
may be recognized at nearly all Middle Helladic sites that have been excavated.
Surveying the pottery as a whole one cannot fail to wonder at the absence of Gray Minyan
Ware. Except possibly at Sesklo, Dimini, and Drachmani,however, Gray Minyanis remarkably
scanty in the Middle Helladic tombs that have hitherto been investigated. If the ordinary
shaft and cist graves of the period can be traced back to origins in Cycladic culture, as has
sometimes been postulated, the strong preference shown for Mattpainted pots to accompany
the dead might be taken to support the view, which is also held in some quarters, that this
type of pottery was likewise introduced from the Cyclades. The great preponderanceof Mattpainted ware in Middle Helladic graves is in any event a phenomenon that should be noted,
and one for which a satisfactory explanation still needs to be found.
The Corinthian cemetery yielded not a single pot that can be taken in its technique or
shape or decoration to display Minoaninfluence, nor is it clear that the other objects recovered
owe much if anything to direct dependence on Crete. Some stimulation from that source
there may well have been through Cycladic intermediation, but the conclusion imposes itself
that this burial ground was used in a period before Minoan cultural influence had gained a
widespreadfoothold on the Greekmainland. Absolute dating is not yet possible with any degree
of certainty, but we should probably not go far astray in provisionally attributing the graves
at Corinth to the middle or second half of the seventeenth century B.C.
The cemetery lay in the plain some 300 m. distant from the abrupt northern edge of the
plateau on which classical Corinthwas later founded. The low ground in the immediate neighborhood of the graves has revealed no trace of habitations. The contemporary settlement
undoubtedly stood on the plateau; indeed, the site is almost surely to be recognized on a more
or less isolated spur known as Mylos Cheliotou or Cheliotomylos, which rises about 800 m.
to the northwest of the Temple of Apollo. From its vantage point the height offers a fine view
across the plain to the sea. The hill is covered with ancient debris including many sherds of
Early, Middle, and Late Helladic pottery.
CATALOGUE

GRAVE1.

that lay to the west of the skeleton. A third pot,
found ca. 1 m. to the north of the grave, may belong
to the same burial, and is catalogued as No. 3.

Plan 1 (5E); Pls. 3, 101.
Orientedapproximatelynorth and south. Depth
below surface2.50 m. Two cover slabs: one of poros 1-1 (T 2736) Beaked jug. P1. 3.

(cracked across middle), 1. 1.05m., w. 0.89 m.,
th. 0.11 m.; the other of sandstone, 1. 1.12m.,

w. 0.77 m., th. 0.13 m. Shallow grave pit cut in
earth, with no built supportfor cover slabs.
The skeleton, in a badly disintegratedstate, lay
on its left side, in contractedposition, with head to
south. The only accompanyingobjectswere two pots

H. 0.193 m.; d. of body 0.12 m.; d. of base 0.045 m.
Intact. Pinkish buff clay, tempered freely with small
pebbles and particles which make surface rough.
Surface coated with light greenish slip. Handmade.
Relatively small flat raised base, plump ovoid
body, large neck terminating in beak; roughly made
thick flat handle. The neck, not properly centered

over middle of body, tilts backward toward
handle.
Faint traces of decoration in dull black paint.
Bands along edge of beak, at junction of neck and
body, and aroundzone of greatest diameter.Transverse dasheson handle.
1-2 (T 2737) Small mug. P1.3.
H. 0.072m.;

d. of rim 0.065m.;

d. of body
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0.078 m.; d. of base 0.033 m. Intact. Coarsepinkish
buff clay, gray at core, containingmuch grit. Surface coated with pinkishbuff slip, now powdery,and
smoothed,but not polished.
Small flat base, compressedglobularbody, broad
neck, concave in profile,flaringrim. Ribbon handle
slightly concave on uppersurface.Handmade.
Decoratedin dull black paint. Transversedashes
on inside of rim in groups of four to right and left
of handle; traces of two further groups opposite,
more or less nearly symmetricallyspaced. On handle
a longitudinalstripe,which branchesinto two below.
A broadband on exteriorof rim fromwhichfestoons
are suspended. Two broad bands around shoulder,
framing a double row of dots. Oppositehandle two
stripes descend from shoulderzone to edge of base,
correspondingto two similarstripes below handle.
1-3 (T 2753) Beakedjug. P1.3.
H. 0.16 m.; d. of body 0.101 m.; d. of base 0.04 m.

Handle broken, but repaired, and the pot is complete except for chip of beak. Reddishclay containing
a good many gritty particles. Surface coated with
buff slip and smoothed.Handmade.
Smallflat raisedbase, carelesslymade,ovoid body,
almost cylindricalbackwardtilted neck, carriedup
to form beak opposite handle. The latter is round
and extendsfromback of neck to widestpart of body.
Faint tracesof two bandsin dull black alongouter
edge of beak, and at junction of neck and body;
possibly also aroundgreatest diameterof body.
GRAVE2.

Plan 1 (5E); Pls. 2, 3, 101.
Oriented north and south. Depth below surface
2.40 m. Cover (P1.2) made of two slabs of poros
(one cracked): 1. 1.345 m.; w. 1.215 m.; th. 0.14 m.

Cover supported on stones. Fairly deep pit cut in
earth to form grave.
The skeleton,foundin a badly disintegratedstate,
had been placed on its right side in contracted
position,with head to north. In front of skull, to the
west, lay a group of three pots (P1.2), a jug, No. 1,
a jar, No. 2, and a cup, No. 3. In the jar were a
spool, No. 14, and a whorl, No. 15; below lay a
whorl, No. 4. Directly in front of the face was found
a sturdy bronze pin, No. 5, surmountedby a heavy
knob. Three bronze coils, Nos. 6, 7, 8, rested close
against the top of the skull with two pieces of
silver wire, No. 9, and a small bronze pin, No. 10,

near by. Beside the left arm were several beads of
paste and one of stone, No. 11. Aroundthe forearm
was a silver bracelet,No. 12, and a bronzering still
encircleda fingerbone, No. 13.
2-1 (T 2738) Beakedjug. P1.3.
H. 0.188m.; d. of body 0.138m.; d. of base
0.046 m. Intact, except for edge of beak. Pinkish
clay containingrelatively little grit. Surfacecoated
with buff slip and polished.Handmade.
Flat-bottomed,raisedbase, globularbody, groove
at base of broad tapering neck, shallow spout
opposite sturdy handle, which extends from back
of rim to shoulder.Handle deeply grooved on top.
Decorationin dull black paint. Two broad bands
along outer edge of rim. Shoulderzone, delimited
by two bands above and below, carriesa continuous
pattern of seven triple chevrons(or zigzags). On upper surfaceof handlea longitudinalstripebifurcating
toward lower end and crossed by two groups of
triple horizontaldashes.
2-2 (T 2739) Jar with ringlike suspension handle.
P1.3.
H. 0.158 m.; h. including handle 0.204 m.; d. of
rim 0.09m.; d. of body 0.126m.; d. of base
0.056 m. Repaired from five fragments; complete.
Coarse greenish clay tempered with much grit.
Handmade.
Well-shapedraised base, slightly hollowedunderneath, with rolled edge, piriformbody, fairly high
wide straight neck, with flaring rim, flat on top.
Thick ring handle rises almost vertically from top
of rim; its attachment reinforced by extension
going down to shoulderand piercedby a horizontal
string-hole.Surfaceslippedand lightly polished.
Decoration in dull black paint. Four groups of
transversedashes on top of rim, five in each group
to right and left of handle, six in the other two.
Shoulderzone, borderedabove and below by paired
stripes, bears a continuous zigzag made of two
parallel lines connected by transverse dashes. A
double festoon in each of the lower triangles, a
single festoon in each of the upper series.Lowerline
of lower border festooned with continuous loops.
Three groups of transversedashes on inner side of
ring handle.
2-3 (T 2740) Small cup. P1.3.
H. 0.083m. to 0.085m.; h. including handle
0.095 m.; d. of rim 0.104 m.; d. of body 0.091 m.;
d. of base 0.052 m. Intact. Relatively coarse buff
clay. Surface uneven, but slipped and smoothed.
Handmade.
Raised base with rolled edge, deep bowl-shaped
body, flaringplain rim. Ribbon handle with central
groove and ridged edges. Faint traces indicate there
may have been a band of dull black paint along
edge of rim.
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H. 0.033m.; d. 0.03 m. Buff clay. Perforation
L. ca. 0.157 m.; w. max. 0.022 m. Four fragments,
not well centered. Truncatedcone, slightly concave about one half preserved.Very thin sheet gold. From
one end, whereit terminatesin a fine wire (rectanguin profile.Crudelymade.
in section), which is doubled back and twisted
lar
2-5 (T 2742) Bronzepin. P1.3.
around
itself to form a loop, the diadem broadens
L. 0.175 m.; d. of knob 0.024 m.; 1. of knob ca.
in
width
toward its midpoint, then presumably
0.027 m. Massive biconical knob-shapedhead. Shaft
tapered again to the other end, now missing. Decotapersfrom d. of 0.005 m. to point.
rated
with circles,spiralsand rosettes, executedin a
2-6, 7, 8 (T 2743, 2744, 2745) Three loops of bronze
of punctated and repousse technique
combination
wire. P1.3.
A
row
of dots runs along lower and upper
D. of loops: T 2743, 0.047 m.; th. of wire 0.004 m. (Fig. 1).
The
decorative
elementsthat appear-in order
T 2744: d. 0.056 m.; th. of wire 0.0035m. T 2745: edge.
left
from
to
in
the drawing-are a stamped
right
d. 0.0425 m.; th. of wire 0.0045 m.
row
encircled
a
of dots; two ear-shaped
boss,
by
2-9 (T 2746) Three fragments of silver wire that
spiraliform figures, arranged back to back and
form a ring or loop.Twopieces shown in P1.3.
outlined in dots, with a central boss in each lobe;
D. of loop ca. 0.035 m.; th. of wire ca. 0.0015 m.
a boss surroundedby two concentricdotted circles;
2-10 (T 2747) Bronzepin. P1.3.
a rosette, with ten embossed petals around a dotL. 0.083m.; 1. of head 0.003m.; th. of shaft encircled boss; a larger rosette with 14 petals and
0.0015m. Point missing. Slender shaft, thickened central dot enclosed within two concentric dotted
at one end to form head.
circles; and, at right of fragment,traces of another
2-11 (T 2748) Beads of paste, and one of stone. P1:3. ear-shaped spiral. If the design as a whole was
Stone bead barrel-shaped:d. 0.009 m.; h. 0.008 m. symmetrical,the fragment preserved must be less
Rose colored stone resembling steatite. Pierced, than half the originalband.
piece of a bronze tube still fixed in one end. Paste 3-2 (T 2756) Four bronze wire rings or loops. Two
beads of elongatedshape in crumblingcondition.
shownin P1.4.
2-12 (T 2749) Bracelet of silver. P1.3.
D. of loop 0.043 m.; th. of wire 0.0035m. Perhaps
Six fragments,not all actuallyjoining: 1. extended used as hair-fasteners.
ca. 0.11 m.; w. of band, max. 0.032 m., diminishes 3-3
(T 2757) Beads of glass paste. P1.4.
to 0.022 m.; th. ca. 0.0005 m. Decorated with dot
Three of paste, 1. ca. 0.009 m.; d. 0.005 m. One
rosettes down middle, three or four such rosettes small tubular of bronze,1.0.011 m.; d. 0.005 m.
with central dot and ring of 10 or 12 dots.
3-4 (T 2758) Silver charm.P1.4.
2-13 (T 2750) Seal ring of bronze.P1.3.
L. 0.016 m.; w. 0.005 m. Only a fragment-one
Very thin bronze.L. of bezel 0.018 m.; w. of bezel end with flattened ovoid disk pierced for stringing.
ca. 0.013 m. Mostof hoop missing.Hoop ca. 0.0045m.
Originalshape uncertain.
wide. No decorationcan be discernedon bezel.
3-5 (T 2759) Large jug with small tubular spout.
2-14 (T 2751) Spool of terracotta.P1.3.
P1.4.
H. 0.0665 m.; d. of flange at end 0.046 m.; d. of

shank 0.02m. Buff clay. Crudely made-rough
surfacenot smoothed.Perforatedlongitudinally.
2-15 (T 2752) Weight or whorl of terracotta.P1.3.
H. 0.021 m.; d. 0.046 m. Brick-red clay. Perforation not well centered. Flattened hemispherical
shape.
GRAVE3.

Plan 1 (5E); P1.4.
Ca. 1.75 m. to the south of Graves1 and 2 and at
a depth of 2.40 m., were found remnantsof a badly
disintegratedskeleton, lying in contractedposition,
with head to the north. There were no cover slabs.
Upon the skull lay a fragmentarygold diadem, 1,
and, near by four bronze coils, 2, several beads of
glass paste, 3, and a small silver charm,4. Potsherds
recoveredin the neighborhoodallowedthe restoration
of a largejug, 5, whichmayhavebelongedto the grave.

H. 0.314m.; d. of mouth 0.123m.; d. of neck
0.103 m.; d. of spout 0.035 m.; d. of body 0.244 m.;

d. of base 0.077 m. Repairedfrom ca. 45 fragments;
top of spout, part of rim, and a considerablepart
of body missing. Coarsepinkishbuff clay containing
much grit. Once coated with buff slip, but not
polished.Handmade.
Standing on a slightly raised base, flat underneath, the vessel has an ovoid body, almost cylindrical neck with sharply offset outturned rim;
ribbon shoulder-handle,longitudinallygrooved and
ridged at sides; and opposite it, beyond normal
mouth, is a tubular spout almost upright, slanting
only a trifle outwardaway frommouth.
Traces of decoration in dull black paint. One
or two horizontalstripes below rim; two at junction
of neck and body; three around middle of body.
The broadshoulderzone seems to have been divided
by triple or quadruple vertical lines into panels

which enclosed groups of horizontal lines. Faint
vestiges of a pattern on spout, possibly also on
handle.

5-2 (T 2764) Beakedjug. P1.4.
H. 0.088m.;

d. of neck 0.0275m.;

d. of body
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0.062 m.; d. of base 0.021 m. Intact. Fairly fine
light buff clay containingsome grit. Surfacecoated
4.
with pale greenish buff slip, and lightly polished.
GRAVE
Handmade.
Plan 1(5E); P1.2.
Small flat base, almost sphericalbody not symOrientedfrom east to west. Depth below surface metrically shaped, broad, slightly tapering bulging
1.87 m. Cover made of two slabs of sandstone, neck prolongedto form spout opposite thick round
roughlyhewn;the easternone was cracked,1. 1.20 m., high-swunghandle, which extends from top of rim
w. 0.87 m., th. 0.12 m.; the westernhad correspond- to shoulder.
Decorationin dullblackpaint: doublebandsbelow
ing dimensions of 1.22 m., 0.77 m., and 0.17 m.
Beneath the slabs was a shallow depressionin the rim, aroundjunction of neck and body, and about
widest part of body. Transversedasheson handle.
earth, with a floorof pebbles.
The skeleton, in a much disintegratedstate, lay 5-3.
(T 2765) Shallow cup with two high-swung
in contracted position, with the head toward the handles.
P1.4.
east. Apart from a few potsherds there were no
H. 0.037 m.; H. including handles 0.055 m. on
accompanyingobjects.
one side, 0.059 m. on the other; d. of lip 0.068m.;
d. of body 0.068 m. Intact. Relatively fine light
GRAVE5.
buff clay; thin walls. Surface slipped and polished.
Handmade.
Plan 1 (6E); Pls. 2, 4, 101.
Rounded bottom; side rises in convex curve to
Oriented from northeast to southwest. Depth
Handles grooved on top. Yellow
below surface 2.15 m. Cover made of two slabs of sharp-edgedlip.
a
ware
of
sort.
sandstone,carefullyhewn, and neatly fitted together. Minyan
Faint traces of transversedashes in dull purplish
Dimensions of southwestern slab: 1. 1.27 m., w.
black paint on uppersurfaceof handles.
0.85 m., th. 0.14 m.; of northeasternslab: 1. 1.28 m.,
w. 0.73 m., th. 0.20 m. Grave pit cut in earth to 5-4 (T 2766) Small mug. P1.4.
H. 0.086 m.; d. of lip 0.086 m.; d. of neck 0.074 m.;
depth of 0.45 m., with pebble floor. Some stones
d.
of body 0.094m.; d. of base 0.041 m. Intact.
along sides of pit.
The badly disintegratedskeleton lay on its left Pinkish buff clay containingmany gritty particles.
sidein contractedpositionwith head to the northeast. Surfacecoatedwith greenishslip and lightly polished.
The arms were crossedover the middle of the body. Handmade.
Low flat base with raised edge, globular body,
The grave containedfour vases, a few potsherds,and
broad neck, spreading to plain lip; fairly thick
the blade of a bronzedagger.
ribbon handle deeply concave on top with ridge at
5-1 (T 2763)Largejug with smalltubularspout.P1.4. each
edge.
H. 0.267 m.; d. of mouth 0.109 m.; d. of body
Decorationin dull black paint. On inside of rim
0.198 m.; d. of base 0.083 m. Completeexcept for three
groups of small triangular dashes in solid
top of spout; handle brokenand repaired.Buff clay black, one group on each side of handle and one
containingmuch grit. Surfacecoated with buff slip opposite handle. Band on exterior just below rim,
and somewhatsmoothed.Handmade.
at angle of body and neck, and below widest part
Raised base, flat underneath,with splaying edge, of
body. In main shoulder zone a series of seven
ovoid body, broad high neck with flaring rim, and a half
large trianglesin solid black, with points
ribbon shoulder-handle,deeply grooved, with ridge
upward. This decoration is interrupted by the
along each edge, small diagonallyset spout opposite handle. On the latter a longitudinal stripe which
handle. Same shape as Grave3, No. 5.
divides into two toward the bottom, where there
Decoration in dull black paint. Two horizontal are three transversedashes.
bands below rim. Shoulder zone on each side,
between handle and spout, divided by three stripes 5-5 (T 2767) Bronzedagger.P1.4.
L. 0.14 m.; w. 0.04 m. Badly corroded, edges and
into two bands: the upper carries a net pattern,
missing. Apparently leaf-shaped. No medial
point
the lower a series of trianglesin solid black pointing
also corroded,has three rivets in transrib.
Haft,
upward. A narrow zone about the widest part of
to
fasten handle.
row
verse
body is framed by two broad bands, the space
between which is filled with a net pattern. On the GRAVE6.
exterior of the spout are transverse dashes (six
Plan 1 (5E); Pls. 2, 4.
preserved); and the handle shows traces of longiOrientedfrom east to west. Depth below surface
tudinal stripes.

2.10 m. Covered by two slabs of sandstone, one

GRAVE8.

1. 1.03 m., w. ranging from 0.40 m. to 0.60 m.; the
other 1. 1.13 m., w. ca. 0.43 m., th. 0.20 m. Shallow
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Plan 1 (6E); Pls. 2, 5,101.
Oriented from southeast to northwest. Depth
pit cut in earth. No stones to supportcover.
below surface2.25 m. Covermade of two irregularly
The skeleton, in badly disintegrated condition,
hewn slabs of sandstone roughly fitted together.
lay in a contracted position, with head to east. Dimensions of southeast slab: 1. 0.80
m., w. 0.65 m.,
Therewereno accompanyingobjects;but in the earth
th. 0.16 m.; northwest slab: 1. 0.96 m., w. 0.65 m.,
ca. 1.50 m. to the north of the grave was found a
th. 0.13 m. The grave pit was cut in earth and had a
beakedjug which may have belongedto the funeral
floorof pebbles.
gear.
The skeleton,in a very bad state of preservation,
6-1 (T 2761) Beakedjug. PI. 4.
lay on its right side, in contracted position, with
H. 0.11 m.; d. of body 0.073 m.; d. of base 0.037 m. head to northwest. Three vases and some flakes of
Repairedfrom four fragmentsand complete except obsidianwere the only accompanyingobjects (P1.2).
for end of beak,and chipsof side.
8-1 (T 2780) Smallcup with suspensionhandle.P1.5.
Pinkish buff clay containing much grit. Surface
H. 0.081 m.; h. including handle 0.14 m.; d. of
smoothed and coated with creamy greenish slip. mouth 0.085 m.; d. of
body 0.083m.; d. of base
Handmade.
0.045 m. Intact. Buff clay containing much grit.
Small flat base with low raised edge, globular Surfacecoated with
greenishslip. Handmade.
body, broad tapering neck, prolongedto form beak
Smallraisedbase, flat underneath,with projecting
opposite handle. Thick round handle extends from rolled edge, globular body, flaring plain rim surtop of neck to shoulder.
mountedby a high vertical ring handle. Attachment
Surface, though badly worn, bears faint traces of latter strengthenedby thickening of side down
of decorationin dull black paint. There were two to shoulder;
thickening pierced horizontally by
stripesalong the edge of rim and beak, a band mark- string-hole.Muchlike Grave2, No. 2.
ing junction of neck and body, and at least one
Decorationin dull brownishblack paint. Horizonband around widest part of body. Transverse tal
stripe along outer edge of lip; another, around
slanting dashes on upper surfaceof handle.
widest point of body, with festoons below it. The
main shoulderzone carriesa series of crudelydrawn
GRAVE7.
double chevrons,four in number.At the bottom of
the ring handle on its innerside are three transverse
Plan 1 (6E); Pls. 2, 4, 101.
stripes. The ring itself at its highest point bears a
Orientedfrom east to west. Depth below surface seriesof short transversedashes.
2.70 m. Coveredby a single irregularlyshaped slab 8-2
(T 2781) Two-handledgoblet. P1.5.
of poros, 1.1.16 m., w. varying from 0.55 m. to
0.87 m., th. 0.13 m. Pit, 0.83 m. long, 0.60 m. wide,

cut in earth to a depth of 0.40 m. below cover.
No traces of a skeleton were found. The only
object recoveredwas a small mug.
7-1 (T 1855) Small mug. P1.4.

H. 0.09 m. to 0.094 m.; d. of rim 0.065 m.; d. of
body 0.089m.; d. of base 0.035 m. Broken and

mended, but complete. Pinkish buff gritty clay.
Surfacecoated with creamy slip, smoothed,but not
polished.Handmade.
Flattened bottom, globular body, flaring neck,
plain rim, slightly pinched out, opposite handle, for
pouring.Thickverticalhandle,flat on top, extending
fromrim to shoulder.Very similarto Grave1, No. 2,
and somewhatlike Grave5, No. 4.
Decorationin dull black paint. Four groupsof six
short dashes on inside of lip, groups symmetrically
spaced. A broad careless band at junction of body
and neck, fringed below with continuous loops or
festoons.A plain broadband aroundbody at greatest
diameter.On top of handle two groupsof threetransverse lines.

H. 0.093m. to 0.098m.; h. including handles
0.132 m.; d. of mouth 0.119 m.; d. of base 0.05 m.

Intact. Coarseyellowish buff clay. Surface coated
with pinkish buff slip and polished. Essentially a
Yellow Minyanfabric.Handmade.
Flat-bottomedraised base with rolled edge; body
splays outwardin convex curve to angle, then rises
in concave curve to flaring rim; two high-swung,
fairly thick ribbon handles, with ridged edges and
medial concavity.
Decoration in dull black paint. Two bands just
below rim, and two at angle of body; in the shoulder
panels thus framed on each side between handles
there are four crosshatchedtriangles with points
turned downward. On the upper surface of each
handle three groupsof five transverselines.
8-3 (T 2782) Beakedjug. P1.5.
H. 0.168m.;

d. of body 0.104m.;

d. of base

0.03 m. Intact. Buff clay containingmanyparticlesof
grit. Surfacecoatedwith greenishslip and smoothed,
but not polished.Handmade.
Smallflat base, ovoid body, broadgroovebetween
body and wide tapering neck. Neck prolonged to

object was a cup.
10-1 (T 2775) Flaringcup. P1.4.
H. 0.077 m.; d. of mouth 0.098m.; d. of base
0.052 m. Intact except for handle which is missing.
Pinkish red clay containing many gritty particles.
Surface coated with light buff slip and polished.
Handmade.
GRAVE
9.
Flat bottom from which side flares upward in
Plan 1 (6E); Pls. 5, 101.
gently concave curve to rim with slightly projecting
Oriented from north to south. Depth below outturned lip. Places of attachment indicate that
surface2.20 m. Coveredby a singleslab of sandstone, the cup had a ringhandle,presumablyfor suspension,
1. 1.32 m., w. 0.91 m., th. 0.10 m. Shallow grave rising almost vertically from rim. Faint traces of a
pit cut in earth and flooredwith pebbles.
dull black painted band below edge of rim.
The skeleton, in a badly disintegratedstate, lay
on its right side in contractedposition, with head to GRAVE11
north. The only accompanying objects were two
Plan 1 (6E); Pls. 2, 5,101.
vases.
Orientedfromnorth to south. Depth belowsurface
9-1 (T 2773) Jug. P1.5.
2.50 m. Covered by three roughly hewn slabs of
H. 0.185 m.; d. of mouth 0.092 m.; d. of body limestone, irregularly fitted together. Dimensions
0.152m.; d. of base 0.072m. Intact. Light yel- of slabs: north, 1. 1.05 m., w. 0.75 m., th. 0.13 m.;
lowish buff clay, containing many gritty particles. middle slab, 1.0.97 m., w. 0.40 m., th. 0.09 m.; south
Surface slipped and smoothed, but not polished. slab, 1.0.75 m., w. 0.65 m., th. 0.085 m. Some remHandmade.
nants of human bones were found above the cover
Low raised base, flat underneath,globularbody, slabs. The grave pit, dug in earth, was lined with
broadneck slightly concavein profile,flaringrounded loose stones on the sides and had a pebblefloor.
rim. Thick ribbon handle, slightly concave on top,
The skeletonhad almost completelydisintegrated.
extends from neck, just below rim, to shoulder. No remainsof the skull were recognized,but traces
Decorated in purplish black dull paint, badly of leg bonestowardthe south suggestedthat the body
worn. Two broad horizontalstripes below rim, two had beendeposited,in the usual contractedposition,
just above junction of neck and body, and two on its right side, head to the north, with two pots
irregularlydrawn, below widest diameter of body. and a spindle whorl in front of it. There were no
Traces of transverse dashes on upper surface of other objects.
handle,whichis edged on each side by a longitudinal 11-1
(T 2777) Beakedjug. P1.5.
stripe.
H. 0.202m.; d. of body 0.154m.; d. of base
9-2 (T 2774) Shallow cup with two high-swung 0.053 m.
Tip of beak broken,but mended,and vessel
handles.PI. 5.
is complete. Relatively fine buff clay with a sparing
H. 0.035 m.; h. including handles 0.055 m. to admixture of
gritty particles. Surface coated with
0.057 m.; d. of mouth 0.084 m.; d. of base 0.04 m. buff
and
slip
polished.Handmade.
One handle broken, but repaired, and the pot is
Fairly well-shaped raised base, globular body,
complete. Fairly fine reddish clay containing some lower part of which shows marks of paring, slender
grit. Surface coated with reddish yellow slip and tapering neck prolongedto form beak opposite flat
polished.A variationof Yellow Minyanware.
ribbon handle; the latter swings in a broad loop
Flat base with low raised edge, angularprofileof from back of neck to shoulder.
Handle slightly
body, rim rolled slightly outward. Two fairly thick concave on top with ridge along each side.
high-swunghandles,longitudinallygroovedon upper
Decoration in mat black paint. Stripe along
surface.No trace of decorationvisible.
horizontal edge of beak, two parallel stripes along
each side of beak, and across exterior of latter and
GRAVE
10.
neck are seven transverselines. Junctionof neckand
Plan 1 (6E); Pls. 4, 101.
body markedby broadbandwhich is borderedabove
Orientedfromnorth to south. Depth below surface and below by a narrow stripe, from the lower of
2.00 m. Covered by a slab of sandstone, 1. 1 m., which hang eight groups of multiple festoons.
w. 0.59 m., th. 0.13 m. Grave pit, larger than cover Aroundmiddle of body a similar belt of one broad
slab, cut in earth below.
between two narrow bands, without festoons. The
The skeleton, in a much disintegratedcondition, upper surface of the handle bears two longitudinal
lay on its right side in a sharplycontractedposition, stripes.
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on exterior, and extending from rim to shoulder.
Decorationin dull black paint. Two bands below
outer edge of rim, three bands alongjunction of neck
and body, and three low on body. Front of neck
under beak has nine transverse dashes. Longitudinal stripe on handle.

(T 2778) Spindle
H. 0.032m.;

d. 0.028m.

Broken and mended.

Coarsereddish clay. Surfacenot smoothed. Almost
cylindrical. Large perforation, cleanly cut and
centered.
11-3 (T 2779) Smallcup with suspensionhandle.P1.5.

H. 0.07 m.; h. including handle 0.095 m.; d. of
mouth 0.051m.; d. of body 0.074m.; d. of base
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0.035 m. Handle broken, but repaired,and vase is
complete. Fine light buff clay containing few particles of grit. Surface coated with creamy slip,
smoothed and polished. Pot regularin shape, with
thin walls, but handmade.
Flat base, compressed globular body, deeply
indented neck, flaring to plain rim. Ring handle
rises somewhat obliquely from rim, and below it
is a narrowflat vertical handle looping from rim to
shoulder.
Decoration in dull black paint. Four groups of
transversedashes on inside of rim, three dashes in
each group to right and left of handle, four in the
other two; the groups are almost symmetrically
spaced. Band along outer edge of rim, two bands
at junction of neck and body, and another pair
around body at greatest diameter. In the shoulder
zone thus delimited are three fairly well-drawn
swastikas,not very regularlyspaced. One band runs
along the upper surfaceof the ring handle, and the
vertical handle bearstwo similarlongitudinalstripes
which curve out to right and left at bottom.
GRAVE12.

Plan 1 (7D).
Orientedfromnorthto south. Depth belowsurface
2.20 m. Coveredby two irregularlyhewn slabs of
sandstone, each 1. 1.17m.; one w. 0.60m., th.
0.14m.; the other w. 0.73 m., th. 0.12 m. Grave

pit cut in earth.
The skeleton, in a bad state of preservation,
apparently lay on its right side, in the usual contracted position, with head to the south. No objects
were found in the grave.
GRAVE(?) 13. Large Pit Possibly a Grave.

Plan 1 (5E); P1.5.
In the large pit that was encounteredbetween
Grave 3 and Graves 4 and 5, in the southwestern
angle of Trench G, Section I, two roughly shaped
slabs of sandstone which looked like the cover
of a grave were exposed at a depth of ca. 2 m.
One stone was 1. 1.18 m., w. 1.10 m., th. 0.18 m. The

correspondlay partly
ing dimensions of 0.78 m., 0.60 m., and 0.08 m.
Instead of a grave pit beneath the slabs, however,a
deep fill of large stones, bouldersand slabs, came to
light, and there was no evidence of a properburial.
Whetheror not these remainswere those of a grave
that had been disturbed could not be determined;
but for conveniencethey are mentioned here as a
possible Grave 13. In the earth to the north was
found a beakedjug, and to the southeast a jar with
suspension handle, perhaps scattered objects from
the presumedgrave.
13-1 (T 2754) Beakedjug. P1.5.
H. 0.275 m.; d. of neck ca. 0.07 m.; d. of body
0.178m.; d. of base 0.065 m. Broken and mended;
considerableparts restoredin plaster. Greenishclay
containingmuch grit for tempering.Surfaceslipped
and smoothed.Handmade.
Small raised base, flat underneath, with rolled
edge, ovoid body, fairly broad tapering neck prolonged to form beak opposite handle. The latter,
thick, and longitudinally grooved on top, extends
from back of mouth to shoulder.
Decoration in dull purplish black paint. Two
bands follow edge of rim and beak, two markjunction of neck and body, and two girdlebody at widest
diameter. In the neck panel thus framed are three
groups of five short parallel horizontal dashes, the
groups more or less symmetricallyspaced. In the
shoulderzone to right and left of handle is a group
of eight similar parallel dashes. The upper surface
of the handle bears a single medial stripe crossedby
three groups of three short parallel transverse
strokes.
13-2 (T 2760) Cupwith suspensionhandle.P1.5.
H. 0.101 m.; h. including handle 0.14m.; d. of
mouth ca. 0.08 m.; d. of body 0.094 m.; d. of base
0.044 m. Intact. Pinkish buff clay containingmuch
grit. Surface coated with creamy buff slip and
smoothed.Handmade.
Small flattened bottom, slightly hollowed underneath, globularbody, short broad neck, flaringrim.
A thick ring handle rises almost verticallyfrom rim,
its attachment strengthenedby a support that goes
down to shoulder of pot. The support is pierced
horizontallyby two string-holes.
Decorationin dull black paint. Broad band along
outsideof rim. Shoulderzone, borderedby two bands
above and below, contains a somewhat irregular
zigzag made of double parallel lines. Transverse
dashes on inner face of ring handle; traces of longitudinal stripe on its uppersurface.

PART

I

PERIOD
THE GEOMETRIC
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The North Cemetery does not seem to have been in use for burial during the long lapse from
the seventeenth century to the ninth; in any case no graves of the intervening centuries were
found in the part which has been excavated. But in the eighth century the area again became
a common burying-place for the town, and continued so into Roman times. The reasons for
the resumption of burial in this area, and on a fairly large scale, are perhaps not far to seek.
It may be that the growth of the city on the plateau made it desirableto devote a special area
away from the town to use as a cemetery. Contemporarygraves of the eighth century, however,
have been found within the town in the area which later became the Agora of the Classical
city,' so that it is clear that the North Cemetery was not the only burying-place of the time.
We cannot make any sweeping topographical deductions about a synoecism of the city or its
enclosurewithin a fortificationwall in the eighth century.2The bluff which divided the plateau
on which the city stood (P1.1) from the coastal plain below was a feature of the local topography
which the Corinthianslater took into account in determining the line of their city wall.3 Just
above the North Cemetery the line of this bluff was interrupted by a gulley which gave access
from the lower to the higher ground, and here there must always have been a path or a road.
In the laying out of the city wall the gateways were placed always at the points where the
preexisting roads entered the town; and so the bluff above the North Cemeterywas crowned
not only by the city wall but also by a gateway through it, the "Sicyonian Gate."4
This approach to the plateau on which ancient Corinthstood, dictated by the natural topography, must have been in use from time immemorial, and traces of it have been found in the
ancient road which traverses the North Cemetery at the base of the bluff. It would seem, then,
that the cemetery simply spread out, as most Greek cemeteries did, along both sides of one
of the main roads of access to Corinth before it entered the town.5 It is clear, moreover, that
there were other cemeteries at Corinth, some of them as early as the eighth century or even
earlier, spread along the thoroughfareswhich approached the city from other directions. The
evidence afforded by the forty-nine graves which have been opened in the North Cemeteryis
therefore only partial and it would be dangerous to force any large historical or topographical
conclusions from it. Though the eighth century was a prosperous time of expansion in the
history of Corinth, during the course of which she was sending out her colonies and securing
the trade routes to the west and laying the foundation for a commercialsupremacy which was
to last through the next century, little of this activity is reflectedin the graves which have been
1 A.J.A., XLI, 1937, pp. 543f. The pottery from three mind wheeled traffic; but the earliest approach must have
Geometric graves was published by Weinberg, Corinth,VII i, been a footpath through the gulley.
6 Further digging in the Athenian Agora tends to confirm
pp. 25ff. and pls. 12-13.
2
Thucydides, I, 2, 2; I, 5, 1; I, 7. Corinth lay at a safe the theory, propounded in Hesperia, XVIII, 1949, pp. 275f.,
that the positions of Geometric, and even of Mycenaean,
distance from the sea.
3 R. Carpenter, Corinth,III, ii, pp. 44ff.
tombs indicate the courses of the early paths and roads just
4 R.
Carpenter, ibid., pp. 60-63, fig. 44. The excavators outside the built-up areas of the town. The courses of these
suggest a road winding around the slope of the Cheliotomylos were in any case to a great extent dictated by the physical
Hill to the Sicyonian Gate in classical times, rather than topography.
through the steep and narrow gully. No doubt they have in
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important
Cemetery.
graves spectacularly rich,
opened
not
an
of
to
be
of
is
most
them
were
found
personages;
impressive
empty offerings.Forty-nine
number of graves for a city already engaging in wide commercialenterprisesand traditionally
reducing a surplus of population by the founding of colonies overseas. Not one object found in
the graves can be definitely established as an import from outside the Corinthia6which might
demonstrate the growing trade of eighth century Corinthwith foreign lands. There are, moreover, few vases from the North Cemetery graves of the same types and shapes as the Early
Protocorinthian vases found in the Sicilian and Italian tombs; this is partly because some of
the Corinth graves are earlier than the time of the settlements in the west and partly because
(as it seems) some types of large open vessel, as kraters, were not suitable for export. The trade
must have been mostly in small closed vases which could be of value for their contents rather
than in themselves.
The number of graves of the period may be supplemented by the addition of others found in
other parts of Corinth; and a number of pots and fragments found scattered through the earth
in the North Cemetery must have come eventually from geometric graves which had been
disturbed by later burials. The forty-nine burials found intact may thus be supplemented by
an indeterminate number of others, presently represented only by sporadic finds of pottery.
Other graves found inside the city have already been mentioned; perhaps sixty or more burials
are represented by the graves and the cast-out offerings of pottery together. Yet at Corinth
the number of graves of the eighth century seems large when comparedto that of the ninth, of
which three are conjectured. Protogeometric graves are lacking entirely.7 This does not reflect
an early poverty and depopulation at Corinth;it reflects rather the chances of excavation and
the vicissitudes of earlier monuments, always subject to destruction by later. Our material is
too scanty to enable us to draw any large conclusions about the state of Corinthin the ninth
and eighth centuries or its development. ClassicalCorinthhad at least six city gates, all without
doubt placed with reference to already existing roads; sporadic finds of graves outside other
of these gates suggest at least four large cemeteries lying along the roads at the approachesto
the city. Undoubtedly these roads, within or without the later city wall, were lined with
burials as early as geometric times. Thus out of four, possibly six, large cemeteries a part only
of one has been dug. Our material, scanty as it is for general conclusions, can nevertheless tell
us some things, and suggest others, about the burial practices of the Corinthians, showing the
developmentfrom the simple cist grave cut in the earth (or in the bedrock) to the stone sarcophagus, and suggesting some of the rites practised at the graveside.
THE GRAVES

Among the five hundred-oddgraves opened in the North Cemeteryit was possible to isolate
forty-nine as belonging to the Geometric period of Corinth. Forty-two of these were cist
burials, three sarcophagus burials of children, and four urn burials of infants; there were no

6 But see under 47-1 and p. 45 below; also 43-1.
The group of thirteen small vases, Weinberg Nos. 7-19,
pp. 6ff., pls. 2-3 are from a child's grave at Vello in the
Corinthia,not from Corinthitself. The three Early Geometric
groups are discussed pp. 9ff. It is not clear to the present
writer from the data given in the original report on the third
group, A.J.A., IX, 1905, pp. 411-421, that the sarcophagus
had anything to do with the two groups of vases found near
it. Certainly,though sarcophagusburial became characteristic
7

at Corinthin the seventh century, the eighth century graves
of the North Cemetery show a development toward it but
offer no example of a proper developed sarcophagus. In view
of this it would seem that the sarcophagus found near the
groups of pots in question had nothing to do with them; and
the same may be said about the sarcophagi found near the
Geometric burials in the Agora, A.J.A., XLI, 1937, p. 543.
One Early Geometric child burial in a sarcophagus is,
however, reported by Weinberg, p. 9.
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forty-two
only
offeringswhich
could immediately identify them as belonging to the Geometricperiod. The rest, empty graves,
were identified by other means. The clues to these identifications, afforded by the few graves
which contained pottery, summarize the characteristics typical of the Corinthian Geometric
burials.
A glance at Plans 1 and 2 will show, near the north end of the cemetery, a rectangular
enclosed area containing only three graves, with two smaller graves or pits beside them. The
wall of upright slabs enclosing this rectangle seems to have remainedvisible until late times, for
the area was left undisturbed by later burials. Whether the enclosure was respected because
the persons buried within it were consideredfamous or sacred and therefore worthy of special
consideration (the grave offerings would not suggest it) or simply because the enclosure wall
gave notice that the area was already occupied, we cannot know. But we must infer a special
relationship between the burials themselves, enclosed and isolated as they were; and the
simplest inference is a family burial-plot in which three related adults and perhaps two of
their children were buried together, probably at different times. This nucleus, then, gives us a
related group of graves which we call GroupA (see below), and a hint that we should look for
other groups not, indeed, enclosed like GroupA by a wall of slabs, but recognizableas related
by their type, position, orientation, and depth. Thus it has been possible to put together other
groups of graves which seem clearly to be related one to the other. These are not as definitely
delimited as is Group A by its boundary wall, and in a few cases it is questionable to which
group a particular grave should be assigned. Group B (Graves 17-24), for example, has been
put together from eight graves all with the same north-south orientation. Five of these are a
particular type with a compartment at the head of the cist to contain the grave offerings,
covered by a separate slab laid across the end of the main cover. The other three are simple
cists of which two, by their orientation, must be assigned to the group. The third (Grave 20)
though it has the same orientation could as well belong to Group C (Graves 25-29) as to B.
It seems obvious, however, that the first three graves of Group B (17-19) were laid out with
definite reference to an already existing north wall of the Group A enclosure, the first (17) at
its northwest comer. A row of four burials along the north side of the enclosurewould include
Grave20 at its northeast corner;a second row, farther out toward the north but moreirregularly
placed, continued the process. From these deductions it will be seen that Group A was earlier
than Group B, and that within the latter it is perhaps possible to fix the succession of burials
as they were made. Whether the persons buried in the graves of Group B belonged to the
same family as those of Group A, or to a different family with a separate cemetery plot, we
cannot know; nor is the question relevant in a practical sense, since the succession of the
burials is fairly clear. In like manner the burials of GroupC (Graves 25-29) may be a separate
group of three adults with their two children, or merely a continuation of Group B, or part of
a still larger group including A, B, and C. In any case they are evidently later than Group A,
laid down with definite reference to its east wall. Group D (Graves 30-32), on the other
hand, seems definitely to be unrelated to A-C: three burials, isolated in a neat row, with an
east-west orientation. Their relation to the enclosure, A, is not definite, except that they

continue the line of its east end. In type they would seem to be considerablylater than
GroupsA-B.
For the rest we cannotbe arbitraryaboutthe groupings.GroupE (Graves32-40) comprises
sevencist gravesand an urn burial;they aregroupedtogetherbecauseof theirlike orientation,
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east-west. Lying farther out to the north than Group B, they must be later. The same must be
the case with Group F (Graves 41-44) at the northeast and Group G (Graves 45-46) at the
northwest: farther out, and probably later than Group E. The remaining graves, 47-62, seem
to be isolated burials; they cannot be grouped through orientation or through any apparent
relation in position. Since most of them were empty of offerings, how can we tell that they
belonged to the Geometricperiod? If we turn to the burials identified by the pottery found in
them (mostly of GroupsA and B) we may find the criteria by which, singly or in combination,
the Geometric graves can be recognized.
Most noticeable about the early graves as compared with the later is the depth below the
surface at which they were set, usually between two and three meters. In several cases later
burials had been made over the deeper Geometric graves without disturbing them; a number
of fourth century burials and one of the sixth overlay Geometricgraves at a higher level. These
intrusions may well have been due to the fact that the earlier burials were for the most part
unmarked.We have noted already that the immunity of the peribolosof GroupA was probably
due to the continuing visibility of its enclosurewall. In the cases of four other geometric graves
poros slabs overlay the burials. In the case of Grave 19 the area was much disturbed by later
burials and the slab may well have been one displaced from the near-by north wall of the
peribolos; but in those of the three other graves (33, 36 and 36) at some distance from the
enclosure and undisturbed by later burials the poros slabs may well have been gravestones
fallen over. These, however, were the only burials which may have been marked by permanent
stone slabs; and in this they were exceptional.Wooden markerswhich eventually disintegrated
and left no trace may have served for some of the others; but if we accept the succession of
graves suggested for Group B we are led to the conclusion either that the graves were not
marked, or that their markers disintegrated very fast-hence the rather haphazard way in
which the last two burials (23 and 24) were put down.
In general the orientation of the Geometricburials is either north-south or east-west; slight
variations (as with Graves 66 and 61) may have been due to chance or carelessness. Of the
forty-two cists twenty-seven were oriented north-south, or approximately so, and eighteen
east-west. The direction of the grave, then, seems to have been of little significance;and within
these limits of orientation there does not seem to have been a fixed rule that the body should be
laid with the head in a given direction. Of the twenty-four graves oriented north-south in which
the position of the head could be recognized, twenty-two had the head toward the south and
two (Graves 29 and 46) toward the north; and in the twelve east-west graves eleven burials
were made with the head toward the east and one (Grave 34) with the head to the west. In
six graves the skeletons were so disintegrated that the direction of the head could not be
determined.
The majority of the burials was made, then, with the head toward the south or east, but the
exceptions suggest that there was a certain latitude in the matter of the orientation of the body.
Most of the cists were roomy: on the average2 m. in length by 0.80 m. or more in width. Despite
this, however, the skeletons were invariably found (when well enough preserved to make the
observation) lying on their side in contracted position with knees bent and legs drawn up, and

usually the arms crossedover the chest. The side on whichthe bodieshad been laid appears
also to have had no special significance; some skeletons were found lying on their right side,

otherson theirleft. The contractedformof burialseems,nevertheless,to have been significant
and universal.Out of forty-twocist gravesthirty containedrecognizablycontractedskeletons,
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the other twelve the bones were so disintegrated that the original position
could not be determined. No doubt these, too, had contained skeletons in the contracted
position.8
Two characteristics, then, of the Geometric burials are the large and deep cists which contained them and the contracted position of the skeletons themselves. But almost peculiar to
the Geometricgraves was the use of a soft reddish sandstone to cover the cists after burial had
been made. Of the forty-two inhumations of the Geometric period thirty-seven were covered
by slabs of sandstone, two by slabs of poros, and one each by slabs of pebble conglomerateand
limestone (the material of one cover-Grave 29-is not recorded).The two children'sburialsGraves 27-28, a sarcophagus made of slabs fitted together and another made by hollowing a
single block-were also of sandstone. A few burials of the succeeding Protocorinthian period
were also covered by slabs of sandstone. In later times poros became the material almost
exclusively used, and in the few cases where sandstone slabs appear it can usually be shown
that they were re-used from destroyed early graves. All the graves of the earliest groups (A and
B) were covered by sandstone slabs; later we can follow its gradual displacement by poros as
the stone most frequently used. Sandstone, then, seems to have been the stone favored from
the ninth into the seventh century. The reason for this may have been that it was soft and
easy to work; but a more likely explanation is that it was to be found conveniently close by;
most of the Middle Helladic burials (Nos. 1-13 above) in the North Cemeterywere covered by
rough sandstone slabs, and it is probable that both the Middle Bronze and the Early Iron Ages
drew on a common source in the immediate vicinity. It is interesting to note that the Late
Geometricgraves found in the CorinthianAgora, neatly cut into the hardpan, were also covered
by single thin slabs of sandstone.9
Except for the five burials of GroupB which had separately covered compartmentsto contain
the grave offerings at the head of the cists all the Geometric graves of the North Cemetery
were likewise covered by single slabs, all but four of sandstone. Of these twenty-eight were
found cracked or broken, ten intact. On opening, all of the thirty-eight cists beneath were
found to be full of earth to the top, or nearly so. It is of course possible that where the covers
were cracked or broken earth had sifted in from above during the course of the centuries, but
the ten graves with covers intact would seem to have been well sealed against such infiltration.
We must therefore conclude that the cists were filled with earth at the time of burial and before
the cover slabs were put in place. Apart, then, from casual sherds which must have been in the
earth when it was dug out to make the cists and subsequentlyused to refillthem, objects found in
the filling of the graves must be associated with the burials. Of the casual sherds none were later
than Geometric, as might be expected. An abundance of chips of obsidian10found in the filling
of many of the graves suggests, moreover, that this part of the North Cemeterymay have been
used in the Bronze Age for habitation as well as for burial.
In many of the sealed Geometric graves large quantities of charcoal were found, and in
some of them fragments of animal bone. Often these were found concentrated around the head
or at least in the upper end of the cist, and they are to be connected with the Geometricburials
rather than considered a part of the general filling into which the cists had been cut. The
presence of carbonized matter and animal bones thrown in at the time the graves were filled

8 All of the burials in the
10 See
above, p. 2, for obsidian chips in quantity in the
graves in the Agora at Corinth
were in the contracted position; cf. A.J.A., XLI, 1937, p. 543. Middle Helladic grave area.
9 A.J.A., XLI, 1937, p. 543.
2
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implies some sort of rite at the graveside, a sacrifice or a funeral banquet at the conclusion of
which the remains were swept into the grave. Traces of such rites are not infrequent; in Athens
carbonizedfigs were found with an Early Geometriccremation burial."lOur Corinthiangraves,
however, are all inhumations and there is not a trace of cremation. The carbon and cinders
cannot therefore come from the remnants of a cremation pyre; they must rather be from the
remains of a smaller fire lit near by to cook a funeral banquet of meat, a portion of which (with
the bones) found its way into the grave. That there was also liquid refreshmentto wash down
this meal is suggested in six cases (Graves 14-18 and 20) by the presence outside one cornerof
the grave, and usually at a somewhat higher level, of a coarse hydria. These hydriai were in
every case found standing upright, the mouths carefully sealed by a skyphos or bowl-the
containing vessel for liquid and the smaller bowl for drinking or for libation which had been
used at the funeral and placed, no doubt with its remaining contents, near the grave after it
was closed. Grave17 had a large painted krater standing outside in addition to a coarse hydria;
no doubt the funeral rites had been more elegantly observed. Grave 18 had, in addition to a
hydria, a painted amphora. Outside Graves 32 and 47 a painted krater was evidently substituted for the coarse hydria; these two graves bring to eight the total of burials which had
large vessels for containing liquid placed as outside offeringsafter the cist had been closed. No
doubt more of the Geometric burials had been so equipped. The sporadic finds of pottery in
this part of the cemetery include kraters, another amphora,two more coarse hydriai, and some
large coarse-ware vessels of other shapes. All of these probably once stood beside Geometric
burials and were displaced and broken by the makers of later graves. The use of large vessels,
coarse or painted, as outside offeringsfor the burials was not confined to the North Cemetery
at Corinthduring the Geometricperiod. The burials found in the Agora included coarse hydriai
set outside; and a hydria found standing upright with a bronze bowl covering its mouth near
the west end of the Agora should probably be associated with a grave which has been destroyed
or not yet excavated.12
The evolution to what became the common method of burial in later times at Corinthinhumation in a stone sarcophagus-may perhaps be traced in the graves of the Geometric
period, and this is one of the most interesting contributions of the North Cemetery to our
knowledge of early Corinth. Of the forty-two cist burials thirty-two were made in plain shafts
sunk into the ground, earth burials. As noted above, the graves lay mostly at a depth of two
or three meters below the surface. They were themselves up to half a meter in depth. The
shafts above must have been cut somewhat larger than the cists at their bottom so that a
shelf or margin could be left around the edges of the grave properfor the cover to rest on. The
outside offerings, too, rested at cover level or above, usually near one corner, and the shafts
must have been made big enough for the accommodation of these also. All the burials of
Group A, the earliest, were simple earth burials, unlined cists cut into the ground. The first
seven burials which followed in succession of Group B, Graves 17-23, were likewise earth
burials. The latest burial of this group, Grave 24, is the first we encounter which was lined:
a flat slab of very soft poros (or possibly sun-baked clay) was laid flat in the bottom of the cist;
four more slabs set on edge upon it formed the walls of the grave, mortised at the corners by
fitting the ends of the long slabs into grooves in the faces of the end slabs. On this primitive
sarcophagus or box made of five flat slabs was laid a cover of sandstone. Seven other Geometric
n1Hesperia, XVIII, 1949, p. 282.
In the Agora, A.J.A., XLI, 1937, pp. 543f., and Wein-

12

berg pp. 25f. From the west end of the Agora, A.J.A., XL,
1936, p. 43 fig. 21, and Weinberg p. 30, No. 86.
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slabs,
employed
building sarcophagus
of GroupsA and B. Grave 36, belonging to GroupE, should be later; also Graves30-32, all the
burials of Group D, which was certainly later than Group A and perhaps contemporaneous
with the later burials of Group B and with those of Group E; and Graves 69, 60, and 62,
individual burials in the south part of the area which can be dated neither by their position and
grouping nor by any offeringsplaced in them. It may be noted that the lined graves are smaller
than the plain cists cut in the earth. This may be due to the space taken up by the slab walls
in cists of approximately the same size; perhaps the slabs were not made larger to save work
in their cutting and handling. Alternative to the lining of the cists with slab-built sarcophagi
was one case in which the sides were built up in rough rubble masonry, Grave 41, a grave of
GroupF, presumably later than E. One grave, 61 at the south end of the cemetery, combined
the methods: its long sides were built up with rubble, its ends closed with slabs. All of these
rubble- or slab-sarcophagusgraves were covered by the sandstone slabs normalto the Geometric
burials, with the single exception of Grave 30, uniquely covered by a slab of pebble conglomerate. Of the lined graves, moreover,which might be consideredmore tightly sealed against
a later infiltration of earth than the plain earth burials, four were found on opening to be full
of earth to the top while two (Graves 30 and 36) contained only a slight depth, 10 to 20 cm.,
of earth at the bottom; about the amount of earth found in the other two, Graves 41 and 62,
information is lacking. In the Protocorinthianand later graves, burials made in proper sarcophagi, there was usually a very thin layer of earth in the bottom of the container. This was
generally less than 10 cm. in depth, and while in some cases it may have sifted into the grave,
in others the sarcophagi,made from single blocks of stone hollowed and with tightly fitted lids,
were so closely sealed that a subsequent earth accumulation inside seemed impossible. The
earth, then, little as it was, must have been thrown into these sarcophagi before they were
sealed, a sort of symbolical sprinklingof the body with earth. Such a sprinkling of earth in the
grave would be a carrying on of the earlier tradition of filling the cist before covering it; but
with the improving methods of housing the dead the gradual filling of the graves with intrusive
earth became less inevitable. Perhaps behind the evolution of sealed burials and the symbolical
sprinkling of the bodies with a few handfuls of earth lay an early expression of the wish "sit
tibi terralevis." In any case the first eight lined graves at Corinth (for the other two we do not
have the relevant information) seem to show the variation and indecision of a transitional
phase-six were filled with earth before they were closed, two were left for the most part
empty.
The children's graves seem to reflect the same evolution, and to carry it a step farther. The
two small pits within enclosure A, cists covered by sandstone slabs, unlined and containing
only a few unidentifiable fragments of bone and some casual sherds (Graves 14B and 16B),
were both full of earth to the top, probably the graves of infants. The two small burials of
Group C (Graves 27 and 28), certainly later, represent the next phase or rather the next two
phases of the evolution. Grave 28 was a slab sarcophagus made up from four slabs stood on
edge and mortised at the corners, similar but on a smaller scale to the slab sarcophagi of full
size. Unlike them, however, its walls were made of sandstone, the characteristicmaterial of the

Geometricburials,insteadof poros.Grave27 showsthe finalstep, a true sarcophagusmadeby
hollowingout a single block, but in this case again a block of sandstone.With Grave47 we
reachthe finalphase;a sarcophagushollowedfroma blockof poros(but coveredwith a slab of
sandstone).Its insidedimensionswereonly 1.07 by 0.62 m. and 0.53 m. deep,a box that would
2*
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be cramped for an adult even in the customary flexed position, and hence probably the coffin
of a child.13
Through this sequence of burials both of adults and of children we may trace the evolution
from the simple earth burial, an unlined cist dug in the earth, to the sarcophagus,usually hewn
from a single block, which came to be almost universally used for burial at Corinthin the seventh
century and later. The burials which show this development afford us yet more hallmarks for
the identification of graves of Geometric times. The evolution of the grave types, moreover,
seems to agree with the sequence of the graves as deducedfrom their orientations and positions
in relation to one another. It will be seen below that the pottery found in such graves as
contained offerings bears out these observations. The few simple vases from Group A, Graves
14-16, belong to the end of the Early Geometric period, according to the conventional dating
the end of the ninth century. The more elaborately decorated vessels from the graves of
Group B are Late Geometric,of the first half of the eighth. The krater found outside Grave47
(the hollowed poros block sarcophagus)has figure decoration and surely should belong to the
time of the first Protocorinthian-the Protocorinthian Geometric-style in the second half of
the eighth century.. A number of the painted kraters found sporadically in the earth of the
cemetery, broken and often widely scattered, undoubtedly once offeringsmade inside or outside
of Geometric graves, have a thoroughly linear decoration which again must belong to the
latter half of the eighth century.
Some of these may have served actually to contain the bodies of small children or infants.
We have singled out four large vessels which, because of the circumstances of their finding,
seem to have been rather urn burials of infants than outside offeringsbelonging to adult graves.
Of these Grave40, a coarse krater found standing upright, its mouth covered by a small slab of
sandstone, was too isolated from any adult burial to be an outside offering. It contained,
moreover, a small aryballos, evidently a grave offering. There were no traces of bones inside,
but often-as shown by the Protocorinthian and later graves-the skeletons of infants or
small children may disintegrate without leaving a trace. Graves 43 and 44 (Group F) were
both kraters found standing beside adult graves. Each krater was carefully covered by a small
slab of poros; inside the krater of Grave 44 were found some small bones and teeth, evidently
human. Grave 44, then, was seemingly the urn burial of an infant; and Grave 43 a similar urn
burial, though the bones had disappeared without leaving a trace. Grave 54, isolated and
distant from any other grave, was a coarse krater found standing upright, its mouth covered
by a small poros slab. There were no traces of bones or offeringsinside it, but with the poros
cover still in place it was obviously undisturbed and not a displaced outside offering from a
grave. Together these four graves attest a form of burial for small infants, urn burial, which
is well known in other cemeteries of the time.

13 In the
past, groups of Geometric pots found at Corinth
have been thought to be from disturbed graves because of
the finding of sarcophagi near by. The connection seemed
obvious and the conclusion natural. But the evidence of the
North Cemetery would seem to show that sarcophagi of the
conventional type did not yet exist in Geometric times and
were in a process of evolution. In the cases of these groups

of Geometric pots and the (fortuitously found) near-by
sarcophagi there were groups of later pots also found near by,
and these, rather than the Geometric vases, probably
belonged with the sarcophagi. Cf. A.J.A., IX, 1905, pp. 411f.
and Weinberg p. 18; A.J.A., XLI, 1937, p. 543 and Weinberg
pp. 15ff.

CATALOGUE
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Plans 1 (5C-D), 2; Pls. 6,102.
Five graves, Nos. 14-15-16, and two small graves,
14B and 15B.
A.J.A., XXXIII, 1929, pp. 538-539.
Art and Archaeology,XXIX, 1930, p. 200, fig. 3.
At a depth of only fifty centimeters below the
modern surface appeared the tops of a series of
roughly trimmed poros slabs standing upright on
edge to form a boundary or enclosurewall. All of
the east wall of the enclosurewas preserved, and
about half of the north and south walls at right
angles to it. The full extent of the enclosuretoward
the west could be traced despite the fact that the
rest of the slabswere missing;its interiordimensions
were 8.60 m. (E.-W.) by 3.90 m. (N.-S.). The widths
of the slabs varied considerably;their averagethickness was about 20 cm. and their height from 64 to
78 cm. Presumablytheir lower ends were set deep
enoughinto the groundat the time they were placed
in positionto give stability; the natureof the ground
and the ratio of thickness to height (about 1:4) of
the slabs together suggest that they had to be set
only 10-15 cm. below the ground-levelof the time.
They thus formed a barrier rising to a height of
abouthalf a meterandenclosingwhatseemsobviously
to have been a family burialplot.
Since no graves were found within this enclosure
until the coversof the geometricburialswerereached
at a depth of 2.60 m., it would seem likely that the
barrierof slabsremainedvisible to warnlater comers
that the area was alreadyoccupiedfor as long as the
cemetery continued in use in Greek times. A coin
found at a depth of 0.50 m. (the depth at which the
tops of the slabs appeared)unfortunatelycould not
be identified;it might have helped to suggest a date
for the final submersionof the enclosurewall. The
enclosedarea was remarkablenot only in the absence
of later graves, but also in the scarcity of objects
found loose in the earthinsideit. In two placesa few
geometric sherds were found, and from a depth of
2 m. numerouspieces of obsidian began to appear.
The absence of later burials and the early character
of the few sherds found in its fill demonstratethe
connection between the peribolos wall and the
geometricgraves found inside it. Our enclosurewas
a familyburialplot of geometrictimes, and the graves
madewithinit had beenset at a depthof 1.50-1.60m.
below the ground-levelof their own time.
These were five: three large graves of adults and
two small cists, presumablyfor childrentucked away
besidetheir parents.All wereof the same type: earth
burials with sandstone covers, and with the bodies
laid in a contracted position. Neither of the small

graves contained any offerings,but the finding of
bones inside one of them suggested that they were
used for the burialof childrenratherthan as receptacles for grave offeringssuch as were found at the
heads of a number of burials of GroupB (below).
Thepositionandorientation,slightlyoffNorth-South,
of Grave 16 suggests that it may be slightly later
than the other adult graves.
None of the burialscontainedany offerings,with
the exceptionof the bronzejewelryfoundin Grave16;
but close to the northwestcornerof each, and at a
slightly higherlevel, stood a coarsehydria,its mouth
stopped by a skyphos. These we take to have been
outside offerings belonging to the major graves,
since the unbrokennarrow-neckedhydriai could not
have been used for infant burials. The combination
in each case of a containingand a drinkingvessel for
liquidsuggestseitheran offeringof wine for the dead,
or a ritual libation at the gravesideafter which the
vessels used wereincludedin the burial.The pottery,
and with it the graves, may be dated at the end of
ninth century, the decoratedskyphos16-10 perhaps
a little later than the simple black-glazedexamples
from Graves14 and 15.
GRAVE14

Plans 1 (5 D), 2; P1. 6.
Depth below surface 2.60 m. OrientationNorthSouth. Earth burial, covered by a sandstone slab,
cracked.
Cover: L. 1.94 m.; w. 1.05 m.; th. 0.16 m.

Inside dimensions1.80 by 0.95 m.; depth 0.44 m.
The cist was full of earth to the top.
Skeleton: disintegrated;a few skull fragmentsat
the south end.
Contents:none. The coarsehydria, 14-1, stood at
the northwestcorneroutside the grave and at a level
higherthan the cover; its mouth was stoppedby the
skyphos,14-2.
14-1 (T 3590). CoarseHydria. P1. 6.
P.h. 0.473 m.; max. d. 0.36 m.

Part of the upperneck and all of the rim missing,
as also most of one of the horizontalhandles.
Coarsebuff Corinthianclay with sandy bits, in
places greenish. Creamy surface, somewhat worn.
Handmadeand stroke-polished;unglazed.
Plump roundbody, thickenedand flattenedat the
bottom; narrowneck. Two rolledhorizontalhandles
and one verticalbandhandle.A pairof pointedknobs
on the front of the shoulderjust below the neck.
Similarto 15-1, 16-9, 17-5, 18-8, and 20-3. See
also p. 41 below.
14-2 (T 1621). GeometricSkyphos.P1. 6.
H. 0.073 m.; d. at rim 0.129 m.
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fragments,
many pieces;
The cist was full of earth to the top.
includingmuch of one side, missing.
Skeleton: a few fragmentsof unidentifiedbones
Buff Corinthianclay, slightly pinkish;black glaze,
in a very disintegratedstate.
in places thin and streaky, and somewhatmetallic.
at
the
Contents:none.
inward
and
wide
foot
body curving
Ring
Rolled
handles.
offset.
a
short
to
Presumablythe grave of an infant or small child.
lip, barely
top
very
the
with
covered
bottom,
glaze except
Entirely
GRAVE16
panels under the handles, and thin reservedlines on
the inner and outer faces of the lip.
Plans 1 (5 D), 2; Pls. 6, 102.
Cf. 15-2 and 17-4; also p. 40 below.
A.J.A., XXXIII, 1929, p. 539.
GRAVE14B
Depth below surface2.60 m. OrientationapproxiCloseto the southeast cornerof Grave14 and at mately North-South.
Earth burialcoveredby a sandstoneslab, cracked.
the same depth.
Cover: L. 1.58 m.; w. 0.85. m.; th. 0.17 m.
Earth burialcoveredby a small sandstoneslab.
Inside dimensions 1.47 by 0.60 m.; depth 0.35 m.
Cover:L. 0.78 m.; w. 0.69 m.; th. 0.16 m.
The cist was full of earth to the top.
The cist beneathwas entirelyfilled with earth.
Skeleton: contracted,lying on its left side, with
Skeleton: no traces.
the head toward the south, the arms folded across
Contents:two geometricsherds.
Presumablythe grave of an infant or small child, the chest. Badly disintegrated.
Contents:an electrumring, 16-1, at the right side
of which the skeleton disintegratedcompletely.
of the grave with the knuckle-bonesof the left hand;
GRAVE15
a silver ring, 16-2, at the left side with the knucklePlans 1 (5 C), 2; P1.6.
bones of the right hand. A pair of bronzepins, 16-3
Depth below surface 2.61 m. OrientationNorth- and 4, lay across the thighs, and another pair, 16-5
South.
and 6, along the left side of the grave. A third pair,
Earthburial,coveredby a sandstoneslab, cracked. 16-7 and 8, lay higher up in the grave and a little
Cover:L. 1.85 m.; w. 0.82 m.; th. 0.20 m.
fartherfromits left edge. The two ringshad obviously
Inside dimensions1.60 by 0.75 m.; depth 0.37 m. been worn on the fingerswhen the body was placed
The cist was full of earth to the top.
in the grave, and the third pair of pins may have
Skeleton: contractedand lying on its side, head servedto fasten the grave clothes; but the other two
towardthe south; badly disintegrated.
pairs of pins must have been placed in the grave as
Contents:none. A few sherds,someof coarsehand- offeringsrather than worn on the body. Outsidethe
madefabricand othersof geometricfabricwith linear grave and near its northwest corner but at a level
decoration,were found in the earth inside the grave. slightly higherthan the cover stood a coarsehydria,
The coarse hydria 15-1, its mouth stopped by the 16-9, its mouth stoppedby a skyphos,16-10.
skyphos 15-2, stood outside near the northwest 16-1
(T 1623). ElectrumRing. P1. 6.
cornerof the grave, and at a higherlevel.
W. 0.007 m.; d. 0.02 to 0.021 m.; th. ca. 0.0005 m.
15-1 (T 3591) CoarseHydria.
Circularband, very slightly oval, of very pale
H. 0.453 m.; max. d. 0.336 m.
gold, probablya natural electrum.A raisedridge at
Part of the neck and most of the rim missing, as the middle of its width, echoed by a groove in the
also both the horizontalhandles.
inner face, suggests that the band was made by
Similar in shape and fabric to 14-1; slightly
hammeringover a form. The point at which the ends
slimmer, and with a short narrow neck. A pair of of the bandjoin is barelydiscernible.The edgesplain.
pointed knobs on the shoulderat the front.
16-2 (T 1624). Silver Ring. P1. 6.
On the coarsehydriai, see below, p. 41.
W. 0.008 m.; d. 0.02 to 0.021 m.; th. 0.0005 m.
15-2 (T 1622) GeometricSkyphos.P1. 6.
White silver, somewhattarnishedand blackened.
H. 0.07 m.; d. at rim 0.119 m.
Circularband, very slightly oval like 16-1. Made
Mendedfrom many pieces; small chips missing.
a strip of thin silver;a ridgedownthe
Buff Corinthianclay, thin black glaze, in places by hammering
Thejoin wherethe ring was closed
in
16-1.
center,as
metallic.
very perceptibleboth from the thickeningwherethe
Similarin shape and decorationto 14-2.
ends overlappedand because one end was slightly
On the skyphoi,see below, p. 40.
wider than the other and there is a resultingoverlap
at the edges. The ends of the strip overlap to a
GRAVE15B
Closeto the southwestcornerof Grave15, and at distanceof about one centimeter.
16-3 and 4 (T 1625-1626).Pair of BronzePins.
the same depth.
16-3: L. 0.208 m.; d. of disk 0.012 m.
slab.
a
sandstone
small
covered
burial
Earth
by

m.;
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Pair of apparentlyidentical pins, badly corroded.
16-3 broken into three pieces, 16-4 into two, and
lackingits point.
The upper ends of the shafts projectabout 6 mm.
above the flat round disk-heads and are round in
section, tapering upward, and decorated by a pair
of grooves.About 3 cm. (on 16-3, 0.027 m., on 16-4,
0.034 m.) belowthe ends, a roundknobon each shaft,
slightly less in diameterthan the flat disk-heads.A
raised ridge aroundthe shafts above and below the
knob. Between disk and knob the shafts plain and
roundin section; below the knobs the shafts become
squarein section (eachface 3 mm. wide) to a distance
of about 2 cm. The squaredsections are finishedat
their lowerends by pairsof fine grooveson each face;
below begin the taperingshafts of the pins, roundin
section.
Cf. 17--6and 7; see also below, p. 49.
16-5 and 6 (T 1627-1628).Pair of BronzePins. P1. 6.
16-5: L. 0.38 m.; d. disk 0.038 m.
16-6: L. 0.375 m.; d. disk 0.039 m.

Flat rounddisk-headsof thin bronzeset 0.024 and
0.023m. belowthe upperends,whichprotrudethrough
the disks and are decorated with bead-and-reel
mouldings.On 16-5 three beads alternatedwith four
triple reels; on 16-6 four beads, the lower three
separated by triple reels, the uppermost separated
from the one below by a double reel, and a single
reel at the top. Below the flat disks the shafts are
square in section to a length of about 10 cm., the
square shafts adorned by large knobs set off by
smallerones above and below. The knobsset off from
the shaft by groovesat each side, the outer edges of
each groove slightly raised. About 2 cm. below the
lowest knobs the shafts becomeroundin section, the
lower ends of the square shaft finished by a single
shallow groove on each face. The shafts, round in
section, taper downwardto very sharp points. The
upper parts of these pins appear to have been cast,
the lower hammered.
16-7 and 8 (T 1629-1630).Pair of BronzePins. P1.6.
16-7: L. 0.252 m.; d. disk 0.012 m.
16-8: L. 0.253 m.; d. disk 0.012 m.

Flat round disks of thin bronze set 7 mm. below
the upper ends of the shafts, which project through
them and are decorated each by two grooves, the
shaft betweenthe groovesroundedinto a bead. From
the disks to the knobsbelow (15mm.) the shafts, cast
squarein section, have been hammeredto an octagonal section.Thebiconicalknobsset offaboveand below
by grooves and raised ridges. The shafts below the
knobs squarein section to a distanceof about 2 cm.,
the lower edges of the square sections finished by
pairs of fine grooves on each face. The pins below
roundin section, taperingto sharppoints. The upper

cast,
parts
pins appear
and octagonalparts below to have been hammered.
On the bronzepins, see below, p. 49.
16-9 (T 3592). CoarseHydria. P1. 6.
H. 0.453 m.; max. d. 0.365 m.
CoarseCorinthianclay with sandy bits, slightly
pinkishin tone.Handmade,stroke-polished,unglazed.
A pair of pointed knobs on the shoulderat the front.
Similarto 14-1 and 16-1; see below, p. 41.
16-10 (T 1620). GeometricSkyphos.P1. 6.
Art and Archaeology,XXIX, 1930, p. 199, fig. 4.
H. 0.066 m.; d. at rim 0.125 m.
Mendedfrommany pieces;smallbits missingfrom
one side.
Buff Corinthianclay; thin blackto brownishglaze,
ratherstreaky and somewhatpeeledin places.
Low base, concave underneath,and wide shallow
body with slightly flaringrim. Rolled handles.
Glazedinside and out except the bottom, panels
underthe handles,and reservedpanelsin the handlezone front and back which are borderedbelow by
double horizontal bands, at the ends by sets of
parallelverticals,and filled with horizontalstacks of
chevrons.The rim reservedoutside and decoratedby
a glazebandat halfits height.Insidethe lip a reserved
line crossedby four sets of parallelverticals.
A similar skyphos, called "Late Geometric,"
Weinberg,No. 75, p. 27, pl. 12, See below, pp. 40-41.
GROUP B

Plans 1 (4 C-D), 2.
Eight graves, Nos. 17-24.
The second group of graves is not so clearly and
definitelydelimitedas the first;therewas no enclosure
wall around it. The group consists of eight burials
immediately to the north of the enclosed plot discussed above. The graves are disposedin one fairly
evenly spacedrow of four at the south, consistingof
(from west to east) Graves17, 18, 19, and 20; the
plan suggests that a second row had been started
from west to east (Graves21 and 22) and that thereafter the exact positions of the earlier burials had
been lost and the two latest graves, 23 and 24, had
been put down anyhow, though with the same
orientation. The southernmostrow of four graves
seems certainlyto have been made with referenceto
the north wall of the enclosure:not only are they
laid out at about an equal distancefrom it, but also
the two outer graves, 17 and 20, approximately
continue the lines of its east and west boundaries.
The enclosurewall must certainlyhave been visible
when these graves were made. These four burials,
then, were made in a row along the outside of the
enclosure,and are consequentlynot only later than
the graveswithin it, but also earlierthan the second
row of four graves farther out toward the north.
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largeporos
overlay
may possibly
have servedas its marker(thoughit may equallywell
have been a slab displacedin later times from the
enclosurewall); none of the other burials seems to
have been marked. We may surmisethat when the
second series of burialswas made it was knownthat
a row of graves already occupiedthe area immediately to the north of the enclosure,and that due
allowancewas made to avoid disturbing the earlier
burials. Grave 24, the most irregularlyplaced of
these, is probablyalso the latest. Unlike the others,
it is not a simpleearthburialin a cist. The sides of the
grave cutting werelined with slabs of very soft poros
or sun-bakedclay, a sort of primitive forerunnerof
the sarcophagus.
The eight graves of GroupB are groupedtogether
also because of certain similarities.All of them are
orientednorth-south,whereasthe Geometricgraves
which lie to the west and north have a different
orientation. Five of the eight graves were covered
each by two slabs of sandstone,one over the grave
proper and the second over a sort of extension or
compartmentat the head of the grave, into which
the offerings had been put. All of the graves lay
relatively deep, though the ones at the east (20, 23
and 24) were at a perceptiblyhigherlevel than those
at the west. The deep graves are perhapsthe older;
the burials were probablymade in order from west
to east in the first row, 17, 18, 19, 20, and then a
second series was started farther to the north, also
fromwest to east, 21, 22, 23, 24. The potteryfromthe
graves seems to bear out the sequencesuggestedby
their positions. Six of the eight burials contained
vases or had vases standing outside which may be
attributedto themwith reasonablecertainty.If, ashas
been suggested,the row of four graves at the south
was made with reference to an already existing
enclosurewall aroundGraves14-16, then the earliest
burial,of GroupB, Grave17, must be about contemporary with or perhaps slightly later then Grave
16. The latest of the graves of GroupB produced
kalathoi very like the Early Protocorinthiantype;
the groupthen belongsto the first half of the eighth
century, down to the middle.
It is possiblethat GroupB is merelyan extension
or a continuationof GroupA; but in the absenceof
any certain evidence to prove it the two groups are
treated separately.GroupB is in itself a compactunit
which may with probabilitybe assignedto one family
GRAVE17

Plans 1 (4 D), 2; Pls. 7, 102.
A.J.A., XXIV, 1930, pp. 412f.
Depth below surface2.95 m.
OrientationNorth-South.
Earth burial; cover two sandstone slabs, both
cracked.

larger

(1.

m.;

m.; th. 0.10 m.)

was orientednorth-southover the grave proper;the
smaller (1. 1.10 m.; w. 0.78 m.; th. 0.13 m.) east-west

over the compartmentat the head of the grave.
The grave was full of earth to the top.
Inside dimensions2.88 by 0.85 m.
Skeleton: contracted,lying on its right side with
head towardthe south; largelydisintegrated,but the
left forearmlay across the middle of the skeleton,
while the right seems to have been bent upward
towardthe shoulder.
Contents: under the large cover slab with the
skeleton a bronze ring, 17-9, near the right side of
the grave; it had evidently been on one of the fingers
of the left hand. There was a certain amount of
charcoaland burned matter scattered through this
part of the grave.
Under the smallercover slab at the south end of
the grave and beyond the skull were found a small
oinochoe, 17-2, standing upright and a large one,
17-1, lying on its side. On the floor under the big
oinochoe a pair of long bronze pins, 17-6 and 7,
crossed;also a bronzefibula, 17-8, and a short iron
object, 17-11. A second pair of pins, of iron, 17-12
and 13, shorterthan the bronzeones, also lay beneath
the oinochoe.A third pair, 17-14 and 15, lay on the
floorof the grave, one near the south end, the other
just to the south of the skull. The earth in this part
of the grave containeda heavy admixtureof charcoal
and burned matter, and also a number of coarse
sherds. A few bits of bones, probably of animals,
were also mixed with the earth; bones and charcoal,
perhapsfrom a sacrificeor funeralfeast in which the
pins may have been used as spits, had been thrown
into the grave beforeit was closed.
Outside the grave and close to its northwest
corner stood a large stemmed krater, 17-3, at a
depth of 2.50 m. Beside it at the south and at the
same depth, stood a coarse hydria, 17-5, its mouth
stoppedby a Geometricskyphos,17-4, whichin turn
containeda bronzecup, 17-10.
Catalogue:Five vases, 17-1 to 17-5, two from
inside the grave, and three from outside.
Five bronzes, one from the grave itself and four
from the area to the south of the skull.
Five objectsof iron,all frominsidethe graveabove
the head of the skeleton.
17-1 (T 2455). GeometricOinochoe.P1. 7.
H. 0.246 m.; max. d. 0.179 m.

Intact. Buff Corinthianclay with fine creamy
surface;black glaze shadingin placesto darkbrown,
elsewheresilvery and metallic, but badly worn and
peeled.
Low base, very slightly concave underneath;
plump roundedbody with high narrowneck, trefoil
mouth, and vertical band handle. A pair of pointed
knobs on the shoulder just below the neck, one
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spout of the mouth), the other a little to the right of
the side axis of the vase.
The lower body glazed; above, fine bands to the
level of the lowerhandleattachment.Onthe shoulder
six latticed triangles,each outlined at either side by
double diagonallines. The handle-panelborderedat
one side by triple verticals, but not set off at all on
the other side: the vase was evidently painted from
right to left and there was not room at the end to
border the handle panel. This is also shown by the
last triangle at the left, which is noticeably smaller
than the othersand borderedby only a singlediagonal
beside the handle. The neck and mouth banded,the
handle decoratedwith ladder pattern. The insideof
the mouth unglazed.
On the pottery, see below, p. 42.
17-2 (T 2456) GeometricOinochoe.P1. 7.
H. 0.099 m.; max. d. 0.095 m.

Complete.Buff Corinthianclay; black to brownish
glaze, in places silvery and metallic.
Very low ring foot and squat body with the level
of greatest diameter just above the foot; high
narrowneck, trefoil mouth, band handle.
Body and neck banded; at the level of the lower
handle attachment a zone filled with short parallel
diagonal lines slanting toward the left on one side,
toward the right on the other, to leave a small
reservedtriangle at the center of the front. On the
handleladderpattern;the mouthglazedoutsideonly.
A similar oinochoe Weinberg, No. 76, pl. 12,
Late Geometric.
17-3 (T 2686). GeometricStemmedKrater.P1. 7.
A.J.A., XXIV, 1930, p. 412, fig. 6.
H. 0.431 m.; d. rim 0.368 to 0.376 m.; max. d.

0.434 m.
Mendedfrom many pieces; small bits and chips
missing.Buff Corinthianclay with a slightly greenish
tinge. Black glaze, brownish where thin and very
badly peeled.
Wide flaringbase and ribbedstem (8 ribs) support
the somewhat pointed body; vertical rim, very
slightly flared. The opening at the top somewhat
oval, widerfromfront to back than fromside to side.
Horizontal rolled handles tilted upward and joined
at their tops by flat vertical bands to the rim.The
base glazed save for two reservedlines near its outer
edge and three at its inner. The ribbedstem and the
body glazed to the handle zone, the latter with two
sets of triple reservedlines dividing it into approximately equal zones; similarreservedlines below the
handle zone. Reserved panels occupy the center of
the handle zone front and back. These are bordered
at the bottom to their full width by triple zigzags
below triple bands. Above these the ends of the
panels are stopped by columns of zigzags between
triple (outer) and double (inner)vertical lines. The

singlesteep zigzagsand doublehorizontallines, above
by triple parallel zigzags, shallower, and triple
horizontallines. The centeron one side filledby three
sections of hatched meander running left, on the
other by two similar meander sections and one of
simple key pattern. The meanderpanels stopped at
their ends by single vertical lines. The meanders
were evidentlypaintedfromright to left as shownby
the crowdingof the third section on one side and the
substitutionof a (narrower)key pattern on the other.
All the space betweenthe ends of the panels and the
handlesglazedsave for reservedareasbesidethe ends
of the handles, decorated with double lines curved
to outlinethe attachmentsthemselves.Thehorizontal
handles decoratedon their outer faces with double
bands above and single below, the space between
filled with diagonalsslanting toward the left at one
side, towardthe right at the other, leaving a triangle
where they meet which was filled with diagonals
slanting toward the right. Ladder pattern on the
vertical straps. Threebands on the outer face of the
rim; its upper face reserved and decorated by
fourteen sets of twelve short parallel dashes. The
inside entirelyglazed.
Similar stemmed krater, Late Geometric,Weinberg, No. 73, pl. 12.
17-4 (T 2689). GeometricSkyphos.P1. 7.
H. 0.072 m.; d. at rim 0.116 to 0.12 m.
Mended from many pieces; small fragments
missing, especially from one side. Buff Corinthian
clay; black glaze, slightly metallic and somewhat
peeled. The openingabove slightly oval, wider from
front to back than between the handles. Shape like
that of 14-2 and 15-2. Glazed over all, except for
the bottom, panelsunderthe handles,and a reserved
line inside and outside the lip.
17-5 (T 2688). CoarseHydria.
This pot could not be located or identifiedin the
storeroom at Corinth, but the notebooks indicate
that it was exactly similarto 14-1, 15-1, and 16-9;
see below, p. 41.
17-6 and 7 (T 2457-2458). Pair of BronzePins. P1.7.
17-6: L. 0.487 m.; d. disk 0.05 m.
17-7: L. 0.499 m.; d. disk 0.05 m.
A pair of bronze pins apparently exactly alike;
the point of 17-6 brokenoff and missing. The upper
ends of the shafts project about 6 cm. beyond the
disks and are mouldedin the form of bead-and-reel,
single reels between the beads. Below the disks the
shafts are square in section (th. 4 mm.) and ornamented each with a central biconical knob and a
smaller knob above and below. Groovesbeside the
knobs; the squareshaft ends beside each groovein a
slightly raised edge. The lower ends of the square
parts of the shafts finishedby shallowdoublegrooves
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on each face; below these the shafts become round,
tapering graduallyto very sharp points. The upper
parts of the shafts seem to have been cast, the lower
hammered.
Cf. 16-3 to 8, and below, p. 49. Discussed by
P. Jacobsthal,GreekPins, pp. 1Of.
17-8 (T 2461). BronzeFibula. P1. 7.
Art and Archaeology,XXXI, 1931, p. 226.
H. 0.036 m.; max. 1. 0.072 m.
Catch:W. 0.022 m.; 1. 0.021 m.
Four pieces: the pin in two fragments,the catch
broken from the bow. Double-bowfibula, one end
vertical, the other attached to an oblong flat catchplate turned up along its lower edge to receive the
pin. Triple-coilspring at the other end of the pin.
Very badly corroded and oxidized; no traces of
engraved decorationon the catch-plate or the tops
of the bows.
An "Attico-Boeotian"fibula; cf. C. Blinkenberg,
Fibules grecqueset orientales,p. 177, fig. 207, Type
VIII, 7. No other fibulae of this type are recorded
from Corinth;it is taken by Hampe,Friihegriechische
Sagenbilderin B5otien,pp. 9f., pls. 8-13, especially
No. 15, pl. 13, to be Boeotian. The developed and
engravedspecimensof this type are dated by him in
the secondhalf of the eighth century.
17-9 (T 2465). BronzeRing. P1.7.
D. inside 0.018 m.; max. d. 0.025 m.; w. 0.02 m.
Heavy bronzering, thick at the middle,thin at the
edges in two planes meeting at an obtuse angle
(triangularin section).
17-10 (T 2690). Bronze Skyphos.
P. h. 0.039 m.; d. rim 0.106 m.
The entire lower part of the body and the foot
missing.Theverticalrim,inset fromthe rathershallow
curving body, is preserved complete, with both
handles.The horizontalhandles,upward-tilted,made
of heavy bronzewire (th. 4 mm.), hammeredflat at
the ends for attachmentand fastened to the wall by
single rivets run throughboth wall and handle.
17-11 to 14 (T. 2459-2460, 2462, 2464).
Two Pairs of Iron Pins.
The four iron pins are in very fragmentaryand
corrodedcondition. The second pair (13-14) somewhat smallerthan the first. All wereof the same type
as the bronzepins 17-6 and 7: long shaft taperingto
a point, three knobs, the central one largerthan the
other two, and a flat round disk head set below the
upperend.
17-13: P1. 7. P.1. 0.212 m.; d. disk 0.043 m.
Thepin preservedwith its point,very muchswollen
and brokeninto two pieces. Three knobs below the
flat disk; the projectionof the shaft above brokenoff.
17-11, 12, and 14 fragmentary.
17-15 (T 2463). Iron Pin.
P.1. 0.049 m.; d. 0.003 m.

Two fragments, the point broken off. The iron
seemsto have been beatenflat at one end and turned
over to make a head. A small pin, much corroded.
GRAVE18

Plans 1 (4 D), 2; Pls. 8, 102.
The grave was in part overlaidby another(420) at
a higherlevel (depth 1.88 m.), a burialof the fourth
centurywhich did not go deep enoughto disturbthe
geometricburialbelow.
Depth below surface 2.70 m. OrientationNorthSouth.
Earthburialcoveredby two sandstoneslabs,intact.
Thelargerslab (1.1.65 m.; w. 0.95 m.; th. 0.18 m.),
orientednorth-south,lay over the grave proper;the
smaller(1.1.22 m.; w. 1.05 m.; th. 0.15 m.) lay eastwest at right angles to the larger and over the
"compartment"at the head of the grave.
Inside dimensions2.70 by 0.85 m.
The grave was full of earth to the top.
Skeleton: contracted,lying on its left side with
the head toward the south. Evidently an adult, but
much disintegrated. The skeleton lay beneath the
largercover-slabat the north.
Contents:an oinochoe,18-2, had been placed at
the south end of the grave above the head of the
skeleton and under the smaller cover slab. Other
offeringswere outside: at the southwest cornerand
at a depth of 2.50 m. stood the amphora,18-1; at
the northwestcornerand at a depth of 1.75 m. stood
a coarse hydria, 18-8, its mouth stopped by a
skyphos,18-7. Closebesidethe hydriaand at a depth
of 2.00 m. was found the small oinochoe,18-3. The
three similar oinochoai,18-4 to 6, were found at a
depth of 2.60 m. at the west side of the grave near
the cornerformedby the two cover slabs; they do
not appearin the drawing,P1. 102.
18-1 (T 2412). GeometricAmphora.P1. 8.
Art and Archaeology,XXXI, 1931, p. 159.
H. 0.38 m.; max. d. 0.203 m.
Mendedfrom many pieces; small chips missing,
especiallyfrom the shoulderat the junction with the
neck. Buff Corinthian clay with creamy surface;
thick, rather dull black glaze, in places badly worn
and peeled.
Flaring ring foot and ovoid body; high straight
neck endingin a raisedmouldingbelowthe projecting
lip, which is slightly convex on its upper face and
slanted outward. Double-archedhorizontal rolled
handleson the lower part of the shoulder.
The foot and body glazedto just belowthe handlezone, with two evenly spaced sets of triple reserved
lines; five bands below the handle zone, which is
divided on each side into two panelsby sets of seven
verticals.A long-neckedwater-birdfacing left in one
panel,right in the other. Filling ornamentof chevron
columns,dot-rosettes,dots in sets of four, and blob
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columns of dots with blob rosettes above; a double
curved line outlines each handle attachment. Under
the handlessets of seven parallelvertical zigzags; on
their faces ladder pattern. Five bands above the
handlezone; the uppershoulderglazedto its junction
with the neck. A zone of parallel vertical zigzags,
borderedabove and below by triple bands, around
the lower part of the neck. Aroundthe central part
a hatched meander running left; at one point a
section of plain key pattern where there was not
enough room left for a meandersection; again the
vessel was painted from right to left. Four bands
below the moulded rim, which is glazed solidly on
its upper and outer faces. Unglazedinside.
18-2 (T 2408). GeometricOinochoe.P1. 8.
H. 0.355 m.; max. d. 0.227 m.

Mended from many pieces, with small chips
missing. Corinthianclay, pink to buff at the core,
with a fine creamysurface.Thicksolid glaze,black to
reddishbrownandred,in oneplacesilveryandmetallic.
Low ring foot and plump ovoid body with high
straightneck endingin a trefoilmouth. Doublerolled
vertical handle.
The body glazed, with three evenly spaced sets
of triplereservedlinesaroundit anda fourthbordering
a zone passing below the handle attachment and
filledwith chevronsrunninghorizontally.Threemore
reserved lines below the handle attachment; the
upper shoulderglazed. A reservedpanel at the front
and sides of the neck, borderedabove by three,below
by four bands. Quadruplezigzag across the middle
of the panel, stopped at either end by four vertical
lines. A glaze stripe down the front and side faces of
the handle.
18-3 (T 2403). UnglazedOinochoe.P1. 8.
H. 0.155 m. (to lip); max. d. 0.13 m.
Theneck and mouthmended;a smallchip missing.
Fine buff Corinthianclay. Handmade,the surface
polished;unglazed.
Plump round body, flattened at the bottom;
straightneck and trefoilmouth. Triplerolledvertical
handle, rising above the mouth at the back.
On handmadeundecoratedpots, see below, p. 43.
18-4 (T 2409). UnglazedOinochoe.P1.8.
H. 0.093 m. (to lip); max. d. 0.077 m.
Brokenand mended; small fragmentsmissing.
Similarin shape and fabric to 18-3; triple rolled
handle.
18-5 (T 2410). UnglazedOinochoe.P1. 8.
H. 0.101 m. (to lip); max. d. 0.084 m.
Part of the neck and mouth broken;chip missing.
Buff Corinthianclay, slightly greenish.The round
body unevenly flattened at the bottom so that the
vessel tilts slightly forward. Vertical band handle.
Fabric and shape similarto 18-3 and 4.

H. 0.073 m. (to lip); max. d. 0.077 m.
The neck and handlebrokenand mended;half the
trefoil mouth missing.Fabric the same as 18-3 to 5;
handmade. Squat body with flattened bottom;
narrowneck and doublerolled handle pressedflat.
18-7 (T 2402). GeometricSkyphos.P1. 8.
H. 0.074 m.; d. rim 0.137 to 0.143 m.
Mendedfrommanypieces;smallfragmentsmissing.
Buff Corinthian clay; dull black glaze, brown
wherethin, muchwornandpeeled.Wideshallowbody
on low base; roundedshoulderand verticalrim tilted
slightly outward. The opening oval, wider front to
back than betweenthe handles.
Similarin shape and decorationto 16-10 except
that on one side the chevron column in the handle
zone is stopped at the ends by single vertical lines,
on the otherby solidglazeto the handleattachments;
and that the reservedline inside the lip is crossedby
five sets of short vertical strokes.
18-8 (T 2401). CoarseHydria. P1. 8.
H. 0.472; max. d. 0.30 m.
Handmadeand stroke-polishedof coarseclay with
sandy bits, creamyat the surface.A pair of pointed
knobs on the shoulderat the front. A large shallow
dent in the front of the body, apparently made
beforethe pot was fired.
Similarin shapeand fabricto 14-1, 15-1, 16-9 and
17-5.
GRAVE19

Plans 1 (4 D), 2; PI. 7.
A.J.A., XXXIV, 1930,p. 410;Art andArchaeology,
XXXI, 1931, p. 158.
Depth below surface 2.60 m. OrientationNorthSouth.
Grave 474, a fourth-centuryburial made at a
depth of 1.85 m., overlay the north end of Grave19.
At the level of the bottom of the later grave was
found the lower part of a large Geometricpot, with
fragmentsof a Geometricbowl inside it. This must
have stood outside Grave 19 near its northwest
corner;its upperpart was cut away by the makersof
the later burial.The fragmentscouldnot be identified
in the Corinthstoreroom.The large pot is referredto
in the notebooksas a "pithos"-probably a hydria,
its mouth stoppedby a skyphos,as at the northwest
corneroutside Graves14-18.
Directly over Grave 19 and followingexactly its
orientationa poros slab measuring1.70 by 1.00 m.,
and 0.18 m. in thickness, was found at a depth of
only 70 cm. below the surface. This may have been
a markerset up over the Geometricgrave; its north
end slightly overlappedthe edge of the later burial,
474, made at a greaterdepth; but the overlapwas so
slight that the later grave could have been set down
without disturbingthe slab. If the slab had been set
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originallyas an upright markerover Grave 19 and
had fallen over in the courseof time, its level should
suggestapproximatelythe ground-levelof Geometric
times, perhaps60 or 70 cm. belowthe modernsurface;
in that case Grave19 was made to a depth of 1.902.00 m. below the surface of its own times. On the
otherhandin this area(whichhasbeenmuchdisturbed
by later burials; see plan) the slab could be merely
one of the blocks of the peribolosenclosing Graves
14-16, displaced and abandonedin the position in
which it was found above Grave 19. This slab,
however, is greater in length than any of the slabs
used for the periboloswall.
Earth burialcoveredby two sandstoneslabs, both
cracked.
The largerslab (1.1.98 m.; w. 0.90 m.; th. 0.19 m.)
was orientednorth-south,over the grave; the smaller
(1.1.06 m.; w. 0.72 m.; th. 0.10 m). east-westat right
angles to it, over the south end of the grave.
Inside dimensions2.70 by 0.80 m.
The grave was full of earth to the top.
Skeleton: contracted,head to the south; almost
entirely disintegrated.Numerousbones were found,
very much jumbled, under the smaller slab at the
south end of the grave;they can hardlyhave belonged
to the skeleton and were probably animal bones,
suggesting(as in Grave18) the remainsof a sacrifice
or funeral feast used to fill the grave before it was
covered.
Contents: a kalathos, 19-1, standing upright at
the south end of the grave underthe smallerslab.
19-1 (T 2432). GeometricKalathos.P1. 7.
A.J.A., XXXIV, 1930, p. 409, fig. 3; Art and
Archaeology,XXXI, 1931, p. 159.
H. 0.069 m.; d. rim 0.154 m.
Intact. Fine buff Corinthianclay, creamysurface;
dull glaze, black to reddishbrownand red.
Flat bottom and flaringwall, slightly concave in
profile, and ending above in a slightly projecting
thickened lip flat on top. No handles; a pair of
string holes for suspensionjust below the lip.
The bottom and the wall outside banded, with a
reservedzone at about half the height decoratedby
five sets of parallelverticalzigzags,eight to each set.
The zigzags were carelesslyadded after the banding
had been done, probably on the wheel; they were
painted from the bottom upward and their ends
overlap the band above and in some cases the band
below. On the flat upper face of the lip six sets of
eight short parallel strokes, somewhat unevenly
spaced. The inside solidly glazed.
Cf. 21-1 and p. 47 below.
GRAVE20

Plans 1 (4 C), 2; P1. 6.
Depth below surface2.50 m.
OrientationNorth-South.

Two later burials overlay Grave 20: most of its
east side was coveredby Grave276, a burial of the
fifth or fourth centuryat a depth of 1.70 m.; and its
west side was largelycoveredby Grave500, an earth
burialdevoid of offeringslying at a depth of 0.90 m.
Neither of the later burials went deep enough to
disturbthe Geometricgrave.
Earth burial, covered by a single sandstoneslab,
unbroken.
Cover:L. 1.92 m.; w. 0.93 m.; th. 0.16 m.
Inside dimensions1.80 by 0.70 m.; depth 0.45 m.
The cist was full of earth to the top.
Skeleton: contracted, head toward the south.
Almost completely disintegrated;traces of the leg
bonesrunningdiagonallyto the grave in its northern
part indicated the orientation and the contracted
form of burial.
Contents:a conicalbodiedoinochoe,20-1, standing
upright near the southeast corner of the grave.
Beside the north end of the grave outside and at a
depth of 2.00 m. below the surface stood a coarse
hydria,20-3, its mouth stoppedby a skyphos,20-2.
20-1 (T 2239). GeometricOinochoe.P1. 6.
H. 0.125 m.; max. d. 0.13 m.
Intact. Buff Corinthianclay with creamy surface.
Dull glaze, black to brownishwherethin.
Lowringfoot andsquatbodywithgreatestdiameter
just above the foot; long narrow neck with trefoil
mouth and band handle.
The neck and body to the level of the lowerhandle
attachment banded. On the shoulder six latticed
triangles, each outlined by a pair of diagonals at
each side, three at the ends beside the handle panel.
On the handleladderpattern.
Similarto 17-2; see p. 42 below.
20-2 (T 2209). GeometricSkyphos.P1. 6.
H. 0.083 m.; d. at rim 0.144 m.
Mendedfrommanypieces;smallfragmentsmissing.
Buff Corinthianclay; glaze black to dark brown,
in places silvery and metallic,but very badly peeled.
Similarin shape to the skyphoi from Graves14-18;
the opening at the top slightly oval. In the handle
zone, three bands below and a single band above a
row of parallelvertical zigzagsstopped at either end
by threeverticallines. Outerface of the rim decorated
by a glaze band, innerface by a reservedline crossed
by five sets of short parallelverticals.
20-3 (T 2205). CoarseHydria. P1. 6.
H. 0.446 m.; max. d. 0.445 m.
The rim brokenand mended;small chips missing.
A pairof pointedknobson the frontof the shoulder
just below the neck. Similarto 14-2 etc.
GRAVE 21
Plans 1 (4 D), 2; P1. 7.
Depth below surface3.00 m.
OrientationNorth-South.
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slabs,
by
cracked.
The larger cover slab (1. 1.95 m.; w. 0.91 m.;
th. 0.15 m.) was cut with roundedcornersand was
orientednorth-south;the smaller(1.0.88 m.; w. 0.62
m.; th. 0.07 m.) lay east-westat the south end of the
larger. Its length was not enoughto span the width
of the cist and the slab rested on the fill inside the
cutting, which had settled so that the smaller slab
lay at a level 20 cm. below that of the larger.Here
we had definite proof that the cists had been filled
with earth beforebeing covered.
Inside dimensions2.50 by 0.85 m.
The grave was full of earth to the top.
Skeleton: contracted,lying on its left side, head
toward the south; very badly disintegrated. The
skeleton lay underthe large cover slab.
Contents: under the smaller slab at the south a
pomegranatevase, 21-2; underthe joint betweenthe
two covers a kalathos, 21-1, standing upright. Near
the right side of the grave properand about halfway
down its length an iron object, pin or knife, 21-3.
Therewas a considerableadmixtureof charcoaland
burned matter in the earth filling of the grave,
especiallyat the south aroundthe skull.

a head preserved;
sign
point.
tapering
perhapsa knife ratherthan a pin.
GRAVE22

Plans 1 (4 D), 2; P1. 7.
Depth below surface2.95 m.
OrientationNorth-South.
The east side of Grave22 was slightly overlapped
by the west end of a later grave,418, madeat a depth
of 2 m. at aboutthe end of the fifth century.The later
burialwas not set deep enoughto disturbthe earlier.
Earthburial,coveredby a sandstoneslab, cracked.
Cover dimensions: L. 1.98 m.; w. 1.00 m.;
th. 0.165 m.
Inside dimensions1.85 by 0.80 m.
The grave was full of earth to the top.
Skeleton:probablycontracted,but so disintegrated
that only small fragmentsof bones remained.There
wereno tracesof the skull, but quantitiesof charcoal
mixed in the earthfillingof the graveat its south end
recall similardeposits at the head of Graves17 and
21. Heretoo the headwas probablytowardthe south.
Contents:in the southwest cornerof the grave a
Geometricmug, 22-1, standing upright; somewhat
farther in from the cornerand perhapsnear where
the shoulderof the skeleton had been, a short iron
pin, 22-2. The burnedmatter in the fill at the south
end of the cist again suggests the remains of a
funeralsacrifice.
22-1 (T 2431) GeometricMug.P1. 7.
H. 0.108 m.; max. d. 0.115 m.; d. at rim 0.09 m.
Intact, though cracked. Buff Corinthian clay,
somewhat coarse with occasional sandy bits. Dull
glaze, black to reddishbrown,badly peeled.
Plump rounded body with flat bottom slightly
concaveunderneath.High straightrim, very slightly
outward-tilted,and vertical band handle.
The lower body glazed; above, four bands to the
level of the handle. In the handle zone a horizontal
column of chevronsrunningto the right; a similar
zone on the rim, separated from the first by four
bands. Ladder pattern on the handle. The upper
edge and innerface of the lip glazed,with a reserved
line; the inside otherwiseunglazed.See below, p. 48.
22-2 (T 2395) Iron pin.
L. 0.068 m.
Badly corrodedand swollen.Thin shaft, probably
round in section, taperingto a point; no traces left
of a head.

21-1 (T 2467) GeometricKalathos.P1. 7.
H. 0.06 m.; d. at rim 0.11 m.
Art and Archaeology,XXXI, 1931, p. 225.
Intact. Buff Corinthianclay with dull red glaze,
much worn and peeled.
Flat bottom and outward-tiltedwall flaringat the
top to a projectingthickenedrim flat on top. A pair
of string holes for suspensionjust below the rim.
Glaze bands on the bottom and on the body; a
wide glazed zone below the rim. The upper face of
the rim reservedand decoratedwith five sets of nine
short parallelbars. The inside glazed.
Cf. 19-1 and below, p. 47.
21-2 (T 2468) PomegranateVase. P1. 7.
H. 0.149 m.; max. d. 0.10 m.
A.J.A., XXXIV, 1930, p. 419, fig. 4; Art and
Archaeology,XXXI, 1931, p. 226.
Intact. Buff Corinthianclay, glaze black to dull
brownwherethin.
Thin stem, grooved and slightly thickenedat its
lowerend; plumproundbody, slightlypointedbelow.
Shortnarrowneckwith outward-swelling
top serrated
at the lip. Decorated over all, including the flat
resting-surfaceat the bottom, with horizontalglaze
bandsinterruptedbelowthe shoulderby a zone filled
GRAVE 23
with dots. The inside of the mouth glazed.
Plans 1 (4 C), 2; P1. 118.
21-3 (T 2469) Iron Object.
P.1. 0.121 m.
Depth below surface2.60 m.
Muchrusted and corroded,and brokeninto three
OrientationNorth-South
The entire northeast corner of Grave 23, with
pieces.It is difficultto be certainof the originalform,
but it appears to have been a flat-bladed object almost half its left side, had been cut away by the

The later grave went to a depth of 2.60 m.
Earth burial,coveredby a sandstoneslab, cracked,
with remnantsof a small head slab at the south end.
Cover:L. 1.93 m.; w. 0.89 m.; th. 0.165 m.
Skeleton: contracted,head toward the south, but
very disintegrated.
Contents: none. It was surmised that the grave
itself had been robbed by the makersof Grave446,
and the compartmentat its south end by the breakers
of the head slab, perhaps the makersof Grave272.
GRAVE

24
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Plans 1 (4 C), 2.
Depth below surface2.30 m.
OrientationNorth-South.
A slab sarcophaguscoveredby an unbrokensandstone slab (1.1.67 m.; w. 0.87 m.; th. 0.12 m.). The
bottom of the cist was covered by a horizontalslab
of very soft poros (possibly sun-bakedclay) on the
edges of which stood four slabs of the same material
to form the four walls. The joints at the cornerswere
neatly mortised; the long side slabs fitted into
cuttings in the end pieces.
Inside dimensions1.325 by 0.50 m.; depth 0.49 m.
The grave was full of earth almost to the top.
Skeleton: contracted and lying on its right side,
head towardthe south. The skeletonwas taken to be
that of an adult male, fairly well preserved.
Contents:none.
GROUPC

Plans 1, 5 C; 2.
Five burials,Nos. 25-29
Threelarge and two small gravesjust to the east
of the peribolosof GroupA, all with the sameNorthSouth orientation, all covered by sandstone slabs,
and the large graves made deep below the surface.
The positionsof these threegravesin relationto each
other also suggest that they should be grouped
together. No other graves were found farther out
toward the east, and consequently the two small
burials, Nos. 27-28, which are obviously those of
children, should be brought into relation to the
nearest adult burial, Grave26, probablythat of one
of their parents. That they were not set down so
deep as the full-sizegraves is understandable.
The type of grave-earth burial-used for the
threefull-sizeburialssuggeststhat they arerelatively
early. Two of them, 25 and 26, produced a few
Geometricsherds in their earth filling; but in none
was there any grave offering. The large grave, 29,
contained a skeleton with the head laid toward the
north-an orientation at variance with that which
was normalfor the other burialsof GroupC, and also
those of GroupsA and B near by. The two children
wereburiedin sandstonesarcophagimade by mortis-

or by hollowinga singleblock. This wouldseem to be
more developedpracticethan the plain earth burials
of children,Nos. 14B and 15B. Ourgroup of graves
is later than the periboloswall of GroupA and laid
out with referenceto it. We have no finds by which
to date any of the burialsof GroupC; they probably
cover the later half of the eighth centuryor even the
beginning of the seventh, and belong certainly to
the time before poros sarcophagibegan to be made.
GRAVE26

Plans 1 (5 C), 2.
Depth below surface2.40 m.
OrientationNorth-South.
Earth burialcoveredby a sandstoneslab, cracked.
Coverdimensions:L.1.95m.; w. 1.00m.; th. 0.19m.
Inside dimensions1.65 by 0.90 m.; depth 0.45 m.
The cist was full of earth to the top.
Skeleton: the head toward the south, the rest of
the bones almost completelydisintegrated.
Contents: a small iron pin, 25-1. In the earth
filling an admixture of charcoal; a few sherds,
Geometricor earlier, and an obsidian knife blade
were found scatteredthroughit.
25-1 (T 1873) Iron Pin
L. 0.062 m.
Badly rusted and corroded,but seeminglywhole.
Straightshaft; traces of a flat knob or disk near one
end, just below the top.
GRAVE26

Plans 1 (5 C), 2.
Depth below surface2.35 m.
OrientationNorth-South.
Earth burial,coveredby a sandstoneslab, cracked.
Coverdimensions:L.2.18m.; w. 0.88m.; th. 0.15m.
Inside dimensions1.82 by 0.70 m.; depth 0.50 m.
Skeleton: contracted, head toward south; very
disintegrated.
Contents:none. A few Geometricand coarsesherds
in the earth filling.
GRAVE27

Plans 1 (5 C), 2.
Depth below surface1.45 m.
OrientationNorth-South.
Sarcophagusof sandstonecoveredby an irregular
sandstoneslab.
Coverdimensions:L. 0.60m.; w. 0.38m.; th. 0.15m.
The sarcophaguswas made by hollowinga single
block.
Insidedimensions:0.36 by 0.235m.; depth 0.16 m.
The sarcophaguswas full of earth to the top.
Skeleton:no traces.
Contents:none.
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sarcophagus too smallto containanything the kraterwhich stood at the foot of Grave32. This
seemsto be later than any of the vases from GroupA,
bigger than a very young infant.
and probablyalso than any of those from GroupB.
GRAVE 28
The type of burial in sarcophagiconstructedof slabs
Plans 1 (5 C), 2.
of very soft porosor sun-bakedclay is similarto that
of Grave24, the latest burialof GroupB. The three
Depth below surface1.40 m.
OrientationNorth-South.
graves of GroupD should probably be dated after
Slab sarcophagus covered by a single slab, the middleof the eighth century.
unbroken.
30
Cover dimensions: L. 0.55 m.; w. 0.39 nm.; GRAVE
th. 0.085 m.
Plans 1 (6 C), 2.
The sarcophaguswas made of four slabs of sandDepth below surface1.40 m.
stone standing on edge to form the four walls, the
OrientationEast-West.
ends of the long slabs carefullymortisedinto cuttings
Slab sarcophagus,covered by an unbroken slab
made to receive them in the end blocks; the ends of of pebble conglomerate (1. 1.75 m.; w. 0.98 m.;
the shorter slabs projected beyond the corners on th. 0.14 m.). The slabs of which the sarcophaguswas
the outside. The edges of the upperface of the cover constructedwereof very soft porosor sun-bakedclay,
were carefullybevelled.
and the south and east walls were found in a bad
Insidedimensions0.435 by 0.235m.; depth0.22 m. state of decomposition.The north wall was made of
The sarcophaguswas full of earth to the top.
two slabs, the west of one, the corner was neatly
Skeleton:no traces.
mortised,as in Grave28.
Contents:none.
Inside dimensions1.35 by 0.505 m.; depth 0.48 m.
The cist containeda deposit of earth only about
GRAVE29
20 cm. deep.
Plans 1 (4-5 C), 2.
Skeleton: completely disintegrated;a few traces
Depth below surface2.30 m.
of leg bones wereidentifiablebut neitherthe position
OrientationNorth-South.
nor the orientationof the skeleton could be verified.
A small earth burial covered by an irregularly The inside dimensionsof the grave suggest that the
hewn slab, Grave499, directly overlay the whole of body must either have been in a contractedposition,
the northend of Grave29. Its depth was only 0.85 m. or have been that of a personnot fully grown.
below the surface, not deep enough to disturb the
Contents:none.
earlier grave. Two other later burials at the west
31
impinged on the area of Grave 29, but without GRAVE
it.
in
There
were
no
finds
Grave499 by
Plans 1 (5-6 C), 2.
disturbing
which it could be dated.
Depth below surface1.48 m.
Earth burialcoveredby a stone slab, intact.
OrientationEast-West.
Coverdimensions:L. 1.75m.; w. 0.98m.; th. 0.16m.
Slab sarcophaguscovered by a sandstone slab,
The grave was full of earth to the top.
intact (1. 1.65 m.; w. 0.89 m.; th. 0.13 m.). The
Skeleton: a few traces of bones, with the skull at
sarcophaguswas just like that of Grave30; the south
the north end of the cist. Position of the skeletonnot side had
disintegratedand the surface of the north
recognizable.
had flaked off. The cornerjoints were mortised and
Contents:none.
the ends projectedbeyond the sides, as in Grave28.
The outer edges of the rim were bevelled.
D
GROUP
Insidedimensions1.09 by 0.495m.; depth 0.425m.
Plans 1 (5-6 C), 2.
The grave was full of earth to the top.
Threegraves, Nos. 30-32.
Skeleton: completely disintegrated, with traces
A group of three early graves, all with the same only of arm and leg bones. The body must have been
east-west orientation, fairly neatly aligned, and all contractedto fit into the availablespace, or it must
with similarly constructedslab sarcophagi.They lie have been that of an ungrownperson.
Contents:none.
to the south of GroupC and close to the southeast
cornerof the peribolosof GroupA. A burialof a small GRAVE32
child in a sarcophagus,Grave225, lay close to Grave
Plans 1 (5 C), 2; P1. 7.
32 and with the same orientation,but it containeda
vase considerably later than the one assigned to
Depth below surface1.48 m.
OrientationEast-West.
Grave 32 and must belong rather with a group of
Slab sarcophaguscovered by a sandstone slab,
later graves to the northeastof GroupD.
The three gravescontainedno offeringsother than cracked (1. 1.68 m.; w. 0.89 m.; th. 0.13 m.). The con-
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sarcophagus
Graves30-31 with mortisedcorners,projectingends,
and bevelledrim. The floorslab was roughhewn and
the wall slabs partially decomposed.
Inside dimensions1.26 by 0.58 m.; depth 0.48 m.
Skeleton:disintegrated;only slight traces remained. Again the size of the grave suggestsa contracted
burial or that of an ungrownperson.
Contents:none. Outsidethe grave at its southwest
cornerand at a depth of 0.83 m. below the surface
stood the Geometrickrater,32-1, in a position such
that the grave could hardly have been made without
disturbingit. We have noted in GroupA that outside
offeringswere set at a level somewhat higher than
the gravesthemselves;the same is the case here, and
kraterand grave must belong together.
32-1 (T 1789) GeometricKrater.P1. 7.
H. 0.269 m.; d. rim 0.249 m.
Art and Archaeology,XXIX, 1930, p. 200, fig. 5.
Mendedfrommanypieces;smallfragmentsmissing.
Buff Corinthianclay; dull reddish brown glaze,
much worn and peeled.
High ring foot, somewhatflaring;deep ovoid body
with short vertical rim. Horizontal band handles,
slightly upward-tilted,set at the shoulder.
The foot and lower part of the body glazed; the
central part bandedto the handle zone. At the level
of the handlesfive horizontalbands;aboveandbelow,
zones decoratedwith parallelvertical zigzags in sets
of six. Thehandlepanelsset off by sets of five vertical
lines; the outer faces of the handles banded. Bands
on the shoulderabove the handles, and on the rim.
The upperface of the rim reserved;the inside of the
vase solidly glazed.
On the kraters,see below, pp. 43-47.

filling
indication of early date. The burials were probably
made later than those of GroupB and after the space
immediatelyto the north of the periboloshad been
filled. The only burial to produce any pottery was
the child'sgrave, No. 40, a type of urn burialwhich
we meet here for the first time. Similarurn burialsof
infants of approximatelythe same date as Grave40
werefoundin the North Cemetery.Grave40, judging
by the small aryballosfound in it, must have been
made at about the middleof the eighth century.The
group of graves as a whole probably dates from
beforeand after 750. Grave48, an earth burialwith
a sandstone cover, should probably be included in
this group (see below, Grave48).
GRAVE33

Plans 1 (4 D), 2.
Depth below surface2.25 m.
OrientationEast-West.
Earthburialcoveredby a sandstoneslab,unbroken.
Coverdimensions:L. 1.38m.; w. 0.83m.; th. 0.12m.
The filling of the grave contained a few coarse
sherds.
Skeleton: almost completelydisintegrated.A few
bits of leg bones indicated a contractedposition for
the skeleton,but the directionof the head could not
be determined.
Contents:none.
A poros slab lay 1.40 m. above the level of the
cover of the grave and 0.85 m. below the surface.
This was taken to be a tombstone,fallen over, which
had markedthe positionof the burial.
GRAVE34.

Plans 1 (3 D), 2.
Depth below surface1.90 m.
GROUPE
OrientationEast-West.
Plans 1 (3-4 C-D), 2.
Earth burialcoveredby a sandstoneslab, broken.
Seven graves, Nos. 33-39, and one urn burial of
Coverdimensions:L. 1.77m.; w. 0.80m.; th. 0.15m.
an infant, No. 40. Grave48 also perhapsbelongedto
The earth filling of the grave containeda few bits
this group.
of obsidian.
Skeleton: completely disintegrated;no traces of
To the north of GroupB lay a seriesof graveslaid
bones.
out with an east-west orientation. In type these
Contents:none.
burialswere early: set deep into the ground,all but
one plain earth burials,all but two coveredby sandGRAVE35.
stone slabs. Three of these graves were overlaid by
Plans 1 (3 D), 2.
poros slabs which may have been grave markers;a
similar slab over Grave 19 has already been noted.
Depth below surface2.50 m.
It would seem that the gravestones (if such they
OrientationEast-West.
Earth burialcoveredby a limestoneslab, broken.
were) here served their purpose well and that they
Coverdimensions:L. 1.68m.; w. 0.97m.; th. 0.20m.
remainedvisible for a considerablelength of time;
The earth filling containeda few coarsesherds.
not one of these graves was disturbed by a later
burialmade over it. The fillingof three of the graves,
Skeleton:badly disintegrated;the head lay to the
Nos. 37-39, contained Geometricsherds and none west, and a few fragments of bones indicated a
later. No offeringswere found in any of the burials, contractedposition.
Contents:none.
but the type of grave and the absenceof any sherds

level had probablybeen a gravestonelike that over
Grave33.
GRAVE36.
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Plans 1 (3 C-D), 2.
Depth below surface2.10 m.
OrientationEast-West.
Stone sarcophaguscoveredby an unbrokensandstone slab.
Coverdimensions:L. 1.63m.; w. 0.88m.; th. 0.17m.
Inside dimensions1.53 by 0.535 m.; depth 0.45 m.
The sacophaguswas constructedof four slabs of
soft limestone set on edge on top of a fifth which
served as a floor. The slabs were carefully fitted
together and mortisedat the corners;the ends outside projectedbeyond the corners.
Earth had accumulatedto a depth of about 10 cm.
over the floor.
Skeleton: very disintegrated; head to east and
knees drawnup; contractedposition.
Contents:none.
A porosslab which overlay the grave had perhaps
served as a tombstone,as over Graves33 and 35.
GRAVE37

Plans 1 (4 C), 2.
Depth below surface2.30 m.
OrientationEast-West.
Earth burial coveredby a sandstoneslab, broken.
Coverdimensions:L. 1.61m.; w. 0.94m.; th. 0.15m.
The earth filling in the grave included obsidian,
charcoal,and a few Geometricsherds.
Skeleton: the skull lay in the northeast corner;
contractedbut badly disintegrated.
Contents:none.
GRAVE38

Plans 1 (3 C), 2.
Depth below surface2.30 m.
OrientationEast-West.
Earth burialcoveredby a sandstoneslab, broken.
Coverdimensions:L. 1.75m.; w. 0.90m.; th. 0.12m.
The earth filling of the grave contained charcoal
and a few Geometricsherds.
Skeleton: almost entirely disintegrated;traces of
the skull at the east end.
Contents:none.
The grave had been overlaid by a later burial,
Grave251, whichdid not go deepenoughto disturbit.
GRAVE39

Plans 1 (3 C), 2.
Depth below surface2.00 m.
OrientationEast-West.
Earth burialcoveredby a brokenslab of poros.
Cover dimensions: L. 1.64 m.; w. 0.87 m.; th. 0.14m.
3

Geometricsherds.
Skeleton:contracted,with head to the east; much
disintegrated.
Contents:none.
GRAVE40

Plans 1 (3 C), 2; P1. 9.
Depth below surface2.00 m.
Urn burialof an infant.
The coarsekraterwas found standingupright,its
mouth covered by a small slab of sandstone. It lay
about equidistantfrom Graves37, 38, and 39. Inside
the krater was a small aryballos,40-1. There were
no traces of bones; probablythe infant skeletonhad
disintegratedcompletely.
40-1 (T 2230) Aryballos.P1. 9.
H. 0.059 m.; max. d. 0.063 m.
A.J.A., XXXIV, 1930, p. 415, fig. 9; Art and
Archaeology,XXXI, 1931, p. 228.
Two large chips missing from the rim. Corinthian
clay, rather coarse, covered with dull red glaze
except on the bottom and the under side of the
handle. Squat sphericalbody on low ring foot; short
narrowneck and projectingroundedlip. The body
decoratedwith four sets of compass-drawnconcentric
circles,seven at the front and sides, five at the back
under the handle.Ladderpattern on the handle and
a reservedring aroundthe edge of the rim on top;
the rest of the body and neck glazed.
40-2 (T 2229) CoarseKrater.P1. 9.
H. 0.287 m.; max. d. 0.295 m.
Broken and mended. CoarseCorinthianclay, unglazed. Plump roundedbody, slightly pointed at the
low flattenedbase; low raisedrim and vertical strap
handleswith raisededges,fromshoulderto just below
the rim. A projectingboss to each side of each handle
attachment.
F
GROUP
Plans 1 (3 C), 2.
Twograves,41-42, and two urnburialsof infants,
43-44.
Just to the northwestof Grave39 lay two more
burialsof the Geometricperiod,with covers of sandstone and East-West orientation.Beside each stood
a large vessel coveredby a poros slab; one of these
contained human bones, so that both are to be
identified as urn burials for infants rather than as
outsideofferingsbelongingto the gravesbesidewhich
they lay. These burials are here groupedseparately
though they may well have been an extension of
Group E which lay eastward. Grave48 (see below)
could belong to either group, or serve as a link to
make them into a single group.
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Plans 1 (3 C), 2.
Depth below surface1.30 m.
OrientationEast-West.
A fourthcenturyburial, Grave485, lay just to the
east of the Geometricgrave, and at almost equal
depth; the skeleton of the later burial lay in part
on top of the cover of the earlier,but Grave41 seems
not to have been disturbedby the later intrusion.
Cist lined with rubble walls, covered by a sandstone slab, unbroken.
Coverdimensions:L. 1.24m.; w. 0.87m.; th. 0.15m.
Skeleton: a few traces of bones; position not
determined.
Contents:none.
Againstthe northside of the coverstoodthe krater,
Grave43-1.

42
GRAVE
Plans 1 (3 C), 2.
Depth below surface2.00 m.
OrientationEast-West.
Earth burial,coveredby a sandstoneslab, broken.
Coverdimensions:L. 1.33m.; w. 0.75m.; th. 0.12m.
Skeleton:disintegrated;traces of skull at the east
end.
Contents:none.
The krater, Grave44, stood close beside the cover
of Grave42 at the south.
GRAVE43

Plans 1 (3 C), 2; P1. 9.
Urn burial,closebeside Grave41 at the north. The
krater,at a depth of 1.20 m. below the surface,stood
upright,its mouth coveredby a small slab of poros.
The weight of the cover had crackedthe krater;
nothingwas foundinside.Possiblyan outsideoffering
to Grave41; but the cover over the vessel and the
analogy of Grave44 (below), similarly covered and
containing bones, suggest the burial of an infant
beside its parent.
43-1 (T 2203) GeometricKrater.P1. 9.
H. 0.329 m.; d. rim 0.256 m.
Mended from many pieces; small fragments
missing. Corinthian-likeclay, gray-buffat the core,
slightly greenish at the surface. Dull black glaze,
brownishwherethin, and much worn and peeled.
High flaringringfoot and ratherplumpovoid body
with high vertical rim slightly flared at the lip.
Rolled horizontal handles at the shoulder,upward
tilted andjoined to the lip by downward-curved
strap
handles.
The foot and bottom of the body glazed, the rest
of the body banded to the handle zone. The handle
panelsset off at each side by sets of ten parallelvertical lines; large solid circles of glaze around each

back three sets of ten parallel vertical zigzags.
Between each set at the top a hangingcurved line,
the concave face toward the left. The handle zone
divided from the rim by a single band; the rim
borderedabove by two bands and decoratedat each
side by sets of ten parallelvertical zigzags,stopped
at each end by sets of ten vertical lines beside the
handle panels. The horizontal handles glazed, the
vertical straps decoratedon their outer faces with
St. Andrew'scrosses made by crossingdoublelines.
The upperface of the lip and the insidesolidlyglazed.
Below one handlea largedrop-shapedsplashof glaze,
probably accidentallyspilled. This krater is Argive
ratherthan Corinthianin style; see below, p. 44.
GRAVE44
Plan 1 (3 C), 2; P1. 9.
Urn burial of an infant close beside Grave42 at
the south. The kraterwas found standinguprightat
a depth of 1.50 m. below the surface, its mouth
stopped by a small slab of poros. Inside were some
small bones and teeth; evidently a young child had
been buriedin the krater.
44-1 (T 2187) GeometricKrater.P1. 9.
H. 0.299 m.; max. d. 0.351 m.; d. rim 0.248 to
0.303 m.
A.J.A., XXXIV, 1930, p. 413, fig. 7.
Mendedfrom several pieces; small chips missing.
Buff Corinthianclay with fine creamysurface;dull
glaze, black to brown. High ring foot, slightly
flaring,and plump roundedbody somewhatpointed
towardthe bottom. Shortverticalrim, outwardtilted
and joined at either side by flat strap handles
running down to the apices of the rolled horizontal
handles. The opening at the top oval, greater from
front to back than betweenthe handles.
The foot and lowerpart of the body glazed;above,
bands to the handle zone. Decorationof handlezone
the same both sides: handlepanelsset off by chevron
columns between quadruple verticals. The handle
zone borderedbelow by a zone of parallelvertical
zigzags and four bands. Its central part filled by a
triple zigzag, the apices of the zigzags joined above
and below to the edges of the zone by vertical lines.
At either side four verticals and a panel filled by a
St. Andrew'scrosswith latticed trianglesbetweenits
arms.Therim borderedby singleglazebandsat upper
and loweredges,and filledby a zigzagstoppedbeside
the handle attachments by four short verticals. In
the upper cornersof the handle panels sets of four
chevronsin diagonalcolumns.Ladderpatternon the
upper faces of the strap handlesand the outer faces
of the horizontalhandles. The upperface of the rim
reservedand decoratedwith eight sets of ten short
parallellines. The inside solidly glazed.
See below, p. 44.

Plans 1 (3 D), 2.
Two graves, Nos. 45 and 46.
The two burials,fairly close togetherat the northwest of GroupE, are the only gravesin the immediate
vicinity with north-south orientation, and for this
reason they are groupedtogether. Neither contained
any grave-offerings;both could be identified by
other criteria as belongingto the Geometricperiod.
GRAVE45
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Plans 1 (3 D), 2.
Depth below surface2.30 m.
OrientationNorth-South.
The east side of the burialhad been cut into by a
later, fourth century, burial, Grave452.
Earth burial,coveredby a sandstoneslab, broken.
Coverdimensions:L. 1.53m.; w. 0.84m.; th. 0.14m.
The earth filling containeda few sherds,none later
than Geometric.
Skeleton: almost completely disintegrated; contracted, with traces of the skull at the north end.
Contents:none.

46
GRAVE
Plans 1 (3 D), 2.
Depth below surface2.20 m.
OrientationNorth-South.
Earth burial, coveredby a brokensandstoneslab.
Cover dimensions: L. 1.77 m.; w. 0.80 m.;
th. 0.125 m.
The earth filling contained a few sherds, none
later than Geometric.
Skeleton:completelydisintegrated.
Contents:none.
SCATTERED GRAVES

Plans 1 (2-4 C-E), 2.
Three burials along the western margin of the
cemetery, Graves47, 49 and 50, seem to bear no
relationto eachotheror to any of the groupsof graves
noticed above. They could be identifiedas belonging
to the Geometricperiodby the type of burial; Grave
47 by the kraterfound outside. Due to a mistake in
tracingthe Geometricgravesfromthe big plan (Grave
CCCXLIIinstead of CCXLII) which was not discovered before the manuscript was complete, the
number48 was given to a later grave to the north of
Grave 47. The real Grave 48 belonged to GroupE
or GroupF, perhapslinkingthe two groupsinto one;
but its identification came too late to allow the
changingof all the subsequentnumbers.
GRAVE47

Plans 1 (4 D-E), 2; P1. 9.
Depth below surface2.00 m.
3*

Poros sarcophaguscovered by a sandstone slab,
intact.
The burial was partly overlaid by a later grave,
129, which containedEarly Corinthianpottery.
Coverdimensions:L. 1.30m.; w. 0.80m.; th. 0.13m.
Inside dimensions1.07 by 0.62 m.; depth 0.53 m.
The sarcophagushad been cut from a single block
of poros which includedthe floor, one end, and the
two long sides. The other (south)end was a separate
slab mortisedat the cornersto the block. The inside
faces of the walls wererough-picked.The floorof the
sarcophaguswas coveredby an accumulationof earth
to a depth of 19 cm.
Skeleton:contracted,with head towardthe south.
Contents:none.
Outside the grave and by its southwest corner
stood the Geometric krater 47-1, at a depth of
1.80 m. below the surface. The position in which it
was foundbringsit into close relationwith Grave47,
and there was no other near-by Geometricburial.
The kraterwas not coveredand containedno bones
so that it would seem to have beenratheran outside
offeringfor Grave 47 than an infant urn burial set
besideit.
47-1 (T 2545) GeometricKrater.P1. 9.
H. 0.311 m.; d. rim. 0.335 m.; max. d. 0.434 m.
A.J.A., XXXIV, 1930, p. 411, fig. 5; Art and
Archaeology,XXXI, 1931, pp. 226, 227; Arch. Anz.,
1931, p. 241-242, fig. 18.
Mendedfrom many pieces; all of the foot and one
handle, much of the rim and a large fragmentof the
body restored.Buff Corinthianclay; ratherdullglaze,
black to reddishbrownand brown.
Wide, well-roundedbody with narrowverticalrim
and flat projectinglip. At the shoulderhorizontal
strap handles, upward-tilted, their ends applied
against the wall of the vase and turned slightly outward. From the centers of the horizontalhandles to
the lip, vertical handles made of eleven fine rolled
strips of clay side by side. A short distance to each
side of the junction of these handles with the lip,
outward-projectingspurs at the edge of the lip,
representingoutward-turnedends of the handles.
The entire body of the krater glazed save for
reservedpanelsfront and back at the center,running
from shoulderto base of rim. The panels bordered
below by four glaze bands on one side, three on the
other,and at the edgesby columnsof zigzagsbetween
quintuplesets of verticals (the outer verticalsat one
side are six). In the centralpartsof the panelsborders
above and below of conventionalizedlong-legged
birds right and triple horizontalbands (quadrupleat
one side). In the central metope at each side a processionof three skirtedwomentowardthe left, their
hands linked and holding palm branches between
them. Each figurehas a triple tail-like line hanging
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right.
columns of zigzags and rows of dots. The rim is
borderedbelow by a triple band, above by a double
one. The zone betweenis stopped at the ends beside
the handle panels by multiple vertical parallels;
between them a single-line key pattern, carelessly
made. On the upper face of the rim a tall pointed
zigzag between bands along the inner and outer
edges. The inside glazed. The ends of the horizontal
handles outlined at their attachmentsby a reserved
zone, banded;the projectingends of the attachments
dotted. The outer faces of the horizontal handles
framedall aroundby triplebandsand decoratedwith
interlocking hatched meander-hooks, alternately
hangingand standing.Ladderpatternon each strand
of the vertical handles.
Decorationadded in white paint over the glaze:
aroundthe bodyjust belowthe level of greatestdiameter a zone set off by double white bands and filled
by a great serpent outlined with white dots, whose
undulations completely encircle the vase, the head
and tail overlappingat the front, off center.Thehead
representedas if seen from above; both eyes are
visible, reserved circles dotted at the center with
white. At the level of the handle attachments and
between them and the decoratedpanels, sets of concentric lozenges,a dotted ring at the center of each
set, in white. On the front of the vase there are six
concentric lozenges to each set, on the back five.
See below, pp. 45-46.
GRAVE48

Depth
OrientationEast-West.
Earth burialcoveredby a slab of poros,unbroken.
Coverdimensions:L. 1.20m.; w. 0.64m.; th. 0.14m.
The earth filling inside the cist contained a few
sherds,none later than Geometric.
Skeleton: disintegrated;contractedwith head to
east.
Contents:none.
GRAVES51-53

Plans 1 (2 C), 2.
Three graves at the extreme northeast part of
the area in which the Geometricburialswere found.
The three graves, close together and isolated from
other burials of the same period, might well be
grouped together, though they follow different
orientations, two east-west and one north-south.
Somewhatto the south lay the isolated urn burial,
Grave54.
GRAVE51

Plans 1 (2 C), 2.
Depth below surface2.25 m.
OrientationEast-West.
Earth burial,coveredby a sandstoneslab, broken.
Coverdimensions:L. 1.60m.; w. 0.85m.; th. 0.16m.
The earth filling in the cist contained Geometric
sherds.
Skeleton:disintegrated;tracesof skullat east end.
Contents:none.

Plans 1 (3 C), 2.
GRAVE52
Depth below surface2.00 m.
Plans 1 (2 C), 2.
OrientationsEast-West.
Depth below surface2.25 m.
Earth burialcoveredby a sandstoneslab, broken.
OrientationEast-West.
Cover dimensions: L. 1.58 m.; w. 0.82 m.;
Earth burial,coveredby a sandstoneslab, broken.
th. 0.115 m.
Coverdimensions:L. 1.41m.; w. 0.90m.; th. 0.11m.
In the earthfillingof the cist numerousGeometric
Skeleton:few traces, positionnot recognizable.
sherds,charcoal,and bits of obsidian.
Contents:none.
Skeleton: contracted,with skull at the east end.
Contents:none.
GRAVE53
As noted above this burialbelongedto GroupE
Plans 1 (2 C), 2.
or F, or both.
Depth below surface2.00 m.
GRAVE49
OrientationNorth-South.
Earth
burial,coveredby a sandstoneslab, broken.
Plans 1 (4 D), 2.
dimensions:
L. 1.60m.;w. 0.83m.; th. 0.09m.
Cover
Depth below surface2.08 m.
Skeleton:
contracted,head to south.
OrientationEast-West.
Contents:
none.
Earth burial,coveredby a sandstoneslab, intact.
Cover dimensions: L. 1.36 m.; w. 0.64 m.; GRAVE54
th. 0.145 m.
Plans 1 (2-3 C), 2; P1. 9.
Skeleton: contracted,head towardthe east.
Depth below surface1.10 m.
Contents:none.
Urn burial. The coarsekraterwas found standing
GRAVE50
upright in the earth, its mouth covered by a small
slab of poros. It contained no traces of bones, nor
Plans 1 (2 D), 2.

contracted,
any grave offerings.Probably
Contents:none.
body of an infant of which the skeletonhad entirely
disintegrated. There were no graves near by for
which this could have been an outside offering,and GRAVE58
Plans 1 (7 D), 2.
the careful covering of the mouth suggests that the
vessel had itself containeda burial.
Depth below surface1.70 m.
OrientationNorth-South.
54-1 (T 2204) CoarseKrater.PI. 9.
Earth
burial,coveredby a sandstoneslab, broken.
H. 0.259 m.; d. 0.323 m.
Cover
dimensions:
L. 1.50m.;w. 0.62m.; th. 0.10m.
Mendedfrom many pieces; fragmentsof the body,
The
of
earth
filling the cist contained Geometric
and both handles, restored. CoarseCorinthianclay.
sherds.
Skeleton:disintegrated;head to south.
GRAVES IN THE SOUTHERN PART OF THE CEMETERY
Contents:none.
GRAVES65-62

GRAVE59
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Plans 1 (7-8 C-E), 2.
Plans 1 (7 D), 2.
At the southern limit of the area occupied by
Depth below surface2.20 m.
Geometricburialswereeight moregravesidentifiable
OrientationNorth-South.
as belongingto Geometrictimes. Seven of these were
Slab sarcophagus,covered by a sandstone slab,
oriented north-south, the eighth east-west. They
unbroken.
seem to be scatteredburialswhich it is not possible
Coverdimensions:L. 1.94m.;w. 0.77m.; th. 0.14m.
to relatein groupssuggestingfamily plots. Theyhave
Inside
dimensions:1.27 by 0.52m.; depth 0.43 m.
been numberedarbitrarilyfrom west to east.
The sarcophaguswas made with five slabs of very
soft poros,evidently cut with the saw. Oneservedas
GRAVE55
the floor,the others,set uponit, wereneatly mortised
Plans 1 (8 E), 2.
at the corners. The sarcophaguswas very
together
Depth below surface2.50 m.
as shown by the amount of earth inside which
tight
OrientationNorth-South.
was only 7 cm. in depth.
Earth burial,coveredby a sandstoneslab, broken.
Skeleton: very disintegrated; contracted on its
Cover dimensions: L. 1.60 m.; w. 0.845 m.;
right
side, with head to the south.
th. 0.095 m.
Contents:two iron pins.
The earth fillingin the cist containeda few sherds
59-1 a and b (T 2896) Pair of Iron Pins.
and scrapsof obsidian.
L. (a) 0.064 m.; (b) 0.056 m.
Skeleton: contracted on left side, with head to
Two similar short iron pins, much rusted and
south.
corroded, one of them (b) broken in two. Short
Contents:none.
taperingblades and projectingheads, now shapeless.
GRAVE56

GRAVE60

Plans 1 (7-8 E), 2.
Plans 1 (7 C), 2.
Depth below surface2.50 m.
Depth below surface1.75 m.
OrientationNorth-South.
OrientationNorth-South.
Earth burialcoveredby a sandstoneslab, broken.
Slab sarcophaguscoveredby a sandstoneslab.
Coverdimensions:L. 1.60m.; w. 0.87m.; th. 0.15m.
Coverdimensions:L. 1.59m.;w. 0.83m.; th. 0.17m.
The earth filling of the cist contained numerous
Inside dimensions:1.16 by 0.46 m.; depth 0.415m.
Geometricsherds,none later.
The sarcophagussimilarto that of Grave59; the
Skeleton: contracted,head to south.
end slabs projectedbeyond the sides at the corners.
Contents:none.
The soft poros much disintegrated.Earth accumulation over floor14 cm. deep.
GRAVE57
Skeleton: contracted, head to south. Much disPlans 1 (7-8 D), 2.
integrated.
Depth below surface1.80 m.
Contents:two bronze pins, 60-1 a and b, found
OrientationNorth-South.
near
the shouldersof the skeleton.
Earth burial,coveredby a sandstoneslab, broken.
Cover dimensions: L. 1.65 m.; w. 0.90 m.; 60-1 a and b (T 2897) Pair of BronzePins.

th. 0.145 m.

In the earth filling numerous sherds, the latest
Geometric.

P.1. (a) 0.028 m.; (b) 0.023 m.

Probably originally a pair; both much corroded
and brokenoff below the heads. Flat projectingnail-

below the heads.
GRAVE61
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Plans 1 (7-8 C), 2.
Depth below surface1.37 m.
OrientationNorth-South.
Sarcophagusof rubble and slabs, covered by a
sandstoneslab, broken.
Coverdimensions:L. 1.70m.;w. 0.75m.; th. 0.13m.
Inside dimensions:1.48 by 0.57 m.; depth 0.39 m.
The ends of the grave were slabs of soft poros;the
long sides were built up of rubble.
The earth filling of the grave contained a few
Geometricsherds.
Skeleton:contractedon right side, head to south.
Contents:none.
GRAVE62

Plans 1 (7 C), 2.
Depth below surface2.10 m.
OrientationEast-West.
Slab sarcophaguscovered by a sandstone slab,
broken.
Cover dimensions: L. 1.75 m.; w. 0.88 m.;
th. 0.165 m.
Insidedimensions:1.235by 0.493m.; depth0.38m.
The sarcophagussimilarto those of Graves59-60.
Skeleton:contractedon left side, head to east.
Contents:one iron pin, 62-1.
62-1 (T 2898) Iron Pin.
P.I. 0.058 m.
Straight shaft of iron so corrodedand swollen as
to be unrecognizablein form. A swellingat one end
perhapsa projectinghead.
SPORADIC FINDS FROM THE CEMETERY

A number of Geometricvases of various shapes
were found throughoutthe part of the cemetery in
which the Geometricgraves lay, the pots usually
broken and their fragments well scattered. These
vases cannot now be assigned to particulargraves,
though there can be no doubt that they were once
offeringsplaced in or beside Geometricburials,or in
the case of largervessels perhapsthe containingurns
for infant burials. In addition to the six painted
kraters, the fragmentary amphora, and the three
coarsejars or kraterspublishedhere there were two
coarse hydriailike those found outside Graves14-18
and Grave20. These were so brokenthat it has not
seemedworth while to includehere more details and
pictures of vessels of a type so common and so
stereotyped that little can be learned from it.
The series is listed with the letter S to indicate
sporadic vases not connected with any particular
grave.

Found at a depth of 2.50 m. at considerable
distancefrom Grave56.
Art and Archaeology,XXXI, 1931, p. 157.
H. 0.274 m.; d. at (slightly oval) rim 0.31 and
0.315 m.; max. d. 0.359 m.
Intact. Buff clay, somewhat grayed, pink at the
core, the surface brownish. Solid glaze, black to
reddishbrownand red, slightly metallic.
Ring foot slightly flaringand plumproundedbody
with short vertical rim thickened at the lip and
projecting outward. Composite handles. The foot
and bottom of the body glazed; then a solidly glazed
zone between two banded zones to the level of the
handles. The handle panels set off by sets of five
verticals, slightly diagonal.The handle zone divided
horizontallyby five bands. Below, six panels filled
by rows of chevrons(ninein each) and separatedby
sets of nine verticals. Above, panelsonly at the ends,
filled by simple zigzag, which also fills the long
central zone. Above, five bands to the rim; on it at
each side eight sets of nine parallel zigzags. The
handle panelsundecorated;on the outer faces of the
strapsand the upperfaces of the rolledhandlesladder
pattern. The upper face of the rim reserved and
decoratedwith ten sets of nine short parallels.The
inside solidly glazed; a small hole in the bottom
which may or may not be ancient.
S-2 (T 2554) GeometricKrater,P1.10.
Art and Archaeology,XXXI, 1931, p. 156.
H. 0.286 m.; d. at (slightly oval) rim 0.264 and
0.273 m.; max. d. 0.326 m.
Mendedfrom many pieces; small chips missing.
Fine buff Corinthianclay, in places tinged greenish.
Black to reddish brown glaze, very badly peeled.
High ring foot, slightly flared,and plumpovoid body
with short vertical rim. Compositehandles.The foot
and bottom of the body glazed; above a bandedand
a second glazed zone. The body banded from about
halfway to the foot to just below handle-level.The
handle zone at each side divided by sets of seven
parallelverticalsinto five panels. In the outer panels
vertical zigzags at the left on one face, at the right
on the other; in the other two outer panels and in
the central panel of each face sets of horizontal
zigzags. In the intermediate panels large crested
water birdswith long necks and legs, opposed;filling
ornament of swastikas, short zigzags, and vertical
wavy lines. Five bands below the rim; on it sets of
seven shortverticalzigzags,eightat eachside,between
single bands above and below. On the upper face
of the rim short parallelstrokesin sets of seven. The
inside glazed. The handle panels set off by sets of
five parallel lines running diagonally downward;
ladderpatternon the faces of verticaland horizontal
handles. Parallel vertical zigzags under the arched
handles.

S-3 (T 2713)

P1.

H. 0.251 m.; d. at (slightly oval) rim 0.267 and
0.275 m.; max. d. 0.294 m.
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Mendedfrom many pieces; small chips missing.
Buff Corinthianclay with fine creamy surface; dull
glaze, black to brown, somewhat peeled. Slightly
flaring ring foot and short vertical rim; composite
handles.Foot and lower part of body glazed, with a
reservedband half-way. Above, bands to the handle
zone. Decorationof the handlezone the sameon both
faces: at the centera wide panel borderedat eachside
by eight verticals and filledby opposedwater birds,
crested,with long necks and legs; in the field beside
the birds blobs and vertical wavy lines, between
them parallelzigzags.To eachside of the centralpanel
a narrowerone filled by parallel zigzags.The narrow
end panelsfilledwith butterflypatternand separated
from the adjacent panels and the handlesby sets of
seven verticals at each side. Above, four bands to
the rim; on the rim at each side eight sets of short
vertical zigzags, with sets of eight straight verticals
beside the handle attachments.On the outer face of
each rolledhandle a row of dots betweenbands; the
upper faces of the straps banded. The upper face of
the lip reservedand decoratedwith sets of parallel
strokes; the inside solidly glazed.
S-4 (T 2441) GeometricKrater.P1. 11.
H. as restored0.29 m.
Mendedfrom many pieces; large sections missing
and restoredin plaster.BuffCorinthianclay; brownish
glaze, much peeled. Flaringring foot, pointed body,
short vertical rim, compositehandles. The foot and
lowerbody glazed,then bandsto handlelevel. In the
handle zone parallel diagonals set off the handles;
at the ends narrowpanelsfilledwith parallelzigzags,
in the long centralpanelsmeander,hatched,running
from right to left. Above, five bands to the rim; on
the rim sets of parallelverticalwavy lines. The inside
glazed.
S-5 GeometricKraterFragment.P1. 10.
P.h. 0. 225 m.; d. foot 0.14 m.

body;
part
missing.Body, shoulder,andrimcontinuouslybanded,
the bandinginterruptedat the upperand lowerlimits
of the handlezone by narrowzonesfilledwith vertical
zigzags or wavy lines. The outer ends of the strap
handle bandedhorizontally,the centervertically.
S-7 (T 1224) Geometric Krater Fragment. P1. 10.
About half the body preserved,without foot or
handle; the attachmentswhich are partly preserved
show that the last was composite. Open rounded
body and short upstandingrim. The bottom of the
body glazed; above,bandsinterruptedby threezones
filled by vertical zigzags or wavy lines. Beside the
handle two narrowpanels filled by chevroncolumns
and zigzags, borderedby quintuple verticals. The
bottom of the handle zone decoratedby wavy verticals belowbands;on the shouldera hatchedmeander
runningright to left. On the rim dotted rings,linked.
S-8 (T 2795)FragmentaryGeometricAmphora.P1.10.
Found in the area of Graves 56-58, but not
assignableto any grave.
Mendedfrom many pieces; all of the upper part,
including the rim, neck, handles, and most of the
shouldermissing. Brownishbuff clay, rather coarse;
dull black glaze, in places much peeled. Slightly
flaringring foot and tall ovoid body. Glazedto the
level of greatest diameter,with four reservedzones
regularly spaced, each filled by carelessly drawn
double bands. Above the uppermostof these a zone
decoratedwith sets of eight to twelve verticals, the
narrowpanelsbetweensets filled by X's.
S-9 (T 2267) CoarseKrater.P1. 11.
H. 0.245 m.; max. d. 0.315 m.
Half of one handle and all of the other restored;
otherwiseintact. CoarseCorinthianfabric, buff surface stroke-polishedvertically. Similar to 40-2 but
with plain band handles lacking lugs beside their
attachments.
S-10 (T 2185) CoarseKrater.P1. 11.
H. 0.428 m.; max. d. 0.405 m.
Fragments of the rim missing, and one handle.
Coarse Corinthianfabric. Low rather narrow base
and plumpbody pointedtowardthe bottom, narrowing above to a shortneck belowa fiat projectingrim.
Rolled shoulderhandles, fitted under the rim at the
top. Handmadeand stroke-polished.
S-11 (T 2821) CoarseKrater.P1. 11.
H. 0.388 m.; d. rim 0.286 m.; max. d. 0.325 m.
Mendedfrom severalpieces; chips missing. Coarse
Corinthianfabric, handmade and stroke-polished.
Similarto S-10; the projectingrim shorter.
S-12 CoarseKrater.P1. 11.

Although this fragment was undoubtedly found
in the North Cemetery,it bears no number,nor can
it be identifiedin the notebooks.
Buff Corinthian clay decorated with red to
brownishglaze; the inside glazed. The lower body
preservedto about the level of the handle attachments. Ring foot and plumproundedbody. The foot
and bottom of the body glazed, with a reservedline
where they join; the body above banded. A partly
preservedzone decoratedwith sigmas in sets of six
seems to have beenthe lowestelementof decorationin
the handlezone.Aboveit bands,as far up as preserved.
H. 0.45; max. d. 0.68 m.
S-6 (T 2733) FragmentaryGeometricKrater.PI. 11.
P.h. 0.16 m. A fragmentonly, madeup frommany
Mended; small pieces missing. Corinthiancoarse
pieces and preservingpart of the rim with one strap ware; shape and fabriclike those of 40-2.

S-13 CoarseKrater.P1. 11.
This kraterbears the numberT 2229, duplicating
that of 40-2. The kratersare so alike that it is not
surprisingthat they should have been confused. It
provedimpossibleto track down the propernumber

of this vessel, whichas one moreexampleof the type
S-9 to S-12 and 40-2 illustrates the popularity of
the shapein the middleand secondhalf of the eighth
century.
H. 0.29 m.

THE POTTERY
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From the graves, thirty-three pots; from the general cemetery fill a dozen more, undoubtedly
thrown out from geometric graves which had been destroyed by later burials. The progression
in the filling up of the cemetery area with graves, from GroupA through B to E, F, and G, and
the evolution from the simple earth burial to the slab-built sarcophagus and finally (a single
example, Grave 47) to the sarcophagushollowed from a single block, indicate a development
over the years which should be reflected also in the pottery found in the graves. If, then, we
consider the vases by shapes on the order suggested, starting from what are ostensibly the
earlier graves and proceeding to the later, we may see if the pottery follows the development
anticipated. There are not enough pots from the North Cemetery, in point of fact, to build up
any very complete sequence for any particular shape; but the groups from Corinth itself and
its neighborhood published by Weinberg give an adequate framework of "Early" and "Late"
Geometric into which the North Cemetery vessels may be fitted; and Weinberg's groups are
supplemented by later finds from Corinthitself as well as by the pottery from the two sanctuaries at Perachora, the earlier temple of Hera Akraia, and the later of Hera Limenia.1

SKYPHOI(Pls. 6-8)

Six skyphoi were found altogether, all of the Geometric shape with rounded shoulder and
short offset rim. There were no cups of the Protocorinthian "kotyle" shape.
Of the cups from the North Cemetery three, 14-2, 16-2, and 17-4, are entirely covered with
black varnish save for the bottom, the panels under the handles, and reserved lines on the
inside and the outside of the rim. The type finds its parallel among Weinberg'sEarly Geometric
vases in his No. 68 (pl. 11), a vase for which he suggests a date in the second half of the ninth
century.2These three cups are from the two earlier (we take it) burials of GroupA and from the
first grave of Group B. These should be, then, from the latter part of the Early Geometric
period, perhaps the end of the ninth century. Characteristicof these earlier skyphoi are the
rather shallow shape, the relatively high shoulder, and the very short offset rim. Two other
cups, 16-10 and 18-7, have decoration in the handle zone, in each case a column of chevrons
running horizontally, with plain verticals at each end of the panel. Both are probably later
than the three preceding, and although this might suggest that Grave 17 is earlier than 16,
there must have been a considerableoverlap in the types.3 Which of the two decorated skyphoi
is the earlier it would be difficult to say; between them they illustrate different phases in the

3 The same well at Corinthnoted in the preceding footnote
Perachora, I.
6.
Another
similar
a skyphos with chevrons in the handle zone,
was
contained
19,
Weinberg, p.
fig.
skyphos
found in a Corinthwell whose contents are dated by Broneer loc. cit., pl. 89, d, top left.
from the end of the ninth to the end of the eighth century,
Hesperia, XX, 1951, p. 293, pl. 89, d, top right.
1

2
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development of the form. 16-10 is wide and shallow in the earlier manner; 18-7 is deeper and
more pointed in the later, but 16-10 has a higher rim. Both find a parallel in a Late Geometric
cup published by Weinberg; his No. 75 (pl. 12) is very close in shape and decoration to our
16-10.4 Another skyphos, from the Geometric deposit of the Hera Akraia sanctuary at Perachora,5may be somewhat earlierbecauseit has no vertical lines to stop the ends of the decoration
in the handle zone. Our sixth skyphos, 20-2, may be slightly later, with decoration of vertical
zigzags in the handle zone. All three decoratedskyphoi, however, belong to the Late Geometric
style of the first half of the eighth century. Thus, of the six skyphoi from the graves of the
North Cemetery,three belong at the end of the Early Geometricstyle (with two examples from
Group A and one from Group B), and three to the beginning of the Late Geometric style
(with one example from Group A and two from Group B). The skyphoi therefore suggest an
overlap between the two groups and place them at the time of the change-overfrom the Early
to the Late Geometric style at the turn of the ninth to the eighth century.

HYDRIAI(Pls. 6-8)

Each of the six skyphoi discussed above was found covering the mouth of a coarse hydria
placed as an outside offeringclose to a grave and at a higher level. It has been suggested above
that these vessels had been used in the funerary ritual and then placed outside the graves after
they had been closed. Other examples of coarse hydriai outside graves at Corinth have been
cited above, p. 18. Two more, found in the North Cemeteryamong the sporadic contents of the
cemetery earth, should be mentioned here, although they are not published since they vary
not a bit from the vessels illustrated. Without a doubt these too once stood outside graves
which had been disturbed in later times. The type is found in both Early and Late Geometric
environment, but these coarse handmade vessels seem to show no consistent development,
though the later examples are apt to be less globular and more pointed toward the bottom
than the earlier.6It seems likely that the coarse handmade fabric at Corinth as at Athens was
manufacturedfor particularuses. The heavy core of sand and grit in the biscuit seems to have
affordedporosity and to have enabled the pottery to withstand heat. Thus at Athens from the
early seventh century onward lamps and braziers, which were requiredto withstand fire, were
handmade in a rather coarse sandy fabric, while vessels for the cooling (rather than for the
storing) of liquid-hydriai, trefoil jugs, small amphoras-were made of the same fabric. The
Corinthianhydriai, then, though most of the examples known have been found in connection
with graves,7 were probably the common water jars of the time, used to draw water at the
fountain and probably to keep it cool after drawing. The breast-like pellets at the front of the
shoulder which appear on every example probably had no particular ritual or funerary significance. They can be traced back in Greeceto the Middle Bronze Age, and by the Early Iron Age
their original significance may well have been lost. The building of coarse pots by hand may
well have been a craft handed down through the centuries in particular groups or families,
a craft much more conservativethan that of the potter who threw his vessels on the wheel and
decorated them afterward; perhaps a true bauernstil.
4 Weinberg, pp. 25, 27, fig. 7.
5 Perachora, I, p. 58, pl. 12, 1.

6 Weinberg, No. 53, pl. 9, Early Geometric; No. 82, pl. 15,
Late Geometric; see also ibid., p. 10.
7 Weinberg, p. 10 and p. 15, No. 53.

OINOCHOAI(P1S.6-8)
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With Grave 17, the first of Group B, appears a third shape, the jug with trefoil mouth or
oinochoe. Four painted examples were found, all from graves of GroupB-two from Grave 17,
one from Grave 18, and one from Grave 20. Three different types are represented: the tall jug
with ovoid body (18-2), the round-bodied or globular jug (17-1), and the conical oinochoe
(17-2 and 20-1).
Of the two from Grave17 the globularjug is of a type well representedin the Early Geometric
groups.8Our 17-1, however, has a long narrowneck which is a later development for the shape;
further,the body is more truly globularin appearancethan those of many of the Early Geometric
examples because the level of the greatest diameter has moved downward.9The off-center
knobs on the shoulders remind us of those on the coarse hydriai. The decoration, however, is
rather of the light later Geometricstyle than of the dark earlier. With the exception of a wide
glazed zone above the foot, body and neck are banded in a manner which foreshadows the
approachingProtocorinthian style. In its decoration, in fact, our jug shows closer affinities to
Early Protocorinthianl' than to Early Geometricoinochoai, though the shape is hardly known
in Protocorinthian. It is, in fact, a good example of what we should expect in Late Geometric
at Corinth,transitional between the earlier and the later styles. The smaller jug from the same
grave, 17-2, is likewise bandedover-allwith the exception of a narrowdecoratedzone at the top
of the shoulder. This is of the conical shape which is unknown among the groups of Early
Geometric at Corinth and which makes its first appearance(No. 76) in a grave group dated by
Weinberg in the early eighth century."l Weinberg's No. 76 is perhaps closer in shape to our
17-2, not as flat and spreadingat its base as 20-1, though its decorationwith a zone of latticed
triangles on the shoulder is closer to the latter. Weinberg's No. 76, in fact, may be somewhat
earlier than either of the North Cemetery examples, with its wide glazed zone above the base
and its glazed trefoil mouth. In succession would come our 17-2 with glazed mouth and less
spreading body, then 20-1 with banding carried up to the lip and wider base. The shape is
known in other Geometricfabrics,12but at Corinthit appears, as it seems, only with the Late
Geometricstyle in the early eighth century. At Corinth,however, it had a great future, becoming
a favorite shape in the Protocorinthian and Corinthianrepertory.
The fourth oinochoe, 18-2, tall, with ovoid body and long neck finds a parallel in the latest
of Weinberg'sEarly Geometricgroups, No. 70.13Our18-2 is somewhat taller and more slender,
later and more developed. Its decoration is like that of many Early Geometric jugs: triple
reserved bands around the body at equal intervals, and multiple zigzag, framed, in the front
half of the neck. On the shoulder, however, below the level of the handle there is added a zone
of decoration, a column of chevrons run horizontally, like the decoration of the skyphoi from
the same grave (18-7) and from Grave 16 (16-10). The oinochoe should be contemporary and
belong near the beginning of the Late Geometric style.
8
of the lower part in the later examples to attain a wider and
Weinberg, Nos. 64, 67, pl. 10.
9 The
general development of shapes is almost always more secure resting-base.
10 E.g., Johansen, pl. VII, 1-2.
from the plump and squat to the long and pointed. The
11Weinberg, No. 76, pp. 25f., pl. 12.
seeming contradiction to this general rule in the globular
12 Cf.
Johansen, p. 23, fig. 12; Weinberg, p. 27.
oinochoai, in which the earlier examples seem taller and more
13
a
truncation
due
to
toward
the
is
base,
Weinberg, No. 70, pl. 11.
probably
pointed

COARSEOINOCHOAI(P1. 8)
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Also attributed to Grave 18 are four small handmade oinochoai, unglazed and undecorated,
of which one was found close beside the hydria 18-8, the other three in a group beside another
corner of the grave outside. These small vases were modelled from fine clean buff clay, without
doubt Corinthian, and rather finely polished at the surface. The fabric is thin, in quality like
that of a kantharosl4found in a grave dated near the middle of the eighth century. Small vases
of this sort, mostly oinochoai, conical lekythoi, and aryballoi, have been found in Geometric
graves in many parts of Greece. Though they have been called Argive,l5 they were probably
produced locally at many sites. At Corinth they continued to be made and to be offered in
graves through the seventh century and later; comparea Protocorinthianexample, 90-1 below.
There is almost no change in shape. Of the four specimens from Grave 18 three have globular
body, wide neck, and spreading trefoil mouth; the fourth (18-6) more resembles the conical
oinochoai in shape.
KRATERS (Pls. 7, 9-11)

From Graves 14-16 came only hydriai and skyphoi; Grave 17 adds to these shapes not only
the two oinochoai which had been placed inside the grave but also a larger painted krater,
17-3, found standing outside one corer. This is the first of a series of a dozen kraters from the
North Cemetery of which five were found in connection with graves, the rest (S-1 to S-7),
some of them fragmentary, from the general fill of the cemetery, cast out from graves which
had been destroyed. The large number of kraters bears out Weinberg's remark that in Late
Geometricthe krater becomes a favorite shape, supplantingthe oinochoe.16The North Cemetery
kraters illustrate a development in the shape which seems ultimately almost to differentiate
them into two types: the Geometric krater with wide body, relatively shallow and generously
open at the top, with well-roundedprofile in a continuous curve like S-1 which might perhaps
be called a "skyphos-krater";and the taller narrowerProtocorinthian-liketype, more pointed
and with higher sharper shoulder, like 32-1, which might be called the "kotyle-krater." The
first type is the earlier and the second developed from it but evidently did not eclipse it; the
two types ran concurrentlythrough Protocorinthian and into the Corinthianrepertory.17
The first of our kraters, 17-3, is stemmed, the stem ribbed and spreading below to a wide
flared base. It finds a very close parallelin a similar krater from a grave in the CorinthianAgora
dated by Weinberg'8early in the eighth century. Though shape and decoration are closely
similar, a comparisonsuggests that 17-3 should be the earlierby a little. The bowl is wider and
shallower, less pointed; the stem is shorter and the base more spreading. The decorated panels
at front and back are shorter and more frontal, leaving wide glazed areas between their ends
and the handles; there is no band of decoration running completely around the pot below the
handles. Characteristicof the kraters are these "composite" handles: rolled horizontal handles,
upward-tilted and joined to the rim by broad straps running inward from their apices. Such
composite handles were doubtless the Geometric ancestors of those of the common columnkraters of archaic and classical times, though it is perhaps more likely that the development
14Weinberg, No. 81, pl. 13.
15
Pfuhl, MuZ, I, "Monochrom argivisch;" cf. also
Johansen, pp. 21f.

16

Weinberg, p. 31.

Cf. Weinberg, No. 116, p1. 16, and No. 135, pl. 18.
18Weinberg, No. 73, pp. 25f., p1. 12.

17
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started from the Argive kraters19which had higher rims and more steeply tilted handles than
did the Corinthian.
No other painted kraterwas foundin GroupB or in the succeeding GroupE. The small GroupF
to the northeast, however, consisted of two empty adult burials, 41 and 42, and two infant
burials, 43 and 44, both in painted kraters. These, according to their stage in the sequential
development of the cemetery, should be considerably later than the Graves of Group B. The
krater 44-1 is of the wide or "skyphos-krater"type, with composite handles. The decorationis
purely geometric, but evidently more developed than that of 17-3: except for a glazed zone
above the foot the entire body is banded in the Protocorinthianmanner up to the handle zone,
and the handle zone is decorated with long panels which reach to the handles at either side.
The change-over from the "dark" to the "light" style is complete; this krater must belong at
the stage of this change from the Geometric to the Protocorinthian style in the middle of the
eighth century. The very similar krater S-1 is at about the same stage of development. Though
its decoration also is purely geometric, it is banded for the most part and the decoration of its
handle zone is broken into many small panels though the emphasis is on the horizontal banding
which is carried right up to the rim.
The mid-century dating for the group is perhaps confirmed by the krater from the other
child burial, 43-1. This vessel differs from all the other Corinthian Geometric kraters in its
high rim. The type, and the decorationas well, is Argive rather than Corinthian.The decoration
of neck and shoulder, where the decorated zone reaches well below the level of the bottom of
the handles, with sets of long vertical zigzags, finds parallels in kraters found at Syracuse and
recognized by P. Arias20as Argive. The kraters from Syracuse must of course be dated to the
second half of the eighth century. Though they have rays and other orientalizingfeatures, our
krater 43-1, which is purely Geometric in its decoration, must be an extremely proximate
ancestor and can hardly be dated before mid-century. The complete banding of the lower body,
too, must be contemporary with the Early Protocorinthian phase. It is, however, Argive in
shape and decoration; whether it is an import from the Argolid or a local imitation of an Argive
krater may perhaps be decided by an observer more familiar with the Argive fabrics than the
present writer.21
Another krater, 32-1, an outside offering beside a burial in a sarcophagus constructed of
slabs in Group D, is of the deeper and more pointed "kotyle-krater" shape. The handles are
plain horizontal strips of clay. A prototype from a grave of the early eighth century22is of
the "dark" earlier style; 32-1 is banded, except just above the foot, up to the lip. The shape,
too, is more developed than that of Weinberg No. 74: taller, narrower,and more pointed. The
decoration, horizontal bands interrupted by zones filled with sets of parallel vertical zigzags, is
strikingly like that of one of the Argive kraters from Syracuse;23the Syracuse vase, with a
flared base and rays above, belongs to the second half of the eighth century and it cannot be
much later than our 32-1. The two fragmentary kraters, S-5 and S-6, must have been much like
32-1, S-5 of the open "skyphos-krater"shape, S-6 of the "kotyle" type, with plain strap handles.

19See P. Arias, B.C.H., LX, 1936, pp. 144f., pls. X-XVI.
B.C.H., LX, 1936, pp. 144f., especially pls. XII, A-B,
XIII, 1.
21 The clay, gray-buff at the core and greenish at the surface, could well be Corinthian. The writer has not handled
Argive pottery en masse and is not closely familiar with the
fabrics. Payne, in Perachora, I, p. 32, and note 2, remarks
that "there is an apparently Argive Geometric vase from
20

Shear's (i.e. North Cemetery) excavations at Corinth." No
doubt this is the vase he had in mind. Although Arias' article
may have been unknown to Payne, the contents of the Syracuse Museum were not. Dunbabin, who expanded Payne's
footnote, apparently accepted Arias' conclusions.
22 Weinberg, No. 74, pl. 12, from the same grave as the
krater, No. 73.
23Arias, B.C.H., LX, 1936, pl. XI, A.
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from the Geometric to the Protokraters,
S-3, again belong the
corinthian. The first, S-2, is the earlier in shape with well-rounded body banded for the most
part but decoratedin the handle zone with panels occupied by large crested water birds. Shape
and decoration are both later than those of a Late Geometric krater from Delphi;24the birds
are in a style which remained current in the first Protocorinthian phase.25The second krater,
S-3, narrowerand more pointed in the "kotyle-krater" form, has opposed crested birds in its
central panel, birds not with their bodies in complete silhouette as on our S-2, but open and
decoratedwith diagonalhatching, the upper contour paralleledabove by a single line to indicate
the wing. The narrow end-panels are filled with butterfly pattern, a favorite motive of the
Early Protocorinthian repertory. In these two kraters, indeed, appear most of the conventional
Geometricitems which continued on through the Protocorinthian, becoming with the passage
of time more and more stylized and Subgeometric. One more "kotyle-krater,"S-4, very close
in form to S-3, is banded and decorated with meander at the center of the handle zone; it is
more conservative in its decoration than S-3, though fully as developed in shape.
A wide, open krater, S-7, a fragment only, belongs also to the latest Geometric phase, its
lower body decoratedby rather wide bands interruptedby zones filled with chevrons or vertical
zigzags. The narrow end-panels of the handle zone are preserved, and enough of the central
panel to show that it was divided by bands into two zones (as were those of 32-1 and 44-1) of
which the upper was filled by a meander.26The general effect made by this fragmentarykrater
recalls the Attic Late Geometric vases after the "metope style" has broken down and the
decoration consists of a multiplicity of narrow panels.
One krater remains, 47-1, the handsomest of the Geometricvase series and, from its context,
the latest. Though it stood beside an outlying grave which cannot be fitted into the sequential
development of the cemetery, its burial was made in a sarcophagus of the type common in
later phases, hewn by hollowing a single block of poros.
The krater itself, of the open rounded type, is in many ways unique. The flared foot is much
higher than that of any of the other Geometric kraters; the composite handles are flat straps
(instead of round) in their lower part, composed of small rolled strips set side by side in their
upper; the neck is longer than that of any of the other kraters (except 43-1, which is of Argive
type); and the rim is flattened on top with a projecting lip decorated by spurs to each side of
the handle attachments. This last feature, together with the multiple rolled handle straps and
the raising of the ends of the horizontal straps plaque-like from the surface of the shoulder,
suggests the influence of metalwork, emphasizing the union of parts made separately and
joined. If, then, we see the influence of metalwork in these details of the shape, does not the
same influence explain the apparent anomaly of a vase almost entirely covered with black
varnish at a time when the common tendency was to lighten the appearanceof painted vases
by a contrast of dark and light indeed, but a contrast in which the light increasingly predominates ? In the details of its shape and in the general distribution of its decoration 47-1 stands
much closer to the Early Corinthiancolumn-kratersthan it does to any of the Geometrickraters
from the North Cemetery.27Our krater perhaps stood at or near the head of a series which
24

Johansen, pl. 1, 1,

Cf. Johansen, pls. VI, 1, X, 1-3.
26 A
fragment of a similar krater, from a well, is of the
same late phase. The well (Well C) is dated around 725 B.C.
25

at the end of the Geometric period; cf. Hesperia, XVII, 1948,
p. 208, pl. LXXII, C I.
27E.g., Weinberg, Nos. 188, 233, pls. 16, 32; see also the
remarks of Payne on the genesis of the column-krater,
Necrocorinthia,pp. 300-301.
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emerges again with the Early Corinthianstyle in the last quarter of the seventh century; the
intermediate links have yet to be unearthed.
In decoration as well as in shape our krater is unique. The most striking feature is the liberal
use of white paint added over the glaze for the great serpent outlined by dots which encircles
the lower half of the vase, confined in a zone defined above and below by white lines; for the
diminishing lozenges at each side of the shoulder; and for the outlining of the attachments of
the handles. The use of supplementary white paint for added decoration over the glaze is not
uncommon in Early Protocorinthian,inherited from the last phase of the Geometricin which a
few examples occur.28In Attica, too, white paint makes its appearanceat the very end of the
Geometric style, often for the dotted decoration of the plastic serpents which decorate the
rims, the shoulders, and sometimes the handles of the very latest Geometric (and, even more
commonly, the Early Protoattic) vases.29An oinochoe elaborately decorated with white, found
in a well at Corinth and dated around 725 B.C.,30is the nearest parallel to our krater; the two
vases must be about contemporary.
Turning to the more conventionally painted decoration of 47-1 we may note in passing that
the crenellated design in a long panel on the neck is done in a thoroughly sloppy subgeometric
manner; that the interlacedmeanderhooks of the handles,framed and with rows of dots across
their ends, are a decoration thoroughly suitable for engraving on metal; and that the rows of
birds in the top and bottom zones of the central panel have become thoroughly stylized in the
manner of common subgeometricProtocorinthianbird ornament.31But it is the human figures
in the much-framedcentral panels which draw our interest: a processionof three women toward
the left, holding hands and in their linked hands palm branches. This linking of hands holding
branches is the usual convention for the representation of dancers. It occurs frequently on
Protoattic vases and survives into the sixth century; we see the companions of Theseus so
linked (though they do not carry branches) on the Fran9ois vase, going ashore to dance and so
to celebrate their deliverance from the Minotaur. Dancers more nearly contemporary to our
Corinthianladies, though still perhaps somewhat later, may be seen on the Analatos Hydria
and on other vases of the Analatos and the Mesogeia Painters.32A parallel still closer in time
is a fragmentary krater from the grave of a warriorat Argos, dated by P. Courbinto the last
quarter of the eighth century.33Our krater, then, finds a companion piece at Argos which can
the half of the eighth century. Such a dating fits in well with the
be dated well down in the second
echoes of a metal prototype, with the careless subgeometric drawing, and with the liberal use
of white paint. It fits in well, too, with the type of burial with which the krater was associated,
the remarks of Johansen, pp. 68f.
Cf., e.g., Arch. Anz., 1914, p. 470, fig. 3.
30Hesperia, XVII, 1948, p. 209, pls. LXXIII-LXXIV, C 3,
31Cf., e.g., Johansen, pl. XVII, 1, or Weinberg, No. 123,
pl. 17.
32 The Analatos Hydria, Jahrb., I, 1887; for the Protoattic
painters, see J. M. Cook, B.S.A., XXXV, 1934-1935,
pp. 115ff.
33 B.C.H., LXXXI, 1957,
pp. 322ff., No. C 229, figs. 17-18.
The burial itself is so dated, though some of the things found
in it may be somewhat earlier. Courbin (p. 337 note 2) claims
the krater from Corinth, our 47-1, as Argive. I can see
nothing Argive about it in shape, in syntax, or in detail. We
have already noted that the North Cemetery krater alluded
to by Payne as Argive is probably our 43-1. There is certainly
a close similarity between the representations of women on
47-1 and on C 229, with their sash-ends hanging down behind.
The Corinthian ladies have three, the Argive only two. It is
28 See
29

hardly likely that we have here representations of "centauresses," as has been suggested; they were dancers; and the
Argive figures, with only two sash-ends, would be tailless
centauresses. More interesting is the speculation as to
whether Corinthian and Argive dancers alike derive from a
common Attic source. The Argive krater, of which only one
side is preserved, shows seven women in two panels containing three and four figures each. One wonders, if the other
side of the krater were preserved, whether it might not show
seven male dancers with linked hands, bringing the total to
fourteen and echoing the band of Theseus on Attic vases.
The Argive painter went to some trouble to achieve the
magic number seven, putting three figures in one panel and
cramming a fourth into the second, and there must have
been a reason for it: seven youths on one side, seven maidens
on the other. On the Fran9ois vase, it is true, youth and
maiden alternate; but desegregation is known to be a long
process.

and here again we would seem to have agreement between the grave itself and the pottery from
it in the stage of development of each. Looking back over the series of kraters we see that the
earliest, belonging to the opening of the Late Geometric style, belonged to the earliest grave
17, of Group B; more developed examples, 43-1 and 44-1, were associated with graves of the
later GroupF; another krater of the advanced Late Geometricstyle, 32-1, was associated with
a grave which cannot be placed in the succession of interments, but which was late in type
(slab sarcophagus);and, finally, 47-1, probablycontemporarywith many Early Protocorinthian
vases and from a grave of the normal Protocorinthian type. The seven kraters which had
become separated from their graves in the cemetery, S-1 to S-7, fill out the series. Two of them,
S-2 and S-3, might well be called Geometric by some, Protocorinthian by others. Together
the series illustrates an unbroken development from the earlier to the later style; there was
no break.
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AMPHORAS
(Pls. 8, 10)

The first amphora from the North Cemetery, 18-1, was found standing beside the corner of
the second burial of GroupB, companionpiece to an oinochoe which belongs at the turn from
the Early to the Late Geometric style, a coarse hydria, and a skyphos of the beginning of
Late Geometric. The amphora shape was something of a rarity at Corinth.Weinberg published
two Early Geometricexamples,34both neck amphoras. Our 18-1 is a shoulder-handledamphora
made, perhaps,under the influenceof Attic amphorasof the same type. OurCorinthianamphora
should belong at the beginning of the Late Geometricstyle; the birds (not crested) in the panels
of its handle zone may be compared to those on the krater, S-3. The second amphora, a fragment S-8 not associated with any burial, is preserved only to the shoulder. Enough remains,
however, to tell us that this was a neck amphora of the type already known from Corinth. The
rather plump ovoid body is nevertheless taller and narrower,more developed, than the later of
the two examples (No. 58) published by Weinbergalready cited and dated by him to the second
half of the ninth century. S-8 probably stands at the head of the Late Geometric style.
KALATHOI(P1.7)

Two graves contained kalathoi, Graves 19 and 21, both of Group B. The earlier kalathos,
19-1 from the earlier grave, is banded in the Late Geometricto Early Protocorinthianmanner,
with a reservedzone filled by sets of wavy verticals. It is Late Geometricand may be compared
to an example from the Geometric deposit of the Hera Akraia sanctuary at Perachora.35The
shape, relatively low and wide, is evidently less developed than that of 21-1, narrow, pointed
toward the bottom, and flared at the rim. This shape carries right down; numerous examples
were found in the later deposits of the same sanctuary at Perachora.36
POMEGRANATE VASE (P1.

7)

Also from Grave 21 came the only pomegranate vase found in the North Cemetery, 21-2,
a Late Geometric vase simply decorated with bands and dots. The type is discussed and illustrated by Johansen;37it was widespread in the Late Geometric period at Corinth, carrying
34Weinberg, Nos. 35, 58, pls. 6, 10.
36 Perachora, I, pp. 61ff., pl. 123, 3.

36 Perachora,
I, pl. 30, Nos. 20-23, and especially No. 21;
of. also pp. 98f.
87Johansen, pp. 28f., pl. VIII, 1-3.

down into the Protocorinthian. The examples illustrated by Johansen are assigned to the
Early Protocorinthian period; his Plate VIII, 3 from Cumae not only resembles our 21-1 in
shape but also recalls in its decorationsome of the later kraters (especially32-1) from the North
Cemetery. Like the kalathos from the same grave, 21-1, the pomegranate vase must belong
at the turn from the Late Geometric to the Protocorinthianstyle near the middle of the eighth
century.
MUG(P1.7)
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The one-handled cup or mug, 22-1, the only vase from one of the later graves of Group B,
is of a shape rare at Corinth. Two parallels, however, may be cited: a specimen from the Geometric deposit of the Hera Akraia sanctuary at Perachora, and another from a deposit of
Protocorinthianvases found in a pithos near the CorinthianAgora.38The shape seems to be at
home in Corinthat the close of the Late Geometricperiod,runningdown into the Protocorinthian.
The simple decoration of 22-1 is not very helpful for dating; the other examples of the shape
support a date around the middle of the eighth century for the type at Corinth.
ARYBALLOI
(P1. 9)

The small vase, 40-1, from a child's burial is the only specimen of the early aryballos shape
from the North Cemetery. The form is evidently the forerunnerof the Early Protocorinthian
aryballoi so common in the west; it is rounder and more widely based.39Round aryballoi of
this shape are not uncommon in Late Geometric graves elsewhere; usually flattened at the
bottom, sometimes with ring foot. In some ways our 40-1 is unique; the rather dull reddish
glaze is unlike the varnish used on the normal Corinthianware, and the decorationof compassdrawn concentric circles is rare for Corinth, though it was popular in Attica and Boeotia in
Late Geometrictimes.40Thoughthe fabric of the little aryballosis gritty and poor by comparison
with the fine Geometric and Protocorinthian vases of Corinth, it is enough like that of the
coarser Corinthianvases to be acceptable as the product of the local workshops. And although
Geometric ancestors of the ubiquitous Early Protocorinthian round aryballoi are needed at
Corinth to illustrate the family tree, there are enough peculiarities-the red glaze, the fabric,
the concentric circle decoration-about this vase to raise doubts that it is actually a Corinthian
product; possibly it is an import, but from where it would be difficult to say at present.
The Geometricvases from the North Cemetery bear no graffiti or other indications that the
Corinthianswere literate in the late ninth or the early eighth century. Incision through the
glaze as a means of adding detail to the decorationappears (rarely)in the Early Protocorinthian
style;41 its spread probably later suggested a means of expressing their thoughts to would-be
writers. Throughout the catalogue it has been noted that a number of the vases were painted
from right to left. It is unlikely that the painters painted from right to left because they were
used to writing in the retrograde or Semitic manner. More probably the vases were painted
while resting on the potter's wheel, which could be revolved slowly for the making of bands,
and turned little by little as other decorationwas added. The direction of rotation of an ordinary

38 Perachora, I, p. 60 ("one-handled cup"), pl. 12, 4;
Weinberg, No. 106, p. 36 ("oinochoe"), pl. 16.
39 Cf. the
"aryballespansus" of Johansen, pl. IV, especially
Nos. 4 and 7 from Eleusis. No. 7 has the same concentric
circle decoration on its flanks.

40Cf. B. Schweitzer in Ath. Mitt., XLIII, 1918, pp. 143ff.;
numerous Boeotian examples are illustrated in R. Hampe.
Sagenbilder.
41 The two oinochoai, Johalsen, pl. VI, show incised detail,

kick-wheel (such as may be seen in many parts of Greecetoday) is counterclockwise,the motion
imparted by the right foot. A vase painted on the wheel would therefore be painted from right
to left.
THE JEWELRY
BRONZE AND IRON PINS
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The pins were evidently made in pairs, probably to fasten the clothing of the dead at either
side of the body. Grave 16 contained three pairs: 16-3-4, 16-5-6, and 16-7-8; Grave 17
another, 17-6-7, and two pairs of similar but much corrodedpins of iron, 17-11-14. The longest
of the North Cemeterypins, 17-7, measured0.499 m. in length, not quite as much as the "spits"
found in the Geometric grave in the CorinthianAgora, which were nearly 0.60 m. long.1 No
doubt these last were referred to as spits because of their excessive length for ordinary wear.
It is difficult to imagine that pins of such length could have been worn with any comfort;
perhaps the oversize specimens were specially made as votives or for offering in the grave.2
Nevertheless pins they must have been, even if not for everyday use; a spit should be square
in section or be fitted with prongs at one end so that meat to be roasted can turn with it.3
For everyday wear the small ironpins were more practical.Thoughmost of the examples found
in the North Cemetery were in shapelessly corroded condition it seemed possible to recognize
a type about 5 cm. in length, of which the upper end had been beaten flat and bent over to
form a head of sorts, adequate to prevent the pin from slippingthrough the cloth it was intended
to fasten. Remains of such short and useful pins were found in many of the poorer graves; the
artificially long bronze pins were found only in the richest and most elaborate burials.
RINGS

The rings of bronze, silver and electrum found in Graves 16-17 were of the same type as
those found in the Late Geometric graves in the Agora at Corinth.4They are of the utmost
thinness and simplicity, made probably by hammering thin sheets of metal over a form with
a raised central spine, then bending the strip around and hammering together the ends. These
simple rings seem to have been characteristicfrom the end of the ninth century.
FIBULA

A single bronze fibula was found in Grave 17, No. 17-8. This is an example of Blinkenberg's
Type VIII, 7, identified as "Attico-Boeotian";5the sub-type probably of Boeotian manufacture.
Of the six specimens listed, two were found in a tomb near Thebes, one in a tomb at Rhitsona,
and one in Schiff's grave at Thera.6These burials seem to have been contemporarywith Early
and Middle Protocorinthian pottery, ca. 725-650 B.C., evidently later than our Grave 17.
There are, however, indications that particular types of fibula often spanned long periods of
time; this type perhaps from the beginning of the eighth through the seventh century. The
surface of the sail-shaped catchplate, badly corroded, shows no traces of engraved decoration.

A.J.A., XLI, 1937, p. 544, fig. 6.
having dated the pins by the pots in the same graves.
3 See the strictures of Jacobsthal, op. cit., pp. 13f., with
P. Jacobsthal, GreekPins, discusses the Geometric pins,
a
on spits.
based
for
the
Corinthian
is
3ff.
His
list,
examples
chronology
pp.
4
on some specimens from the Geometric deposits at Perachora,
A.J.A., XLI, 1937, p. 545, fig. 7.
5 C. Blinkenberg, Les Fibules grecqueset orientales,p. 177,
as well as on those from the grave in the Agora at Corinth
to
excavation
1
and
Grave
17
its
fig. 207.
(referred by
(note above),
6 C. Blinkenberg, op. cit., pp. 177-178, 154-155.
number, 316). We can hardly date our graves by the pins,
1
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PART

II

THE PROTOCORINTHIANPERIOD
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Like the Geometric graves the Protocorinthian may be divided into related groups on the
evidence of type, orientation, and position in relation one to another. While we may be reasonably confident of the validity of these groupingswe can draw far less evidence from them than
from the Geometric groups, first because there was no central focal point from which later
burials spread outward, and second because only eight of the sixty-five graves includedpottery
and two more other objects which may afford clues as to date.
In the paucity of grave offeringswe are again reduced to the evidence affordedby the burials
themselves for their identification as belonging to the period of Protocorinthian ware. Two of
the graves (Nos. 69-70) were urn burials of infants, identifiable by the pottery associated with
them. Two (Nos. 101 and 119) were earth burials which contained no pottery. These could as
well have been of the Geometric period as of the Protocorinthian. One, Grave 101, lay just to
the south of the southeast corner of the peribolos wall of Group A. In that position it was
isolated from all other Geometric graves, and in an area thickly sown with later ones. The
material of its cover was not recorded; nor was the skeleton well enough preserved to observe
the position of the body, except that the head had been toward the south. The isolation of
this grave from other Geometricburials and its very shallow depth below the surface (1 m.)
suggest that it belonged to the later period. Grave119, an earth burial covered by a sandstone
slab, could again belong to the Geometricperiod, though no other grave of the time lay in the
immediate vicinity.
All the other Protocorinthiangraves were sarcophagusburials. A glance at the plan (Plan 3)
will show them thickly clustered to the south of the peribolos and some distance out from it to
north and northwest. Evidently the general areas occupied by the Geometricgraves were still
known, and avoided. One grave (No. 124) lay close beside the east wall of the enclosure of
GroupA, evidently placedwith referenceto it. These later graves were set at notably less depth
than their predecessors.Few lay as deep as two meters below the surface; most were at a depth
of 1.50 m. more or less, and the small sarcophagi of children (recognizableby their size; there
were twenty-four) were even more shallowly buried. No doubt the type of burial in sealed stone
sarcophagi seemed to require less depth than the earlier earth burials.
As with the Geometric the Protocorinthian burials were oriented either east-west or northsouth: thirty-five east-west, twenty-eight north-south. Of the first group twenty-six contained
skeletons with heads toward the east, one (Grave 92) with head at the west; and of the second
nine with heads toward the south and one (Grave 99) with head at the north; in six graves the
skeletons had been disturbed, and in twenty the skeletons were so disintegrated that it was
impossible to know the direction of the heads. The contracted position of burial continued,

however,to be the rule; thirty gravescontainedcontractedskeletonsand only one(Grave92)
a skeletonlaid on its back, but with the knees drawnup. Thesestatistics of orientationand
skeletal position indicate an uninterrupted continuation of the practices of Geometric times.
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gradual development
simple
sarcophagus
and finally to the sarcophagushollowed from a single block has been noted above, as has also
the early prevalence of sandstone and the gradual introduction of poros as a building material.
By the seventh century both processes are virtually complete: of sixty-one sarcophagusburials
fifty-seven were contained in coffins hollowed from single blocks of poros, two (Graves 68 and
111) in receptacles of sandstone-Grave 68 in a slab sarcophagus, 111 in a unique container
made by hollowing a block from above and from below and setting it upon a separate floorslab-and two (Graves 126 and 127) in sarcophagi built from slabs of limestone. Presumably
these four exceptions to the general rule should be transitional types, and therefore earlier
than the common poros sarcophagusburials. None of them contained any vases, however, by
which they might be dated. Grave 68, associated with a group (Group H) of five other burials
and two urn burials of infants (Graves63-70), should by association belong to the period of
Middle Protocorinthian pottery; as such it would be one of the earliest burials of the Protocorinthian type. Graves 68 and 126, and the earth burial 119, were covered by sandstone slabs;
in addition two of the porossarcophagi(Graves113 and 114) were similarlycovered.All the other
graves, including 127, had covers of poros.
It is perhaps noteworthy that three of the "transitional" type burials made in sarcophagi
built of slabs (Graves 68 and 126-127) showed stucco on the inner faces of the sarcophagus
walls. No doubt the stucco was added to these built containers both to fasten the separate parts
more firmly together, and to seal the interiors from the infiltration of earth through the cracks.
Two of the ordinary sarcophagihollowed from single blocks of poros (Graves 75 and 125) also
showed stucco on the inner wall faces, here hardly necessary to hold the coffins together or to
prevent earth from filtering in through cracks at the corners, though the stucco may have
served along the upper edge to seal and cement the lids in place. Of the other fifty-five hewn
sarcophagi of poros twenty-three showed inner wall faces rough-pickedas if for the adherence
of coats of stucco which had never been put on; the rest seem to have been smooth finished,in any
case no remarks are made in the notebooks about their finish. The stuccoing of the inner walls
of sarcophagi became common in later phases of the North Cemetery, in the sixth and fifth
centuries. No doubt the practice had its origin in the cementing together of sarcophagi made
up of separate slabs, but in the hewn sarcophagiits only purpose can have been elegance and
fine finish.
The filling of earth within these sarcophagivaried from a deposit only one or two centimeters
in depth over the floor to one which filled the entire space up to the rim. As the lids (when
undisturbed) fitted tightly over the sarcophagusrims, there was little chance for the infiltration
of earth, and we must probably assume that in most cases the earth deposits found in the
sarcophagi were what they had contained when they were sealed. If this is the case, these
graves, like the Geometric graves before them, reflect a diversity of practice in this matter:
some filled with earth to the top, others with a mere sprinklingof earth-perhaps ceremonialbefore they were covered and buried.
The eight graves which contained (or were contained in) pots produceda total of twenty-three
vases. These were mostly rather poor and of common types which need no detailed study. The
earliest groups (Graves 63, 65, 69 and 70) included vases of the Middle Protocorinthianphase,
belonging to the first half of the seventh century; the later (Graves 78 and 87) producedvases
of Late Protocorinthianto Transitionalstyle of the third quarterof the century; and two graves

(90 and 112) producedonlyhandmadejugs whicharehardlyto be dated.An ivory broochfrom
4*
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Grave 113 and an Egyptian scarab from Grave 109 serve only to confirm the general seventh
century dating of this phase of the cemetery. What is striking about this early period of the
North Cemeteryis the total absence of vases of the type produced so copiously in the western
cemeteries, Cumae and Syracuse, especially the Necropoli del Fusco. Nor does there seem to
be continuity (in the pottery at least) between the Geometricgraves and the Protocorinthian.
The whole of the Early Protocorinthian phase, covering the last half of the eighth century,
seems to be lacking; the Geometrickrater47-1 and the aryballos40-1 doubtless are to be dated
during this period, but neither can be called Protocorinthian in the conventional sense. The
two kraters S-2 and S-3 might be called Early Protocorinthianrather than Geometric; but all
of these vases leave a long gap covering the second half of the eighth century before the burials
pick up again with Graves 63 and 65 in the seventh century. It is possible that other (and
unexcavated) parts of the cemeterywere used during this phase, though the general impression
is that with the opening of more than five hundred graves a safely representative sampling
was taken. Not even among the broken vases and fragments found scattered through the earth
of the cemetery and presumably from graves disturbed by later burials is the so-called Early
Protocorinthian Style represented. A few vases of common type of the Late Protocorinthian
and Transitional styles were found; it has not seemed worth while to publish them here.
The evident gap in the continuity of burials is troubling. The small vases of Early Protocorinthian fabric so commonly found in the West-skyphoi of Corinthian shape, aryballoi,
small jugs-as well as in the nearer cemeteries of Eleusis and Athens, are lacking entirely.
Such small vases may well have been considered more suitable for export-the aryballoi in
particular, for their content-than the large oinochoai and kraters which are rarely found in
overseas cemeteries, but well representedin home territory. The kraters 47-1 and S-2 and -3
may well belong to the second half of the eighth century and the Early Protocorinthianphase;
in fact they probably do. But even if they are accepted as Protocorinthianratherthan Geometric
productionswe have still only three vases from the North Cemeteryto fill the gap in the second
half of the eighth century.
CATALOGUE
GROUPH

GRAVES63-70

Six graves to west and northwest of the early
enclosurewall. Four of these, Graves 63-66, were
evidently laid down with referenceto one another,
fairly evenly spaced and with the same north-south
orientation.The other two, 67-68, are close by but
with east-west orientation. Grave 68, at some little
distance to the south, was probably the latest; the
burials would thus seem to have been made from
the north southward.Two urn burials (69 and 70)
just to the east of Grave63 may have belongedwith
the group, though they may equally have belonged
with two graves still fartherto the east, 122-123. As
these ten burials are the only ones of this type and
period in this part of the cemetery they should
perhapsbe groupedtogether;but we have made two
groups,H and P, to either of which the urn burials
may have belonged.

63
Plans 1 (4 E), 3; Pls. 12, 102.
Depth below surface1.85 m.
OrientationNorth-South.
Poros sarcophagusand lid, undisturbed.
Coverintact. I,. 1.55 m.; w. 0.77 m.; th. 0.13 m.
Sarcophagus:inside L. 1.25 m.; w. 0.595; d. 0.425
m.; th. at rim 0.085 m.
The walls rough-pickedinside, but not stuccoed.
Earth deposit: approximately0.045 m. deep.
Skeleton: contractedon left side, head to south.
Contents:an unpaintedbuff amphorain front of
the chest of the skeleton; an aryballosat the south
end of the sarcophagus;an iron pin at the right
shoulderof the skeleton.
63-1 (T 2594) UnpaintedAmphora.P1. 12.
H. 0.283 m.; max. d. 0.226 m.
The surface flaked in places; otherwise intact.
Handmadeand stroke-polished;unglazed.Evidently
GRAVE

cover,
by
sarcophagus
insertionof a second burial (Grave469). The north
end of the cover had been brokenoff, and the north
end of the sarcophaguscut out.
Cover:P.1. 1.46 m.; w. 0.785 m.; th. 0.12 m.
Sarcophagus: inside L. 1.30 m.; w. 0.58 m.;
d. 0.385 m.; th. at rim 0.08 m.
The walls inside rough-pickedbut not stuccoed.
Earth accumulation:full.
Skeleton: two skeletons, the later laid on top
of the originalburialwith its head towardthe south
and the legs extended through the hole cut in the
north end. The bones were extremely jumbled and
the position of the original skeleton could not be
made out, except that the skull lay to the south;
probablycontracted.
Contents:a Protocorinthianaryballos.
65-1 (T 2658) Aryballos.P1. 12.
A.J.A., XXXIV, 1930, p. 417, fig. 11, left; Artand
Archaeology,XXXI, 1931, p. 228, left.
H. 0.068 m.; max. d. 0.039 m.
The neck broken and mended. Buff Corinthian
clay, dull glaze, black to red, somewhatpeeled. Low
ring foot and ovoid body. Fine bands on and just
abovethe foot, then a zone of rays. At top and bottom
of body, six fine bands; in the zone between, three
hounds coursing toward the right. In the spaces
between the hounds, three and four dots; the third
blank.A wide and a narrowbandbelowthe shoulder;
on it four crude spiral hooks toward the left. Rays
GRAVE64
aroundthe opening of the mouth, encircledby two
fine glaze lines. Horizontalbands across the handle.
Plans 1 (4 E), 3.
No traces of added color.
1.95
m.
below
surface
Depth
Middle Protocorinthian;cf. Johansen, pl. XVI,
OrientationNorth-South.
Poros sarcophagusand lid, disturbedand reused 1 and 3.
by a later burial (Grave 468). The cover had been
broken;one pieceremainedin place,while othershad GRAVE66
been replaced and gaps patched with tiles. An
Plans 1 (4 E), 3.
openinghad been cut in the northend, throughwhich
Depth below surface2.05 m.
extendedthe legs of the later skeleton.
OrientationNorth-South.
Cover:L. 1.56 m.; w. 0.78 m.; th. 0.11 m.
Poros sarcophagusand cover, undisturbed.
Sarcophagus: inside L. 1.36 m.; w. 0.65 m.;
Coverintact. L. 1.625 m.; w. 0.75 m.; th. 0.13 m.
d. 0.40 m.; th. at rim 0.07 m.
Sarcophagus:inside L. 1.13 m.; w. 0.52 m. d. 0.41
The walls had been rough-pickedinside, but not
m.; th. at rim 0.075 m.
stuccoed.
The walls rough-pickedinside but not stuccoed.
Earth accumulation:full.
Earth deposit: approximately0.10 m. deep.
Skeleton: The bones of the original burial had
Skeleton:contractedon left side,headin SE corner.
been pushed over against the west wall of the sarContents:one iron pin, too corrodedfor measurecophagus,and jumbled;the legs of the later skeleton ment.
filled the north end of the sarcophagus,inserted
throughan openingmade in its north wall.
GRAVE67
Contents:none.
Plans 1 (4 E), 3.
GRAVE65
Depth below surface1.70 m.
Plans 1 (4 E), 3; P1. 12.
OrientationEast-West.
Poros sarcophagusand cover, undisturbed.
Depth below surface1.90 m.
Cover intact. L. 1.64 m.; w. 0.77 m.; th. 0.13 m.
OrientationNorth-South.
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vase,
suggested by
flaringring foot and fine raisedring above it, and the
flat raised plates at the bases of the handles. The
handlesparedto eight flat surfaces.
63-2 (T 2595) Aryballos.P1. 12.
A.J.A., XXXIV, 1930, p. 417, fig. 11, right.
H. 0.064 m.; max. d. 0.043 m.
Intact. Buff Corinthianclay, dull glaze, black to
brownish.Low ring foot and pointed body curving
to a moderatelyflat shoulder.The foot glazed;above
it a zone of rays. Aroundthe body two pairs of glaze
bands, each band decoratedwith a stripe of added
color: on the upperband of each pair, violet-purple,
on the lower dull red. Between the pairsof bandsa
zone decoratedwith dot rosettes. On the shoulder,
hound coursing hare toward the left, the bodies in
silhouetteand decoratedeach with a stripe of violetpurplepaint. Rays aroundthe openingof the mouth,
surroundedby a glaze ring decoratedwith a stripe of
violet-purplepaint. Glazebandsdownthe centerand
outer edges of the handle; ring on the bottom inside
the foot.
MiddleProtocorinthian;cf. Johansenp. 75, fig. 46,
pl. XV.
63-3 (T 2596) Iron Pin.
L. 0.097 m.
Brokenin three pieces;badly rustedand corroded.
The shaft appearsto have been flat, pointed at one
end, bent over at the other.

Sarcophagus: inside L. 1.20 m.; w. 0.57 m.;
d. 0.35 m.; th. at rim 0.085 m.
The walls rough-pickedinside but not stuccoed.
Earth deposit: approximately0.12 deep.
Skeleton:contracted,head to east.
Contents:none.
GRAVE68
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Plans 1 (5 E), 3.
Depth below surface2.00 m.
OrientationEast-West.
Sandstonesarcophagusand cover, undisturbed.
Coverintact. L. 1.74 m.; w. 0.77 m.; th. 0.12 m.
Sarcophagusconstructedof four sandstoneslabs,
joined at the cornersby mortises;a fifth slab served
as a floor.Inside dimensions:1. 1.50 m.; w. 0.495 m.;
d. 0.515 m.; th. at rim 0.10 m.
The inner faces of the walls covered with a thin
layer of fine stucco, well preserved.
Earth deposit: about 0.03 m. deep.
Skeleton:badly disintegrated;contracted,head to
east.
Contents: two iron pins at the shouldersof the
skeleton.

GRAVE

70

Plans 1 (4 D), 3; P1. 12.
Urn burial,close to Grave69 at the north.
Depth below surface1.60 m.
The burialhad evidently been disturbed,since the
lower part of the containing amphorawas missing
and its mouth was not covered.A nest of five small
vaseswashuddledagainstthe shoulderof the amphora;
these were probably grave offeringsplaced outside
the burialamphora.Therewere no traces of bonesin
the amphora.
70-1 (T 2566) CoarseAmphora.P1. 12.
P.h. 0.408 m.; max. d. 0.465 m.

Lower part of body and foot missing. Coarse
Corinthianclay with gravelly bits, slipped at the
surface,but most of the slip peeledaway. Handmade.
Rounded body and straight neck; thick projecting
rim and rolledhandles.
70-2 (T 2569) Small Krater.P1. 12.
H. 0.081 m.; max. d. 0.101 m.

Broken and mended; small fragments missing,
including one handle. Clay pale buff to pink, glaze
red to brownish.Ring foot, inwardcurved shoulder,
short upstandingrim, and band handles. Foot and
lower body glazed with two reservedbands; above,
68-1 and 2 (T 1579-1580)Two Iron Pins.
bands to the handlelevel.
L. 0.087 and 0.086 m.
Bothbadlyrustedandswollen.Thepointspreserved 70-3
(T 2570) Kalathos.P1. 12.
clearly,the heads seeminglyflat roundeddisks.
H. 0.069 m.; d. at rim 0.091 m.
Part of the rim restored; chips missing. Fine
69
GRAVE
Corinthianclay, buffto pink; glazered to dull brown.
Flat bottom, walls flaringto a thickenedrim, slightly
Plans 1 (4 D), 3; P1. 12.
projecting.A pair of string-holesfor suspensionjust
Urn burial,just to the east of Grave63.
below the lip at one side. Decorationin sets of fine
Depth below surface1.50 m.
triple bands at bottom, rim, and halfway between;
The large amphorawas found standinguprightin the inside glazed. Two fine bands on the reserved
the fill, its mouth coveredby a flat slab of poros.As
upperface of rim.
it lay too far from Grave63 to be an outside offering
For a similar kalathos, less developed in shape,
belongingto that grave, it was probablythe urn used see Johansen,p. 67, fig. 43 (Early Protocorinthian);
for an infant burial. No traces of the skeleton re- Weinberg,pl. 22, 150, dated in the third quarterof
mainedinside, nor were there any other offerings.
the seventhcentury.Ourkalathosshouldfall between
the
two, certainlyin the first half of the century.
69-1 (T 2186) CoarseAmphora.P1. 12.
H. 0.362 m.; max. d. 0.347 m.; d. at rim 0.256 m. 70-4 (T 2571) Small Kotyle. P1. 12.
H. 0.055 m.; d. at rim 0.056 m.
Mendedfrom many pieces, with small fragments
Both handles and a large fragmentfrom one side
of
fine
Corinthian
clay, shading
missing. Handmade
and
from buff to pink; stroke-polished
unglazed. missing and restored.Buff clay, dull glaze black to
at
Plump round body slightly flattened the bottom, red. Ring foot and pointed body. Two glaze bands
where a shallow groove-ring outlines the resting on foot and above; on the lowerbody rays. Theupper
surface. Wide straight neck and projecting rim. part glazedand decoratedwith a bandof addedwhite
Vertical handles, shoulderto neck just below rim; just below handle level. Crudelydrawn rings and a
the handlesmade in eight parts, the two outer pairs centraldot on the bottom inside the foot.
The very pointed shape suggests a late date, but
plain rolled,the inner pairs cabled. Four large protruding pellets of clay set in a row across the lower the kotyle is miniature and the shape therefore
perhapsnot relevant. For a kotyle of similar decoattachmentof each handle.
For a handle of similartype see Weinberg,pi. 18, ration, see Weinberg,pi. 18, 140, dated in the third
134 (EarlyProtocorinthian).
quarterof the century.

(T 2567)

Kylix.

Poros sarcophagusand cover, undisturbed.
Cover broken. L. 1.68 m.; w. 0.82 m.; th. 0.13 m.
Small chipsmissing.Corinthianclay, buff to pink;
dull glaze, red to dark brown and black, somewhat
Sarcophagus: inside L. 1.73 m.; w. 0.565 m.;
0.425
d.
Low
covered
foot.
with
m.; th. at rim 0.075 m.
peeled.
ring
Entirely
glaze
save for the bottom, the underfaces of the handles,
The walls rough-pickedinside, but not stuccoed.
and a reservedzone at handlelevel.
Stuccowas, however,used to cement the lid in place.
A simply decoratedMiddleProtocorinthiancup of
Earth accumulationapproximately0.14 m. deep.
the same type is illustratedby Johansen,pl. XIX, 2
Skeleton:contracted,head to east.
and discussedon p. 80. Probably second quarterof
Contents:none.
the seventh century.
GRAVE74
70-6 (T 2568) Small Kylix. P1. 12.
Plans 1 (2 C), 3.
H. 0.038 m.; d. at rim 0.09 m.
Depth below surface1.00 m.
Exactly like 70-5.
OrientationEast-West.
GROUPJ
Poros sarcophagusand cover, undisturbed.
GRAVES71-77
Cover intact. L. 1.60 m.; w. 0.79 m.; th. 0.16 m.
Sevengraves,71-77, clusteredtogetherto the northSarcophagus: inside L. 1.40 m.; w. 0.555 m.;
d.
0.37
m.; th. at rim 0.07 m.
east of the enclosed area. Four of these, 71-74, are
The
walls
adult burialshavingthe sameorientation;threesmall
rough-pickedinside, but not stuccoed.
for
Notches
ropesat the corners,24 cm. above the
graves are burials of children tucked in near their
bottom
and
5
cm.
long.
parents. None of these burials containedany grave
Earth deposit: slight (not measured).
offerings by which they could be dated, but all
Skeleton: fragmentary;contracted,head to east.
conformin type to the seventh centurygroup.
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H. 037 m.; d. at rim 0.095 m.

GRAVE71

Plans 1 (3 C), 3.
Depth below surface1.20 m.
OrientationEast-West.
Poros sarcophagusand cover, undisturbed.

Cover broken. L. 1.73 m.: w. 0.80 m.; th. 0.16 m.
Sarcophagus: inside L. 1.38 m.; w. 0.56 m.;
d. 0.37 m.; th. at rim 0.09 m.

GRAVE75

Plans 1 (3 C), 3.
Depth below surface1.15 m.
OrientationEast-West.
Poros sarcophagusand cover, undisturbed.
Cover intact. L. 0.64 m.; w. 0.485 m.; th. 0.10 m.
Sarcophagus: inside L. 0.54 m.; w. 0.274 m.;
d. 0.22 m.; th. at rim 0.05 m.

Two of the inside cornersrounded.The walls not
The walls rough-pickedinside, but not stuccoed.
stuccoed.
Earth accumulation0.06 m. deep.
Earth deposit: full.
Skeleton: much disintegrated; contracted, head
Skeleton:no traces.Fromthe size of the sarcophato east.
Contents:the remainsof an iron pin, corroded.
gus evidently a child.
Contents:none.
GRAVE72

Plans 1 (2 C), 3.
Depth below surface1.35 m.
OrientationEast-West.
Poros sarcophagusand cover, undisturbed.

Cover intact. L. 1.75 m.; w. 0.835 m.; th. 0.125 m.
Sarcophagus: inside L. 1.47 m.; w. 0.67 m.;
d. 0.45 m.; th. at rim 0.09 m.

GRAVE76
Plans 1 (3 C), 3.

Depth below surface0.95 m.
OrientationNorth-South.
Poros sarcophagusand cover, undisturbed.
Cover intact; an irregular slab 0.08 m. th.;

max. 1. 0.64 m.; max. w. 0.425 m.
At the corners on the outside notches 15 cm.
Sarcophagus: inside L. 0.455 m.; w. 0.23 m.;
above the bottom and 8 cm. in length, for lowering d. 0.235 m.; th. at rim 0.06 m.

The walls not stuccoedinside.
the sarcophaguswith ropes. The walls rough-picked
Earth deposit: full.
inside, but not stuccoed.
Skeleton: no traces. From the size of the sarEarth deposit approximately0.035 m. deep.
Skeleton: fragmentary;contracted,head to east. cophagusevidently a child.
Contents:none.
Contents:none.
GRAVE73

Plans 1 (2 C), 3.
Depth below surface1.20 m.

GRAVE77

Plans 1 (3 C), 3.
Depth below surface1.34 m.

thin. Ring foot. A glaze band on the foot, and three
above it; then four bands to the shoulder, each
decoratedby three fine lines of violet-purplepaint.
A narrow glaze band below the shoulder,which is
undecorated.Threeglaze rings on the upper face of
the rim; the handleundecorated.
78-3 (T 1467)Late ProtocorinthianAryballos.P1.12.
H. 0.091 m.; max. d. 0.049 m.
Buff clay and dull glaze, black to brown. Ring
foot. Tonguesin a zone above the foot framedat the
top by a glaze band. The body glazedto the shoulder
and decoratedwith scale pattern,incised: the scales,
with double outline, were made with the compass,
GROUP K
the dots made by its point being apparent.A dot of
GRAVES 78-85
violet-purplepaint at the center of each scale. On
A groupof six adult and two child burials,to the the shoulderdownwardpointedtongues.Four bands
southeastof the poros enclosure.All are of the same on the upper face of the rim; ladderpattern on the
type, and with the same orientation, more or less handle.
A typical Late Protocorinthian aryballos: cf.
evenly spacedthoughtwo, Graves84 and 85, wereset
close together. The smaller graves, presumablyof Necrocorinthia,
p. 22, fig. 8A and Johansen,pl. XLII,
1-2.
was
room.
there
in
where
tucked
were
Only
children,
one of the graves, 78, containedofferings-five Late 78-4 (T 1471)Late ProtocorinthianAryballos.P1.12.
Protocorinthianaryballoi and an alabastron. The
H. 0.055 m.; max. d. 0.046 m.
Flat-bottomedroundaryballoson a low ring foot.
group is illustratedin Art and Archaeology,XXIX,
1930, p. 202. Third quarterof the seventh century. Tonguesat base and on shoulder;incisedimbrication
or scale pattern around the body, compassdrawn,
GRAVE78
the scales doubly outlined.No traces of addedpaint.
Plans 1 (7 C), 3; Pls. 12, 102.
Dots on the outer face of the rim, a ring of dots
bands on the upper.
between
m.
0.84
surface
below
Depth
Late Protocorinthian;the decorationexactly as
OrientationEast-West.
on 78-3.
Poros sarcophagusand cover, undisturbed.
Thelid cracked:L. 0.97 m.; w. 0.52 m.; th. 0.17 m. 78-5 (T 1469)Late ProtocorinthianAryballos.P1.12.
H. 0.057 m.; max. d. 0.045 m.
Sarcophagus:outside L. 0.80 m.; w. 0.53 m.;
h. 0.205 m.
Similar to 78-4 but slightly taller and slimmer.
The cornersinsiderounded;the wallsnot stuccoed. Three rings on the upper face of the rim, blobs in
Earth accumulation:full to the top.
pairs on the outer. A zigzag between vertical bands
Skeleton:a few traces of disintegratedbones.
on the handle.
From the size of the sarcophagusevidentlya child. 78-6
(T 1470)LateProtocorinthianAlabastron.P1.12.
Contents: five aryballoi and an alabastronpiled
H. 0.057 m.; max. d. 0.046 m.
togetherin the southwestcorner.
No handle. The bottom slightly hollowed. The
12.
PI.
Late
Protocorinthian
78-1 (T 1466)
Aryballos.
body dented at one side as a result of an accident
m.
d.
0.056
max.
H. 0.093 m.;
before firing. Tongues around the bottom and the
Low
dull
black
and
Buff clay
shoulder; around the body a zone of incised scale
glaze, badly peeled.
the
above
of
a
zone
Decoration:
tongues
ring foot.
pattern, compass drawn, the scales doubly outlined
bands
narrow
and
wide
and
dotted, each with purplepaint. Two glaze rings
foot; alternating
(2)
(3)
with
covered
wide
bands
the
the
on upperface of rim.
around
body,
below
band
a
narrow
Decorationexactly as on 78-3 to 5; Late Protosimilarlypainted
violet-purple;
filled
with
is
the shoulder,which
downward-pointed corinthian.For the shape, see Johansen,pl. XLV, 4
with
threereserved and Necrocorinthia,
rim
of
glazed,
p. 271, fig. 116.
tongues.Upperface
bands
vertical
between
rings. On the handle blobs
at the edges. Late Protocorinthian,thoughthe shape GRAVE79
is somewhatplumperand earlierthan 78-3, a typical
Plans 1 (7 C), 3.
aryballosof the period.
Depth below surface1.50 m.
12.
P1.
OrientationEast-West.
78-2 (T 1468)Late ProtocorinthianAryballos.
Poros sarcophagusand cover, undisturbed.
H. 0.072 m.; max. d. 0.038 m.
Cover intact. L. 1.83 m.; w. 0.84 m.; th. 0.145 m.
where
brownish
to
black
Buff clay and dull glaze,
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OrientationEast-West.
Poros sarcophagusand cover, undisturbed.
Coverbroken. An irregularslab fitting inside the
rim of the sarcophagus,L. 0.50 m.; w. 0.40 m.;
th. 0.08 m.
Sarcophagus:inside L. 0.44 m.; w. 0.325 m.;
d. 0.265 m.; th. at rim 0.065 m.
The walls not stuccoedinside.
Earth accumulation:full.
Skeleton:no traces.Fromthe size of the sarcophagus evidently a child.
Contents:none.

OrientationEast-West.
Poros sarcophagusand cover, undisturbed.
The walls inside not stuccoed.
Coverintact. L. 1.85 m.; w. 0.75 m.; th. 0.14.
Earth deposit: slight, approximately2 cm. deep.
Sarcophagus:inside L. 1.37 m.; w. 0.595 m.;
Skeleton: complete. Contracted,lying on its left d. 0.41 m.; th. at rim 0.085 m.
The walls inside not stuccoed.
side, arms crossedover chest, head to east.
Earth deposit: slight, approximately3 cm. deep.
Contents:none.
Skeleton: badly disintegrated, but contracted
GRAVE80
positionrecognizable,with head to east.
Contents:none.
Plans 1 (7 C), 3.
Depth below surface1.72 m.
GRAVE84
OrientationEast-West.
Plans 1 (7 C), 3.
Poros sarcophagusand cover, undisturbed.
Depth below surface1.30 m.
Cover intact. L. 2.05 m.; w. 0.83 m.; th. 0.13 m.
OrientationEast-west.
Sarcophagus: inside L. 1.335 m.; w. 0.615 m.;
Poros
sarcophagusand cover, undisturbed.
d. 0.50 m.; th. at rim 0.08 m.
Cover
cracked.L. 1.50 m.; w. 0.76 m.; th. 0.15 m.
The walls inside not stuccoed.
Sarcophagus: inside L. 1.25 m.; w. 0.51 m.;
Earth deposit:slight, approximately0.025m. deep.
d.
0.40
m.; th. at rim 0.08 m.
Skeleton: disintegrated,but evidently contracted,
The
inside
walls rough-pickedbut not stuccoed.
with head to east.
Earth
accumulation:
7 cm. deep over floor.
Contents:none.
Skeleton: fairly well preserved,contractedon its
right side, arms crossedover chest, head to east.
GRAVE81
Contents:none.
Plans 1 (7 C), 3.
GRAVE85
Depth below surface1.20 m.
OrientationEast-West.
Plans 1 (7 C), 3.
Poros sarcophagusand cover, undisturbed.
Depth below surface1.15 m.
Cover intact. L. 1.98 m.; w. 0.80 m.; th. 0.135 m.
OrientationEast-West.
Sarcophagus: inside L. 1.50 m.; w. 0.605 m.;
Poros
sarcophagusand cover, undisturbed.
d. 0.42 m.; th. at rim 0.085 m.
Cover
intact. L. 1.70 m.; w. 0.89 m.; th. 0.14 m.
The walls inside not stuccoed.
Sarcophagus: inside L. 1.34 m.; w. 0.615 m.;
Earth deposit: slight, about 2 cm. deep.
d.
0.40
m.; th. at rim 0.085 m.
Skeleton: fairly well preserved. Contractedwith
The
walls
inside not stuccoed.
arms crossedover chest and head to east.
Earth
deposit: slight, about 2 cm. deep.
Contents:none.
Skeleton: fairly well preserved,contractedon its
GRAVE82
right side, head to east.
Contents:none.
Plans 1 (6 C), 3.
Depth below surface0.85 m.
GROUPL
OrientationNorth-South.
GRAVES86-87
Poros sarcophagusand cover, undisturbed.
Two graves close together in an isolated position
Cover:an irregularslab 0.09 m. th., with max. 1.
0.49 m. and g. max. w. 0.44 m.
far to the southwestof any other gravesof the same
Sarcophagus: inside L. 0. 435 m.; w. 0.265 m.; type and date. Thoughthe two burialswerelaid with
d. 0.17 m.; th. at rim 0.05 m.
different orientations, they must belong together
Inside walls not stuccoed.
becauseof proximityand identity of type.
Earth deposit: full.
Skeleton: disintegrated.Traces of skull at south GRAVE86.
end. From the size of the sarcophagusevidently a
Plans 1 (9 E), 3.
child.
Depth below surface1.65 m.
Contents: an iron implement become shapeless
OrientationEast-West.
from corrosion:unidentifiable.
Poros sarcophagusand lid, undisturbed.
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Sarcophagus: inside L. 1.56 m.; w. 0.595 m.;
d. 0.48 m.; th. at rim 0.085 m.

GRAVE83

Plans 1 (7 C), 3.
Depth below surface1.32 m.

Cover: L. 1.48 m.; w. 0.82 m.; th. 0.11 m.
Sarcophagus: inside L. 1.225 m.; w. 0.56 m.;
d. 0.355 m.; th. at rim 0.085 m.

The inside walls not stuccoed.
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deep
Skeleton:confused.The skull lay at the northeast GRAVES88-91
corner,on its left side, the jawbonenear center. The
Four graves groupedtogether to the northwestof
size of the sarcophagusindicates that the position
the
poros enclosure.Two of the graves, 88-89, have
must have been contracted.
the same east-west orientationand are laid in line,
Contents:none.
end to end; the other two, both disturbedby later
were oriented north-south.All were of the
burials,
GRAVE87
same type.
Plans 1 (9 E), 3; Pls. 13, 102.
GRAVE88
Depth below surface1.50 m.
OrientationNorth-South.
Plans 1 (3 D), 3.
Poros sarcophagusand cover, undisturbed.
Depth below surface2.40 m.
Cover: L. 1.60 m.; w. 0.785 m.; th. 0.20 m.
OrientationEast-West.
Sarcophagus: inside L. 1.20 m.; w. 0.56 m.;
Poros sarcophagusand cover, undisturbed.
d. 0.39 m.; th. at rim 0.09 m.
Coverintact. L. 1.82 m.; w. 0.82 m.; th. 0.13 m.
The walls inside not stuccoed.
Sarcophagus:inside L. 1.50 m.; w. 0.59 m.;
Earth accumulation:slight.
d. 0.405 m.; th. at rim 0.078 m.
Skeleton: mostly disintegrated; evidently conThe walls inside rough-pickedbut not stuccoed.
tracted, the skull at the south end, lying on its left
Earth deposit:slight, approximately1.5 cm. deep.
side.
Skeleton:very disintegrated.Contracted,head to
Contents:five small vases, all togetherinside the east.
sarcophagusat its south end, and a fragment (the
Contents: two iron pins too corrodedto be of
bottom of an oinochoe)near the north end.
value. They probably fastened the clothes at each
shoulder.
87-1 (T 1090) Kotyle. P1.13.
H. 0.072 m.; d. at rim 0.092 m.

Intact, but badly peeled and much encrustedon
the surface. Glazed over all, except for a reserved
zone filled by short rays above the foot. Late
Protocorinthian;cf. Payne, Necrocorinthia,p. 23,
fig. 9A.
87-2 (T 1092) Cup.P1. 13.
H. 0.055; d. foot 0.034.
Mended from fragments; about half the rim
missing, and one handle. The surface much peeled
and encrusted;glazedover all, with a reservedband
at handle-level.Similarto 70-5 and 6.
87-3 (T 1094) Oinochoe.P1. 13.
H. 0.083; max. d. 0.052.
Mendedfrom severalfragments.Low base, raised
ring belowneck. Dull brownishglaze over all. mostly
peeled away. Traces of a thin band of added color
(? white) above the base. Late Protocorinthianto
Transitional;the shape is less developedthan that
of the Early Corinthianjug, Weinberg, No. 198,
pi. 28.
87-4 (T 1091) HandmadeOinochoe.P1. 13.

GRAVE89

Plans 1 (3 E), 3.
Depth below surface2.40 m.
OrientationEast-West.
Poros sarcophagusand cover, undisturbed.
Coverintact. L. 1.69 m.; w. 0.77 m.; th. 0.19 m.
Sarcophagus:inside L. 1.42 m.; w. 0.585 m.;
d. 0.41 m.; th. at rim 0.085 m.
The walls inside rough-pickedbut not stuccoed.
Earth deposit: slight, about 1 cm. deep.
Skeleton:contracted,on left side, head to east.
Contents:none.
GRAVE90

Plans 1 (3 E), 3; P1.13.
Depth below surface1.90 m.
OrientationNorth-South.
Poros sarcophagusand cover, disturbed; more
than half had been cut away at the north end.
Cover half missing. P.1. 0.71 m.; w. 0.82 m.;
th. 0.14 m.
Sarcophagus:inside P.1. 0.60 m.; w. 0.61 m.;
d. 0.415 m.; th. at rim 0.085 m.
H. 0.149 m.; max. d. 0.102 m.
The walls inside rough-pickedbut not stuccoed.
Complete; the surface chipped and flaked, esaccumulation: full, including fragments
Earth
at
the
handle.
flattened
on
the
Round
pecially
body
fromthe brokenend of the sarcophagusand its cover.
bottom. Handmadeof pinkishbuff clay.
Skeleton:adult. The bones had been pushedinto
87-5 (T 1093) HandmadeJug. PI. 13.
a
heap of the south end.
H. 0.06 m.; max. d. 0.052 m.
Contents:fragmentsof a plain oinochoe.
Mendedfrom severalfragments;complete.Handmade of pale buff clay and stroke-polished;the 90-1 (T 2670) HandmadeOinochoe.P1. 13.
H. 0.12 m.; max. d. 0.113 m.
surfacepeeled and encrusted.

Mended; chips missing. Handmade of buff clay
with round body flattenedat the bottom, shortneck,
and trefoilmouth.
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OrientationEast-West.
Poros sarcophagusand cover,undisturbed.
Coverintact. L. 1.285 m.; w. 0.69 m.; th. 0.14 m.
Sarcophagus: inside L. 0.985 m.; w. 0.45 m.;
GRAVE91
d. 0.355 m.; th. at rim 0.075 m.
Plans 1 (3 E), 3.
The inside walls not stuccoed.
Earth deposit: slight, approximately5 cm. deep.
Depth below surface2.00 m.
OrientationNorth-South.
Skeleton: fairly well preserved adult female,
Poros sarcophagus and cover, disturbed. The contracted,with head to east.
south end had been cut away and a hole made in the
Contents:none.
northeastcorner,perhapsby the makersof Grave495.
94
Lid-south part missing.P.1. 1.17 m.; w. 0.88 m.; GRAVE
1 (6 C), 3.
Plans
th. 0.135 m.
Sarcophagus:inside P.I. 0.89 m.; w. 0.67 m.;
Depth below surface0.75 m.
d. 0.475 m.; th. at rim 0.085 m.
OrientationNorth-South.
The walls inside rough-pickedbut not stuccoed.
Poros sarcophagusand cover, undisturbed.
Earth accumulation:full, includingfragmentsof
Coverintact. L. 0.80 m.; w. 0.52 m.; th. 0.08 m.
cover.
Sarcophagus: inside L. 0.54 m.; w. 0.28 m.;
Skeleton:a few bones,jumbled.
d. 0.185 m.; th. at rim 0.055 m.
Contents:none.
The walls inside not stuccoed.
Earth
deposit: full.
GROUPN
Skeleton: a few slight traces of bones. The inside
GRAVES92-112
dimensionsof the sarcophagusimply a child burial.
A cluster of twenty-one burials of adults and
Contents:none.
childrenlay to the south and southeastof the poros
enclosure.Mostof themwereorientedeast-west,three GRAVE 95
(Graves 101, 106, 112) north-south,and the small
Plans 1 (6 C), 3.
graves of children either way. No doubt this large
Depth below surface1.20 m.
mass of graves representsmore than one group or
OrientationEast-West.
family plot; but there seem to be no good criteria
Poros sarcophagusand cover, undisturbed.
either of type, depth, or orientationfor subdividing
Coverintact. L. 1.90 m.; w. 0.85 m.; th. 0.16 m.
it. As already noted, Grave 82 could as well be
Sarcophagus:inside L. 1.685 m.; w. 0.65 m.;
assignedto this mass of graves as to GroupM. The
d. 0.52 m.; th. at rim 0.085.
only findswerea scarabof faience,a coarsehandmade
The inside walls were not stuccoed.
jug, and some corrodediron pins, none of which
Earth deposit: approximately7.5 cm. deep.
could be closely dated. The three north-southburials
Skeleton: contracted, arms crossed over chest,
were perhapsmade with referenceto the south wall
head to east..
of the poros enclosure.
Contents:none.
GRAVE92

GRAVE96

Plans 1 (6 C), 3; P1. 102.
Plans 1 (6 C), 3.
Depth below surface1.15 m.
Depth below surface1.00 m.
OrientationEast-West.
Orientation
North-South.
Poros sarcophagusand cover, undisturbed.
Poros
sarcophagusand cover, undisturbed.
Coverintact. L. 1.68 m.; w. 0.80 m.; th. 0.14 m.
Cover
intact. L. 0.62 m.; w. 0.46 m.; th. 0.11 m.
Sarcophagus:inside L. 1.32 m.; w. 0.555 m.;
Sarcophagus:inside L. 0.51 m.; w. 0.235 m.;
d. 0.47 m.; th. at rim 0.095 m.
d.
0.19
m.; th. at rim 0.05 m.
The walls inside not stuccoed.
The
walls
inside not stuccoed.
Earth deposit: approximately5 cm. deep.
Earth
deposit: approximately5 cm. deep.
Skeleton: well preserved skeleton of an adult
no traces. From the inside dimensions
Skeleton:
male laid on its back with head to the west, arms
of
the
sarcophagusevidently a child.
crossed over the abdomenand the legs bent at the
Contents:
none.
knees and drawn up.
Contents:none.
GRAVE 97
GRAVE93
Plans 1 (6 C), 3.
Plans 1 (6 C), 3.
Depth below surface0.96 m.
below
1.18
m.
surface
OrientationNorth-South.
Depth

sarcophagus cover,
Coverintact. L. 0.61 m.; w. 0.36 m.; th. 0.075 m.
Sarcophagus:inside L. 0.545 m.; w. 0.26 m.;
d. 0.145 m.; th. at rim 0.055 m.
The inside corners of the sarcophagusrounded,
like those of Grave78. The inside walls not stuccoed.
Earth deposit: full.
Skeleton:no traces.Fromthe insidedimensionsof
the sarcophagus,probablyan infant.
Contents:none.
GRAVE98

m.;

m.;

Grave:inside L. 1.50 m.; w. 0.55 m.; d. 0.45 m.
Earth accumulation:full.
Skeleton:fragmentary;traces of skull at south.
Contents:none.
Comment:it is possiblethat this was a Geometric
grave close beside the south wall of the Group A
enclosure.The material of the cover is not specified
in the notebooks. But the shallow depth is more
consistentwith the seventh than the eighth century
burials.
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GRAVE102
Plans 1 (6 C), 3.
Plans 1 (6 C), 3.
Depth below surface0.75 m.
Depth below surface1.22 m.
OrientationNorth-South.
OrientationEast-West.
Poros sarcophagusand cover, undisturbed.
Poros
sarcophagusand cover, undisturbed.
Coverintact. L. 0.65 m.; w. 0.53 m.; th. 0.14 m.
Cover
intact. L. 1.22 m.; w. 0.70 m.; th. 0.105 m.
Sarcophagus: inside L. 0.49 m.; w. 0.33 m.;
Sarcophagus: inside L. 1.20 m.; w. 0.525 m.;
d. 0.19 m.; th. at rim 0.065 m.
d.
0.36
m.; th. at rim 0.085 m.
The walls inside not stuccoed.
The
walls
inside not stuccoed.
Earth deposit: 14 cm. deep over floor.
Earth
deposit: slight, approximately4 cm. deep.
Skeleton: a few traces of bones. The inside
somewhatdisintegratedbut contracted
Skeleton:
dimensionsof the sarcophagussuggest an infant.
its
on
left
side, head to the east.
Contents:none.
Contents:none.
99
GRAVE
GRAVE
103
Plans 1 (6 C), 3.
Plans 1 (6 C), 3.
Depth below surface0.88 m.
Depth below surface1.05 m.
OrientationNorth-South.
OrientationNorth-South.
Poros sarcophagusand cover, undisturbed.
Poros sarcophagusand cover, undisturbed.
Coverintact. L. 0.78 m.; w. 0.60 m.; th. 0.08 m.
Cover intact. L. 0.39 m.; w. 0.25 m.; th. 0.07 m.
Sarcophagus:inside L. 0.60 m.; w. 0.345 m.;
Sarcophagus: inside L. 0.38 m.; w. 0.225 m.;
d. 0.21 m.; th. at rim 0.07 m.
d. 0.14 m.; th. at rim 0.05 m.
The inside walls not stuccoed.
The walls inside not stuccoed.
Earth deposit: approximately7 cm. deep.
Earth deposit:full.
Skeleton:fragmentarychild, head at north.
Skeleton: entirely disintegrated, evidently the
Contents:none.
burial of an infant, as indicated by the size of the
GRAVE100
sarcophagus.
Contents:none.
Plans 1 (6 C), 3.
GRAVE104
Depth below surface0.75 m.
OrientationEast-West.
Plans 1 (6 C), 3.
Poros sarcophagusand cover, undisturbed.
Depth below surface0.80 m.
Coverintact. L. 0.67 m.; w. 0.49 m.; th. 0.09 m.
OrientationNorth-South.
0.335
w.
0.50
inside
L.
m.;
m.;
Poros sarcophagusand cover, undisturbed.
Sarcophagus:
d. 0.245 m.; th. at rim 0.055.
Cover intact. L. 0.575 m.; w. 0.41 m.; th. 0.12 m.
The inside walls not stuccoed.
Sarcophagus: inside L. 0.395 m.; w. 0.27 m.;
Earth deposit: full.
d. 0.19 m.; th. at rim 0.05 m.
Skeleton:no traces.Fromthe size of the sarcophaThe walls inside not stuccoed.
Earth deposit: full.
gus evidently a child.
Contents:none.
Skeleton: no traces. A child burial, accordingto
the size of the sarcophagus.
GRAVE101
Contents:none.
Plans 1 (5 C), 3.
GRAVE105
Depth below surface1.00 m.
Plans 1 (6 C), 3.
OrientationNorth-South.
Depth below surface0.95 m.
Earth burialwith stone cover, undisturbed.

m.;

Poros sarcophagusand cover, undisturbed.
Coverintact. L. 0.73 m.; w. 0.45 m.; th. 0.10 m.
Sarcophagus:inside L. 0.505 m.; w. 0.32 m.;
d. 0.24 m.; th. at rim 0.065 m.
The walls inside not stuccoed.
Earth deposit: full.
Skeleton:no traces; evidently an infant.
Contents:none.
GRAVE106
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Plans 1 (5 C), 3.
Depth below surface0.98 m.
OrientationNorth-South.
Poros sarcophagusand cover, undisturbed.
Coverintact. L. 0.59 m.; w. 0.40 m.; th. 0.075 m.
Sarcophagus: inside L. 0.415 m.; w. 0.25 m.
d. 0.18 m.; th. at rim 0.06 m.
The walls inside not stuccoed.
Earth deposit: full.
Skeleton:no traces; from the size of the sarcophagus, an infant burial.
Contents:none.
GRAVE107

Plans 1 (6 D), 3.
Depth below surface1.44 m.
OrientationEast-West.
Poros sarcophagusand cover, undisturbed.
Coverintact. L. 1.535 m.; w. 0.83 m.; th. 0.14 m.
Sarcophagus: inside L. 1.20 m.; w. 0.54 m.;
d. 0.43; th. at rim 0.075.
The walls inside not stuccoed.
Earth deposit: slight, approximately3 cm. deep.
Skeleton: badly disintegrated; contracted, with
head to east.
Contents:none.
GRAVE108

m.;

m.;

th. at rim 0.075.
The walls inside not stuccoed.
Earth deposit: slight, approximately 3 cm. deep.
Skeleton: much disintegrated, but contracted,
with head to east.
Contents: three iron pins, too corroded to be
useful, and a scarabof greenfaience.
109-1 (T 1866) Scarab,GreenFaience. PI. 13.
L. 0.015 m.; w. 0.0095 m.; th. 0.0065 m.

Blue-green faience, the left side weathered and
slightly chipped.
I owe the followingdescriptionand identification
to Dr. AlanR. Schulmanof the EgyptianDepartment
of the UniversityMuseum.
On the base, orientedfrom right to left: at right,
MAATfeather; at left facing it a standing sphinx,
tail raised, head bearded, wearing the so-called
ATEF crown-a pair of ram's horns surmountedby
a tall conical crownflankedby MAATfeathers.Sun
diskabovebackof sphinx;betweensphinxandMAAT
figure,NEB signs standingon end.
An exact parallel for the scarab was not found;
the motif of standing sphinx is known on scarabs
from the Hyksos periodon, and the sphinx wearing
ATEF crownlikewiseattested over the same period.
Cf. Petrie, Meydumand Memphis,III, pl. XXVII,
no. 91 (18th Dynasty) and Newberry, Scarabs,
pl. XXXVIII, no. 11 (26th Dynasty; but the sphinx
crouching).This scarabcould very well be considerably earlier than the tomb in which it was found.
However, since its motifs and physical features do
occur on scarabs of the period contemporarywith
the grave (i.e., the 26th Dynasty), it does not seem
unreasonableto assign this date to the scarab.
GRAVE110

Plans 1 (6 D), 3.
Depth below surface1.60 m.
OrientationEast-West.
Poros sarcophagusand cover, undisturbed.

Plans 1 (6 D), 3.
Depth below surface1.22 m.
OrientationEast-West.
Cover intact. L. 1.65 m.; w. 0.81 m.; th. 0.165 m.
Poros sarcophagusand cover, undisturbed.
Sarcophagus: inside L. 1.28 m.; w. 0.56 m.;
Coverintact. L. 1.34 m.; w. 0.70 m.; th. 0.105 m. d. 0.39
m.; th. at rim 0.085 m.
Sarcophagus:inside L. 1.175 m.; w. 0.605 m.;
The walls inside not stuccoed.
d. 0.45 m.; th. at rim 0.08 m.
Earth deposit: slight, approximately5 cm. deep.
The walls inside not stuccoed.
Skeleton: fragmentary; contracted. Probably
Earth deposit: slight, approximately4 cm. deep.
female,head to east.
Skeleton: traces of a contractedskeleton,head to
Contents:two shapelesscorrodediron pins.
the east.
Contents:none.
GRAVE111
GRAVE109

Plans 1 (6 C-D), 3; P1. 13.
Depth below surface0.90 m.
OrientationEast-West.
Poros sarcophagusand cover, undisturbed.

Plans 1 (6 D), 3.
Depth below surface1.20 m.
OrientationNorth-South.
Sandstone sarcophagus, disturbed. The cover
missing.

ivory
by
edge; at the centerit is cut by threeincisedlines. The
panels to each side of the median lines filled by
w. 0.46 m.; d. 0.22 m.; th. 0.06 m.
guilloche. Similar brooches (but earlier)with ivory
No traces of skeletonor grave offeringsremained. plaquesattachedto bronzefibulaeor pins werefound
From the size, evidently the grave of a child.
at Sparta: Dawkins, Artemis Orthia, pp. 205f.,
pls. XCI-XCII, with drawingsto illustratethe pins
GRAVE112
and the methods of attachment for the ivory. The
Plans 1 (5 D), 3; P1. 13.
guillocheon our pin finds a parallelin the borderof
1.00
below
m.
surface
pl. XCII, 1; but the simple ornamentused by itself
Depth
is later than any of the examples from Sparta,
OrientationNorth-South.
Poros sarcophagusand cover, undisturbed.
probablyto be dated after the middleof the seventh
Cover intact. L. 1.785 m.; w. 0.745 m.; th. 0.165 m. century.

sarcophagus
crudely
both sides and set upon a slab which served as its
floor. Its outside dimensions were: L. 0.57 m.;

Sarcophagus: inside L. 1.36 m.; w. 0.565 m.;
d. 0.375 m.; th. at rim 0.085 m.

GRAVE114
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Plans 1 (3 C-D), 8.
The walls inside not stuccoed.
Earth deposit: about 10 cm. deep.
Depth below surface1.55 m.
head
Skeleton: much disintegrated. Contracted,
OrientationEast-West.
to south.
Poros sarcophaguswith sandstone cover, undis.
Contents:one handmadejug.
turbed.
A later grave, 482, overlay the cover of the
112-1 (T 1868) HandmadeJug. PI. 13.
sarcophagus.
H. 0.064; max. d. 0.059 m.
Coverintact. L. 1.59 m.; w. 0.82 m.; th. 0.225 m.
A large chip missing from one side; otherwise
Sarcophagus:inside L. 1.40 m.; w. 0.615 m.;
intact. The bottom slightly rounded. Buff clay; a
d.
0.47
m.; th. at rim 0.105 m.
handmade version of the conical oinochoe, with
The
walls rough-pickedinside but not stuccoed.
long neck and roundmouth.
Earth deposit: approximately10 cm. deep.
Skeleton:contractedon left side, head to east.
GROUP0
Contents:none.
GRAVES113-121
Nine graves lying well out to the north of the GRAVE115
Plans 1 (3 D), 3.
poros enclosureform anotherloose group. Six of the
graves, four of adults and two of children, are all
Depth below surface1.85 m.
orientedin the same east-westdirectionand seem to
OrientationEast-West.
have been laid out with referenceto each other;these
Poros sarcophagusand cover, undisturbed.
form the nucleus of the group-Graves 113-118.
Coverbroken.L. 1.685 m.; w. 0.88 m.; th. 0.14 m.
Whether the other three, 119-121, with different
Sarcophagus:inside L. 1.575 m.; w. 0.605 m.;
orientation and set irregularlyand farther to the d. 0.54
m.; th. at rim 0.098.
east, shouldbe includedis questionable.
The walls rough-pickedinside but not stuccoed.
Earth accumulation:approximately5 cm. deep.
GRAVE113
Skeleton:very disintegrated;contracted,head to
Plans 1 (3 D), 3; P1. 13.
east.
Depth below surface1.70 m.
Contents:none.
OrientationEast-West.
Poros sarcophaguswith sandstone cover, undis- GRAVE116
turbed.
Plans 1 (2 D), 3.
Cover intact. L. 1.575 m.; w. 0.80 m.; th. 0.075.
Depth below surface1.83 m.
Sarcophagus: inside L. 1.30 m.; w. 0.49 m.;
OrientationEast-West.
d. 0.40; th. at rim 0.09 m.
Poros sarcophagusand cover, undisturbed.
The walls rough-pickedinside but not stuccoed.
Coverbroken.L. 1.57 m.; w. 0.78 m.; th. 0.17 m.
Earth deposit: approximately18 cm. deep.
Sarcophagus:inside L. 1.23 m.; w. 0.665 m.;
Skeleton: poorly preserved;contractedand lying d. 0.49 m.; th. at rim 0.08 m.
on its right side with head at the southeast corner.
The walls inside rough-pickedbut not stuccoed.
Contents:A corrodedironpin and an ivory brooch.
Earth accumulation:approximately10 cm. deep.
Skeleton:much disintegrated;contracted,head to
113-1 (T 2394) Ivory Brooch.P1. 13.
east.
L. 0.0445 m.; w. 0.0225 m.
Contents:none.
Bronzepin and clasp on the back. The face of the

OrientationEast-West.
Poros
sarcophagusand cover, undisturbed.
Plans 1 (2 D), 3.
Coverintact. L. 0.65 m.; w. 0.445 m.; th. 0.055 m.
Depth below surface1.85 m.
Sarcophagus: inside L. 0.45 m.; w. 0.23 m.;
OrientationEast-West.
d. 0.19 m.; th. at rim 0.06 m.
Poros sarcophagusand cover, the cover displaced.
The walls rough-pickedinside but not stuccoed.
Coverbroken.L. 1.12 m.; w. 0.49 m.; th. 0.085 m.
Earth deposit: full.
Sarcophagus: inside L. 0.94 m.; w. 0.40 m.;
Skeleton:no traces. Childor infant burial.
d. 0.33 m.; th. at rim 0.11 m.
Contents:none.
The walls rough-pickedinside but not stuccoed.
Earth accumulation:full.
GROUPP
Skeleton:mostly disintegrated;head to east.
GRAVES
122-123.
Contents:none.
Twogravesto the northwestof the porosenclosure.
GRAVE118
Thoughthey are close togetherand parallel,they are
differentlyoriented.These gravesmay be outliersto
Plans 1 (2 D), 3.
GroupH, and we have already noted that the two
Depth below surface1.00 m.
urn burialsmight be assignedto either group.
OrientationEast-West.
Poros sarcophagusand cover, undisturbed.
GRAVE122.
Coverintact. L. 0.57 m.; w. 0.33 m.; th. 0.12 m.
Plans 1 (4 D), 3.
Sarcophagus:inside L. 0.365 m.; w. 0.22 m.;
Depth below surface2.00 m.
d. 0.14 m.; th. at rim 0.065.
OrientationNorth-South.
The walls rough-pickedinside but not stuccoed.
Poros
sarcophagusand cover, disturbed.The lid
Earth deposit: full.
broken at the north end and moved, and
had
been
Skeleton: no traces. Obviously an infant burial.
end of the sarcophagus broken open,
the
north
Contents:none.
for
perhaps the purposeof making a second burial.
Coverbroken.P.1.0.78 m.; w. 0.605m.; th. 0.13 m.
GRAVE119
Sarcophagus:inside P.1. 1.04 m.; w. 0.41 m.;
Plans 1 (2 C), 3.
d. 0.34 m.; th. at rim 0.085 m.
Depth below surface1.95 m.
The walls rough-pickedinside but not stuccoed.
OrientationNorth-South.
Earth accumulation:disturbed;full.
Gravedisturbedby a later burial(442) of the fifth
Skeleton: traces of skull at the north end. There
century.
were no traces of a second skeleton; either the first
Earth burialcoveredby a sandstoneslab.
had been removed,or the grave was brokeninto for
Coverintact. L. 1.38 m.; w. 0.80 m.; th. 0.12 m.
purposesother than the making of a second burial.
Skeleton: a few traces of bones. Head to south.
Contents:none.
Contents:none.
Comment: possibly a Geometric grave, but GRAVE
123.
isolated from all others of the period.
Plans 1 (4 D), 3.
GRAVE120
Depth below surface1.80 m.
OrientationEast-West.
Plans 1 (3 C), 3.
Poros
sarcophagusand cover,disturbed.The north
Depth below surface1.25 m.
cut
end
away.
OrientationNorth-South.
Coverbroken.P.1.0.63 m.; w. 0.615m.; th. 0.10 m.
Poros sarcophagusand cover, undisturbed.
Sarcophagus:inside P.I. 0.83 m.; w. 0.53 m.;
Coverintact. L. 0.54 m.; w. 0.38 m.; th. 0.06 m.
0.31
d.
m.; th. at rim 0.07 m.
Sarcophagus:inside L. 0.40 m.; w. 0.205 m.;
The
walls
inside not stuccoed.
d. 0.14 m.; th. at rim 0.05 m.
full (intrusiveearth).
Earth
accumulation:
The walls rough-pickedinside but not stuccoed.
of
bones.
traces
few
Skeleton:
Earth deposit: full.
an
iron
Contents:
nail, shapelessfrom corrosion.
Skeleton: no traces. Obviouslya child or infant
burial.
ISOLATED GRAVES
Contents:none.
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GRAVE117

GRAVE121

Plans 1 (3 C), 3.
Depth below surface1.74 m.

GRAVES124-127

The remaining graves of the Protocorinthian
period were single isolated burials evidently unconnected with any group.

GRAVE126

Plans 1 (5 C), 3.
Depth below surface1.65 m.
OrientationNorth-South.
Thegravelay closebesidethe east wall of the poros
enclosure.
Poros sarcophagusand cover, undisturbed.
Coverintact. L. 1.10 m.; w. 0.485 m.; th. 0.155 m.
Sarcophagus: inside L. 0.69 m.; w. 0.33 m.;
d. 0.20 m.
The sarcophaguswas roughlyhollowed,off-center,
in a block of poros;the width of the rim variedfrom
0.14 to 0.235 m.
The walls inside not stuccoed.
Earth deposit: approximately12 cm. deep.
Skeleton:no traces; presumablyan infant burial.
Contents:none.

Plans 1 (3 D), 3.
Depth below surface1.95 m.
OrientationEast-West.
Sarcophagusof limestone slabs with sandstone
cover; undisturbed.
Cover sandstone slab with upper edges bevelled.
L. 0.98 m.; w. 0.55 m.; th. 0.14 m.
Sarcophagus:constructedof four soft limestone
slabs resting on a fifth as floor. The ends of the side
slabs mortisedinto slots in the faces of the end slabs,
which project beyond the corner and which were
propped in place by stones piled against the ends
outside.Thewallsstuccoedinside.Insidedimensions:
L. 0.725 m.; w. 0.314 m.; d. 0.347 m.
Earth deposit: approximately7 cm. deep.
Skeleton:a fewfragmentsofthe skullat the eastend.
Contents:none.

GRAVE125

GRAVE127
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GRAVE124

Plans 1 (3 C), 3.
Plans 1 (4 D), 3.
surface
1.85
m.
below
Depth
Depth below surface1.80 m.
OrientationNorth-South.
OrientationNorth-South.
Poros sarcophagusand cover, undisturbed.
Sarcophagusof limestoneslabswith a poroscover;
Coverintact. Irregularlyhewn slab 0.14 m. th.; undisturbed.
max. 1. 0.64 m.; max. w. 0.59 m.
Coverbroken.L. 0.62 m.; w. 0.51 m.; th. 0.07 m.
fitted
of
made
of
five
slabs
poros
Sarcophagus
Sarcophagus:constructedof four limestone slabs
m.
0.235
d.
0.235
L.
w.
Inside
0.485
m.;
m.;
together.
restingon a fifth as floor;similarto Grave126. Inside
The walls stuccoedinside.
dimensionsL. 0.52 m.; w. 0.23 m.; d. 0.385 m.
Earth deposit: full.
The walls stuccoedinside.
Skeleton:no traces; evidently a child burial.
Earth accumulation:above 11 cm. deep.
Contents:none.
Skeleton:no traces. Evidently a child burial.
Contents:none.

PART

IV

THE CLASSICALAND ROMANPERIODS*
(625 B.C. - ca. A.D. 100)

THE CEMETERYAND THE BURIALCUSTOMS
THE CEMETERY
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The Cemetery during the last quarter of the seventh century probably had much the same
appearance as duringmost of its previous existence: an uncrowdedseries of graves, some of the
older ones with rude markers, all well spaced over a long narrow area. But about 600 B.C.,
activity at the site began to increase in an extraordinaryway. The burials of the sixth century
are approximately double the number of all the graves assigned to the Protocorinthian period,
and those of the fifth century are nearly half as many again. It is not until the fourth century
that the numbers begin to fall off, to cease entirely in the third. A very limited reoccupation
took place in the Roman period.l
The sixth century graves were concentrated chiefly in narrow strips east and west of the
long area which had earlier come into use; in the fifth century these new sections continued
to be developed, and a new extension was made to the south. Fourth century burials spread
over almost the entire expanse excavated, with the exception of the central area, and with a
particularly heavy concentration in the north. The people of the Roman period used a section
still farther north, in addition to scattering their burials in the east central area.
The original size of the Cemetery was not determined. It is possible,however, that the entire
ancient cemetery was not very much larger than the area excavated, perhaps no more than
half as large again. To the west, there is a clear line of demarcation beyond which there were
no burials of the classical period (Sections 4 E-7 E). To the east (Sections 6 A, 7 A) are similar,
though less extensive, blank areas which suggest that the outer limits of the Cemetery were
reached by the excavation in that direction. On the narrow northern end, it may be noted
that where the excavation was pushed farthest (Section 1 C) there was found a stone wall2
beyond which occurred only Roman graves. To the south a road and its walls almost certainly

* To Mrs. Josephine Shear Harwood and to the administration of the American School of Classical Studies, in
particular Prof. Carl W. Blegen, the Director in 1948, I owe
the privilege of preparingfor publication this part of Corinth,
XIII. For Mrs. Harwood also a note of warm appreciation
for the many spring days she spent in the storehouse at
Corinth helping to take inventory of the thousands of North
Cemetery finds which had been deposited there throughout
the war years; needless to say, without her meticulously kept
notebooks of the excavation, this volume could not have
been written. Many others of the American School have been
of great assistance in checking descriptions and photographing objects: Prof. and Mrs. John L. Caskey, Prof. and
Mrs. Homer A. Thompson, Miss Lucy Talcott, Miss Alison
Frantz, Prof. John Kent; to all these I give sincere thanks
with the full realization of the valuable time expended and
the numerous difficulties encountered in their missions in
5

my behalf. As always at Corinth, George Kachros and
Evangelos Papapsomas have been of inestimable help.
To Prof. Thompson and the Institute for Advanced Study
at Princeton, I am especially indebted; no expression of
gratitude can be wholly adequate for the privilege of spending
two years at the Institute. My debts to Sir John Beazley,
Prof. D. A. Amyx, and Dr. George Stamires will be evident
throughout the text, and their assistance is warmly acknowledged. The many KP references in the catalogue were made
possible by the kindness of the late Mrs. Agnes Newhall
Stillwell, who so generously shared her great knowledge of
Corinthian ceramics. Finally, for her good counsel and
encouragement,I wish to thank the Editor, MissLucy T. Shoe.
1 For a tabulation of the numbers and kinds of burials in
each period, see p. 71, note 27.
2 The wall measured 0.47 m. wide and 1.20 m. high;
a section six meters long was exposed.
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large
undug
boundary
later graves might be expected is to the southwest. One may thus picture the Cemetery in the
classical period as a long rectangle cut diagonally at the southeast corner, and measuring
approximately 5,000 square meters.
The dates of the walls mentioned above were not ascertained.The road (PI. 14, a) ran between
low rubble walls, one of which terminated in a small post within the excavated area.4To judge
from the coins found in it,5 the road itself may possibly date as late as the fourth century B.C.;
its walls are almost surely at least that late, since the near-by graves, which all belong to the
late fifth century, are much deeper and only approximately oriented with the walls.6A further
bit of evidence may perhaps be offeredby the "enclosure"which appeared about half a meter
north of the north road wall.7Its light walls, presumablythe foundation of some small structure,
overlay a grave of the late fifth century (409) and were not only oriented precisely with the
road wall, but were found at the same depth. It must postdate grave 409, and may well be
contemporary with the road walls. There is no evidence whatever for the date of the north
wall in Section 1 C.
Plot walls such as that around the geometric yard were never again used. The earlierpractice
of erecting crude grave markers also seems to have fallen into general disuse long before the
end of the seventh century. So little has survived of later types of monuments8that the practice
of setting up grave stones must have been limited at best.9
The one important monument in the post-geometric cemetery is the great platform in
Sections 6 D and 7 D. It was made up of six blocks of poros which the excavators believed to
be re-used orthostates (Fig. 2; PI. 14, c). The platform measured in all 3.65 m. by 2.0 m., and
was 0.25 m. thick. It lay only 0.30 m. below the surface. Under the platform, or partially under
3 No graves were found in the trench
dug to the south
side of the south wall, across the street from the Cemetery.
All that appeared was an irregularly shaped depression, the
bottom of which was 0.45 m. deeper than the surrounding
level of the hardpan (normally 1.55 below the surface); the
sunken area apparently continued south of the excavated
section.
If the road should date as late as the fourth century (see
below), it could not strictly speaking be a boundary for the
Cemetery; it seems likely that the road follows an old route,
which much later was enclosed between walls. A main road
(ten meters wide), and presumably the chief route to Sikyon,
was found to cross the neck of the promontory called
Cheliotomylos, located to the south of the Cemetery (Corinth,
III, ii, pp. 59ff., fig. 44). The road then curved down to the
plain, and, as far as it was followed, led in a northeasterly
direction toward Lechaion. Since the chief road to Lechaion
was much farther to the east, the Cheliotomylos road must
have very soon curved to the west toward Sikyon; but a
narrow branch of the road may have taken off at the curve,
serving as a subsidiary road to Lechaion for the inhabitants
in the western part of the city. It is with this line from
Cheliotomylos to Lechaion that the small section of the
Cemetery road coincides.
4 The southern
wall, neither end of which was found, was
cleared to a length of 9.55 m.; the northern wall to 12.5 m.
The walls were 0.50 m. wide and 0.50 m. high, their surfaces
appearing 0.90 under the modern level. The terminus of
the northern wall measured 0.82 by 0.60 m. The road itself
as bounded by the walls measured four meters wide.
5 X-l, X-41, X-44, X-29 (pp. 313-315). The sherd X-141
was found at a depth of 1.32 m. The only other objects found
in the road were X-119 and X-158.

6 Note
particularly 366, which, unlike the majority of
the graves, was not on a strict north-south or east-west axis,
yet was not aligned precisely with the wall. The late 490,
also off axis, may reflect the position of the road to the
northeast beyond the wall terminus.
7 The enclosure measured 2.07 by 1.32 m. with a slight
projection of 0.13 m. at the northeast corner. The light construction suggests a kind of gate house rather than a shrine.
8 See grave 516 for re-used late stelai. The rough blocks
found in the same section (8 A and 8 B) were probably
markers for sixth century graves; see catalogue 141, 144,
164, and 243, all in one family group. See also the "colonette"
over the later 457, and the block near 472. A few tiles were
found which apparently did not cover any grave; these conceivably could be markers, but more probably were the
remains of disturbed graves.
9 The plain at Corinth
completely lacks good stone. The
terraces to the south are formed by a sandy conglomerate
overlying clay deposits; the only stone available for building
purposes is the poros which has to be brought from some
distance. That the poros was brought to the Cemetery is
shown by the hundreds of sarcophagi. But even considering
the constant needs of the post-classical Corinthians for
building material, it seems unlikely that, if there had been
monuments on most of the graves, so few should have
survived.
A similar lack of monuments is found in several other
ancient Greek cemeteries: Olynthus, XI, pp. 133f.; Athens
(Agora),Hesperia, Suppl. II, p. 15; Rhitsona, Ure, Aryballoi,
p. 6. On the whole, however, other cemeteries had better
marked graves.

it (P1.14, d; Plan 1) were four graves, so carefully aligned, and so closely related in date and in the
kind of offerings (see catalogue, graves 191, 192, 219, 220), that they must constitute a special
group; and presumably the platform was erected to mark their position. Evenly spaced on top
of the platform were four rectangular areas where the rough surface h.ad been smoothed to
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receive additional blocks. The areas appeared to be the bedding for foundation blocks on
which stelai were erected.10No such stelai have been discovered in the cemetery, but a fragmentary terracotta finial (X-120, PI. 82) was found some distance away from the structure.
From its form, the finial can be dated to approximately the third quarter of the sixth century;
since the latest grave under the platform (220) can be no earlier than the middle of the
century, it is quite possible that the finial belonged to one of the missing stelai.
10 The cuttings average 1.60
by 0.60 m. The finial can be
reconstructed from the curve of the volutes to a width of
approximately 0.30 m. This would indicate a very narrow
stele, but one not out of proportion to the cuttings, assuming

5*

that there was some kind of intermediate member, as, e.g.,
the New York stelai, G. M. A. Richter, Archaic Attic Gravestones, Cambridge,Mass., 1944, figs. 73 and 104.
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The stele platform offers the only certain evidence for a family burial plot in the later periods.
The scarcity of monuments in general means that a consideration of family groups must rely
on the spacing of the graves and the characterof the offerings.l The overall plan shows clusters
of graves (Plan 1) scattered throughout the Cemetery,12 the arrangementof the later graves
much less regular than those of the Geometric period. Although the nuclei of the groups are
distinct, the clusters tend to merge into one another, and clear divisions can seldom be made.
Where identifiable, the clusters contain graves covering a period of roughly half a century,
and in some a chronological sequence can be observed. Thus, for example, the westernmost
grave in the line beginning with 238 is datable to the last quarter of the sixth century, and
the graves east of this become progressively later. This eastward arrangement can also be
observed in the 130 and 132 series and in the adjoining 250 group.l3 Parts of other clustersalso
have graves set in a more or less straight line, but showing no regular chronologicalsequence.
Many of the clusters, including several infant groups, are circularin arrangement.Most notable
of all the clusters is the 155 series, in which the earlier graves form a line leading northward
to a tight circular cluster of later burials, almost all of them containing offerings of unusual
character. No formal arrangementcan be discernedamong the fourth century graves.14
The children,duringthe sixth and fifth centuries,were usually buriedtogether in groupsplaced
near the larger graves of the family, for example the 332 cluster and the 174 line. Most extraordinaryis the 266 cluster(Plan 1, Section6 D), perhapsrepresentingthe childrenof a prolificfamily
plaguedbyinfant mortality, perhaps a small cemetery for children who died at one time.15
BURIALCUSTOMS

The funeral practices of the Protocorinthian period appear to have continued without
change through the last quarter of the seventh century.'6 It is with the turn of the century,
1

For special family offerings, see p. 80.
In the northern part of the Cemetery, however, there
is no apparent clustering of the graves of the classical period.
A large and confused series of fourth century graves overlies
the Protocorinthian and Geometricburials, and the few sixth
and fifth century graves are scattered apparently at random.
The one notable fourth century group is in Section 2 D,
perhaps containing the burials of a non-Corinthian family
(see catalogue, 478).
It is in the northern part that one finds most of the instances where later graves were placed directly over much
earlier ones: 276, 361, 418, 420, 440, 442, 445, 446, 449, 452,
471, 474, 475, 482, 485, 492, 499, 500. Note particularly the
three, 445 over 440, in turn over the Geometric 38.
13 The platform cluster (136 etc.), however, shows an
equally clear east-west progression; and the same direction
is perhaps discernable in the double cluster, 141 and 240.
The 136 series may well be a continuation of the Protocorinthian group to the north; and the 128 cluster related
to the early graves just to the west (see catalogue for further
discussion). The 141 and 155 clusters may perhaps suggest
that the direction was generally from the outer edge of the
Cemeteryinward, the first burials in the newly opened border
sections being placed as far away as possible from the old
central area of Geometric and Protocorinthian graves,
preserving the early spacious arrangement.
14 Several other clusters may be mentioned here. The 352
line is an example of a series in which no regular progression
is apparent. Among the circular clusters, the large graves of
the 168 series seem to have the oldest burial (212) at the
center and the later graves north and south (see p. 87 and
catalogue for the disturbances, however). In the 831 line
(Sections 10 B and 11 B), the graves at the center are the
12

latest. For other clusters, see catalogue, graves 128, 129,
159, 226, and 229.
15For a special children'scemetery at Phaleron, see A.J.A.,
XLVI, 1942, p. 24, with a reference also to Marathon,
1934, pp. 37ff.
TpacKrTKa,
16Only two graves contained
Early Corinthian offerings,
128 and 129. They were both infant burials and widely
separated from each other. Around them were a number of
empty and undisturbed large graves. In the group near 128
several graves have been assigned to the Protocorinthian
period to correspond to the date of 78; another, 148, is
unquestionably Middle Corinthian. The remainder could
belong in time to any one of the three, 78, 128, or 148. The
graves of early type near 129, though empty, have all been
placed in the Protocorinthian series because of the near-by
grave 65.
The isolation of the two Early Corinthianinfants' graves
is curious. It is possible that some of the large graves surrounding these once contained contemporary burials and
were re-used at a later time, but most of them appear to be
intact. It would appear, rather, that in the late seventh
century only children were given offerings, and that, in
general, offerings were few and modest. In other respects
also, continuity with the Protocorinthian period is apparent.
Skeletons were protected by monolithic poros coffins (probably also in urns), and the bodies were interred in a contracted
position. Finally, so far as can be determined, the relative
number of burials is probably the same as in the Protocorinthian period, i.e., comparatively few for the elapsed
time. For other graves possibly to be assigned to the Early
Corinthianperiod, see the discussions under graves 132, 135,
136 in the catalogue. Note also the Early Corinthiankraters,
X-135, X-136, which may have been burial containers.
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more intensive use of the Cemetery,
there begins the long sequence
of graves which forms the major part of the Cemetery. The fullness of the series and its long
duration make it possible to observe the changes which took place and to establish the periods
of the changes. Several important innovations in the burial practices occurred early in the
sixth century, and in the middle of the fifth century there was a gradual transition to newer,
cheaper kinds of protection; but there is no break in the continuity. In the early fourth century
one finds a gap in the sequence of the burials, but it is a gap in time, not a break in the kind
of burial rites. The ritual thus continues with only minor variations from about 600 B.C. down
to the early third century, i.e., the end of the Greek period of the Cemetery. The graves of the
period of Roman occupation will be considered below.
Because of the continuity apparent through the three centuries, each aspect of the interments
will be discussed as a unit. The more general factors, such as orientation and age indications,
will be followed by a detailed listing of the methods of burial, the sarcophagi,tile-covered graves,
unprotected burials, etc., which are treated separately, each in its entire extent through the
Greek period; so also the selection of grave furniture, its placement and significance. In this
section also will be discussed briefly secondary burials and disturbances.
ORIENTATION, ETC.

As in previous centuries, the only method of burial in the Cemetery during the classical
period,with exceedingly few exceptions, was inhumation.17The several aspects of these interments were, however, varied and numerous. Throughout all periods a certain informality
prevailed. Quite exceptional is the uniformity in the placement of the bodies. The graves as
a rule were dug on a strict north-south or east-west axis, about equal numbers of each; within
the grave the body was oriented so that the head was at the east or south.18
In the late seventh century the corpse was still placed in a contracted position; by the early
sixth, the first extended burials were made, and these appeared concurrently with the contracted forms for about half a century. It seems likely that in some families the traditional
contracted position prevailed longer than in others.19After about the middle of the sixth
century the bodies were always extended. Arms usually were placed by the sides, although
occasionally one or both were crossed over the chest. This variation also seems to be determined
by family custom.20No evidence for pillows was found, although some support for thehead
may perhaps be indicated by the fact that many of the skulls had rolled far out of position.21
Multiple burials were very rarein the Cemetery. There is only one case where two contemporary skeletons were found in a Greek grave: 149, which appears to be an early interment of
an adult and a child (see also 174); for the two Roman graves, see below. Apart from these

The only certain exceptions are graves 448 and 457 (see
catalogue) in which the infants were cremated but the
mothers were not; see also 168 and 501. For the Roman
cremations, see graves 516-519.
18 Graves in which the skeleton was oriented with the
head to the north: 178, 248, 249, 252, 308, 361, 898, 416,
429, 431, 466, 485, 504, 530. The total is only 5.4 per cent of
all the known orientations. There were none with the head
to the west. Where the grave was off axis, which happened
very rarely, the skull was found in the northeast or southeast end.
This strictness is very nearly equalled at Olynthos
(Olynthus, XI, pp. 139f.). In Halai the direction of the
grave was carefully set on an east-west axis, but the
17

head was more often than not at the west (Hesperia, XI,
1942, p. 366).
19Note that in the 155 cluster the skeletons of 155, 156,
178, 198, 199, and 211 were all stretched full length, while in
the contemporary graves to the south (141, 161, 164) the
corpses were still being inhumed in a contracted position.
20 The four latest graves in which a bent arm is found are
from a single cluster (328, 363, 881, 391), all dating from
about the middle to the third quarter of the fifth century.
A remarkably archaic position is found in grave 323, in
which the hands are placed on the shoulders; note also the
late use of shoulder pins.
21 Note
particularly the skeletons of 212, 251, 255, 263,
264, 304, 305, 873.
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certain examples there is some reason for believing that in the late fifth and fourth centuries
a few other graves may have once contained the body of an infant as well as the adult corpse.
In these a large skeleton was placed noticeably to one side of the grave, and the pottery consisted of two sets of vases, one the normal offeringsfor adults, the other miniatures characteristic of children's burials.22
With very few exceptions,23the age and sex of the people buried in the Cemetery are not
known. One can, however, estimate roughly the relative numbers of children and adults.
Fine distinctions, as between children and infants, or between adolescents and adults, are not
possible, but if one counts the urn burials and the graves under 1.25 m. in length, the graves
of children form about 37 per cent. of all the burials of the classical period. If the deposits
of vases also represent children's burials then the percentage is somewhat higher.24
The sex of the occupants can be determined to some extent by the offerings provided for
them.25 Jewelry is the best criterion, particularly in the sixth century when shoulder pins
were regularly used; one other important object is the strigil, a common offering in men's
graves of the fifth and fourth century. The pyxis, which is usually considered to indicate a
woman's grave, has a different significanceat Corinth; it occurs regularly in children's burials,
and, furthermore, often in graves which also contain strigils; the conclusion is that the pyxis
was dedicated primarily to children, both male and female. Other offerings which may be
significant are eggs and sea shells. Most of these occur in children's graves, the rest probably
indicate women's burials. The shells no doubt are toys; the eggs would seem to be symbols
of growth and fertility. For a further discussion of the kinds of offerings, see pp. 78-85.
The twenty-eight graves of the Roman period were concentrated along the east edge of the
Cemetery and, particularly, in the northern area on both sides of the wall. Most of the burials
were inhumations which were found in Greek sarcophagi or in simple graves covered with
Roman tiles. There were also four cremations. Orientation of the skeleton was, as in the Greek
period, east or south, except in the case of 504 and 530. Grave 513 was certainly that of a
child; 503 and 514 may have been adolescents (see also Deposits 40, 41). The skeleton of 505
was identified as male, that of 515 as female. The offerings, which do not include weapons,
strigils, or jewelry, give no indication of the sex.26Two graves held double burials, 509 and 525.
The continuity in the orientation would suggest that most of the burials of this period
were of Greeks from the general area of Corinth. The cremations may represent the foreign
22

For graves with the skeleton to one side, see particularly
388, 448, 487; other graves with mother and child burials
are probably 442, 496; cf. 457. A very similar situation was
found at Rhitsona, Ure, Sixth, pp. 3f. See also the burned
babies (like our 457) at Halai, Hesperia, XI, 1942, p. 368.
For two children in the same grave, see Olynthus,XI, p. 139.
23Dr. J. Lawrence Angel of the Jefferson Medical College
in Philadelphia examined nineteen skulls after the conclusion
of the excavations; his estimates of age and sex for each
are incorporated into the catalogue: classical and Roman
graves 199, 218, 219, 238, 251, 259, 263, 277, 296, 300,
305, 363, 381, 420, 505, 515; see also the earlier graves 92
and 109. Dr. Angel's generous assistance is acknowledged
with warm thanks.
24 Roughly, by half century, the relative numbers work
out to 51 per cent. in the first half of the sixth, 32 per cent.
in the second; 40 per cent. in the first half of the fifth, and
41 per cent. in the second. In the fourth only 21 per cent. of
the graves were those of children, confirmingthe supposition
that the deposits (p. 76) are actually the remains of unpro-

tected children's burials. The sudden drop in the later sixth
century is no doubt the result of the difficulties in dating the
miniature vases in the children'sgraves; if most of the burials
in the 266 infant cluster were dated to the late sixth century,
the figures would show a gradual decline in infant mortality
down to the time of the Peloponnesian War.
25 In addition to the 16 adult classical and Roman skulls
identified by Dr. Angel, there are 41 graves with jewelry,
and 14 graves which contain strigils but do not contain eggs,
pyxides, or miniature lekythoi (see p. 80). Thus only 71 of
the graves can be attributed, making a total of 27 male and
44 female burials, the difference because there are greater
numbers of graves with jewelry than with strigils. The
graves whose skeletons were studied were ones in which the
pottery happened to be of standard type, and of little
assistance in determining the kinds of objects offered to each
sex.
26 It may be possible, however, that the
graves which
contained cooking pots, as 506, 509, 510, were burials of
women.

colonists. There must have been, however, a considerable admixture of Greeks from other
cities at this time.
METHODS

OF BURIAL
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1. Sarcophagi. Throughout the sixth century and the first half of the fifth, the corpse was,
with few exceptions, protected by a monolithic poros sarcophagus.27Similar coffins had already
appearedin the seventh century (see pp. 50-51), and they continued to be made until late in the
fifth century.28The coffin was made from a single block of the soft local limestone, the exterior
of which was sawn to a fairly smooth surface. The interior was hollowed out, usually with the
cornerswell cut; and the inner surfacewas left roughin the early sarcophagi,but much smoother
in those of the later period.29As the workers developed more skill in stone-cutting, the walls
were made thinner, those of the late fifth century sarcophagi being as much as a centimeteand a half thinner than those of early sixth century sarcophagi of the same length.30Notches
were regularly cut in each corner, about halfway down the exterior wall, to facilitate lowering
the heavy box into the ground with straps or ropes (Fig. 3; P1. 14).31

FIGURE 3.

DIAGRAMMATIC SKETCH OF A MONOLITHIC SARCOPHAGUS
SHOWING STRAP HOLES AND NOTCHES

J----

^GRAVE

FIGURE 4.
SARCOPHAGUS LID OF
242

The lid of the sarcophagus (Pls. 14, 15) was also a single piece of poros. It was usually wellcut in a simple rectangularform, somewhat largerthan the outer dimensionsof the sarcophagus;
the thickness was apt to be greater in the earlier period than in the later, a gradual refinement
similar to that in the walls of the coffins. In some of the earliest examples the stone was rather
crudely cut and somewhat rhomboidalin shape. Exceptional lids are those of 222 (P1. 15) and
242 (Fig. 4), the first with a simple low gable, the second a more elaborate example with a

27 The kinds of burials
appearing in each century are
tabulated as follows:

Period

625-500
500-400
400-300
300-200
Roman

Sarcophagi Urns Tile
119
122
1

242

Slab

Unpro- Retected used Total

8

132
180
55
8
28

16

403

13
8
18
5

4

42
28
2
16

17

88

31

5
3
1
9

3
5

Since all graves, including those without offerings,have been
counted, this tabulation is intended to illustrate only in a
general way the distribution of the various kinds of burials
in each period. Empty graves have been assigned as accurately as possible on a basis of burial characteristics and
group position, but some arbitrary placement has been
necessary, as with the late slab-covered graves. With the
slab-covered burials are included here the three examples

with mixed covers of broken poros slabs and tiles. The four
Roman urns are cremation burials.
28 So far as the evidence of the Cemetery goes, all sarcophagi containing burials later than the third quarter of
the fifth century show possible signs of re-use; for the
detailed discussion,see pp. 77-78; and for possible exceptions,
see catalogue, graves 403, 405, 407, 409, 415, 422 (these are
wealthy graves, and thus the ones most likely to be exceptions). Large monolithic sarcophagi with elaborate stucco
decoration were, however, found with early fourth century
burials on the neck of Cheliotomylos (Corinth,III, ii, p. 62);
and a similar example was found near the Amphitheater,
robbed, but in the area of a fourth century cemetery. The
Romans apparently did not cut sarcophagi at Corinth (see
p. 78, note 70).
29Note, however, 142, a basin-like coffin
(P1. 103).
30Compare,for example, these four graves, all about 1.75 m.
in length: grave 130, with a wall thickness of 0.08 m.; 249
with 0.075; 269 with 0.07; and 363 with 0.065.
31 For similar cuttings in the sarcophagi at Halai, see
Hesperia, XI, 1942, p. 367, fig. 2; and at Aigina, Arch. Anz.,
1938, cols. 496f.
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sort of panelling which resembles the reinforcement of a wooden construction. In one case,
366, two short slabs were used to cover the box.
The lids of the larger coffins must have been exceedingly heavy. Normally, for all sarcophagi
which measured more than 1.75 m. in length, holes were cut in the edge of the lid (Fig. 3;
P1. 15). The cuttings, at one long edge of the upper surface, pierced the lid vertically to slightly
more than half its thickness, and then turned at a right or oblique angle to emerge at the outer
narrow face. Usually there were two such holes, each cut about a quarter of the cover's length
in from the end. A few early graves, exceptionally large, each show three such holes in the lid:
130, 165 (P1. 15), 199, 219, and 222 (P1.15). The practice begins in the early sixth century, the
first instances32being 155 and 156. That none appears earlier is of course due to the change in
the burial customs, since the contracted burial of the seventh century required only a small
coffin with a lid which could be handled without the aid of straps or ropes. The introduction
of the strap holes is therefore contemporaneous with the beginning of the extended burial.
As time went on, the practice became more general, and in the fifth century smaller lids also
had holes (262, 330, 367, 395). The holes appear as often above the right side of the corpse as
above the left.33
Most of the sarcophagi were lined with a white or yellowish waterproof stucco. It covered
the whole interior and the upper rim of the box, and the underside of the lid.34 Stucco was
first used in the Protocorinthian period (see grave 68); during the Early and Middle
Corinthian periods it was applied only to large sarcophagi with rich furniture, but after the
middle of the sixth century almost all large coffins were stuccoed and many of the smaller ones.
From the following century there is but one example which lacks this protective lining: grave
285. An exceptionally fine quality of stucco was noted by the excavators in a series of nineteen
graves.35There is no obvious explanation for this unusual quality; to be sure, it appears in the
earliest and best-furnished of the stuccoed sarcophagi, but similar stucco is found as late as
the beginning of the fifth century.36In grave 218 (P1.17) the stucco of both the box and the lid
was painted in a design of triangles, contrasting ochre yellow with a dark brick-red (see catalogue), the only example of a decorated sarcophagusin the Cemetery.37
In respect to the sizes of the sarcophagi, a table of incidence shows that they fall into two
groups. The large sarcophagi (those with an interior length between 1.63 and 1.90 m.) and
the small ones (between 0.40 and 0.85 m.) together comprise 70 per cent. of all the sarcophagi
certainly or probably to be dated after 625 B.C.38The remainder are a few very long coffins,
a single very short one, and a series of intermediate size. The last, with extremely few exceptions, are early unstuccoed examples made for contracted bodies.39Adolescents presumably
account for the exceptions, as in 420, but sarcophagi of intermediate size in the late sixth and
fifth centuries are so few that it would seem that the coffins were cut roughly in two standard
82 An

exception is the Protocorinthian grave 68.
3 Thus making it probable that the funeral party stood
irregularly around the grave, and that the strictness which
governed the orientation of the body did not apply to this
aspect of the rites.
34No. 420 also had a wide band of stucco on the exterior
just below the rim; there is no example in the Cemetery with
the serrated band such as was found at Cheliotomylos,
Corinth, III, ii, p. 62.
35 Nos. 131, 155, 156, 157, 173, 190, 198, 201, 211, 213,
218, 240, 244, 246, 249, 252, 269, 271, 284. Of these, eleven
were in the 155 family group, Sections 6 B and 7 B.

36 There
always remains the possibility that these later
burials were made in re-used sarcophagi, which would mean
that the fine stucco was an early and perhaps experimental
product.
37 The stucco of grave 330 was a special yellow color,
however.
8 The most common length was between 1.70 and 1.75 m.,
with 35 examples. Over two meters in length were 173, 202,
294. The smallest grave in the Cemetery was 258.
39Fifth century exceptions: 347, 362, 364, 367, 420: and
330, 396 were perhaps early sarcophagi re-used.
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sizes, and that only rarely after about 600 B.C. were they made of a length to fit a child of
more than five or six years. It is possible that mortality was very low in the age group between
about five and fifteen, but there is some evidence that bodies of medium size were placed in
sarcophagi made for adults.40
Monolithic coffins were used in many parts of Greece through most of the classical period,
but in no cemetery were they as common as at Corinth.41Far more frequent than the monolithic
type in other places42was the grave lined with stone slabs, a type which at Corinthis represented
in the classical period only by grave 468. The prevalence of the monolithic sarcophagus at
Corinth may be explained by the wealth of the city and the availability of soft, easily-cut
local limestone. The fact that it was for well over a century almost the only mode of protection
for the corpse is interesting for its religious implications. The very fact that the coffin was
monolithic and so carefully lined and sealed with waterproof stucco would imply that the
people of this period were greatly concernedto preservethe bodies to the best of their knowledge
and ability.
2. Urns. Many large jars were found in the Cemetery, most if not all of them probably the
containers of infant burials (Pls. 14, 15). Less than a third appear to be later than the
Protocorinthian period. Of these, thirteen43almost certainly can be considered the remains of
burials because of the fragments of bones and the offeringsfound with them; or in some cases
because of the presence of covers. Seven others, X-134 to X-140, and possibly X-264, may
also have held infant corpses. Six more were noted in the excavation but not inventoried.
The kind of pot used was often either a well-made krater or a large amphora; examples of the
latter were roughly fashioned in the manner of the common large household wares, which
they no doubt had been (154, Pl. 15). In 236 (PI. 15) was a bronze lebes (see also 262). The
cooking pots, X-137, X-140, perhaps also had been used for burial purposes. The hydria,
which was so frequent in the Geometric period, does not appear after the seventh century.
From the evidence available, all the pot burials seem to date before the middle of the sixth
century. There were found scattered throughout the Cemetery, however, many fragments
of kraters datable to the late sixth and the fifth centuries, including the nearly complete
red-figured krater, X-264. There is no way to determine if these had once been burial urns,
simple offerings, or a kind of grave marker.44The rarity of urn burials, in contrast to the large
number of tiny sarcophagi, is interesting since the custom of enchytrismoswas so common
elsewhere.45None of the urn burials could have held any body larger than that of an infant,
and in no case were two pots used to make a larger container.46
3. Tile-CoveredGraves. Early in the fifth century a new method of protecting the graves
came into use. Instead of being protected by a heavy stone coffin, the body was laid in a pit
covered with tiles, ordinary terracotta roof tiles. The two earliest certain examples are 274
(Fig. 5, PI. 15), a box-like arrangement of ten tiles, and 276, which was simply covered by
40

See catalogue 237, 246, and 341.
For example, there was only one (Protocorinthian) at
Rhitsona, Ure, Aryballoi, p. 6; and two in Olynthos, Olynthus,
XI, p. 158.
42 For
example, at Rhitsona, Ure, Aryballoi, p. 6; at
Athens, Arch. Anz., 1938, col. 607; and Argos, AEA-riov,
XV, 1933-1935, pp. 16ff., fig. 1. At Olynthos they were as
rare as monolithic sarcophagi, Olynthus, XI, p. 158.
48Graves 135, 139, 140, 152, 153, 154, 168, 169, 194, 195,
196, 197, 236.
41

44The fact that they were found only outside the graves
would make it unlikely that they were simple offerings. If
they were by any chance burial pots, they must have been
placed very near the surface of the ground for none to have
survived intact.
45 At
Athens, pots were used down through the fifth
century (Arch. Anz., 1932, col. 199), and at Olynthos well
into the fourth. For a general discussion of the practice, see
Olynthus, XI, pp. 166ff.
46 In the Roman period, the only urns found contained
cremations. See graves 616-519.

two tiles laid flat over the grave.47 The practice was only slowly adopted; very few tile-covered

graves date from the second quarter of the century, and this type of burial did not outnumber
the sarcophagi until the last quarter of the century. During the earlier fifth century, when the
offerings show that there was still considerable wealth in the city, the tiles may have been
chosen for their convenient lightness and availability, but the rather sudden increase toward
the end of the century may reflect the economic distress following upon the Peleponnesian
War. Thereafter, tiles continued to be employed as long as the Cemetery was in use.
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The usualpracticewas to lay over the graveas many tiles as neededto coverthe pit. Some

of the tiles restedon rubblewalls.48
In a numberof casesmassesof largestonesandpebbles

were noted in the fill of the grave duringexcavation,which may indicatethat the grave was
filled and the tiles laid on top of the earth. On the otherhand, the tiles often werefound to
have collapsedcompletely,and these presumablyhad restedjust on the rim of the pit or on

earthledges.49

Other arrangementsof the tiles were also found. In seven instances, all fifth century, the tiles
were set in a tent-like fashion (364, 358, 366, P1. 16, 371, 400, 412, 430), with one or more pairs
as needed; occasionally an extra tile covered the aperture at the end. None were put under the
body. Two graves were protected by tiles set in a box-like formation: the very early 274, with
ten tiles (Fig. 5), and 443, a fourth century burial, more simply constructed from five. The
tiles themselves were the usual architectural kinds, most often pan tiles (see further, p. 96).
Notable are the painted eaves tiles of 452 (Pl. 82).
Tile-covered graves in the Greek period were common throughout the Mediterraneanworld,
at certain sites proportionately more numerous than at haorinth.
All the arrangementsof tiles
and
are
described above are found elsewhere,
there
many systems in other cemeteries which
have not been found at Corinth.50

47The tile-covered grave 273 also contained a very early
vase, a palmette lekythos, but because of the disturbance in
the area, it is possible that the lekythos did not originally
belong.
48 In the case of 356 only, it was noted that the floor also
was lined with pebbles. Rarely other supports were found:
vertical tiles, 471; poros blocks, 482; and occasionally the
corners of adjacent sarcophagi. The graves with rubble walls
are for the most part earlier than the simple unlined
pits.

49 See Olynthus, XI,
p. 162, where ledges supported the
tiles and an occasional rubble wall was found. At Halai, the
heavy slab covers rested on an earth fill (Hesperia, XI, 1942,
p. 368).
50 See
Olynthus, XI, pp. 160f.; Ure, Sixth, pp. 4f.;
AETn-rov,
XV, 1933-1935, pp. 16ff.; Hesperia, XI, 1942,
p. 368, fig. 3, for the common kinds of tile arrangements in
Olynthos, Rhitsona, Argos, and Halai. Nothing in Greece,
even in crowded Athens, has been discovered as bizarre as
the superimposedtile graves at Locri Epizephyrii, Not. Scav.,
1911, suppl., pp. 5f.

In the Roman period tiles were again used to protect graves. For the most part the tiles
were laid flat over the graves, but in six cases they were set in a gable51(Fig. 6). Two different
shapes of tiles were used, sometimes both over the same grave, a flat one, and a curved kind
with thickened edge.

FIGURE 6. ROMAN TILE COVER, GRAVE 511
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4. Slab-CoveredGraves.A fourth method of burial was of most ancient origin: a simple pit
covered by one or more slabs of local limestone. It was used in the MiddleHelladic and Geometric
periods, but did not recur in the Cemetery until the latter part of the fifth century. From this
time on, there were twenty-eight examples, the last dating from the third century.52Like
the tile covers which became so frequent at the same time, these simple burials may indicate
a preference for cheaper methods of protection during times of comparative and general
poverty. It may be noted, however, that the contents of the graves with slab covers were richer
than those of the contemporarytile-covered graves.53
The slab was placed over a pit, usually a simple rectangular
0.4.5
in
the
but
in
lined
with
five
cases
small
stones.54
earth,
cutting
These rubble walls served to support the lid, but where they did t PO
not occur, it may be assumed that, as did the tiles, the slab 0
rested either on the rim of the pit or directly on the fill of earth
(sometimes mixed with rather large stones) which covered the
body.55 The slab itself was usually a single block of poros, well

cut, and similar in every way to the lids of the monolithic sarcophagi. In fact it is possible that the earlierexamples may have
originally been cut for that purpose. Six of the covers have
strap holes, such as those found in sarcophagi lids, and four
have special cuttings on the side to keep the rope or strap

.'

51 Most elaborate is 512, with a tile used to cover the
floor of the grave.
52 The earliest, 378 and 384, are from the third
quarter of
the fifth century, and the latest dltable example, 491, is
from the third century. See also 499-501.
3 Graves of this type were not so common in other
cemeteries as were the tile-covered burials; see, however,
Hesperia, XI, 1942, p. 366; Arch. Anz., 1935, cols. 262, 267;
and Olynthus, XI, p. 162.
54Graves 411, 424, 489,491, 502. See Olynthus,XI, p. 162.
For most of the slab-covered burials, the dimensions were
given only for the lid, and the grave was describedas an "earthburial" which was also the term used for unprotected burials.

55

|

O

from slipping when the slab was being lowered.56 One example,

478 (P1.16), was cut in two blocks, each in a gabled shape.57It
is likely that four of the five covers made from conglomerate
had been taken from Geometric graves.58
Three graves, 457, 472 (Fig. 7), and 476 (compare 410 and
468), all poor and late, were covered by a combination of tiles
and broken stone slabs.

TIL

ROS

o
OG4
0.
FI
SLAB
AND
FIGURE7.. COMBINATION
COMBINATION
SLABAND

TILECOVER, GRAVE 472

As at Halai, Hesperia, XI, 1942, p. 368. Grave 384 had
a lid supported by two blocks of poros, and by the lid of
grave 353. For 454, see catalogue. Not recorded in the North
Cemeterywas an arrangementfound in the Potters' Quarter,
Corinth, XV, i, pp. 23f., where the slab was set diagonally
into the grave.
56
Strap holes: 378, 384, 388, 397, 453,456. Other cuttings:
442, 474, 478, and 481.
57 In Section 2 D a number of the
graves were covered
with two short slabs (see 478).
58 Graves 441, 442, 450; see also 454. Quite exceptional
is 453, made from presumably the same sandy conglomerate, but with strap holes.
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5. UnprotectedBurials. A large number of unprotected burials can be assumed. The corpse
may have been covered by a shroud, but there almost certainly was no further protection.59
No traces of wooden coffins were found in any of the Greek graves.60In the nine unprotected
burials recorded61there were clear traces of bones; five of these graves contained standard
groups of pottery, but 497 had six coins only, and 493 probably merely a strigil. Evidence
for still other burials of this kind is offered by the many clusters of pots which were found
throughout the excavation, apparently unrelated to any skeletal remains, but paralleling
exactly the groups found in the graves. The probable grave groups have been listed in the
catalogue separately from the certain graves (see Deposits, pp. 300-313). The sixth and fifth
century deposits are usually found among contemporary graves, and where there is a demonstrable sequence in the family group they conform fairly well to the pattern.62 The fourth
century deposits, by far the most numerous, are often found insertedinto groupsof much earlier
burials, in the same way that the fourth century graves overlay or disturbed the earlier ones.63
A notable characteristic of the later Greek deposits is the presence of the lekanis, which
often is the major unit of the group, and which appears in nearly two-thirds of the probable
and possible grave groups datable to the period after about 450 B.C. As in the graves, the
lekanis often held eggs, sea shells and small pots. The pyxis and lekanis are quite definitely
associated with infants' and childrens' graves (see p. 80), so their frequency in the deposits,
combined with the fact that there are so few children's graves of the fourth century, would
indicate rather certainly, I think, that these groups are the remains of unprotected burials,
mostly those of children.
6. Re-useof Sarcophagi. Still another method of burial was occasionally employed during
the fifth and later centuries: an economical re-use of old sarcophagi. In the sparsely marked
cemetery, the ancient grave-diggers must certainly have struck earlier burials. If the grave
disclosed was recent, or known to belong to the family, it seems that the new grave was set
close by and the old one left undisturbed.64By the end of the fifth century, however, when an
old but nicely-made coffin was found, and there were no associations, traditional, sentimental,
or religious, to prohibit its use, the new corpse was placed in it. The earliest certain examples
of re-use are 242/426 (Fig. 4; Pls. 16, 117), 241/427 (PI. 117), 243/428 (Pl. 117), datable by
their contents to the late fifth century, where the old boxes were completely cleaned out and
the more recent bodies placed in them.65 In the fourth century the old skeletons were usually
pushed to one side, the older pots either removed or left in the graves, and new pots sometimes offered for the new occupants. If the corpse being buried was too long for the old
sarcophagus,part of the wall at the foot of the grave was cut out and the legs extended through
the aperture.66
69 Other cemeteries had proportionately even more

unprotected burials. Cf., e.g., Olynthos, where there were
106 examples (Olynthus,XI, p. 158).
60The only certain nails were found in the Roman graves,
611,512, 15, 528, and these were in tile graves, and probably
are the remains of wooden biers (but see further, 615).
Where unidentifiable iron "pins or nails" occurred in graves
of the Greek period, the fewness and the placement preclude
their being nails from a wooden coffin. There is nothing at
Corinthcomparableto the Rhitsona graves with their heaped
vases and large nails (Ure, Sixth, pp. 3, 5) or to Olynthos
(Olynthus, XI, p. 158), where traces of 33 wooden coffins
were found in contrast to only two monolithic sarcophagi.
61 Graves
348, 382, 413, 414, 440, 483, 493, 497, 498.
62
See, e.g., the position of Deposits 7 and 8.

3 A special concentration of late deposits appears in
Section 4 D, many of them clustered around 476. The two
Roman deposits are D 40 and D 41.
64 For example, as in the closely spaced graves of the
238 group.
65 The evidence for re-use here is
mainly the position of
the three late burials in the middle of a sixth century cluster,
together with the early type of lid on grave 242 (see further,
catalogue). Note also the discussion of the pins in 426.
86 Graves 147/460 (P1. 103), 171/463 (P1. 105), 468, 469,
470. See also graves 90, 91, 123. The short coffins had been
made originally for contracted burials. The fact that Roman
burials have been found in similarly mutilated coffins (167,
146) raises the question whether this particular kind of
re-use was common to both the fourth century and to the
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The time elapsed between the primary and secondary burials is unknown except in the
case of 147/460 (Pls. 21, 103) and 171/463 (Pls. 26, 105), where the two sets of pottery in each
sarcophagus are separated by approximately two hundred years. A rough estimate, however,
is possible in other instances. In all certain cases of re-use, the sarcophagi seem to belong to
the sixth century or before.67Thus one can assume that 426, 427 and 428, with vases datable
about 400 B.C., were re-used after no less than 100 years and probably after no more than 150.
Grave 66, which contained a single late Protocorinthian aryballos, was probably disturbed in
the fourth century like its later neighbor, 171. The lapse of time between the two interments
in each of the series discussed below would be, if the evidence is accepted, much shorter.
For the three following groups of sarcophagi, there is some evidence for re-use. Although
the evidence often seems considerable,the writer feels that it is not completely convincing;
in consequence, these graves have been listed as single burials in the catalogue. In considering
the total number of interments in the Cemetery, however, one should remember that each
of the following graves may possibly represent two burials. This aspect was studied in detail
in order to explain the most obvious inconsistencies in the burial practices, specifically the
late use of sarcophagi, and the apparently erratic arrangementof some of the grave clusters.68
The factors in determiningif re-use has occurredare several. When there are no telltale pots
and no large breaks in the coffin, it is necessary to note the depth, the condition of the sarcophagus and lid, the thickness of the walls, the date and wealth of the contents, etc., that is,
all deviations from the normal characteristics of the burials in each area and period.69Many
more of these deviations will be mentioned throughoutthe catalogue when they seem significant.
1. The distribution of the sarcophagi in Sections 3 C, 3 D, 4 C, 4 D is remarkable. In the
southern section the two series of graves, Protocorinthian and sixth century, are probably
consecutive. To the north, however, there are only seven sarcophagi with pots, five of them
fifth century, one with Roman pots, and one showing Roman disturbance. The seven are
widely scattered and intermingled with empty sarcophagi (all listed here as Protocorinthian)
and other graves, some of which are of the Geometricperiod, some of the late fifth and fourth
centuries. Many of the tile-covered graves are contemporarywith the contents of certain of the
sarcophagi. There is no reason to suspect 339 except for its position in the area. The sarcophagus
of 330 (Section 4 C), however, with its intermediate size and extra-thick walls, seems to be
older than the pots, which date to about the middle of the fifth century. The vases in 416, 419,
and 420 belong to the very end of the fifth century, and it seems somewhat unlikely that these

Roman period, or if perhaps all mutilations are the work of
one of these periods. But it would be too much of a coincidence
if 157 was re-used by both the fourth century people and the
Romans (assuming that only the fourth century Greeks cut
away the sarcophagi); and even stranger if the Romans
should have removed only part of the welter of bones and
pots in 147/460 and 171/463, which they must necessarily
have done if only they made the cuts in order to lay out their
own dead.
67 That is,
sarcophagi without stucco, of a short length,
or placed among early graves. Such a long interval together
with the lack of markers and plot boundaries makes it
unlikely that the people of the late fifth century were
re-using family sarcophagi. Two hundred years is not an
impossible period for continuous tradition, of course, but in
most of these cases there is too definite a break in the sequence
of graves to suggest continuity of family occupancy.
6 It should also be rememberedthat re-use of other kinds
of graves may have occurred. There is no way of telling,

for example, whether the sandstone lid of 441 was carried
off from a Geometric grave to cover a new one, or if a whole
Geometric grave was cleaned out and re-used. See the
discussion under 454 and 476.
69 The
exceptions to the norm are numerous enough in
unsuspect graves so that one or two deviations cannot be
considered adequate evidence for re-use. A lid might have
been broken while it was being set in place (as probably
happened with grave 402 with its clamps); conversely, a
whole lid does not argue too effectively for the integrity of
the grave (183/509, P1. 123, had a complete lid but contents
of Roman date).
Secondary burials in other cemeteries were exceedingly
common, and usually very nearly contemporary with the
original ones. The most interesting parallel was found at
Halai, where secondary burials were not made until the third
century, when the sarcophagiwere broken to permit extended
corpses, as at Corinth (Hesperia, XI, 1942, p. 369). See also
Corinth,XV, i, pp. 33f.
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three, considering their position in a disturbed area, should be exceptions to the practice of
cheaper burials in this period. For further discussion, see catalogue 416, 420.
2. Another series (Sections 9 B and 10 B) includes graves 407, 410, 425, and 437. There is a
definite break in the sequence of the sarcophagi burials in the area: the surroundinggraves
are all of the second quarter of the fifth century, or are later tile-covered burials contemporary
with the contents of 407, etc., late fifth century. The lids of 410 and 437 are broken (see also
the description of the skeleton of 437), and the contents of 410 and 425 are extraordinarily
poor in comparison to the expensiveness of the coffins.
3. The well-spaced series of sarcophagi in Sections 5 D and 5 E shows no striking peculiarities in the forms of the coffins, with two exceptions. Grave 279 had no strap holes, though
the lid was large (1.96 m.), and the pot inside belongs to a periodwhen the holes were customary.
The second exceptional grave, 269, had unusually fine stucco, rarely found as late as the fifth
century. Two of the sarcophagi in the series were empty (270, 315), and 279 had but a single
brokenoinochoe. The contents of the others ranged from the late sixth to the late fifth century.
The most significant circumstanceis the presence of three tiny children'ssarcophagi,170, 180,
and 181, placed very close to three of the large coffins. Each of the infant burials contained
pottery datable to the first half of the sixth century. The only contemporary material in the
vicinity were the urn burials, 168 (P1.14) and 169, near 170 (see also Deposit 45). It seems
possible that the grave diggers of the early fifth century cleaned out and re-used the large
sarcophagi, but left intact the small, less usable ones. But because of other disturbancesin the
area, more definite conclusions cannot be drawn. The situation in general is similar to that
in the northern sections (see 129), where the large sarcophagiwere unquestionably re-used.
The people in the time of the Roman occupation also re-used earlier sarcophagi. Seven of
the eight coffins contained pottery of the Roman period, so that evidence for re-use is certain.70
In 214/505 (P1. 122) and 215/506 (P1.123) the bones of the previous interment were found
pushed to one end of the coffin, and in 157/504 (Pls. 16, 104) some of the sixth century offerings
remained in position. If the sarcophagus was too short, as in 146/508 and 157/504, a section
was cut out of one end (but see above, p. 76, note 66). It appears, however, that for the most
part the Romans were active in an area where large sarcophagiwere common and seldom had
occasion to cut the coffin in order to extend the corpse.
THE OFFERINGS

The custom of supplying the dead with suitable grave furniture was practised as extensively
in Corinth in the classical period as in most ancient Greek cities. Vases far outnumber other
kinds of offerings, and considerable variation may be observed in the quantities of the pots
found, the different shapes included, and the placement of the several kinds of pots within
the grave.
Number of Vases Offered.The number of vases deposited with the burials varied greatly:
for example, one grave (147, P1. 21) had eighteen vases, and some (but not many) had none
at all. For the three centuries being considered here,71the average number of pots found in
70 Nos.
504, 505, 506, 507, 508, 509, 510 had pottery; for
530 see catalogue. It is possible, of course, that the Romans
also cut monolithic boxes, but if one considers the archaic
character of many of the coffins, the position among undisturbed burials of the sixth century, and the cheapness of
the more usual Roman tile-covered graves, there is little
likelihood that any sarcophagi were made for the Romans

in this Cemetery. Some graves, as 216, 217, which are listed
as robbed or disturbed, are perhaps also Roman burials in
older sarcophagi.
71 The few third century graves are included in the
reckoning with those of the fourth century; but not included
are the two Early Corinthian burials.
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the undisturbed graves works out to 3.6 in the sixth century, 5.7 in the fifth,72and 3.7 in the
fourth century. Children fared better than adults in the fifth century, particularly in the
second quarter, when their graves had an average of about 60 per cent. more than did those
of the adults.
Graves without furniture are strikingly few, particularly after about 600 B.C., the time
which saw the beginning of several changes in the burial customs. In the hundred years or so
preceding this date, offerings were not common, and it is in this early series of graves that
most of the empty, undisturbed sarcophagi should probably be placed.73 Of the empty
graves which can be assigned with some probability to the sixth century, four coffins had
pots placed near by outside the box, and the rest had probably been robbed.74Thus, with
the possible exception of some of the undatable graves of early type, no sixth century
burials can be shown to have been made without furniture.
Sixteen graves of the sixth century contained only a single vase. Of these, most were adult
interments with a skyphos or kylix, and several were children's burials with a singlepyxis.
For this period, the single offering was acceptable, and it should be noted that often the vase
was of excellent quality.75
In the fifth century offerings were considered even more essential. Of the nineteen later
sarcophagi without vases,76seventeen had broken lids or were mutilated in some way; and
two were close to areas where robbing is certain. Thus one finds no fifth century burial which
was certainly without ceramic offerings. Even more remarkable is the fact that of the six
sarcophagi of this period which had only a single pot, each one showed signs of disturbance.
The evidence for the number of vases deposited in the tile- and slab-covered graves of the
fifth and fourth centuries is not as clear. From the nature of the materials used, disturbance
is difficult to detect. Unsupported poros slabs frequently and tiles invariably broke under
the weight of the earth above them. Thus, although nine tile-covered graves contained no
furniture, there is no way of knowing if they were originally without offerings, or if they had
been robbed.77Only one slab-covered grave was found empty, and that was a type with wellmade walls which normally contained the richest offerings in the fourth century.78
The solitary skyphos found in each of six late graves, five tile-covered and one slab-covered,79
may comprise the entire grave group, since a cup was the most essential kind of offering, and
since each grave was that of a small child.
The obligation to offer pottery to the dead is even more clearly apparent in the number
of unprotected burials with vases, and in the number of deposits which are surely the furniture
from unprotected burials (see p. 76). Though the relatives of the deceased could not, or
would not, pay even for common roof tiles to cover the grave, they did place offerings with
72 In the
second quarter of the fifth century the average
was 6.49, and in the fourth quarter it rose to 6.65. For
quantities of offerings at other sites, see Olynthus, XI,
pp. 175f., and p. 176 for the very low percentage of enchytrismoi at Olynthos which had any offerings at all. At
Samos, as at Corinth, children were given more objects
(Boehlau, Nekropolen,p. 20).
73 That is, the sarcophagi without stucco and containing
contracted skeletons, a few of which occur as late as the
second quarter of the sixth century. Undisturbed early
sarcophagi without pots: 132, 133, 134, 136, 137, 138, 149,
150, 151, 175, 176, 177,178. See 174, however.
74
Early empty sarcophagi with outside offerings: 128,
142, 165, 172. Probably robbed were 158, 166, 210, 227.

graves which had a single vase which was not a
cup or pyxis, 189 had an oinochoe, and 195 a bowl; the
remainder showed signs of disturbance. Note the single but
expensive offerings in 211 and 244.
76 That is, sarcophagi lined with stucco, and containing
extended skeletons.
77 The carefully made walls of 377 would make it likely
that it once contained offerings;on the other hand, nineteenth
century robbers are reputed to have scorned tile-covered
graves.
78 Grave 489. Also without offerings were the doubtful
burials, 499-501.
79 Graves
374, 432, 435, 436, 467, 476; a seventh grave,
398, shows definite signs of disturbance.
75 Of the
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the corpse. How many unprotected burials without offeringshave gone undetected, of course,
we cannot know.
Kinds of Vases Offered.A definite pattern appearsin the choice of vases placed in the graves.80
In the sixth century a cup, either a skyphos or a kylix, was an essential part of the furnishings.81
Most graves also contained a pitcher of some kind. In children's graves the cup-and-pitcher
group was common, but in a number of cases a pyxis was substituted for the pitcher, and
occasionally a single skyphos was found. Though the skyphos appears in graves of all sizes,
the kylix was given only to adults. The standard lekythos appears only at the very end of the
century, and at first only in adult graves.82
In the fifth century the cup and pitcher became a necessary part of the funeral furniture
of practically all adult burials. These two vases also appear in children's graves, although
there the tendency to replace the pitcher with a pyxis becomes greater; occasionally a single
pyxis is found.
One still finds the cup and pitcher in the fourth century, but with the regular addition of a
lamp. The fourth most common vase in this period is a pyxis, of one shape or another. Since
the pyxis occurs in twenty-two large graves83but in fifty-two small ones, it seems to indicate
not sex but rather age. Just half of the children's burials contained pyxides, which might
lead one to assume that exactly half of the babies were female, and that each received a pyxis;
but this is unlikely in view of the wide variety in the objects offered and the occurrence of
pyxides with strigils in sixteen of the graves. For the pyxides found in the Deposits, see p. 76.
One point of interest is the fact that in all periods miniature vases and vases of smaller than
standard size were regularly given to children.84Most of the miniatures, usually brightly
painted, had probably been toys. Most often small pots occur in small graves; if, as rarely, they
appear in graves of adults (as, e.g., 388 and 487), the group is composed of two units, one
comprising the usual set of full-sized vases, the second of miniatures, and a double burial,
presumably that of a mother and baby, may be assumed.85Among the vases of normal size
usually associated with children, there probably should be included the miniature banded
lekythoi and various small saucers, as well as the pyxides.
When special kinds of vases occur, they usually are found in the graves of a single family
group. For example, in the 141 cluster there are two related pyxides and three unglazed oinochoai (see further, catalogue, grave 142). In the fifth century one group contained three of the
rare cup-skyphoi (see 295).86
Much of the pottery was made specifically for funeral use.87The kinds of pots which were
only occasionally found in the graves were usually normal household articles; and, among
the essential grave shapes, the skyphos in the sixth and fifth centuries was also an object of
daily use. But the kind of pitcher found in the burials was apt to be one of several special forms.
Of the black-glazed globular oinochoai prevalent in the sixth century graves, not a single

80 In the following summary, Deposits have not been
included in the reckoning, since often it is the pattern alone
which has been used to determine the character of the
Deposit.
81
Except perhaps 189.
82 For earlier kinds of
lekythoi, see 219, 220.
83 A number of these are mother and child graves, and
some are presumably burials of adolescents.
84In other cemeteries also special suitable offerings were
placed in children's graves. Note the one-handled cups in
the Phaleron cemetery (A.J.A., XLVI, 1942, p. 46), of

which the miniature specimens were probably made particularly for the use of children. See also Hesperia, Suppl. II,
pp. 18f.; Arch. Anz., 1932, cols. 199f.; and Olynthus, XI,
p. 188.
85 In these paired groups, the pyxides and sometimes the
second oinochoe were of normal size; but children in any
case regularly received standard pyxides.
86 Note also the Attic cups in 200, 201, 202, and see
further catalogue, graves 155, 281, 294, 300, 306, 366.
87 See in more detail
pp. 97 ff., 119 ff.
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found,
of,
Among
example
do
of
the
round-mouthed
various
forms
the
commonly occur in other
jugs
century oinochoai,
contexts, but those of Type A with a white design on the shoulder are special grave furniture.8
Of the lekythoi of the first half of the fifth century, only comparatively few are common
household types; the rest are pattern lekythoi imported from Athens solely to be thrown
into the graves. The white-groundfiguredlekythos, during the second half of the fifth century,
was the chief grave offeringin Corinth as elsewhere in Greece.89
In the fourth century, almost all the pots were made for the graves.90The typical skyphoi
are wretchedly fashioned, the jugs are all but useless, and the lamps, though conceivably the
larger examples might function, show no signs of burning.91Further, the lamps are debased
copies of a type which had gone out of fashion in the home. Such substitute objects as the
solid vases and the foil jewelry found at Myrinawere, however, at no time placed in the graves
at Corinth.92
Placement of the Vases. In view of the unsystematic placement of pottery in the graves of
other ancient cemeteries,93the arrangement of the offeringsin the graves at Corinth seems to
be very deliberate. No specific orderis evident in the sixth century, but in the fifth one observes
that if any pot is placed at the head of the grave, it is an oinochoe, usually with the mouth
turned toward the skull. In the second and third quartersof the century, whenever it is present,
the oinochoe is so placed in about half the adult graves. In the later fifth century, a lekythos is
often put in this position. No other kind of vase is placed so high in the grave,94nor does
there at this time seem to be any rule for the placing of other pots (see drawings, Pls. 108ff.).
The consistency in the arrangementof the pots during the late fifth and the fourth centuries
is more remarkable.The almost complete restriction to the skyphos-oinochoe-lampcombination
is paralleled by the care with which the lamp and pitcher were placed at the foot of the grave,
usually near the feet, and the skyphos set between the thighs. This practice began in the third
quarter of the fifth century, increasing until it became a fixed rule in the fourth.
Another grouping of pots, also characteristic of the fourth century, shows a placement of a
different kind. This is the large lekanis in which were found miniatures or very small vases,
often the skyphos-oinochoe-lamp group, or some part of it; in the Deposits a pair of very
crude miniature amphorasis more common.95The placement of the small vases inside the larger
probably has little significance. One finds also such fragile objects as egg shells and earrings
88Except Corinth C-32-60, with a siren on the shoulder
(pp. 134-136).
89The lekythoi could be either locally made or imported
pieces; this is also true of other shapes, except the oinochoe,
which was always Corinthian (excepting only 294-2 and
800-6).
90The "Laphaes" skyphos (p. 128) is the one late cup of
a type also in domestic use at Corinth. The imported skyphoi
too were everyday pieces. See p. 119 for the few fourth
century vases in the graves which do not belong to the
standard combination of skyphos, lamp, oinochoe, and
lekanis.
91 The only lamps with soot are either early (as 331-4,
884-3, 388-14, 427-16), or imported (p. 166). In other
cemeteries the lamps found had been used, e.g., at Rhitsona,
Ure, Black Glaze, p. 41; or at Myrina, Pottier and Reinach,
p. 223. See p. 82 for the practice at Corinth during the
Roman period.
92 Pottier and Reinach,
pp. 105f. The purpose of the
objects found in graves has been thoroughly discussed in
6

Olynthus,XI, pp. 183ff. There is no clear evidence in Corinth,
as there was in Olynthos, that the objects belonged to friends
and relatives, rather than to the deceased. See, however,
p. 82 and grave 272. One tends to think of the inscribed
drinking cups (graves 326 and 476) as possessions of the
deceased, but this need not be so. And, as noted above, a
large proportion of the objects were made specifically for
funeral use. In general, it seems justifiable to use the word
"offerings" to refer to both grave furniture and the libation
deposits.
93 See, e.g., Olynthus, XI, pp. 180, 181; and Pottier and
Reinach, Myrina, p. 102.
94 At Halai also the oinochoe was put at the head of the
grave (Hesperia,XI, 1942, pp. 369f.). Comparethe "Flasche"
at Samos, which were regularly put at the foot of the grave
(Boehlau, Nekropolen,p. 21).
95 Graves 444, 460, 462; and Deposits 29, 30, 31, 32, 33,
34, 35.
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in skyphoi and other open pots. The sixth century custom of putting a small skyphos and a
sea shell in a pyxis of no great size, however, may possibly be significant.96
The offerings placed outside the graves will be discussed in a separate section below.
There seems to be no rule evident in the orientation of each individual pot. The majority
of the vases found inside the graves lay on their sides, and many more were inverted. In the
sixth century it would almost appear that the skyphoi (as 166) and the kylikes (173, 219, 220)
had been deliberately placed upside down. Fifth century kylikes, on the other hand, were very
often found standing. Only the pitchers of the later fifth and fourth centuries show possible
signs of careful placement: nearly half of all the fourth century oinochoai and jugs were set
upright, a much higher percentage than in any other group.
Because of ancient and modern traditions, evidence for the deliberate breaking of lekythoi
has been sought in the excavations of all ancient Greek cemeteries.97Careful records were
kept in the North Cemetery but they offer little for the solution of this problem. Only those
sarcophagi which were certainly intact when opened can properly be considered,because later
disturbances in the sarcophagi and the weight of collapsing tiles and slab covers in other
types of graves frequently broke the vases; particularly liable to fracture are the locally made
white-ground lekythoi, with their thin necks and handles, and their brittle fabric. Most of the
lekythoi in the Cemetery were found intact: in 52 graves all the pots including the lekythoi
were whole; in 21 the only vases broken were lekythoi, but seven of these graves showed signs
of disturbance. Consideringthe fragile structure of the lekythoi, it seems likely that all were
broken accidentally when they were thrown into the pit. Only in grave 429 was a part of the
lekythos missing, and in no case were parts of the same vase found inside and outside the grave.
Offeringsin Roman Graves.Turning to the pottery in the graves of the Roman period, one
finds that fewer offeringswere made to the dead at this time than to the people of the classical
period. Out of twenty-eight graves, ten had no vases, and those that did had an average of
about 3.5 pots for each burial.98In respect to the kinds of vases deposited, the common offering
was the unguentarium,as many as seven occurring,for example, in a single grave (616, PI. 123).
These no doubt, like the earlier lekythoi, had been made specifically for funeral use. Many of
the vases were domestic objects, such as the deep bowls, the casserole, and the savings bank
(p. 168). Of considerableinterest are the lamps, three of which were found in the graves, and
three others (605, 506, 607) outside, resting on the lid. Except for these lamps, no consistent
placement of the vases within the graves could be discerned.99
OtherKinds of Offerings.Many kinds of objects besides pottery were found in the graves.
They were, however, rather few in comparisonwith the large number of pots. Personal possessions such as strigils and jewelry were most numerous,but there were also terracotta figurines,
coins, eggs, and sea shells.
Strigils (Fig. 9; PI. 81), the most common kind of toilet article found in the Cemetery,
occurred in 45 graves and one Deposit. The earliest (262-4) appeared shortly after 500 B.C.,
but the period of greatest use was the second half of the fifth century, at which time they were
usually of bronze. In the following period they became somewhat fewer and were always of iron.

96 E.g., graves 165, 239, 286; in 291 the skyphos was
carefully placed on the knob of the lekanis.
97 Mrs. Karouzou
reports that there was deliberate
breakage in the Stadium Street graves in Athens (B.C.H.,
LXXI-LXXII, 1947-1948, pp. 388f.). In other cemeteries,
however, there is little or no evidence for the practice:
Olynthus, XI,

pp. 182f.; Argos, AEA-riov, XV, 1933-1935,

pp. 16ff.; and Halai, Hesperia, XI, 1942, pp. 368f., where,
however, terracotta figurines were broken. For the breaking
of North Cemetery figurines, see p. 83.
98 The average for all the Roman graves is slightly over
two for each burial.
99For other kinds of offerings in Roman graves, see the
bronze "capsule" in 505 and the gold wreath in 616.
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right
dropped
without care in the lower part of the grave. Since a strigil occurs only once in a grave with
jewelry, and that a single ring in a child's burial (453), strigils seem in Corinth, at least, to
have been exclusively male property.100Strigils regularly appeared in children's graves, and
these are somewhat smaller than the examples given to adults. The most notable series of
strigils is the group of ten found in the small grave 415.101
The jewelry from the Cemetery consists chiefly of straight iron pins with large heads. Most
of them, together with the few fibulae found, belong to the sixth century; bronze pins appear
somewhat later, coming down well into the fifth century. The pins usually occurred in pairs,
sometimes four or six with one skeleton,102and they were found in place or nearly so. The
pin-like objects of the later fifth and fourth centuries may not be pins at all, since they were
found at the foot of the grave (see further, for all pins, pp. 89-90).
Little other jewelry was found. There were five pairs of earrings, all located near the head
except for one pair which had been deposited in a cup (grave 427). Of the eight rings found
inside the graves, all except perhaps487 were in place near the hand, and probably all belonged
to women. Grave 250 (P1.79) had the only necklace. The earringsand the finger rings were all
bronze except 250-1 (gold) and 257-1 (silver). For other jewelry, see pp. 90-91.
In general, the jewelry found occurredin the graves of adults, probably all female, and had
been worn when the bodies were interred. Surprisinglyfew women had jewelry of any kind, and
ornaments of precious metals were very rare.
Other kinds of personal objects found in the graves are few. Among the miscellaneoustoilet
articles may be mentioned the one mirror (272-1), the psimythion (353-1, 427-2), and perhaps
the wooden box (491-3). Weapons and armor are even less frequent (see p. 95). Of household
equipment, other than pottery, only the spindlewhorl (165-b) can be connected with a burial.
Only four graves and two deposits (420, 434, 453, 496, D 12, and D 23) contained terracotta
figures (P1.82). These date from the late fifth to the early third centuries. Thirteen others were
found outside the tombs, but in no case can they be related to near-by graves or deposits.
Three of the four graves with figurines are certainly those of children or adolescents; and
from the miniature vases in the large grave 496 (PI. 77) one may assume that this also contained a child's burial.13All the figurineswere broken, which is to be expected of fragile objects
found outside the graves or in tile-covered burials. The only terracottas found in a stone
sarcophagus (420, P1. 70) were also broken, but the whole grave showed signs of disturbance.
Although there are comparatively few figurines from the graves at Corinth,what can be
learned closely parallels the situation at Olynthos.104There is no evidence for deliberate breakage, and the figurines seem to be children's toys; in both cemeteries many of the terracottas
represent suitable subjects for children, and others appear to be of a more religious character.105
Ninety-six coins were found in the excavation of the Cemetery(see pp. 88-89), but they occurred
in only sixteen graves, one in each of fifteen burials, and six in a late unprotected grave (497).
Ten of the coins were the traditional silver obol, and one a hemi-obol (P1.100). These and the
100 Cf. the

two graves at Olynthos, no. 227 with strigil and
loomweight, and no. 257 with mirror and strigil (Olynthus,
XI, pp. 47 and 55). For women of Athens using strigils, see,
e.g., the stamnos in Boston, MFA 95.21 (ARV, p. 696, no. 18).
101In general they tend to occur in groups of two or more:
14 groups and 12 single examples. Note the five from grave
866 and the four from 407.
102 Grave 218 had
six, and 141,190, 212, and 278 four each.
6*

108 See catalogue, however,for the

circumstancesof finding.
Deposit 12 contained figurines, and was probably a child's
burial also.
104
Olynthus, XI, pp. 195ff.
105 For recent discussions of the
significance of terracottas
in graves, see G. Mylonas, The Aegean and the Near East,
Studies Presented to Hetty Goldman, Locust Valley, N.Y.,
1956, pp. 110ff.; and J. Dorig, Antike Kunst, 1,1958, pp. 41 ff.
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two Roman coins (609-1 and 616-1)106were found close to the head of the skeleton and it may
be assumed that they had been placed in the mouth of the dead. In grave 484 a Greek bronze
coin had been put in a skyphos at the foot of the grave. All the graves containing coins
were those of adults, so far as can be determined. The earliest is grave 326, of the second
quarter of the fifth century.'07
The sea shells found in the graves were probably the toys of children. In the five graves with
shells dating to the sixth century, the burials were those of children.108Of the fourth century
graves, all large, the skeleton was in two cases (448, 464) set far enough to one side to permit
an additional body (see further, p. 70); in the others no bones were preserved. The two deposits, D 14 and D 36, may also be the remains of infant burials. It may be accidental, but
the examples from the sixth century graves, where known, were all mussel shells, while in later
graves there were shells of many kinds.
Shells of hens' eggs are common offerings in the graves of the fifth and fourth centuries,109
occurring in a total of 37 graves and one deposit. The earliest examples appear in children's
burials of the first half of the fifth century,"0 but after that time they occur in graves of all
sizes. It is probable that they were placed in the graves of women and children, inasmuch as
many of them were found together with jewelry, and only in two large graves were they found

with strigils.111 In the later period there seems to be no rule governing the placement of the

eggs within the grave, but in the mid fifth century they occur in or near kylikes or skyphoi.
The remains of as many as five eggs have been noted in a single grave (337), but just one egg
is the more usual offering. Consideringthe scarcity of eggs in the graves of adult males, it
seems likely that eggs were symbols of fertility and perhaps growth, rather than ordinary
food or even a totenmahl.l2
Except for the egg shells, which had a greater significance, and the sea shells, which were
probably toys, no traces of food were observed in the graves of the classical period. Animal
rare.3 The relatively large number of upright
bones and vegetable matter
were
teexceedingly
pitchers and their position at the head of the grave make it possible, if not probable, that

106These two coins were
illegible because of wear, not
corrosion. Equally worn were the bronze coins found in the
unpublished Roman graves at Cheliotomylos.
107 See the note under 159-1, however. For the chronology,
see p. 122. Coins were much more numerous in Olynthos:
136 coins in 66 burials, Olynthus, XI, pp. 202ff.; of these
many were foreign. See also Hesperia, XI, 1942, p. 370.
108Graves of the sixth and early fifth century with shells:
165, 224, 289, 286, 291. Except for the 266 cluster of children's
graves (see catalogue for a discussion of the date), none
occurred in fifth century graves. Shells in later burials:
444, 448, 464, and 491, one in each except 491, which had
six; see also D 14 and D 36.
In many other cemeteries also shells were found, usually
in children's graves or in conjunction with figurines. In
Rhodes, for example, see the Macri Langoni cemetery at
Camirus, graves 25, 26, 75, 107, 116, 154, 178, 180, 183
(Clara Rhodos, IV, passim); and at Vroulia, Blinkenberg,
pp. 43ff. In Thera over 100 were found in one grave: Ath.
Mitt., XXVIII, 1903, pp. 239f. For the most part, shells found
in other cemeteries seem to have been toys.
109 From the remains, it seems probable that the eggs had
been blown out before they were deposited in the graves.
Shells were found in the following:
322
337
346
281
342
299
329
356
344
361
315
330

388
427
364
472
366
395
428
487
401
429
491
370
434
498
371
407
411
D 19
372
448
452
379
415
386
420
462
110Dr. J. Lawrence Angel believes that the introduction
of eggs as a substantial part of the Greek diet occurredin the
fifth century and contributed to the general improvement of
the people's health in that period. See The Interne, January,
1948, p. 17.
111 Graves 407 and 428. These could be the graves of
adolescents.
112 It has been suggested that eggs were symbols of
resurrection or eternal life. If so, there is no reason why
such a symbol should be lacking in the men's graves; nor
would the men be deprived of a totenmahl.For references to
finds of eggs in Olynthos and in other cemeteries, see
Olynthus, XI, pp. 192ff. See also L. J. Elferink, Lekythos,
A.P.S. Bijdragen, II, 1934, pp. 52ff., with a discussion of
M. P. Nilsson, "Das Ei im Totenkult der Alten," now
reprinted in Opuscula Selecta, I, pp. 3ff. To Elferink's
listing of vases in the shape of eggs, add Mon. Piot, XL,
1944, pp. 69f.; and Jahrb. LXI-LXII, 1946-1947, pls. 11-13.
113 See 498 for bones, and
perhaps also 262; for unidentified
charred matter, 354; and 337 for a piece of aromatic wood.
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they contained liquid offerings; but the careless placement of other vases would indicate
that they were empty when put in the grave.114
OutsideOfferings.The normal practice was to place the offerings inside the graves, but in
a number of cases objects were found against the outside wall of the sarcophagus (P1.16).
In the eight early examples, all dating before the middle of the sixth century, the placement
was quite certainly deliberate,l15and the vases quite surely were offerings made at the time
of burial. Excellent evidence is provided by graves 165 (Pls. 15, 104) and 163 (P1.104), which
had pots both inside and out. Not only do the pots outside bear a distinct resemblance in
date, style, and shape to those inside, but, in the case of 155 at least, the kinds of pots are
completely dissimilar to those found in the standard grave groups of the period. Three graves
with vases on the outside only are 142 (P1.103), 165, and 192; for details of the placement of
their outside groups, see the catalogue. Deposits D 1, 2, and 3 may also be possible exterior
offerings.
Of more interest are the two graves in which the offerings were set not only at the sides,
but also on the sarcophagus lid. The vases found with grave 128 are rather unorthodox in
character, comprising two cups and two pyxides; even stranger, however, is the fact that the
larger pyxis on the lid was accompanied by bronze rings and disks. In the case of grave 172
(P1. 105), just half the pots were placed around it; the remainder, together with a bronze
phiale, rested on the lid.
A more complicated situation appears in the early grave 167 (Pls. 16, 104). The vases found
around the sarcophaguswere somewhat but not badly disturbed; they were also, incidentally,
the finest Corinthian vases found in the Cemetery (Pls. C, D, 23, 83, 84, 86-88, 90). The
occupant, however, was Roman, and with the skeleton was an unguentarium and one very
odd vase (167-1), the counterpart of another (157-w) found outside. For a discussion of the
disturbance, the possibility of fourth century re-use, and the likelihood of a larger group of
inside offerings, see catalogue, and p. 76, note 66.
Similar deposits are fewer in the fifth century, and the evidence for the practice of outside
offerings not at all conclusive. Grave 232, which had at its southeast corner a series of Attic
vases (D 9) comparableto the best grave groups of the period, but with no oinochoe, was tiny,
empty, lidless, and situated in a cluster of graves which had almost certainly been robbed
(see p. 87). Graves 336 and 405 (P1.113, 115), very small graves from the middle and the third
quarter of the fifth century, both contained substantial groups of offerings inside; but on the
south and west of 336 were vases which could well form an independent group, and just above
the lid of 405 were an oinochoe and a miniature lekythos which, if they belong, seem supplementary to the inside offerings. Near another small and well-furnished sarcophagus, 299
(P1. 111), were found two Attic skyphoi, contemporary with the contents. If the custom of
external grave offeringsexisted in the fifth century, and the evidence is somewhat too tenuous
to assume this, it was by no means as common as it had been earlier. The three cases last
cited may be the simple overflow from tiny crowded sarcophagi, and furthermorethe fact that

114The tiny banded lekythoi (p. 140) were certainly made
to contain perfume and were by no means specific grave
furniture, but no stoppers remained in these, or in any
lekythos, to indicate that the contents as well as the vase
had been deposited for the dead.
115 The pottery was found close to or touching the sarcophagus, each vase sitting upright, and placed just slightly
below the top of the sarcophagus itself, so the larger vases

reached as high as the lid. It seems quite possible, in view of
the disposition of the pottery around the Geometric graves
(p. 18), that the practice of setting the pots at the corers
of the sarcophagi, as in 155 and 192, is a survival of an
earlier custom. For the fact that all the early instances of
external offerings, except for 192, occur in two neighboring
family groups, see grave 155, catalogue.
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there are no instances datable between about 550 and 475 would suggest that the practice
ceased and that these apparent re-occurrencesare accidental.116
Libation Deposits. In addition to the groups of outside offerings and the remains of unprotected burials (p. 76), there was found another, very differentkind of deposit. The best example
is Deposit 49, which consists solely of phialai and oinochoai: three bronze and two pottery
phialai, four tiny pitchers, and two large pitchers of a shape not found in the graves. Phialai
and oinochoai are, as one sees in innumerable vase-paintings, the customary vessels used for
making libations.
The position of Deposit 49 is significant. It falls exactly in the middle of a cluster of contemporaryinfants' graves,17 a seriesnotable for the similarity of the offeringsoccurringthroughout: lekanis and miniatureskyphos, but no oinochoe.l18It seems not impossiblethat the children,
all dying at one time, were given libation rites together, and that the vessels, perhaps one
pair for each grave, were then left in one central place. That the practice of libations, but at
single graves, may have been current during the sixth century is suggested by the fact that
the large phialai, unlike the miniature toy vases, were all found outside the graves (157, 172);
but see also 135.
A search for groups similar to Deposit 49 among the many vases not associated with any
grave discovers a series of oinochoai, in number far exceeding other shapes, and occurring
at times in groups of two or three.119The earliest example of a possible libation group is Deposit
46, in which a hydria and an oinochoe, dating shortly after the middle of the sixth century,
were found near grave 224.120 A large series of oinochoai was found close together in Section
8 B, of which two deposits (D 50 and D 51) were contemporary with the secondary burials in
the near-by sarcophagi and with Deposit 22, probably a child's grave (the oinochoai of D 53
appear to be much later).
To Deposits 49, 50 and 51 may be added D 48, and together these four deposits may not
so much suggest that the custom of making libations at the graves was current chiefly in the
second half of the fifth century as that the libation vessels were left behind in the Cemetery
during this period.
A number of other oinochoai, mostly single, were found near graves which lacked a pitcher
among the furniture.121The position of these, however, may be accidental in each case, and
the major evidence for libation rites must rest with Deposit 49.
Other small clusters of vases, apparently neither grave groups nor libation groups, are
mentioned in the introduction to the catalogue of Deposits (p. 300). Apart from the oinochoai,
no one series among the isolated finds seems to be significant.122Most are probably the remains
of grave
ge roups, scattered in ancient or modern disturbancesin the Cemetery. The remainder
one can guess to be the natural accumulation found in any travelled area.
116

Note also the Roman lamps left on the lids of 505,
506, 607.
117 Section 13 B, graves 332, 389, 390, 392, 393. The nearby 449 seems much later. The depth of the deposit is 0.15 to
0.55 m. higher than the tops of the graves.
118 Grave 392, slightly off to one side, has a more elaborate
group, but it also includes the lekanis and skyphos.
19 Deposits 48, 50, and 61.

Found, like D 49, in a cluster of children's graves.
However, this may be the one case where the libation vases
were part of the grave offerings, a tempting suggestion
because of the similarity between 224-4 and D 46-a and -b.
120

It is equally possible that the two vases are the remains of
the usual offerings from a lost child's grave (cf. 185).
121 Deposit 48 near grave 401; X-174 near 339; X-175
and X-192 near 435; X-176 near 444; X-203 near 406.
These oinochoai, however, were not always found close to
the graves, and it should be noted that oinochoai were lacking
in some children'sgraves, and in graves which were disturbed.
122 But one would very much like to know how the three
actor figurines (X-112, X-113, X-114) came to be in the
Cemetery. They would have made up a very interesting grave
group.

LATE DISTURBANCES
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In addition to the disturbances created by people who had a moral reason for turning the
old skeletons out of their coffins, many traces were found of later activities. In four areas the
excavators found clusters of sarcophagi which were empty, often with badly broken lids,
or no lids at all. In a few cases a small object remained, apparently overlooked or disregarded.
Evidence for the re-use of these graves is lacking, and the disturbances are almost certainly
the work of robbers, probably of the eighteenth or, more likely, nineteenth century.
1. In the first area (Section 12 B) three large and two small graves (309-313) were found
empty except for the broken skyphos in 309. The lid of 312 was missing, and the lids of the
rest were broken, though the pieces had been replaced(P1.15,310). The amount of earth in each
of the large graves was more than in the cases of intact sarcophagi,but much less than one would
expect in coffins carelessly opened and re-coveredin antiquity. The skeletons were present and in
fair order, but much disintegrated, in all but 312, a child's grave. If re-use in a late period had
occurred,one would expect well-preservedskeletons like those in the Romanburials.See also314.
2. A similar situation was found in 229 and the other graves around 212 (Sections 5 D, 5 E;
PI. 14, b). Two of the small sarcophagihad lost their lids, and the covers of all the other empty
graves were broken; of these the four small ones were full of earth and contained few traces
of bones. The two large empty graves, 233 and 234, contained a moderate amount of silt and
very disintegrated skeletons. The unusual feature of this group is that the large central grave,
212, though surrounded by the disturbed sarcophagi, appeared completely intact, with pots,
pins, and a comparatively well-preservedskeleton. The possibility of burials without offerings
and sarcophagi with accidentally broken lids always exists, but the single pyxis lid in 235
certainly appears to be a relic inadvertantly left by the riflers; and re-use in the fourth or later
centuries seems unlikely in view of the absence of any late graves in the area.
3. In the case of the four sarcophagi, 316-319 (Section 8 D), the lids of the first two were
each broken away at the northern end; the others were also broken. In 316 the sarcophagus
was full of earth and the skeleton had completely disappeared. For the rest, there were badly
disintegrated skeletons and a moderate amount of silt. The fact that iron pins remained in 317
makes it appear that the disturbanceswere late, after the pins were too corrodedto be desirable
either as metal or as objets d'art.
4. In the cluster of archaic graves just to the west of the 316 group (Section 8 D), three large
and four small graves were found rifled, and possibly several others (179, 204, 206-210). All
had broken lids, and were full of earth. Only in 209 was the skeleton even fairly well preserved.
In 206 a small broken pitcher and a spearheadwere found, and in 208 a small skyphos survived
the rifling. At the south edge of the disturbed area there were four other small sarcophagi
(Nos. 176-178) of archaic form which had no contents, but since the lids were intact and since
in two the skeletons, even though of children, were preserved in good order, these four graves
probably should be considered undisturbed.
5. The relative fragility of tile covers and the tendency of stone slab covers to sink make

in gravesof thiskind.A fewlateburialshad
to tell if robbinghadoccurred
it oftenimpossible
a single skyphos, but since these were children'sgraves, and of a period when the offeringswere

poorand limitedin number(see p. 79), the chancesarefairlyprobablethat theyhadnever
contained more. Most of the empty tile- and slab-covered burials are isolated examples, but a
late disturbance seems to account for the lack of pots in the cluster 374-377 in Section 9 B

(seefurther374).

THE OBJECTS
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The kinds of offerings and the significance of their presence in the graves have been treated
above (pp. 78-86). In the following section, the objects, both offerings and isolated finds, are
arranged according to material, shape, and decoration. Each series is briefly summarized,
with comment on its typological development and its chronologicalimplications. Also noted are
such matters as exportation and parallels from other sites,1 and the importance of the more
unusual pieces. The list given for each kind of object will serve as a detailed index to the catalogue, the summaries appearing in the same order as that used in the catalogue (see p. 97).
In the summaries, a general description often precedes the discussion of each series, when
the series is large enough and uniform enough to warrant such generalization. This is intended
to serve as the standard description for the large groups of objects, particularly the vases, in
which all the pieces are very similar. It is to this description that the abbreviated citations
in the catalogue refer. For example, the catalogue will list simply "Quatrefoil aryballos," but
the general description in this chapter will give a fuller account of the shape and decoration.
Any divergence from the type as described will be noted in the catalogue under the respective
entry.
Part 1 lists and discusses the comparatively small series of objects other than pottery. The
pottery itself comprises such a large mass that it has been found convenient to treat it in
several sections. Part 2 considers the late seventh and sixth century Corinthianpottery, and
Part 3 the later Corinthianpottery. In Part 4 will be found the foreign material, chiefly Attic,
but including the few pieces from other areas; and in Part 5 all the pottery of the Roman period.
Since the chronology depends largely upon the typological developmentof the vases, arguments
for dating will be found for the most part in this section.

1. OBJECTS OTHER THAN POTTERY
The number of objects other than pottery found in the excavations is relatively small.
The greater part comprises coins, which were usually found outside the burials, and the iron
pins and the strigils, which were for the most part grave offerings. Other kinds of jewelry,
weapons, bronze vessels, and terracotta figurinesare less well represented.The presence of eggs
and sea shells in the graves has been fully discussed above (p. 84) and the occurrenceswill not
be listed here.
No chronological divisions have been made for the miscellaneous objects. The iron pins
belong chiefly to the seventh and sixth centuries, strigils to the fifth and fourth; terracottas
extend from the fifth century into the period of the latest Greek burials, and coins from the
fifth century down almost to the present day. A few of the objects such as the stone beads are
undatable, and some examples catalogued here may date well before the sixth century.
COINS

326-1
407-2 (Pls. 66, 100)
409-1 (P1. 100)

420-1 bis
426-1 (P1.67)
427-3 (Pls. 67, 100)

450-1 (P1.75)
496-1 (Pls. 77, 100)
452-2 (Pls. 74, 100) 497-1
460-1
497-2

419-1 (P1.100)

440-1

484-1

1 Since
Payne and Hopper give the proveniences of the
sixth century pottery in their catalogues, references to their

497-3

studies will be made for each shape, and exports will be
noted only for the later pottery and some rare shapes.

497-4
497-5

497-6
509-1

515-1

X-1 to X-76, inclusive (P1. 100)
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Of the many coins found in the Cemetery, only comparatively few had been actually
placed in the graves. Of these eleven were silver: eight Corinthian obols, one obol each of
Argos (496-1) and Leukas (426-1), and a hemiobol from Thebes (419-1). The bronzes found
in the burials include eight small pieces of the Corinthianpegasos-trident series (six of them
from grave 497, one each from 440 and 484), and two illegible coins from Roman graves. For
the chronologicalimplications of the coins, see p. 122.
The remainder of the coins were found scattered through the general excavation. The Greek
coins include one Corinthian silver hemidrachm (X-1), 22 Corinthian small bronze coins
(X-2 to X-24), and twelve bronzes from other Greek cities (X-33 to X-45). The period of
Roman colonization is represented by one tessara (X-32), seven coins of Corinth, and one of
Patras (X-45). The remainder are 22 Roman coins, mostly of the Constantinian period, four
Byzantine, one Frankish, and one Venetian. Five coins are illegible, probably all of Roman
fabric, except X-67, which seems to be Greek.
PINS, FIBULAE, AND PIN-LIKE OBJECTS

362-1 (P1.81)
252-1 (P1.79)
162-2
130-1
267-3
388-2
164-1
132-1 (P1.79)
257-4
391-1
190-1
134-1
392-1
264-1
191-1
141-1
426-2
274-1 (P1.79)
192-1
154-1
448-3
278-1
201-1
155-2
462-2
278-2 (P1.79)
203-1
155-3
480-1
317-1
212-1
156-1
496-4
323-1
213-2
156-2
X-84
323-2
240-1
159-3 (P1.79)
X-85 (P1.81)
331-1
249-1
160-2
161-1
250-7
Iron pins were by far the most common kind of jewelry found in the Cemetery; yet because
of their corroded condition,2 less is known of their development than of any other group of
objects. In their present state, there is no observable change in the series which extends from
the seventh to the late sixth century. All heads apparently consisted of one or more flattened
spheres surmounted by a disk or hemisphere, probably with a small knob on top.3
Pins were fewer in the late sixth and fifth centuries, and as often bronze as iron.4 In the
later fifth and fourth centuries a number of pin-like objects occur, both iron and bronze, but
they are slender pieces of wire, all badly disintegrated; from their position at the foot of the
grave with the pots and lamps, it seems likely that they were needles, or wick-adjusters for

2 Three of the best preserved examples are illustrated on
Plate 79. Measurements of the pins as they were in 1949
have been given in the catalogue, but this in no way can
give any idea of the original length. Other description was
abandoned as useless. For the later use of pins and fibulae,
see H. L. Lorimer, Homer and the Monuments,London, 1950,
pp. 394ff.; and P. Jacobsthal, GreekPins, pp. 93ff. As one
would expect in a Dorian city, straight pins were used longer
at Corinth than at Athens.

8 Most probably these resemble the common types found
at Sparta, Artemis Orthia,pls. 86, 87, and also Perachora, I,
pls. 74ff. Some of the later ones may have been of the same
shape as the bronze pair from grave 274 (P1. 79).
4 Bronze
pins of the fifth century: nos. 274-1 (P1. 79),
323-1, 323-2, 331-1, X-84 and perhaps X-85 (P1. 81);
bronze needles (?): 392-1, 480-1.

the lamps, rather than pins of the traditional kind.5Two examples, 264-1 and 331-1, probably
had chains attached.
The few fibulae which were found come from graves dating from the early sixth to the early
fifth centuries. Only 159-3 (P1.79) is well preserved, one of the well-known group of bone
spectacle fibulae. The iron objects from grave 155 are as usual badly corroded,but they appear
to be fibulae of the leech type.
JEWELRY AND ORNAMENTS OTHER THAN PINS
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Rings
128-a
128-b
129-1
162-1
213-1
250-1 (P1.79)

D 42-b
D 42-c
D 42-d
X-77
X-78

257-1
452-3
453-1
487-2
496-3
D 42-a

4

X-79
X-80
X-81
X-82
X-83

\

0o
b

-I

d-

1

c m

FIGURE 8. BRONZEJEWELRY,364-4 (2:1)

Earrings
329-2
364-2

364-4 (Fig. 8)
395-2

250-3 (P1.79)

250-4 (P1.79)

427-4 (Pl. 79)

Hair Coils

5 For the occurrence of
straight pins in the late fifth
century, see Jacobsthal, op. cit., pp. ll ff. For the wire-like
objects, note the examples from Rhitsona, Ure, Black Glaze,
p. 44, nos. 19, 20; and Sixth, pp. 7, 89, 101. The latest example
of a dress pin in the Cemetery would be 426-2 found with a
grave group of the late fifth century (but see catalogue).

Nothing is known of the pair recorded in 496.
6 No. 154-1 is also of
bone, but the fragments show it to
be a long narrow pin. Nothing is known of the examples
recorded from graves 257 and 278; the pins from 201 and
250 may also be fibulae.

Necklace
250-5 (P1.79)

250-6 (P1.79)

250-8 (P1.79)

250-2 (P1.79)

257-2

364-3 (P1.79)

496-7

159-4

496-6

X-87

X-101

401-3
496-2
496-5

509-2
X-86

X-88
X-89

X-102
X-103

Pendants

Eyelet
159-2
Beads and Buttons
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Gold Leaves
516-1 (P1.79)
A number of rings of different metals were found both in the graves and outside. That
from 250 is gold, 257-1 is silver, and 213-1 and X-83 are iron. The remainder are bronze,
and vary considerably in form. X-80 and X-82 may not be finger rings, since the ends of the
wire cross. There is also some doubt about the function of the tiny rings from 452,453, and 487.
Earrings were found in five graves, most interesting the double crescents of 427 and the
fragments in 364. The silver objects from 250 may be earrings but are more likely spirals for
the hair. Grave 250 also produced the one necklace with its bronze lion's-head clasps and small
gold pendant. Other notable objects are the long cylindrical bead or pendant from 496, the
acorn-shaped drop, 257-2, and the button from 401. The gold leaves from 516 are Roman.
STRIGILS

Bronze, Group i
283-1
322-2
322-3
349-1
357-1
366-2

366-3
(P1.80)
366-4
(P1.81)
(Fig. 9, P1. 81) 366-5
367-1
(Fig. 9)
367-2

369-1
370-2
403-1 (P1.81)
405-1 (Fig. 9)
407-3 (Fig. 9)

407-4
407-5
415-2 (Fig. 9)
415-3 (Fig. 9)
493-1

359-1 (Fig. 9)

367-3

424-1

409-2
409-3
409-4
411-2 (Fig. 9)

415-5
415-6 (Fig. 9, P1. 81)
415-7 (P1.81)
415-8 (Fig. 9)

423-2
424-2
428-3
428-4

397-1 (Fig. 9)
397-2
401-2

411-3
412-1
412-2

415-9 (Fig.9, P1.81) 438-1
415-10
443-1
415-11
X-90

407-6 (P1.81)

415-4

423-1

Bronze, Group ii
342-2 (Fig. 9)
351-2 (Fig. 9)
Bronze, Group iii
344-2 (Fig. 9)
366-6
386-2
386-3

Iron
262-4
277-1
367-4
404-1
410-1
442-1

442-2
44
446-1
447-1
453-2
453-3

458-1
459-1
460-2
481-1
492-1

494-1
495-2
D 54-a
X-91
X-92
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Of the 79 strigils found in the North Cemetery, 58 are bronze, and 21 are iron.7 The latter
are so very badly corrodedthat little can be derived from a study of them. The bronze strigils
(Fig. 9), however, present a number of shapes which may be classified into several groups.
Strigils with Cylindrical Handles. The two earliest examples (262-4 and 277-1), both from
grave groups datable to the decade 490-480 B.C., are iron, and both have cylindrical handles.
From grave 322, about fifteen years later, is a similar strigil, but of bronze (322-2): it is made
in one piece, the upper part of the strip apparently rolled to form the handle; at the top is a
flat disk surmounted by a small pierced knob.
Bronze Strigils with Flat Handles. Group i (Fig. 9). The second strigil from grave 322 (3),8
also bronze, differs greatly from the one just described. The blade is narrow, only a little wider
than the handle, which has parallel sides; it narrows slightly but abruptly at the back, and
terminates in a leaf-shaped tip. Most significant is the manner in which the handle is joined to
the blade: a vertical member, curved at the bottom and straight at the top, forms the transition between the curved blade and the straight lower edge of the handle. The whole is cut
from a narrow thin strip of sheet bronze.
The vertical join is the distinguishing characteristic of the strigils of group i. Nos. 283-1
and 322-3 are typical of the earliest. The later variations appear chiefly in the handle. The
front part is cut with increasingly curved sides, and becomes considerably longer. Where it is
flared at the top, it is joined to the narrowerback section of the handle in several ways: most
common is a gradual curved transition; occasionally the front and back parts meet in sharp
points at the sides of the apex of the handle; a third method is to attach the narrowback piece
directly to the front with no transition except a slight rounding of the corners, a design of
early origin. In the later examples, where the blade is wider and the handle narrower, the
upper corners of the blade become very pronounced. All these variations seem to have been
used throughout the second half of the fifth century.
The leaf shape was the most common form of handle termination, both for this and other
types. At first it was a full, well-proportionedpiece, with the point of maximum width rather
high (e.g., 322-3). Later it underwent many changes, becoming elongated (as 415-2), or very
stout and heart-shaped(as 366-5), or shrunkento a small triangle (415-5). Of the quite different
forms, several are illustrated in Figure 9; there is also one shaped like a spade (407-3, Fig. 9)
and one rather like a pruning hook (415-4).
Group i, the first example of which may be dated 480-470 B.C. (283-1), continued in diminishing numbers down to the end of the century. It not only appears in earlier graves than
either of the other two types of strigil, but the shape seems archaic in comparisonwith those

7 Two others, noted in the excavation records, were
completely disintegrated: 351-1 and 412-3. There is some
uncertainty concerning the association of the following with
their respective grave groups: 262-4, 366-6, 412-2, 442-1,
447-1, and Dl4-a.

8 Also in this grave was a small bronze object,
probably a
strigil cleaner.

415-2
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415-3
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the blade.
of groups ii and iii. In many of the strigils of group i the tip of the handle is
Rivets also appear in group ii, but they are used in group iii only on two examples, both with
tips of unusual shape. The presence of rivets and the abruptness and angularity of the join
between handle and blade in group i probably reflect an earlier form in which the handle and
blade were made separately.9No such strigil appears in the Cemetery,however. All the bronze
strigils were cut from a single strip of sheet metal, and beaten over a form; the iron examples,
so far as one can tell, were also made in one piece.
Groupii (Fig. 9). A set of five strigils may be transitional in shape between the first and the
third groups. In these five, the outer cornersof the blade are angular, as in the precedingtype,
but the top of the blade itself is curved. The handles are treated as the later examples of group i,
with a narrow back piece widening abruptly at the top to join the broad front section. The
most distinctive feature of these few strigils is the narrow flange which extends for a few
centimeters down the sides of the blade from the upper corners, and then breaks off abruptly;
there is also a noticeable ridgewhere the curve of the blade meets the flat of the handle. The form
must have originated in the use of two separate pieces for handle and blade, the latter being
were cut in one piece with the handle. In two examples
inserted between the side flanges wThich
(351-2 and 359-1) the leaf-shaped tip of the handle was riveted to the blade.
Group iii (Fig. 9). In this group, the join between the handle and blade is a simple rising
curve. The first example appears in grave 344, about 450 B.C. There is a decided ridge where
the blade joins the handle, the handle itself is a straight piece, and the blade is narrow.10The
curved join became prevalent in the full third quarter of the fifth century, its rise coinciding
with that of the local white-groundlekythoi, groupiii (pp. 142-143). The outlining ridgedisappears,
and the trend toward a long slender handle with incurvededges progressesin this as in group i.
The treatment of the top and end of the handle has variations similar to those found in strigils
of the first group. Most of the unusual forms, such as the very narrow handle and the tiny
triangular tips, occur in the collection from grave 415 (see catalogue). Only two examples of
group iii (397-1 and 415-7) show the rivet holes for attaching the tip of the handle to the blade.
Iron Strigils. Apart from the early examples with cylindrical handles mentioned above, the
most that can be determined from the incrusted fragments of the iron strigils is that they
belong to group iii (excepting 453-2 and X-91, both group i). A few have about the same
proportions as the bronze examples, but most have a narrow blade tapering very gradually
into the handle. A leaf-shaped tip of the handle is usual, though both examples from grave
453 have variant forms. The reason for the long gap between the two iron strigils with cylindrical handles of the early fifth century and the remainderof the series is not known, but an improvement in the process of workingiron may have occurredabout the turn of the century.
Dating. The relatively early date of group i may be corroboratedby evidence from other
sites. The two fine examples from Aigina, differing from ours only in the elaborate handle
tips, were found with a diskos dated 465-455 B.C."1 In Ithaka a grave was found containing
two strigils of this type and an Attic kylix comparable to those in the Cemetery graves 306
and 308, about 470 B.C.12 Finally, the large series of strigils from the graves in Olynthos
9 An example in Boston, MFA 01.7478, found at Cumae,
has an elaborately decorated handle attached by three long
prongs to a simple blade; each part is of bronze, but of a
different color and apparently of a different composition. A
strigil from Cyprushas a handle of iron and a blade of bronze
(B.C.H., LXXXIV, 1960, p. 268, fig. 41); typologically it
belongs with the early examples of group iii.

10

This is the only strigil from the Cemetery which has
engraved decoration other than the simple lines found on
359-1 and 41&-2.
93.
11P. Jacobsthal, Berliner Winckelmannsprogramm
12 W. Doerpfeld, Alt-Ithaka, Munich, 1927, Beilage 77,
grave P-2.

contains examples of both groups i and iii, many more of the latter than of the early type.
Nos. 547 to 556 (Olynthzis,X, pl. 36) came from two of the multiple graves datable to about
the middle of the fifth century, and no. 541 (Olynthus,X, pl. 34) was found with a red-figured
lekythos of about the same date. The one other early-appearingstrigil, no. 523 (Olynthus,X,
pi. 35), was an isolated find. The remainder, which correspond to our group iii, came from
later graves, mostly of the fourth century.
External evidence for the date of the strigils with cylindrical handles is lacking; another
Corinthiangrave, however, had a similar strigil and pots paralleling closely those of our grave
322.13

No Roman strigils were found in the Cemetery.14
OTHERMETALOBJECTS
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Metal toilet articles other than strigils are few: the mirror from grave 272 (PI. 38) and the
two small cylindrical boxes from grave 454 (P1.74) (see also the mirror-like fragments in
Deposit 44). With these may be included perhaps the cylinders 505-1 (P1. 81) and X-93, and the
instruments 362-1 and X-95 (P1. 81). The small hemispherical objects (306-1 and 283-2)
and perhaps also the iron object 481-2, may belong with the strigils or may possibly be the tops
of leather aryballoi (see catalogue, grave 283). Miscellaneousother objects of unknown purpose
are the small disks 128-c, 128-d, D 42-e, and the large disk X-98 (P1.81).
Weapons and articles of war are equally rare. The one piece of importance is the fine helmet
from 262 (Pls. 36, 80). From the same grave came bronze eyelets and fragments of cloth and
leather, presumablythe remains of a cuirass. Iron spearheads, very corroded, occurredin graves 206, 366, and
419; with 366-7 was an iron U-shaped object, the
purpose of which is unknown. No. 227-1 is a slender
fragment of iron, possibly the remains of a dagger or a
sword. Probably from grave 491 is an iron object, apparently a knife wrapped in cloth.
Bronze vessels of only two kinds occur: the two large
........
236-1
and
262-2
and
the
lebetes,
o
s
(Pls. 36, 80);
phialai,
155-1 (P1. 81), 172-a, and the three from D 49 (Fig. 10).

F

10

c

FIGURE10. BRONZEPHIALAI, DEPOSIT 49-a
(ABOVE) AND-C (1:2)

The one other large metal container is the Roman lead
cinerary urn from grave 516 (P1.76).
Iron nails appeared in several Roman graves (511, 612, 515, 528), and a single lead clamp,
X-100, was found in an isolated position.
TERRACOTTA FIGURINES

420-2 (P1.70)
453-4 (P1.74)
420-3 (P1.70)
453-5 (P1.74)
434-2 (P1.67)
453-6
X-104 through X-116 (P1.82)

496-8 (P1.82)
D 12-b (P1.82)
D 12-c (P1.82)

D 12-d
D 23-a (P1.82)

The terracottasfrom the Cemeteryare not only few in comparisonwith the finds at other
sites, but almost all are of common type and rather poor quality. Archaic in appearance,but
13 Inv. MF
1139, Corinth, XII, no. 1317, from grave 32
of the 1915-1916 excavations.

14

See, however, D 54-a.

of fifth century date are a beak-nosed goddess (D 12-b) and two horsemen (X-108, X-109).
Three seated ladies (420-2, 420-3, D 23-a), from the late fifth or early fourth century, had
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hands extended to hold offerings or attributes. Another, 496-8, with its close-fitting drapery,
belongs to the period just before the rise of the Tanagra types. There are one fragmentary
standing female figure, probably of the fourth century, and three female heads, two of the
fifth century and one of the fourth. A temple boy and a small nude child come from grave 453.
Three birds and a tortoise comprisethe representationsof animals. Most, if not all, of the above
seem to be of local manufacture.
To the Hellenistic or early Roman period belong five figures of somewhat more interest.
Two, possibly three, are actors: an orator, X-113, a soldier, X-114, and a female child, X-112;
these were found fairly close together and may form a group. The two latest figurines are definitely foreign in aspect and of a peculiar reddish-brownclay; the seated lady is signed 9eoTOMTTOY
(X-115) and the standing one probably AMOIAYTOY
(X-116).
OTHER TERRACOTTAOBJECTS

The only architectural pieces found in the Cemetery were the tiles used to cover the graves;
of these only the three painted eaves tiles from grave 452 (P1.82) were inventoried.51There
is also a fragment from a large palmette, probably from a grave stele (X-120, P1. 82; see also
p. 67).
Of small terracotta objects only two spindlewhorls(165-b and X-117), a loomweight (X-118),
and the unidentified X-119 were found.
OBJECTS OF OTHERMATERIALS

There were a few objects from the Cemeterywhich belong to none of the groups listed above.
Psimythion occurred in graves 353 and 427; for the use of psimythion in the ancient world,
see catalogue, references under 427-2. In grave 491 a number of fragments of wood with small
nails attached may be restored as a box. Wood was also found in graves 152, 354, 528, and
512; and in grave 337 was a small branch from a cedar-liketree. There was also a bit of faience
in Deposit 12. For the few bits of glass and stone catalogued, see the beads and buttons (p. 91),
and the stone grave stele, p. 298, P1. 99.
15 Among the unusual tiles described, see the end
ridge tile, 434 (P1. 118), and the tiles with "troughs," 276 and 446,
companions to "opaion" tiles (see catalogue, 276, PI. 110).

2. CORINTHIAN POTTERY OF THE LATE SEVENTH AND SIXTH CENTURIES
In the following section, only the Corinthian pottery made between about 625 and about
500 B.C. will be discussed. The division between the earlier and the later pottery, warranted
by the bulk of the material, has been set at ca. 500 B.C., chiefly because the character of the
vases themselves and their combinations in the grave groups show a rather marked change at
that time.16

Preceding the summaries will be found a brief account of the shapes of the vases found in
the Cemetery, followed by a discussion of the various kinds of decoration, with particular
mention of the figure styles represented, and the related problems of chronology. The summaries will be arrangedin the same order as the vases in the catalogue:
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skyphos
other cups
phiale
oinochoe
olpe
bottle
hydria
amphora
aryballos

alabastron
amphoriskos
lekythos
pyxis
lekanis
bowl
krater
chytra

SHAPES

In studying the shapes of the vases found in the Cemetery, one is struck by their distinctive
character as offerings. As individual pots they are seldom exceptional; their interest derives
from the selection of shapes and the grouping of the shapes in each grave. This character,
which appears more clearly in the later graves, is already evident in the sixth century.
Of all the shapes, the globulartrefoil oinochoecontributesmost to the characterof the groups.
The thirty-one examples, all black-glazed, appear in just about half of those sixth century
graves which contain ceramic offerings. Other kinds of oinochoai occur now and then, but
they are common types found also in other contexts, unlike the globular pitchers which apparently never served for domestic purposes and which were never exported." In the fifth
and fourth centuries an oinochoe-and one oinochoe only-was an essential part of the offerings
in graves of adults. This appears also to be true, but to a somewhat lesser extent, in the sixth
century. The single oinochoe is usual in the burials of the second half of the sixth century,
but in the first half one frequently finds two or more oinochoai in the same group (notably
grave 1655).Groups which lack the oinochoe belong to one series of adult graves18in which
kylikes are the sole, or major, offerings. The earliest group of this kind is 148; the practice is,
however, most common about the middle and third quarter of the century (graves 198ff.,
and 244).

16The small pattern skyphoi comprise the one series which
is continuous through the sixth century and much of the
fifth. The three most important early series died out or were
completely transformed very early in the fifth century: the
rayed skyphoi, the globular oinochoai, and the powder
pyxides. The vases most characteristic of the fifth century,
although invented much earlier, became well established at
about the turn of the century, notably the lekanides and
7

round-mouthed oinochoai. For the influx of Attic pottery
in the early fifth century, an equally decisive change in the
character of the groups, see p. 152.
17 The round-mouthed oinochoai of the fifth century also
were not exported. For the one exception see p. 137.
18 Children's graves, with offerings of special character,
infrequently had an oinochoe.
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The second important vase shape in the sixth century graves is the skyphos. Here there is
no distinction between the kinds in everyday use and the grave offerings.Figured, patterned,
and black-glazed skyphoi occur in great numbers, and in all kinds of graves, early and late,
large and small. It is a rare burial that does not have at least one skyphos, and many have
several. The exceptions are again the graves with large imported kylikes.
The third kind of vase most characteristic of the Cemetery groups is the pyxis, which,
however, occurs almost exclusively in children's burials (see p. 80). The practice can be
traced down through the fifth and fourth centuries. Also typical of the offerings made
to children are the miniature vases, and, although pitchers and skyphoi in small sizes are
most common, one also finds miniature phialai, kalathoi, and hydriai. The lekanis rarely
appears in the sixth century, although it to a large extent supplants the pyxis in the fifth
century.
A few other shapes may be noted. Aryballoi and alabastra appear in large and small graves,
and although they frequently occur in the Cemetery, they were by no means made specifically
for funeral purposes. They disappearin the second quarter of the sixth century, being replaced
by the lekythoi of Deianeiratype (see p. 115), and at Corinthin the sixth century it is likely that
the lekythos in its several forms was primarily a funeral vase. Kraters and large kitchen pots
served occasionally as burial containers.19
One other circumstance helps to give the Cemetery grave groups their specific character.
Almost as important as the presence of certain kinds of vases is the complete absence of shapes
otherwise in common use at Corinth.A comparisonof the Cemeteryvases with those illustrated
in Corinth, VII, i, which publishes the pottery found in the central excavations of the city,
shows that the grave groups lack kothons, round-mouthedolpai, plates, large bowls, and ring
vases.20

A few sixth century vases in the Cemetery contribute something to the history of Corinthian
pottery as a whole, and not merely to the knowledge of special funeral equipment. In addition
to the many ordinary pyxides, one finds the globular pyxis with heavy rim (157-n, PI. 86),
the two cylindrical examples with shallow lids (128-h, PI. 18 and 258-4, PI. 34), and the
pair of kotyle-pyxides with pattern decoration (167-q, P1.23 and 159-11, P. 24). The unusual
krater with low broad foot appears three times (p. 118), and there is a black-glazed beaked
oinochoe (254-1, P1. 34) dating from the end of the century. Two shapes typical of the fifth
century can be shown to have developed early in the sixth century, namely the round-mouthed
oinochoe and the lekanis.
Attic influence, so very strong in the fifth century, is much less important, but by no means
negligible in the earlier period. Some skyphoi from about the middle of the sixth century show
a definite dependenceon imported models (p. 108), and at about the same time one finds lekythoi
copied from Attic types. The trefoil olpe (189-1, PI. 27) is probably another imported shape.
D 43-d (P1.25) may be a local version of the Attic banded cups. In view of the many Attic
vases found in the Cemetery, it is not surprising that their popularity should be reflected to
" The usual form of child's burial was in a small monolithic

sarcophagus (p. 72).
20 One reason for this discrepancy is that the largest mass
of objects from the early graves is Middle Corinthian,a period
poorly represented in the finds in the city. If I recall correctly, the material from the Potters' Quarter corresponds
approximately to that from the center of town, at least with
respect to the kinds of shapes. On the other hand, the vases

most characteristic of the Cemetery (excepting the skyphoi)
have not yet appeared in any quantity in other sections of
the city. This is particularly true of the fifth and fourth
century pottery. Mrs. Stillwell's excavation revealed only
one of the several factories in Corinth, however, and it is
very possible that another potters' establishment may be
found which was devoted to the manufacture of vases
intended primarily for the cult of the dead.

some extent in the local wares, but the full impact of Attic influence is not apparent until the
fifth century.21
FIGURE DECORATION
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The Early Corinthianperiod is represented by a few small vases of common type, aryballoi
and alabastra, decorated with cocks and panthers. Three of them come from grave 129 (Pls. 18,
124); the remainder (157-j, Pls. 23, 124; D 42-f, P1. 124; D 44-f, Pls. 30, 124) are from mixed
groups, and of these the only distinctive piece is D 44-f with its delicately drawn sphinxes
confronting a quadruple lotus.
In contrast to the meager selection from the last quarter of the seventh century, the Middle
Corinthian period provides a fair number of figured vases which are, for the most part, large
and impressive pieces, often of good quality. Comparativelyearly, probably to be dated to the
second decade of the sixth century are the two pyxides from grave 157 (P1. 86); they are very
similar in shape except that 157-m (Pls. D, 87) has plastic female heads for handles, and
157-n has not. Their neat stocky figures are drawn in closely related styles, both reflecting the
Early Corinthiantradition. Datable to the same decade is another convex-sided pyxis, 141-6
(Pls. E, 19), with even stockier figures, but by a differenthand. A fourth artist, very nearly contemporary, painted the second protome pyxis, X-131 (Pls. C, 87), which has two female heads
only.
Of the cups, three have the normal frieze made up of sirens, griffinbirds, and panthers
(156-5, P1. 84; 157-c, P1. 84; D 44-c, P1.30); a fourth, D 44-b (Pls. B, 30), has two friezes. Nos.
156-5 and 157-c are by the same hand, and for the painters of D 44-b and D 44-c, see the catalogue. The fifth cup, 148-1 (P1.83), is by the Lausanne Painter, and is of interest in that it
has no offset lip.
There are also a few lesser vases which stand apart from the heavy styles typical of the
Middle Corinthianperiod. The bottle, 157-h (P1.86), and the two skyphoi, 157-a (P1.83) and
169-5 (P1.83), certainly derive from an early tradition, but must date from at least the middle
of the first quarter of the sixth century. With them may be mentioned the two phialai from
grave 157 (P1.84).
The remainder of the figured vases from this quarter century are all typically Middle Corinthian in style. The followers of the Dodwell Painter decorated four of the five large figured
oinochoai from the Cemetery. Three (155-6, P1. 22; 155-b, P1. 22; and 157-f, P1. C), all with
wide neck and broad bottom, belong to the group of Necrocorinthiano. 1124, a heavy untidy
style with lavish incision and thick filling ornament. A fourth oinochoe, 155-a (Pls. A, 85),
also a broad-bottomed vase but with a tall flanged neck, is by the Geledakis Painter. The
most distinctive style to be found among the oinochoai, indeed on any of the figured vases
from the Cemetery, is that of D 44-e (Pls. 30, 124). Its incision is neat and deliberate, and
the drawing more mannered than that on any contemporarywork.
The decoration of the remaining large vases in the Middle Corinthianfigured series is in the
heavy style. The amphora, 141-5 (Frontispiece, P1. 85), is one of the most striking vases from
the Cemetery in its boldness of design. Another important vase is the early krater, 135-3
(P1. 18). Of the three skyphoi, 147-1 (P1.83) is a pure example of the heavy manner, and the

21 Weinberg's statement (Corinth,VII, i, p. 92) that most
of the pottery made at Corinth after the middle of the sixth
century was in imitation of Attic pottery cannot be accepted
without some reservations. At no time, not even in the fifth

7*

century, were the various kinds of oinochoai and powder
pyxides influenced by imports; for the skyphoi, see pp. 108,
124, 127-128.
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two others (147-2 and 162-3, PI. 83) belong to the group which affected shaded rosettes (Patras
Painter). The Scale Painter's group is representedby the pyxis 157-o (PI. 88). The style of the
pyxis 155-c (P1.88) is unusually untidy and awkward.
Most of the aryballoi can be placed in this quarter century. The three with komasts (156-9,
P1. 124; 172-k and 172-1, PI. 26), and two others (168-7, P1.27, and X-128) are typical of the
period. Here also belong most of the aryballoi with processions of warriors.
Only three vases with incised figures can be dated with any assurance later than the first
quarter of the century. The most ambitious is the krater X-134 (PI. 89) with its panels of
sirens. The skyphos, 162-3 (PI. 83), has a chain of dancing women. The third is an aryballos
with a rather well drawn but elongated siren (163-5, P1. 25). Perhaps also to be dated in the
second quarter is the pyxis, 182-7 (PI. 88). The Cemetery had none of the fine large pots with
mythological scenes drawn on a red ground which were the outstanding products of the Late
Corinthianperiod.
Vases decorated in the silhouette style22 are amply represented among the finds from the
Cemetery, the majority of them dating from the Middle Corinthian period.23The various
degrees of divergence from the standard incised animal style are numerous: 180-1 (P1.27)
and 172-h (P1. 26) look like poor Middle Corinthian without incision; the goats of 141-2
(P1.86) and the indeterminate figures of 168-5 (P1.27) "straggle"; and five of the skyphoi
and one pyxis, 159-12 (P1.24), have comparatively neat single-line figures in a dotted field.
Silhouette figures occur on two pyxides from grave 224 (PI.33). No. 222-1 (PI.32) is a debased
form of the usual figuredcup. In addition to the four normal skyphoi with running dogs (128-c;
182-1 and 182-2, PI. 28; X-121) there is a very tiny miniature which offers not only a dog,
but what appearsto be a human figure(182-3, Pls. 28,124). The latest and one of the most successful applications of the stylized silhouette figures is the pyxis with tall sphinxes, 253-3 (PI. 35).
The subsidiary decoration on the figured vases is often as interesting as the figures. Red24
is of course used for details of the figures, but both red and white are generously applied in
other ways. Most commonis the wide band of glaze on which are painted narrow lines of red and
white in the same way as on the black-glazedvases, for example the cock amphoraor the kraters.
The figured vases in fact offer a wider selection of designs than do the pattern vases. Most
of the common kinds of patterns, such as the double-dotted band, vertical zigzags, etc., occur
frequently in conjunction with friezes of figures. In addition to these there are a number which
do not occur on the pattern vases as such: slanting checker, whirligig, reserved daisy, scales,
double rays (notably 155-c, P1. 88), and tongues. The lotus-palmette complexes, which are
found on pattern vases only in one form, the quatrefoil of the aryballoi, are an essential part
of the figured frieze in many vases. In 165-a, 1655-6,157-d, 167-f, and D 44-f, it is the central
motif around which the animals are grouped. The most striking example is the amphora on
which the palmette fills the whole panel of one side, and reappearsin smaller form between the
cocks on the other (141-5, PI. 85, Frontispiece).

PATTERN DECORATION

The term "pattern" has been adopted in preference to "linear," which would exclude not
only floral but all the more elaborate forms; and to "conventionalizing"which, though excel22
Hopper's very useful nomenclature; B.S.A., XLIV,
1949, p. 163.
23 Skyphoi: 141-2, 142-a, 163-1, 163-2, 169-1, 180-1,
180-2. Pyxides: 159-12, 224-5, 224-6, 253-3. Others: 168-5

(oinochoe), 172-h (phiale), 222-1 (cup).
24 No white has been preserved on any of the figures
except for the white dots around the shields on the warrior
aryballoi.
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lently descriptive of many late sixth and fifth century designs, would not apply to the simpler
patterns such as dots, zigzags, and bands, and which was in any case not intended to cover
the elaborately decorated small vases of the seventh and earlier sixth century.25
Almost every shape of vase representedin the grave groups is found with patterns. Skyphoi
are the most common at all times (pp. 105, 123). Pyxides are nearly as numerous, since, with
very few exceptions, these depend exclusively on patterns for their decoration. All amphoriskoi
and almost all of the miniatures of standard vases, e.g., the hydriai, also appear with patterns.
Oinochoai in this style are much less common, and there is one krater, 153-2 (PI. 20). In
generalthe shapes which are found with all three kinds of decoration tend to be much smaller
when decorated with patterns.
The selection of designs found on the pattern vases from the Cemetery is not large. By
far the most popular, particularly in the first half of the sixth century, is the dotted band,
which is used for almost all shapes. The dots fill wide areas of the vase (141-3, P1. 19; 169-8,
P1. 24) or are confined to a narrow space between broad glazed lines; most often there are two
rows only, with the dots staggered in position.26As common as the dots are the vertical zigzags
which occur chiefly on skyphoi, where the pattern is usually subordinated to other types of
decoration, and on powder pyxides, where the pattern is the main decoration. The horizontal
zigzag appears on a few small sixth century skyphoi, kalathoi, various pyxides, and miniature

phialai.
Of other designs, the Z-pattern is found on the pyxides 166-10 (PI. 20) and 159-11 (P1.24),
and an elaboration of it on the rims of several kraters. The cone pattern appears rarely in
this period (200-1, PI. 31, and D 6-a). Isolated occurrencesare the four-barredsigma on D 43-a
(PI. 25) and the herringbone, D 44-j (PI. 30). All the patterns thus far montioned occur also
on figured vases which, in addition to their friezes, have a wide range of patterns (see above).
A number of small vases are decorated only with horizontal bands of glaze and added red.
Most of these are careless miniature versions of shapes which are more elaborately decorated
when of normal size. Among the larger vases one finds horizontal banding on three tripod
pyxides (163-1, PI. 88; 173-3, PI. 27; 186-3, PI. 28), the special powder pyxides (128-h, PI. 18;
268-4, P1. 34), a small hydria (160-9, P1. 24), the early kalathoi (128-f, P1. 18; 167-b), the
one-handled cup (143-1, P1. 20), and the aryballos (147-18, P1. 21).
A related system of decoration appears on the vases in the so-called white style, which consists of wide reserved areas punctuated only here and there by narrow bands of patterns.
In the more elaborate examples, which date chiefly from the Late Corinthian period, the
patterns are often rather complex with many touches of added red, but the style is represented
in the Cemetery only by a few vases decorated simply with glazed and double-dotted bands.
These few, the two oinochoai, 180-4 (P1. 27) and 188-4 (P1. 29), and the bottle, 167-i (P1. 23),
date from the late MC or the beginning of the LC period; the oinochoe, 237-1 (P1. 32),
with simple bands, is much later. The representation is no larger because the shapes which
most often appear with this kind of decorationwere not regularly deposited as grave offerings.27
25A.J.A., XXXV, 1931, p. 16. There seems no justification
for segregating here the later vases with floral designs from
other pattern vases, since floral motifs are very infrequent
among the Cemetery finds, and the more numerous vases
with simpler patterns appear to form a continuous series
throughout the sixth and most of the fifth centuries.
26 The band of alternately
spaced dots (called in the
catalogue "double-dotted band") may be a careless version

of the checker pattern, which in its true form is found only
on 194-3 and D 44-f. The crosshatching of 135-1 and 157-u
may be an even more debased form.
27 I.e., the kothons and
pyxides with upright handles. For
the skyphoi and the trefoil oinochoai with narrow foot, two
other shapes commonly found with white-style decoration,
black glaze was preferred for funeral vases. For the white
style in general, see Weinberg, Corinth, VII, i, pp. 81-83.

Floral patterns are found on comparatively few vases of the sixth century. The one common
motif is the quatrefoil, which appears on eleven aryballoi and three alabastra.28The interlocking lotus and bud pattern is used for three quite similar large vases, two oinochoai (224-4
and D 46-a, P1. 33) and a hydria (D 46-b, P1. 33). Other than these, the only examples with
floral designs are one amphoriskos with reversing lotuses, D 44-i (P1.30), a single pyxis lid
(235-1) with a similarbut debased pattern, and a late lekanis with lotus and leaf (257-8, P1. 34).
The ovoid marks on the rim of 257-5 (P1.34) may well be a degeneration of the connected
bud pattern.29
BLACK-GLAZE DECORATION
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Although the group of black-glazed vases is the second largest in the sixth century, only
slightly less numerically than that of the pattern vases, the style of decoration is confined,
with very few exceptions,30to skyphoi and oinochoai. Some of the vases are black all over;
others have a reserved area above the foot, usually with pointed rays; and a few, all pitchers,
have incised tongues at the shoulder. Almost all have the additional decoration of narrow
red, or red and white lines. The group of oinochoai with incised and colored tongues on the
shoulder, and, strictly speaking, all pots with red and white lines, belong to Payne's blackpolychrome style, but since the same shapes occur with both simple black glaze and with
polychromy, it does not seem advisable to separate the vases having the two systems of decoration. The skyphoi with multicolored bands have been segregated, however (p. 106, group i),
but mainly because the shape differs from that of the skyphoi with red lines only. Shoulder
tongues appear on several tall trefoil oinochoai with narrowfoot (p. 109) and on two sixth century globular oinochoai (161-3, P1. 20; 264-3, P1. 37). The use of incised shoulder tongues and
of red and white lines on black is carried into the fifth century by the large trefoil oinochoai;
and the round-mouthed oinochoai (pp. 134-137) continue the custom of colored lines down
through the third quarter of the century.

UNGLAZEDWARES

A small number of pots found in the seventh and early sixth centuriesare completely undecorated. These comprise the large coarse kitchen vessels used for pot burials and the group of
round-bodied trefoil oinochoai. With very few exceptions both kinds are handmade and show
clear traces of paring marks. Unlike the fifth century unglazed vases, which were sophisticated
pieces turned out by potters who had the decorative effects of the clay well in mind, the sixth
century unglazed wares seem to be survivals of an earlier and comparatively crude tradition
of pot-making.31

CHRONOLOGY

The problem of establishing a chronology for the graves of the late seventh century and the
first half of the sixth concerns in large part the character of the grave groups. For this period
three main kinds of groups may be differentiated: the relatively few wealthy graves with

28There are no examples of the later derivations of this
pattern, the cinque- and sixfoils; but see the octofoils on the
krater handles, 153-2 (P1. 20).
29As on the large
skyphoi, e.g., Necrocorinthia,p. 334,
fig. 180, a type which does not appear in the Cemetery.

30 Exceptions: concave-sided pyxis, 128-g (polychrome),

tripod pyxis, 188-6, aryballos, D 44h, the kraters, X-135,
X-136. See also 141-7 and 142-e.
31 See
p. 111 for the oinochoai; the lack of decoration on
the cooking pots has of course a practical purpose.
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figured vases of good quality; the children's graves, often very well furnished, but with special
small pots; and the large series of burials which contain only a skyphos and an oinochoe, both
black-glazed. The figured vases can be dated according to Payne's chronology, and the groups
in which they occur seem to be, with very few exceptions,32consistent within themselves.
The children's graves can often be related to these through the aryballoi which occur also
in the richergraves. The third series, however, the graves with just two large black pots, stands
almost completely independent of the others. The only areas of contact are, in the Cemetery,
a few skyphoi and one oinochoe.33With these fixed points, it should be possible to place a
typological sequence of the black-glazed oinochoai and skyphoi in accurate relation to the
better dated pieces. The consensus is, however, that the skyphoi are almosthopeless for chronological purposes34and this is in large part true. A similar complexity is found among the
oinochoai. For this reasonmany of the skyphos-oinochoegraves have been given very tentative
dates. A rough sequence of development has, however, been determined for about half the
graves in this third series (see summaries below, pp. 106-108, 110-111).
The sequence of the graves thus established does not conflict with the development of the
few other kinds of vases found in the burials. Most of these are vases with pattern decoration,
and among them the skyphoi and pyxides are most numerous. In regard to relative dating,
the tripod pyxis offers welcome corroborationthroughout the series, but the powder pyxis and
the patterned skyphos do not show any obvious regular development (see pp. 105, 116).
The aryballoi also fit well into the sequence. For the positive chronology, the aryballoi at
first glance seem to present difficulties, but if the dating establishedby the Ures for the Rhitsona
graves is followed, the aryballoi prove to be consistent with the other vases.35Other shapes,
such as the bowls and phialai, which are almost always small, poor, and few, are of no significance for the chronology.
A few graves of the first half of the sixth century contain Attic vases, and these groups,
if any, should offer either confirmation or contradiction of the established chronology. The
fact is, however, that they give only limited help. In several cases (171, 212, 213), the Attic
vase is a normal black-glazed skyphos, and the dating for this shape in Athens is no more
accurately defined than for the same shape in Corinth. For the two skyphoi with red bands,
see the discussion under 155. The series of banded kylikes of komast shape is also at present
not sufficiently well dated to help in more than a general way. Of the five little master cups
two (173-4 and 246-2) occur in very modest groups which are difficult to relate to the major
sequences; the other three (202-3, 219-3, and 220-4) come from richer graves and are, at the
least, not inconsistent with the Corinthianseries (see catalogue, especially under 218-2, 219-1).
The chief benefit gained from the presence of most of the imports is that enough examples of
the Attic skyphoi and cups exist to permit one to observe a limited sequence of development
among them.
The three groups (147, 157, 172) which include pots
covering more than a decade are all graves with an unusually
large number of offerings, and of these some are household
objects which were not new when deposited. Probably more
serious is the apparent gap between the two vases in 264.
See also 272-6, 333-1, and 402-2 from the fifth century.
33 See p. 110. Not much more can be found in other
studies. Even so splendid a survey as Necrocorinthia leaves
certain areas almost untouched and cannot include the great
number of variant forms that inevitably occur in excavated
32

material. One reason is Payne's necessary reliance on the
material from the colonies, to which, apparently, only
standard forms rather than funeral vases were sent, and on
museum collections which contain much typical grave
furniture but from dispersed groups. Weinberg's weighing
of the evidence in Corinth,VII, i is invaluable so far as it
is applicable, but see p. 98 and note 20.
4 Hopper, p. 218.
35 See pp. 113-114 below.
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With the chronology thus worked out, it appears that in the late seventh century very few
burials were made in the area36and that the children's graves among them contained small
but good groups of offerings. In the early sixth century many more interments were made and
they were often very richly furnished, containing a number of excellent figuredvases.37Several
good groups exist which are transitional between MCand LC I, and these too have many figured
vases, though of poor quality. Thereafter figured vases all but disappear, and in their stead
one finds many imports, chiefly cups of the shallow banded type and a few little masters. In
the second quarter of the century Corinthianvases are almost completely limited to skyphoi
and globular oinochoai, with the addition of pyxides for the children'sgroups.
In this accounting of the pottery of the first half of the century, two points of interest appear:
first, that aryballoi, so long-lived at other sites,38are found no later than the middle of the second
quarter of the sixth century. Second, other figured vases disappearat the same time.39In view
of the discussion prevalent concerning Payne's date for the end of the figured vases, it would
be gratifying if one could consider the evidence from the Cemetery final and incontrovertible.
However, because of the limitations in the choice of shape and decoration imposed by funeral
customs and the more or less accidental distribution of the graves throughout the various
periods, one cannot expect the history of Corinthianceramics to be adequately illustrated by
the finds in the Cemetery.
In the second half of the sixth century, the smaller number of burials and the comparative
poverty of the offerings permit a chronological arrangement less secure than that for the
preceding period. Attic imports date a number of the graves. Other groups contain one or
two survivals of earliertypes of vases, the durationof which is difficult to estimate. The skyphosoinochoe combination continues, often, fortunately, with a stabilized shape of skyphos, but
with a series of pitchers no two of which are alike. Most are survivals of the globular oinochoe
shape, and of these a few40are near duplicates of earlier forms; the rest are late variations in
which no unity or sequence can be observed. To attempt a summary of the development
through this half-century would be unwise, but a few general statements may be made: there
is no figured ware (except 222-1, P1. 32 and 253-3, P1. 35); pattern vases, including "conventionalizing" ware proper (see p. 101), continue in small numbers; and Attic vases are common, appearing in about a third of the groups. Except for 250 (Pls. 35,79), the groups are
all modest, though the Attic cups, 237-2 (PI. 32), 244-1 (PI. 32), 246-2 (PI. 34), which appear
alone or with only a small oinochoe, could not have been inexpensive.
LISTSAND SUMMARIES
SKYPHOI WITH FIGURED DECORATION41

128-e
141-2
142-a
147-1

(P1.18)
(P1.86)
(P1.19)
(P1.83)

147-2
167-a
159-5
162-3

(P1.83)
(P1.83)
(P1.83)
(P1.83)

163-1 (P1.25)
163-2 (P1.25)
169-1
180-1 (P1.27)

36For the graves without offerings which may date from
about this period, see p. 79.
37
Compare the distribution in Corinth, VII, i, in which
only a very few pieces from this and the following period
were published, in contrast to the mass of material from the
EC period.
38 For example at Rhitsona (Ure, Aryballoi, pp. 43ff.).
The Corinthian potters must have continued making the
aryballoi for provincial markets where the fashion survived

180-2 (P1.27)
182-1 (P1.28)
182-2 (P1.28)

182-3 (P1.28)
X-121

much longer than at home. A septafoil aryballos is the single
late example in Corinth,VII, i (pl. 43, no. 364).
89Excepting 222-1 and 253-3.
40 Notably 250-11, with which may be compared 162-4,
for example. The persistance of the form is remarkable, and
increases the likelihood (see p. 80) that this kind of vase was
primarily a funeral object in that it reflects the strong conservatism usually found in funerary customs.
41
Necrocorinthia,pp. 308f., 323f.: Hopper, pp. 218ff.

The four skyphoi with normal figured decoration are all Middle Corinthian. No. 169-5,
with its narrow foot, is a survival of an Early Corinthiantype, and 167-a, comparatively low
and broad, also carrieson the earliertradition. The two from 147 are very large vases of typical
MiddleCorinthianshape and with animals in the heavy style. The somewhat later 162-3 has a
chain of dancing women.
The shapes of the skyphoi with silhouette decorationinclude the small, neat Early Corinthian
128-e and X-121, with running-dog frieze, the later development of the same shape (141-2,
163-1, and 163-2), and the contemporary shallow skyphoi which resemble in shape the
black-glazed skyphoi of group i (169-, 180-2). No. 142-a has an offset rim, and the runningdog skyphoi of 182 are comparatively late miniatures. The styles of silhouette painting represented are as varied as the shapes (see above, p. 100).
PATTERN SKYPHOI42
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Description: small vases (between 3 and 5.5 cm. in height) with tapering walls and very
small foot; vertical zigzags in handle zone, wide red and black bands below; other details
as noted in catalogue.
D 4-a (P1. 24)
221-1 (P1.33)
172-c (P1.26)
136-1 (P1.18)
D 4-b (P1. 24)
172-d (P1.26)
224-2 (P1.33)
142-b (P1.19)
D 4-c (P1. 24)
226-1
147-3 (P1.21)
172-e (P1.26)
D 4-d (P1. 24)
174-1 (P1.28)
231-1 (P1.32)
147-4 (P1.21)
D 4-e (P1. 24)
174-2 (P1.28)
239-2 (P1.32)
164-2 (P1. 18)
D 6-a
247-1 (P1.35)
156-3 (P1.20)
181-1 (P1.28)
D 43-a (P1.25)
181-2 (P1.28)
163-a (P1.25)
260-9 (P1.35)
D 43-b (P1.25)
188-1 (P1.29)
263-1 (P1.35)
170-1 (P1.27)
X-122
257-5 (P1.34)
200-1 (P1.31)
172-b (P1.26)
268-1 (P1.34)
208-1
Small skyphoi with bright patterns are a typical Corinthian product through the sixth
century and much of the fifth (for the latter, see p. 123). The distribution during this long
period is about equal, except for the concentration in the middle of the first half of the sixth
century, an incidence which seems to be fortuitous.43Their basic decoration conforms in most
cases to the description above, but many of them, as noted in the catalogue, have an additional
dotted band at the middle of the wall. The few examples with rays at the base (those from
graves 142, 172, 174) are no earlier than the first of the series with bands, e.g., 135-1 (see
catalogue, however). Six of the skyphoi listed44are taller than the others, i.e., over 5.5 cm.; their
decoration is the same as on the smaller vases, but here the examples with rays (147-3, 147-4,
X-122) are the earliest. For the miniatures, see below.
Although the system of vertical zigzags in the handle zone continues throughout the entire
history of the group, the horizontal zigzag was introduced (the earliest, 231-1) in the second
half of the sixth century, and eventually all but superseded the older motif. The cone pattern
appears twice (200-1 and D 6-a), and buds are found on 258-1 and perhaps 267-5, but skyphoi

no. 1516 do not exist in the Cemetery.
decoratedwith elaboratepatterns as Necrocorinthia
For skyphoi with decoration on the underside, see 174-1, 174-2.
42
Necrocorinthia,pp. 279f., 334f.; Hopper, pp. 218ff.
4 Note the large number of examples in grave 172 and
Deposit 4.

44Nos. 147-3, 147-4, 163-a, 221-1, 257-5, X-122.

MINIATURE PATTERN SKYPHOI45

160-5 (P1.24)
166-c
172-f (P1.26)

172-g (P1.26)
180-3 (P1.27)

186-1 (P1.28)
194-1

228-1
249-3 (P1.34)

These small vases (all under 3 cm. in height) are usually broad and shallow, but a few are
comparatively deep, as the pair from 172. All have vertical zigzags or lines above horizontal
bands except 186-1. They date from the Middle Corinthian period down into the late third
quarter of the sixth century.
BLACK-GLAZED SKYPHOI46 (Fig. 11, P1.

92)

(Fig. 11, P1. 18) 160-3
168-1
(P1.18)
168-2
(P1.20)
(Fig. 11, P1.22) 168-3
(P1.22)
(Fig. 11, P1.20)

Groupii
160-4
161-2
164-2
168-4

173-1 (P1.27)
(P1.24)
192-a (PI. 30)
(P1.20)
(Fig. 11, P1.25) 193-1 (P1.27)
(P1.27)
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Group i
129-2
130-2
131-1
155-4
155-5
156-4

(P1.24)
(Fig. 11, P1.27)
(P1.27)
(P1.27)

190-2 (Fig. 11)
191-2 (P1.27)
238-1 (P1.32)
D 1-a

D 2-a (P1.21)
D 3-a
D 43-c (PI. 25)
X-123
X-124

202-1 (P1.31)
203-2 (P1.31)
212-2 (P1.27)

218-1 (Fig. 11, P1.32)
221-2 (Fig. 11, P1.33)
224-3 (P1.33)

Group iii
240-2 (P1.32)
248-1 (Fig. 11)

249-2 (Fig. 11, P1.34) 252-2 (P1.35)
264-2 (P1.37)
250-10 (Fig. 11, P1.35) 255-1 (Fig.11, P1.34) D 5-a (P1.35)
The black-glazed skyphoi of the sixth century may be assigned to three major groups.47
To group i belong the skyphoi with wide, splayed foot, polychrome lines, and narrow reserved
band of fine rays. The skyphoi from the first half of the century with brieferfoot, and with lines
of added red only, comprise group ii. The later skyphoi, group iii, have a wide zone of rays
and often interior red lines.
Groupi. The large vases with flaring foot begin with the shape of 155-4, showing a full but
regular curve in profile from rim to foot; this is a development of such Early Corinthian
skyphoi as Corinth,VII, i, no. 277, pl. 36. The sharper, higher curve of 156-4 and 160-3 is
a variant which appears in the full Middle Corinthian period.48The smaller vases, very low
in proportion to their diameter, begin later than the large skyphoi of the same group and continue probably to about the middle of the century (see catalogue, grave 238). They too develop
the sharply curved profile.49The color is distributed as follows: a white line at the rim, both
inside and out; below the handles a multiple band of three white lines with red between, and

45Necrocorinthia,
pp. 334f.
46Necrocorinthia,pp. 279f., 309f., 324; Hopper, pp. 218f.;
Corinth,VII, i, pp. 64ff., 78f.
47 Nos. 192-2 and X-123 are the only Early Corinthian
black-glazed skyphoi.

48 A still later stage is to be found in the
white-style
skyphos, Corinth,VII, i, p. 81, no. 367, pl. 44; note the high
point of maximum diameter and the narrowness of the base.
49 Compare the skyphoi of similar
shape with silhouette
decoration, e.g., 169-1, 180-2.
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a similar band of five (wrwrw),or sometimes three lines (wrw)just above the rays; the shallow
cups have only one red and two white lines below the handles.50
Groupii. Many of the skyphoi of the second group at first resemble closely in shape the
contemporaryvases of the Samos group.51The wall is rather high, curving slightly to a narrow
and only slightly splayed foot. Although their position in the sequence is by no means clear,
the few examples (192-a, 218-1, 224-3) with the typical brief foot but an extraordinarily
broad curved wall seem to be a variant in the series, but may be a parallel development from
the vases of group i. The banding consists of a red line at the rim, two red lines below the
handles, two more above the rays, and a foot red on the upper surface and usually red on the
underside as well.
Groupiii. The series of later skyphoi show a natural development from the normal type of
group ii, though Attic influence is also to be found to some extent.52The shape is at first very
similar to that of group ii, but the diameter of the bottom gradually increases until by the end
of the century the walls are very nearly vertical. The reserved band with rays widens progressively. With 248-1 the practice is inaugurated of painting three or four red lines on the wall
and floor of the inside of the skyphos, a practice which is continued far into the fifth century.
That a few examples do imitate the Attic form is clear not only from their shape but from
certain details of the decoration, as the lack of red at the rim and upper surface of the foot.
It is likely that about the middle of the century the local type of skyphos was briefly influenced
by the Attic imports, but then developed in its own way.
MINIATURE BLACK-GLAZED SKYPHOI

188-3 (P1.29)
188-2 (P1.29)
187-1 (P1.29)
The black-glazed miniatures, which are found only in children's graves, are poorly made
little vases. Compare the more effectively decorated examples among the contemporary
pattern skyphoi.
152-2

ONE-HANDLED CUP

143-1 (P1.20)

KYLIKES53

D 44-c (P1.30)
D 43-d (P1.25)
157-c (P1. 84)
148-1 (P1.83)
D 44-b (Pls. B, 30)
D 44-d (P1.124)
156-5 (P1.84)
222-1 (P1.32)
The kylikes from the Cemeteryare all MiddleCorinthian,except 222-1, and all figuredexcept
D 43-d (for fabric, see catalogue). Three (157-c, 156-5, and D 44-c) are the usual small vases
with sirens and griffinbirds. Less common is the large D 44-b with two friezes; and 148-1
lacks the normal offset lip. The fragment D 44-d preserves only a male siren. Terminating
the series is 222-1, a debased example with silhouette figures.
PHIALAI54

167-d (Pls. 23, 84)
157-e (P1.84)

172-h (P1.26)

50D 2-a and 130-2 have no white preserved.
51
Necrocorinthia, pp. 62f., nos. 950-964. See further,
catalogue 156-7.
52 See the comments under
grave 155, p. 179, and the
discussion of the imported vases, pp. 153-154

186-2 (P1.28)

187-2 (P1.29)

296f., 310ff., 324; Hopper, pp. 225ff.
Necrocorinthia,pp. 312, 324; Hopper, pp. 228f.; and
H. Luschey, Die Phiale, Bleicherode am Harz, 1939, pp. 147ff.
53 Necrocorinthia,pp.

54

large examples
pair
friezes, and 172-h has a chain of dancing women in silhouette. The other two are simply-decorated miniatures from children's graves of the Late Corinthianperiod.
TREFOIL OINOCHOAI WITH NARROW FOOT55
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147-5 (P1.21)
D 44-e (Pls. 30, 124)
218-2 (P1.82)
224-4 (P1.33)
147-6 (P1.21)
D 46-a (P1.33)
219-1 (P1.32)
247-2 (P1.35)
D 2-b (P1.21)
159-6 (P1.24)
220-1 (P1.32)
One of these oinochoai is figured,two have pattern decoration,and the remainder are black
glazed. The figuredD 44-e has a very strange shape, and is probably unique; for the shape and
the unusual style of drawing, see catalogue. The two examples with patterns (224-4, D 46-a)
are probably the latest of the small-footed trefoil oinochoai, dating at or just after the middle
of the century. The designs are interlocked lotus flowers and buds, and the subsidiary decoration is polychrome.
Only four examples, all of them black with colored tongues on the shoulder, belong to the
common type illustrated in Necrocorinthia,p. 33, fig. 10 G. The earliest of the four is the comparatively stout 147-5 from a good Middle Corinthiangroup; the others must date about the
middle of the century with 219-1 perhaps slightly earlier than 218-2 and 220-1. The distribution of color is the same except for 219-1 which has pairs of red tongues instead of a
single one alternating with the white and black. The remaining oinochoai in the group are
all black-glazed and of widely varying shapes and sizes (see catalogue).
BROAD-BOTTOMED OINOCHOAI56

141-4 (P1. 19)
155-b (P1.22)
160-6 (P1.24)
188-4 (P1.29)
166-6 (P1.20)
160-8 (P1.24)
263-2 (P1.35)
147-7 (P1.21)
D 4-f (P1.24)
168-5 (P1.27)
155-6 (P1.22)
166-7 (P1.20)
155-a (Pls.A, 22, 85) 157-f (Pls. C,23) 180-4 (P1.27)
In the series from the Cemetery, the broad-bottomed trefoil oinochoe appears in
a number of variant forms and with all the major types of decoration. The most common
shape, with broad rounded shoulder and very short wide neck, is found with friezes of figures,
black glaze, or patterns.57Variants of this form, none of them common, include the figured
167-f, with sloping shoulder, and the series with short narrow neck.58The shape with tall
flanged neck is represented by the figured 16655-aand the black-glazed 141-4. The figured
miniature (168-5) with pear-shaped body has been included here for want of a more appropriate category.
Almost all of these vases were found in MiddleCorinthiangroups. Later are two small pitchers
in the white style from the second quarter of the sixth century (180-4, 188-4) and 253-2, a
miniature from the fourth quarterwhich, with its cylindricalbody, is typologically closer to the
small vases of the fifth century.
55Necrocorinthia,pp. 298f., 314f., 825; Hopper, pp. 233ff.
56 Necrocorinthia,pp. 299, 315, 325; Hopper, pp. 237ff.
For a recently found figured example with a shape somewhat
later than 155-a, see Ath. Mitt., LXXI, 1956, Beilage 40,
from a grave near the Diolkos at the Isthmus of Corinth.
See also the three black-glazed pieces from Syracuse, Not.
Scav., 1956, p. 122, fig. 5.

57With figures: 165-6, 155-b; with black glaze: 156-6;
with patterns: 188-4 (a small vase), and D 4-f.
58
Black-glazed: 147-7, 156-7, 160-6; with patterns:
160-8, 180-4, and the miniature 258-2.

GLOBULAR OINOCHOAI59

Description: small trefoil mouth, sharply offset from the short cylindrical neck; handle
risingslightly above lip; large body in the shape of a compressedglobe; foot slightly splayed;
black glaze over all except underside; on shoulder and lower body groups of narrow red
and white lines; red on foot.
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130-3
131-2
141-3
159-7
160-7
161-3
162-4
162-5

(P1.18)
(P1.20)
(P1. 19)
(P1.24)
(P1.24)
(P1.20)
(P1.25)
(P1.25)

164-3
168-6
171-1
187-3
190-3
192-b
203-3
212-3

(P1.25)
(P1.27)
(P1.26)
(P1.29)
(P1.92)
(P1.30)
(P1.31)
(P1. 27)

213-3
221-3
231-2
237-1
238-2
240-3
246-1

(P1.32)
(P1.33)
(P1.32)
(P1.32)
(P1.32)
(P1.32)
(P1.34)

249-4 (P1.34)
260-11 (P1.35)
262-3 (P1.35)
267-6 (P1.34)
264-3 (P1.37)
D 1-b (P1.92)
D 3-b (P1.92)
X-126

One of the largest and most important series of sixth century vases is the group of globular
oinochoai. A few, as 141-3 and 237-1, are small pattern oinochoai, and there is one unglazed
(130-3) and one miniature black-glazed example (168-6).60The others are large, black pitchers
with polychrome bands. For the unglazed globular oinochoai, which are of a basically different
shape, see below, p. 111.
The series does not offer a simple, clear scheme of development, which is to be regretted in
that oinochoai of this shape are so often found in small groups, usually with only a single blackglazed skyphos. A certain number of them, however, can be arranged into a more or less
satisfactory sequence (see P1. 92).
What appears to be the earliest form is very squat with sloping shoulder; one (131-2) was
found with a skyphos which is probably to be dated not long after 600 B.C., and a second
is part of a group with fully developed Middle Corinthianskyphoi (160). Probably about the
end of the first quarter of the century somewhat larger vases occur, still very squat, but with a
higher, flat shoulder (162-4,161-3, D 1-b). A few examples with quite deep body (162-5,164-3,
171-1, D 3-b) seem to follow shortly after.61 Around the middle of the century one finds several
unusually large oinochoai which make up a comparatively homogeneous group: 192-b, 212-3,
213-3, 190-3. These are again very broad, but the neck shows for the first time a distinct
curve in profile, and the handle is higher and the contraction of the foot more pronounced.
Throughout this half century, odd shapes occur which can be dated only by their contexts,
if at all. Notable are the primitive-appearing130-3, the strange 169-7, which may reflect the
proportions of the broad-bottomed oinochoai, and the poorly made examples, 187-3, 203-3,
221-3.
In the second half of the century one finds either static forms, such as 260-11 and 262-3,
which reflect a strong conservatism,or, more often, late variants of the basic shape, each one
an isolated piece. The series continues into the fifth century (see p. 130) when a few examples
are found so conservative in shape that it is only on the evidence of the accompanying skyphoi
that they can be dated so late. The common large trefoil oinochoe typical of the fifth century

(pp. 130-132)seems to be an outgrowthof such variantformsas 240-3 and 238-2.
59Necrocorinthia,p. 337; Hopper, pp. 236f.
Figured examples in this shape are not known. For
Brooklyn 35.641, an ancient vase with modernfrieze, see the
60

account by D. A. Amyx, Brooklyn Museum Bulletin, XXI,
1960, pp. 9ff.
61Most of the chronology has been based on
grave 162.
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series.
the
arrangement
throughout
part there
seems to be no correlationbetween the shape and the system of decoration. Only two examples
have incised and painted tongues on the shoulder, 161-3 and 264-3. A few comparatively
early pieces have at the shoulder a band of five lines alternating white and red (wrwrw), and
on the lower body one red between white lines (131-2, 160-7, 162-4, and see also the variant
system on the later 249-4). The consistent group of very large mid-century pitchers shows a
simpler arrangement with two red between white lines (wrrw) and two red lines only on the
lower body. A few preserve only red lines, both at shoulder and below, perhaps accidentally
in 203-3, but probably red only was applied on 164-3, 221-3, and 246-1. Late examples have
red also on neck and mouth, as in the fifth century. Apparently no color at all was put on the
late 252-3 and 257-6.
The globular trefoil oinochoai must have been made primarily if not exclusively for grave
furniture. I know of no sixth century examples found in the central excavations at Corinth.
No doubt because of their restricted function, they were not exported. In museum collections,
wherethe provenience is known, all oinochoai of the shape were obtained in Corinthor Athens.62
HANDMADE UNGLAZED TREFOIL OINOCHOAI

Description: soft pale clay, unglazed; paring marks on neck and body; trefoil mouth
with narrow lip, high loop handle, wide neck, globular body, flat bottom without foot.
142-c (P1.19)
143-2 (P1.20)
166-8 (P1.20)
157-g (P1.23)

163-3 (Pl. 25)
163-4
170-2 (P1.27)
170-3

172-i (P1.26)
172-j (P1.26)
173-2 (P1.27)
174-3 (P1.28)

174-4 (P1.28)
182-4 (P1.28)
206-2
X-125

The datable pitchers of this type (Fig. 14) are all MiddleCorinthianbut the type is a survival
from a period at least as early as the Protocorinthian. In the large vases of this series no development is discernable,though it may be possible that those with the more sharply differentiated
shoulder are somewhat later. No. 172-j, though found with Middle Corinthianvases, including
another, more developed unglazed oinochoe, seems by far the most primitive. Also of early
form is 182-4, with its long neck and small body (cf. 87-5). Nos. 173-2 and 206-2 are small
vases which may be wheelmade. For other sixth century handmade vases, see p. 118. See
also Corinth,VII, i, pl. 37, no. 301 and pl. 43, no. 357, EC and MCrespectively; and note the
similarity of shape to that of the bronze pitcher, Perachora,I, pl. 61, 14.
A number of very similar jugs have been found at the Argive Heraeum. It is not impossible
that these, like many other dedications found at the sanctuary, were imports from Corinth,
but an Argive origin also seems possible. See Hesperia, XXI, 1952, pp. 202ff., pl. 58. An
explanation of the survival of such a crude technique may perhaps be found in the "Doric"
pots excavated at Asine, very rude pieces found side by side with well-made sub-Mycenaean
vases.63

62 The one
exception is the very early piece in Madrid,
CVA, II (III C), pl. 2, 7, which is reported to be from Alga.
One wonders, in view of the Greek provenience of the other
Corinthian vases from the same collection (Asensi), if this
too might not have been purchased abroad. Cf. for the shape
our 161-3.
On the basis of the Cemetery series, it may now be possible
to date some of the examples in European museums some-

what more accurately: Copenhagen, CVA, II, pl. 83, 10,
early second quarter of the sixth century; pl. 83, 8, probably
last quarter. Hague, Scheurleer, CVA, I (IIIC), pl. 3, 4,
mid-sixth century or a bit later. Paris, Rodin, CVA, pl. 6, 6,
second half of the sixth century (cf. our 262-3 and 221-3).
Louvre, CVA, VI (III Ca), pl. 7, 17, perhaps second quarter.
Braunschweig, CVA, pl. 5, 7, mid-sixth century.
6 Asine, pp. 435f.

169-2
187-4 (P1.29)

189-1 (P1.27)

194-2 (P1.92)

267-7 (P1.34)

No. 189-1 is a large black-glazed olpe of Attic type, with trefoil mouth; 187-4 and 194-2
are miniatures of approximately the same shape. An unusual small vase with round mouth
and offset shoulder, 267-7, dates from the end of the sixth century. The typical Corinthian
olpe with round mouth and figured decoration is not found in the Cemetery. For 169-2, see
catalogue.
BLACK-GLAZED BEAKED OINOCHOE

254-1 (P1.34)
ROUND-MOUTHED OINOCHOAI65
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191-3 (P1.27)
261-1 (P1.34)

D 5-b (P1.35)
D 5-c (P1.35)

266-2 (P1.34)
268-2 (P1.34)

D 6-b (P1.92)
X-127 (P1.92)

Except for 255-2, a very early form of Type B (pp. 136-137), the above belong to the Type A
series of round-mouthed oinochoai (Fig. 14, pp. 134-136). No. 191-3 is by far the earliest,
probably from the second quarter of the sixth century; the remainder, most of which have
a sloping shoulder, belong to the end of the century and are the forerunners of the large
fifth century series.
BOTTLES66

167-h (Pls. 23, 86)

157-i (P1.23)

169-8 (P1.24)

The small group of bottles comprises one figured and two pattern vases, and of these the
figured vase, 157-h, has, as well as its frieze, the largest selection of patterns. The decoration
of 157-i is in the white style, and that of 169-8 is confined to dots and bands. The shapes
range from the continuous outline of 169-8 through the intermediate 167-h to the sharply
offset shoulder of 157-i. Since two of the three examples were found in grave 157, the vases
of which cover a relatively long period, the North Cemetery bottles offer no evidence to confirm or refute Amyx's suggestion that the slender tapering shape is the earlier.67
HYDRIAI68

135-2 (PI. 18)

160-9 (PI. 24)

D 45-a

D 46-b (PI. 33)

The hydriai from the Cemeteryare pattern vases: one large Late Corinthianexample (D 46-b)
with a panel of chained lotus buds, and the remainderMiddleCorinthianminiatureswith simple
tongues and bands.
AMPHORAS69

141-5 (Pls. 19, 85,
Frontispiece)
64

154-5 (P1. 15)

Necrocorinthia,p. 326; Hopper, p. 242.
Necrocorinthia,p. 337; Hopper, pp. 236ff.
66
Necrocorinthia, pp. 313f.; Hopper, pp. 247f.; Amyx,
p. 226.
67
Amyx, p. 226. Hopper, p. 247, suggests that both types
65

194-4 (P1. 105)

are probably contemporary. The Baltimore example,
Walters Art Gallery no. 48.192, also Middle Corinthian, has
a very wide bottom tapering upward to the mouth.
68Necrocorinthia,p. 336; Hopper, p. 245.
69Necrocorinthia,
pp. 300, 816, 327; Hopper, pp. 243f.

No. 141-5 is a small amphora strikingly decorated in a heavy Middle Corinthianstyle. The
others are two of a number of large coarse vessels used for the interment of infants (see p. 73).
Some of the large burial pots which were not inventoried may well have been similar amphoras.
ARYBALLOI WITH FIGURED DECORATION70

129-3 (Pls. 18, 124)
156-9 (Pls. 20, 124)
167-j (Pls. 23, 124)

163-5 (P1.25)
168-7 (P1.27)
172-k (P1. 26)

D 44-f (Pls. 80, 124)
172-1 (P1.26)
D 42-f (P1.124) X-128
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The most distinctive of the ten figured aryballoi is also the earliest, D 44-f, with its tiny
sphinxes. Nos. 129-3 and 157-j, with cocks, and D 42-f with panther, are also Early Corinthian,
but modest work probably to be dated to the end of the period. The style of the three examples
with birds and sirens is late: Middle Corinthianfor 168-7 and X-128, and probably a bit later
still for 163-5. Also Middle Corinthianare the three komast aryballoi from graves 166 and 172.
For aryballoi with warriors, see below. No flat-bottomed aryballoi were found.

WARRIOR ARYBALLOI71

Description: small spherical aryballoi; black rings on the mouth, dots on the edge;
tongues on the shoulder; bounding lines above and below frieze; two or more horizontal
lines on the handle, with blank area below; in frieze, four warriors marching to right,
carrying shields with purple centers, and spears held forward; no filling ornament.
142-d (PI. 19)
147-8 (P1.21)
147-9 (P1.21)
147-10 (P1.21)

147-11
147-12
147-13
147-14

(P1.21)
(P1.21)
(P1.21)
(P1.21)

169-9 (P1.24)
159-10 (P1.24)
170-4 (P1.27)

172-m (P1.26)
182-5 (P1.28)
182-6 (P1.28)

The fourteen examples listed above include three different kinds of warrior aryballoi. Four
of them (147-11, 147-12, 159-9, 159-10) show warriors with almost recognizable features,
carrying their spears back over their shoulders. The figures on four others (147-13, 147-14,
142-d, 170-4) hold shields of a different kind: three closely-set vertical incisions, glaze on the
left half, purple on the right.72Of the third, and most common type, as noted in the description
above, two examples (147-9, 147-10) have patterns under the handle, a detail which at Rhitsona73is characteristic of the earlier series. That the first two kinds are Middle Corinthianis
clear from their contexts, notably 142 and 169; and the finding of these two in addition to
at least some of the third kind in grave 147 shows that they must all be nearly contemporary.
The pair from 182, although they have a much squatter body, need not be much later. Our
series in general resemblesmost closely the Rhitsona aryballoi from the graves of Ure's group B;
his date of 600-590 B.C. for the group appears only slightly early to be consistent with the
majority of the large vases found with the aryballoi in grave 147.74
70

Necrocorinthia,pp. 287ff., 303f., 319f.; Hopper, pp.197ff.
Necrocorinthia, pp. 288f., 320; Hopper, pp. 200f.;
Ure, Aryballoi, pp. 38ff.
72 This form of shield occurs also on earlier, better-drawn
aryballoi, e.g., Clara Rhodos, VI, p. 17, fig. 7, pl. 1, grave 2;
Dglos, X, pl. 24, nos. 274 and 300. Note also the example
with hailstone fillers from Selinus, Mon. Ant., XXXII, 1927,
71

8

pl. 88, 8; and the amphoriskos, Brussels, CVA, I (III C),
pl. 1, 28.
73 Ure, Aryballoi, pp. 38, 39.
74Aryballoi, p. 23. See also
Reading, CVA, I, pl. 4, nos.
7-11, and pp. 8, 9, where the dates given in the earlier
publications are maintained approximately (grave 86, with
group C aryballoi, is dated 580-570 B.C.).

QUATREFOIL ARYBALLOI75

Description: spherical body; black rings on the mouth, dots at the edge; horizontal
bands on the handle, star below handle. On body, quatrefoil pattern: four oval leaves,
points outward; connecting member above, three arcs with "comb" along top; at bottom,
three or four arcs and one zigzag, with three short tongues below; at center, long ellipse;
purple for large leaves, center line of ellipse and tongues.
D 44-g (PI. 30)
147-15 (P1.21) 157-k (P1.23)
163-c (P1.25)
D 45-b
172-n (P1.26)
147-16 (PI. 21) 157-1 (P1.23)
180-5 (P1.27)
147-17 (P1.21) 163-b (P1.25)
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Although quatrefoil aryballoi occur in almost uncountable numbers elsewhere, only eleven
examples were found in the Cemetery. The earliest are the two (147-16, 147-17) from grave
147, distinguishable from the rest in having a comb instead of petals between the two lower
leaves. A few (157-k, 157-1, 172-n, D 44-g, D 45-b) have petals on the mouth. No. 172-n
is exceptional in being larger and more elaborate than the usual kind. The rest are homogeneous in character, except that 180-5 is small and poor. The combed examples from 147 would
date the beginning of the Cemetery series toward the end of the MiddleCorinthianperiod. The
remainder follow soo after, and belong to the graves transitional between Middle and Late
Corinthian. Although the main group corresponds most closely to the aryballoi from the
Rhitsona graves of Group C,76 especially in their use of the three petals, enough early characteristics are present, as the dots on the edge of the mouth and the patterns below the handles,
to make a transitional position between Middle and Late Corinthian quite reasonable. No
examples of the aryballoi with the cinque- and sixfoil type of decoration were found in the
Cemetery.

PATTERN ARYBALLOS

147-18 (P1.21)

BLACK-GLAZED ARYBALLOS

D 44-h (P1.30)

ALABASTRA77

129-4 (Pls. 18, 124)
129-5 (Pls. 18, 124)

163-6 (P1.25)
163-7 (P1.25)

163-8 (P1.25)
172-o (P1. 26)

X-129
X-130

The three early figured pieces are small vases with common subjects: cocks (129-4), panther
(129-5), and panther-bird (X-129). The one large example (172-o) alternates bands of scale
pattern with rows of marching warriors. Less usual is the quatrefoil on the three alabastra
from grave 163, a motif found almost exclusively on aryballoi. X-130 is an undecorated vase
of local fabric but of a shape foreign to Corinth.

AMPHORISKOI78

188-5 (P1.29)

D 44-i (P1.30)

75 Nerocorinthia, pp. 320f.; Ure, Aryballoi, pp. 43ff.;
see also Hopper, p. 201.
76 The
dating of these, as of the other aryballoi, follows
well the chronology established by the Ures; see particularly

D 44-j (P1.30)

D 44-k (P1.30)

Reading, CVA, I, pp. 9f., pi. 5.
n Necrocorinthia,pp. 281ff., 303ff.; Hopper, pp. 192ff.
78
Necrocorinthia,pp. 314, 324; Hopper, p. 245.

amphoriskoi

period.

probably

with ratherelaboratepatterns;the fourth,D 44-k, foundin the same mixeddepositas two of
the largerexamples,is slenderand decoratedin the white style.
BLACK-GLAZED LEKYTHOI79

219-2 (P1.82)
220-2 (P1.82)

220-8 (P1.82)

260-12 (P1.85)

258-8 (P1.84)
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TheseCorinthianimitations of the black-glazedAttic lekythoi of the Deianeiraclass (see
219-4) first appearin the Cemeteryabout the middleof the sixth century.They differfrom
the Attic in the shallowermouth and the morewidely splayedfoot. Althoughthe shapesoon
disappearedin Athens,it remainednearly static in Corinth,showingonly a decreasein size
and a narrowingat the shoulderduringits centuryof existence(see p. 140 for the fifthcentury
examples).Cf.the lekythos found at Rhitsona,which appearsto be Corinthianand slightly
earlierthan ours (Ure,Aryballoi,pl. 12, 86.266).

PYXIDES WITH CONCAVE SIDES80

128-g (P1. 18)
141-7 (P1. 19)

154-3 (P1. 18)
166-10 (P1.20)

167-r (P1.23)
157-s (P1.23)

170-5 (P1.27)

Five of these pyxides follow the development recognized by Payne, and are, for the most
part, quite normal examples of the type. The series shows most clearly the gradual narrowing

of the body and the contractionof the Protocorinthiantype of turnedknob. The first, 128-g,
with black-polychrome
decoration,is Early Corinthian.The rest are later, and that the series
continuesnot only into the MiddleCorinthianperiodbut down to its very end is shownby
the late and carelessly-made170-5 with its crudelymodelledknob. The usual decorationis
some form of the dotted band; base trianglesoccuronly on 128-g and, in debasedform, on
166-10. For the seventh pyxis, 141-7, which is of interestfor both its shape and decoration,
see catalogue.Thereare no figuredexamples.
PYXIDES WITH CONVEX SIDES AND NO HANDLES81

141-6 (Pls. E, 19)
155-c (P1.88)

156-11 (P1.20)
157-n (Pls. 86, 124)

167-u (P1.28)
167-v (P1.28)

186-4 (P1.28)
D 44-1 (P1.80)

Two of the three figuredexamples(the fine 141-6 and the coarse155-c) and all the small
pattern vases are of normalshape.82The patternsare chiefly dots and bands. The unusual
167-n is very similarin shape and in its style of drawingto the protomepyxis, 167-m. All
are MiddleCorinthianexcept for perhaps186-4 and D 44-1, whichmay date from the beginning of Late CorinthianI.

PYXIDES WITH CONVEX SIDES AND VARIOUS HANDLES

167-m (Pls. D, 86, 87)
167-o (P1.88)

157-p (P1.28)

79Necrocorinthia,pp. 324f., esp. no. 1378, fig. 170.
80

Necrocorinthia,pp. 273, 292f., 805; Hopper, pp. 205ff.
8*

224-6 (P1.33)

X-131 (Pls.C, 87)

81Necrocorinthia, pp. 293, 305f., 322, 331; Hopper,
pp. 210f.
82
Note, however, the tall turned knob on the lid of 141-6.

Three female protomes appear as handles on 157-m, and two on X-131, both figured vases.
A third figured pyxis, 157-o, has ring handles. The pyxis with upright handles, elsewhere
so common, is representedonly by a large dotted vase, 157-p, and by 224-6, a figuredminiature.
TRIPOD PYXIDES83

153-1 (P1. 88)
159-13 (P1.24)
165-d (P1. 88)
173-3 (P1.27)

194-3 (P1. 88)
235-1
239-3 (P1.32)

182-7 (P1.88)
186-3 (P1.28)
188-6 (P1.29)

253-3 (P1.35)
X-132
X-133 (P1.88)
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Most popular of the sixth century pyxides, this shape appears twice with figured decoration
(182-7 and 253-3), once with black glaze (188-6), and ten times with patterns. The development of the shape progresses as usual toward a taller, thinner vase; there is also a tendency to
increase the over-all size. The knob develops from a broad flat button to a rather high, but
small, inverted cone; and the lid, which is flat on the earliest pyxis (the Middle Corinthian
153-1) curves sharply upward in the later examples (as 253-3, from the last quarter of the
century). For the fifth century successor, see p. 143. The domed lid and high supports of
182-7 are exceptional.
The pattern vases are simply decorated with horizontal bands and, on the supports, some
common motif as dots, checker, or zigzag. No. 159-13 is in the white style, and the isolated lid,
236-1, has a debased floral chain.
POWDER PYXIDES4

128-h (P1.18)
157-t (P1.88)

169-12 (P1.24)
168-8 (P1. 88)

168-9 (P1.27)
224-5 (P1.33)

225-1 (P1.32)
258-4 (P1.34)

Six of the powder pyxides from the Cemeteryare of the usual shape: a low cylinder with the
wall of the lid covering the wall of the box. Two (128-h and 258-4) are also cylindrical, but
taller vases with a shallow lid resting on the rim of the box; their decoration consists of horizontal bands of red and black, and 128-8 has also lines of bright yellow.
Few of the normal pyxides come from well-dated groups, and it is difficult to apply the usual
criterion of increasing height to establish their sequence.85The fifth century examples (p. 144)
are certainly taller, but in the preceding century a better indication may be (for the Cemetery
series, at least) the diminishing of the moulding at the lower edge of the lid (compare 168-9
with 224-5, for example). Vertical zigzags in various combinations with horizontal bands form
the decoration of all the pyxides; 159-12 and 224-5 have also a narrow frieze of silhouette
figures on the lid.
KOTYLE-PYXIDES86

157-q (P1.23)

159-11 (Fig. 12, P1. 24)

The two examplesfrom the Cemeteryare both patternvases and, as such, are important
additionsto this small class. That they are later than 600 B.C., the date suggestedfor the
293, 308, 323, 332; Hopper, pp. 215f.
Necrocorinthia,pp. 293f., 333; Hopper, pp. 216ff.

88 Necrocorinthia,pp.
84

85 See Hopper's comment, p. 217.
86 Necrocorinthia,pp. 295f., 310; Hopper, pp. 223ff.
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is certain;there is no reasonfor making159-11 any earlierthan
disappearanceof the shape,87
the othervases in the grave,and 157-q is a companionpieceto the convexpyxis with upright
handlesin the samegroup,a shapenot foundbeforethe MiddleCorinthianperiod.

5

0

Ccm

FIGURE12. KOTYLE-PYXIS,159-11 (1:2)

PYXIS-KALATHOI

154-4 (P1.18)

170-6 (PI. 27)

Hopper'snamefor this shapeis descriptiveof both functionand shape.88The two vases are
probablyboth MiddleCorinthian,in spite of the dissimilarityin shape;and both are decorated
with simplepatterns.No lid was foundwith 170-6; for that of 154-4, see catalogue.
KALATHOI

128-f (P1.18)

167-b

186-5 (PI. 28)

Two of the kalathoiare deep cupswith taperingsides;the third (186-5)is a miniaturewith
a rolled handle across the top. A few horizontallines decorateall three. For fifth century
examples,see p. 149.
LEKANIDES89

142-e (PI.19)

252-4 (P1.35)

257-8 (P1.34)

258-5 (PI.34)

The sixth century lekanidesare all pattern vases. The earliest, 142-e, is unquestionably
MiddleCorinthian(see catalogue).The otherlekanidesare muchlater, the first of a long series
which belongsmainly to the first part of the fifth century(see pp. 144-146).The examplein
Vienna,Necrocorinthia,
p. 308, no. 920, fig. 148,maywell betransitionalbetweenour142-e and
252-4. For Protoatticexamplesof this shape,see Munich,CVA, III, pl. 134, 4-7.
BOWLS

157-1
157-w (P1.23)

160-10 (P1.24)
168-10 (P1.27)

87 Hopper, p. 224.
8B Necrocorinthia,pp.

292f.; Hopper, pp. 209f.

195-1
218-3 (P1.32)

2563-4(P1.85)

89Necrocorinthia,pp. 312, 336; see also p. 308, no. 920,
there called a pyxis. Hopper, pp. 229f.

Thesesmall dishesbelongto no largeseriesand conformto no specifictype; probablythey
werehouseholdutensilsservingonly infrequentlyas grave offerings.Except for 160-10, with
unglazedwalls and a red rim, they are black-glazedand ratherpoorly made. The two odd
bowlsfromgrave167 arestemmed,andit is possiblethat they arenot Corinthian.
KRATERS90

136-3 (P1.89)
153-2 (P1.20)

X-134 (P1.89)

X-135 (PI.89)

X-136 (P1.89)
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Two of the sixth century kratersare figured:the MiddleCorinthian136-3 and the Late
CorinthianX-134. No. 163-2, also MiddleCorinthian,is an unusualpiecewith patterndecoration. The two black-glazedexamplesare Early Corinthian.Nos. 136-3, X-135, and X-136 are
of the type with low foot and withouthandleplates.91
HANDMADEPOTS (CHYTRAI)

260-13 (P1.35)
X-137

X-138 (P1.99)

X-139

X-140

Thesecrudehandmadepots,nearlyglobular,with a very widemouthand narrowout-turned
rim, wereprobablycookingpots laterused for interringinfants (seep. 73, and the amphoras,
p. 1183).Usually there is one handle (two on X-138, X-139) curving out from the rim and down

to the shoulder.Mostshowparingmarks.The pots aredifficultto date sincethe type persisted
for a long time with very little change, and none of the large exampleswere found in any
context. Any of the above except the miniature260-13 could be seventh centuryin date.92
See also the later 495-6.

FRAGMENTS

X-141 (P1.98)

90 Necrocorinthia, pp. 300ff., 316ff., 328ff.; Hopper,
pp. 249ff.
91Necrocorinthia,p. 317, no. 1175. To these may be added
the examples in Corinth, Corinth,VII, i, pl. 32, no. 233; and
Hesperia, XVII, 1948, p. 218, pl. 79, D 13. In reference to

X-142 (P1.96)
the restoration of the foot of the former, see catalogue, X-136.
92Cf. Hesperia, VII, 1938, p. 597, fig. 21, no. 161; and see
Pots and Pans of Classical Athens, American School of
Classical Studies at Athens, figs. 40-44, 62.

3. CORINTHIAN POTTERY OF THE FIFTH AND FOURTH CENTURIES
SHAPES

The most common shapes of the later period are derived from types already well established
in the sixth century: the skyphos, the trefoil oinochoe, and the lekanis. The local skyphos,
almost untouched by Attic influence, appearsin an unbrokenseries from Protocorinthiantimes
down to at least the end of the fourth century-by that time degenerateand long since deprived
of its rays, but essentially the true Corinthianskyphos. The shape of the traditional oinochoe
with shoulder incisions and colored lines becomes diffused into a series of variants and dies out
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in the third quarter of the fifth century. It is replaced in part by the increasing numbers of
small trefoil oinochoai and round-mouthed oinochoai.93The lekanides at first retain the early
shape and decoration,but in the secondhalf of the century, when they becomemuch morenumerous, they lose their painted decoration, and the emphasis is on the elaborate ridging of the lid.
Several new shapes appear during the fifth century, all characteristicallylocal and probably
quite independent of Attic influence. Most important are the various oinochoai, the onehandled cup, the miniature bowl, and the miniature banded lekythos, all components of typical fifth century groups. Lamps first occur about the middle of the fifth century, Type V the
earliest, followed by well-made IV's; they become a standard part of the offerings, however,
only in the fourth century, when special, non-functional lamps were made apparently for
funeral use only.94
In the fourth century, all the shapes of local origin are survivals of older types.95 The
semi-glazed skyphos, the various oinochoai, and the lekanides show no basic change, merely a
decline in quality. The only types which can possibly be considered as new local inventions
are the unglazed powder pyxis, and the miniatures such as the tiny amphoras and hydriai.
Althoughthe new shapesshow that duringthe fifth century the Corinthianpotters maintained
a substantial amount of independence and originality, Attic influence was nonetheless very
strong. For about the first two-thirds of the century the demand for certain kinds of vases was
adequately supplied by imports, notably the lekythoi, kylikes, and, to some extent, the skyphoi;
as a result, the local factories concentrated on other shapes and produced very few imitations
of contemporary Attic vases. In the later fifth century, however, when imports practically
ceased, the lack was filled by a flood of local copies. Masses of white-ground lekythoi, both
with patterns and figures, were turned out, often of very good quality. Even better were the
red-figured squat lekythoi. The Attic skyphos of developed "Corinthian"shape, which had
always been popular, also appeared in Corinthian fabric. Other drinking vessels were copied
now and then: the kantharos, ribbed mugs, bolsals, and kylix.96
In the fourth century the offerings are so limited that they are not at all representative of
the ceramic production of that period. In the Cemetery series, the only new developments of
any importance are those derived from Attic sources, the ovoid and Laphaes skyphoi, and
the lamps of Type VII.
9 Types A and B had their beginnings in the sixth century
but became standardized somewhat later; Types C and D
developed in the later fifth century, and D is by far the most
common fourth century pitcher.
4 Nilsson, Geschichte,II, pp. 356ff. The offering of lamps
begins, at least in the North Cemetery, much earlier than
Nilsson believed.

95 This is true of funerary offerings, not necessarily of
domestic wares.
96 Other copies: bowls, amphoriskos, lekanis. It would
seem that the rarity of these shapes in the Cemetery is due
to the restrictions of convention in the choice of funeral
offerings rather than to their unpopularity in general, since
they are much more frequent in well groups and habitation
deposits.

DECORATION
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The distribution of the several systems of decoration is much less striking in the fifth than
in the preceding century. The number of black-glazed vases far exceeds the patterned and
figured vases at this time. The glaze, never of good quality, degenerates rapidly, and in the
fourth century is so fugitive that its presence is often questionable. Only in a few cases where
there was a serious effort to imitate Attic vases does one find glaze of good quality. Lines of
added color were regularly used for a few shapes down to the end of the fifth century: red for
skyphoi, red and white for certain types of oinochoai (pp. 130, 134-18). The practice of dipping was general, and in the later fifth century, often a third to a half of the vase was left
unglazed. This is particularly notable in the skyphoi, and for that reason the term "semiglazed" has been adopted for the largest series.97
Corinthianpatterns98appear chiefly on small skyphoi, various pyxides, and lekanides, almost
all of them survivals of sixth century shapes. Except for a very few lekanides, pattern decoration was not used after the middle of the fifth century.99In general, the repertorywas confined
to zigzags, horizontal bands, cone pattern, and meanders. Red was still commonly used, often
applied directly to the clay. Patterns of Attic origin are the ivy, the laurel, and probably
the red palmette which decorate Corinthianwhite-ground lekythoi; see also the lekanides,
p. 146.
Possibly as a result of local pride reacting to the invasion of Attic glazed and figured wares,
but perhaps merely as a quirk of fashion, unglazed pottery won a sudden popularity about
the middle of the fifth century. At first of very fine shape, beautifully made, polished and
fired to bring out the quite extraordinary cream and apricot colors of the clay, the best examples are among the most attractive Corinthianproducts of any period. The inventor of the
lekanis with ridged lid probably set the fashion100
which was extended to other shapes, notably
the small trefoil oinochoai, round-mouthedoinochoai Type B,101skyphoi, bowls, kalathoi, and
the fourth century powder pyxides. Among the miniatures, for example the small lamps, the
absence of glaze is rather the result of cheap and careless production.
Quite different in appearance but almost certainly local in manufacture are two kinds of
fabric found occasionally in the Cemetery. One is blisterware, used only for a series of small
oinochoai, otherwise undecorated (pp. 137-138). The second is the brittle, coarse, often brickred ware from which cooking pots were made.
CHRONOLOGY

The relative chronology for the first half of the fifth century is, for the most part, quite
clear, since the seri es of graves in this period is so large that a considerable amount of overlapping occurs,102and there are no important gaps. For the positive chronology, the imported
Attic lekythoi serve as the best control. Most valuable is the unbroken series of small palmette
lekythoi, which range in shape from the very stout to the very tapered. Convenient fixed

97
"Semi-glazed" vases, in the sense of the term as it is
used for Attic wares, do not occur; the miniature banded
lekythoi and the odd vase 449-1 have broad lines of red
paint, not glaze (see also 496-13).
98For Attic patterns on Corinthianvases, see pp. 142-143.
99See however the patterns in a group of domestic vases,
Hesperia, VI, 1937, pp. 283ff., figs. 20-22.
100See also 111, handmade oinochoai of Argive
p.
type.
101 See also
Necrocorinthia,p. 337, no. 1552 C, Berlin 1667,

from Vulci, an unglazed trefoil oinochoe with steps which may
perhaps belong to this series.
102 The cluster of infant graves, nos. 266 and
following,
has been catalogued as a unit, since the unusual character
of the offeringspermits only the most general dating. Though
they may perhaps extend through the whole first quarter of
the fifth century, some of the graves can be placed roughly
about 475 B.C., and it is possible that all were made at the
same time (see p. 218).
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points for the first stage of development are the parallels from Marathon (490 B.C.) and the
Persian debris at Athens (480-479 B.C.). The second stage is datable by the occurrence of a
representative example in a grave (307) with a red-figured lekythos of about 460 B.C. The
third stage can be dated by a well group in Athens of about 460-440 B.C. (see further, p. 164).
In this well were also found ivy lekythoi which at Corinth overlap slightly the last palmette
lekythoi and which from other evidence in Athens can be dated to the middle and early third
quarter of the fifth century.
In corroborationone may cite the dates given by Bloeschl03 for the later Attic kylikes. His
"Wiener Schalen," which he assigns to the period ca. 475 to ca. 450 or slightly later, correspond
nicely with the series from the Cemetery,the developed examples of which 104 occur in the same
graves as the palmette lekythoi, groups ii and iii. Other Attic imports, notably the skyphoi,
fit without difficulty into this framework,which also makes adequate allowance for the development of the various types of Corinthianvases.
For the second half of the fifth century it is necessary to rely again on the lekythoi for chronological evidence. These are local lekythoi, however, and their quality is much poorer than
the Attic; also there is less uniformity in the development of the shapes. Even so, a partial
reconstruction of the sequence is possible. A decade or two after the middle of the century the
imported ivy lekythoi reached a maximum of popularity. Suddenly they were replaced by
local products. Most common at first were the painstaking copies of the Attic ivy lekythoi;
these continued for some time, eventually developing a peculiar incurve below the shoulder.
Contemporarywith them is a small series of very much the same shape but with other decoration and with a thick application of white over the neck, shoulder, and body.
About the same time, one finds a few very large white-groundlekythoi of a different shape,
but also of local fabric. The deep mouth and rounded body must derive from the normal Attic
white-groundlekythos, but in general the vase seems almost a caricatureof the Attic prototype.
If one can suppose that models were available in the Potters' Quarter,then only a most incomplete perception could account for the white neck and for the out-turned lip and swollen
body. However this odd shape came into being, the fact remains that it existed, and that,
lacking new stimulus from Athens, the potters adopted it and subjected the shape to a remarkable series of changes. The most notable development is in the mouth, which, from its early
deep bell-like form, became more and more shallow with an extraordinaryflare at the top.
The manufacture of this purely local creation ceased as abruptly as had the importation of
Attic vases a decade or so before. It was replaced by a new local version of the white-ground
lekythos, which now displayed a very deep, straight-sided mouth, a black neck, and a comparatively slender body. A comparison of this with the typical Athenian lekythoi of the last
quarter of the century can leave no doubt that there was again contact between the potters
of the two cities.
The inevitable conclusions are that at the beginning of the Peloponnesian war all importing
stopped, and the Corinthianpotters were forced to make out for themselves, either by imitating traditional forms, or by attempting to produce vases comparable to those they thought

were being made in Athens; but when relationswere brieflyresumed,105
very possiblyin 421
B.C., they could, and did, make accurate copies of the contemporaryAttic lekythoi. How long
103Bloesch, Formen, esp. pp. 139ff.
For the earliest in the series, 282-3, see catalogue.
105 Other
imports during the last thirty years of the fifth
century: 399-4, 403-8, 404-6, 404-7, 409-12, 418-14, 421-3,
104

422-13, 426-17, 426-18, 429-4, a very small group compared
with the great numbers imported during the earlier part of
the fifth century.
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lekythoi were made in Corinth is not clear from the evidence of the Cemetery series, but it
seems likely that the shape disappeared about the same time as it did in Athens, at the very
end of the century or a few years later.
Although the above sequence seems plausible, it provides a dating for only some of the
graves of the later fifth century, and only in a general way. More specific dating is difficult,
since within their groups the lekythoi show no clear development, and since the groups overlap
Nor is it easy to check the dating by an independent relative chronologybased
considerably.106
on other shapes commonly occurringin the same graves. The rounded skyphoi and the oinochoai provide some assistance, but the greater independence of the Corinthianpotter and the
poor quality of his work make the several series of local pots of much less value typologically
than those of Athens. The important fact is that the series of graves in the last third of the
century appears to be unbroken.
An examination of the coins in the graves, in an attempt to verify the dates already established on the basis of the pottery sequence for this half century, brings rather unsatisfactory
results. The foreign coins, to be sure, do offer some reassurance: the date of the obol from
Leukas, 426-1, corresponds generally to the accepted dates of the pottery, and the Theban
hemiobol, 419-1, provides a convenient terminus post quem. The century-long span usually
given for the Corinthianobols,407-2 and 409-1, causes no difficulty. But these two and several
other Corinthian coins should rather be dated by their contexts. The obol in grave 427, for
example, has been dated in the second half of the fourth century, yet the pottery is surely of
the late fifth, and is, furthermore,identical in type with that of grave 426 in which occurred
the Leukas coin mentioned above, dated no later than 400 B.C. The accepted date of 326-1
also seems much too late. If each of these Corinthiancoins were placed about 50 years earlier,
their dates would tally well with those of the pottery.
The grave groups of the fourth century show much less continuity than was apparentthroughout the preceding periods. Some of the typical fifth century shapes can be traced down to
the latest graves in the Cemetery, notably the semi-glazed skyphos, the lamp, the lekanis, and
certain of the round-mouthedoinochoai. For a very short time after the disappearanceof the
white-ground lekythoi, these traditional shapes show a slight development in form. Then
suddenly they seem almost to disintegrate into wretchedly made small pots. At the time of
this disintegration one finds that other traditional shapes (the banded lekythos, the one-handled
cup, and the round-mouthed oinochoe Type C, ribbed) disappear entirely.
That these apparently abrupt changes are due to a break in the occupation of the Cemetery
can be established from the dates of the imported skyphoi and their imitations. With the
debased local pots are found Attic ovoid skyphoi, which seem to be more developed than the
latest examples from Olynthos, and contemporary with those found in Athens in pyres dated
to the middle and third quarter of the fourth century (see p. 155). The Laphaes skyphoi occur
with equally or more debased local vases, and these groups too would seem to date from the
second half of the century. Yet the local pots immediately preceding these in the sequence of
graves are well-made vases from groups datable to the late fifth century by the white-ground
lekythoi with which they occur. The latter may run down a few years into the fourth century,
106Two possible, but not very likely, explanations come
to mind to account for the lack of orderly sequence: first,
that these lekythoi were made in different shops producing
quite different styles over the same period; or that a great

many of the groups are about contemporary, the result of
some catastrophe, but one minor enough to permit proper
burial.
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and they appear to be followed directly by a very few small groups,107not too securely dated,
but probably a bit later. Thus nearly half a century, between the graves with the white-ground
lekythoi of the late fifth century and those with the Attic ovoid skyphoi of the mid fourth, is
all but unrepresentedin the Cemetery.
In view of the inadequate dating which they provide for the fifth century graves, one hesitates to introduce Corinthian coins as corroboratingevidence. For this period, however, they
appear to be helpful. Of the three legible silver coins08 one is from Argos, 496-1, dated 350-228
B.C., within which period the pottery fits easily. Of the other two, which are Corinthian,460-1
is dated 481-338 B.C. and 452-1 to 338-315 B.C., and the middle to the third quarter of the
fourth century is the approximate time of manufacture of the pottery of both graves. In fact,
the grave groups which include the imported ovoid skyphoi all appear to be closely contemporary with the vases from the lowest habitation levels of the wells of the South Stoa. This
fact and the dates of the coins immediately suggest that the political and building activity
in Corinthin 338 B.C. is reflected in the renewed use of the Cemetery after nearly half a century
by people who again could afford to deposit imported vases in the graves.
How far into the third century the graves extend is not to be determined accurately on the
basis of the limited number of shapes available. There does, however, seem to be a considerable span of time unrepresented between the graves (as 496) slightly later than the ovoidskyphos groups and the very last of the Greek series (498).
LISTS AND SUMMARIES

PATTERN SKYPHOI

266-1

286-2 (P1. 41)

289-1 (P1. 41)

334-1 (P1. 49)

284-1 (P1. 40)
285-1 (P1. 40)
285-2 (P1. 40)

287-1 (P1. 40)
287-2 (P1. 40)
288-1 (P1. 41)

291-2 (P1. 41)
327-1 (P1. 47)
333-1 (P1. 50)

334-2 (P1. 49)
353-2 (P1. 55)
D 12-e (P1. 53)

The pattern skyphoi form a continuation of the sixth century series (p. 105), but they become
progressively fewer until they disappear about the middle of the fifth century. Most of the
above come from the 266 cluster of children's graves. The skyphoi are all small with tapering
sides and a very brief foot; 266-1, D 12-e, 334-1, and 334-2 are miniatures. The horizontal
zigzag is the most popular pattern for the handle zone, but vertical zigzags still occur. Two
show unattached buds (288-1 and 334-2); 287-2 a cone pattern, and 353-2 a broken meander.
The lower wall is covered with broad horizontal bands, red and glazed, or glazed only.
Commonthough the type is in the Cemetery,its occurrenceis even more frequent in domestic
contexts."* The distribution of these small vases in the fifth century is extraordinary,ll0and
apparently they were exported long after they ceased to be used as grave furniture in Corinth.

107 Graves
431-436, 437. At the other end of the gap one
finds a few graves (443, 444, 445, 450) which again cannot
be dated precisely, but which are perhaps slightly earlier
than the homogeneous series of groups with imported ovoid
skyphoi which belong to the third quarter of the century.
108The others are the small bronze coins of the pegasostrident series, dated 400-146 B.C.

109Hesperia, VI, 1937, p. 283, fig. 20; and the unpublished
Well K-23.
110 E.g., Olynthus,V, pl. 44, Olynthus,XIII, pls. 193, 194;
Clara Rhodos,IV, p. 271, fig. 298; AeA-riov,XV, 1933-1935,
p. 41, fig. 23 (Argos); Not. Scav., 1954, p. 397, fig. 7 (Megara
Hyblaea).

BLACK-GLAZED SKYPHOI WITH RAYS

261-1 (P1. 84)
265-1 (P1. 87)

277-2 (P1. 37)
D 7-a

275-1 (P1.89)
A very few fifth centuryexamplescontinuethe traditionof the earlierskyphoiwith rays,
flaringfoot, and the usualred lines insideand out (groupiii, see p. 108). No. 261-1 may even
belongto that century.Threeothersshow a somewhatmodifiedform,still broadat the base
but with a peculiarcurveto the wall. The large skyphosfrom 265 is the single exampleof a
commonhouseholdtype of cup, with taperingsides and exceptionallylong rays.
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BLACK-GLAZED SKYPHOI WITH RAYS AND HEAVY FOOT

268-1 (Fig. 11, P1. 38)

296-1 (Fig. 11, P1. 41)

278-3 (P1.87)

301-1 (P1.41)

280-1 (P1. 37)

305-1 (P1. 41)

In the first quarterof the fifth century,contemporarywith the last examplesof the traditionalform,appearsthe firstCorinthianskyphoswith heavy foot. Thedecorationis Corinthian,
including the usual red lines inside and out, and the shape of the upper part is very
similarto that of the normalrayed skyphos (cf. 261-1, above); the foot is, however,a new
venture,and very probablyreflectsthe Attic type. The earliestexamples,268-1 and 278-8,
show a realtorusfoot;thereafterthe profilebecomesangular,but still heavy. The latest rayed
skyphoifromthe Cemeterybelongin this group,extendingwell into the secondquarterof the
century.11
SEMI-GLAZED SKYPHOI WITH HEAVY FOOT

274-2
309-1
328-1
335-1
337-8

(P1. 89)
(P1. 45)
(P1. 45)

356-3
363-2
379-2
384-1

(P1. 56)
(P1. 58)
(P1. 62)
(P1. 62)

(P1. 51)

This groupsucceedsthe skyphoiof similarshapewith rays. They differlittle fromthe main
groupof semi-glazedskyphoi(see below),exceptin the squarebody and the heavy foot. They
extenddowninto the thirdquarterof the century,appearingwith the firstCorinthianlekythoi.
A few semi-glazedskyphoiof groupii showa slightthickeningof the foot (as366-10 and385-1)
whichmay be a modificationof this type.
These cups, never very numerous,were seldomexported;but one examplefound its way
into a graveat Olynthos:Olynthus,XIII, pl. 198, no. 564.
SEMI-GLAZED SKYPHOI

(Fig. 13, P1. 92)

Description:skyphoiof varyingshape,but alwayswith a smallslopingfoot of "Corinthian"
type; black-glazedinside and on the upperhalf or two-thirdsof the exteriorwall; wide
reservedarea with one black lineabove foot; edge of foot glazed; two red lines just below
m In other contexts, the long-rayed skyphoi such as
265-1 seem to have remained in use for a longer time. For an

export of what appears to be a Corinthian rayed skyphos
with heavy foot, see Doerpfeld, Alt-Ithaka, Beilage 77.

the handles,one abovereservedarea. Groupi: large vases as above. Groupii: smallvases
as above. Groupiii: poorlymade skyphoi of the fourth century, similarto the above but
without red lines.

Small Black-glazed

Groupi
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Group ii

Ovoid

Group iii
Semi-glazed
Laphaes

Round
SHAPES
FIGURE13. SKYPHOS

Groupi

(P1. 54)
(P1. 55)
(P1. 55)
(P1. 55)
(P1. 56)

365-2
366-2
367-2
369-2
361-2
363-1
372-2

(P1. 54)
(P1. 58)
(P1. 60)

373-1 (P1. 60)
378-1 (P1. 61)
379-3 (P1. 62)
382-1 (P1. 92)
388-3 (P1. 63)
436-1
X-143 (P1. 92)

368-1
369-2 (P1. 60)
370-3 (P1. 59)
371-2
374-1

391-2
395-3
395-4
396-1
397-3

(P1. 60)
(P1. 63)
(P1. 63)
(P1. 64)
(P1. 65)

400-1
403-2
403-3
405-2
407-7

383-1 (P1.92)
385-1 (P1.62)

398-1 (P1.92)
399-1 (P1.64)

263-1
276-1
296-1
340-1
341-1
341-2
346-1

(P1. 37)
(P1. 39)
(P1. 43)
(P1. 52)
(P1. 51)
(P1. 51)

348-1
351-3
362-1
353-3
363-4
354-2
355-1

281-2
350-1
364-5
365-1
366-9

(P1. 40)
(P1. 54)
(P1. 58)
(P1. 59)
(P1. 58)

(P1. 56)
(P1. 56)
(P1. 56)

Group ii

366-10 (P1.58)
367-5 (P1.59)

(P1. 64)
(P1. 65)
(P1. 65)
(P1. 65)
(P1. 66)

407-8 (P1.66)
409-5 (P1.66)

410-2
411-4
418-1
419-3
420-4
421-1

(P1. 65)
(P1. 66)
(P1. 69)
(P1. 69)
(P1. 70)
(P1. 71)

423-3
423-4
424-3
426-3
427-5
427-6

458-2
459-2
460-3
461-1
462-3
463-1

(P1. 76)

467-1
471-1 (P1. 75)
472-2
478-1 (P1. 75)
483-1
484-2 (P1. 77)

(P1. 67)
(P1. 67)
(P1. 71)
(P1. 67)
(Pl. 67)
(P1. 67)

427-7
428-5
430-1
432-1
433-1
435-1

(P1. 67)
(P1. 71)

437-1 (P1. 71)
D 15-a
D 18-a
X-144

(P1. 73)
(P1. 92)
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Group iii

(P1. 21)
(P1. 75)
(P1. 75)
(P1. 21)

486-1 (P1. 76)
488-1 (P1. 76)
D 27-a (P1. 92)
D 37-a
D 37-b

D 52-a
X-145
X-146
X-147
X-148

The skyphoi of the semi-glazed group form the largest class of fifth century drinking cups

found in the Cemetery. They first appear early in the fifth century (e.g., 263-1), when rayed
skyphoi were still being produced; but as the latter were dying out, the semi-glazed skyphoi
became increasingly common. They probably are the successors to the tall, rather narrow
skyphoi such as 265-1.
The type remains essentially the same down to the end of the century. The only basic change
is in the size: until about the middle of the third quarter of the century the skyphoi are 8 cm.
or over in height (group i) ;112 thereafter they are uniformly between 6.5 and 7.5 cm. in height
(groupii). The practice of applying lines of added red exists throughout the century. There are
a few variations in the shape: though most are rather tall with tapering sides, 263-1, 276-1,
341-1, and 341-2 of group i, and 364-5 and 369-2 of group ii are quite broad, not unlike the
rayed skyphoi in their proportions; in the fourth quarter of the century a few (most
notably 396-1 and 405-2) taper very sharply to a narrow foot. Most of the small vases of the
last quarter, however, show a curve in profile which no doubt reflects somewhat the fullness
of the skyphoi of the contemporaryAttic series and their imitations.
Group iii of the fourth century shows a sudden disintegration in form, fabric, and glaze.
Almost certainly in that period the semi-glazed skyphoi had become restricted to funeral use
(for domestic cups of the period see p. 119). The variation in shape from the very tapering (as
461-1) to the very rounded (as 485-1) may not be indicative of any great differencein date.
BLACK-GLAZED SKYPHOI

Small skyphoi (Fig. 13)
268-2 (P1. 38)
320-1 (P1. 46)
330-2 (P1. 49)

336-a
336-b
339-1 (P1. 52)

330-3 (P1.49)
Exceptions: 388-3 of group i belongs to the last
quarter of the century; 281-2 (group ii) is a small skyphos
from the first half.
112

358-2 (P1. 54)
388-4 (PI. 63)
414-1

431-1 (P1. 71)
457-2 (P1. 75)
X-151

Miniatures
263-2 (P1. 37)
298-1 (P1. 44)
349-2
389-1 (P1. 60)

390-1 (P1. 60)
392-2 (P1. 60)
393-1 (P1. 60)
441-1

448-4 (P1. 72)
D 13-a
D 17-a
D 19-b

D 33-a
D 36-a (P1. 73)
X-152
X-153

This rather miscellaneous group comprises the skyphoi which are entirely black-glazed.ll3
Over half are miniatures, most of which date from the second half of the fifth century and
probably replace the small pattern skyphoi as toys; there are also a few well-made early examples, and some extremely crude little cups from the fourth century. Though the remainder
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of the skyphoi are larger, they are still not large vases: with three exceptionsl14they are all
under 7 cm. in height. The shape is essentially Corinthian,rather square with a brief but flaring foot. Three examples, 268-2, 388-4, 431-1, have lines of added red.
UNGLAZED SKYPHOI

281-3
338-1
344-3
426-1
484-3

(P1. 40)
(PI. 52)
(P1. 52)

486-2
496-3
496-9
498-3

(P1. 76)
(P1. 78)
(P1. 77)
(P1. 78)

D 21-a
D 28-a
D 29-a
D 31-a

D 32-a
D 36-a
D 39-a
X-154

(P1. 77)

The earliest unglazed skyphoi are small cups, datable to the second quarter of the fifth

century. These are comparatively well made, averaging 5 cm. in height. In the fourth century
there are two series, the skyphoi of normal size and the miniatures, under 3 cm. Most are very

crude, with band handles stuck against the wall. Often the larger skyphoi are fired in such a
way that they are a brilliant pink with a pale yellow rim. They appear occasionally through
the fourth century and survive even in the third (498-3).
With the earlier examples, compare Aekriov, XV, 1933-1935, p. 41, fig. 23, from Argos.
ROUNDED SKYPHOI

(Fig. 13)
Description: thin fabric, fairly good thin glaze; walls curving sharply downwardto narrow
splayed foot; inside and upper part of exterior wall glazed, reserved band above foot
colored with pink wash; foot pink; underside pink with concentric black rings.
341-3
341-4
341-5
367-3
367-4
368-1
361-3
362-2

(P1. 51)
(P1. 51)
(P1. 51)
(P1. 56)
(P1. 56)
(P1. 54)
(P1. 54)
(P1. 58)

367-6
367-7
371-3
386-4
395-5
401-4
401-5
406-3

(P1. 59)
(P1. 59)
(P1. 60)
(P1. 61)
(P1. 63)
(P1. 64)
(P1. 64)
(P1. 65)

118These are to be distinguished from the black-glazed

skyphoi with rays (p. 124); and from the rounded skyphoi
(below), the local imitations of Attic vases of "Corinthian"
type, some of which also are entirely black-glazed.

408-1 (P1. 66)
408-2
411-5 (P1. 66)
412-4 (P1. 67)
412-5 (P1. 67)
412-6 (P1. 67)
416-12 (P1. 68)

416-13 (P1. 68)
417-1
419-4 (P1. 69)
422-1 (P1. 70)
422-2 (P1. 70)
D 16-b
D 20-a

114 Nos.
336-a, 388-4, 414-1, which imitate the Attic
skyphos with torus foot.

This seriesis in directimitationof the later Attic skyphoiof "Corinthian"
type (forimports
of this shape, see p. 154). It begins about the middle of the fifth century'15and continues down

to the fourth.The developmentis the same as in the Attic examples,a broadroundedshape
which progressively becomes taller and thinner, and more drawn in at the foot. A transition
is lacking between this group and its fourth century derivative, the ovoid skyphos (see below
and p. 155).
A few exceptions to the standard type described above may be mentioned: 341-5, 386-4,
401-5, 412-6, 415-13, and D 20-a are entirely black-glazed except for the underside; lines of
added red are found on 341-3, 357-3, 361-3, 367-6, 367-7, 395-5, and 417-1. The awkwardly
shaped 361-3 is the only skyphos of this type with rays at the base.
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OVOID SKYPHOI

(Fig. 13)

442-3
444-2 (P1. 71)
445-1 (P1. 71)

447-2 (P1. 72)
457-1 (P1. 75)
X-150

This small group, Nvhilecorrespondingin shape to the contemporary Attic imports (see p.
155), seems to rely for its decoration on the fifth century rounded skyphoi from which it is
derived. Three examples, 442-3, 445-1, 457-1, retain the reddened band above the foot, a
fashion which had become outmoded in Athens; 442-3 is entirely black-glazed. The crosshatching typical of the Attic pieces appearsonly on X-150 and 447-2. The foot is less contracted
than in the Attic examples, which may mean a slightly earlier date, but it is possible that
they are contemporary,i.e., third quarter of the fourth century, and that the lack of development is the result of provincial conservatism.
LAPHAES SKYPHOI

(Fig. 13)

Description: tall skyphoi with narrow out-turned rim, bulging upper body, cylindrical
lower part, and thin torus foot; black glaze over all. Coarseapproximationsof the fourth
century form of the Attic skyphos.
464-2
474-1 (P1. 75)
476-1
476-1

477-1
480-2
481-3

487-3 (P1. 78)
490-1 (P1. 76)
491-5 (P1. 76)

492-2
D 38-a
X-149

For the name here applied to the common type of fourth century skyphos, see the graffito,
476-1 (Fig. 22). This type of skyphos seems to be a household vessel only incidentally used as
a funeral offering, which was more apt to be the semi-glazed skyphos, group iii. All the examples have a profile more advanced than that of the latest of the Olynthos series (Olynthus,
V, pls. 184f.; XIII, pls. 200 ff.), and the group is to be dated in the second half of the fourth
century. Although a number of the skyphoi in the group may extend down to the end of the
century, the form never developed the very attenuated lower body of the later Attic examples.lls6
115Cf. Hesperia, VI, 1937, p. 308, nos. 218-221, fig. 37,
from a well of the third quarter of the fifth century.

116E.g., Hesperia, III, 1934, p. 319, fig. 5; XX, 1951,
pl. 53, pyre 12; XXIII, 1954, pl. 24 e. Sciatbi, pl. 56, no.
120, is also narrower at the base than all except 491-5.

334-3 (P1. 49)
For the Attic imports of this shape, see p. 155.
ONE-HANDLED CUPS
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Description: carelessly made cups with one horizontal handle, simple rim, walls curving
to small ring foot; inside and upper part of exterior glazed.
294-1
295-2
297-1
301-2
321-1
321-2
321-3
343-1

(P1. 42)
(P1. 43)
(P1. 42)
(P1. 41)
(P1. 46)
(P1. 46)
(P1. 46)
(P1. 54)

344-4
348-2
361-4
370-4
378-2
403-4
409-6
426-4

(P1. 52)
(P1. 54)
(P1. 59)
(P1. 61)
(P1. 65)
(P1. 66)
(P1. 67)

427-8 (P1. 67)
429-2 (P1. 72)
429-3 (P1. 72)
440-2
442-4
443-2 (P1. 71)
D 8-a
D 16-a

D 21-b
D 21-c
D 23-b
D 25-a
D 52-b
X-155
X-156
X-157

These cups first occur 117 about 475 B.C. and continue down to the beginning of the fourth
century. There is very little change in their appearance during this time, merely a gradual
trend toward greater shallowness: the earlier examples have a height slightly more than half
the diameter, the later ones somewhat less than half. The size varies considerably, from a
height of 5 cm. to the miniatures under 2 cm. That this type of cup was essentially a household
utensil is apparent from the fact that 23 were found in a well at Corinth (K-23); cf. also Hesperia, VI, 1937, p. 295, nos. 165-171, fig. 24. Imitations of the common glazed and semi-glazed
Attic cups with flat rim were not found in the Cemetery.l18
BLACK-GLAZED KYLIX

358-3 (P1. 54)
The one local copy of the normal Attic kylix with offset lip, as p. 160.

BOLSALS

412-7 (P1. 67)
412-8 (P1. 67)

443-3 (P1. 71)
449-2 (P1. 71)

D 20-b
X-157 bis (P1. 27)

These are miniature copies of a common Attic type.ll9 Except for the pair from 412, datable
in the last quarter of the fifth century, they are probably all from the early fourth century;
X-157 bis, an intrusion in grave 180, is too crude to permit more than an approximate dating.
Those from 412, 443 and D 20-b have palmettes stamped in the bowl.
KANTHAROI

330-4 (P1. 49)
460-2 (P1. 75)
117

498-4 (P1. 78)

Note, however, the sixth century example, 143-1.
E.g., Hesperia, IV, 1935, p. 511, no. 68, and p. 494,
fig. 16. Imitations of the Attic type were found, however,
in the Asklepieion, Corinth, XIV, p. 133, with references,
and pl. 48, nos. 16, 17; compare nos. 18 and 19, the usual
118

9

D 30-a (P1. 73)
Corinthian semi-glazed one-handlers, of which about 185
were found in the same deposit.
119 No Attic examples were found in the Cemetery. For
the Attic prototypes, see Hesperia, XVIII, 1949, pp. 331f.

The first of the four kantharoi, 330-4, dating from about the middle of the fifth century, is
a large, stemless type. Two are fourth century cup-kantharoi,and 498-4 is a Hellenistic shape.
PHIALAI

D 12-f (P1. 53)
D 49-d (PI. 57)
D 49-e (P1. 57)
No. D 12-f is a miniature, probably undecorated. The other two, unglazed and somewhat
larger, were found with three bronze phialai. For sixth century examples, see p. 108.
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WIDE-MOUTHED OINOCHOAI, RIBBED

366-11 (P1. 58)
407-9 (P1. 66)

413-1
415-14 (P1. 68)

Three of the jugs are imitations of a common class of Attic vases.'2 No. 366-11, from the
third quarter of the fifth century, is low and wide, with the light vertical incisions typical of
the earlier group; 407-9 and 413-1, taller and with fine ribbing, belong to the last quarter.
The miniature from 415 is an unusual piece with its knotted handle and extraordinarily fine
fabric. There are no Attic examples from the Cemetery. For the name kothonfor the earlier
unribbed mugs, and hence possibly for the ribbed series, see Hesperia, XXVIII, 1959, p. 335,
pi. 70, h.

WIDE-MOUTHED OINOCHOAI, PLAIN

392-3 (P1. 60)

D 49-k (P1. 57)

X-159 (P1. 92)

Nos. 392-3 and X-159 seem to be copies of the Attic type, such as (but better than) 329-8.
Except for its twisted handle, D 49-k might be a simplified copy in miniature of the ribbed
Jugs.
LARGETREFOILOINOCHOAI(Fig. 14, P1. 92).

Description: trefoil mouth, rather thin neck, high looped handle, squat rounded body,
small foot; black-glazed except for underside; red on mouth, neck, edge of foot; pairs of
incised verticals on shoulder,no color between; below verticals, red and white lines; on lower
body, one or two red lines.
263-3
265-2
278-4
295-3
297-2
302-1
307-1

(P1. 37)
(Pl. 37)
(P1. 37)
(P1. 43)
(P1. 42)
(P1. 45)
(P1. 45)

308-1
321-4
323-3
325-1
326-2
328-2
330-5

(P1. 45)
(P1. 46)
(P1. 47)
(P1. 48)
(P1. 48)
(P1. 45)
(P1. 49)

120 See
Hesperia, VI, 1937, pp. 280f., fig. 17; XVIII, 1949,
pp. 332f., no. 81; XXII, 1953, p. 79, nos. 44, 45, pl. 29, and
references.The cup of Pheidias was also of this shape: A.J.A.,

331-2
337-4
341-6
343-2
352-2
355-3
356-4

(P1. 50)
(P1. 51)
(P1. 51)
(P1. 54)
(P1. 54)
(P1. 56)
(P1. 56)

363-3 (P1. 58)
371-4 (P1. 60)
373-2 (P1. 60)
388-5 (P1. 63)
391-3 (PI. 60)
399-2 (P1. 64)
X-160 (P1. 92)

LXIII, 1959, pl. 75, figs. 9,10. For another Corinthian
imitation, see Perachora,I, pl. 28,17.
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Large Trefoil

Groupi
,

Group ii
Small Trefoil

Tall Trefoil

Group iii

Group ii
i
Group
G~roup
i~

Round-mouthed, Type B

Wide-mouthed

Groupiii

B
~Round-mouthed,Type A

Round-mouthed, Type C, Ribbed
FIGURE 14. OINOCHOE SHAPES

Group iv

Round-mouthed, Type D,
Large and Small
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The fifth century shape is derived from the earlierblack-glazed oinochoe (p. 110). Nos. 266-2
and X-160 are transitional from that group (for the dating, see catalogue),121 and 263-3 and
278-4 appear to be related to a late sixth century variant of the standard shape (257-6).
In the first quarter of the fifth century the sequence of development is clear. In the second
quarter it is less so. The body may be tall, as 297-2, or very squat and rounded as 307-1. The
lip is sometimes joined to the neck in a single gradual curve (297-2), at other times sharply
offset from the neck (295-3). The group with the cylindrical neck and offset lip may have
been the products of one shop: the system of color on these oinochoai is more elaborate, with
three white lines alternating with red (wrwrw). The group with curved neck and lip, on the
other hand, has only two red between two white lines (wrrw), and may have been made elsewhere. A few early examples have no incision.122
By the late second quarter,123the neck and mouth become small compared to the size of the
body (comparethe standard 297-2 with 328-2). The polychrome band at the shoulder consists
of one red between two white lines (wrw). Again the variations are many: one without incision
(373-2) and two without color (373-2 and 399-2). No. 371-4 is a miniature. The last of the
series is 399-2, a rather uncouth pot datable probably to the beginning of the fourth quarter.
(Fig. 14, P1. 92)
Description: high looped handle, trefoil mouth, wide neck bulging in front, full round
body, rudimentaryfoot; black glaze over all except lower part of exterior; no added color.

SMALL TREFOIL OINOCHOAI

Group i
(P1. 44)
(P1. 47)
(P1. 50)
(P1. 66)

410-3 (P1. 65)
D 49-h (P1. 57)
D 49-i (P1. 57)
D 49-j (P1. 57)

D 50-a
X-161 (P1. 92)
X-162
X-163 (P1. 92)

X-164
X-165
X-166

338-2 (P1. 52)
360-1 (P1. 57)
405-a
412-9 (P1. 67)
425-2

D 10-a
D 13-b
D 18-b (P1. 92)
D 51-a
D 51-b (P1. 92)

D 51-c
X-167
X-168
X-169
X-170

X-171
X-172
X-173
X-174

442-5
445-2 (P1. 71)
463-2 (P1. 26)
491-6 (P1. 76)

496-10 (P1. 77)
D 28-c (P1. 92)
D 35-b

X-175
X-176
X-177
X-178

X-179
X-180
X-181
X-182 (P1. 92)

D 37-d
D 53-a (P1. 92)
D 53-b

X-183 (P1. 92)
X-184

X-185
X-186

X-187
X-188

299-2
327-2
331-3
408-3

Group ii

Group iii

Group iv

121 Good
parallels are found in a well group of the late
sixth and early fifth centuries, Hesperia, VII, 1938, pp. 584f.,
figs. 13, 14, nos. 72 and 73; but even there it is not possible
to date the vases with any accuracy.
122 Two
early examples, 263-3 and 295-3, have no

shoulder incision; so also two small, poorly made examples
(308-1 and 328-2) and one with an exceptionally flat
shoulder (302-1), all of the second quarter and mid fifth
century.
128 Except for 365-3 and 871-4.

The earliestexamples(secondquarterof the fifth century)are contemporarywith the large
trefoiloinochoaiwith shoulderincision,but in generalthe seriesreplacesthe largervases. In
the late fifth and the fourthcenturies,they are the only trefoiloinochoaiused for grave offerings, although even then they are less commonthan the various types of round-mouthed
oinochoai.The shape is doubtlessa smallversionof a commonhouseholdpitcher'24of which
only two exampleswerefoundin the Cemetery(410-3 and X-161).
Thereis a definitedevelopmentin the shape:in groupi the neck is relativelylong and the
shoulderwell defined;125in groupsii and iii the neck becomesshorterand the body rounder
until the oinochoaiacquirea pear-shapedform. The examplesof groupiv, probablyto be
datedin the late fourthor the third century,126have no neck and often no foot.
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TALL TREFOIL OINOCHOAI (Fig.

14)

slenderbody taperingto a flat
Description:trefoil mouth, loop handle,high-shouldered
bottom; blackglaze over all except lowerpart of exteriorand bottom.
D 14-c
D 48-a
D 49-f (P1.57)

D 49-g (P1.57)
D 50-b
X-189

X-190
X-191
X-192

X-193
X-194

None of these tall black-glazedoinochoaioccursin a gravegroupor in a deposit whichhas
the characterof a gravegroup.127They are foundwith otheroinochoaiand phialaiin the libation deposits(p. 86). The shapepersistswith little changethroughoutthe fifth centuryexcept
for a gradualswellingof the neck and a heighteningof the body. Cf.Hesperia,VI, 1987,p. 287,
no. 124,fig. 23; and Corinth,XIV, pp. 133f., pl. 48, no. 29, a votive offeringin the Asklepieion.
In Sevres(CVA,pl. 25, nos. 61 and 63) are two examplessaid to be fromBenghazi.
UNGLAZED FLAT-BOTTOMED OINOCHOAI

301-3 (PI. 41)
D 23-d

D 28-b
D 36-c (P1. 73)

X-195
X-196

X-197
X-198

Thisseries,whichmay ultimatelyderivefromthe type of sixth centuryunglazedoinochoai,128
consistsof rathersmallvases with shallowtrefoilmouth,high loopedhandle,and cylindrical
body without a foot. They are often found with lids. The earliest,301-3, from the second
quarterof the fifth century,is the squattest,with a short but well-definedneck. The fourth
centuryexamplesare muchtaller,with the very slightlyout-turnedlip almostdirectlyadjoining the shoulder.The type was not popularas a graveoffering;manyhave been foundin the
Potters' Quarter,and severalin Well K-23 at Corinth.Cf. also Hesperia,VI, 1937,p. 299, no.
183, fig. 30; and the examplefromArgos,Paris,BibliothequeNationale,CVA, I, pl. 5, no. 12.

12 Hesperia, VII, 1938, p. 587, fig. 14, nos. 85, 86, from
a late sixth-early fifth century well; and VI, 1937, p. 287,
fig. 23, nos. 122, 123, third quarter of the fifth century.
125 With group i have been included a number of contemporary miniatures, three of them unglazed: 331-3,
408-3, X-162. A very similar little jug is said to have been
found at Benghazi, SBvres,CVA, pl. 25, no. 48.
126 No examples of group iv were found in the graves; the
only parallels from other excavations are the similar oinochoai from third century deposits in the Potters' Quarter.

127 The one
possible exception is D 14-c, and there it
could well be an intrusion.
128See p. 111. There are no transitional pieces, however,
and it seems more likely that these oinochoai were developed
at the same time as the other unglazed fifth century vases,
notably the lekanis (pp. 146-148). For miniature unglazed
oinochoai of a different shape, see note 125 above.

(Figs. 14, 14A, P1. 92)
Description: globularpitcher with deep round mouth, small and sharply concave in profile;
high looped handle; short neck, often with plastic ring; low flaring foot; black-glazed
except on the underside; red on mouth,29neck, and foot; red and white lines on shoulder,
red line on lower body.30

ROUND-MOUTHED OINOCHOAI, TYPE A

Groupi
259-1 (P1. 34)
260-1 (P1.34)
261-2 (P1. 34)

262-6 (P1. 36)
268-3 (P1. 38)
276-2 (P1. 39)

277-3 (P1. 37)
279-1 (P1. 37)
283-3 (P1. 41)

304-1 (P1. 41)
306-2 (P1. 45)
335-2 (P1. 45)

324-1
345-2
363-5
369-3

366-12 (P1. 58)
383-2
396-2 (P1. 64)
400-2 (P1. 64)

402-1 (P1. 65)
407-10 (P1. 66)
409-7 (P1. 66)
411-6 (P1. 66)

416-1
417-2
423-5
428-6

333-2 (P1. 50)
340-2 (P1. 52)
342-3 (P1. 51)
361-4

367-5 (P1. 56)
366-2 (P1. 59)
369-3 (P1. 60)

396-6 (P1. 63)
397-4 (P1. 65)
403-5 (P1. 65)

D 16-c (P1. 92)
D 48-b
X-199 (P1. 92)

446-2 (P1. 71)
468-3 (P1. 76)

469-3 (P1. 92)
496-11 (P1. 77)

D 26-a
D 39-b (P1. 92)

X-200

329-3 (P1. 49)
336-1 (P1. 49)
336-c
344-5 (P1. 52)
349-3

368-4
361-5
367-8
379-4
384-2

D 7-b
D 8-b
D 16-b
D 23-c
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Group ii
(P1. 47)
(P1. 54)
(P1. 55)
(P1. 54)

(P1. 68)
(P1. 92)
(P1. 67)
(P1. 92)

Group iii

Group iv

Miscellaneous
280-2
284-2
298-2
320-2
322-5

(P1. 37)
(P1. 40)
(P1. 44)
(P1. 46)
(P1. 47)

(P1. 54)
(P1. 54)
(P1. 59)
(P1. 62)
(P1. 62)

These small oinochoai were the kind of pitcher most commonly used for grave offerings in
the fifth century.131The earliest example of the type is dated before the middle of the sixth
century (see p. 112), but not until the very end of the century were they produced in any
quantity. All the sixth century oinochoai of Type A are very squat with a sloping shoulder, a
form which occurs sporadicallyalso in the first half of the fifth century.132Just about 500 B.C.,
a similar jug with globular body and smaller mouth was introduced, and immediately became
the standard shape (group i). It was produced for nearly fifty years with very little change.
Shoulderlines, usually wrrw, later became wrw. During the second half of the fifth century the

129 On a few of the
best-preserved examples, traces of
white also appear on the upper edge of the mouth.
10 Necrocorinthia,p. 337, no. 1552 b.
181 Occasionally, but very seldom, they appear in other
contexts, such as the well group, Hesperia, VI, 1937, p. 287,
fig. 23, no. 126. That these vases, and also Types B, C, and
D, are pitchers and not aryballoi is clear; it has been estab-

lished that an oinochoe is an essential part of the grave
group (p. 80), and where these jugs are found there is no
other oinochoe (note that the lekythoi always appear with
some pitcher). Further, these round-mouthed oinochoai of
Type A, unlike the aryballoi, were never exported.
182 Nos.
280-2, 284-2, 298-2, 820-2, 336-c, D 7-b.
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shapepersistedin even greaternumbersbut with a few minorvariations:a narrowingof the
lowerbody, loss of the neck-ring,and, finally,at the end of the century,loss also of the colored
lines (groupii).
Groupiii, characterizedby a shallowmouth, appearsto be the productof a shop or shops
separatefromthe establishmentwhichmadethe vases of groupsi andii. Thesepitchersbelong
to the third and the early part of the fourth quartersof the century.In all cases the rim of
the overhangingmouth is extremelynarrow,often with no concavityof profile.In the later
vases the neckis very slenderand the body moretaperingthan in the contemporaryoinochoai
of groupii.
Throughoutthe secondhalf of the fifth centuryone finds a numberof exampleswhich are
either so poorlymade or so unusualin shapethat they fit in none of the majorgroups.Most
notableare the four with tiny mouth and slopingshoulder(336-1, 344-5, 349-3, D 8-b), and
the very squat 361-5. Descriptionsof these individuallyshapedpieces will be found in the
catalogue.

260-1

879-4

361-5

824-1

279-1

408-5

840-2
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deterioration
In group iv are listed the fourth century survivals. They equal
the other survivors of fifth century shapes such as the semi-glazed skyphoi and unglazed
lekanides.
Thirteen of the oinochoai of Type A have, or had,133a single design on the shoulder, painted
in thick white or, in two cases,134incised (Fig. 14A). The repertory is an interesting one:
palmettes, palmette-lotus, animals, birds, swastikas, and an ivy leaf.135The numerousexamples
in the collections at Corinth and in other museums add to this list a siren, stars, a wheel, and
representations of an unidentified spiky object.136The designs appear in all the groups of
Type A oinochoai except the very earliest and the very latest.
The use of white for figure decorationhad long been a practice at Corinth.It is, for example,
found on Early Corinthianskyphoi and on a pair of Middle Corinthianoinochoai,l37as well as
on the large figured vases. After the cessation of the figured style, white seems not to have
been used in Corinthianpottery until the first appearanceof the white figures on the shoulders
of the round-mouthed oinochoai, approximately 500 B.C. Attic potters at this time were
experimenting with applied white and red for figure decoration, and the technique was also
popular in Boeotia. But in view of the peculiarities of the group, namely the use of the white
for only one type of jug (and that specifically grave furniture), the choice of subject, and the
presence of incision and filling ornament on the earliest examples,138it would seem at least
possible that the use of the white designs on the oinochoai of Type A is a survival of the sixth
century figure technique.139
(Fig. 14, P1. 92)
Description: small round mouth, short band handle attached at neck and shoulder, highshouldered, tapering body, low ring foot; black glaze over most of exterior.
461-2 (P1. 75)
388-6 (PI. 63)
334-4 (P1. 49)
267-1 (Pl. 37)
474-2 (Pls. 75, 92)
421-2 (P1. 71)
336-d (P1. 92)
272-2 (P1. 38)
474-3 (P1. 75)
441-2 (P1. 92)
347-1
274-3 (P1. 39)
479-1
348-3 (P1. 92)
442-6
275-2 (P1. 39)
480-3 (P1. 92)
448-6 (P1. 72)
360-2 (P1. 54)
281-4 (P1. 40)
D 27-c (P1. 92)
454-3
362-3 (P1. 58)
282-1 (P1. 37)
(P1. 74)
460-4 (P1. 21)
X-201 (P1. 92)
378-3 (P1. 61)
296-2 (P1. 41)
381-1 (P1. 60)
305-2 (P1. 41)

ROUND-MOJTHED OINOCHOAI, TYPE B

The small oinochoai of Type B form a rather diverse group extending through the fifth
century and the first half of the fourth. A forerunneris the squat footless 266-2,140and transi-

138The designs of 395-6 and 402-1 are now indistinguishable.
184 Nos. 379-4 and D 48-b. For the correction of the
swastika on 379-4, see catalogue.
185 Palmette, 324-1; lotus-palmette, 279-1; birds, 260-1,
403-5; animal, 361-5; ivy leaf, 340-2; swastikas, 367-8,
379-4, 411-6, D 48-b; and a section of meander, 345-2.
136Corinth, C-32-60 (Fig. 23); Madrid, CVA, I (IIIC),
pl. 2, no. 3 (incised palmette), 4 (spiky object), 5 (palmettelotus), 6 (star); Brussels, CVA, III (III C), pl. 7, no. 4 (lion
surroundedby small white circles) and pl. 7, no. 3 (palmette);
Corinth, CP 851, from another part of the North Cemetery
(wheel of cross-bar type).
187 For the skyphoi, see, for example, Corinth, VII, i,
nos. 261, 262, pl. 35. For the oinochoai, Necrocorinthia,
nos. 1104 and 1105; for 1104, see also K. A. Neugebauer,

Fihrer durch das Antiquarium, II, Vasen, 1932, pl. 12, right
(Berlin F 1117).
138Corinth C-32-60, Brussels, CVA, III (III C), pl. 7, 4,
and our 260-1.
139Many of the designs can be found in the blazoning of
the shields on Late Corinthian figured vases. They also
occur as symbols on Corinthian staters of the fifth and
fourth centuries.
140 A likely prototype for the shape is the Middle Corinthian jug from Ialysos, Annuario, VI-VII, 1923-1924,
pp. 269f., fig. 170; cf. also the similarly shaped but undecorated example from Gela, Mon. Ant., XVII, 1906, col.
299, fig. 221; and the piece from the Isthmus at Corinth,
Hesperia, XXIV, 1955, pl. 51, no. 6. Very strange is the
figured example in Karlsruhe, CVA, I, pl. 39, 1.
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tional pieces were found in graves from another section of the North Cemetery.l41 Although
272-2, 275-2, and 296-2 retain the moulded band around the neck typical of the earliest vases,
there is otherwise no regular development of the shape. The most significant group, from the
first half of the fifth century, includes glazed and unglazedl42pitchers, with open or incurved
lip. The glazed jugs of this period have lines of red on mouth, shoulder, lower body, and foot.
In the second half of the century, the quality declines: they are smaller, glazed vases without
additional color.143As in other types of oinochoai, a sudden deteriorationin the fabric and form
occurs in the fourth century. The larger examples appear in groups of about the middle of the
century, and the smaller ones concurrently with the Laphaes skyphoi in the second half. Two
of the late and large jugs (454-3 and 460-4) show a concave lip which may have resulted from
a hybridization with Type A.
Though few examples from Corinth are published, this type of pitcher was more commonly
used in daily life than was Type A; the domestic examples, however, show an even greater
variety of form than does the series from the Cemetery. Cf. Hesperia, VI, 1937, p. 298, figs.
30, 31, nos. 180, 182; and VII, 1938, p. 598, no. 157 and p. 592, fig. 18. For somewhat similar
pitchers in other fabrics, cf. the Attic example from grave 300; Hesperia, IX, 1940, p. 250, fig.
54, no. 310, and XXII, 1953, p. 80, no. 47 (there described as a lekythos; see note 131 above),
pi. 31; and the later, rougherjugs, Olynthus,V, pls. 168 f., and XIII, pls. 156 ff. A good early
example (Corinthian)was found in the Athenian Agora (P 25768).
ROUND-MOUTHED OINOCHOAI, TYPE C (Fig.

14, P1. 92)

The following groups have been included in the same typological category, not for their
superficial appearance,which is most varied, but because of their basic similarity in form and
the fact that the three are apparently successive stages in a single development. It is here that
an exception to the statement in note 131, p.134 must be made. Though the larger, globular
vases listed below are without question oinochoai, the small squat examples in each of the
first two groups regularly appear with standard types of oinochoai, and are almost certainly
containers for oil or perfume (see also 363-4). Furthermore, the squat vases, unlike the globular form, were exported.

Round-mouthed
Oinochoai,Type C, Blisterware
364-3 (P1. 55)
365-4 (PI. 56)

364-6 (P1. 58)
372-3 (PI. 60)

382-2 (P1. 92) D 14-b (P1. 92)
D 11-a (P1. 53)

About the middle of the fifth century the Corinthian potters introduced a new fabric, a
dark gray or orange-brown brittle ware which was fired so as to blister the clay. The fabric
was used apparently only for jugs of a simple footless shape with round mouth, some globular,

some squat, occasionally with a light vertical grooving which is the only decoration. A few of
these pieces, but by no means the most ambitious, occur in the Cemetery; the best appear in
domestic contexts.144The fashion was short-lived, presumably because of the difficulties in the

141 CP 571 and 587 from
graves 15 and 20, opened in the
excavations of 1915-1916.
142Unglazed: 282-1,
296-2, 378-3.
148 No.
421-2, datable to the end of the century, is exceptionally well made.

144Most important, the well group, Hesperia, VI, 1937,
pp. 290f., nos. 138-143, fig. 23. Note also the jugs from the
Asklepieion, Corinth, XIV, pl. 21, 3 and pl. 49, nos. 33, 34.

manufacturing. In the Cemetery, at least, they were replaced by the ribbed vases by the end
of the third quarter of the century.145For exported examples of the squat type, see catalogue
under D 14-b.

Round-mouthed
Oinochoai,Type C, Ribbed
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Description: round mouth with flaring lip to which a short band handle is attached horizontally; short thin neck, rounded body with wide vertical ribbing and tapering to low
ring foot; black glaze over all exterior except lower body and foot.
363-4
370-5
383-3
385-2
418-2

(PI. 58)
(P1. 59)
(P1. 92)
(P1. 62)
(P1. 69)

419-5 (P1. 69)
420-5 (P1. 70)
422-3 (P1. 70)
427-9

430-2 (P1. 71)
431-2 (P1. 71)
433-2
434-3 (P1. 67)

437-2 (P1. 71)
X-202 (P1. 92)
X-203 (P1. 92)
X-204

That the ribbed oinochoai are a simplified version of the blisterware seems quite certain
from the similarity in shape,146and the fact that they first occur toward the end of the third
quarter of the fifth century when the blistered fabric disappeared.In the large vases the simple
round mouth, narrow neck, and the vertical ribbing were carried over from the prototype;
and a low ring foot and black glaze were added. On some of the latest examples, the ribs are
very shallow, on 437-2, for example, hardly more than grooves; it is on this evidence that the
incised group (below) has been included in Type C.

Round-mouthed
Oinochoai,Type C, Incised.
445-3 (P1. 71)
447-3 (Pl. 72)

447-4 (P1. 72)
448-5 (P1. 72)

D 27-b

D 36-b (P1. 73)

These resemble the ribbed vases of Type C in all particulars except that they are smaller
and that vertical incised lines on the shoulder replace the ribbing. They are in part contemporary with the ovoid Attic skyphos (p. 155), and are thus to be dated to about the middle of
the fourth century.

ROUND-MOUTHED OINOCHOAI, TYPE D

(Fig. 14, P1. 92)

Description: round mouth, short handle attached at right angles to the lip, short neck,
approximately globular body, very low foot; black glaze over all exterior except lower
part of body and underside.
Large
415-15 (P1. 68)
455-1 (P1. 74)
456-1
462-4 (P1. 75)
145

464-3
471-2 (P1. 75)
472-3
477-2 (P1. 92)

But see Corinth, I, iv, p. 95 and pi. 24, 3 for examples
from a fourth century context. The jugs E 10 and E 11,
published in Hesperia, XVII, 1948, p. 233, pl. 85, as fourth-

478-2
484-4
487-4
490-2

(P1. 75)
(P1. 77)
(P1. 78)
(P1. 76)

492-3 (P1. 92)
D 21-d (P1. 92)
D 37-c (P1. 92)

century, could equally as well be contemporary with the
earlier pieces (E 1 and E 3) in the same group.
146 Cf. 383-3 with D 14-b and X-202 with
382-2, Plate 92.

Small
452-4
453-7
467-3
457-4

(P1. 74)
(P1. 74)
(P1. 75)
(P1. 75)

476-2 (P1. 92)
481-4
483-2
486-3 (P1. 76)

487-5 (P1. 78)
488-2 (P1. 76)
491-7 (P1. 76)

498-6 (P1. 78)
D 24-a
D 24-b
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The oinochoai of Type D are among the most typical fourth century grave offerings. There
are definitely two series, the larger vases averaging in height about 9 cm., the smaller about
6 cm. The two earliest examples come from a grave (415) and a Deposit (D 21) with late fifth
century vases. This comparatively early appearancemakes it unlikely that they are an offshoot
of Type C, though they are similarin shape. A possible sequence of development can be worked
out for the larger oinochoai: the flat lip becomes flared, the broad cylindrical neck thinner
and more concave, and the shoulder more sloping. The shape probably persisted into the third
century (see 498-6).
MINIATURE OLPAI

D 34-a
D 34-b (P1. 92)

X-205
X-206

X-207
X-208

X-209

These so-called olpai are very crude miniatures. The mouth and neck are roughly cylindrical
and the body is rather squat; occasionally the upper part is glazed. Only the pair from D 34
may have a connection with the graves. X-205 perhaps should be restored to resemble the
small jars in 498.
MISCELLANEOUS OINOCHOAI

498-5 (P1. 78), miniature trefoil oinochoe of late type.
287-3 (P1.40), D 22-a, miniature beaked oinochoai.
496-12 (P1. 77), unglazed pitcher, not unlike a lagynos.

FEEDING CUPS

336-e (P1. 90)
449-1 (P1. 71)

467-5 (P1. 75)

495-4 (P1. 78)

No. 336-e is a known, patterned type, listed as Late CorinthianII by Payne (Necrocorinthia,
pp. 335f.). For its mid-fifth century context, see catalogue. No. 449-1, a large covered bowl
with unusual banded decoration (cf. 496-13), and 457-5, an odd shape with strainer, are both
datable to the fourth century. The later 496-4 appears to be a crude copy of a commonAttic
type.
ASKOS

424-4 (P1. 71)

MINIATURE AMPHORAS

D 30-b (P1. 73)
D 30-c (P1. 73)
D 31-b

D 31-c
D 32-b

D 32-c
D 38-b

D 38-c
X-235

These very tiny (ca. 3.5 cm. in height) and very crudely made objects
usually found in
D
29-b.
Their
fourth
For
two
see
lekanides.
inside
others,
appearancein deposits
pairs
century
but not graves may be explained by the assumption that the vases are toys and that these
deposits represent the burials of children (see further,p. 76). Cf. the earlier examples, Perachora,
I, pl. 29, nos. 23ff. Note also the miniature olpai, of similar form.
MINIATURE HYDRIAI

D 33-b

D 36-d (P1. 73)
Crudeminiatures, similar to the amphoras above, and also of the fourth century.
AMPHORISKOS

395-11 (P1. 63)
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BLACK-GLAZEDLEKYTHOI OF ARCHAIC TYPE (Fig. 15)

275-3 (P1. 39)
277-4 (P1. 37)

277-5 (P1. 37)
281-5 (P1. 40)

297-3 (P1. 42)

333-3 (P1. 50)

This small group contains the survivals of the Late Corinthiantype (p. 115). They are small
and very crudely made; bands of added red appear only on the two from grave 277. The neck
ring has disappeared in the latest examples, and about the middle of the fifth century the
profileof the mouth becomes concave. In function they were probably succeeded by the banded
miniature lekythoi.

BANDED MINIATURE LEKYTHOI

(Fig. 15)

Description: small lekythoi, averaging 7 cm. in height; simple conical mouth continuous
with neck; stout body on rather high but unarticulated foot. Unglazed; four red lines,
one on top of mouth, two on body, one on foot; often horizontal red marks on handle.
342-4
357-6 (P1. 56)
359-4 (P1. 54)
365-4 (P1. 59)
365-5 (P1. 59)
366-13 (P1. 58)
367-9 (P1. 59)
368-2
372-4 (P1. 60)

373-3
378-4
379-5
379-6
387-1
388-7
388-8
390-2

(P1. 60)
(P1. 61)
(P1. 62)
(P1. 62)
(P1. 63)
(P1. 63)
(P1. 60)

391-4
400-3
405-b
408-4
418-3
422-4
423-6
425-3

(P1. 60)
(P1. 64)
(P1. 66)
(P1. 69)
(P1. 70)
(P1. 67)

426-5 (P1. 67)
441-3
D 12-g (P1. 53)
D 15-d
D 21-e
X-210
X-211
X-212

The series extends throughout the second half of the fifth century with no significant development in the shape, although there is a tendency for the later lekythoi to be about a centimeter
shorter than the earlier ones. Quite different from the majority of the lekythoi, with their
more or less square-cut profiles, are three (366-13, 373-3, 379-6) which have more elongated
bodies curved in outline. Similar to these, which are comparatively early, is 423-6, a large,

well-madeexampledatableto the last quarterof the century.
This type of lekythosis one of the few kinds of local vases exportedin the fifth and fourth
centuries. It is quite likely that they contained perfume, certainly a substance valuable enough

to be packagedin very small containers.Identicallekythoi, both of the ovoid and square
types, have been foundat a numberof distant sites147.
WHITE-GROUND

LEKYTHOI

(Fig. 15)

Groupi
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Description:smalllekythoiwith comparativelyshallowmouth,ratherflat shoulder,downward-taperingbody, low foot, the edge concave;blackglaze for mouth,back of handle,
lower body, and black line on foot; rays on shoulder;unglazedparts of neck, shoulder,
and foot coveredwith pink wash.

Black-glazed of
Archaic Type

Banded Miniature

Groupii
Group i
White-Ground (Corinthian)

Group iii

Group i

Group ii
Group iii
Palmette (Attic)
FIGURE 15. LEKYTHOSSHAPES

365-3 (Pls. 59,91) 369-4 (P1. 60)

387-2

395-7 (P1. 63)

366-14 (P1.58)

370-6 (P1.59)

388-9 (P1.63)

395-8 (P1.63)

366-15 (P1. 58)
367-11 (P1. 59)
367-12 (P1. 59)

371-5 (P1. 60)
372-5 (P1. 60)
379-7 (P1. 62)

388-10 (P1. 63)
388-11 (P1. 63)
391-5 (P1. 60)

396-3 (P1. 64)
396-4 (P1. 64)

1470lynthus, XIII, p1. 167, no. 398; Rhitsona, Ure,
Sixth, pl. 16, grave 139, no. 1; Argos, AE-riov, XV, 19331935, p. 18, fig. 3; Thebes, eA-riov,III, 1917, p. 236, fig. 170,
no. 9; Sicily, Mon. Ant., XIV, 1904, col. 787, fig. 8; and Ithaka,
B.S.A., XLVII, 1952, pl. 49. Cf. also Hesperia, VI, 1937,

p. 295, fig. 27, no. 178, from a well of the third quarter of the
fifth century at Corinth. The examples from the Asklepieion
(Corinth,XIV, pl. 49, nos. 56, 57) were no doubt dedications
of perfume.

Group ii
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Description: large lekythoi with deep moath, lip sharply out-turned; long neck, sloping
shoulder, short stout body, usually an approximate cylinder cut in slightly below the
shoulder; low disk foot; black for mouth and handle, lower body, black band on edge of
foot; thick white on neck and most of body.
367-10 (P1. 59)
386-5 (P1. 61)
386-6 (P1. 61)
392-4 (P1. 60)
392-5 (P1. 60)
395-9 (P1. 63)
395-10 (P1. 63)
396-5 (P1. 64)

397-5
399-3
400-4
400-5
401-6
401-7
403-6
403-7

(P1. 65)
(P1. 64)
(P1. 64)
(P1. 64)
(P1. 64)
(P1. 64)
(P1. 65)
(P1. 65)

404-3 (P1. 65)
404-4 (P1. 65)
404-5 (P1. 65)
405-4 (P1. 65)
407-11 (P1. 66)
411-7 (P1. 66)
411-8 (P1. 66)
411-9 (P1. 66)

412-10 (P1. 67)
412-11 (P1. 67)
412-12 (P1. 67)
412-13 (P1. 67)
416-2 (P1. 68)
416-3 (P1. 68)
416-4 (P1. 68)

Group iii
Description: lekythoi of varying size, carelessly made, usually warped; deep conical mouth,
rather narrow sloping shoulder, swollen cylindrical body with point of greatest diameter
somewhat below the shoulder, high foot small in diameter, often with an incised line
around the upper part; black glaze for mouth, neck, handle, and lower body; white paint
on shoulder and most of body; pink wash on top edge of mouth and on foot; decoration
in red.
409-8 (P1. 66)

417-3

419-14 (P1. 69)

426-15 (P1. 67)

409-9

,,

417-4

422-5 (P1. 70)

426-16

409-10
413-2
413-3

,,

418-4 (P1. 69)
418-5
,,
418-6
,,

422-6
422-7
422-8

427-10 (Pls. 67, 91)
427-11
427-12 (P1. 67)

,,

,,
,,
,,

414-2

418-7

,,

415-16 (P1. 68)
,,
415-17
,,
415-18
,,
416-5
,,
416-6
,
416-7

418-8
418-9
419-6
419-7
419-8
419-9

,,
,
,,
,,
,,
,,

423-7 (P1. 67)
,
426-6
,,
426-7
426-8
,,
426-9
,,
426-10

422-9

,,

427-13

430-3 (P1. 71)
430-4
430-5
430-6
430-7
430-8

416-8

,

419-10

,,

426-11

,,

X-213

416-9
416-10
416-11
416-12

,,
,,
,,
,

419-11
419-12
419-13

,,
,,
,,

426-12
426-13
426-14

,
,,
,,

X-214
X-215
X-216

Group i, the first Corinthianwhite-ground lekythoi, are reasonably good copies of the Attic
white pattern lekythoi, the shape differing onlyin respect to the somewhat deeper mouth and
the slight incurve below the shoulder. Most are decorated with an ivy pattern and, except

for a reversalof the designin 387-2 and 388-11, are exact copiesof theAtticvases;theblack,
however,was apparentlyapplieddirectlyto the pale surfaceof the clay, without any base of
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are,
models,
paint.
berry
clusters.148Three examples have a laurel band (367-11, 367-12, 369-4), and one a diamond
pattern (366-15). A few of the vases of this same shape are covered with a dull white paint,
both on the body and on the neck (probably transitional to group ii); except for 365-3, which
has a red palmette, the designs are not distinguishable, but like some in the following groups
were probably polychrome.149
The shape of the lekythoi in group ii was also derived ultimately from the Attic (see p. 121),
but the forms are less controlled, and deviations are common. Note the early and very bulbous
367-10, 386-5, and 386-6, and the squat examples, e.g., 392-4 and 392-5. The latest have a
shallow mouth with a pronounced flare. The use of white on the neck is a local practice.150
Much of the decoration is lost, but the single vertical palmette occurs frequently151with a
smaller palmette on the shoulder, and traces of polychromy are occasionally found.152The
stoutest examples are contemporarywith group i, and the very latest, those with shallow flared
mouth, contemporarywith group iii.
Group iii contains by far the largest number of the lekythoi in this class. Both the conical
mouth and the black neck were borrowed belatedly from contemporary Attic lekythoi. The
three from grave 409 seem to be the earliest of the group, retaining the comparatively low
foot, stout body, and something of the earlier flare to the lip. Polychrome decoration is less
common than in the preceding group, but five exceptionally large examples preserve traces of
figures: 415-16, 418-4, 419-6, 427-10, and 427-11. The remaindershow vestiges of red color,
and probably most, if not all, once had a vertical red palmette; rays usually replace the palmette
on the shoulder. See Plate 91 for drawings.
For the dating of the series, which extends through approximately the last third of the fifth
century, see p. 121.
SQUAT LEKYTHOI

418-10 (Pls. 69, 91)

418-11 (P1. 69)

422-10 (Fig. 23, P1. 70)

The only Corinthian examples of this shape are red-figured,although Attic squat lekythoi
with other types of decoration were well known to the potters (see p. 165). No. 422-10 is decorated with the common motif of a goose, and the pair from 418 are surprisingly good copies of
contemporary Attic lekythoi with domestic scenes. See also 448-6.

TRIPOD PYXIS

271-1 (P1. 39)

148 See p. 164 and Eichler, Arch. Anz., 1941, cols. 63ff.
His observations on the lack of white for the body and the
use of red for the shoulder tongues are correct, but not his
remarks about the berry clusters (he seems to have had an
incomplete series to work from; his Attic examples are
probably all relatively early). For example, the Attic 864-8
and the Corinthian 888-9 have neat dot rosettes, while
858-9 (Attic) and 866-14 (Corinthian) both have irregular
clusters of dots.
14 Nos.
872-5, 895-7, 895-8.

150
Early black-necks are 886-6 and 897-5, the only
examples in group ii.
151 No. 412-10 is recorded as
having a palmette of the
"flame" variety. Such palmettes occur as early as about
440 B.C. in sculpture, but on Attic pottery not until the end

of the fifth century (Jacobsthal, Ornamente,p. 177); it is
not inconceivable that the lekythoi, being grave vases, and
having the palmette as their only ornament, reflect the
sculptural styles more quickly than the Attic pots where the
palmettes are purely subsidiary decoration. Perhaps the
single vertical palmettes on the cheap Corinthian lekythoi
are in a sense short-hand references to grave stelai with
palmette finials. Horizontal side palmettes, a variation of
the usual pattern, are noted only for 407-11.
152 Nos. 867-10 and 386-5 are
probably the only group
ii examples with figured decoration. See also 395-9, 395-10,
412-12, 416-2. The colors have been listed in the catalogue
on the basis of the 1928-1930 descriptions; by 1949 most of
the color had faded completely.

CONVEX PYXIDES WITH HANDLES

496-13 (P1. 77)

D 12-h (P1. 53)

POWDER PYXIDES WITH PATTERN DECORATION
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286-3 (P1. 41)
334-5 (PI. 49)
293-1 (P1. 41)
290-1
288-2 (P1.41)
292-1 (P1. 41)
Four of these pyxides were found in the large group of infant graves, 285 ff., where they were
the only offerings, or where they were paired with small pattern skyphoi. Although undatable
by context, they probably belong in the first quarter of the fifth century. The decoration of
288-2 and 292-1 is derived directly from the sixth century group (p. 116), but with variations;
that of 286-3 is a new departure, an elaboration of the cone pattern; the nearly disintegrated
290-1 has preserved none of its decoration. The taller and thinner 334-5 dates from about the
mid-fifth century.
These, like other kinds of fifth century pyxides (below), were exported: e.g., Olynthus,
XIII, frontispiece and pl. 237, no. 927; Hesperia, XI, 1942, pl. 5, grave 79 (Halai); Ure, Black
glaze, pl. 11, no. 1 (Rhitsona, grave 57); Clara Rhodos,III, p. 236 and fig. 237, p. 240; Athens,
Agora P 10336 (from a grave group datable about 480 B.C.).
UNGLAZED POWDER PYXIDES

D 36-f (P1. 73) X-217
495-5 (P1. 78)
491-8 (P1. 76)
D 36-e (P1. 73)
494-2 (P1. 76)
Possibly related to the patterned examples, but separated from them by a hundred years or
so, are the fourth century powder pyxides. These are, except for 495-5, unglazed pots, in shape
essentially the same as the earlier group but with domed lid and a lower, more slanting inner
wall. The earliest are from D 36; thereafter, probably over a period of at least a half century,
they become smaller and cruder. These too were exported: Hesperia, IX, 1940, p. 495, fig.
227, no. 28 (Halai). For a late development of the shape in Athens, see Hesperia, III, 1934, p.
397, E 51.
OTHER PATTERN PYXIDES

333-4 (P1. 50)

338-3 (P1. 52)

LEKANIDES WITH PATTERN DECORATION

380-1 (P1. 61)
392-6 (Pls. 60, 90)
D 17-b (P1. 90)
X-218
These fifth century vases are among the most attractive, ambitious, and non-imitative products of the later Corinthianpotters. Most of them, 380-1, 392-6, and D 17-b excepted, must
have been made within a very short space of time, probably about 475 B.C.153No. 299-3 is
281-6 (P1. 40)
282-2 (P1. 37)
284-3 (P1. 40)

291-3 (Fig. 16, Pls. 41, 90)
298-3 (P1. 44)
299-3 (Fig. 16, Pls. E, 44)

angularin profilein the traditionof the sixth century267-8; the examplesfromgraves281, 291,
284, and 298 form a singlegroupcharacterizedby the deep curve of the bowl and lid. These
153 For

the dating of the infant graves from which these come, see p. 217.
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FIGURE 16. LEKANIDES (1:2)
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patterned vases precede the development of the more common unglazed lekanis with stepped
lid. No. 282-2 is a direct forerunnerof one small group (332-2, 334-6) with upturned handles;
and the three from the third quarter of the century have their counterpartsin the contemporary unglazed series (cf. 386-7 and 393-2).
In general the patterns are simple and undistinguished. Notable are 298-3 with its very
free treatment of buds and connecting arcs, the traditional floral chain of 282-2, and the ivy
of the later D 17-b; with the meander of 380-1 compare the patterns of the special pyxis,
333-4. X-218, which in shape belongs to this group, has a simple semi-glazed decoration.
A few examples of this class have been found in datable contexts: Clara Rhodos, III, pp.
248 f., fig. 244, about the middle of the century, a bit later than our main group; and Hesperia,
VI, 1937, p. 286, fig. 21, nos. 110, 111, 114, the last two with knobs similar to that of D 17-b,
and also dated in the third quarter. The Heidelberg example, CVA, I, pl. 18, no. 12, was found
at Phaleron.
BLACK-GLAZED LEKANIDES

289-2 (P1. 41)
320-3 (P1.46)
392-7 (P1. 60)
The first two, relatively early lekanides are purely Corinthianin shape; but 392-7, from the
late third quarter of the century, seems to be a copy of the contemporaryAttic form.
UNGLAZED

(Figs. 16, 17)

LEKANIDES

Groupi
Description: small bowls of fine yellow clay, often shading into clear pink; bowl with
flange to hold lid, reflex handles round in section, curved walls, and wide, flared foot; lid
somewhat domed with steps cut into most of the surface; the knob an inverted cone,
hollow in center, usually with tiny spike in hollow.
283-4 (P1. 41)
336-2 (P1.49)
349-4
X-219
327-3 (Fig. 16, P1. 47) 338-4 (P1. 52)
363-6 (P1. 55) X-220
332-1 (Fig. 16, P1. 45) 339-2 (P1. 52)
378-5 (P1. 61) X-221
332-2 (P1. 45)
D 14-d
344-6 (P1. 52)
X-222
333-5 (P1. 50)
346-2 (Fig. 16, P1. 55)
D 16-c
X-223
334-6 (P1. 49)

GE

1

FIGURE

17.
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UNGLAZED

LEKANIDES,

to
4-7,I

I C on

428-7, 428-8, AND 427-15(1:2)

Description:as groupi, but with band handles,brieferfoot with vertical sides; knob a
truncatedinvertedcone,concaveon top and set on shortstem; steps concentratedin area
aroundknob.
386-7 (P1.61) 404-2 (Fig. 16, P1.65) 423-8 (Fig. 17, P1.67) D 19-c
D 20-c
389-2 (P1.60)
405-5 (Fig. 16, P1.65) 427-14 (P1.67)
427-15 (Fig. 17, P1.67) D 22-b
390-3 (P1.60)
406-1 (P1.65)
393-2 (P1. 60)
394-1

407-12 (P1. 66)
408-5 (P1. 66)

428-7 (Fig. 17)
446-3 (P1. 71)

D 22-c
D 63-c

394-2
401-8 (P1.64)

412-14 (P1.67)
418-12 (P1.69)

D 11-b

X-224
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Groupiii
Description: as group ii but with more tapering bowl, still briefer foot; on the lid very

few steps, whichmoreoften take the formof ridgesaroundthe knob and groovesaround
the loweredge; in generalcarelesslymade.
D 38-e
D 31-d
462-5 (P1.75)
443-4 (P1.71)
D 32-d
X-225
D 25-b
444-3 (P1.71)
D 33-c
X-226
D 28-d
446-4 (P1.71)
D 34-c
D 28-e
X-227
449-3 (P1.71)
X-228
D
36-c
D 29-b
460-3 (P1.75)
(Fig. 16)
X-229
D 30-d (P1.73) D 38-d
468-4 (P1.76)
Probablythe most distinctiveproductof the fifth-centurypotters at Corinthis the series
of unglazedvases, and most importantof these are the lekanides.Chronologically
they follow
the majorgroupof patternlekanides(above)except for 283-4, which,with the slightlylater
CP 730,154 representsthe first experimentin the unglazedseries. Very shortly before the
middleof the centurythe practiceof cuttingsteps into the fabricof the lid was inaugurated,
and the new inventionwas apparentlyexploitedimmediately;by the the beginningof the
thirdquarterthe unglazedlekanisappearsregularlyin both funeraland domesticgroups.The
earliestvases are as skillfullymade as those of any shapein any period.The throwingof the
domedlid, the cutting of the steps, and the attachingof the knob must have requiredconsiderableskill.155
Mostof the lekanides,exceptingthe very best and the very latest examples,have shortlines
scoredinto the clay whenit was soft, both at the edge of the lid and at the rim of the bowl,
usuallyat the base of one reflexsectionof a handle.Invariablythe lid fits betterif the lines of
lid and bowlmatch;in the cataloguethese cuts arereferredto as adjustingmarks.Thenumber
of the cuts varies,sometimesa singlepairon smallvases, but moreoften two or three. On the
large and late 460-3 there is a group of four and six respectivelyat each handle, and two
matchinggroupsof four each on the lid (visibleon 418-12, PI. 69 and 427-14, PI. 67).
Groupi; whichis associatedwith Attic palmettelekythoiof groupiii, containsmostly small
lekanideswith rolledhandles,and is the first type to have the steppedlid. Nos. 332-2, X-219,
and X-250, like 283-4, retainthe early unridgedformof lid, however.Nos. 334-6 and 338-4

1M From grave 44 of the excavations of 1915-1916 in
another section of the North Cemetery.

o10*

155

Note the settling of the lid of 889-2.
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have only a suggestion of the steps, but are probably not to be considered as transitional
pieces. The comparatively few large vases (apart from 283-4) seem a bit later than the earliest
of the small lekanides, but resemble them in all particularsexcept for having band handles and
a differently shaped knob.156Other variations include the twisted cord handle of 327-3 and the
bent handles of 332-2 and 334-6. Nos. 353-6 and 378-5 seem to be transitional between
groups i and ii, keeping the fully stepped lids but showing the first band handles and stemmed
knobs on small vases.
Group ii runs concurrently with the Corinthianwhite-ground lekythoi of groups ii and iii
from the late third quarter through the fourth quarter of the fifth century. They vary little
from the vases of group i except that they have stemmed knobs and band handles (thus
resembling more the few large lekanides of group i). There is, however, a more pronounced
contraction of the walls to a smaller foot. Two examples have a small oddly-shaped knob
(386-7, 393-2). Five (423-8, 427-14, 427-15, 428-7, 446-3) are miniatures, datable probably
to the late fourth quarter; in two of them the lid is exceptionally deep and the bowl proportionately shallow (Fig. 17).157
Group iii, datable to the fourth century, shows a definite decline in quality.158The use of a
very soft crumbly fabric for several examples may indicate that at this time they were sometimes made specifically for funeral offerings. In this group the larger vases seem to form a
separate series: not only are they much bigger than the largest of groups i and ii (though the
small vases of all series remain about the same size), but a small ring surrounds the central
hole in the knob159and the handle is extremely large with very small pointed reflexes.160
BOWLS OF STANDARD

SIZE

D 30-e (P1. 73)
388-13 (P1. 63) 498-7 (P1. 78)
X-230
498-8 (PI. 78)
444-4 (P1. 71)
496-14 (P1. 77)
Most of the above are imitations of contemporary Attic bowls, those from graves 378 and
388 fifth century in date, the rest fourth or third century. No. 276-4 is of an unusual shape
and of typical kitchen-ware fabric; X-230, deeper than the rest, and with incurved rim, is
undatable. They were commonly used for domestic purposes,161 but as grave offerings were
much less popular than the miniature bowls (below). No local imitations of the typical Attic
saltcellar (as X-251) were found.
276-4 (P1. 39)
378-6 (PI. 61)
388-12 (PI. 63)

MINIATURE BOWLS

(Fig. 18)

Description: small bowls under 3 cm. in height; double curve from
plain rim to bottom; no foot, string marks on the underside; interior
and upper part of exterior glazed.

FIGURE

18.

MINIATURE

BOWL

A stemmed disk knob, except that of 846-2, which is
nearly conical.
157 On Plate
67, 427-15 and the "bowl" of 423-8 are inverted.
158Except 444-3 and 445-4.
159 This ring occurs only on 445-4, D 81-d, D 32-d of the
smaller vases.
160 A number of unglazed lekanides have appeared at
other sites: Delphi, V, pp. 164f., fig. 697; Mon. Ant., XIV,
156

1904, col. 795, fig. 13, from Kamarina; Ae-riov, XV, 19331935, pp. 20ff., figs. 5, 25, from Argos; A.J.A., XIX, 1915,
p. 428, fig. 4, from Halai; and Sevres, CVA, pl. 25, nos. 46,
52, and 60, from Benghazi. The lekanides imported into
Rhodes in the fifth century were Corinthian pattern vases
or Attic black glaze. See also Munich, CVA, III, pl. 145,
11, and references, p. 43.
161 For example, thirteen of these bowls were found in
well K-23 at Corinth.

(P1. 39)
344-7 (P1. 52)
346-3 (P1. 55)
360-2 (P1. 57)
362-4 (P1. 58)
367-13 (P1. 59)

(P1. 59)
373-4 (P1. 60)
378-7 (P1. 61)
378-8
395-12 (P1. 63)
396-6 (P1. 64)

(P1. 65)
422-11 (P1. 70)
430-9 (P1. 71)
433-3 (P1. 73)
D 8-c

D 18-c
D 22-d
X-231
X-232
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Except for 274-4 and D 8-c which have a suggestion of an offset rim, these very small
bowls are nearly identical. A slight variation may occur in the curve of the profile as a result
of carelessness (e.g., 367-13), and 346-3, 395-12 are unglazed. The earliest appear in the first
quarter but the shape becomes common only in the second half of the fifth century; the bowls
disappearat the same time as Corinthianwhite-groundlekythoi and the ribbed round-mouthed
oinochoai (see p. 121). These, like the larger bowls, are found in domestic contexts, e.g., the
twenty-seven from the unpublished well, K-23. Cf. the examples, earlier than any from the
Cemetery, Hesperia, VII, 1938, p. 587, fig. 15, nos. 81-83.

MINIATURE FLAT-BOTTOMED BOWLS

415-19

448-7 (P1. 72)

487-7 (P1. 78)

490-3 (P1. 76)

No. 415-19 is a late fifth century miniature bowl, very shallow, with a wall only 0.9 cm.
high. The others, from the fourth century, are somewhat deeper, but also have a wide flat
floor, in effect, phialai without omphaloi. For mesomphalic phialai, see p. 130.
MINIATURE JARS

487-6 (P1. 78)

498-9 (P1. 78)

498-10 (Pl. 78)

These small handleless jars, from the latest graves, were possibly medicine containers (see
catalogue, 498-9). Note also X-205.
MINIATURE KRATERS

272-3 (P1. 38)

418-13 (P1. 69)

X-158

Very small, and very crude little cups with vertical handles pressed against the wall.

MINIATURE KOTHONS

X-233

X-234

The only kothons found in the Cemetery are these unglazed miniatures.

KALATHOI

287-4 (P1. 40)

357-7 (P1. 56)

357-8 (P1. 56)

357-9 (P1. 56)

Common though kalathoi were in the fifth century at Corinth,l62 the tiny basket from 287

and the three unglazedexamplesfrom357 are the only late representativesof the shapefrom
the Cemetery.Note the comparablescarcityin the precedingcentury,p. 117.
162

A great many were found in the Potters' Quarter
(e.g., A.J.A., XXXV, 1931, p. 20, fig. 18) and several in well

K-23. See also Corinth,XIV, pl. 49, nos. 51-54.

LAMPS, TYPE IV
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384-3 (Pl. 62)
385-3 (P1.62)
388-14 (Fig.19,P1.100)
409-11 (Fig.19,P1.100)
420-6 (P1.70)
422-12 (P1.70)
423-9 (Fig. 19, P1.100)
427-16 (P1.67)
431-3 (P1.71)
437-3 (Fig.19,Pl.100)
441-4
442-7
446-5 (Fig.19,P1.100)
447-5

888-14

858-7

(P1.75)
(P1.74)
(P1.74)
(P1.74)
(Fig.19,P1.100)
(P1.76)
(P1. 21)
(Fig.19,Pl.100)
(P1.75)
(P1. 26)

409-11

423-9

461-3

474-4

419-15

G

450-4
453-8
454-4
455-2
456-2
457-6
458-5
469-4
460-5
461-3
462-6
463-3
464-4

G

471-3
472-4
474-4
475-3
477-3
478-3
479-2
481-5
483-3
484-5
487-8
487-9
488-3

487-3

478-1

^

D 88-f
5

0

D 16-d

D 82-e

456-2

446-5

1

Sri
446-5

X-238

491-9 (P1.76)
492-4
(Fig.19,P1.100) 496-15 (P1.77)
D 16-d (Fig. 19,P1.100)
D 25-c
D 26-b
(P1.75)
D 27-d
D 29-c
D 31-e
D 33-d
D 37-e
(P1.78)
X-236
(P1.78)
X-237
(P1.76)
(Pl. 75)

'
D 80-f

498-11

10

FIGURE19. LAMPS(1:2)

Mostnumerousof all the lampsfoundin the Cemeteryare the Corinthianexamplesof Broneer's Type IV163 and its later variants.The earliest,which date from the late thirdquarter
of the fifth century,are canonical,with narrowincurvedrim and short pointednozzle.In the
fourth centurythe walls are higher,the fillinghole smaller,and the spout longer.The trend
reflectsthe shapesof TypesVI and VII, whichwerein commonuse long beforethe middleof

163
Corinth, IV, ii, pp. 39ff. Broneer's Type IV has been
subdivided by R. H. Howland, Athenian Agora, IV, pp. 44ff.,
who assigns them to his Types 21 A-D and 22 A, B. The
Broneer numbers are here retained for the lamps of Corin-

thian fabric. For the Attic lamps, see p. 166. The lamps
excavated in 1928 are published by Broneer (his CL inven
tory nos. are included in the catalogue).

the fourth century. That the latest, deepest, and crudest of Type IV are specifically grave
furniture seems likely for a number of reasons: many of them are miniatures; and many unand they are proportionatelymuch more numeglazed; none of them shows signs of burning;164

rousin the Cemeterythan in well groupswheregood,practicalAttic lampsoccurfrequently.165
LAMPS, TYPE V

331-4 (P1.50)

363-7 (Fig. 19, Pls. 55, 100)

X-238 (Fig. 19, P1. 100)

The lamps of Broneer'sType V166appearin grave groupsdatableto about the middleof
the fifth centuryand are the earliestlampsin the Cemetery.
LAMPS, TYPE VI
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419-15 (Fig. 19, Pls. 69, 100)

419-16 (P1.69)

LAMPS, TYPE VII

462-5 (P1.74)
473-1 (Fig. 19, P1.100)

480-4
D 24-c

D 34-d
X-239

X-240

Theseball-shapedlampsare almostcertainlylocal copiesof the Attic Type VII (see p. 166),
althoughthey lack the characteristicgroovearoundthe fillinghole. OnlyD 24-c has a handle.

of actual use has been found only in the
earliest, well-made lamps of Type IV (84-3, 427-16, 888-14,
and X-236), and in 831-4 (Type V). Burning is much more
common on the Attic lamps (see p. 166).
164 Evidence

165

E.g., well K-23.
166Corinth, IV, ii,
pp. 42f.

4. ATTIC AND OTHER NON-CORINTHIAN POTTERY
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Attic and other imported vases clearly were regardedin Corinth as suitable grave furniture.
Imports appear in the graves in the first quarter of the sixth century (148-2), and occur
frequently thereafter down to the second half of the fourth century. Most numerous of the
imports by far are the Attic vases. Their popularity is indicated, for example, by grave 300
(P1. 44) in which every vase is Attic, and by many other burials (see especially graves 302-342
passim) in which all but one are Attic. In fact, nearly twenty per cent. of all vases and lamps
found in the graves after 600 B.C. is Attic; and of these, nearly two-thirds date from the first
half of the fifth century. It is interesting that the Attic shapes represented are restricted
almost entirely to various cups and lekythoi (for other shapes, see p. 161 below). Skyphoi
and kylikes are common at all times; the lekythoi, on the other hand, are relatively few until
the second quarter of the fifth century, when vast quantities of pattern lekythoi were imported,
expressly for funeral use.167
The quality of the Attic vases found is somewhat disappointing. Some of the cups of the
early sixth century are beautiful examples of pot-making (notably the superb 148-2, P1. 20),
but none is figured. When black figure does appear, it is rather late, and modest; perhaps the
finest painting-speaking in comparative terms-is to be found on the band cups in grave 250
(Pls. 35, 93). There is nothing unexpected in the black figure of the fifth century, either in the
cups or the lekythoi.168
The contemporary pattern vases, which are very numerous, are well made and attractive.
They belong, however, with few exceptions to well-known, standard types. The predominant
patterns are the upright palmettes for the cups, and the palmettes and ivy for the lekythoi.
Special mention may be made of the fine hatching on the peculiar squat lekythos, 355-9 (Pls.
56, 97), and the "St. Valentin" decoration on the skyphos, 364-7 (Pls. 58, 91).
The red-figuredvases from the graves are not only restricted in shape, but are very few in
number. The four lekythoi (306-4, PI. 45; 307-3, PI. 45; 426-17, PI. 67; and D 12-i, PI. 53)
are modest pieces, and the three skyphoi (342-5, PI. 51; 344-9, Pls. 52, 91; 346-6) are all
glaukes. The sherds from the excavation promised finer things to come (notably X-265 to
X-270, P1. 98), but except for the krater, X-264 (P1. 97), only scattered fragments were found.
The scarcity of red-figurework in the graves is in part accounted for by the relative expense
of good painting; but because the wells and other domestic deposits have provided many
Attic red-figuredvases of fine quality, one may surmise that the Corinthianswere showing a
special conservatism in preferringthe older type of decoration for their funeral offerings.
The many black-glazed Attic vases comprise chiefly skyphoi and cups. The former extend
through a period of two and a half centuries, and the latter show an unbroken development
from the banded cups of komast shape in the early sixth century down to the Acrocups of the
mid fifth. In quality they are at least as good as their counterparts found in Athens. Special
note may be made of the rare skyphos of mastoid type (p. 156). The black-glazed lekythoi,
while never so common as the palmette and ivy series, form a third important group. A few
bowls, a very few oinochoai of various shapes, and one amphoriskoscomplete the representation.
167

See also p. 81, and, for local copies of Athenian vases,
pp. 98, 119.

168There is one black-figured oinochoe, 294-2. The other
black-figured Attic vases are the skyphoi, pp. 153, 155,
kylikes, p. 158, and lekythoi, pp. 161-162.
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The presence of the Attic vases has made it possible to date the grave groups with greater
accuracy, as the notes throughout the catalogue will testify (see also above, pp. 120-121). The
Corinthianfinds in the Cemetery, on the contrary, add little to the present knowledge of Attic
pottery; they can at best corroboratethe established chronology. The Attic vases are numerous
enough, however, to form significant groups among themselves in many instances.
Not all the imported pottery is Attic. The siren vase, 157-x (P1. 90) and the lydion, X-241
(P1. 90) are two of obviously distant origin. There are also a few pieces, for the most part
black-glazed, which are of standard Attic shape, but with a fabric or glaze which cannot be
identified.169Also included among the non-Attic imports are the gray unguentariaof the fourth
century, and one small pot of similar fabric. For oinochoai of possible Argive origin, see p. 111.
In the summaries which follow, the arrangement is by shape: skyphoi, cup-skyphoi, cups,
pitchers, bowls, followed by the lekythoi (which are arranged by kinds of decoration), fragments of fine Attic vases, the lamps, and the few non-Attic imports. For pots of the Roman
period, see below, pp. 167-168.
LISTS AND SUMMARIES
BLACK-FIGURED SKYPHOI OF HERMOGENEAN SHAPE

262-7 (Fig. 11, P1. 91)
281-9 (P1. 40)
281-10 (Fig. 11, P1. 40)

295-4 (P1. 43)
320-4 (P1.46)
329-4 (P1. 49)

329--5 (Fig. 11, P1. 49)
333-6 (P1. 50)
333-7 (P1. 50)

344-8 (P1. 52)
346-4 (P1. 55)
346-5 (P1. 55)

Most of the vases of this shapel70belong to a consistent group of silhouette skyphoi datable
to about the middle of the fifth century. They are representative of the large class decorated
by the later followers of the Haimon Painter,171in which the handle zone shows a pair of thin
figures between straggly palmettes. Nos. 329-5 and 346-5 are white-ground. Of approximately
the same basic shape are the earlier examples, 262-7, with incised animal figures, the pair of
small skyphoi from 281, with incredibly degenerate palmettes, and the small, later 320-4. For
convenience, a shallow cup-skyphos of Ure's K-3 group has been added here (295-4).
BLACK-GLAZED SKYPHOI OF CORINTHIAN SHAPE (SIXTH CENTURY)

165-7 (P1. 22)

155-8 (Fig. 11, P1. 22)

171-2 (P1.26) 212-4 (P1. 27)
213-4 (P1. 32)

The two earliest Attic skyphoi come from a Middle Corinthiancontext, and differ from the
contemporary Corinthian examples in the absence of rays at the base and the use of very
broad bands of red at the handle zone and above the foot. In shape they resemble both the
CorinthianSamos group and the Attic komast skyphoi (see further, catalogue). The other three
are taller skyphoi, of a very thin fabric. In 171-2 the walls still have a considerablegradual
curve, but in 212-4 and 213-4, they taper in an almost straight line to the foot. No. 171-2 is
not far from the example72 in Athens found in a group dated rather early in the second quarter

169Nos. 254-2, 338-5, 343-3, 360-5, 403-8, 409-12,
429-4, D 43-d, X-246.
170Most of these
skyphoi are of the Hermogenean Class,
J.H.S., LII, 1932, p. 203; Beazley, ABV, p. 166.

171

Beazley's Lancut Group, ABV, p. 576; see also
Haspels, ABL, pp. 135 and 187ff.
172Hesperia, XXV, 1956, pp. 58f., pl. 18a, P 24957.
For the Corinthian imitations of such skyphoi as these,
see p. 108.

of the century, which would bring 212-4 and 213-4 down to the middle of the century. There
are no Attic skyphoi of the later sixth century, but Attic influence is apparent in Corinthian
skyphoi of this period (see p. 108).
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BLACK-GLAZED SKYPHOI OF CORINTHIAN SHAPE (FIFTH CENTURY)

Description: pinkish brown clay; very thin, well-roundedwalls curving into small splayed
foot; good glaze; reserved band above foot with fine black rays; top of foot black; underside reserved with concentric black rings around a central dot; two red lines under handles, one just above rays.
259-2 (P1. 34)
D 9-b (P1. 43)
300-1 (P1. 44)
337-6 (P1. 51)
283-5 (P1. 41)
306-3 (P1. 41)
D 9-c (P1. 43)
342-6 (P1. 51)
299-4 (P1. 44)
321-5 (P1. 46)
D 10-b
366-5 (P1. 56)
326-3 (P1.48)
299-5 (P1. 44)
D 11-c (P1. 53)
366-6 (P1. 56)
299-a
329-6 (P1. 49)
404-6 (P1. 65)
The importing of Attic skyphoi of this shape was resumed early in the fifth century and
continued sporadically for about fifty years, with the greatest number of examples falling in
the second quarter. After the middle of the century there is only one example, and not until
well into the fourth century do imports occur again in any quantity (see ovoid skyphoi below,
and also p. 122). The series from the Cemetery generally conforms to the sequence of development as it appearsin Athens,173but it may be noted that nine are unusually small vases (under
seven cm. in height). The following variants may be mentioned: 337-6, completely glazed
except the underside; 321-5, 329-6, and D 11-c, all lacking rays in the reserved band above
the foot.
BLACK-GLAZED SKYPHOI WITH TORUS FOOT (TYPE A)

D 9-a (P1. 43)
261-2 (P1. 34)
320-6 (P1. 46)
336-3 (P1. 49)
337-5 (P1. 51)
260-2 (P1. 34)
325-2 (P1. 48)
D 11-d (P1. 53)
325-3 (P1.48)
299-b
X-242
342-7 (P1. 51)
320-5 (P1. 46)
333-8 (P1. 50)
Attic skyphoi of traditional Attic type were imported regularly but in small numbers
throughout the first half of the fifth century, somewhat fewer than those of "Corinthian"
shape. The earliest is the late sixth century 261-2, followed by 260-2 from the beginning of the
fifth. The rest are typical representatives of each stage in the normal Attic development.174
In the series are a few variant forms: 320-5, 299-b, and D 11-d have sharply curved walls
and a very small rounded foot; the last two and 325-3 have one vertical, one horizontal handle.
Several from about the middle of the century are smaller than normal.

RED-FIGURED SKYPHOI

342-5 (P1. 51)
344-9 (Pls. 52, 91)
346-6 (P1. 55)
The three red-figuredskyphoi from the Cemetery are all glaukes, and it is a strange coincidence that each of the three has a different shape. They are closely contemporary, occurring
173 For

the various stages of the development, see
Hesperia, XV, 1946, pl. 63, nos. 243-245; V, 1936, p. 340,
fig. 8; XXII, 1953, pl. 29, nos. 23-26.

174Cf. Hesperia, XV, 1946, pl. 64, nos. 246-248; XXII,
1953, pl. 29, nos. 29, 30, and p. 75. Lines of added red were
noted on 251-2 and 260-2.

white-ground ivy lekythoi
shortly
century
of
the
owls
are
of
the
usual
but
of
344-9
and
346-6
the
faces
have more and larger
kind,
ings
speckles than is normal. See Haspels, ABL, pp. 187f.; and for a recent discussion of this group,
F. P. Johnson, A.J.A., LIX, 1955, pp. 119ff., pls. 35-38.
PATTERN SKYPHOI

360-5 (P1. 57)

364-7 (Pls. 58, 91)

No. 364-7 is a fine example of the St. Valentin vases (see catalogue). The second, 360-5,
with a broken meander at the rim, seems very similar to Attic vases in fabric, but the glaze
is dull and the shape not unlike Corinthian.
OVOID SKYPHOI
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Description: pinkish brown clay, often quite pale; excellent thin glaze; ovoid body with
very thin walls contracting somewhat at mouth and tapering sharply to tiny flared foot;
thin handles with attachments set close together; above foot, reserved band with diagonal
crosshatching; bottom reserved.
464-5 (Pl. 74)
466-3
446-4 (P1. 71)
462-6 (P1. 74)
D 26-c
466-3
463-9 (Pl. 74)
448-8 (P]. 72)
(P1. 74)

Although in Athens this shape is clearly a direct development from the fifth century skyphos
of "Corinthian"shape,76 no transitional pieces were found in the Cemetery. The vases in the
group must all be approximately contemporary and belong at the earliest to the middle of the
fourth century (see p. 122). They are all alike except 456-3, which is completely glazed.
CUP-SKYPHOI, CRACOW CLASS AND SUCCESSORS

237-2 (Fig. 21, P1. 93) 275-4 (Fig. 20, P1. 39) 326-4 (P1.48) D 47-a
262-8 (P1. 36)
281-7 (Fig. 20, P1. 40) 402-2 (P1. 65) D 47-b
267-2 (P1. 37)
281-8 (P1. 40)
Only three cups of this shape, 237-2, 262-8, and 402-2, can rightly be considered members
of the Cracowclass.177They are well-made cups, the sixth century 237-2 with dancing figures,
and the others with floral decoration; for the dates of the graves containing the two palmette
cups, see catalogue, graves 262 and 402. Fairly close to these properrepresentatives of the class
are 276-4, again with palmettes, and 326-4, with silhouette decoration. The remainder are
unfortunate degenerates, probably, but not certainly, of Attic fabric.178The palmettes in all
cases are of the solid type found on the lekythoi, but 267-2 and the pair from 281 show no
incision. See also the skyphoi of Hermogenean shape, p. 153.
BLACK-GLAZED CUP-SKYPHOI WITH CONCAVE LIP (TYPE C)

264-2 (PI. 34)
269-3 (P1. 34)
274-5 (P1. 39)
175

277-6 (Pl. 37)
295-5 (P1. 43)
302-2 (P1. 45)

The dating accords well with that of Beazley's, J.H.S.,
LXIX, 1949, p. 123.
176Hesperia, XVIII, 1949, pp. 319, 320, and fig. 2; XX,
1951, pls. 50, 51; XXI, 1952, pp. 11Off.; and XXIII, 1954,
pl. 24. Also Sciatbi, pl. 52, no. 100.

304-2
339-3 (P1. 52)
177

343-3 (P1. 54)
X-243

J.H.S., LII, 1932, pp. 203f.; also Hesperia, XV, 1946,
pp. 314f.; and CVA Braunschweig,text to pl. 10, 9.
178 Three
(267-2, 281-7, 281-8) are pinchbases: Beazley,
ABV, pp. 565ff.

The earliest in this diverse group of black-glazed skyphoi belongs to the latter part of the
sixth century; the rest follow at intervals down to about 450 B.C. Some are shallow (259-3,
274-5), others very tall, similar to the vases in the Heron class;179 the width and curve of the
rim vary throughout. In the earlier examples, the foot is a simple rounded form, but in the
later ones it becomes rather elaborately profiled. The splayed foot of 343-3 is exceptional. Nos.
254-2 and 343-3 may possibly be of some other fabric than Attic, but are certainly not Corinthian.
BLACK-GLAZED CUP-SKYPHOI OF MASTOID SHAPE

295-6 (P1. 43)
300-2 (P1.44)

D 9-d (P1.43)
D 9-e (P1. 43)

307-2 (P1. 45)
333-9 (P1. 50)
381-2 (P1. 60)

D 9-f (P1.43)
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Seven of these eight skyphoi, with their sharply curved walls and distinctive bent handles,
date from the second quarter of the fifth century; the shallow 381-2 is considerablylater. No.
333-9 has a splayed foot rather like that of the silhouette skyphoi, and 307-2 has added red
lines. Two from Deposit 9 are much smaller than the rest; the third, D 9-f, is shallow. Cups
of this shape are rare, apparently more popular in Corinth than in Athens, and it seems not
improbable that they were made specially for the Corinthianmarket.
BANDED KYLIKES OF KOMAST SHAPE

Description: low cups with offset lip, nearly horizontal handles, conical foot; black at
top of lip, line at join of lip and body; lower part and exterior of foot entirely glazed
except for a narrow reserved line half way down wall; interior glazed except for reserved
circle on floor.
201-2 (P1. 31)
148-2 (P1. 20)
201-3
199-1 (Fig. 20, Pl. 27)
(P1. 31)
200-2 (P1. 31)

202-2 (P1. 31)
211-1 (P1. 27)

213-5 (P1. 32)
X-244

One remarkableproduct from the excavations is this series of early Attic cups. They are of a
type known variously as Ionic or Corinthian, but all these, with the possible exception of
148-2, are surely Attic. The last is the finest of the group, the largest, and the earliest; for the
shape and glaze, see catalogue. The rest of the series is uniform in fabric and glaze, both of
which are as typically Attic as any one could find in Athens, and the shape is basically that
of the black-figuredkomast cups. Indeed, a number of almost identical vases have been found
in the Athenian Agora.180

79 Beazley, ABV, pp. 617f.; Haspels, ABL, pp. 249ff.;
Hesperia, XV, 1946, pp. 289ff.
180 Hesperia, Suppl. IV, p. 13, fig. 11 a, P13350; Hesperia,
XXV, 1956, p. 59, pl. 18e, P24973, dated ca. 575-560 B.C.
Unpublished examples include P1005, P3011, P8827,
P17835, P20582, photographs of which were kindly sent
me by Miss Talcott.
Further evidence is afforded by the cup in Copenhagen
(CVA, II, pl. 92, 5; Beazley, ABV, p. 68; Payne, J. H. S.,
XLVII, 1927, p. 158) which has a shape very close to our
201-2, and an Attic, not Corinthian, cock in the interior.

See also the Attic example with horseman, Leipzig no. 314,
CVA, I, pl. 39. The cups found at eastern sites are quite
different with much deeper bowl, a higher vertical lip, and
taller foot. See, for example, the pieces from Samos, Boehlau, Nekropolen, pl. 8, nos. 21-24; from Thera, Ath. Mitt.,
XXVIII, 1903, Beilage 23, 1, G-5; from Rhodes, Clara
Rhodos, IV, fig. 275, p. 252. For recent discussions, see
M. Robertson, 'Apx. 'Eq).,1953, pp. 145ff., G. M. A. Hanfmann, in TheAegean and the Near East, Studies Presentedto
Hetty Goldman, 1956, pp. 167-173; and E. Brann, Hesperia,
XXV, 1956, pp. 370f.

Palmette, 275-5
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Palmette, 281-7

Cup-Skyphos,275-4

__

\^

^

Banded, Komast Shape, 199-1

With ConcaveLip, 800-4

With Offset Lip, 295-7

Palmette, 262-10

DroopCup,244-1
FIGURE 20. KYLIKES(1:2)

The shapes of the cups show a considerable amount of variation: from shallow bowls with
wide low foot they tend to become much deeper with very narrow lip and comparatively high
conical foot. Although only 202-2 comes from a good context, the earlier cups at least must
precede the rise of the normal little master kylikes; the occurrencein grave 202 of a late banded
cup and a fairly early little master would corroboratethis.181Two unusual pieces may be noted:
211-1 with black lip, and the miniature 213-5.
LITTLE MASTER CUPS
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173-4 (P1. 27)
202-3 (P1. 31)

219-3 (P1. 32)
220-4 (P1. 32)

244-1 (Fig. 20, Pls. 32,93)
246-2 (Pls. 34, 93)

260-14 (Pls. 35, 93)
260-15 (Fig. 21, P1. 35)

These eight cups, though modest pieces, are the most important vases found after the disappearance of Corinthian figured wares. Of the five band cups, three are plain (173-4, 202-3,
219-3) and the pair from 260 are figured. The two lip cups, one by Neandros (220-4) and one
late figured piece (246-2), are typical representatives of their class. No. 244-1 is a Droop cup.
False or meaningless inscriptions appear on 173-4, 202-3, and 219-3; and the Neandros cup,
220-4, bears a neat signature (Fig. 22).
OTHER EARLY CUPS

198-1 (Fig. 21, P1. 27)

220-5 (P1. 32)

PALMETTE KYLIKES

Description: vertical, slightly offset rim, shallow bowl, short thick stem, and very thin
foot, not quite flat and turning up at the sides with a mere suggestion of profiling at the
edge; small cone hollowed out inside foot; lip and handles and stem black-glazed; below
lip, body entirely glazed except for narrow reserved band decorated with palmettes; edge
of foot and underside reserved; inside, reserved area on floor with circle and dot.
262-9 (P1. 36)
272-5 (P1. 38)
262-10 (Fig. 20, P1. 36) 276-5 (Fig. 20, P1. 39)
272-4 (P1. 38)
297-4 (P1. 42)

300-3 (P1.44)
326-5 (P1. 48)
337-7 (P1. 51)

347-2 (P1. 54)
D 9-g (P1. 48)
D 47-c

The palmette kylikes, appearing in the early fifth century in a number of different shapes,
and with varying decoration, seem to become standardized, at least in the Cemeteryseries, in
the second quarter of the century. Among the earlier, not-yet conventional pieces are 276-5
with plain lip and briefest of stems, and 262-9, the closest to the traditional band cups in
respect to its comparativelydeep bowl and narrowstem.l82 Instead of the more usual palmettes
with petals painted separately, 262-10 and the pair from grave 272 have the incised palmettes
found on the floral cups of the Cracow Class (p. 155). For a fine selection of early palmette
kylikes, see Hesperia, XV, 1946, pl. 62, nos. 218-223.
The cups of the second quarter of the century form a single series, in which a few general
tendencies are apparent: the rim becomes straighter and narrower,the stem short and thick,
181 This

date is now confirmed by the context of Athens
Agora P24973 (see above, note 180).
182 From the character of the decoration and the shape,

specifically the thin foot, it appears that this group is a
successor to the Droop cups. Compare the profiles, Fig. 20,
244-1 and 262-10.
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Cup-Skyphos, 237-2

Black-glazed, 198-1

.

Little Master, 250-15

With Offset Lip, 344-10

Black-glazed Stemless, 271-3
FIGURE21. KYLaKES
(1:2)

.

and the foot loses its rocking-horse aspect. The latest example, 347-2, from probably just
about the middle of the century, has palmettes with white arcs in the manner of the palmette
lekythoi.
BLACK-GLAZED KYLIKES WITH CONCAVE LIP (TYPE C)

269-4 (P1. 34)
268-4 (P1. 38)

271-2 (P1. 39)
297-5 (P1. 42)

300-4 (Fig. 20, P1. 44)

330-6 (P1. 49)
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The first three belong to the first quarter of the fifth century: 259-4 and 268-4 find exact
parallels in the Rock-cut Shaft;183271-2 is a small piece, probably a bit later. Apparently the
form became established at this time, and the remaining three vary but slightly from the
earlier: 300-4 has a flat disk foot, however, and 330-6, from a mid-century group, has a foot
profiled very much like those of the kylikes with offset lip.
BLACK-GLAZED KYLIKES WITH OFFSET LIP (VIENNA CUPS)

282-3
296-7
296-8
300-5

(Pl. 37)
(Fig. 20, P1. 43)
(P1. 43)
(P1. 44)

302-3
306-3
308-2
308-3

(P1. 45)
(P1. 45)
(P1. 45)
(P1.45)

322-6
322-7
323-4
329-7

(P1. 47)
(P1. 47)
(P1. 47)
(P1. 49)

340-3 (P1. 52)
340-4 (P1. 52)
344-10 (Fig. 21)
X-245

This series, datable completely within the second quarter of the fifth century, is extraordinarily homogeneous, yet a slow, even development is clear. It appears best in the angle of
the lip, the depth of the bowl, and the thickness and swing of the handles (Figs. 20,21).184All
except 344-10, which has a small ring under the bowl and a disk foot, belong to Bloesch's
group of "Wiener Schalen";l85 his dating of the group between ca. 470 and ca. 450 B.C. is
corroboratedby the series from the Cemetery. Three of our examples are completely glazed
on the exterior wall, without the usual reserved patch between the attachments of each handle
(329-7, 340-3, 340-4).
BLACK-GLAZED, DEEP-BODIED KYLIKES (ACROCUPS)

322-8 (P1. 47)
323-5 (P1. 47)

324-2 (P1. 47)
324-3 (P1. 47)

326-4 (P1.48)
326-5 (P1. 48)

328-3 (P1.45)
337-8 (P1. 51)

These relatively rare kylikes are all very nearly contemporary (late in the second quarter of
the fifth century), and show almost no development.186The one variant is 324-2, with a disk
foot, flat on the bottom, and a partly reserved stem. The series belongs to Bloesch's Acropolis
group.187

18 Hesperia, XV, 1946, pl. 63, nos. 231 and 235, before
480 B.C. For the group as a whole, cf. Bloesch, Formen,
pp. 119ff.
184 None in this series is as early as Hesperia, XV, 1946,
pl. 63, no. 236 (before 480 B.C.), but 282-3 is apparently
earlier than Bloesch's first illustrated example, Formen,
p. 139, no. 2, pl. 38, 1.
185Formen, pp. 139ff., pl. 38, 2 and 3 (add Caskey-Beazley,
II, pp. 66f., no. 103). Cf. also Hesperia, V, 1936, pp. 336ff.,
figs. 4-6.

186 The
group is so completely uniform that it is difficult
to see any significance in the variations, but it may well be
that those with wider, more flaring rim and shorter stem are
the later examples.
187Formen, pp. 141ff., pl. 39, 2 and 3. Cf. also A.J.A.,
XLIII, 1939, p. 597, fig. 8, and Hesperia, XXII, 1953, pl. 30,
no. 34. In a context of the third quarter of the century
in the Agora at Athens was found what seems to be the
latest development of the shape: a very deep cup with
curiously dull glaze and very heavy stem ring painted a
bright purple (P16585); it may not be Attic.

271-3 (Fig. 21, P1. 39)
296-9 (P1.43)
322-9 (P1. 47)

331-5 (P1. 50) 334-8 (P1. 49)
333-10 (P1. 50) 334-9 (P1. 49)
334-7 (P1. 49) 344-11 (P1. 52)

347-3 (P1. 54)
460-5 (P1. 75)
450-6 (P1. 75)

Most of the stemlesskylikes from the Cemeterybelong to about the middle of the fifth
century.The sequenceof developmentfollowsapproximatelythat describedin Hesperia,V,
1936, p. 339 (see also Hesperia,XXII, 1953, p. 77, no. 37). The three from grave 334 are
unusualpieces, very shallow,with simple rim and heavy roundedfoot. No. 295-9 and the
very late pairfrom460 have horizontalhandles.
BLACK-GLAZED KANTHAROS
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338-5 (P1. 52)

PITCHERS OF VARIOUS SHAPES

294-2 (Pls. 42, 95), black-figuredtrefoil oinochoe

X-246, miniaturetrefoiloinochoe
300-6 (P1.44), black-glazedround-mouthed
oinochoe
X-247, olpe
329-8 (P1.49), 429-4 (P1.72), wide-mouthedjugs

BLACK-GLAZED AMPHORISKOS

421-3 (P1.71)

BLACK-GLAZED BOWLS AND SALTCELLAR

357-10 (P1. 56)
365-6 (P1. 59)

399-4 (PI. 64)
409-12 (P1. 66)

X-249

X-251

No. 365-6, is a tiny, footlessbowl; the rest are largerexamplesof variousshapes.The one
"saltcellar"is X-251. Except for 409-12, which is not certainlyAttic, they belong to the
third quarterof the fifth century.Comparethe local versions,p. 148.

BLACK-GLAZED STEMMED BOWL

X-250

BLACK-FIGURED LEKYTHOI, EARLY CYLINDERS

260-16 (P1. 85)
260-17 (P1. 35)

260-18 (P1. 35)

267-9 (P1.34)

257-10 (P1. 34)

Thesefive from the last quarterof the sixth centuryare slight worksof very poor quality.
Four belongto the cock group(Haspels,ABL, pp. 67ff., and Beazley,ABV, pp. 466ff.); the
fifth, 260-16, is of the Phanyllisgroup(see catalogue).
11

LEKYTHOI,

262-11 (P1. 36)
267-3 (P1. 37)
268-5 (P1. 38)
269-1 (P1. 94)
271-4 (Pls. 39, 94)

272-6
272-7
272-8
272-9
274-6

(Pls. 38, 94)
(Pls. 38, 94)
(Pls. 38, 94)
(P1. 38)
(P1. 39)

275-6
277-7
280-4
299-7

324-4 (Pls. 47, 95)
(P1. 39)
(Pls. 37, 94) 333-11 (P1. 50)
(P1. 37)
(P1.44)
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The later black-figuredlekythoi cover approximately the whole of the first half of the fifth
century. None is a masterpiece, and the majority are hastily executed products from the
Haimon Painter's workshop.l88 Notable, for the Cemetery at any rate, are the two miniatures
from the shop of the Diosphos Painter (267-3, 272-8), and the two large pieces (262-11,272-6)
from the workshop of the Painter of Athens 581. The subjects are commonplace: chariots,
Herakles, an amazonomachy (272-6), and Dionysiac scenes. Only 274-6 and 299-7 are whiteground.
BLACK-FIGURED LEKYTHOI WITH CHIMNEY MOUTH

280-3 (P1. 37)
294-3 (P1. 42)
296-10 (Pls. 43,95)
296-11 (P1. 43)

297-6 (PI. 42)
297-7 (P1. 42)
299-6 (P1. 44)
299-8 (Pls. 44, 95)

323-6 (P1. 47,95)
300-7 (P1.44)
302-4 (P1.45)
326-6 (Pls. 48, 95)
302-5 (Pls. 45,95) 333-12 (P1. 50)

Most of the above are connected with the Haimon Painter's shop (see above), and the subjects are typical of the Haimon group: maenads, chariots, and symposia. The Emporion Painter
decorated 302-5, with a Nike holding torches; and the Beldam Painter produced 323-6 and
326-6. Three are white-ground: 294-3, 299-8, and 302-5. For pattern lekythoi of this shape,
see p. 165 below. The entire series is contemporary with the last, or almost the last of the
normal black-figuredlekythoi. For "chimneys" in general, see Haspels, ABL, pp. 178ff.
RED-FIGURED LEKYTHOI

306-4 (Pls. 45, 96)

307-3 (Pls. 45, 96)

D 12-i (P1. 53)

It is rather surprisingto find so few red-figuredlekythoi in the Cemetery. Each of the two
large vases has for decorationa Nike, one by the Bowdoin Painter, and the other by the Painter
of London 342. No. D 12-i is a small, late, and fragmentary piece, probably showing Europa
and the bull. For red-figuredsquat lekythoi, see below.
BLACK-GLAZED LEKYTHOI

219-4 (P1. 32)
262-12 (P1. 36)
296-15 (P1. 43)
305-4 (P1.41)

320-8 (P1.46)
328-4 (P1. 45)
329-11 (P1.49)
330-9 (P1. 49)

336-7 (P1.49)
342-12 (P1. 51)
368-5 (P1. 54)
368-6 (P1. 54)

363-6 (P1. 58)
403-8 (P1. 65)
D 9-i (P1. 43)
D 9-j (P1.43)

306-5 (P1.45)
320-7 (P1.46)

330-10 (P1.49)
333-15 (P1.50)

360-3 (P1.57)
360-4 (P1.57)

D 11-f (P1.53)

Haspels, ABL, pp. 130ff.; Beazley, ABV, pp. 538ff.
An important new group is from the Academy at Athens,

"Epyov, 1958, pp. lOff., figs. 6-8.

Black-glazed Attic lekythoi occur frequently in the graves of the first three-quartersof the
fifth century. They do not form a consecutive series; rather they are typical products of a
number of shops working at different periods. The earliest lekythos, except for the mid-sixth
century example (219-4), is the Sappho Painter's lekythos with the white buds on the shoulder
(262-12). Somewhat later is the series from the shop of the Athena Painter, 295-15, 305-4,
306-5 (Haspels, ABL, pp. 161ff., 262). Most of the vases of normal cylinder shape, both large
and small, have a band of meanderjust below the shoulder. D 11-f and 363-6 have two bands
of meander. The lekythoi of little lion shape are all black (329-11, 342-12, 330-9, and D 9-j;
see Haspels, ABL, pp. 98f., 118-120). Very late, and not certainly Attic, is 403-8.
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PALMETTE LEKYTHOI

(Fig. 15)

Description: small lekythoi with shallow mouth, tapering body, low foot (edge concave
except in group i). Black glaze on mouth, back of handle, lower body, top of foot; narrow
black line at turn of shoulder and side of foot; two rows of black rays on shoulder; on
body verticalincised palmettes on red ground (white where noted) circumscribedby white
arc (black are on white ground); hearts of palmettes outlined by row of white dots between
incised lines; between palmettes, vertical black strokes; palmettes resting on simplified
guilloche with white centers (black dot on white ground).

Red-ground, group i
263-4 (PI. 87)
266-2
272-10 (P1. 38)
272-11 (P1. 38)
273-1

275-7 (Pl. 89)
275-8 (P1. 39)
276-3 (P1. 39)
281-11 (P1. 40)

281-12 (Pl. 40)
281-13 (P1. 40)
282-4 (P1. 37)
282-5 (P1. 37)

284-4 (P1. 40)
295-12 (P1. 43)
298-4 (P1. 44)
298-5 (P1. 44)

299-10 (P1. 44)
299-11 (P1. 44)
307-4 (P1. 45)

307-5 (P1. 45)
308-4 (P1. 45)

D 9-h (P1. 43)
X-248

329-9 (P1. 49)
329-10 (P1. 49)
330-7 (P1. 49)
330-8 (P1. 49)
331-6 (P1. 50)
333-18 (P1. 50)

334-10 (P1. 49)
334-11 (P1. 49)
334-12 (P1. 49)
334-13 (P1. 49)
335-8 (P1. 45)
337-9 (P1. 51)

338-6
341-7
342-8
347-4
353-8

Red-ground, group ii
295-13 (P1.43)
298-6 (P1.44)
299-9 (P1. 44)

Red-ground, group iii
322-10 (P1. 47)
323-7 (P1. 47)
325-7 (P1. 48)
325-8 (P1.48)
326-7 (P1. 48)
327-4 (P1. 47)

White-ground,groupi
D 8-d
White-ground,groupii
308-5 (PI. 45)
11*

321-6 (P1. 46)

(P1. 52)
(P1. 51)
(P1. 51)
(P1. 55)

White-ground, group iii
323-8 (P1. 47)
331-7 (P1. 50)
331-8 (PI. 50)

333-14 (PI. 50)
334-14 (PI. 49)
334-15 (P1.49)

337-10 (P1. 51)
338-7 (P1. 52)
343-4 (P1. 54)

D 10-c
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Most valuable of all series in the Cemetery for chronological purposes is that of the Attic
lekythoi, and most especially the red-groundpalmette group. They form a continuous sequence
through the first half of the fifth century with a perceptible and gradual development in the
shape. Group i, containing lekythoi with sloping shoulder and convex walls, covers the second
and third decadesof the century; the transitionfrom stout to thin vases in this group is accurately dated by the examples found in the MarathonTumulus of 490 B.C.189and the groups from
the Persian destruction in Athens in 480 B.C.190The process of attenuation continues for perhaps
a decade, after which there is a sudden increasein the width of the shoulder,almost certainly an
indication that the Beldam Painter's shop had gone into the production of palmette lekythoi
of the more common type. Transitional between group i and group iii (the typical Beldam
product) are a few examples which have been listed as group ii. Of the white-ground lekythoi,
there are very few in the first two groups; also to be noted is the red-ground272-10 with a
double row of palmettes.
The first examples of the fully developed group iii from the Beldam Painter's shop must
date from the half decade 470-465 B.C.191Thereafter there is little change, but a narrowing
of the lower part to form an almost triangular body seems to be characteristic of the latest.
They remain of reasonably good quality during the twenty years or so of their existence.
White-ground vases become increasingly more common around the middle of the century, the
white palmette lekythoi being followed by the white ivy series.192
IVY LEKYTHOI

Description: shape of the Beldam Painter's lekythoi with flat broad shoulder, shallow
mouth, tapering body, broad foot concave at edge; mouth, back of handle, lower body,
and top of foot black; wet-incised lines on lower body; on reserved or reddened shoulder,
two series of rays; body always white-ground with ivy pattern between bands of crosshatching (no crosshatchingon smaller vases).
326-6 (PI. 48)
342-10 (PI. 51) 346-9 (PI. 55)
364-8 (PI. 58)
364-9 (P1. 58)
337-11 (P1. 51) 342-11 (P1. 51) 353-9 (P1. 55)
337-12 (P1. 51) 344-12 (P1. 52) 354-4 (P1. 55)
364-10 (P1. 58)
340-5 (P1. 52)
344-13 (P1. 52) 355-7 (PI. 56)
404-7 (P1. 65)
D 11-e (PI. 53)
340-6 (P1. 52)
344-14 (P1. 52) 355-8 (P1. 56)
D 13-c
345-3 (P1. 54)
341-8 (P1. 51)
356-5 (P1. 56)
D 19-d
359-5 (P1. 54)
341-9 (P1. 51)
346-7 (P1. 55)
342-9 (P1. 51)
346-8 (P1. 55)
361-6 (P1. 54)

The Attic ivy lekythoi first appear with the latest palmette lekythoi and, at the last, just
barely overlap with the Corinthian white-ground lekythoi (grave 404, but see p. 121). They
189

Athens, CVA, I (III H h), pl. 10, nos. 2-4, 13.
190Hesperia, Suppl. IV, p. 31, fig. 23.
191 In ABL, p. 187, Haspels puts the beginning of the
Beldam Painter's pattern lekythoi at about 470 B.C.

92 One of the latest
palmette lekythoi, a white-ground

example, appears in a well dated 460-440, Hesperia, XXII,
1953, p. 72, no. 22, pl. 28.
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fall into two groups, the larger vases with bands of crosshatching bordering the ivy, and the
smaller vases which lack it. The latter (340-6, 342-10, 342-11, 344-13, 344-14, D 11-e) come
relatively early in the series. Throughout, the vases show little change except that the lower
body tends to become narrower, finally developing what almost approximates a stem. Also,
the quality drops, the lower band of crosshatching is narrower, and the clusters of berries
become scantier, often of the "dot-rosette" type. Two exceptional pieces occur, both with
meander just below the shoulder: 361-6, the only one of the larger vases which is not of the
Beldam shape, and 326-6, a Beldam chimney lekythos, a unique piece.
With the last of the Cemeteryseries, one may comparethe group from Argos in which there
were pots of the late fifth century, AEnerov,XV, 1933-1935, p. 46, fig. 28 (grave 7), but it must
be remembered that this was a multiple burial. None from the Cemetery is quite so slender
as the example from Athens, from the third quarter of the fifth century, probably about 430
B.C., Hesperia, IV, 1935, p. 480, fig. 4. See also Hesperia, XXII, 1953, pl. 28, no. 21.
LEKYTHOI

WITH MISCELLANEOUS

PATTERNS

346-11 (P1. 55)
336-6 (P1. 49)
300-9 (P1. 44)
294-4 (P1. 42)
362-5 (P1. 58)
339-4 (P1. 52)
301-4 (P1. 41)
294-5 (P1. 42)
363-5 (P1. 58)
339-5 (P1. 52)
295-14 (P1. 43) 336-4 (P1.49)
346-10
336-5
300-8 (P1. 44)
(P1. 55)
(P1.49)
The decoration of this miscellaneous group of lekythoi consists for the most part of horizontal palmettes varying in number, technique, and quality (for details, see catalogue). Nos.
295-14, 301-4, and perhaps 300-9 (the mouth is missing) are chimney lekythoi. A few (300-9,
301-4, 336-6, 339-4, and the odd white-dotted pair from grave 294) are red-ground,the rest
white. The two from grave 346 are similar in every way to the Beldam Painter's ivy lekythoi
except that a wide black band replaces the usual pattern; and 362-5 has a meander between
crosshatching. See also the black-glazedlekythoi with two bands of meander,363-6 and D 11-f.
SQUAT LEKYTHOI

426-18 (Fig. 25, P1. 67) D 28-f
422-13 (Pls. 70, 97)
426-17 (Fig. 24, P1. 67) 433-4
All the lekythoi of this shape belong to the last years of the fifth century with the exception
of the early 355-9, and D 28-f, which is much later. All the common types of decoration are to
be found in the group: 426-17, red-figureddesign of a crawling baby; 355-9 with crosshatching
and an early angular shape; 418-14, black-glazed; and the remainderwith palmettes, of which
422-13 and 426-18 are of good quality.
355-9 (Pls. 56, 97)
418-14 (P1. 69)

FRAGMENTS

OF ATTIC VASES

D 11-g (P1. 53)
X-253 to X-272 inclusive (Pls. 96-98)
A comparatively small number of fine sherds was found in the excavations.193Most are parts

of Attic kraters,often only a piece of the rim or foot. X-254, for example,preservesthree
18 All the Attic sherds were inventoried during the
excavation, and most of them have been catalogued, pp.
325-327. Omitted are a few small scraps, mostly rim fragments from late bell kraters. It is quite possible that of the

fragments listed here a number may belong together, but
since no joins were possible, it has been thought advisable
to catalogue them separately. D 11-g was the only Attic
fragment which seemed to belong to any group of vases.

fragments from the neck and rim of a black-figuredkrater; X-264, on the other hand, is the
body of a red-figuredkrater which lacks both rim and foot. Of the smaller pieces, X-267 is
probably by the Kleophrades Painter; and the five scraps, X-265, by the Leningrad Painter,
had a scene from a lost drama.
LAMPS

446-5 (Fig. 19, P1. 100) 498-11 (Fig. 19, P1. 100) D 32-e (Fig. 19, P1. 100) D 38-g
D 30-f (Fig. 19,P1. 100) D 38-f (Fig. 19, P1. 100) X-252
448-9 (P1.72)
449-4 (P1. 71)
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These Attic lamps are all normal representatives of well known types. Seven are of Broneer's
Type VII; D 32-e is of Type IV, and 498-11 is of Type X. Many show signs of burning which
indicates that, unlike the Corinthianlamps of Type IV (p. 151), they had once been objects
in domestic use. A graffito appears on D 30-f, and 448-9 has an unusual handle. For the assignment of these lamps to the types established recently by R.H. Howland, Athenian Agora, IV,
1958, see catalogue. For Corinthianlamps from the Cemetery, see pp. 150-151.
NON-ATTIC IMPORTED VASES

X-241 (P1. 90), lydion
167-x (P1. 90), plastic siren vase

GRAY UNGUENTARIA

491-10 (P1. 76)
491-11 (Pl. 76)

496-7 (P1. 78)

496-16 (P1. 77)

D 39-c

The five unguentaria were found in three of the latest groups in the Cemetery, datable to
the late fourth or early third century. Except for the brownish 491-11, they are of a coarse
gritty gray fabric, striped with horizontal bands of dull glaze. Cf. Hesperia, XX, 1951, pl.
54, pyre 14; and Swedish Cyprus Expedition, IV, iii, pp. 60f., fig. 24, nos. 21-34.194
CHYTRA

496-6 (P1. 78)
9 See now Fouilles de Xanthos, I,
pp. 54ff., pi. 15, examples found with an oinochoe dating no earlier than the

reign of Ptolemy III.

5. ROMAN POTTERY
The pottery of the Roman period has been treated as a separate group and no distinction
has been attempted between the vases of local manufacture and the imports. The largest series
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is made up of the unguentaria,which for the most part resemblein fabric the masses of similar
small bottles found all over the Mediterraneanworld and which are, therefore, presumably of
foreignorigin. Some of the other objects were probablyalso imported: lamps of Types XVIII and
XIX and the mug 514-1. Many of the larger pieces, such as the bowls and cooking pots, appear
to be of the same gritty reddish or gray fabric used for kitchen wares at Corinth throughout
the Greekperiod (see p. 102). Only the cinerary urns, the lamps of Type XXII, and the lagynoi
show the pale fine clay of typical Corinthianceramics.195
The graves containing Roman pottery begin shortly after the reconstruction of 44 B.C. and
apparently do not extend beyond the first century after Christ.
UNGUENTARIA

Group i
503-2 (P1. 78)
503-3 (P1. 78)
603-4 (P1. 78)
503-5

503-6
611-2
611-3
616-3

516-4
616-5
616-6

516-7
516-8
516-9

D 40-a (P1. 99)
D 40-b
D 40-c

504-1
505-2
505-3
505-4
506-2
506-3
506-4

506-5 (P1. 76)
507-1
507-2
507-3
507-4
508-1
508-2

508-3
508-4
508-5
508-6
510-2 (P1.77)
510-3 (P1. 77)
512-3

514-2
515-2
515-3
615-4
517-2
520-1 (P1. 78)

D 41-a
D 54-b
X-273
X-274

Groupii
(P1. 76)
(P1. 76)
(P1. 76)
(P1. 76)
(P1. 76)
(P1. 76)

Group iii
521-1

522-1

522-2

522-3

X-275

X-276

X-277

The unguentaria of the Roman period are of three differentkinds: group i, those with rounded body and made either of a porous pale clay or of an extremely fine reddish orange fabric;
group ii, the more common slender type with the usual dark reddish brown clay and thick
walls; and group iii, of the same red-brownfabric but with a squat body and slightly broader
neck. Group ii is dated by the lamp of the Augustan period in grave 510. Groupiii, rare here,
but common on other sites, is certainly later. No lamp was found with any example of group i,
but a relatively early date seems likely from the relationship of grave 503 to 520. There is,
however, a possibility that the differencein shape can be accounted for by assuming separate
centers of manufacture.196

"5 The most valuable recent studies are Swedish Cyprus
Expedition, IV, iii, 1956, pp. 66-81, and Athenian Agora,
V, 1959, by H. S. Robinson.
196The Cemetery has no examples of the very early
stemmed shape found in Athens, Athenian Agora, V, pl. 2,
F 48. Our group i resembles closely Robinson's G 97 and

G 98 (op. cit. pl. 5; see the discussion under F 50, p. 15). Our
vases of group ii are identical with his M 6 and M 7 (op.
cit. pl. 18), mid-first century A.D. If Robinson's observation
is correct (op. cit., p. 15) that clay unguentaria do not occur
in the second century and later, then our examples of group
iii should date ca. A.D. 50-100.

BOWLS

503-7 (P1.78)

513-1 (P1.99)

509-3 (P1.76)

X-278 (P1.99)

The two from603 and 513 are largeshallowcasseroleswith heavy lids; the othersare small
bowls,perhapscups.
COOKING POTS

506-a

510-4 (P1. 77)

D 40-d (P1. 99)

These deep round pots with offset rim are of very coarse fabric, and 506-a shows traces of
burningon the bottom. It is possiblethat, except for 510-4, which was found in a re-used

sarcophagus,these vesselswere containersfor crematedremains.
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CINERARY URNS

517-1 (P1. 76)

518-1 (P1. 99)

In additionto these two clay urns, thereis a lead example,516-2.

OTHER SHAPES

514-1 (P1. 99), mug
510-1 (P1. 77), lagynos

503-1 (P1. 78), lagynos
606-1 (P1. 99), savings bank

LAMPS

Type XVIII
Type XVI
Type XIX
D 54-c
517-3
D 41-b (P1.100)
506-a (P1.76)
X-279
Type XXII
506-b (P1.76)
510-5 (Pls. 99, 100)
X-280
X-281 (P1.26)
507-a (P1.99)
514-3
Type XXVII
X-282 (P1.100)
The lamps of the first three types listed above are typical late Hellenisticproducts,197
but
they must have been importedor made in Corinthduring the period followingthe reconstructionof 44 B.C. In fact, all but the isolatedX-279 were associatedwith the samekind of
unguentariaas werethe lampsof Type XXII. The XVI's are local in origin;XVIII and XIX
are imported.
The lamps of Type XXII includetwo ratherearly examples,506-b and X-280, with nonrepresentationaldesignsand a horizontalrim (Broneer'sprofile2, Corinth,IV, ii, p. 74, fig.
34). The others are somewhatlater, with 510-5 the last of the series, but probablyno later
than the middleof the first centuryA.D. The relief decorationsare unremarkable:an Apollo
headin profile(607-a); a crudelymodelledlion(X-281);and a Dionysoswith attendantanddog

(610-5).Alltheseareof a pale clay,verypossiblylocal.Thesolitaryandisolatedfragmentof
headinprofile.Makers'
marksappearon514-3andD41-b.
TypeXXVIIshowsanAntinoos-like
7 The types and dating are those of 0. Broneer, Corinth,
IV, ii, The TerracottaLamps. Miss Perlzweig's volume on the

Roman lamps from the Athenian Agora was not available
at the time of writing.

CATALOGUE
In this section are presented measurements and brief descriptions of the graves and all the
objects of classical and Roman date. This informationis, for the most part, in highly abbreviated
form. Fuller descriptions of each kind of burial will be found in the introductory section (pp.
71-78ff.). Evidence for re-use, disturbance, and the relationship of the grave to others in the
vicinity has, however, been noted in each case. For the objects found in and around the graves,
it is to be understood that, where the entry is abbreviated, reference should be made to the
summaries and descriptions, pp. 88-168ff. The catalogue of the certain burials is followed
by that of the Deposits (pp. 300-313ff.) and the isolated finds (pp. 313-327ff.).
The special usages and abbreviations to be found in the catalogue are as follows:
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All graves:depth was measured to the cover of the grave, and measurements were always
taken inside the grave (1., length; d., depth; w., width; th., thickness); orientation is listed
for the skeleton where preserved, elsewhere given for the grave. For the location of each grave,
reference by sections is made to Plan 1.

Sarcophagi: a monolithic sarcophagus and lid may be understood unless otherwise noted;
stucco means a complete lining of box and lid, and the cementing of the lid to the box; all
breakage is noted.
Tile- and slab-coveredgraves:all tiles may be assumed to have been found broken; breakage
for poros lids is cited; grave pits are unlined except for the few mentioned.

Skeletons:if not otherwise described, it is to be understood that the skeleton was extended,
lying on its back, with arms by the sides; minor variations will be cited only where there is
no sketch (Plates 101-123).

Objects:placement of the objects in the grave is noted only where there is no sketch (abbreviations, h., height; d., diameter; 1., length; p., preserved). Objects found inside the grave
have been assigned a number, those outside a letter.
Plate references:at the head of the discussion of each grave are listed all the plates on which
objects from that grave are found. The plate on which the group of vases is illustrated is in
italics; this number is not repeated after each of the individual vases. Only those plates with
photographs of separate vases or with illustrations of other kinds of objects are noted after
the individual item.

GRAVES
GRAVE128

to the east, 148-152, again empty, except for 148

and 152. Perhaps also related are the more distant
Section 7 C. P1.18
One of the children'sgraves in the family cluster 147 and 160.
which perhapsstarts with the seriesof empty graves
Grave 128 itself contained no offerings in the
to
the
and
continues
with
those
northwest,
(79-85)
sarcophagus, but around it were found a number of

objects: on top of the grave, at depth 0.70, a pyxis
(128-g) againstwhichhad beenplacedthe two bronze
disks, with the rings very close by: on the west side,
depth 0.85, were 128-f and -h, kalathos and second
pyxis; and at the southeast corner(depth 0.95) the
skyphos,128-e. Early Corinthian.
Excavation number:122.
Depth: 0.81.
Sarcophagus:L. 0.435; w. 0.275; d. 0.18; no stucco.
Cover:L. 0.52; w. 0.39; th. 0.11.
Silt: completelypackedwith earth.
Skeleton:almost entirelydisintegrated;head east or
west.

GRAVE129
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Section 4 E. Pls. 18, 102, 124.
Oneof a line of early gravesof Protocorinthianand
Early Corinthian date strung along the western
marginof the northhalf of the Cemetery;later graves
in this line are 162, 171, 182, 244 and 245. In the
entire area north of the geometric yard there are,
besides the graves just mentioned, only five other
sarcophagiwith contents of the post-Protocorinthian
period (330, 339, 416, 419, and 420, the last three
perhapsre-used),and two with secondaryburials of
the Romanperiod(183/509and184/530).It is possible,
however, that some of the empty sarcophagilisted
as Protocorinthianmay be late seventh or sixth
BRONZE
century. The remainderof the later graves are tile128-a (T1495).Ring.
or slab-coveredburials,most of them crowdedamong
D. 0.023. Roundin section.
the earlygravesin the narrowstripsalongthe eastern
128-b (T1496).The same.
and westernedgesof the Cemetery,leavingthe center
D. 0.02.
area empty except for geometricgraves and a comp128-c (T1493).Disk.
aratively few late fourth century intrusions.
D. 0.01. Very thin metal, slightly concave, pierced The lack of contents in most of the graves listed
as Protocorinthianand the scanty number of unin center.
disturbedsixth centurygravesin the area make any
128-d (T1494).The same.
attempt at establishingfamily groups difficult. It is
D. 0.013.
possible,however,that the early graves on the west
margin are all related, and they probably fall more
POTTERY, CORINTHIAN
or less into a sequencefrom south to north.
128-e (T1501).Figuredskyphos.
Returning to 129, this was built over geometric
Rest. h. 0.06; d. foot 0.033. Fragmentary.On wall,
grave 47, and near by were found the alabastron
runningdogs; at base, long rays.
X-129, an oinochoeX-125, and two largepots, X-138
128-f (T1490).Kalathos.
and X-139. Grave129 is to be dated at the end of
H. 0.043; d. 0.061; d. bottom 0.027. Simplerim, sides the seventh century.
tapering to small flat bottom. On exterior, pairs of
narrowglazedlines aroundrim, middlewall, and two Excavation number:341.
Depth: 1.53.
red lines at bottom; similarglazedlines inside.
Sarcophagus:L. 0.633; w. 0.42; d. 0.22; th. 0.07; no
stucco.
with
concave
sides.
128-g (T1492).Pyxis
Cover:
L. 0.81; w. 0.645; th. 0.14.
H. with lid 0.107; d. 0.103. Below the rim, three nar0.07.
Silt:
row horizontallines; in wide central zone, vertical
Skeleton: much disintegrated;contracted position,
stripes marked off by double incision, and colored
head in northeastcorner.
alternatelyred, black,and white, with a row of white
dots downeach blackstripe; at the base, row of small BRONZE
triangles. Inside, two wide black bands. On the lid, 129-1
(T2550).Ring.
short petals aroundthe base of the knob, wide band
D. 0.024. Circularin section. Found in the upper
of stripes, probablycolored as on box, and at edge
middle part of the grave, probablynear the hand.
double dotted band; on top and around knob,
narrowblack lines and red band.
POTTERY, CORINTHIAN
no. 667. See also Perachora,I, pl.
Cf.Necrocorinthia,
129-2 (T2546).Black-glazedskyphos.Fig. 11.
33, no. 14; Delos,XVII, pl. 58, no. 116; and Hesperia, H. 0.065; d. 0.105; d. foot 0.038. Almostconical
body
XVII, 1948, pl. 83, no. D65; XXI, 1952, pl. 50, no. with narrow vertical rim
offset from wall;
slightly
167, pl. 52, no. 172.
sides tapering sharply to very small flaring foot.
Narrowreservedhandle zone; short, widely spaced
128-h (T1491).Powderpyxis.
H. with lid 0.057; d. 0.085. Cylindricalbox, the walls rays at base; little glaze preserved,probably once
very slightly concave; somewhatthickenedrim; flat lines of added color.
A skyphos of similar shape but without rays was
bottom. Flat lid with flange, no knob. On lid and
in the Potters' Quarter,KP 663, in an EC-MC
found
red
and
For
the
bands
of
and
box,
glaze,
yellowpaint.
Cf. also Corinth,VII, i, pi. 36, nos. 278-282,
context.
cf.
258-4.
shape,
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and Hesperia,XVII, 1948, pl. 80, D 32 to D 35, all,
however,with smallerfoot.
129-3 (T2547).Figuredaryballos.P1. 124.
H. 0.062; d. 0.055. Tongues on mouth, neck, and
bottom; dots on edge of mouth; crosslines on handle.
Two cocksfacing,left and right; between,smallswan
with closedwings, right. A few large unincisedfilling
ornaments.
For the style of the cocks, see Necrocorinthia,p.
75, fig. 20, c, and p. 290, nos. 586ff.
129-4 (T2549).Figuredalabastron.P1. 124.
H. 0.07; d. 0.042. Tongues on mouth, neck, and
bottom; dots on edge of mouth. Two cocks, left and
right; between, double lotus design, the upper
membercrosshatched,the lower part red with black
border,and the round centralpiece red. A few small
incisedfillingornaments.
For the style, in particularthe crosshatchedrendering of the neck feathers,cf. Delos, X, pl. 29, no. 398,
somewhat more carefully drawn. For the floral, see
Necrocorinthia,
p. 282, nos. 273-276.
129-5 (T2548).Figuredalabastron.P1. 124.
H. 0.081; d. 0.047. On mouth alternatingblack and
red tongues; dots on edge; tongueson neck probably
black; on bottom, dot rosette. Panther to left; large
incised rosettes.
The style is close to that of the aryballoiin Payne's
Panther-birdGroup,Necrocorinthia,
p. 290. Cf. also
if
no.
not
Dlos, XVII, pl. 56,
30,
by the same hand,
it.
close
to
very

(B). P.1. 0.067; d. head 0.012; elliptical head. Both
much disintegrated,both foundbesideleft shoulder.
POTTERY, CORINTHIAN

130-2 (T2977).Black-glazedskyphos,groupi.
H. 0.075; d. 0.108; d. foot 0.068. Flaring foot as in
groupi, but addedred lines only.
130-3 (T2976).Globularoinochoe.
H. 0.078; h. with handle0.081; d. 0.091. Coarsepalebuff clay, unglazed, handmade. Squat body, round
bottomwithout foot. The only exampleof this shape.
GRAVE131

Section 8 D. Pls. 20, 103.
The earliestdatable grave with offeringsin the line
which starts at the west with 134; for the series as
a whole,see 132. MiddleCorinthian,about contemporary with 160, or a little later.
Excavation number:419.
Depth: 1.40.
Sarcophagus:L. 1.76; w. 0.595; d. 0.47; th. 0.075;
fine stucco.
Cover:L. 1.96; w. 0.75; th. 0.13; strapholes; bevelled
on underside.
Silt: 0.07.
Skeleton:ratherdisintegrated;head to south.
POTTERY, CORINTHIAN

131-1 (T2972).Black-glazedskyphos, groupi.
H. 0.091; d. 0.137; d. foot 0.086. Surface poorly
preserved,but probablyonce red and white lines.
131-2 (T2971).Black-glazedglobularoinochoewith
lid.
GRAVE130
H. 0.14; h. with handle0.151; d. 0.169; d. foot 0.134;
Section 8 D. Pls. 18, 103.
lid 0.075. Very squat body. Shoulderlines wrwrw;
w.
Oneof a line of gravesprobablyprogressingchronoon
lower body apparentlyone white line only.
logically from west to east: 202, 204, 210, 200, 201,
130, 203, 319, 318; the entireline may be a continua- GRAVE132
tion of the parallelseries to the south, for which see
8 D. P1.79.
132. The vases foundin 202, 200, 201 and 130 are by Section
This
grave, which contained two pins only, is
no means easy to date, but it seems likely that the
but it is certainly early, and part of a
oinochoein 130 is later than it at first appears,and undatable,
which
series
was probably set chronologicallyfrom
that both it and the skyphos should date about the
west
to
east.
The line may have begun with 134 (or
middle of the century. This date is more in keeping
with
some
grave in the unexcavatedarea fartherto
with the extendedpositionof the skeleton(notearms)
the
west), continuingeast to 189, then retracingto
and with the presenceof the strapholes in the cover,
the
west
and starting again with 202 (see, however,
and it preservesthe chronologicalsequence of the
grave 200); the childrenof the family (graves174to
line of graves. See also grave 200.
179, perhapsalso Deposits4 and 6) were set between
Excavation number:421.
the two rows of adult burials.
Depth: 1.10.
Grave132, like 133 and 134, had no majorofferings,
Sarcophagus:L. 1.755; w. 0.595; d. 0.50; th. 0.08; no but there is no reason to suppose robbing, in spite
stucco.
of the disturbedareas to the north and east.
Cover:L. 2.12; w. 0.825; th. 0.13; three strap holes.
Excavation number:422.
Silt: 0.04.
Skeleton:fairly well preserved;head to south.
Depth: 1.40.
Sarcophagus:L. 1.375; w. 0.59; d. 0.42; th. 0.08; no
IRON
stucco.
130-1 (T2978).Two pins.
Cover:L. 1.52; w. 0.80; th. 0.13.
(A). P.1. 0.048; d. head 0.015; hemisphericalhead. Silt: 0.04.
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Skeleton: rather disintegrated;contractedposition, of dots; on body, two narrow crosshatchedbands
head to south.
between wide red lines; above foot, two black
horizontal
lines.
IRON
132-1 (T2979).Two pins.
135-2 (T1474).Hydriawith patterndecoration.
D.
0.021.
two
head
flat
H.
disks,
Only
0.072; d. 0.07; d. foot 0.045; d. mouth 0.051.
(A).
preserved:
with small knob at center of top. (B). P.1. 0.087. Miniaturevase, handleand part of rim missing;glaze
Flattenedcalyx headwith smallknobat centerof top. much worn. Tongueson neck; horizontalbands on
body. No added color preserved.
GRAVE
133
135-3 (T1472).Figuredkrater.P1. 89.
Section 8 E.
H. 0.252; d. 0.30; d. foot 0.165. Handles attached
One of the 132 line of early graves. Therewere no
by very narrowbridge,without handleplates, to flat
offerings,not even pins. The use of sandstonefor the rim; short neck, rather squat body, broad low foot.
cover is a very early feature.
On top of rim, row of white dot rosettes (nine dots
Excavationnumber:426.
each); on shoulder,either side, reservedpanel. Side
Depth: 1.50.
A: pantherand swan with closedwings to right. Side
Sarcophagus:L. 1.33; w. 0.552; d. 0.37; th. 0.065; no B: similarswan to right, and goat to left; a few large
stucco.
incised filling ornaments.Below panels, running all
Cover:sandstoneslab, L. 1.68; w. 0.745; th. 0.13.
aroundvase, band of red and white lines (rwrwand
Silt: 0.06.
and three or four red lines on lower body; no
wrw);
Skeleton: rather disintegrated;contractedposition,
foot
red.
rays;
head to south.
Published:Art and Arch.,XXIX, 1930, p. 201, fig.
8. Payne, Necrocorinthia,
GRAVE134
p. 342, called it early MC.
For
the
cf.
the
style,
fragments,Mon. Ant., XVII,
Section 8 E.
col.
430.
For the shape, cf. Corinth,
1906,
622,
fig.
The westernmost of the 132 line of graves, and
no.
and
VII,
i,
32,
233,
pl.
p. 63, whereours is dated
probablythe earliest. Note the unusualthicknessof
and
also
see
the
in
note
EC;
Hopper,p. 252, no. 15.
the sarcophaguswall. Like 132 and 133, this grave
Another
without
handle plates is
early example
had no vases, and only a single pin was found.
3.
175,
CVA,
I, pls. 2,
Altenburg
Excavationnumber:425.
Depth: 1.50.
GRAVE136
Sarcophagus:L. 1.375; w. 0.61; d. 0.415; th. 0.095;
no stucco.
Section 7 D. P1. 103.
Cover:L. 1.53; w. 0.79; th. 0.17.
This grave, which had no offerings,is not datable;
Silt: 0.055.
but the thick walls of the sarcophagusand the posiSkeleton: rather disintegrated;contractedposition, tion of the skeleton
(notethe arrangementof the legs,
head to south.
sketch, P1. 103) indicate that the grave is very early,
IRON
possibly still Protocorinthianin date. From its position, it seems likely that 136, togetherwith 137 and
134-1 (T3000).Pin.
138, are the oldest gravesin the family grouparound
P.1. 0.063. Probablysmall disk head.
the stele platform, followed by 191, 192, and 219,
GRAVE135
220; and probablyby 193 and the later 248 and 257
farther to the west. With these are to be associated
Section 7 C. Pls. 18, 89.
This urn burial is perhaps one of the children's the urn burials,presumablythose of the childrenof
the family, 135, 139, and 140. More distant graves
gravesbelongingto the 136 family clusteraroundthe which
may be related are 237 to the north and the
stele platformto the west. Near by was 140, another
urn
burials
194 and 195. The group as a whole may
urn. The krater,whichservedas the burialcontainer,
be
connected
with the Protocorinthiangraves 107
was coveredby a block of stone; close besideit were
and
which
are in approximatelythe same line
108,
found the two small vases, all at a depth of 0.85.
to
the
and 137.
of
136
north
About 600 B.C. or shortly after.
It is unusual to find a hydria replacingthe usual Excavationnumber:105.
pitcher in a group of offerings.Except for this one Depth: 1.42.
most doubtful occurrence,the only other evidence Sarcophagus:L. 1.48; w. 0.635; d. 0.42; th. 0.08; no
stucco.
for libation depositsat this early date is Deposit 46.
Cover:L. 1.64; w. 0.76; th. 0.115; no strap holes.
POTTERY, CORINTHIAN
Silt: 0.05.
135-1 (T1473).Pattern skyphos.
Skeleton: partially disintegrated;partly contracted
H. 0.048; d. 0.063; d. foot 0.032. In handlezone, row
position,with legs folded,head to east.

Section 6 D. P1. 103.
One of the 136 family cluster of graves aroundthe
stele platform,and, like 136 and 138, containingno
offerings.Just to the south was the urn burial,139.
Excavation number:106.
Depth: 1.36.
Sarcophagus:L. 1.45; w. 0.56; d. 0.385; th. 0.08; no
stucco.
Cover:L. 1.60; w. 0.80; th. 0.16; no strap holes.
Silt: 0.04.
Skeleton: fairly well preserved;contractedposition,
with head to east.
GRAVE138
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Section 7 D. Pls. 17, 103.
Part of the 136 family group around the stele
platform,and again without offerings.
Excavation number:107.
Depth: 1.46.
Sarcophagus:L. 1.35; w. 0.605; d. 0.40; th. 0.08; no
stucco.
Cover:L. 1.70; w. 0.81; th. 0.12; no strap holes.
Silt: 0.05.
Skeleton: well preserved;contractedposition, head
to east.
GRAVE139

Section 6 D.
A child's burialin the 136 family cluster,found on
the south side of 137. The burialwas describedas a
coarsepithos containingnothingbut bones. Perhaps
the container, which was not inventoried, was an
amphorasuch as 194.
GRAVE140

Section 7 D.
An urn burial at the east end of 136, and part of
the family cluster around the stele platform. Like
139, it was describedas a coarse pithos containing
nothing but bones.
GRAVE141

Section 8 A. Frontispiece,Pls. 16, 19, 85, 86, 103.
Apparentlythe earliest grave in the small family
cluster in which 142, 143, and 163 represent the
children,and 161 anotheradult. The series seems to
progressfrom east to west (unlikemost of the Cemetery clusters)to 164, 240, 252, 268, 262; the disturbed
line which includes 222 probably also belongs. The
offerings in these graves were of unusually good
quality, and in this cluster was found the one series
of markers(141, 144, 164, 243) which can definitely
be dated later than the Protocorinthianperiod. The
hexagonalstonefoundon the north side of the Roman
515 is identifiedwith some doubt as the markerfor
141. See also 516 for re-usedfourth centurystelai.
MiddleCorinthian.

Depth: 1.20.
Sarcophagus:L. 1.365; w. 0.60; d. 0.42; th. 0.08; no
stucco.
Cover:L. 1.51; w. 0.83; th. 0.125.
Silt: 0.02.
Skeleton: rather disintegrated;contractedposition,
head to south.
IRON

141-1 (T3173).Four pins.
(A). P.1. 0.057. (B). L. 0.087. (C). L. 0.10. (D).
Disintegrated.Probably all with flat elliptical head
with small knob on top. Found in general area of
shoulders.
POTTERY, CORINTHIAN

141-2 (T3177).Figuredskyphos.P1. 86.
H. 0.076; d. 0.11; d. foot 0.047. In handle zone row
of verticallines (not quite zigzags);above and below
frieze, narrowdotted line; narrow,crowdedrays at
base. Frieze of silhouette goats to right; small,
irregularfilling ornaments.
141-3 (T3174).Globularoinochoewith pattern decoration.
H. 0.079; d. 0.063; d. foot 0.048. On shoulder,
incised tongues coloredred and white; below, wide
band of colored lines (rw and wr); on lower body,
seven horizontalrows of dots. In shape, a small version of the usual globularoinochoe,but with mouth
and neck disproportionatelylarge.
141-4 (T3175). Broad-bottomed oinochoe, blackglazed.
H. 0.165; h. with handle 0.17; d. 0.167; w. lid 0.08.
Thin neck with ring. On neck ring, white dots; on
shouldercoloredlines (wwrrww),the red lines wide;
on lower body, another band (wwrww)above zone
of rays.
Cf. Leipzig T4762, CVA, I, pl. 40, and refs., p. 48.
Cf. also the Boston example with shouldertongues,
Fairbanks,pl. 45, no. 472, and anotherin the Hague,
CVA, I (III C), pl. 3, 2; a third, also with tongues
(KP 69) camefroman EC-MCcontext in the Potters'
Quarterat Corinth.
141-5 (T3171). Figured amphorawith lid. Frontispiece, PI. 85.
H. 0.215; d. 0.154; d. foot 0.079; h. lid 0.04; d. lid
0.083. Neck amphorawith deep echinus mouth. On
mouth, reserved line top and bottom edges, rest
black with three red lines; on neck, vertical zigzags;
on lower body wide black band with colored lines
(rww and wr) above zone of rays with one squiggle
on side B; foot black with white and red lines (wr).
Side A: cocks comb to comb over double palmette
design; cock at left with incised zigzag on wing bar,
rowsof purpledots on breast;cock at right the same
but with incised scales on the breast. Side B: elaborate quadruple lotus, with unattached "cones."
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filling ornament,
large
SideB near handles. For color, see Frontispiece.
Lid: cup-likeform resemblinga kalathos, but the
interior barely deeper than the width of the rim;
unglazedexcept for blackline at top edge, and purple
on outside of rim. Found at foot of grave.
Published:A.J.A., XXXIV, 1930,pp.420f., fig. 13;
Art and Arch.,XXXI, 1931, p. 230, fig. opp. p. 225;
Arch. Anz., 1931, cols. 245, 246, figs. 19 and 20; see
also Benson, GKV, p. 130, no. 1092. The closest
published parallel to the cocks is on the protome
no. 887,
pyxis in the BritishMuseum(Necrocorinthia,
in
close
p. 75, fig. 20, F), particularly
respect to the
individualtreatmentof the two birds.The ratherfine
drawingof the pyxis seems so modest that I find it
difficultto believe that it is by the same hand as the
bold and splashy decorationof the amphora,as suggested by Amyx, even if one takes into account the
differencein the vase shapes (Amyx, p. 217; see also
Hopper,p. 243, 3). The plate from Ithaka (B.S.A.,
XXXIX, 1938-1939,pls. 11, 12) seems to be by still
a thirdhand. I have not seen the red-groundamphora
in TarantofromVaccarellamentionedby Hopper(p.
244, 9).
There are a number of very close parallelsto the
lotus design, most of them on flat-bottomedaryballoi. Basically,the designis that shownin Necrocorinthia, p. 147, fig. 54, B; compare particularly the
examples with cones: Necrocorinthia,nos. 827, 831
(Oxford,CVA, II (III C), pl. 5, 1), and the example
in Reading, CVA, I, pl. 6, 1; the designappearsalso
on two alabastra,KP 2605 and 1698a from the Potters' Quarterat Corinth.For the squiggle, see also
the skyphoi,147-1, 156-3, and Necrocorinthia,
p. 295,
no. 686 and note 2. For the lid, Perachora,I,
pi. 33, no. 15; another similar was found in the
Potters' Quarter,KP 1318.
141-6 (T3172).Figuredpyxis with convexsides.PI.E.
H. with lid 0.131; d. 0.127; d. foot 0.091. Unusually
low, squat body. Tongues on top surface of rim;
below, from top to bottom, band of short tongues,
sigma pattern, triple dotted band, frieze, short rays.
Red for figures only. Two sirens with raised wings
facingswanwith closedwings,right;alsotwopanthers,
lion, goat, and second swan. Red on lower face and
upper breast of sirens; elsewherethe usual distribution. Lid with high knob (as for concave-sidedpyxides); black bands on knob; around, tongues, black
lines, double-dottedband, and red line at edge.
Published:A.J.A., XXXIV, 1930, pp. 420, f., fig.
14; ArtandArch.,XXXI, 1931,pp. 230, 231; Hopper,
p. 211, no. 9; Benson, GKV, p. 130, no. 1093. Probably by the same hand, but a slighter work, is the
pyxis in Athens,Kerameikos,VI, i, p. 147, pl. 66, and
Arch.Anz., 1934,col. 206,fig. 4, datedabout 590-580.
141-7 (T3176).Pattern pyxis with concavesides.
H. with lid 0.073; d. 0.09. Very low wide bowl; flat

knob,
top
grooves.
On bowl, reserved band at rim with large dots;
secondreservedline just below,and thirdabove foot;
purple lines on black wall. Top and sides of knob
purple, remainder of lid black with purple lines.
Black ringsinside of bowl.
From the same workshopas 142-e. A unique knob
for this shape of pyxis; for the grooving,cf. the fifth
centuryunglazedlekanides,346-2 and X-220.
GRAVE142

Section 8 A. Pls. 17, 19, 103.
This child's grave belongsto the 141 family group,
and a strongfamilyresemblancemay be noted among
the offerings in this and the other burials of the
cluster:first, an unglazedoinochoeappearshere, and
in 143 and 163; second, the distinctive lekanis is
from the same shop as the pyxis, 141-7; and finally
offeringswereplacedoutsidethis graveas also outside
163 and 165.
The ellipticalshapeof the sarcophagusis unparalled
in the Cemetery.Compare,however,the Protocorinthian examples,ellipticalinsidebut rectangularwithout: 75, 78, 97, 124. The vases were placed against
the east wall of the coffin,just below the level of the
cover, except for the lekanis,whichwas on the north
side near the northeast cornerof the cover. Middle
Corinthian.
Excavationnumber:445.
Depth: 0.65.
Sarcophagus:L. 0.53; w. 0.24; d. 0.175; th. 0.04;
elliptical;no stucco.
Cover:L. 0.535; w. 0.33; th. 0.09; rectangular.
Silt: completelyfilled with earth.
Skeleton:almostentirelydisintegrated;headto south.
POTTERY, CORINTHIAN

142-a (T3083).Figuredskyphos.
H. 0.05; d. 0.102; d. foot 0.042. Offsetrim, low, wide
bowl, small ring foot. Inside: short rays, widely
spaced at lip; below, narrow red line, three wide
blackbands,secondred line, and on floor,14-petalled
reservedrosette. Outside:net patternin handlezone;
below, frieze of silhouette figures, eight animals
(probablygoats) all left, and three birds right; small
dots for fillingornament;above foot, short rays; red
line above and below handlezone; foot black.
For the shape, cf. Corinth,VII, i, pl. 36, no. 282,
Early Corinthian.
142-b (T3085).Pattern skyphos.
H. 0.047; d. 0.073; d. foot 0.035. Verticalzigzags at
rim; below, double dotted band between wide red
lines; at base, thin, widely spacedrays.
142-c (T3082).Handmadeunglazedoinochoewith lid.
H. 0.083; h. with handle 0.095; d. 0.071. Much of
wall and half of lid missing.
142-d (T3084).Warrioraryballos.
H. 0.08; d. 0.074. Verticalincisionson shields.

142-e (T8081).Pattern lekanis.
H. with lid 0.082; d. 0.142; d. foot 0.065. Wide low
bowl with reflex handles; low splayed foot. Flat lid
with wide thick knob set on short stem. Red at rim;
below, row of dots in reservedband; short rays at
bottom; remainderglazed with two bands of added
color (wrw and wrw); red foot. On the underside,
black rings. Inside glazed with white line below rim,
coloredband (wrw)on floor aroundlarge red center
dot. On lid, rays in reserved zone around knob;
remainderblack with two colored bands (wrw and
wrw); on top of knob, reservedring, red at edge, and
red center dot.
From the same shop as 141-7. For the lid, cf.
Perachora,I, p. 93, pl. 23, 3; for the shapeof the bowl,
no. 716, fig. 132.
Necrocorinthia,

GRAVE145

Section 7 A. P1. 123.
An early sarcophagus,probablyto be dated to the
first half of the sixth century,and re-usedin Roman
times (grave 507). There were no skeletal or other
remainsfrom the first burial, which was part of the
159 family group.
Excavationnumber:441.
Depth: 0.55.
Sarcophagus:L. 1.32; w. 0.60; d. 0.39; th. 0.075; no
stucco.
Cover:L. 1.63; w. 0.77; th. 0.15; broken.
Orientation:east-west.
GRAVE146
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Section 7 A.
Like the near-by145, an earlysarcophaguscontaining only a Roman burial (508). The sarcophagus
GRAVE
143
probablydatesfromthe firsthalf of the sixth century,
Section 8 A. Pls. 17, 20.
and the first burial was part of the same family
A child's grave in the 141 family cluster, and cluster as 159. The break in the cover and the hole
alignedwith 142, anothersmall burial.The vases are in the west end of the coffin are the work of the
not closely datable (the cup is unique), but are Romans.
probablystill MiddleCorinthian.Note that 157, with Excavationnumber:443.
a similarpitcher,also was stucco-lined.
Depth: 0.70.
Excavation number:446.
Sarcophagus:L. 1.53; w. 0.58; d. 0.46; th. 0.08; no
stucco; west end broken.
Depth: 0.65.
w.
d.
Cover:
th.
L.
L. 1.58; w. 0.72; th. 0.155; broken.
0.24;
0.40;
0.16;
0.04;
Sarcophagus:
Orientationeast-west.
stucco.
Cover:L. 0.445; w. 0.29; th. 0.085.
GRAVE147
Silt: completelyfilled with earth.
Section 7 C. Pls. 15,16, 21, 83, 103.
Skeleton:no traces; orientationnorth-south.
An early sarcophagus,containingboth early offer143-1 (T3086).One-handledcup.
H. 0.042; d. 0.068. Shallow cup with splayed foot. ings and a fourth century burial (460). The first
On wall, horizontalbands on unglazed surface; no burial, which was made early in the sixth century,
colorpreserved.The proportionsare much like those appearsto have been normalexcept for the extraorof the shallow skyphoi of group i (p. 106). The only dinarynumberof offerings.With only one othergrave
sixth centuryexample; see p. 129 for later one-han- (157) were so many vases found, and it is impossible
to guesshow many morewereoriginallyplacedin the
dled cups.
grave. It seems likely, however,since so many were
143-2 (T3087).Handmadeunglazedoinochoe.
left, that the fourth century people left most if not
H. 0.083; h. with handle 0.105; d. 0.082.
all the earlierofferingsin the coffin.The sketchof the
grave (P1. 103) seems to show a long bone in the
GRAVE144
southwestcornerunderthe big oinochoe,whichwould
indicate
that the bones of the sixth century burial
Section 8 A. P1. 123.
had
been
pushedto one side, as in 171; note that here
An early sarcophagus,re-usedin Roman times (see
the
end of the coffin was cut away in contrast
entire
grave 510). The originalburial,of which there are no
to
the
smaller
door-likesection cut from171 (P1.105).
remains,was part of the same family line as 222, and
The
sixth
centuryburialwas perhapsa late part of
probably was made in the early sixth century,
the
family complexof empty but probablyProtocorperhapscontemporarywith 141 and 142 to the south.
inthian
gravesto the north; other later gravesin the
Just to the east was found a grave marker.
vicinity, perhapsof the same family, are 128, 148,
Excavation number:460.
152, and 160 to the east; see also 274 to the west.
Depth: 1.35.
Late MiddleCorinthian.
Sarcophagus:L. 1.60; w. 0.60; d. 0.465; th. 0.075;
Excavation number:407.
no stucco.
Cover:L. 1.75; w. 0.735; th. 0.12; broken.
Depth: 1.35.
Orientation:north-south.
Sarcophagus:P.L. 1.25; w. 0.55; th. 0.07; no stucco;
broken.
Marker:L. 0.60; w. 0.16; h. 0.17; depth 1.15.

Cover: L. 1.78;
0.13;
0.85;
strap holes;
broken.
Skeleton: see above; orientationnorth-south.
POTTERY, CORINTHIAN
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147-1 (T2929).Figuredskyphos.P1. 83.
H. 0.131; d. 0.185; d. foot 0.093. Verticalzigzagsat
rim; rays at bottom, among them one squiggle; in
frieze, siren to left, head turnedback, wings spread;
swan and goat to right; many irregularfilling ornaments.
Cf. the series at Taranto,Not. Scav., 1940, p. 327,
figs. 17, 18.
147-2 (T2925).Figuredskyphos.P1. 83.
H. 0.135; d. 0.185; d. foot 0.091. At rim, vertical
zigzags; at bottom, rays; in frieze, pantherto right,
goat to left, and swan with raised wings to right;
shaded,very irregularfilling ornament.
The rosettes are similar to those on the vases of
the Patras Painter (see 162-3), and this may be an
earlyworkof the artist in an uncharacteristicanimal
style.
147-3 (T2924).Pattern skyphos.
H. 0.057; d. 0.092; d. foot 0.044. Very shallowwith
walls curvingto small foot; at rim groupsof vertical
zigzags; below, a series of very fine glazed lines and
three widerred ones; long rays at base.
147-4 (T2919).Pattern skyphos.
H. 0.078; d. 0.109; d. foot 0.05. Deep body, small
straightfoot. Verticalzigzagsat rim; on body, three
wide red bands alternating with black, the bands
separatedby rows of small dots; rays at base.
Cf. D 43-a and the example in Oxford, CVA, II
(III C), pl. 1, no. 52.
147-5 (T2936).Black-glazedtrefoil oinochoe.
H. 0.255; h. with handle0.294; d. 0.21; d. foot 0.107.
Mouthand neck glazed; on shoulder,incised tongues
with color (wbrbwb...); below tongues,wide colored
band (wwrww,the redwide);the sameon lowerbody;
rays at base; foot red. In shape, approximatelyas
the MCexample,Necrocorinthia,
p. 33, fig. 10, G. For
more developedexamplesof the shape, see p. 109.
147-6 (T2926).Black-glazedtrefoil oinochoe.
H. 0.123; h. with handle0.14; d. 0.106; d. foot 0.058.
Small, with wide neck and broadbody. No tongues;
on shoulder, colored band (wrwrw); similar band
(wrwr)on lowerbody; no rays; edge of foot reserved.
Cf. Corinth,VII, i, pl. 32, no. 228, Early Corinthian.
147-7 (T2921).Black-glazedbroad-bottomedoinochoe
with lid.
H. 0.074; h. with lid 0.09; d. 0.071; d. foot 0.066; w.
lid 0.051. A miniature, with short narrow neck,
sloping shoulder. Incised tongues on shoulder; no
colorpreserved.
147-8 (T2937).Warrioraryballos.
H. 0.079; d. 0.076. As p. 113.

aryballos.
(T2928).
H. 0.076; d. 0.072. Underhandle, crossin circle.
147-10 (T2931).Warrioraryballos.
H. 0.075; d. 0.076. Under handle, rosette in circle
betweencrossand dot.
147-11 (T2922).Warrioraryballos.
H. 0.066; d. 0.06. Line (not dots) on edge of mouth;
spearsbehindwarriors'heads.
147-12 (T2935).The same.
H. 0.065; d. 0.057.
147-13 (T2918).Warrioraryballos.
H. 0.074; d. 0.071. Vertical incisions on shield, left
half glazed, right half purple;under handle, rosette
in circle.
147-14 (T2920).Warrioraryballos.
H. 0.078; d. 0.074. As 147-13, but blank below
handle, and five warriors.
147-15 (T2923). Quatrefoilaryballos.
H. 0.067; d. 0.07. As p. 114, but underhandle, cross
in circle.

147-16 (T2917). Quatrefoilaryballos.
H. 0.072; d. 0.069. Combbetweenlower petals; near
handle,three crossedcircles,and varioussmall crosses and dots. As Ure, Aryballoi, pl. 9, nos. 125.b.5
and 92.11.
147-17 (T2938).The same.
H. 0.065; d. 0.07.
147-18 (T2927).Pattern aryballos.
H. 0.055; d. 0.056. Rings on mouth; line on edge,
horizontallines on handle; on body, three red bands
alternatingwith black; on bottom, rosette.
Cf. Necrocorinthia,
p. 291, no. 642.
GRAVE148

Section 7 B. Pls. 17, 20, 83, 103.
Part of the small 128 cluster of early graves. An
unusualgroupof offerings:the two cups,in particular
the magnificentAttic kylix, suggest that this is the
prototypeof such groupsas 201, etc. (see p. 97). As
in 136, the legs of the skeletonwere found in a most
extraordinaryposition. About 585-575 B.C. for the
Corinthiancup, and no doubt the same for the Attic.
Excavationnumber:123.
Depth: 1.25.
Sarcophagus:L. 1.235; w. 0.505; d. 0.335; th. 0.085;
no stucco; cornernotches.
Cover:L. 1.34; w. 0.79; th. 0.10.
Silt: 0.055.
Skeleton: much disintegrated; partly contracted
position;head to east.
POTTERY, CORINTHIAN

148-1 (T1489).Figuredkylix. PI. 83.
H. 0.071; d. 0.18; d. foot 0.071.Low cup with slightly
incurved rim, and no offset lip; small, low foot,
sharply curved in profile.A: siren to right, looking
back,wings spread,standingbetweentwo sirenswith

sirenright with spreadwings, anotherleft with sickle
wing; at left, dove left lookingright. Belowfrieze,one
single, one groupof four narrowreservedlines; edge
of foot reserved. Interior: reserved band with two
narrowred lines at rim; three red lines on floor.
Published: Art and Arch., XXIX, 1930, p. 259,
fig. 15; mentionedby Payne, Necrocorinthia,
p. 343.
D. A. Amyx kindly informs me by letter that this
cup is by the samehand as Lausanne4302 (Necrocorinthia, no. 978; Zervos, Rhodes,figs. 129, 133); he
suggestscallingthe artist the LausannePainter. For
anotherfiguredcup without lip, see Corinth,VII, i,
pl. 37, no. 288, EC or early MC(forgeneralcomment
on the shape, see also Hopper,pp. 227f.).

much disintegrated;heads to east.
GRAVE150

Section 7 B-C.
Another early grave without offeringsin the 128
cluster.
Excavationnumber:120.
Depth: 1.25.
Sarcophagus:L. 1.38; w. 0.52; d. 0.40; th. 0.085; no
stucco.
Cover:L. 1.68; w. 0.77; th. 0.13; no strap holes.
Silt: 0.04.
Skeleton: rather disintegrated;contractedposition,
head to south.
GRAVE151

148-2 (T1488).Bandedkylix of komast shape.
H. 0.096; d. 0.225; d. foot 0.077. Extraordinarily
thin, fine fabric,warmpinkishbuff in color; slightly
metallic glaze. Almost certainly Attic. Reserved lip
and handle zone; below, two wide black bands;
lowerbody and foot black; red lines: one at rim, two
at join of lip; two above each black band, three
below second; edge of foot reserved. Interior: lip
reservedwith one red line; on floor, three reserved
bands, in which one, two and three red lines respectively.
One of the earliestAttic cups of komast shape. For
the profile,note the very interestingcorrespondence
with the Protocorinthianexample,Necrocorinthia,
p.
23, fig. 9 B. A magnificentexampleof the best Attic
pot-making.

Section7 B-C.
Like149 and 150, an empty gravein the 128 cluster,
and probablyseventh or early sixth century.
Excavationnumber:121.
Depth: 1.15.
Sarcophagus:L. 1.28; w. 0.61; d. 0.375; th. 0.085; no
stucco.
Cover:L. 1.57; w. 0.78; th. 0.11; no strap holes.
Silt: 0.05.
Skeleton: much disintegrated;contracted position,
head to south.
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POTTERY, ATTIC

GRAVE152

Section 7 B.
Urn burialcontaininga skyphos and a fragmentof
wood. The large jar was not inventoried, and the
skyphosis not datable, but the burialmust be sixth
GRAVE149
century (p. 73), andmaywell be about contemporary
with the near-bygraves,148 etc. The urn was found
Section 7 B.
east of grave 151, at a depth of 1.35.
Part of the 128 family group,and alignedwith 148 just
just to the south. Since there were no offerings,the WOOD
grave is not datable, but it is certainlyearly, proba- 152-1. Fragment.Not inventoried.
bly seventh or early sixth century. At the east end POTTERY, CORINTHIAN
was found Deposit 1, which perhaps could be the
152-2 (T1882).Miniatureblack-glazedskyphos.
offeringsfor the grave; the vases, however,were not H.
0.038; d. 0.052; d. foot 0.025. Cf. 187-1 and
set against the wall as in 129, 151, etc., and are
188-2
and -3. Most of the glaze has worn off, and
probablyunrelatedto 149.
This is one of the three instancesof two apparently possiblythis was a pattern skyphos.
contemporaryskeletonsoccurringin one grave (see p.
GRAVE153
69). The excavator suggested a mother and child;
from the small size of the sarcophagus(small even Section 7 D. Pls. 20, 88.
for contractedburials)it seemsalsopossiblethat there
Urn burial,found at a depth of 1.30. The container
were two childrenburied here. There are no indica- was a kratercoveredby a fragmentof a coarsepottions that the grave was re-usedat a later time.
tery vessel, and inside was found the one offering,a
tripod pyxis. The urn was set between two GeometExcavation number:124.
ric
graves, 59 and 60. The nearest burials of the
Depth: 1.07.
classical
periodare 253 to the northeast,considerably
Sarcophagus:L. 1.025; w. 0.495; d. 0.38; th. 0.08;
later, and the undatableurn burial154 to the southno stucco; cornernotches.
west. The date of 153 is first quarter of the sixth
Cover:L. 1.33; w. 0.56; th. 0.11.
Silt: 0.16.
century.
12
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153-1 (T2890).Tripodpyxis with patterndecoration.
P1. 88.
H. with lid 0.058; d. 0.077. Very shallow box with
heavy rim; nearly flat lid with low button knob. On
box, glazed band at rim and narrowhorizontallines
on feet; inside, one glazed ring on floor; on lid, wide
band aroundknob, three narrowlines at edge; narrow lines on knob. Apparentlyno addedred.
153-2 (T2889).Kraterwithpatterndecoration.P1.20.
H. 0.255; d. 0.26; d. foot 0.125. Very short neck,
body taperingsharply to small flared foot. On rim,
diagonal angularzigzags; on handle plates, octofoil
with alternatingblack and reservedleaves. At center
of body, double dotted band; above and below,
coloredband (wrw);probablysimilarband on lower
body; at base, thin, widely spacedrays.
The shape must be MiddleCorinthian,even though
the multiple pattern is characteristicof aryballoiof
the second quarter (Ure, Aryballoi, pp. 45f., for
cinquefoilsand sixfoils).
GRAVE

154

Section 7 D. Pls. 15, 18.
Thisurn burial,whichwas foundat a depth of 1.10,
had a coarseamphorawith a fibula and three small
pots inside. The burialwas set amonggeometricand
fifth century graves, and the nearest contemporary
burialwas 153 to the northeast.MiddleCorinthian.
BONE AND IRON

154-1 (T3594).Fibula.
Disintegrated.Two fragmentsof bone (L. 0.039 and
0.06), and the remains of the iron pin. Found in
skyphos.
POTTERY, CORINTHIAN

154-2 (T2786).Pattern skyphos.
H. 0.055; d. 0.084; d. foot 0.037. Veryroundedwalls,
brief foot. On handles,row of dots; in handle zone,
groupsof verticalzigzags;on body, betweenwide red
lines, doubledotted band; tall rays at base; foot red.
Cf. 147-3.
154-3 (T2785).Pattern pyxis with concavesides.
H. 0.037; d. 0.057. Rather tall; accentuatedconcavity of profile.At top and bottom, red and black lines;
in middle zone, double dotted band. Interior black.
For the lid, see below.
154-4 (T2784).Kalathos
pyxiswithpatterndecoration.
H. with lid 0.074; d. 0.069. Heavy bevelled rim,
concavewalls, flat bottom, two band handlesat mid
wall. In handle zone, vertical zigzags; above and
below, wide red and black bands. Lid with high,
turned knob; red and black bands on knob and lid;
doubledotted band at edge of lid.
The lid, which fits this vase better than 154-3, is
the type usually found on concavepyxides (and was

so photographed).Cf.the examplein Karlsruhe,CVA,
I, pl. 39, 3, with loop handle on lid; and Perachora,
I, pi. 30, 5.
154-5 (T2783).Unglazedamphora.
D. 0.45; d. lip 0.195. Missing, 1949. Described as
coarsebuff clay, ovoid body, with handlesrisingfrom
shoulderand attached to thin flat lip; body tapering
to small flat bottom without foot.
GRAVE155

Section 7 B. Pls. A, 15, 22, 81, 85, 88, 104.
This sarcophagushad offeringsboth insideand outside. It is one of severalapproximatelycontemporary
graves in a small, uncrowdedcluster: 156, 157, 158,
172, 173. In the same line with 155 and 156 is 218 at
the north; there is no way of knowingif this is in
direct succession to the others, or if it should be
associatedratherwith the morenearlycontemporary
graves in the circularcluster to the west (198, 199,
211). Most probablyall belong to one large family
group. The later graves in the westernpart are 236,
246, 249, 296, and 304. From the westwardsequence
of dates, it seems certainthat there is no connection
betweenthese and the groupofProtocorinthian
graves
to the west. The only children'sgraves are 172 (near
156) in the south, and 236 in the circularwestern
cluster.
Thegravesnearest155 have severalunusualcharacteristics. Notable is the fact that three of the six
graveshave offeringsplacedoutsidethe sarcophagus.
The only other groupin which this custom is found
is in the series of graves, 142, 163, and perhaps165,
not far to the south (an exception is 192). It is also
interesting that an unusuallyfine quality of stucco
was used to line most of the coffins,notably 218. The
grave groups are characterizedby either an exceptionally largenumberof offerings,or by the presence
of at least one Attic cup. The unusuallylargenumber
of Attic vases may indicate merely the greater
wealth of the family, but these, together with the
sirenvase of 157, are suggestiveof the import-export
trade which must have engagedmany a Corinthian
family of this period.
To return to grave 155 itself, the number and
quality of the pots are exceptional.Outside, at the
level of the cover, were found three large figured
vases, 155-a at the northwest corner,155-b at the
southwest, and a pyxis, 155-c, on the south side.
Near 155-a was found 155-d, an extra cover for an
oinochoe. Inside were a third large oinochoe, two
Attic skyphoi, and two Corinthian skyphoi, an
unusualinstanceof duplication.The bronzephialeis
also a very rare offering.
Full MiddleCorinthian.
Published:Art and Arch.,XXIX, 1930, p. 259, fig.
13; I.L.N., August 17, 1929, pp. 286f., fig. 1.

Depth: 1.10.
Sarcophagus:L. 1.73; w. 0.625; h. 0.475; th. 0.08;
fine stucco.
Cover:L. 2.12; w. 0.825; th. 0.125; three strapholes.
Silt: 0.002.
Skeleton: well preserved;head to east.
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ff.). Particularly close is one in Athens, Collignon
and Couve,no. 518, pl. 22. Oursmay be by the same
hand as the broad-bottomedoinochoein Apollonia,
which I believe is not by the same painter as the
other two large vases in the same find (see further,
Amyx, Hesperia,XXV, 1956,p. 75 and pl. 30). There
BRONZE
are also close resemblancesbetween 155-6 and the
155-1 (T1524).Phiale. P1. 81.
animal friezes of the kratersby the Three Maidens
D. 0.20; d. boss 0.051; h. of boss 0.02. Fragmentsof Painter
(Benson, GKV, pp. 49f.). Cf. also 155-b
flooraroundbossmissing.Rim very narrow,incurved. below,and the skyphosin Karlsruhe,B 758, CVA, I,
IRON
pl. 40, no. 8.
155-2 (T1530).Pin.
POTTERY, ATTIC
Muchdisintegrated.Describedas pin or fibula. Two 155-7 (T1525).Black-glazedskyphos.
fragmentspreserved(L. 0.073 and 0.035). Found at H. 0.09; d. 0.136; d. foot 0.077. Below handles,wide
one shoulder.
band of bluish-purplelaid over glaze; immediately
above foot, similar band, laid on reserved surface;
155-3 (T1531).Pin.
As 155-2. Two fragments,L. 0.057 and 0.035. Found foot unglazed;red rings on underside.
These cups are of the same shape as the Attic
at other shoulder.
komast
skyphoi (Beazley, ABV, pp. 23ff., and
POTTERY, CORINTHIAN
whichin turnimitate, accordingto Payne,
references),
155-4 (T1527).Black-glazedskyphos,groupi. Fig. 11. the Samos
skyphoi of Corinth,dated 585-575 B.C.
H. 0.11; d. 0.167; d. foot 0.102. Apparentlyno color
pp. 62, 309). An example identical
(Necrocorinthia,
at rim; belowhandles,coloredband (wrwrw);at mid with 155-7
describedas Corinthian)was found
(but
wall, wide redline; aboverays, secondband (wrwrwr) in a MiddleCorinthiangroup,Corinth,VII, i, pl. 43,
foot red inside and out. The "red" really a bluish- no. 354. A similar
cup, but somewhatmorecontracted
purple.
at the foot (and thus probablylater), was found in
155-5 (T1528).Black-glazedskyphos,groupi.
an Athenianwell, dated to the first two decades of
H. 0.078; d. 0.117; d. foot 0.075. Unusually wide the second quarterof the century (Hesperia,XXV,
flaringfoot. White line inside and out at rim; below 1956, pp. 57-59, pi. 18, b); I am informed,however,
handles, colored band (wrwrw),and another above by Miss Talcott that others of the same kind come
rays (wrwr);red foot.
from a well group dating to the first quarterof the
155-6 (T1529).Broad-bottomedoinochoewith figured century. The early date of the Attic skyphoi would
mean that either the shape was developedin Athens
decoration.
H. 0.155; h. with handle 0.19; d. 0.169; d. foot 0.16; and copied in Corinth,or that the Samos cups are
w. lid 0.088. White line at top and bottom of neck; earlierthan Payne supposed. The latter now seems
below first frieze, double dotted band between red the morelikely, but the time-lagin copyingin either
lines; below second frieze, wide glazed band with directionneed not be morethan a few years.
coloredlines at top (rw) and bottom (wr) edge; foot 155-8 (T1526).The same. Fig. 11.
red. In upperfrieze,swanwith raisedwing eitherside H. 0.087; d. 0.131; d. foot 0.075.
of lotus-palmettecomplex. Lower frieze: two goats
OUTSIDE OFFERINGS
to left alternatingwith two panthers to right, and
dove (?) to right with head turned back. Dark red- POTTERY, CORINTHIAN
purplefor dots on necks of swans and for the usual 155-a (T1516). Broad-bottomedoinochoe with figmarkingselsewhereon the figures;also for alternate ured decoration.Pls. A, 85.
petals of palmettes and lower section of lotus. Lid: H. 0.222; h. with handle0.235; d. 0.199; w. lid 0.088.
reservedexcept for wide band at rim, inside and out; Tall thin neck with broad flange at middle, and
raised area on shoulderaroundneck. Upper surface
black knob.
In its basic form the lotus palmette is the same as of flangered, two red lines on plate at base of neck;
the Middle Corinthianexample, Necrocorinthia,p. below first frieze, double dotted band between red
149,fig. 55, G. Note particularlythe half-openedlotus lines; below second frieze, glazed band with colored
buds, which occur also on the AmpersandPainter's lines (rwr and rr and rwr); foot red. Upper frieze:
oinochoein Rhodes (for the most recent study of the siren with head turned back between two panthers
AmpersandPainter,with referencesfor his oinochoe, all to right, goat to left. Lowerfrieze: (left to right
from underhandle)pantherright, goat left, panther
see Benson, A.J.A., LXIV, 1960, pp. 281ff.).
In style, as in shape, this vase may be compared right; two cocks facing palmette-lotuscomplex;ram
to a num.be::o: simri.aroinochoai by th.e D)od.well and horse left, the horse riderlessbut bridled.Lid:
12*

Awkward style with dots and hatched filling
ornament.Probablyby the same hand is Necrocorinthia, no. 1306, pl. 28, 7, a protomepyxis in Athens;
cf. also the similarstyle of the pyxis, Not. Scav.,1949,
p. 208, fig. 10, and the oinochoeA 206 in Brussels,
CVA, I, (III C)pl. 3, no. 6. For the peculiarbranched
rays, cf. the skyphos, R. Lullies, Eine Sammlung
Griechischer
Kleinkunst,Munich,1955, pl. 13, no. 37.
155-d (T1517).Oinochoelid.
Not found, 1949. As the lid of 155-6, above. For
extra lids, cf. Clara Rhodos,IV, p. 314, grave 178,
155-b (T1518).Broad-bottomedoinochoewithfigured no. 6, where it is suggested that they may have
served as lamps.
decoration.
H. 0.154; h. with handle 0.20; d. 0.168; w. lid 0.10.
156
Shape and subsidiary decorationexactly as 155-6, GRAVE
except that there is a short line of continuouszigzag Section 6 B. Pls. 20, 84, 104, 124.
below the base of the handle. Upper frieze: dove to
Placedjust to the northof 155, and anotherwealthy
and
head
turned
two
swans
two
between
back,
right,
gravein the 155 familygroup.Full MiddleCorinthian.
frieze:
with
to
siren
Lower
panthers.
open wings
Excavationnumber:180.
right, betweenpanthers;also goat and third panther Depth: 1.23.
to left, ram to right.
Sarcophagus:L. 1.63; w. 0.70; h. 0.425; th. 0.09;
This vase is painted in a style less close to 155-6,
fine stucco.
with its strong relationshipto the Dodwell Painter, Cover:L. 1.94; w. 0.80; th. 0.14; strap holes.
and nearerto 155-a, by the GeledakisPainter. Note Silt: 0.03.
particularly the wide-eyed panthers of 155-b in Skeleton:poorlypreserved;head to east.
contrast to the pinchedfaces of those on 155-6. All IRON
three pitchers,155-6, 155-a, and 155-b, must have 156-1
(T1718).Pin.
been made in one shop, probablyall at about the
0.071.
At right shoulder,head down.
P.1.
sametime; the paintersworkingin the shop,however,
156-2 (T1725).Pin.
must have been numerous.
With 155-b should also be comparedthe oinochoe P.1. 0.085. At left shoulder,head down.
in Rhodes mentioned above (155-6), attributed to POTTERY, CORINTHIAN
the AmpersandPainter by Amyx (op.cit., p. 225; see 156-3
(T1722).Pattern skyphos.
also Benson,A.J.A. LXIV, 1960, pp. 281ff.).
H. 0.055; d. 0.08; d. foot 0.049. Vertical zigzags at
155-c (T1519).Figuredpyxis with convex sides and rim; below,doubledotted band; at base, rays, among
them one squiggle.For the squiggle,see the amphora,
no handles.P1. 88.
141-5.
H. with lid 0.155; d. 0.178; d. foot 0.119; d. lid 0.105.
Peculiarly shaped pyxis, basically of standardtype 156-4 (T1723).Black-glazedskyphos,groupi. Fig. 11.
(Necrocorinthia,
p. 306, fig. 141), but with point of H. 0.093; d. 0.146; d. foot 0.089. Glaze much worn,
diameter
greatest
very low. On surfaceof rim, double but below handle colored band (wrwrw ?) and
dottedbandbetweenredlines;side of rimred;on wall, perhapssame above rays; rays widely spaced.
top to bottom, row of tongues, the centers painted 156-5 (T1720).Figuredkylix. P1. 84.
alternatelyblack and red; triple dotted band;frieze; H. 0.094; d. 0.163; d. foot 0.059. Black line at top
bandwithgroupsof verticalzigzagsandpatchesof dots of lip; below frieze, four narrowreservedlines; foot
wherethe bandnarrows;doubledottedband;onered, black with two red lines. A: large eagle flying right
one blackline; andat basedoublerays,the lowerseries between two griffinbirdswith raised wings; at left,
black,the upperin outline. In frieze,sirenwith open under handle, panther to right. B: swan to right
wings to right, betweensirenswith sickle wings; the between two sirens, all with raised wings; at left,
same grouprepeatedon other side; between groups, dove right, head turnedback. Interior:reservedline
each side, lion to left and bird to right.
at lip above two red lines; two others at edge of
On lid, tongueson and aroundknob; below, double floor, and third red pair aroundwhirligig with six
dotted band, frieze, and at edge, row of dots and red arms alternatingred and black.
line. Frieze: siren with open wings betweensphinxes Published:A.J.A., XXXIII, 1929, p. 545, fig. 24.
with sickle wings; at right, and aroundlid counter- By the same hand as 167-c. Amyx, p. 228, note 49,
clockwise, panther, goat, siren, lion, all left, and compares the style of this with the New York
no. 1309 (Amyx, pl.
pantherright.
protome pyxis, Necrocorinthia,
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black rim, reserved triangle with black line around
knob; red dot on top of knob.
Published:Art and Arch.,XXIX, 1930, p. 259, fig.
14; I.L.N., August 17, 1929, pp. 286f., fig. 8; mentioned by Payne, Necrocorinthia,p. 343. By the
GeledakisPainter. Attributionalso by Amyx. Oneof
the better efforts by the painter, and certainly the
best of his publishedvases.
For the Geledakis painter, see Amyx, Hesperia,
XXV, 1956, pp. 73ff. For a recent find of similar
shape, see p. 109, note 56.
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31f.). Benson, GKV, p. 57, no. 4 a, lists it as in the
mannerof the Bird Frieze Painter.
156-6 (T1716). Black-glazedbroad-bottomedoinochoe with lid.
H. 0.14; h. with handle 0.184; d. 0.164; d. bottom
0.16; w. lid 0.093. Standard shape with low wide
neck. On shoulder, colored band (wwrww,the red
wide); anotheron lower body (wrwrw);foot red and
white. Lid as 155-6.
156-7 (T1724). Black-glazedbroad-bottomedoinochoe with lid.
H. 0.137; d. 0.149; d. bottom 0.145; w. lid 0.06.
Standard body, but very thin, comparativelyhigh
neck. On shoulder,coloredband (wrwrw);foot red.
Tall knob on lid.
156-8 (T1715).Handmadeunglazedoinochoe.
P.h. 0.092; d. 0.114.Neck, mouthandhandlemissing.
156-9 (T1717).Figuredaryballos.PI. 124.
H. 0.06; d. 0.059. Rings on mouth and bottom,
circle under handle. Three komasts with drinking
horns to right; dot rosettesin field.
Cf. the example in Reading, CVA, I, p. 8, pl. 4,
no. 6, dated by Mrs.Ure to the early sixth century.
156-10 (T1721).Pattern pyxis with concavesides.
H. with lid 0.088; d. 0.079. At rim, Z-pattern;below,
purple and black bands,doubledotted band between
purplelines at middle,morebands,and thick vertical
lines at base; handles purple. Inside glazed except
for two reservedbands. On lid, similar dotted band
between black and purple lines; wide black and
purplelines on knob.
156-11 (T1719).Pattern pyxis with convex walls.
H. with lid 0.088; d. 0.099. On bowl, two bands of
three rows of dots each, black and purple lines
between; rays at base; foot black. On lid, similar
patterns, and rays aroundknob; edge purple.
GRAVE 157

Section 7 B. Pls. C, D, 16, 23, 83, 84, 86, 87, 88, 90,
104, 124.
An early sarcophaguscontaininga Roman burial
(504) but surroundedby the offeringsdepositedwith
the first interment. Part of the 155 family group,
and probably the most interesting grave in the
Cemetery.
There is no question about the presence of the
secondaryburial. Muchof the wall in the south end
of the coffin had been cut away, and the legs of the
skeleton were found extended through the opening,
restingon the fourcentimetersof wall whichremained
at the bottom of the cutting (Pls. 16, 104). The feet
were protected by a poros slab, which served as an
extensionof the sarcophaguslid (but at a level 9 cm.
lower than the cover), and which was supportedby
a crudewall of rubble.With the skeletonwerefound
a Roman unguentarium (504-1) and an archaic

stemmedbowl, the twin to one found outside. There
wereno tracesof the early skeleton.For the breakin
the sarcophagus, and its resemblance to fourthcenturycuttings, see 504.
The early offeringswere rangedalong the west side
of the sarcophagus,just below the level of the cover,
and at the two short ends (P1.16). On the west and
north,the pots were set upright againstthe sarcophagus wall and were in a remarkablygood state of
preservation,most of them intact. At the south, the
vases had been brokenduringthe constructionof the
Roman extension, and fragmentswere incorporated
into the roughwalls. Onefragmentwas foundabove
the grave,at a depthof 0.50, a partof a phiale(157-e)
which is by the same hand as 157-d. Also above the
grave, at 0.75, was found a Hellenistic coin (X-39).
The fragmentof the phialewouldsuggestthat there
had originallybeenmoreofferings,but whetherinside
or out is not known. One may speculate, at least,
that there may have been jewelry inside, since the
pyxides indicate the grave of a woman,and it seems
reasonableto supposethat there were more pots, in
view of the placement in 155 etc. There may also
have been offeringson the cover, as in 128 and 172.
Note also the extra pyxis lid, 157-s. The chancesare
fairly good that the east side was left free in the
sixth century,no doubt to facilitatethe placementof
the cover. The pieces found in the rubble walls of
the extension show that these Romans, at any rate,
were not interestedin the ceramicform of Necrocorinthia; it is of course possible that their activities
account for the absenceof bronzes,but the few and
quite dull bronzesof the early sixth century found
in the Cemeterydo not seem likely to have aroused
the passionatecollectingin Romedescribedby Strabo
and Pliny (Necrocorinthia,pp. 348ff.). Why the
Romans chose the single Greekvase to supplement
their own meagerofferingis a question that cannot
be answered.Probablyit was mere indifference,but
it may be noted that the unusualfabric of this pot
is in color not very differentfrom that of the unguentarium.
Quite apart from the circumstancesof finding, the
offeringsin this grave are of unusual interest. It is
remarkableto find so many pyxides and only a
single skyphos. It is odd, too, that there is one
certainnon-Atticimport,and perhapsothers (157-1,
w, x). Thenumberof objectsis twenty-five,a number
greaterthan in any other gravein the Cemetery,and
an unusualproportionof them are well-drawnfigured
vases. The protomepyxis was no doubt one of the
most expensivepots on sale in the shopsin Corinth.
The grave probably dates to the decade 580-570
B.C., althoughsome of the vases may be somewhat
earlier.
Published:A.J.A., XXXIII, 1929, pp. 542ff., figs.
19-21; Art and Arch., XXIX, 1930, p. 258, fig. 11;

I.L.N., August 17, 1929, pp. 286f., figs. 5, 7.
of the vases are mentioned by Hopper, B.S.A.,
XLIV, 1949, pp. 162ff., where the year of publication in the A.J.A. is cited consistentlyas 1930.
Excavation number:139.
Depth: 1.20.
Sarcophagus:L. 1.17; w. 0.475; d. 0.37; th. 0.07;
fine stucco; breakin south end.
Cover:L. 1.42; w. 0.66; th. 0.125; cracked;no strap
holes.
Orientation:north-south.
POTTERY, CORINTHIAN
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157-1 (T1593).Stemmedbowl.
H. 0.069; d. 0.112; d. foot 0.077. Reddish clay, possibly Corinthian,dull red glaze. Low bowl with offset
rim, short thick stem, flat disk foot. Purple on top
and side of rim; below offset, white line; inside,
colored band (wrw)belowrim, anotherat mid wall;
white and red lines on floor.
AlthoughI know of no parallelfor this exact shape,
the stemmedbowlwas a shapeusedby the Corinthian
potters: MuseeRodin, CVA,pl. 6, nos. 4, 5; Louvre,
CVA, VI (III C a), pl. 10, no. 10. Cf. also Necrocorinthia, nos. 719 A, 915, 1015. Though the fabric is
not certainly Corinthian,the use of added red and
white makes it quite certain that this bowl and
157-w are not Roman, and so must belong to the
periodof the rest of the pots foundoutside.A parallel
piece,of similarshapeand decoration,but apparently
of finerquality,was foundin Athensin the Kerameikos, Jahrb., LXI-LXII, 1946-1947, pl. 10, no. 27;
no. 26 in the same illustrationis much shallower.
OUTSIDE OFFERINGS

POTTERY, CORINTHIAN

157-a (T1509).Figuredskyphos.P1. 83.
H. 0.076; d. 0.114; d. foot 0.051. Rather deep cup
with small foot. At rim, vertical zigzags; at base,
long rays. Frieze: pantherto right, owl left, doe left
with enormousear to left. Red details as usual on
animals; red dots on owl's neck and top of wing;
left eye only red.
By the Group-dancePainter. Cf. the aryballosin
Dunedin, A.J.A., LX, 1956, p. 226, pl. 72, fig. 26.
For otherworksby this painter,see Benson,GKV,pp.
38f. Note the long zigzag on the hind foot of the
panther,also found on his other pieces.
157-b (T1515).Pattern kalathos.
H. 0.028; d. 0.046; d. bottom 0.02. Straight walls
taperingto flat bottom; thin horizontallines of glaze
inside and out. As 128-f, but an extra line on wall.
157-c (T1589).Figuredkylix. P1. 84.
H. 0.07; d. 0.176;d. foot 0.067.Exterior:rim reserved
except for red line at top; below frieze, wide and
narrow black lines; foot glazed. A: eagle flying to
right betweengriffinbirdswith sickle wings; at left,

sirens,
right
right.
with raised wings; at left, swan to right. Interior:
reservedline at rim with one red at lower edge; two
red lines on floor, two more around whirligigwith
three red, three black armsin reservedcircle.By the
same hand as 156-5.
157-d (T1598).Figuredphiale. P1. 84.
H. 0.032; d. 0.172. Broken; omphalos missing.
Shallow bowl, with two suspensionholes piercedat
rim. Exterior: concentricbands at rim and around
area of boss; most of wall imbricated,scales outlined
by doubleincisedline and coloredalternatelyred and
white (the white a small dot on black). Interior:
black lines at rim and around boss; frieze of two
sirens facing floral ornament, panther to left, cock
right, goat left, lion right.
Cf. the similar phiale by another hand, Clara
Rhodos,IV, p. 54, fig. 29. Closerin style, but probably
not by the samepainter,is the examplein Providence,
CVA, I, pl. 5, no. 11, attributed by Benson, GKV,
p. 54, to the Herzegowinamaler.
157-e (T1578).Fragmentof a figuredphiale. P1. 84.
H. 0.042; est. d. 0.164. Patterns exactly as above.
Preserved:goat left, parts of two panthersright. By
the same hand as 157-d.
157-f (T1510).Broad-bottomedoinochoewith figured
decoration.P1. C.
H. 0.177; h. with handle0.181; d. 0.154; w. lid 0.102.
Unusually large mouth for this shape, and sloping
shoulder.White dots on edge of mouth; five white
dot rosettes on neck; betweenfriezes,one black, one
red line; belowsecondfrieze,blackbandwith colored
lines (wrw?);rays at bottom; foot red. Upperfrieze:
siren with open wings to right, head turned back,
between panthers; also swan right and ram left.
Lowerfrieze: lotus-palmettecomplexbetween sirens
with sickle wings, and panthers; swan right, goat
left. Red for sirens' faces. On lid, entirely glazed,
threewhite dot rosettes;white ring aroundknob,and
top of knob white.
Anotherlarge oinochoefrom the DodwellPainter's
school.Another, but with less sloping shoulderappears in Brussels,CVA I (III C), pl. 3, no. 4. For
the floral, cf. Necrocorinthia,
p. 149, fig. 55, G. The
with the Dodwell
connected
style, although also
than
that foundon the
group, is much moredelicate
other big oinochoai(155-6, 155-b). In many of the
details of the drawing, the style is reminiscentof
the work of the Kalinderu Group (Benson, GKV,

p. 47).
157-g (T1590).Handmadeunglazedoinochoe.
H. 0.124; h. with handle 0.146; d. 0.112.
157-h (T1582).Bottle with figureddecoration.P1.86.
H. 0.125; d. 0.087. Stout ovoid body with short neck
taperingupward;ridgeat base of neck; two holes for
suspension below rim. On neck, from top down,
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bands of Z-pattern, net, vertical zigzag; on body,
tongue pattern, Z-pattern,row of dots; below frieze,
row of dots, and, on bottom, whirligig.Frieze: on
either side, betweenpanthers,dancerto left, looking
back. Incisedzigzag down thigh of figures.Purpleon
chitons of dancers; also on necks, bellies, hips of
panthers;the alternatearmsof the whirligigare also
purple, but laid not on black but directly on the
surfaceof the clay.
One of the earliestvases in the group, and in style
not far from that of the pyxides, 157-m and 157-n
below. Referredto by Amyx, p. 226. For the shape
of this and the other two bottles (157-i and 159-8),
see p. 112, note 67. Anotherbottle with whirligigon
no. 1071 (Berlin1151).
the bottom is Necrocorinthia,
157-i (T1512).Bottle with pattern decoration.
H. 0.1805; d. 0.124. Long cylindricalneck sharply
offset from nearly globularbody; broad flat bottom
without foot. Rim red; two bands of red bordered
by black on neck; anotheron shoulder;narrowblack
line at base of neck.
Cf. the aryballosin the same technique,Hesperia,
XXV, 1956, p. 357, no. 15, pl. 53. For the shape,
see p. 112, note 67.
157-j (T1592).Figuredaryballos.P1. 124.
H. 0.056; d. 0.057. Broken, surface much worn.
Tongueson mouth,dots at edge;tongueson shoulder;
cross bars on handle; on bottom, rosette of seven
petals. On body, cock to right; above, one rosette,
double-centeredand whirling,a secondto right, and
a simple fillerby feet.
no. 268, p. 75,
The cock is similarto Necrocorinthia,
fig. 20, E (Early Corinthian),but somewhat more
developed,and the rosettes are surelylater.
157-k (T1584). Quatrefoilaryballos.
H. 0.052; d. 0.054. Reservedpetals on mouth.
157-1 (T1585).The same.
H. 0.052; d. 0.054.
157-m (T1513).Figuredpyxis with protomehandles.
Pls. D, 86, 87.
H. with lid 0.18; d. 0.17; d. foot 0.123. Black bands
inside and on top surfaceof rim; on outside of rim,
slanting checkerboardpattern; neck red; frieze on
shoulderdivided by protomes;below, double dotted
band; another below main frieze; rays at base. On
underside, concentric rings around black dot.
Shoulder frieze: (a) between sphinxes with sickle
wings, small siren to right, head turned back, wings
closed; (b) siren with open wings to right, and small
bird to left; (c) dove to right, head turned back,
between griffinbirds,one with open, one with sickle
wings. Mainfrieze: four panthersleft and one right,
alternatingwith two goats, one ram, and two doves
right, both with heads turned back. Lid: around
knob, rays, doubledotted band, and frieze; on knob,
rosette of ten reserved petals within purple and

black band. Frieze of lid: tiny eagle flying to right
between sirens with lifted wings; four panthersleft,
alternatingwith threegoats and one pantherto right.
Protomes: wavy hair over forehead, in steps at
sides;higharchedeyebrows,bulgingeyes with heavily
modelled lids; long nose, deep chin, and large flat
ears; dress purple, with reservedareas to represent
the arms,whichare not modelled.The peculiarshape
of the upper lip is presumablythe result of a small
breakin the mould.
Published:A.J.A., XXXIII, 1929, p. 544, fig. 22;
I.L.N., August 17, 1929, pp. 286f., fig. 4; Art and
Arch., XXIX, 1930, p. 257, fig. 12; mentioned in
Necrocorinthia,p. 342; Amyx, p. 214 and note 35;
Hopper,p. 214, no. 2.
By the same hand as the protome pyxis in the
BritishMuseum,73. 10. 12. 1, Necrocorinthia,
no. 887.
Probablynot by the same painter is the pyxis in a
similar style, Berlin 4507, Necrocorinthia,no. 882;
note, however, the same use of small sirens with
closedwingsin the upperfrieze.Both styles owe much
to the painter of the Early Corinthianbowls, Necrocorinthia,nos. 716, 717. Further examinationmight
show that the two lids from the Argive Heraeum
(Hesperia,XXI, 1952, pl. 52, nos. 169, 171) are also
by the same painteras 157-m.
The protomesvery closely resemblethe heads on
nos. 880 and 881
two other pyxides, Necrocorinthia,
MNB
C
VI
625,
CVA,
(III a), pl. 11, 1-3;
(Louvre
and Copenhagen1632,CVA, II (III C),pl. 89, no. 8);
I do not feel that they are quite so closely relatedto
the heads of the British Museumpyxis 73.10.12.1,
a connectionmentionedby Amyx, p. 214. Ourscannot be from the same mould as Necrocorinthia,
nos.
880 and 881, even if one takes into account the
break in the upper lip and the apparentreworking
of the mouth. But the moulds of all three pieces
must have been made at about the same date, which
Payne placedat about 600 B.C. (Amyx, p. 213, puts
880 and 881 in his MC1group).At the otherextreme,
Benson observes that the heads on the British
Museum pyxis 73.10.12.1 (Necrocorinthia,no. 887)
are probablyfromthe samemouldas those of Louvre
E 602, whichhe dates ca. 560-550 (A.J.A., LX, 1956,
p. 229). I think it quite possible that the Cemetery
pyxis was using heads from moulds ten to twenty
years old, and that the paintingmay be perhapsfive
years earlier than that by the same hand on the
British Museum pyxis, but 157-m should not be
placed any later than 580 B.C. (see also Hopper, p.
214), and the British Museumpiece must belong at
the latest to the very end of the MiddleCorinthian
period.In connectionwith the long use of terracotta
moulds,it is instructiveto read Mrs. Stillwell'svery
pertinentcommentson two pieces from the Potters'
Quarter,KH 9, a later example of the same mould
type as KH 8, which she dates to the first quarter
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century,
compares
pl. 41,
heads of the British Museum pyxis 73.10.12.1 731.
(Corinth,XV, i, pp. 90f., nos. 7, 8).
157-p (T1508).Pattern pyxis with convex sides and
By way of postscript, attention may be called to vertical handles.
the very close correspondencebetweenthe profilesof H. with lid 0.132; d. 0.131; d. foot 0.08. Low roundthe heads of 157-m and its companionpieces, and ed bowl with small foot; high domed lid with low
that of the beautifulbronzeplaque,OlympiaBericht, knob. At rim, row of dots; in handle zone, vertical
II, pl. 56. The Corinthianconnectionsseem at least zigzags; below, wide purple lines alternating with
as strong as the Ionian suggestedby the author.
dotted bands (fromtop down, single, double, triple,
Note: Sincethe abovewent to press,I have received double).Samedecorationon lid except that all dotted
two important articles by D. A. Amyx, one on the bands are double.
Honolulu Painter (AntikeKunst, V, 1962, pp. 3ff.),
From the sameshop,no doubtby the same hand,as
and one on the MedallionPainter(A.J.A., LXV, 1961, 157-q. Verysimilaris Heidelberg130,CVA,I, pl.17,11.
pp. Iff.). Both contain much information that is
157-q (T1583).Kotyle-pyxiswith patterndecoration.
pertinent to the attribution of the Cemeteryvases. H. with
lid 0.137; d. 0.134; d. foot 0.067. Bowl shaped
The author's argument for assigning the British
a deep skyphoswith inset rim and reflexhandles.
like
Museum head pyxis 73.10.12.1 (Necrocorinthia,
no. 887) to the HonoluluPainter is convincing,and Domed lid with high turned knob. Decoration as
this new grouping would seem to exclude 157-m. 157-p, but all dotted bands double.
From the same shop as 157-p. A very late example
157-n (T1587and T1596).Figuredpyxis with convex of the
shape (see Necrocorinthia,
p. 296).
sides. Pls. 86, 124.
157-r
Pattern
with
concavesides.
(T1511).
pyxis
H. 0.119; h. with lid 0.141; d. 0.128; d. foot 0.082;
H.
with
lid
d.
0.101.
0.11;
Very slight concavity to
d. lid 0.096. Nearlyhalf of wall missing;glaze almost
turned
knob
on
walls; high
nearly flat lid. Handles
completelyworn.Shapeas the protomepyxis, 157-m,
at
of
three vertical zigzags;
rim, groups
but without the heads. Top of mouth purple; on dotted;
two
drawn
doubledotted bands.
very carelessly
side of mouth and on neck, Z-pattern; on shoulder, below,
similar
band
On
between
wide
lid,
lines; black rings
tongues and triple-dottedband; below frieze, similar on knob.Inside
three
wide
black
box,
rings.No added
band and long rays; on underside,concentricrings.
red
now
visible.
Frieze: goat or stag to left, pantherright, goat left,
second panther right; the usual filling ornaments 157-s (T1514).Lid from a pattern pyxis.
including double-centeredrosettes. Cover (T1587): H. 0.041; d. 0.047. Shape and decoration(but better
tongues on and around knob; triple dotted band drawn)as the lid above,with additionalrow of dots
betweengroupsof narrowblacklines; dots on vertical on edge of lid and on knob; on top of knob, cross
within circle.
edge.
The pyxis to which this lid belonged may have
The incision and painting are very carefullydone,
been
lost in the Roman disturbance,but note the
and resemblethe style of the protomepyxis above;
extra
oinochoelid, 155-d.
the proportionsof the animalsare somewhatdifferent,
but this may be due to the greater height of the 157-t (T1586).Powderpyxis with patterndecoration.
frieze, and the smaller circumferenceof the vase. PI. 88.
Even closerin style is the pyxis with verticalhandles H. 0.059; d. 0.105. On wall of cover, wide reserved
in Boston, MFA 31.637; ours may be an earlierpiece band with groups of vertical zigzags; above and
below, narrow dotted line; at lower edge, band of
by the same painter.
157-o (T1599).Figured pyxis with convex walls. P1. purple; on top of lid, two similar bands of zigzags
88.
(the groups of the inner band separatedby dotted
H. 0.115; d. 0.136; d. foot 0.095. Squat round body circles),and also a zone of triangles; at outer edge,
with short neck and flat projectingrim; two small purpleband.
Cf. the Boston pieces, Fairbanks,pl. 44, nos. 441
loop handles set vertically on shoulder. On neck,
horizontal wavy line; vertical wavy line on each and 442.
handle;on upperbody, each side, largesiren to right 157-u (T1588).Pattern pyxis with convex walls and
with extended wings; a few large irregularfilling no handles.
ornaments; below, row of large rosettes with three H. with lid 0.064; d. 0.068; d. foot 0.047. Small,
purple segments; above foot, five closely set black very squat body; conical lid with heavy knob.
lines. On underside,concentriccircles.
Tongueson shoulder;on body, row of crosshatching
of
the
Pattern
Painter.
Scale
Noted
between
broadglazed bands. On lid, tonguesat edge
Group
by Amyx,
p. 231, note 112; see also pp. 222f. For the painter, and on knob; aroundknob, double dotted band. No
Benson,GKV,pp. 43f.; for the shape,Necrocorinthia, added colorpreserved.
nos. 916-919, and Hopper, p. 211, no. 2. Add now
For the shape, cf. Copenhagen,CVA, II, pi. 84, 6.

157-v (T1591).Pattern pyxis with convex walls and
no handles.
H. with lid 0.062; d. 0.065; d. foot 0.041. Similarto
157-u, but flatter lid, rounderbody; row of crosshatchingjust below rim; on body, two bands each
with two rows of dots. Tracesof purple.
157-w (T1597).Stemmedbowl.
H. 0.081; d. 0.117; d. foot 0.073. As 157-1, but narrower stem. Color better preserved:purple on top
and edge of rim; below rim, wide purple band between narrowwhite lines. Inside, coloredlines (wrw)
below rim, a similar band on floor; white dot at
middle of floor.
POTTERY, OTHER
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157-x (T1595).Plastic vase in the shape of a siren.
P1. 90.
H. 0.104; L. 0.125. Back of head and large fragment
of side missing. Brick-redclay; traces of white and
dull red color. Round vase-mouth on top of head;
small triangular handle with tab on back; hair
arrangedin a wide band of tiny curls over forehead
and falling from behind ears in long corkscrewcurls,
two over each shoulder, the rest evenly spaced in
back. The face rather flatly modelled. Around the
neck is what appears to be a chain and pendant.
Wings and feet only summarilymodelled.
One of the earliest of a long series of siren vases.
For complete bibliography,see A. Laumonier,De'los,
XXIII, p. 85, nos. 174, 175; and Higgins, BMC
Terracottas,pp. 52ff., nos. 75-78. Few of the parallel
pieces show the winsome quality of the Cemetery
example, created by the large eyes, the pronounced
smile, and especially the turn of the head. Cf., in
particular,Munich5202 from Corinth,CVA, III, pl.
151, nos. 4, 5, also with short tail and dotted hair;
similar, too, are the examples, Thera,II, p. 26, fig.
66; Boehlau, Nekropolen,pl. 2, no. 1, from Samos;
Higgins,BMC Terracottas,
pl. 16, no. 77,fromRhodes;
and Clara Rhodos,III, pp. 194f., fig. 193 = CVA, II
(II D o), pl. 1, no. 6.

Silt:
Skeleton:much disintegrated;head to east.
GRAVE159

Section 7 B. Pls. 24, 79, 83, 104.
A sarcophagusin the samefamily groupas 223 and
the re-used 145 and 146; and perhapsa part of the
largergroup,222, etc. A contemporarychild'sgrave
may be representedin the Deposit 43 just to the
west. One of the rare graves with jewelry, 159 also
contains several pyxides and a single skyphos, a
selection similar to that of 157. All the tiny objects
were found near the south end of the grave together
with the fragmentsof the skull. About the middle of
the first quarterof the sixth century.
Excavationnumber:468.
Depth: 1.15.
Sarcophagus:L. 0.58; w. 0.34; d. 0.255; th. 0.06;
no stucco.
Cover:L. 0.725; w. 0.42; th. 0.08.
Silt: 0.15.
Skeleton: much disintegrated;head to south.
SILVER

159-1 (G2358).Unidentifiedobject.
Very tiny, thin flat fragments.Inventoriedas a silver
obol, but at this date probablya part of the jewelry.
BRONZE

159-2 (T3235).Eyelet.
L. 0.005; d. 0.008. Concave sides, fine scorings at
each rim.
BONE AND IRON

159-3 (T3233).Fibula. P1. 79.
L. 0.055; w. 0.026; iron: L. 0.053; w. 0.01. Flat bone
plaqueconsistingof two large disks with two smaller
ones between;sunkencirclein each disk; row of fine
concentriccirclesbetweenlinesincisedarounddepressions. Iron attachmentof fibulaform.
Similarto Blinkenberg,Fibules,p. 266, fig. 311; cf.
also Hesperia,IX, 1940, p. 426, fig. 79, 2, fromHalai;
ArtemisOrthia,pl. 132, nos. 4-9; Lindos, I, pl. 9;
and Delos, XVIII, pl. 86, nos. 728-730. For the
GRAVE158
Ephesosgroup, see Hogarth, pl. 32, and Jacobsthal,
Section 7 A.
The grave, which had no offerings,is undatable, J.H.S., LXXI, 1951, p. 86, and note 6.
but the sandstone cover and the very thick walls GLASS
indicate an early date, and the grave is probablythe 159-4
(T3234).Bead.
earliest in the 155 cluster. The lack of contents is H. 0.009; d. 0.012. Globular,hollow bead of
purple
probably the result of robbing,since the cover was glass, not pierced, but opening on flattened under
described as completelybroken in, and there is no side.
evidenceof re-use.Compare216 and 217 to the north,
POTTERY, CORINTHIAN
and 223 to the south.
159-5 (T3238).Figuredskyphos.Fig. 11, P1. 83.
Excavation number:140.
H.
0.094; d. 0.122; d. foot 0.049. Very deep with
Depth: 1.42.
small
splayed foot. At rim, net pattern, stopped at
Sarcophagus:L. 1.565; w. 0.57; d. 0.495; th. 0.095;
handles
by star in metope. Above frieze, band of
no stucco.
Cover: sandstone slab, L. 1.64; w. 0.745; th. 0.17; four rows of dots between black and purple lines,
the purple overlaid on the top and bottom rows of
broken.

dots; below frieze, similar band of three rows of dots;
at bottom, double rays; foot purple. Frieze: siren to
left with extended wings, between sphinxes with
sickle wings; two lions to left.
Cf. Hesperia, I, 1932, p. 70, fig. 14, precisely similar
in shape except for the rounded foot, and similar in
effect from the combination of narrow frieze and
patterns; by a different hand, however.
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159-6 (T3236). Black-glazed oinochoe with small foot.
H. 0.127; h. with handle 0.135; d. 0.113; d. foot
0.06. Thin cylindrical neck, high rounded shoulder.
At shoulder, wide red band between single white
lines; at middle body, second colored band (rwr);
white line at join of foot; no rays; foot red. At
shoulder, two vertical incisions near handle, apparently where the painter began and abandoned a series
of incised tongues.

159-7 (T3239). Black-glazed globular oinochoe.
H. 0.088; h. with handle 0.095; d. 0.091; d. foot
0.064. More compact body than usual, with point of
maximum diameter comparatively high. Coloredlines
(wrw) preserved on shoulder only.
Possibly a hybrid, but more likely a not yet fully
developed form of the standard shape (p. 110).
Apparently mid-way between the shapes of 159-6 and
159-7 is the example from grave II near the Diolkos
at the Isthmos, Ath. Mitt., LXXI, 1956, pp. 57f.,
Beilage 41.
159-8 (T3240). Bottle with pattern decoration.
H. 0.11; d. 0.071. Continuous gradual curve between
neck and body; holes for suspension just below rim.
Horizontal lines at rim, long tongues on upper part of
neck; on body,three wide bands of dots; between bands,
groups of three horizontal lines. No color preserved.
For the relative date, see p. 112 note 67.
159-9 (T3230). Warrior aryballos.
H. 0.064; d. 0.06. Band on edge of mouth; spear
behind shoulder, white dots on shield.
159-10 (T3232). The same.
H. 0.06; d. 0.059.

159-11 (T3231). Kotyle-pyxis. Fig. 12.
H. with lid 0.113; d. 0.104; d. foot 0.051. Skyphosshaped bowl with small reflex handles; slightly domed
lid with high turned knob. On bowl, narrow band
of S-pattern at rim, another at mid wall; below each,
wide black band (no color preserved); widely spaced
rays at base. On lid, one row of S-pattern between
wide black bands; bands on knob.
Cf. the figured example from Syracuse, Not. Scav.,
1925, p. 198, fig. 30 (Necrocorinthia,no. 706).
159-12 (T3241). Powder pyxis with patterns and
silhouette figures.
H. 0.048; d. 0.089. On wall of lid, continuous row of
vertical zigzags; on top, between concentric bands,
four crudely drawn animals without incision, probably

a bird, a horse, and two goats, all to right. Red for
lines on top and for bottom edge of cover.
159-13 (T3237).Tripodpyxis withpatterndecoration.
H. 0.054; h. with lid 0.092; d. 0.094. Shallow bowl
with projectingrim; almost flat lid with high turned
knob (small for box). On bowl, red rim, reserved
panels above each foot outlined by narrowband of
hatching. On lid, row of S-pattern between concentric red bands; red and black lines on knob.
GRAVE160

Section 7 B. Pls. 24, 92, 104.
A comparativelyisolatedsarcophagus,but possibly
related to the 128 cluster to the north and west.
From the two completesets of vases, one with large,
one with small pots, it is likely that this was the
burial of a mother and child. Though the grave is
small, it would be quite large enough for an adult
and an infant; cf. grave 191, of a comparablesize,
and with the skeleton filling hardly more than half
the area of the sarcophagus(P1.105). Approximately
the middleof the first quarterof the sixth century.
Excavationnumber:463.
Depth: 1.25.
Sarcophagus:L. 1.17; w. 0.505; d. 0.38; th. 0.085; no
stucco.
Cover:L. 1.33; w. 0.665; th. 0.10.
Silt: 0.13.
Skeleton: much disintegrated;contracted position,
head to east.
BRONZE

160-1 (T3204).Unidentifiedobject.
Missing, 1949. Small bronze fragments found in
northwestcornerof grave.
IRON

160-2 (T3205).Two pins.
Disintegrated.Found in southeastcorner.
POTTERY, CORINTHIAN

160-3 (T3200).Black-glazedskyphos,groupi. P1.92.
H. 0.085; d. 0.125; d. foot 0.077. White line at rim,
insideand out; belowhandles,coloredband (wrwrw),
and anotherabove rays (wrwr);foot red inside and
out.
160-4 (T3198).Black-glazedskyphos,groupii.
H. 0.087; d. 0.122; d. foot 0.07. White line at rim,
inside and out; wide red band (no white) below
handles,anotherabove rays; foot red inside and out.
Cf. the Attic skyphos,155-7.
160-5 (T3201).Miniaturepattern skyphos.
H. 0.023; d. 0.04.
160-6 (T3196).Broad-bottomedtrefoiloinochoewith
pattern decoration.
H. 0.107; h. with handle 0.12; d. 0.105. Thin neck,
sloping shoulder.On shoulder,incised tongues with
color (rbwbrbw...); below, wide black band with
coloredlines (wrw and wr), two rows of dots, plain

blackline, reservedline, red line, band of dots,
line, reservedline and red.
For a somewhatearlierexample of this shape, see
Corinth,VII, i, pl. 28, no. 198.
160-7 (T3197).Black-glazedglobularoinochoe.
H. 0.094; h. with handle 0.099; d. 0.125; d. foot
0.102; w. lid 0.058. Very low squat body; colored
bandson shoulder(wrwrw),andjust abovefoot (wrw);
foot red.
oinochoe.
160-8 (T3199).Black-glazedbroad-bottomed
H. 0.056; d. 0.062. Miniaturewith narrowneck and
smallmouth.Coloredlines on shoulder(wrw);foot red.
160-9 (T3202).Pattern hydria.
H. 0.061; d. 0.056. Miniaturevase with horizontal
bands; in handle zone, groupsof three short vertical
lines; traces of red.
160-10 (T3203).Bowl.
H. 0.02; d. 0.057. Flat bottomed bowl without foot;
bevelled rim. Unglazed; red on rim and red rings
inside.

Depth: 1.90.
Sarcophagus:L. 1.27; w. 0.568; d. 0.395; th. 0.074;
stucco.
Cover:L. 1.60; w. 0.72; th. 0.135.
Silt: 0.015.
Skeleton:fairly well preserved;partiallycontracted,
head to east.
BRONZE

162-1 (T2625).Ring.
Disintegrated.Found near hand.
IRON

162-2 (T2622).Two pins.
P.1. 0.092; P.1. 0.04. Perhaps two disks on head.
Found low on chest of skeleton.
POTTERY, CORINTHIAN
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162-3 (T2624).Figuredskyphos.P1. 83.
H. 0.097; d. 0.141; d. foot 0.074. Frieze of women
dancing to right, hands joined, holding wreaths; at
base, crowdedthin rays; shadedfilling ornaments.
One of a large series of skyphoiwith characteristic
GRAVE161
shaded rosettes, and often women dancers,NecroSection 8 A. Pls. 20, 104.
nos. 945-949,and manyothers.D. A. Amyx
Part of the 141 family cluster of graves. Late first corinthia,
informs me that he is calling the artist the Patras
or early secondquarterof the sixth century.
Painter. See also 147-2.
Excavation number:447.
162-4 (T2621).Black-glazedglobularoinochoe.
Depth: 1.00.
H. 0.107; h. with handle 0.117; d. 0.135; d. foot
Sarcophagus:L. 1.43; w. 0.56; d. 0.45; th. 0.08; no 0.093. Coloredband on shoulder
(wrwrw),a second
stucco.
lower
foot
on
red.
body (wrw);
Cover:L. 1.77; w. 0.755; th. 0.15; strap holes.
162-5 (T2623).Black-glazedglobularoinochoe.
Silt: 0.08.
Skeleton:fairly well preserved;partiallycontracted, H. 0.10; h. with handle 0.111; d. 0.101; d. foot
head to south.
0.067. Mouth and neck restored; colors worn, but
IRON
probablyas above.
161-1 (T3138).Two pins.
GRAVE163
P.1. 0.055 and P.1. 0.042. Probably inverted hemi- Section 8 A-B. Pls.
17, 25, 104.
sphericalhead on each. Found one at each shoulder. A child's grave in the 141 family group. Three of
the vases were found outside the coffin at a depth
POTTERY, CORINTHIAN
of 0.80: a skyphos,163-a, at the south end, and two
161-2 (T3089).Black-glazedskyphos,groupii.
H. 0.086; d. 0.13; d. foot 0.066. Very taperingsides. aryballoi on the west side close to the southwest
corner.The multiplicationof shapesis interestingin
No colorpreserved.
the
pottery, the vases occurringin threes. Probably
161-3 (T3088).Black-glazedglobularoinochoewithlid.
H. 0.185; h. with handle 0.195; d. 0.204; d. foot early in the secondquarterof the sixth century.
0.146; w. lid 0.09. Red line on plate around neck; Excavationnumber:444.
tongues on shoulder incised and colored in pairs Depth: 0.70.
(rrbwwbrrbww...); below, colored band (wwrww, Sarcophagus:L. 0.63; w. 0.31; d. 0.25; th. 0.06;
no stucco.
the red wide); at mid body, three narrowred lines;
on lower body another band (wrw, the red wide); Cover:L. 0.775; w. 0.46; th. 0.115.
Silt: 0.10.
foot red.
Skeleton:ratherdisintegrated;head to south.
The largestand finest of the series.
POTTERY, CORINTHIAN

GRAVE162

163-1 (T3070).Figuredskyphos.
H. 0.065; d. 0.105; d. foot 0.049. At rim, crowded
Section 3 E. Pls. 25, 83, 104.
One of the very few sixth century graves in the vertical zigzags; at base, thin rays. Frieze of silhounorthernpart of the Cemetery;see 129. Early second ette, very linear animals, all goats, to right; small
dots in field. A few traces of red lines.
quarterof the sixth century.

163-2 (T3075).Figuredskyphos.
H. 0.066; d. 0.095; d. foot 0.047. As 163-1, but
single dotted band above and below frieze; and in
frieze,goats to left.
163-3 (T3074).Handmadeunglazedoinochoe.
H. 0.075; h. with handle 0.10; d. 0.073.
163-4 (T3076).The same.
H. 0.10; d. 0.087. Missing,1949.
163-5 (T3071).Figuredaryballos.
H. 0.067; d. 0.061. Rings on mouth, black line on
edge; tongues on shoulder;rings on bottom. Back of
handle plain except for black line acrossupperedge;
underhandle,largecirclewith dot in center.Horizontal lines above and below frieze; siren to right with
extended wings and extremely long tail; horizontal
incisions on hair. A few irregular incised filling
ornaments.
163-6 (T3073).Alabastronwith quatrefoildecoration.
H. 0.092; d. 0.04. Rings on mouth, black line at
edge of lip; design on body exactly as quatrefoil
aryballoi(p. 114).
Cf. the earlier, more elaborate examples, Clara
Rhodos,IV, p. 317, fig. 346, grave 178, no. 25; Delos,
X, pl. 30, no. 430.
163-7 (T3077).The same.
H. 0.09; d. 0.037.
163-8 (T3072).The same.
H. 0.09; d. 0.038.

IRON

164-1 (T3180).Pin.
P.1. 0.067. Inverted hemisphericalhead. Foundnear
right shoulder.
POTTERY, CORINTHIAN

164-2 (T3179).Black-glazedskyphos,groupii. Fig.11.
H. 0.082; d. 0.117; d. foot 0.064. As p. 108 but three
red lines below handles.
164-3 (T3178).Black-glazedglobularoinochoewith
lid.
H. 0.134; h. with handle 0.148; d. 0.152; d. foot
0.102; d. lid 0.067. Onewideredline aroundshoulder;
foot red. Lid: small bump on top of knob; reserved
area aroundknob.
GRAVE165
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Section 8 B. P1. 88.
Probably transitional, with 164, from the 141
cluster to the later graves to the west, 240, 247, etc.
There were no offeringsinside the grave, but the
small group of objects found outside the south end
of the sarcophagusat a depth of 1.12 were recorded
as belongingto the grave. The shell and the skyphos
werefoundinsidethe pyxis. The groupcouldpossibly
be the remains of a separate burial, but the tradition of outside offeringsin this area (142 and 163),
the depth of the pots, and their closeness to the
sarcophagusmake it more likely that they belong
to 165. The presenceof the whorlis exceptional,but
OUTSIDE OFFERINGS
it may have been used by the deceased child as a
toy. The lack of stucco in the sarcophagusindicates
POTTERY, CORINTHIAN
an early grave, and the pyxis cannot be much if any
163-a (T3078).Pattern skyphos.
later than 159-13. Late first or early second quarter
H. 0.066; d. 0.094; d. foot 0.05. Vertical zigzags at
of the sixth century.
rim; below, double dotted band between wide red
Excavationnumber:450.
lines; foot red.
Depth: 0.95.
163-b (T3079). Quatrefoilaryballos.
L. 0.453; w. 0.19; d. 0.145; th. 0.043;
H. 0.063; d. 0.065. Under handle, large round dot Sarcophagus:
no stucco.
with crossincisions,like a filling ornament.
Cover:L. 0.60; w. 0.445; th. 0.105.
Silt: completelyfilledwith earth.
163-c (T3080).The same.
Skeleton:almostentirelydisintegrated;headto south.
H. 0.068; d. 0.064.
GRAVE164

Section 8 B. Pls. 25, 104.
Probablyan extensionof the 141 groupto the east,
and, with 165, very likely transitionalto the later
graves to the west, 240, 247, etc. Probably second
quarter of the sixth century. A stone marker was
recordednear the southwestcorner.
Excavationnumber:459.
Depth: 1.10.
Sarcophagus:L. 1.42; w. 0.58; d. 0.42; th. 0.08;
stucco.
Cover:L. 1.66; w. 0.79; th. 0.13.
Silt: 0.03.
Skeleton: much disintegrated;partially contracted,
head to south.

SEA SHELL

165-a. Found inside pyxis.
TERRACOTTA

165-b (T3097).Spindlewhorl.
H. 0.02; d. 0.031. Dark red-brownclay. Roughly
conical.
POTTERY, CORINTHIAN

165-c (T3120).Miniaturepattern skyphos.
H. 0.021; d. 0.035; d. foot 0.017. As 160-5 (P1.24).
165-d (T3096).Tripodpyxis with patterndecoration.
P1. 88.
H. with lid 0.079; d. 0.102. Very wide shallowbowl,
walls slightly concave, rim with horizontalridges.
Shallowlid with low flat knob. Purplerim; on wall
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black, purple, and reserved bands; on each foot
double dotted band. On lid, concentric purpleand
black rings, and band of vertical zigzags.
GRAVE
166
Section 9 B.
An early sarcophaguswhich, together with 167,
may perhapsbe connectedwith the 141 cluster. The
lack of stucco would suggest a date no later than
about the middle of the sixth century. The coffin
was found empty except for a few bones, and it
seems likely from the brokenlid that the grave had
been rifled, althoughit is at some distancefrom the
nearest obvious area of nineteenth century robbing
(374 etc.).
Above the cover was found a bronzecoin, X-2.
Excavation number:95.
Depth: 0.45.
Sarcophagus:L. 1.67; w. 0.54; d. 0.43; th. 0.07; no
stucco.
Cover:L. 1.87; w. 0.73; th. 0.13; strapholes; broken.
Silt: filled with earth and stones.
Skeleton: almost completely disintegrated;head to
south.
GRAVE167

Section 8-9 B.
A sarcophaguswhich was found opened and of
which no descriptionwas made. From its entry on
the plan, it appears to have been the sarcophagus
for an adult burial. Almost certainly the grave had
been robbedin the nineteenthcentury.Originallythis
and 166 may have been part of the 141 family complex, but 167, since evidenceis lacking,could equally
well have been associated with the fifth century
graves to the south.
GRAVE168

Section 5 E. Pls. 14, 27, 88, 104.
Urn burial, one of a large group of early children's
graves mixed with adult graves of a later period.
This urn was set at a depth of 1.65, close to the adult
grave 68 and not far from the large279; to the west
was 170, and to the east 169, both of them also early
children'sburials;to the south was a third, 181, and
also an early deposit, D 45. Farther still to the east
and south were more children'sgraves, somewhat,
but not much later: 180, 228, 231; and with theseare
probablyto be associateda numberof small graves
disturbedand empty: 229, 230, 232, and 235.
The only early adult burial (excepting 68) in
the vicinity was 212, which may be contemporary
with some of the small sarcophaginear 228, but
whichwas a considerabledistancefrom168. It seems
possible that the adult graves around 168 were
originally contemporarywith the small graves, but
were later re-used.See p. 78, and particularlygraves
212 and 279.

All ten of the small vases were packed neatly into
a large jar which was not inventoried. The vases
were not burnt, but with them were recordedashes
and traces of charcoal.Probably still MiddleCorinthian.
POTTERY, CORINTHIAN

168-1 (T1552). Black-glazed skyphos, group i,
shallow.Fig. 11.
H. 0.067; d. 0.103; d. foot 0.08. Unusuallyelaborate
coloring: white line at rim inside and out; below
handleswide band (wrwrw)and anotherabove rays
(wrwr).
168-2 (T1553). Black-glazed skyphos, group i,
shallow.
H. 0.053; d. 0.086; d. foot 0.064. White line at rim
inside and out; otherwisenormal color (wrw)below
handlesand above rays.
168-3 (T1554).The same.
H. 0.062; d. 0.096; d. foot 0.06.
168-4 (T1551).Black-glazedskyphos,groupii.
H. 0.072; d. 0.104; d. foot 0.056. Widered line under
handles, two narrowred lines at mid wall, a single
one above rays.
168-5 (T1550). Miniature oinochoe with figured
decoration.
H. 0.099; h. with handle 0.101; d. 0.069; d. foot
0.052. Large trefoil mouth, pear-shapedbody, wide
foot. Threefriezesof crudelydrawnsilhouettefigures,
all marchingto right: at shoulder,five sirens and
bird; in middle frieze, three panthers(?), two goats,
and bird; at bottom, three panthers (?), and two
goats; dots and large unincised filling ornaments.
Zigzagdown back of handle. No color preserved.
168-6 (T1555).Black-glazedglobularoinochoe.
H. 0.056; d. 0.056; d. foot 0.042; A miniatureearly
version of the usual shape. Coloredband at shoulder
(wrw);on foot, one white, one red line.
168-7 (T1556).Figuredaryballos.
H. 0.061; d. 0.059. On mouth, seventeen reserved
petals; row of dots on upperedge of mouth; tongues
on shoulder;cross lines on handle; on body, bird to
right with long tail and raisedwing; two largefilling
ornaments,one incised,one with reservedpetals, and
a third filler drawnlike a large curvedwing.
168-8 (T1557). Powder pyxis with pattern decoration. P1. 88.
H. 0.065; d. 0.131. Lid with thickened rim and
heavy projection of top surface; matching projection at bottom of box. Lid: from center outward,
outlinedtongueswith zigzagin each; narrowdoubledotted band; zone of vertical zigzags; red lines at
edge and between zones; on wall, zone of vertical
zigzags between dotted lines; above and below, red
bands. On floorand wall of box, inside and out, wide
red and black bands.

170-2 (T1537).Handmadeunglazedoinochoe.
H. 0.057; h. with handle 0.072; d. 0.051. As p. Ill
but small and with somewhatmore ovoid body.
170-3 (T1538).Handmadeunglazedoinochoe.
P.h. 0.084; d. 0.085.
170-4 (T1539).Warrioraryballos.
H. 0.063; d. 0.058. Only three figures; vertical
incisionson shield. Mendedsince photographing.
170-5 (T1536).Pattern pyxis with concavesides.
H. with lid 0.074; d. 0.058. Small and very narrow
box; conical lid with crudely made knob. At rim,
dotted triangles;below, doubledotted band between
wide red and black lines; on lid, double dotted band
and wide red and black lines.
170-6 (T1535).Pyxis-kalathos.
H. 0.058; d. 0.084; d. rim 0.075. No lid. Very heavy
169
GRAVE
bevelled rim; sides sloping out to fiat bottom; two
Section 5 E.
small lug handles. On body, red and black bands; in
Urn burial,part of the 168 seriesof early children's handle
zone, continuouszigzag.
graves. The urn, which was not inventoried, was
found at a depth of 1.65; close beside it were the GRAVE171
skyphos and oinochoe. The skyphos must be late Section 4 E. Pls.
26, 105.
MiddleCorinthian;for the oinochoe,see below.
A sarcophaguscontainingtwo burials, one of the
POTTERY, CORINTHIAN
sixth century and another (463) of the fourth. This
169-1 (T1546).Figuredskyphos.
is one of the few sixth centurygravesin the northern
H. 0.06; d. 0.098; d. foot 0.063. Shallow cup with part of the Cemetery(see grave 129). The skeletonof
flaringfoot. At rim, vertical lines; below frieze, four the first burialhad been placed,moreor less in order,
horizontallines. Frieze: five quadrupeds(lions?) to at the west side of the coffin; the two early pots
right, in silhouette technique; irregularfilling orna- comprisealmost certainly the total offeringsof the
ment, includingdotted circles.
originalburial.For the breakin the north end of the
MC
the
similar
to
example,Corinth,VII, i, pl. coffin,see 463.
Very
no.
340.
Secondquarterof the sixth century.
42,
169-2 (T1547).Fragmentaryoinochoe.
Excavation number:348.
D. 0.078. Lower half preserved. Porous clay with Depth: 1.40.
smooth green-whitesurface; two horizontalreddish Sarcophagus:L. 1.365; w. 0.58; d. 0.335; th. 0.07;
brownbands aroundtall body shapedmuch like flatstucco; cornernotches.
Cover:L. 1.57; w. 0.73; th. 0.14.
bottomed olpe. Apparentlyunique and undatable.
Skeleton: fairly well preserved,but displaced;skull
GRAVE170
found in south end.
Section 5 E. Pls. 27, 104.
POTTERY, CORINTHIAN
A small sarcophagusin the 168 series of children's 171-1 (T2615).Black-glazedglobularoinochoe.
graves, and located a short distance to the west of H. 0.132; h. with handle 0.134; d. 0.124; d. foot
168. MiddleCorinthian,ratherlate.
0.085; w. lid 0.055. Red line at edge of mouth and
neck; on shouldercoloredband (wwrrrww);on lower
Excavation number:130.
body two red lines; and on foot one red, one white.
Depth: 1.33.
th.
no
d.
w.
L.
0.06;
Sarcophagus: 0.47; 0.305; 0.21;
POTTERY, ATTIC
stucco.
171-2 (T2619). Black-glazedskyphos of Corinthian
Cover:L. 0.60; w. 0.40; th. 0.10.
Silt: filled with earth.
shape.
Skeleton: almost completely disintegrated;head to H. 0.091; d. 0.129; d. foot 0.064. Two red lines
south.
below handles,one above rays; black foot.
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Very similar to the fragment from grave 4 at
Rhitsona, early sixth century, J.H.S., XXX, 1910,
p. 355, fig. 20.
168-9 (T1559).Powderpyxis with patterndecoration.
H. 0.04; d. 0.093. Shape as 168-8, but with somewhat sloping, slightly convex walls. On lid, from
center out, tongues, continuous zigzag, and groups
of vertical zigzags; outer edge red; on wall, groups
of zigzags between red and black bands, lower edge
red. On box, black rings on wall, inside and out.
A very similarexamplein Oxford,CVA, II (III C),
pl. 2, no. 36, pl. 3, no. 16.
168-10 (T1558).Black-glazedbowl.
H. 0.035; d. 0.094. Low curvedwalls, projectingrim,
small ring foot.

POTTERY, CORINTHIAN

GRAVE172
170-1 (T1534).Pattern skyphos.
H. 0.048; d. 0.068; d. foot 0.044. At rim, vertical Section 6 B. Pls. 26, 105.
The only child's grave in the southernpart of the
zigzags; at middle of body, double dotted band
155
cluster(see also 236 to the northwest;Deposit14
black.
foot
between wide red bands;
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to the south is of the fifth century). Nearly half the
objects were found on top of the cover of the grave
(172-a, -b, -c, -d, -e, -k, -1, and -m), the remainder
aroundthe sarcophagus,set at the level of the cover.
No offeringswere found inside. The resemblanceto
the near-bygrave 157 is striking,both in the disposition of the objects, and in the selection,notably the
phialai. The oinochoe,172-j, is unexpectedlyprimitive in appearance, but there are no very early
graves in the vicinity to which it could belong.
The Roman lamp, X-281, found on the east side,
was so far away that it is more likely a chancerelic
of the disturbancesin the area (notably 157) than
evidencethat the Romanstamperedwith grave 172.
The objects remainingon the cover of the sarcophagus are proof that it was neitherrobbednor re-used.
Late in the first quarter of the sixth century, or
perhapsearly in the second.
Excavation number:183.
Depth: 1.15.
Sarcophagus:L. 0.66; w. 0.37; d. 0.285; th. 0.06;
stucco.
Cover:L. 0.75; w. 0.49; th. 0.16.
Silt: 0.12.
Skeleton:completelydisintegrated;head to north or
south.
BRONZE

172-a (T1733).Mesomphalicphiale.
Est. d. 0.14; est. h. 0.035. Slightly thickenedrim.
POTTERY,

CORINTHIAN

172-b (T1734).Pattern skyphos.
H. 0.049; d. 0.066; d. foot 0.033. At rim, vertical
zigzags;below, triple dotted band; at base, rays.
172-c (T1736).Pattern skyphos.
H. 0.045; d. 0.066. As 172-b, but with doubledotted
band.
172-d (T1737).The same.
H. 0.046; d. 0.065; d. foot 0.033.
172-e (T1742).The same.
H. 0.045; d. 0.068; d. foot 0.034.
172-f (T1747).Miniaturepattern skyphos.
H. 0.031; d. 0.046; d. foot 0.022.
172-g (T1870).The same.
Fragmentary.
172-h (T1741).Figuredphiale.
H. 0.037; d. 0.13. Exterior: horizontalblack bands.
Interior:dots at rim; on inner floorand wall, twelve
female figuresin silhouette technique,hands joined,
dancingto right; on and aroundboss, black rings.
For the subject see the skyphos, 162-3, and the
no. 1004.Also withoutincision
phiale,Necrocorinthia,
are the dancerson the skyphoi, CP 595 at Corinth,
and Leipzig3272, CVA, I, pl. 37, nos. 3, 4.
172-i (T1739).Handmadeunglazedoinochoe.
H. 0.115; h. with handle 0.14; d. 0.107.

172-j (T1738).Handmadeunglazedoinochoe.
H. 0.079; h. with handle 0.118; d. 0.089. Very short
wideneck; thickhandleformingwideloop. Seemingly
much earlierthan the others of the series.
172-k (T1731).Figuredaryballos.
H. 0.059; d. 0.057. Rings on mouth, dots on edge;
crossbarson handle;rings on bottom. Threekomasts
to right; small,irregularfillingornaments.Purplefor
garments.Cf. 156-9, somewhatearlier.
172-1 (T1732).The same.
H. 0.06; d. 0.059.
172-m (T1746).Warrioraryballos.
H. 0.059; d. 0.059. Black line and dots on edge of
mouth.
172-n (T1740). Quatrefoilaryballos.
H. 0.08; d. 0.075. On mouth, six reservedpetals; on
edge, diagonalcrosshatching.On handle, crosslines;
below, cross in circle. Elaborate quatrefoil with
crosshatchedlotus, the form as Necrocorinthia,p.
147, fig. 54, D. Cf. Reading, CVA, I, pl. 5, no. 3,
tentatively dated by Mrs.Ure to the second quarter
of the century.
172-o (T1748).Warrioralabastron.
H. 0.21; d. 0.091. On mouth rings; dots on edge;
tongues on neck; rings on bottom. Two friezes of
warriors (six above, seven below) to right, with
shields but no spears;in field, dot rosettes. Between
friezes,band of scale pattern, purplescales alternating with white-dottedblack scales.
Cf. the very similar example in Madrid,CVA, I
(III C),pl. 3,10, whichAmyx (p.223)callstransitional
betweenthe MCand LC series.
GRAVE173

Section 7 B. Pls. 27, 105.
From its position at the southern end of the 155
line of graves, one would expect this to be the earliest of the series. The vases, however, can be no
earlierthan those in 155 and 156, and probablyare
somewhat later, early in the second quarter of the
sixth century.Thiswas the largestsarcophagusfound
in the cemetery.
Excavationnumber:127.
Depth: 0.92.
Sarcophagus:L. 2.07; w. 0.70; d. 0.56; th. 0.10; fine
stucco.

Cover:L. 2.205; w. 0.885; th. 0.16; strap holes.
Silt: 0.02.
Skeleton:well preserved;head to east.
POTTERY,

CORINTHIAN

173-1 (T1521).Black-glazedskyphos,groupii.
H. 0.086; d. 0.128; d. foot 0.071. As p. 106 but an
extra red line at mid wall.
173-2 (T1523).Handmadeunglazedoinochoe.
H. 0.09; h. with handle0.11; d. 0.074. Differingfrom
the main seriesin the highovoidbodyandflatbottom.

173-3 (T1522).Tripodpyxis.
H. with lid 0.072; d. 0.081. Low wide box with very
heavy rim; shallow cover rising gradually to small
knob. Bands of varying width on wall and lid;
probablyred and black, but not distinguishableon
the mottled glaze.
POTTERY, ATTIC

of elongated dots; below, very fine double dotted
band between red and black lines; above foot, row
of closely set fine rays; on underside,red and black
rings.
174-2 (T2959).Pattern skyphos.
H. 0.045; d. 0.063; d. foot 0.037. Deep cup with very
high foot. Dots on handles;in handlezone, two rows
of dots, a thirdrowjust below;on lowerbody, double
dotted band between red and black lines; fine rays
above foot. On underside, very fine rays around
dotted circle.
For decoration on the underside of skyphoi, see
Corinth,VII, i, pl. 44, no. 367; and CVA, Reading,
I, pl. 2, no. 9, and note underpl. 2, 10.
174-3 (T2957).Handmadeunglazedoinochoe.
H. 0.13; h. with handle0.15; d. 0.111; w. lid 0.073.
174-4 (T2958). The same.
H. 0.095; h. with handle0.123; d. 0.09; w. lid 0.053.
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173-4 (T1520).Kylix.
H. 0.115; d. 0.201; d. foot 0.076. Band cup with
deep body and very short stem. In handle zone,
between palmettes with very short petals and very
large red hearts, false inscriptions(Fig. 22). On floor
inside,reserveddot and circle.Inside of foot plain.
Published:I.L.N., August 17, 1929, pp. 286f., fig.
3; and Art and Arch.,XXIX, 1930, pp. 263f., where
the name of Leagrosis workedout. See also Beazley,
ABV, p. 669. The proportionsof the cup are even
squatterthan those of the Gordioncups (J.H.S., LII,
1932, pp. 185f.; compare,e.g., E. Pfuhl, MuZ, fig.
213).
GRAVE
175
Section 8 D.
GRAVE 174
Anothersmall sarcophagusin the 174 line of chilSection 8 D. Pls. 28, 105.
dren's graves, without offerings, but probably at
The easternmost of a line of children's graves,
least early sixth century.
174-179, and the only one containingvases. These
graves, togetherwith the deposits,D4 and D 6, are Excavationnumber:417.
1.15.
probably the children belonging to the 132 family Depth:
L. 0.605; w. 0.355; d. 0.215; th. 0.05;
Sarcophagus:
group, since the line of smallgravesparallelsthat of
no stucco.
132 to the south and the 130 line to the north. The Cover:L.
0.69; w. 0.43; th. 0.11.
chronologicalplacement of these two lines of adult Silt: 0.125.
graves is probablyfrom west to east, and it seems Skeleton: much disintegrated;partially contracted,
head to south.
likely that the 174 line ran in the same direction.
The western children's sarcophagi are empty and
unstuccoed(note also the crudelycut lid of 178), and
are probably earlier than 174, which has, however, GRAVE176
been listed first. The lack of offeringsin 175-178 is Section 8 D.
Like 175, a small empty grave in the 174 line.
probablydue to the early date (cf. 133, 134), but the
lid
of
174
and
the
with
earth
missing
completefilling
Excavation number:413.
in all the others alternativelysuggest a disturbance
Depth: 1.00.
such as that in 179, and also in 206, etc., in the area Sarcophagus:L. 0.472; w. 0.257; d. 0.20; th. 0.055;
no stucco.
just to the north.
The two pairs of nearly identical vases tempt one Cover:L. 0.65; w. 0.44; th. 0.11.
to speculate that grave 174 once contained twin Silt: entirelyfilled with earth.
infants. Note, however, the duplicationsin 155 and Skeleton:no traces; head to north or south.
168. Probablystill MiddleCorinthian.
GRAVE177
Excavation number:414.
Depth: 1.10.
Section 8 D-E.
Sarcophagus:L. 0.62; w. 0.31; d. 0.275; th. 0.075;
Another small empty grave in the 174 line of
stucco.
children's
burials.
Cover:missing.
Fill: entirelypackedwith earth.
Excavationnumber:415.
Skeleton:no traces; head to north or south.
Depth: 1.17.
Sarcophagus:L. 0.415; w. 0.245; d. 0.165; th. 0.045;
POTTERY, CORINTHIAN
no stucco.
174-1 (T2956).Pattern skyphos.
Cover:L. 0.525; w. 0.365; th. 0.095.
H. 0.043;d. 0.07; d. foot 0.04. Low cupwith unusually Silt: completelyfilled with earth.
curved walls and splayed foot. In handle zone, row Skeleton:no traces; head to north or south.
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180-2 (T1565).Figuredskyphos.
H.
0.056; d. 0.094; d. foot 0.064. Shapeas the shallow
Section 8 E.
black-glazed
skyphoi, group i. Vertical lines in
A small empty sarcophagusat the western end of
handle
row of dots and frieze of thin,
zone;
below,
the 174 line. The cover, which was describedas a
drawn
silhouette
animals,all to right; dots
sketchily
roughly hewn poros slab, suggests that this is the
in
above
foot
red.
field;
foot;
rays
earliestof the series.
Cf. Hesperia,XXII, 1953, pl. 46 a, right, with two
Excavation number:416.
friezes.
Depth: 1.15.
180-3 (T1564).Miniaturepattern skyphos.
Sarcophagus:L. 0.74; w. 0.42; d. 0.28; th. 0.075; no
H. 0.025; d. 0.048; d. foot 0.023.
stucco.
Cover:L. 0.97; w. 0.655; th. 0.11.
180-4 (T1563). Broad-bottomedoinochoewith patSilt: completelyfilled with earth.
tern decoration.
Skeleton:much disintegrated;head to north.
H. 0.071; h. with handle 0.078; d. 0.073. Small but
of normal shape with wide body and thin neck.
GRAVE179
Mouth and handle black, neck red; body reserved
Section 8 E.
except for band of debasedcheckerpattern between
A small sarcophagusfound near 178 at the western red and blacklines at the shoulder,and two red lines
end of the 174 line of children'sgraves.Whenfound, aroundlower body.
the grave was recordedas recently opened, and was 180-5 (T1561). Quatrefoilaryballos.
not described.See also 204 to the northeast.
H. 0.044; d. 0.045.As p. 114, but black line on edge
of mouth.
GRAVE180

Section 5 D. Pls. 27, 105.
This small sarcophagus, although located at a
considerabledistance to the east, may belong to the
same series of early children'sgraves as 168, and the
missingcoveris perhapsthe result of the disturbance
recordedin 269 and 270 just to the south. The presence in the graveof X-157 bis,a fourth centurybolsal,
is startling, but since the cover of the sarcophagus
was missing, and since the late cup was found at a
level above the other vases, an accidentalintrusion
seems the best explanation.A fourth century re-use
and a still later disappearanceof the cover cannot be
entirelyruledout, but the smallsizeof the sarcophagus
makes this most unlikely.
Early secondquarterof the sixth century.
Excavation number:133.
Depth: 1.33.
Sarcophagus:L. 0.83; w. 0.22; d. 0.225; th. 0.07; no
stucco.
Cover:missing.
Fill: completelypackedwith earth.
Skeleton:almostentirelydisintegrated;headto south.
POTTERY, CORINTHIAN

180-1 (T1560).Figuredskyphos.
H. 0.052; d. 0.079; d. foot 0.043. At rim, groups of
three vertical lines; above and below frieze, narrow
horizontallines. Oneach side, in silhouettetechnique,
a siren with extended wings to right between lions;
under one handle, vertical row of X's; under the
second, an elaborated lozenge, perhaps a debased
palmette complex; in field, crosses and one dot
rosette. No added colorvisible.
For the style, cf. the pyxis in Poland, CVA, I, pl.
no. 706 A.
6, 4; and for the ornament,Necrocorinthia,

GRAVE181

Section 5 E. Pls. 28, 105.
Oneof the 168 clusterof children'sgraves.Thevases
are almostundatable,but it seemsprobablefromthe
shape of the larger skyphos and from the lack of
stucco in the sarcophagusthat the grave is no later
than the middle of the sixth century.
Excavationnumber:132.
Depth: 1.55.
Sarcophagus:L. 0.485; w. 0.275; d. 0.205; th. 0.055;
no stucco.

Cover:L. 0.60; w. 0.45; th. 0.095.
Silt: 0.05.
Skeleton: skull only preserved,found in middle of
grave.
POTTERY, CORINTHIAN

181-1 (T1548).Pattern skyphos.
H. 0.046;d. 0.072; d. foot 0.048. Shallowwith splayed
foot. Reserved handle zone; below, glazed bands.
Red at rim, perhapselsewhere.
181-2 (T1549).Pattern skyphos.
H. 0.035; d. 0.056; d. foot 0.028. At rim, vertical
lines between horizontal ones; below, row of dots
betweenwide purplebands.
GRAVE182

Section 3 D. Pls. 28, 88, 105, 124.
Oneof the few sixth centurygravesin the northern
part of the Cemetery,and rather isolated from the
series strung along the western edge. Close by is
only the deposit, D 42, somewhat earlier than 182
(D 37 is fourth century). Late first or early second
quarterof the sixth century.
Excavation number:351.
Depth: 1.95.

no stucco.
Cover:L. 0.61; w. 0.36; th. 0.09.
Silt: 0.18.
Skeleton: no traces; head east or west.

presumablywas made some time before the middle
of the sixth century. This is one of only four preRoman graves in the area, 184 also re-used, 186
mutilated,and 487 a fourth centuryburial.

POTTERY, CORINTHIAN

Excavation number:280.
Depth: 1.00.
Sarcophagus:L. 1.44; w. 0.56; d. 0.43; th. 0.095; no
stucco.
Cover:L. 1.73; w. 0.95; th. 0.13; no strap holes.
Orientation:north-south.
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182-1 (T2629).Figuredskyphos.
H. 0.033; d. 0.058; d. foot 0.027. Very small vase;
vertical lines at lip; below, frieze of two dogs running to right.
182-2 (T2630).The same.
H. 0.034; d. 0.057; d. foot 0.025.
182-3 (T2632).Figuredskyphos.P1. 124.
H. 0.021; d. 0.029; d. foot 0.017. One of the smallest
miniatureskyphoi. Verticallines at rim; below, one
dog-like animal running to right, followed by what
appearsto be a figurewith spear and shield.
Cf. CVA, Heidelberg,I, pl. 18, 4, 5, a pyxis with
equally casual painting; and for the subject, the
earlierpyxis from Phaleron,A.J.A., XLVI, 1942, p.
37, fig. 21, no. 32.3.
182-4 (T2627).Handmadeunglazedoinochoe.
H. 0.073; d. 0.063. Small pitcherwith narrowcylindricalneck, the trefoilmouth only slightlyindicated;
short handle attached to lip at right angles; otherwise as p. 111.
182-5 (T2631).Warrioraryballos.
H. 0.057; d. 0.059. White dots aroundshield.
182-6 (T2626).Warrioraryballos.
H. 0.06; d. 0.061. As 182-5, but warriorsto left.
Cf. Ure, Aryballoi,p. 41, no. 145-27; and Delos,
XVII, pl. 55, no. 22.
182-7 (T2628).Tripodpyxis with figureddecoration.
P1. 88.
H. with lid 0.108; d. 0.119. An unusual shape with
the supportsinset slightly from the wall of the bowl;
domedlid with very slightly offset rim. On wall, five
goats to left, alternatingwith four panthersand one
gooseright; on eachsupport,two panthersfacing;red
on shoulders,ribs, and haunches.Inside, black rings
on wall, floor entirely glazed; rings on underside.
Petals on knob of lid; aroundknob, row of triangles;
friezeof fourpanthersto right, alternatingwith three
goats left, filled with small roundincised ornaments;
trianglesat edge. On box, red for line at join of rim,
line above and below frieze, and several lines on
each support; red lines on lid, several red lines and
red dot on knob.
Probably still Middle Corinthian.From what one
can see in the illustration,a similarstyle may appear
on the pyxis, Heidelberg124, CVA, I, pl. 17, 4.

GRAVE184

Section 1 C.
Like 183, an early sarcophagusre-used in Roman
times. The south end was cut away to accommodate
the extended Roman corpse (see 530). There is no
indication of the date of the original burial, but in
the absence of any fifth century graves in the area,
it was very probablymore or less contemporarywith
183.
Excavation number:286.
Depth: 1.33.
Sarcophagus:L. 1.16; w. 0.58; d. 0.37; th. 0.085.
Cover:L. 1.60; w. 0.60; broken.
Orientation:north-south.
GRAVE185

Section 1 C.
A sarcophagus entered on the plan near 522,
probablyorientedeast and west, and probablythat
of an adult. The excavator's note was as follows:
"The presenceof the Romans in [this section] explains the sarcophaguswhich had been mutilated
probablyfor reburialat first, but since no boneswere
found in the remainingportion it is supposedthey
cut the sarcophagusin two and made room for their
own burialin the tile coveredgrave of [622]."
GRAVE186

Section 8 A. Pls. 28, 105.
One of a cluster of several small children'sgraves
whichincludesalso 187, 188, and 224; for the near-by
Deposit46, see p. 311. This clustermay be connected
with the adult graves 221, 222 etc. to the west, and
perhapsalso with the 159 group to the north. The
small vases are undatable, but the large pyxis is
probablystill MiddleCorinthian.
Excavationnumber:439.
Depth: 0.85.
Sarcophagus:L. 0.465; w. 0.213; d. 0.165; th. 0.045;
stucco.
GRAVE183
Cover:L. 0.57; w. 0.35; th. 0.065.
Section 1-2 C. P1. 123.
Silt: 0.09.
An early sarcophagusin which was found a double Skeleton: almost entirely disintegrated;head north
burial of the Roman period (509). Since there is
or south.
13*

POTTERY, CORINTHIAN

186-1 (T3050).Miniaturepattern skyphos.
H. 0.027; d. 0.049; d. foot 0.028. Onehandlemissing.
Narrowband of glaze at rim, anotherbelow handles;
three glazed lines inside.
186-2 (T3048).Phiale with pattern decoration.
H. 0.02; d. 0.064. A miniature, plain outside, with
black and red rings inside.
186-3 (T3046).Tripodpyxis with patterndecoration.
H. with lid 0.088; d. 0.108. Shallowbowlwith narrow
projectingrim; gently slopinglid with broadconvex
knob.Red and blackbandson wall, most of each foot
reserved; on lid, tongues around knob and wide
reservedband betweenred and black lines.
186-4 (T3047).Pyxis with convex walls.
H. with lid 0.056; d. 0.054. A miniaturewith rather
tall body and large foot. On box and lid, red and
black lines, the red laid directlyon unglazedsurface.
186-5 (T3049).Kalathos.
H. 0.022; d. 0.048. Basket-likehandle. Line of glaze
at rim and mid wall.
For the shape, cf. ClaraRhodos,IV, p. 263, fig. 287,
grave 132; and Perachora,I, pl. 29, no. 22. See also
287-4.

GRAVE 188
Section 8 A. Pls. 29, 105.
Another grave in the 186 cluster of children's
burials.The pyxis coverwas foundoutsidethe grave,
but it fits exactly and has the sameodd glaze. Second
quarterof the sixth century.
Excavationnumber:438.
Depth: 0.72.
Sarcophagus:L. 0.42; w. 0.225; d. 0.175; th. 0.055;
stucco.
Cover:L. 0.515; w. 0.375; th. 0.10.
Silt: completelyfilled with earth.
Skeleton:no traces; head to north or south.
POTTERY, CORINTHIAN
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188-1 (T3042).Pattern skyphos.
H. 0.051; d. 0.078; d. foot 0.043. Straight vertical
lines at rim.
188-2 (T3041).Miniatureblack-glazedskyphos.
H. 0.036; d. 0.066; d. foot 0.035. Shallow,with small
foot.
188-3 (T3044).Miniatureblack-glazedskyphos.
H. 0.047; d. 0.072; d. foot 0.04. Deep, with wide foot.
188-4 (T3040).Broad-bottomedoinochoewith pattern decoration.
H. 0.085; h. with handle0.11; d. 0.102. On shoulder,
GRAVE187
tongues and double dotted band between red lines;
Section 8 A. Pls. 29, 105.
One of the 186 group of children's graves, and at bottom of wall, black and red lines.
probably part of the larger 222 family cluster. 188-5 (T3045).Amphoriskos.
H. 0.102; d. 0.064. Slanting tongues on shoulder;
Probablysecond quarterof the sixth century.
wide bands and doublerow of dots. No color
below,
Excavation number:437.
preserved.
Depth: 0.75.
Very similar to the example from Rhitsona, Ure,
Sarcophagus:L. 0.555; w. 0.275; d. 0.225; th. 0.055;
stucco.
Aryballoi,p. 26, pl. 4, 86.261, from a grave groupof
Cover:L. 0.655; w. 0.40; th. 0.11.
the secondquarterof the sixth century.
Silt: entirelyfilled with earth.
188-6 (T3043).Black-glazedtripod pyxis.
Skeleton: almost completely disintegrated;head to H. with
lid 0.111; d. 0.128. Red-brownglaze over all.
east.
Twored lines at rim, anotherbelow;two at the lower
POTTERY, CORINTHIAN
edge of each foot.
Miniature
187-1 (T3037).
black-glazedskyphos.
H. 0.039; d. 0.054; d. foot 0.035. Nearly vertical GRAVE189
walls; wide bottom.
Section 8 D. Pls. 27, 105.
187-2 (T3038).Phiale with pattern decoration.
One of the 132 line of graves, and perhapspart of
H. 0.018; d. 0.05. A miniaturewith two narrowlines the
family series. Most exceptionalis the absenceof
outside; on inner wall, red and black lines, row of a cup; although the damage seems slight, the break
continuous zigzag, four groups of three tongues in the southeast corner
may indicate robbery,as in
aroundboss; rings and red dot on boss.
the 204 group to the north or the 316 group to the
187-3 (T3036).Black-glazedglobularoinochoe.
east, but there were no other signs of disturbancein
H. 0.083; h. with handle0.095; d. 0.091; d. foot 0.07. the grave. The presenceof the strap holes together
Very small neck and mouth; no color preserved with the contractedskeleton and the lack of stucco
indicate a transitionalstage (see p. 72), perhapsfirst
except for traces of red on foot.
187-4 (T3039).Miniatureolpe.
quarterof the sixth century; for the olpe, see below.
H. 0.071; h. with handle 0.082; d. 0.055; d. foot Excavationnumber:418.
0.038. Rather crudely made; glazed over all except Depth: 1.15.
lower part; trefoil mouth.
Sarcophagus:L. 1.515; w. 0.57; d. 0.44; th. 0.08; no
stucco.
Cf.189-1.
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Cover:L. 0.70; w. 0.72; th. 0.11; broken;strapholes. skeletons (cf. particularly219, P1. 107). The last of
Silt: 0.16.
the four to be placed was probably220, which coinSkeleton:fairly well preserved;partiallycontracted, cides
exactly on the north and west sides with the
head to south.
platformin contrast to the less regularplacementof
the others.
POTTERY, CORINTHIAN
Secondquarterof the sixth century.
189-1 (T2960).Black-glazedolpe.
H. 0.161;h. with handle0.212; d. 0.115; d. foot 0.077. Excavationnumber:112.
High loop handle,trefoilmouth, stout body, splayed Depth: 1.55.
foot. Black glaze over all; no traces of additional Sarcophagus:L. 1.25; w. 0.545; d. 0.40; th. 0.08; no
stucco.
color.
For Corinthianexamples of this shape, see Necro- Cover:L. 1.47; w. 0.75; th. 0.125.
corinthia,p. 326, all much more slender.Closerin Silt: 0.08.
Skeleton:fairlywell preserved;extremelycontracted
shape are a few Attic examples, as Corinth,VII, i,
position, head to south.
no. 309, pl. 37; A.J.A., XLI, 1937, p. 235, figs. 39,
40, no. 56; and Delos, X, pl. 44, no. 592, all late IRON
seventh century. Cf. also the example in Boston, 191-1 (T1761).Pin.
Fairbanks, pl. 64, no. 555. For the series of early P.1. 0.034; est. d. head 0.012. Head probablysingle
Attic olpai as a whole, see Beazley, ABV, pp. 14ff.
flattened sphere, with tiny knob on top. Found at
left shoulder.
GRAVE190

Section 8 D. Pls. 92, 105.
Part of the 132 line of graves. Probably second
quarterof the sixth century.
Excavationnumber:420.
Depth: 1.25.
Sarcophagus:L. 1.435; w. 0.555; d. 0.45; th. 0.075;
fine stucco.
Cover:L. 1.63; w. 0.75; th. 0.105; no strap holes.
Silt: 0.015.
Skeleton: rather disintegrated;partially contracted,
head to south.

IRON

190-1 (T2975).Four pins.
(A). P.1. 0.054. (B). P.1. 0.045. (C).P.1. 0.038. (D).
P.I. 0.039. Badly disintegrated,but probablywith
small roundheads. Found two at each shoulder.

POTTERY, CORINTHIAN

POTTERY, CORINTHIAN

191-2 (T1485). Black-glazed skyphos, group i,
shallow.
H. 0.059; d. 0.10; d. foot 0.069. White line at rim,
inside and out; belowhandles,coloredband (wrwrw)
and anotherabove rays (ww); foot red.
191-3 (T1486).Round-mouthedoinochoe,Type A.
H. 0.145; h. with handle 0.183; d. 0.138; d. foot
0.104. Narrow overhangingrim; very wide squat
body. Glaze very worn; top edge of mouth red, no
white visible. On shoulder,colored band (wrw, the
red wide); apparentlynothing on lower body; foot
red.
The first example of this shape which became so
importantin the fifth century (see pp. 134-136).
GRAVE192

Section 7 D. Pls. 30, 105.
The sarcophaguslay under the southeastcornerof
the poros platform (see p. 67). The vases were not
foundinside, but the skyphoshad been placedat the
northeastcornerof the sarcophagus,and the oinochoe
at the northwest, both at the level of the cover.
Second quarterof the sixth century, perhapssomewhat later than 191.
Excavationnumber:111.
Depth: 1.52.
Sarcophagus:L. 1.145;w. 0.485; d. 0.33; th. 0.07; no
GRAVE191
stucco.
Cover:
L. 1.24; w. 0.60; th. 0.08.
Section 6-7 D. Pls. 27, 105.
0.03.
Silt:
The sarcophagusunderlay the northeast cornerof
the poros platform;the other graves underthe plat- Skeleton: rather disintegrated; partly contracted,
head to south.
form are 192, 219, and 220. For other burialsin the
familygroup,see 136. For the platform,see pp. 66-67. IRON
Graves191 and 192 are difficultto date, but it may 192-1 (T1458).Pin.
be assumedwith some certaintythat they are earlier P.1. 0.077. Probably two flattenedsphereson head.
than 219 and 220 because of the contractionof the Found at left shoulder.
190-2 (T2974).Black-glazedskyphos,groupi. Fig. 11.
H. 0.097; d. 0.139; d. foot 0.088. Shape approximately as 131-1; glaze very worn, but probably
coloredband above rays (wwrrww).
190-3 (T2973).Black-glazedglobularoinochoe.P1.92.
H. 0.15; h. with handle 0.171; d. 0.17; d. foot 0.119.
Lid missing, 1949. Wide colored band on shoulder
(wwrrrrww),another on lower body (rrr); on foot
one red, one white line.

POTTERY, CORINTHIAN

to the north. Perhaps second quarter of the sixth
century. The urn was not inventoried,and the only
offeringwas a small bowl.

192-a (T1465).Black-glazedskyphos,groupii.
H. 0.089; d. 0.131; d. foot 0.07.
192-b (T1487).Black-glazedglobularoinochoe.
POTTERY, CORINTHIAN
H. 0.153; h. with handle 0.171; d. 0.175; d. foot 195-1 (T1656).Black-glazedbowl.
0.117. On shoulder,coloredband (wrrrw);on lower H. 0.046; d. 0.072; d. foot 0.051. Rather deep bowl
body another (rrr);on foot, one red, one white line. with bevelledrim, flaringfoot. Not unlike 168-10.
GRAVE196

Section 12 A.
An urn burial found 0.90 below the surface, and
describedas an irregularlyshaped jar packed with
with very hard earth and containingnothing but a
few bones. The diameterof the urn was 0.685.
In spite of the lack of early graves in the vicinity,
this and 197 need not be dated any later than the
last of the other urn burials in the Cemetery,i.e.,
about mid sixth century.Note that a seventhcentury
skyphos,X-121, was found isolated a few meters to
the northwest.The grave nearestin date in the area
may be 238 to the southwest.
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GRAVE193

Section 6 D. Pls. 27, 92, 105.
Just to the northof the porosplatform,and perhaps
relatedto the 136 family group.The single offeringis
unusual, but there is no sign of disturbance,and
compare248 to the west of the platform.The skyphos
appearsto date from the secondquarterof the sixth
century or shortly after.
Excavation number:161.
Depth: 1.25.
Sarcophagus:L. 1.54; w. 0.55; d. 0.47; th. 0.075;
stucco.

Cover:L. 1.76; w. 0.77; th. 0.15; strap holes.
Silt: 0.045.
Skeleton:well preserved;head to east.

POTTERY, CORINTHIAN

193-1 (T1659).Black-glazedskyphos,groupii. P1.92.
H. 0.079; d. 0.112; d. foot 0.059.
GRAVE194

Section 7 D. Pls. 15, 88, 92, 105.
An urn burial found near the southwest cornerof
248, one of the later graves-inthe 136 family group
around the poros platform. The container was an
amphorain which were found the offerings.Second
quarterof the sixth century.

GRAVE197

Section 12 A. P1. 105.
An urn burial found just to the southwest of 196.
It was a large amphorawith a very small neck, and
containedbones and a well preservedskull. The vase
measured0.48 in height, and 0.41 in diameter.
GRAVE198

Section 6 B. Pls. 27, 106.
One of the graves in the circularpart of the 155
cluster,and typical of the later burialsthere in that
it containeda single Attic cup. Middleof the sixth
century.
POTTERY, CORINTHIAN
Excavationnumber:177.
194-1 (T1452).Miniaturepattern skyphos.
Depth: 1.20.
H. 0.025; d. 0.045; d. foot 0.022. As 160-5.
Sarcophagus:L. 1.74; w. 0.58; d. 0.48; th. 0.08; fine
stucco.
miniature
92.
194-2 (T1451).Black-glazed
olpe. P1.
Cover:
L. 1.975; w. 0.80; th. 0.14; strap holes.
d.
0.042.
handle
h.
with
H. 0.047;
0.051;
Silt: 0.05.
194-3 (T1450). Tripod pyxis with pattern decora- Skeleton:
very disintegrated;head to east.
tion. P1. 88.
H. with lid 0.098; d. 0.11. Red and black bands on POTTERY, ATTIC
wall; on each foot large checkerpattern. On lid, red 198-1 (T1710).Black-glazedkylix. Fig. 21.
and black bands, and near edge, reservedband with H. 0.08; d. 0.155; d. foot 0.072. Offset rim, deep
two rows of dots; small dots on vertical edges of rounded body, base ring, conical foot with almost
knob and lid. Top surface and outside edge of rim vertical edge. Red line betweenrim and body; base
of box finely grooved.
ring red; edge of foot reserved.
The proportionsare approximatelythose of the
194-4 (not inventoried).Amphora.P1. 105.
Exekias" cup (see 220-5), but with a nar"Athens
D. 0.403. Stout body with tall thin neck, small
more sharply set off from the wall. The
rower
rim,
mouth; handles attached at base of neck, curving
foot
resembles
very closely that of the New York
upwardtowardmouth and down again to shoulder.
cup 06.1021.159(MetropolitanMuseum,CVA, II, no.
GRAVE195
37, pls. 23, 40), dated to the middle or third quarter
of the sixth century. An early experimentalcup, the
Section 6 D.
Urn burialfound to the northwestof 237, which is next stage being Nikosthenes'blackcup of about 520,
alignedwith the porosplatform,but at some distance Beazley, Guglielmi,pi. 22, no. 74. For other early
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Sonderformen,
pp.
pls.
Comparealso the lip cup in the Louvre, Pottier, pl. Section 8 D. Pls. 31, 106.
9, A 242; CVA, IX (III H e), pl. 90, nos. 10, 11, and
Part of the 130 line of graves and, like the near-by
200 and 202, containinglargeAttic cups. Comparethe
pl. 91, nos. 4 and 5.
earlier 148, also with two large cups as the only
GRAVE199
offerings.Secondquarteror mid sixth century.
Section 6 B. Pls. 27, 106.
Excavationnumber:409.
Another of the typical graves in the circularpart Depth: 1.20.
of the 165 cluster, the only offeringbeing an Attic Sarcophagus:L. 1.31; w. 0.49; d. 0.38; th. 0.075; fine
stucco.
cup. Second quarterof the sixth century, perhapsa
Cover:L. 1.425; w. 0.765; th. 0.125.
bit later than 200-1.
Silt: 0.03.
Excavation number:179.
Skeleton: much disintegrated;knees slightly bent;
head to south.
Depth: 1.10.
Sarcophagus:L. 1.73; w. 0.54; d. 0.46; th. 0.07; no IRON
stucco.
Cover:L. 1.90; w. 0.81; th. 0.135; three strap holes. 201-1 (T2942).Pin.
P.1. 0.057. Very much disintegratedbut probablya
Silt: 0.04.
Skeleton:adult male, about 36 years; well preserved; fibula.Found at right shoulder.
head to east.

POTTERY,

POTTERY,

ATTIC

ATTIC

201-2 (T2940).Banded kylix of komast shape.
199-1 (T1714).Bandedkylix of komastshape.Fig. 20. H. 0.075; d. 0.152; d. foot 0.051.
H. 0.066; d. 0.126; d. foot 0.041. Very narrow, 201-3 (T2941).The same.
sharply offset rim; slanting walls with little curve; H. 0.058; d. 0.129; d. foot 0.048.
very small foot. Line of added red on lowerwall.
GRAVE202

GRAVE 200

Section 8 D. P1. 31.
One of the graves in the 130 line and part of the
132 cluster. Cups very similar to 200-2 were found
in the neighboring201, and also in 202 to the west.
One would expect the sequenceto run from west to
east (see 130) but the angularityof 200-2 appearsto
be earlierthan the roundedforms of the cups in 201
and 202. For the sequence,see also 203. Deposit 6,
to the south of 200, had a skyphos similarto 200-1,
and may be approximatelycontemporary.
Although the cover of 200 was found broken and
the grave was situated just to the south and east of
the 204,206 disturbance,the graveseemedintact. The
skyphos was at the right shoulderof the skeleton,
whichwas extended,and the kylix at the right elbow.
Secondquarterof the sixth century.
Excavation number:411.
Depth: 1.20.
Sarcophagus:L. 1.70; w. 0.60; d. 0.41; th. 0.07; no
stucco.
Cover:L. 1.915; w. 0.82; th. 0.155; broken.
Silt: 0.12.
Skeleton:partiallypreserved;head to south.

POTTERY,

CORINTHIAN

200-1 (T2951).Pattern skyphos.
H. 0.049; d. 0.08; d. foot 0.048. Conepattern at rim.
POTTERY,

ATTIC

200-2 (T2950).Banded kylix of komast shape.
H. 0.062; d. 0.145; d. foot 0.045.

Section 8 E. Pls. 31, 106.
Another grave with Attic kylikes in the 130 line,
and the westernmostof these burials. Late second
quarterto mid sixth century.
Excavation number:412.
Depth: 1.35.
Sarcophagus:L. 2.015; w. 0.69; d. 0.51; th. 0.09; no
stucco.
Cover: L. 2.075; w. 0.885; th. 0.14; strap holes;
broken.
Silt: 0.145.
Skeleton:fairly well preserved,somewhatdisturbed;
head to south.
POTTERY,

CORINTHIAN

202-1 (T2955).Black-glazedskyphos,groupii.
H. 0.078; d. 0.119; d. foot 0.066.
POTTERY,

ATTIC

202-2 (T2953).Banded kylix of komast shape.
H. 0.085; d. 0.167; d. foot 0.057.
202-3 (T2954).Kylix.
H. 0.116; d. 0.182; d. foot 0.074. Band cup. At
handles, carelessly painted and incised palmettes
with purplehearts; between, each side, false inscription (Fig. 22).
GRAVE203

Section 8 D. Pls. 31, 92, 106.
A grave in the 130 line, and closer in the kind of
offerings to 130 than to the other burials, which
containedAttic cups. Theoinochoeappearsto be late,

perhapsthird quarter of the sixth century, and the
skyphos should not be very much earlier, but the
sarcophagushad no stucco and no strap-holes,and
the skeleton was much contracted, similar to 136.
Possibly middle of the sixth century.
Excavation number:424.
Depth: 1.20.
Sarcophagus:L. 1.475; w. 0.56; d. 0.405; th. 0.08;
no stucco.
Cover:L. 1.77; w. 0.71; th. 0.155.
Silt: 0.025.
Skeleton: rather disintegrated;contractedposition;
head to south.
IRON

GRAVE
Section 8 D.
One of the series of disturbed graves in the 130
line, and probablyrobbed (see 204). The cover was
brokeninto in the center of the east side and at the
northwest corner, and the contents were described
as ransacked.Perhaps second quarter of the sixth
century.
Excavationnumber:386.
Depth: 1.00.
Sarcophagus:L. 1.81; w. 0.595; d. 0.49; th. 0.085; no
stucco.
Cover:L. 2.00; w. 0.77; th. 0.135;broken;strap holes.
Silt: 0.19.
Skeleton:much disintegrated;head to south.
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203-1 (T2997).Pin.
P.1. 0.036. Much disintegrated. Found at right IRON
shoulder.
206-1 (T2813).Spearhead.
L. 0.185.
CORINTHIAN
POTTERY,
203-2 (T2995).Black-glazedskyphos,groupii. P1. 92. POTTERY, CORINTHIAN
H. 0.071; d. 0.109; d. foot 0.058.
206-2 (T2812).Unglazedoinochoe.
203-3 (T2996).Black-glazed
globularoinochoewithlid. H. 0.08; d. 0.088; d. foot 0.052.Probablywheelmade;
H. 0.102; h. with handle 0.118; d. 0.116; d. foot shapedmuchlike the standardblackglobularoinoch0.075; w. lid 0.059. Glazemuchworn,but apparently oe, but with very short wide neck.
red lines only at shoulderand lower body; foot red.
GRAVE207
Short, incurvedneck.
Section 8 D.
204
GRAVE
A sarcophaguswithout offeringsin the 204 robbed
It was recorded that the grave had been
series.
Section 8 D.
broken
into at the southwestcorner.Undatable,but
A large sarcophagusfound open by the excavators,
and otherwiseundescribed.One of a seriesof robbed presumably second or third quarter of the sixth
graves (with 206-210) in the 130 line. The child's century.
sarcophagus179, farther to the west, and 204 may Excavationnumber:390.
have been opened in relatively recent times. Of the Depth: 0.80.
othergraves,206 and208 hadremnantsof the original Sarcophagus:L. 1.67; w. 0.57; d. 0.435; th. 0.07;
stucco.
offerings,and all showedsigns of disturbance.These Cover:L.
1.88; w. 0.80; th. 0.13; broken;strapholes;
seem to have been pilferedin an operationdifferent
bevelled.
under
edge
from that which removedthe contentsfrom 174 and
Silt: 0.38.
204, possibly in an earlier period. The children's Skeleton:much disintegrated;head to east.
graves175-178 may have been disturbedat the same
time. It may be assumed that all the graves in this GRAVE208
robbedserieswereearlyburials,with 206 and 210 the Section 8 D.
One of the disturbedgraves in the 204 series, and
earliest,since the sarcophagilacked stucco.
containing only the fragmentsof a small skyphos.
GRAVE205
Perhapsthird quarterof the sixth century.
Section 8 E.
Excavationnumber:391.
A large sarcophagusalready open when found by Depth: 0.85.
the excavators.The grave is situated at the extreme Sarcophagus:L. 0.895; w. 0.405; d. 0.28; th. 0.07;
stucco.
western edge of the excavation, on a line with the
Cover:
L. 1.16; w. 0.56; th. 0.085; broken;no strap
MiddleHelladic burials, but twenty or so meters to
holes.
the south. It is isolated from graves of the classical
Silt: completelyfilled with earth.
period; near by is Deposit 10 and the geometric Skeleton:no traces; head to north or south.
grave 55.To the east lies the 130 line of early graves,
and althoughthat line appearsto stop with 202 well POTTERY, CORINTHIAN
to the east of 205, it is possible that the 132 line 208-1 (T2826).Pattern skyphos.
just to the south extended further west into the H. 0.042; d. 0.066; d. foot 0.043. Muchof wall missundugsection,and to this group205 might be related. ing. Horizontalzigzag at lip.

small (see 229). For the possible re-use of the large
graves beyond the area of disturbance,but not the
small ones, see 168; also 254, and p. 78. There are a
numberof puzzlingpoints about 212 itself. Although
the pottery is fairly early, probablyearly enoughto
belong to an unstuccoed sarcophagus,the lid only
was stuccoed,in addition to being much longerthan
the coffinitself; and the position of the skeletonwas
odd. If there is here a case of re-use, then it must
have occurredquite early, and a new lid provided,
but the chances are very good that this one grave
escapedthe disturbancein the area.
Excavationnumber:186.
GRAVE210
Depth: 1.40.
Sarcophagus:L. 1.61; w. 0.63; d. 0.45; th. 0.085; no
Section 8 D.
stucco.
One of the earliest of the empty graves in the 204 Cover:L. 2.10; w. 0.87; th. 0.135; strap holes; stucco
robbedseries.Probablyfirst half of the sixth century.
on underside.
0.06.
Silt:
Excavation number:408.
much disintegrated;disturbed;head found
Skeleton:
Depth: 1.32.
in
east.
Sarcophagus:L. 0.445; w. 0.255; d. 0.18; th. 0.055;
no stucco.
IRON
Cover:L. 0.635; w. 0.41; th. 0.06; broken.
212-1 (T1769).Four pins.
Silt: completelyfilled with earth.
Disintegrated.
Skeleton:no traces; head to east or west.
Two found at each shoulder;one of each pair with
GRAVE211
large head.
Section 6 B. Pls. 27, 106.
One of the graves in the circularpart of the 155 POTTERY, CORINTHIAN
family group,and, like the neighboring198 and 199, 212-2 (T1767).Black-glazedskyphos,groupii.
containinga single Attic cup. Second quarterof the H. 0.084; d. 0.117; d. foot 0.061.
sixth century.
212-3 (T1766).Black-glazedglobularoinochoe.
H. 0.16; h. with handle 0.178; d. 0.177; d. foot
Excavation number:200.
0.117; w. lid 0.077. Very plumpbody, incurvedneck.
1.28.
Depth:
th.
d.
w.
L.
0.09; Coloredband on shoulder(wwrrrww)and lowerbody
Sarcophagus: 1.945; 0.67; 0.545;
fine stucco.
(rrr);one red, one white line on foot.
Cover:L. 2.26; w. 0.88; th. 0.145; strap holes.
POTTERY, ATTIC
Silt: 0.045.
212-4 (T1768).Black-glazedskyphos.Fig. 11.
Skeleton:very well preserved;head to east.
H. 0.098; d. 0.14; d. foot 0.074. Walls taperingwith
POTTERY, ATTIC
little curve to low splayed foot. Two red lines below
211-1 (T1816).Banded kylix of komast shape.
handles,one above rays; rim and foot black.
H. 0.095; d. 0.214; d. foot 0.067. Very full body,
short straightrim; rim black as in band cups.
GRAVE213
Another black rim occurs on an East Greek exSection 6 B. Pls. 32, 106.
ample, Beazley, Guglielmi, pl. 1, no. 5, dated in the
One of three closely set sarcophagi,two of which
first half of the sixth century. The Cemeterypiece
contained
secondary burials of the Roman period
appears to be more carefully made, and its fabric
and
215/506). It is odd that this grave was
differsin no way from that of the other cups in the (214/505
left
undisturbed,sinceit was of a usablesize, and very
series found at Corinth (p. 156). Particularlyclose
to 215/506. Thereis no way of knowingif this
close
in shapeto 211-1 is AthensAgoraP 1005 (see p. 156,
and
the
originalburialsof the neighboringsarcophagi
note 180).
are to be connected with the 155 cluster to the
GRAVE212
south; note, however,the tiny bandedkylix here and
the many large examplesin the circularpart of the
Section 5 D-E. Pls. 27, 106.
This large grave was found with an apparently cluster (198, 199, 211). A miniaturevase in an adult
intact burialof about the middleof the sixth century grave, particularlyan importedpiece, is perplexing;
or shortly after, but it was in the midst of a group compare272-3, also in a woman'sburial. About the
of disturbed,probablyrobbedgraves, both largeand middle of the sixth century.
GRAVE209
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Section 8 D.
Anothergrave without offeringsin the 204 robbed
series. Perhaps middle or second half of the sixth
century.
Excavation number:392.
Depth: 0.80.
Sarcophagus:L. 0.96; w. 0.402; d. 0.30; th. 0.06;
stucco.
Cover:L. 1.35; w. 0.66; th. 0.09; broken;no strap
holes.
Silt: completelyfilled with earth.
Skeleton:very small child; head south.

Excavation number:206.
Depth: 1.34.
Sarcophagus:L. 1.64; w. 0.605; d. 0.46; th. 0.075;
fine stucco.
Cover:L. 1.87; w. 0.79; th. 0.15; strap holes; under
edge bevelled.
Silt: 0.02.
Skeleton:much disintegrated;head to east.

Depth:1.05.

Sarcophagus: L. 1.78; w. 0.585; d. 0.46; th. 0.075;

stucco.
Cover:L. 1.86; w. 0.75; th. 0.14; broken;strap holes.
Skeleton:remainsheapedin west end.
GRAVE216

Section 6 A.
No connection is apparent between this pair of
213-1 (T1839).Ring.
rather
isolated graves (216, 217) and any others,
Disintegrated.Found at left hand.
since the nearest cluster is the 155 group at a con213-2 (T1840).Six pins.
siderabledistanceto the west. The coffin of 216 was
Disintegrated.Found near the shoulders.
describedby the excavators as cut in two and the
POTTERY, CORINTHIAN
damage attributed to the Roman plunderers. No
213-3 (T1837).Black-glazedglobularoinochoeandlid. objects were found. It is possible that one end was
H. 0.16; h. with handle 0.172; d. 0.176; d. foot cut away in preparationfor a secondaryburial, but
0.118; w. lid 0.077. Coloredband at shoulder(wwrr- what remainedwas found to be too short for use.
rww), another on lower body (rrr); one red, one Note the Roman secondaryburialsin 214, 216 to the
white line on foot.
northwest,and 145, 146 to the south.
Excavationnumber:216.
POTTERY, ATTIC
Depth: 1.20.
213-4 (T1836).Black-glazedskyphos.
P.L. 0.86; w. 0.57; d. 0.46; th. 0.085;
H. 0.125; d. 0.174; d. foot 0.093. Sides taperingwith Sarcophagus:
stucco.
probably
little curve to wide splayed foot. Two red lines Cover:L.
0.98; w. 0.85; th. 0.125.
below handles, two more above rays; foot and rim Silt: completelyfilled with earth.
black.
Skeleton:almost entirelydisintegrated;head to east
Cf. Hesperia, XXV, 1956, pl. 18, a, early second
or west.
of
the
quarter
century.
GRAVE217
213-5 (T1838).Banded kylix of komast shape.
H. 0.037; d. 0.07; d. foot 0.025. A precise copy in Section 6 A. P1. 15.
miniatureof the large cups.
Like the neighboring216, a sarcophaguswithout
offerings,probablyopenedby the Romans.
GRAVE214
Excavationnumber:217.
Section 5 B. P1. 122.
Depth: 1.37.
An early sarcophagus containing a secondary Sarcophagus:L. 1.42; w. 0.585; d. 0.45; th. 0.08;
burialof the Romanperiod(505)as well as the bones
probablystucco.
of the first skeleton. None of the original offerings Cover:L. 1.80; w. 0.84; th. 0.165; brokenat east end.
were found. The cover was broken at the east end, Silt: entirelyfilled with earth.
but the sarcophaguswas long enough to requireno Skeleton: almost completely disintegrated;head to
east or west.
cutting. The adjacent grave, 213, was an intact
burial of the mid-sixth century, and 214 may have
GRAVE218
been about contemporary.
Section 6 B. Pls. 17, 32, 92, 107.
Excavation number:205.
The northernmostgrave in the 155 line, and tranDepth: 0.84.
in positionto the circularclusterto the west.
sitional
Sarcophagus:L. 2.005; w. 0.58; d. 0.475; th. 0.075;
The
elaborate
stucco.
coloringof the insideof the sarcophagus
Cover:L. 2.15; w. 0.76; th. 0.15; broken;strapholes. (PI. 17) occursonly in this one instance (but see also
Skeleton:remainsheapedin west end.
330). It is one more of the interestingdetails in the
unusual characterof the 155 cluster. For decorated
GRAVE215
sarcophagielsewhere,see the paintedsandstonecoffin,
J. Whitaker, Motya, London, 1921, p. 213, note 1;
Section 6 B. P1. 123.
An early sarcophagus,containing, like the neigh- and the wooden chest found in the Kerameikos,
boring 214/505, a secondary burial of the Roman Arch.Anz., 1935, col. 271; of particularinterest, the
period (506) and the remains of the first skeleton. two sarcophagi with figured decoration found at
Here also the cover was brokenin at the east end, Paestum,Fasti, X, 1955, 2592, of the fourth century.
The date of 218 is about the middle of the sixth
and therewereno early offerings.Probablyabout the
same periodas 213 and 214.
century.
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IRON

Depth: 1.14.
Sarcophagus:L. 1.70; w. 0.59; d. 0.51; th. 0.085;
stuccoon the insidepaintedin bright ochreyellow
and vivid terracotta color; rim correspondingto
border of cover; walls in three horizontal bands
(w. 0.17), one yellow betweenterracotta;and floor
probablyas cover.
Cover:L. 1.89; w. 0.80; th. 0.17; strapholes; painted
stucco: red border (w. 0.10) on north and south
edges, yellow on east and west; within border,
four triangles formed by diagonals, north and
south trianglesyellow, east and west red.
Silt: 0.01.
Skeleton:adult male, about 50; well preserved;head
to east.
POTTERY, CORINTHIAN

tongues(rrbwbrrbwb....); below, coloredband (wrrrrrw);another
at mid body (rrr);and a third above rays (wrr);foot
red.
Published:Art and Arch.,XXIX, 1930, p. 261, fig.
18; mentionedin Necrocorinthia,
p. 343.Seealso218-2.
219-2 (T1479).Black-glazedlekythos.
H. 0.153; d. 0.067. Glaze mostly worn off; two red
bands at shoulderpreserved.
Cf. p. 115, for Corinthianparallels, and also the
Attic 219-4 below.
POTTERY, ATTIC

219-3 (T1477).Kylix.
H. 0.145; d. 0.217; d. foot 0.094. Band cup. In handle
zone, palmetteswith eleven petals, three of them red,
aroundlargered heart; betweenpalmettes,nonsense
inscriptions(Fig. 22). Narrowred line at top of stem.
Interior: reservedarea with dotted circle in center.
Published:A.J.A., XXXIII, 1929, p. 542; Art and
Arch.,XXIX, 1930, p. 262. Most of the same letters
in this inscriptionare repeatedin similarfashion on
one side of the Athens Exekias cup, Beazley, ABV,
p. 147.no. 5, but therein a muchmorepositivehand.
219-4 (T1478).Black-glazedlekythos.
H. 0.128; d. 0.065. Red line on mouth, neck, lower
body, and two on shoulder.
Of Deianeirashape. See Haspels, ABL, pp. 4ff.
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218-1 (T1730).Black-glazedskyphos,groupii. Fig. 11,
P1. 92.
H. 0.105; d. 0.161; d. foot 0.081. Very wide at rim;
foot black. PerhapsAttic influence.
218-2 (T1728).Black-glazedtrefoil oinochoe.
H. 0.21; h. with handle 0.26; d. 0.163; d. foot 0.087.
Onshoulder,blackandcoloredtongues(rbwbrbwb...);
below, coloredband (wrrrrw);another at mid body
(rrr);and a third above rays (wrrw);red on foot.
The shape much more developedthan 147-5, and
slightly more than 219-1; a replica of 220-1. Intermediate between 147-5 and 219-1 is the Apollonia
GRAVE220
example,Albania,IV, 1932, p. 10, fig. 7.
Section 6-7 D. Pls. 32, 107.
218-3 (T1729).Black-glazedbowl.
The latest of the four graves under the poros
H. 0.042; d. 0.091; d. foot 0.046. Narrow flat rim,
foot.
small
platform, and perhapsthis burial was the occasion
ring
slightly offset;
for the constructionof the platform.The placement
of the sarcophaguscoincidedalmost exactly with the
GRAVE219
corner.The offerings,which includedtwo
northwest
Section 7 D. Pls. 14, d, 32, 107.
fine
Attic
cups, are richer than those of the other
The third of the four central graves in the 136
three
graves. About the middle of the sixth century
cluster,this sarcophaguslay partiallyunderthe southor
shortly after.
west cornerof the porosplatform.Both the oinochoe
and the Corinthianlekythos seem slightly earlier Excavation number:110.
than their counterparts in 220, the fourth grave Depth: 1.45.
under the platform, by perhaps five to ten years. Sarcophagus:L. 1.66; w. 0.597; d. 0.482; th. 0.082;
no stucco; surfacesmooth.
Late secondquarterto middle of the sixth century.
Cover:
L. 2.09; w. 0.825; th. 0.17; strap holes.
Published:Art and Arch.,XXIX, 1930, p. 261, fig.
0.005.
Silt:
17.
Skeleton:fairly well preserved;head to south.
Excavation number:109.
POTTERY, CORINTHIAN
Depth: 1.45.
220-1
no
th.
d.
(T1482).Black-glazedtrefoil oinochoe.
w.
L.
Sarcophagus: 1.75; 0.605; 0.455; 0.08;
h. with handle 0.26; d. 0.168; d. foot
H.
smooth.
0.203;
surface
stucco;
Cover:L. 1.93; w. 0.81; th. 0.15; three strap holes; 0.091. On shoulder, black and colored tongues
slightly cracked.
(rbwbrbwb....); below, colored band (wwrrrrww);
Silt: 0.005.
another at mid body (rr); and a third above rays
Skeleton: young adult male, about 34; completely (wrrw);foot red. See 218-2.
preserved;head to south.
220-2 (T1483).Black-glazedlekythos.
H. 0.143; d. 0.065. Two red bands at shoulder.
POTTERY, CORINTHIAN
220-3 (T1484).The same.
219-1 (T1476).Black-glazedtrefoil oinochoe.
H. 0.212; h. with handle 0.263; d. 0.1705; d. foot H. 0.145; d. 0.063.
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POTTERY,
large family group, the oldest of which is 141
to the south.
220-4 (T1481).Kylix.
H. 0.148; d. 0.211; d. foot 0.097. Lip cup. At handles, The gabledlid (P1.15) is paralleledin the Cemetery
palmetteswith largered hearts, alternatepetals red; only by that of 242; for the significanceof this fact
between,inscriptions(Fig. 22): (A) NEANAPO%ME-in relation to the re-use of the 242 sarcophagus,see
p. 208. There is no evidence for the re-use of 222,
POIE%EN;(B) NEAAPO:MErOIE:EN.
but it is notable in a large grave with a cover more
Interior:Reservedarea with black circles.
Published: A.J.A., XXXIII, 1929, p. 542, fig. 18; costly than usual that the only offeringshould be a
Art and Arch.,XXIX, 1930, p. 261, fig. 19; Beazley, late, ugly kylix with degeneratepainting. A kylix
was an important part of the offeringsin the 155
ABV, p. 167, no. 2; J.H.S., LII, 1932, p. 180.
cluster
to the north,however,and one may conjecture
220-5 (T1480).Kylix.
that
possibly a traditionalfigured cup was deemed
H. 0.105; d. 0.191; d. foot 0.076. Stemless lip cup
with high conical foot; black spike inside foot. At necessaryfor the well-beingof the deceasedeven in a
when the only figured vases available were
handles, palmettes with red hearts; between, each period
such
as
222-1. Probablyno later than the middle of
side, false inscription (Fig. 22). Interior entirely
the sixth century.
glazed.
Shape of the Athens Exekias, Beazley, ABV, p. Excavationnumber:449.
147, no. 5, and J.H.S., LII, 1932, p. 185. Another Depth: 0.80.
similar example, P 20582, is in the Agora at Athens. Sarcophagus:L. 1.92; w. 0.635; d. 0.51; th. 0.08;
stucco.
The Gallatin cup is now MetropolitanMuseum,41.
Cover:
L. 2.11; w. 0.84; th. max. 0.185, min. 0.15;
162.126,CVA, II, pls. 6, 37, no. 6.
singleporosslab cut in gableform;threestrapholes.
Silt: 0.02.
GRAVE221
Skeleton:nearly complete;head to south.
Section 8 A-B. Pls. 33, 107.
Just to the north of 222 and the other graves in POTTERY, CORINTHIAN
the line, and not far to the south of the disturbed 222-1 (T3093).Figuredkylix.
group with 159 and 223. Middleor third quarterof H. 0.066; d. 0.134; d. foot 0.049. Comparativelydeep
the sixth century.
bowl; smallfoot with straightslopingsides. Carelessly
drawn unincised figures. A: two birds and griffinExcavation number:448.
bird; B: the same. Interior:black rings on floor;red
Depth: 0.85.
line
at lip, anotheron wall.
w.
d.
th.
L.
0.635; 0.52;
0.08;
Sarcophagus: 1.97;
stucco.
For almost equally debased drawing, cf. the cup,
Cover: L. 2.09; w. 0.80; th. 0.125; strap holes; Leipzigno. 42, CVA, I, pl. 38, 3-5. See also 224-6.
cracked.
GRAVE223
Silt: 0.03.
Skeleton:nearly complete;head to east.
Section 7 A-B.
The grave is very close to 146/507 and 146/608, old
CORINTHIAN
POTTERY,
sarcophagire-used by the Romans, and the Roman
221-1 (T3092).Pattern skyphos.
tile-covered
grave, 628. Thereis, however,no visible
H. 0.068; d. 0.09; d. foot 0.048. Unusuallylarge, but
and the skeleton was contracted. In
disturbance,
with normaldecoration(p. 105).
of
the
lack
of offerings,it is probablethat this
spite
221-2 (T3091). Black-glazedskyphos, group ii. Fig.
is an undisturbedprimaryburial,later than 159, and
11.
somewhat earlierthan 221 to the south, which has
H. 0.089; d. 0.126; d. foot 0.065. Foot black. Like
an extended skeleton.
218-1, showingAttic influence.
Excavation number:462.
221-3 (T3090).Black-glazedglobularoinochoe.
H. 0.102; h. with handle 0.124; d. 0.116; d. foot Depth: 1.25.
L. 1.49; w. 0.64; d. 0.495; th. 0.08;
0.081. Surfacepoorly preserved,but apparentlyred Sarcophagus:
stucco.
lines only, one at mouth and neck, three at shoulder; Cover:L. 1.84; w. 0.76; th. 0.155;
strap holes.
foot red.
Silt: 0.025.
Skeleton: rather disintegrated;contractedposition,
GRAVE 222
head to south.
Section 8 B. Pls. 15, 32, 107.
The only grave which appearsto be undisturbedin GRAVE224
the line 144, 222, 241, 243, 242, with 144 at the east Section 8 A. Pls. 33, 107.
Part of the 186 cluster of children'sgraves, and
probablythe earliestsince it has no stucco.Withthis
line may belongthe children'sgroupto the east, 186, probably the latest burial in the group. About the
etc., both large and small graves perhapsbeing part middle of the sixth century. Near by was found

Deposit 46,
hydria in the same style as 224-4; for this and other
groupsof libation vessels, see p. 86.
Excavation number:440.
Depth: 0.63.
Sarcophagus:L. 0.395; w. 0.225; d. 0.185; th. 0.047;
stucco.
Cover:L. 0.58; w. 0.34; th. 0.085.
Silt: filled with earth.
Skeleton: almost completely disintegrated;head to
north or south.
SEA SHELL

224-1. Musselshell, found inside the skyphos,224-3.
POTTERY, CORINTHIAN
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224-2 (T3054).Pattern skyphos.
H. 0.042; d. 0.06; d. foot 0.032. Dots on handles; at
mid wall, doubledotted band; dots at edge of foot.
224-3 (T3052).Black-glazedskyphos,groupii.
H. 0.064; d. 0.11; d. foot 0.051. Extraordinarily
broadat rim.
224-4 (T3051).Trefoil oinochoewith pattern decoration.
H. 0.149; h. with handle0.175; d. 0.12; d. foot 0.068.
On shoulder and upper part of body, lotus chains
(buds and flowersalternating,the calyxes probably
red); between them black and coloredband (wrw);
above rays, very wide black band with coloredlines
(rw and wr); foot red.
Published:Art and Arch.,XXXI, 1931, p. 230, fig.;
mentioned by Hopper, p. 234, no. 7. Almost the
identical shape appearswith white-style ornamentation, Copenhagen,CVA, II, pl. 84, 2. The pattern
appearsoften on pyxides with vertical handles: see
Necrocorinthia,
p. 155, fig. 64 B, no. 1320.
224-5 (T3055).Powderpyxis.
H. 0.033; d. 0.064. The usual projectionat the top
edge of the lid, almost none at bottom. On top of lid,
frieze of crudely drawn small animals, without incision, crowdedwith small dots; aroundit, single row
of dots and band of tongues; outer edge rilled and
paintedred; on wall of lid, groupsof verticalzigzags
betweenred and black horizontallines.
224-6 (T3053).Miniaturefiguredpyxis with convex
walls and vertical handles.
H. with lid 0.073; d. 0.068. On shoulder,each side,
two crudely drawn silhouette birds to right, with
heads reversed;below, black bands. High domed lid
with cylindricalknob; black bands. Apparentlyno
added color.
For the shape, comparethe examplefrom grave 40
at Rhitsona, J.H.S., XXIX, 1909, p. 312, fig. 2,
dating shortly after the middle of the century.

offerings
period,
graves
but it is possible that there may have been some
continuity with the surrounding earlier graves.
Although227 appearsto have been robbed,there is
no convincingevidencethat 225 and 226, also without offerings,are not intact. The two small graves,
225 and 226, and the large 227 had no stucco, and
225, with a pyxis which is not securelydatable but
which may be placed approximately in the late
secondor early third quarterof the sixth century,is
probably one of the latest examples of sarcophagi
without stucco.
Excavationnumber:221.
Depth: 0.70.
Sarcophagus:L. 0.425; w. 0.31; d. 0.17; th. 0.05; no
stucco.
Cover:L. 0.53; w. 0.315; th. 0.06.
Silt: completelyfilled with earth.
Skeleton:no traces; head to east or west.
POTTERY, CORINTHIAN

225-1 (T1864).Powderpyxis.
H. 0.058; d. 0.114. On top of lid, from center outward,red and blackrings,band of continuouszigzag,
groups of five straight lines, heavy rim rilled and
paintedred; on wall of lid, two bandsof threenarrow
black lines with groupsof six vertical straightlines;
lower edge red. Lid stuck, box not visible.
GRAVE

226

Section 5 C. P1. 107.
One of the small graves in the 225 family group,
and like 225, poorly furnished. The fabric of the
single offeringremindsone of the small pots in 186.
Perhaps as early as the second quarterof the sixth
century.
Excavationnumber:125.
Depth: 0.80.
Sarcophagus:L. 1.08; w. 0.395; d. 0.37; th. 0.075; no
stucco.
Cover:L. 1.25; w. 0.555; th. 0.095; no strap holes.
Silt: 0.10.
Skeleton: almost completely disintegrated;head to
south.
POTTERY, CORINTHIAN

226-1 (T1497).Pattern skyphos.
H. 0.045; d. 0.065; d. foot 0.041. Unglazed except
for two red lines underhandles,two above foot, and
two moreinside.

227
GRAVE
Section 5 C.
A large grave in the 225 family group. This burial
GRAVE225
would appearto be early, since the sarcophagushad
no stucco; the children's graves, 225, 226, were
Section 5 C. Pls. 32, 107.
A child'sburialin a smallclusterwhichalso contains poorly furnished,so it is conceivablethat the offer226, 227, 260, and 263. The cluster is isolated from ings consistedonly of the one iron object found, but

the brokencover,however,suggestsrobbing,perhaps
in late antiquity or, less likely, in moderntimes.
Excavation number:126.
Depth: 0.80.
Sarcophagus:L. 1.62; w. 0.58; d. 0.49; th. 0.075; no
stucco.
Cover:L. 1.95; w. 0.81; th. 0.11; broken;strapholes.
Silt: 0.39.
Skeleton:almostentirelydisintegrated;headto south.
IRON

227-1 (T1498).Instrumentor weapon.
Disintegrated.Possibly a knife or dagger.
GRAVE228
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Section 5-6 E. P1. 107.
Since this grave had no stucco, it may perhapsbe
one of the children'sgraves in the early 168 series
ratherthan part of the great cluster (266 etc.) to the
southeast. The lid was missing,and possibly some of
the offeringshad been taken in the same operation
duringwhich229 was robbed.Perhapssecondquarter of the sixth century.
Excavation number:190.
Depth: 1.45.
Sarcophagus:L. 0.70; w. 0.315; d. 0.26; th. 0.065; no
stucco.
Cover:missing.
Fill: packedwith earth.
Skeleton:no traces;head to east or west.
POTTERY, CORINTHIAN

Skeleton: almost completely disintegrated;head to
east or west.
GRAVE
230
Section 5 D.
One of the 229 seriesof robbedsarcophagi.
Excavationnumber:192.
Sarcophagus:L. 0.455; w. 0.285; d. 0.16; th. 0.045;
stucco.
Cover:missing.
Fill: packedwith earth.
Skeleton: completelydisintegrated;head to east or
west.
231
GRAVE
Section 5 D. Pls. 32, 107.
Probablythe only one of the 229 clusterof children's
graveswhichwas not robbed,but no doubt the cover
was broken in the same disturbance.Perhapsthird
quarterof the sixth century.
Excavationnumber:193.
Depth: 1.10.
Sarcophagus:L. 0.46; w. 0.245; d. 0.19; th. 0.047;
stucco.
Cover:L. 0.57; w. 0.39; th. 0.06; broken.
Silt: 0.14.
Skeleton: almost completely disintegrated;head to
north or south.
POTTERY, CORINTHIAN

231-1 (T1783).Pattern skyphos.
H. 0.043; d. 0.06; d. foot 0.042. Continuouszigzagat

228-1 (T1778).Miniaturepattern skyphos.
rim.
H. 0.027; d. 0.05; d. foot 0.021. As 160-5; but see
231-2 (T1782).Black-glazedglobularoinochoe.
also 249-3.
H. 0.082; h. with handle 0.086; d. 0.081; d. foot
0.057.Verysmallmouthandneck; awkwardlyturned
229
GRAVE
No colorpreserved.
foot.
Section 5-6 D.
A small empty sarcophagusin an area of graves
which were probablyall robbed.No doubt disturbed GRAVE232
in the same operationwere 230, 232, 233, 234, 235, Section 5 D.
Part of the 229 series of robbedgraves. The cover
256, 269, 270, and perhaps also 303 and 315. The
stucco lining of the sarcophagiindicates that the was missing, and there were no contents; the grave
graves are probablyno earlierthan the middleof the is thus undatable. Outside,at the southeast corner,
sixth century, but other than that, no dating is was founda groupof vases listed on p. 302 as Deposit
possible.The three gravesin the area with pots (212, 9, secondquarterof the fifth century. These may be
228, 231, as well as 235 with only a pyxis lid) suggest outside offerings, but because they were placed
that there was a generaltrend towardthe south, the slightly higherthan the sarcophaguslid, and because
robbed series and the few associated intact graves of their late date (see p. 85), it seems more likely
being transitionalbetween the earliergraves168 etc. that Deposit 9 was an intrusion,possiblythe remains
to the north and the large 266 infants' clusterto the of a unprotectedburial.
south. For the disturbancein the 229 area, see Plate Excavationnumber:194.
14,b.
Depth: 1.05.
Excavation number:191.
Sarcophagus:L. 0.47; w. 0.16; d. 0.17; th. 0.04;
stucco.
Depth: 0.95.
Cover:
th.
d.
w.
L.
0.055;
missing.
Sarcophagus: 0.525; 0.245; 0.21;
Fill: earth and stones.
stucco.
Skeleton: completelydisintegrated;head to east or
Cover:L. 0.71; w. 0.40; th. 0.085; broken.
west.
Silt: entirely filledwith earth.

Section 5 D.
A large sarcophagusin the 229 series of robbed
graves. For the break in the cover, see Plate 14, b,
at left.
Excavation number:201.
Depth: 1.20.
Sarcophagus:L. 1.63; w. 0.54; d. 0.455; th. 0.075;
stucco.
Cover:L. 1.74;w. 0.69; th. 0.145;broken;strapholes.
Silt: 0.18.
Skeleton:almost completelydisintegrated;head east
or west.
GRAVE

234
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Section 5 E.
A large grave, probably one of the 229 series of
robbed burials. Outside,to the north, at a depth of
1.50, were found a skyphos and pitcher (Deposit 3).
It is conceivable that these were outside offerings
for 234, but, if so, they were placedsomewhathigher
in relation to the sarcophaguscover than was usual.
Excavation number:209.
Depth: 1.55.
Sarcophagus:L. 1.375; w. 0.545; d. 0.45; th. 0.08;
stucco.
Cover:L. 1.66; w. 0.78; th. 0.13; broken.
Silt: 0.12.
Skeleton:much disintegrated;head to east.

quality
group.

graves

family

BRONZE

236-1 (T1749).Lebes.
D. 0.365; d. rim 0.20; recorded1929. Disintegrated,
1949.
GRAVE
237
Section 6 D. Pls. 32, 93, 107.
An unstuccoed sarcophagus containing offerings
datableto the third quarterof the sixth century.The
lack of stucco at this date and perhapsthe position
of the skeleton, which lay diagonally in the coffin,
are possiblyindicationsthat the sarcophaguswas reused, but the evidence is inconclusive. The grave
closest to 237 was 193 to the south, a peripheral
burial in the 136 group around the poros platform,
and perhaps dating to the second quarter of the
sixth century; to the north, somewhatmore distant,
is the fifth century302.
Excavation number:162.
Depth: 1.25.
Sarcophagus:L. 1.105; w. 0.485; d. 0.38; th. 0.08; no
stucco.
Cover:L. 1.36; w. 0.64; th. 0.10; no strap holes.
Silt: 0.01.
Skeleton: much disintegrated, lying diagonally in
coffin; head in southeastcorner.
POTTERY, CORINTHIAN

237-1 (T1661).Globularoinochoe.
IT. 0.07; d. 0.09; d. foot 0.076. Of standardproporSection 5 D.
made.
in
Part of the 229 series of robbed graves. The only tions, but short neck and, general,carelessly
on
mouth
and
Black on edge of
neck; shoulder,one
remnant of the offeringswas a pyxis lid. Perhaps
band on lower body;
black
black, one red band;
third quarterof the sixth century.
foot red; remainderunglazed.
Excavation number:210.
POTTERY, ATTIC
Depth: 1.32.
th.
w.
d.
237-2
L.
0.37;
0.29;
0.065;
(T1660). Black-figuredcup-skyphos.Fig. 21,
Sarcophagus: 0.78;
stucco.
P1. 93.
Cover:L. 0.90; w. 0.55; th. 0.10; broken.
H. 0.073; d. 0.138; d. foot 0.058. Shapeof the Cracow
Silt: entirely filled with earth and stones.
class (p. 155). A and B: three nude male figures,
Skeleton: almost completely disintegrated;head to
dancing; hair red, perhapswhite baldric (?) across
north or south.
chest of center figure. Handle palmettes with five
POTTERY, CORINTHIAN
petals alternating red and black, around large red
outlinedby row of white dots. Stem ring red.
hearts
cover.
235-1 (T1856).Pyxis
the
For
from
a
H. 0.021; d. 0.077. Probably
style, cf. Schaal,FrankfurterSammlungen,
tripod pyxis.
am Main,1923,pl. 18 b; for the shape,ibid.,
Frankfurt
flat
knob.
on
knob;
Rings
Sloping sides, small
and
18
row
of
and
zone
aroundit, red and black bands,
dots,
Universityof California,CVA, I, pl. 17,
pl. a;
with
somewhat
no.
of reversinglotus chain, crudelydrawn.
1,
higherfoot.
GRAVE235

GRAVE236

GRAVE238

Section 6 B. P1. 15.
Urn burialin a bronzelebes. Overthe lebes, which
was found at a depth of 1.50, had been placed a
round cover of terracotta. One of the very few children's graves in the 1655cluster and the only bronze
burialurn in the Cemeteryapart from262-4, a mark

Section 12 B-C. Pls. 32, 107.
The westernmostgravein a line whichincludes251,
314, 259, 306, 307, 308, and 383; earliergraves may
lie in the undug section to the west. The only contemporarychild's grave in the immediatevicinity is
239, but note also Deposit 8. Grave383 appearsto

be an intrusion.For the date of 31.4,see p. 234. This
is the clearestexampleof chronologicalplacementin
the Cemetery(see p. 68).
Thirdquarterof the sixth century.
Excavationnumber:74.
Depth: 1.45.
Sarcophagus:L. 1.79;w. 0.60; d. 0.46; th. 0.08; stucco.
Cover:L. 1.98; w. 0.80; th. 0.13; strap holes.
Silt: 0.06.
Skeleton:adultfemale,about 35; verywellpreserved;
head to south.
POTTERY,

CORINTHIAN
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238-1 (T1294). Black-glazed skyphos, group i,
shallow.
H. 0.051; d. 0.079; d. foot 0.052. No added color
preserved.The latest of this shape, and poorlymade.
238-2 (T1293).Black-glazedglobularoinochoe.
H. 0.085;h. with handle0.093; d. 0.095; d. foot 0.057.
Red on edge of mouth; coloredband (wrw)at shoulder; two red lines at mid wall; foot red.
Cf. 257-6, with the same flat shoulder and low
body, but with a narrowerneck, probablylater than
238-2.
GRAVE239

Section 13 B. Pls. 32, 107.
A small grave adjacentto the later burial372, but
probably to be associated with the contemporary
early graves of the 238 line to the north. Probably
third quarterof the sixth century. Above the grave
was foundX-220.
Excavation number:88.
Depth: 1.35.
Sarcophagus:L. 0.525; w. 0.22; d. 0.195; th. 0.05;
stucco.
Cover:L. 0.61; w. 0.35; th. 0.09.
Silt: completelyfilled with earth.
Skeleton:no traces; head to east or west.

222 line. As often in this area, there was a marker
above the grave (see below). Middleor third quarter
of the sixth century.
Excavationnumber:453.
Depth: 0.95.
Sarcophagus:L. 1.585; w. 0.567; d. 0.44; th. 0.075;
fine stucco.
Cover:L. 1.81; w. 0.735; th. 0.12; strap holes.
Silt: probablyalmost none.
Skeleton:rather disintegrated;partially contracted,
head to east.
Gravemarker:L. 0.33; w. 0.30; h. 0.30; found 0.60
above the grave on the south side.
IRON

240-1 (T3106).Two pins.
(A) P.1. 0.079; (B) P.1. 0.066. One with large disk
head. Both found at right shoulder.
POTTERY, CORINTHIAN

240-2 (T3104).Black-glazedskyphos,groupiii. P1.92.
H. 0.075; d. 0.11; d. foot 0.062. No red lines inside.
240-3 (T3105).Black-glazedglobularoinochoe.
H. 0.134;h. with handle0.152; d. 0.126; d. foot 0.073.
Exceptionallytall body. No white preserved;red line
at edge of mouth, neck, mid-body,two at shoulder;
foot red.
GRAVE241

239-2 (T1372).Pattern skyphos.
H. 0.039; d. 0.06; d. foot 0.034. Vertical zigzags at
rim. Found inside pyxis.
239-3 (T1371).Tripodpyxis with patterndecoration.
H. with lid 0.095; d. 0.10. Comparativelydeep body;
conicallid with small flat knob. Wide projectingrim,
rilled and paintedred; on wall, black and red bands;
above each foot, band of irregularvertical zigzags.
On lid, black and red bands.

Section 8 B. PI. 117.
An early sarcophaguscontaininga burialof the late
fifth century. This is one of a group of three re-used
sarcophagi:241/427, 242/426, and 243/428, all of
which seem to be part of the 222 family line, and
which should be approximatelycontemporarywith
the neighboringgraves, perhapsthird quarterof the
sixth century.The offeringsfoundin the threegraves
belongto a periodwhen sarcophagiwereinfrequently
used, and are later than anything else in the area
except the deposits to the west, D 21, D 22, D 60,
and D 53. None of the offeringsfrom the original
burialswas preservedwith the possible exception of
the pins in 426. In addition to the late date of the
vases, the evidence for re-use is to be found in the
condition of the covers of the sarcophagi(241, 242
broken,243 askew),and particularlyin the similarity
of the cover of 242 to that of 222 (see further,242).
Excavation number:454.
Depth: 1.00.
Sarcophagus:L. 1.76; w. 0.61; d. 0.485; th. 0.07;
stucco.
Cover:L. 1.88; w. 0.71; th. 0.13; broken;strapholes.
Orientation:north-south.

240
GRAVE
Section 8 B. Pls. 14, 32, 92, 107.
Part of a small group, which, wi thheneighboring
165, 247, and 252, is probably an extension of the
141 family series; very close also to 243/428 of the

Section 8 B. Pls. 16, 117.
An early sarcophaguscontaininga burialof the late
fifth century (426), and one of three similarlyre-used
(see 241). The originalburialmay have dated to the

SEA SHELL

239-1. Found inside pyxis.
POTTERY,

CORINTHIAN

GRAVE242

century.
cover of the sarcophagus(Fig. 4) is unique in the
Cemetery,a gable with raisedcrossbands,suggesting
constructionin wood.The only other gabled monolithic coveris that of 222 just to the east. Cf.,however,
478.
Excavationnumber:456.
Depth: 1.20.
Sarcophagus:L. 1.83; w. 0.645; d. 0.47; th. 0.06;
stucco.
Cover: L. 1.98; w. 0.79; th. max. 0.12, min. 0.08;
crossbands,w. 0.215, th. at edge, 0.04; broken;
strap holes.
Orientation:north-south.
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Section 3-4 E.
An empty sarcophagusin the northernpart of the
Cemetery,near 244. It seemslikely that the disturbance which accounts for the breakson the east side
of both the sarcophagusand its coveroccurredat the
same time as the damageto the neighboringgraves,
64/468, 65/469, and 171/463. The "pieces of coarse
stamnos" found in the grave were not inventoried,
and the description is insufficient to identify the
fabric. The fragments could belong to an early
burial which was simply disturbed,or could be the
remainsof a secondaryburial.
Excavation number:344.
Depth: 1.60.
243
GRAVE
Sarcophagus:L. 1.765; w. 0.65; d. 0.49; th. 0.078;
stucco; broken.
Section 8 B. PI. 117.
An early sarcophagus,perhapsof the third quarter Cover: L. 2.10; w. 0.81; th. 0.115; strap holes;
broken.
of the sixth century, containinga burial of the late
Silt:
entirelyfilled with earth.
fifth century (428). See further, 241. None of the
Skeleton:much disintegrated;head to south.
original offerings was preserved. The cover when
found was placed at an angle to the sarcophagus.
GRAVE246
Section 6 B. Pls. 34, 93, 108.
Excavation number:461.
A sarcophagusin the circularpart of the 155 family
Depth: 1.45.
Sarcophagus:L. 1.82; w. 0.62; d. 0.48; th. 0.075; cluster, and the last of the graves with the tradistucco.
tional family offeringof an Attic cup. The skeleton
Cover:L. 1.95; w. 0.81; th. 0.125; strap holes.
seems very small for the coffin, but there are no
Orientation:north-south.
signs of disturbance. Third quarter of the sixth
century.
GRAVE 244
Excavationnumber:181.
Section 3-4 E. Pls. 17, 32, 93, 108.
Depth: 1.00.
One of the few sixth centurygravesin the northern Sarcophagus:L. 1.365; w. 0.565; d. 0.43; th. 0.085;
fine stucco.
part of the Cemetery,and somewhatlater than the
Cover:
L. 1.50; w. 0.73; th. 0.15; strap holes.
othergravesstrungalongthe west margin(seefurther
0.01.
Silt:
129). Third quarter of the sixth century. For the Skeleton:much
disintegrated;head to south.
presenceof an Attic cup as the sole offering,see 189
POTTERY, CORINTHIAN
etc. in the 155 group.
246-1 (T1726).Black-glazedglobularoinochoe.
Excavationnumber:345.
H. 0.089; h. with handle0.10; d. 0.106; d. foot 0.084.
1.60.
Depth:
L.
w.
d.
th.
Sarcophagus: 1.885; 0.625; 0.515; 0.065; Very squat and rather poorly made. Red line on
fine stucco.
neck, two on shoulder,two moreon lowerbody; foot
Cover:L. 2.015; w. 0.715; th. 0.13; slightly cracked; black.
strap holes.
POTTERY, ATTIC
Silt: 0.055.
246-2
Skeleton:fairly well preserved;head to south.
(T1727).Black-figuredkylix. PI. 93.
H. 0.109; d. 0.162; d. foot 0.07. Lip cup. Exterior
POTTERY, ATTIC
plain. Interior:in central medallion,pantherto right
244-1 (T2593).Kylix. Fig. 20, P1. 93.
with head turnedback, left forefootraised;white for
H. 0.12; d. 0.216; d. foot 0.093. Droop cup. Lip belly and dots on neck; red for rib and
hip markings;
black; in handle zone, lotus chain with connecting aroundmedallion,tonguepatternalternatingred and
stems skipping two, and a dot under each flower; black, with white dot at
tip of each dividingline.
below, key pattern to right, and fine rays; upper Published:ArtandArch.,XXIX, 1930,p. 263,fig.21.
part of stem reserved.Inside, on floor,reservedarea
GRAVE
247
with dot in circle.
Ure's group I C (J.H.S., LII, 1932, p. 60; cf. Section 8 B. P1.35.
specially, nos. 44-46). Probably a bit later than the
A small grave near 240 and part of the small group
best of the group,which Ure dates ca. 540 B.C.
which appearsto be an extension of the 141 family
14

cluster.Both pots werefoundin the southwestcorner
of the sarcophagus.Secondhalf of the sixth century.
Excavation number:451.
Depth: 0.85.
Sarcophagus:L. 0.785; w. 0.32; d. 0.24; th. 0.055;
stucco.
Cover:L. 0.895; w. 0.48; th. 0.065.
Silt: 0.17.
Skeleton: almost completely disintegrated;head to
east.
POTTERY, CORINTHIAN
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247-1 (T3098).Pattern skyphos.
H. 0.042; d. 0.065; d. foot 0.087.
247-2 (T3099).Miniaturetrefoil oinochoe.
H. 0.056; d. 0.038; d. foot 0.025. Largetrefoilmouth,
high shouldersharply offset from body; crude foot.
Entirely glazed.
GRAVE248

Section 6 D. Pls. 15, 108.
Probably a late grave in the 136 family group,
rather far to the west, but aligned with the poros
platform.Note the unusualorientationof the skeleton.
Late third or fourth quarterof the sixth century.
Excavation number: 108.
Depth: 1.85.
Sarcophagus:L. 0.74; w. 0.84; d. 0.28; th. 0.06;
stucco.
Cover:L. 0.89; w. 0.40; th. 0.07.
Silt: 0.15.
Skeleton: almost completely disintegrated;head to
north.
POTTERY, CORINTHIAN

248-1 (T1453).Black-glazedskyphos, groupiii. Fig.
11.
H. 0.074; d. 0.11; d. foot 0.062. Threevery wide red
lines inside.
GRAVE249

POTTERY, CORINTHIAN

249-2 (T1707).Black-glazedskyphos, groupiii. Fig.
11.

H. 0.084; d. 0.118; d. foot 0.068. Three red lines
inside.

249-3 (T1708).Miniaturepattern skyphos.
H. 0.024; d. 0.044; d. foot 0.016.
249-4 (T1706). Black-glazedglobular oinochoe and
lid.
H. 0.109; h. with handle0.12; d. 0.115; d. foot 0.082;
w. lid 0.065. Body proportionatelyvery small. Red
on mouth and neck; on shoulder, colored band
(wrwwrw);another on lower body (wrrw); red on
foot. Red on edge of lid.
GRAVE

260

Section 8 D. Pls. 14, 35, 79, 93, 108.
The earliestof the smallfamily line of graveswhich
continuesto the east with 261 and 295, and perhaps
includesthe much later 402 just to the north of 250.
These burialsmay well be connectedwith the great
132 cluster to the south, the sequenceof placement
being brokenby the 206 disturbance.The later series
to the east may be an extensionof the 250 line (see
further340; note also 297).
All the jewelry was found aroundthe skull, except
for the ring which was probablyat the right hand.
One of the richest graves in the Cemetery,notable
for the jewelryand the showyimportedkylikes.Late
third or early fourth quarterof the sixth century.
Excavation number:393.
Depth: 1.25.
Sarcophagus:L. 1.67; w. 0.575; d. 0.425; th. 0.065;
stucco; lifting notches.
Cover:L. 1.91; w. 0.73; th. 0.115; strap holes; under
edges bevelled.
Silt: 0.075.
Skeleton:much disintegrated;head to south.
GOLD

250-1 (T2837).Ring. P1. 79.
D. 0.023. Nearlycircularin section,slightly flattened
Section 6 B. Pls. 34, 108.
and bottom. Found near right hand.
top
One of the latest graves in the circularpart of the
250-2
(T2844).Pendant. P1. 79.
155cluster,andthe firstwith standard,quite ordinary
0.011.
L.
Flat, roughlyoval in outline; piercedat one
offerings.Anotherof the rare instancesin which the
end.
Found
approximatelyin area of the neck.
skeletonwas orientedwith head to north. Late third,
SILVER
early fourth quarterof the sixth century.
250-3 (T2841).Spiralhair coil or earring.P1. 79.
Excavation number:174.
D. 0.021. Flat silver band, thin gold applied over
1.18.
Depth:
Sarcophagus:L. 1.755; w. 0.57; d. 0.47; th. 0.075; each end, incisedwith design of snake'shead. Found
near head of skeleton.
very thin stucco.
Cover:L. 1.96; w. 0.77; th. 0.14; strap holes.
250-4 (T2842).The same. P1.79.
Silt: 0.06.
D. 0.021.
Skeleton:much disintegrated;head to north.
Cf. particularlyClara Rhodos,VIII, p. 95, fig. 81
IRON
from Iindos. For discussions of the use of these
249-1 (T1709).Pin.
spirals, see Olynthus,X, nos. 307-314, pi. 38; and
P.1. 0.039; d. head 0.011. Found at right shoulder.
Perachora,I, p. 177, pi. 79, nos. 24-26.

250-5 (T2840).Claspfor necklace.P1. 79.
H. 0.022; d. 0.015. Roughly barrel shaped; hollow;
lion's face at one end, grooves around the other.
Found near top of head.
260-6 (T2839).The same. PI. 79.
H. 0.022; d. 0.015.
Hooks in the lions' mouths, now missing,served to
attach the two heads.
IRON

260-7 (T2843).Pin.
P.1. 0.047. Probablya fibula.
GLASS
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250-8 (T2838).Beads. P1. 79.
D. ca. 0.007-0.008. Tiny rings made of a soft white
powdery substance,which analysis shows to.be decomposedglass; remains of at least 100 beads were
found, scatteredall aroundthe skull.
Similar white beads were found at Rhitsona,Ure,
Sixth, pp. 6f., fig. 2. Cf. also the many similar examples from Middle and Late Helladic graves,
Prosymna,pp. 300ff.
POTTERY, CORINTHIAN

250-9 (T2833).Pattern skyphos.
H. 0.037; d. 0.056; d. foot 0.042. Horizontalzigzag
at rim.
260-10 (T2830).Black-glazedskyphos,groupiii. Fig.
11.
H. 0.068; d. 0.089; d. foot 0.051. One red line only
inside.

250-11 (T2832).Black-glazedglobularoinochoe.
H. 0.11; h. with handle 0.118; d. 0.121; d. foot
0.084; w. lid 0.056. Red at edge of mouth; on shoulder, colored band (wrrrw); one red line on lower
body; foot red.
250-12 (T2834).Black-glazedlekythosofarchaictype.
P.h. 0.112; d. 0.061.
260-13 (T2836).Chytra.
H. 0.07; h. with handle 0.074; d. 0.087. Miniature
cooking pot with one handle. Reddish-brownclay
with small black grits, probably Corinthian.Paring
markson lower body.

Art and Arch.,XXXI, 1931, p. 232, fig. opp. p. 226;
I.L.N., August 9, 1930, pp. 344ff., fig. 11. Beazley,
ABV, p. 193, no. 1, places this in the Group of
Rhodes 12264.
250-15 (T2828).Black-figuredkylix. Fig. 21.
H. 0.11; d. 0.212; d. foot 0.088. As 250-14, but over
horses on one side, bird flying to right; in the same
positionon secondside, smallred object; charioteer's
goad raised.
250-16 (T2831).Black-figuredlekythos.
H. 0.174; d. 0.089. Red at lip, base of neck, edge of
foot and line below scene. On the shoulder,palmette
flankedby standingdrapedfigures.On body, hoplite
leaving home, the warriorstandingto left, with two
draped figures each side holding spears. Red for
palmette, helmet, greaves and garments; white for
shield device (chariotbody?).
The Phanyllis Class. See Haspels, ABL, pp. 66f.,
205, and Beazley, A BV, pp. 464ff. Cf.also Hesperia,
VII, 1938, p. 568, no. 3, and refs.
250-17 (T2835).Black-figuredlekythos.
H. 0.141; d. 0.062. Red on lip and for line below
scene. On shoulder, cock with red comb to right;
either side, ivy leaf. On body, two nude wrestlers;at
1., draped figure leaning on stick; at r., similar
figureholdingstick in air; draperyor filletssuspended
in field; red for hair and edge of garments.
Fairly early example of the Cock Group:Haspels,
ABL, pp. 67ff.; Beazley, ABV, pp. 466ff., esp. p.
470, no. 91.
250-18 (T2829).Black-figuredlekythos.
H. 0.147; d. 0.068. Muchof surfacemissing.Decoration probablyas 250-17.
GRAVE251

Section 12 B. Pls. 34, 108.
The second grave in the 238 family line. Last
quarterof the sixth century.
Excavation number:71.
Depth: 1.38.
Sarcophagus:L. 1.69; w. 0.56; d. 0.485; th. 0.07;
stucco.
Cover: L. 1.80; w. 0.73; th. 0.105; strap holes,
POTTERY, ATTIC
unusuallysmall.
0.05.
Silt:
250-14 (T2827).Black-figuredkylix. P1. 93.
adult male, about 36; perfectlypreserved;
Skeleton:
H. 0.108; d. 0.204; d. foot 0.087. Band cup. Very
head
to
south.
shallow bowl on high stem; thin foot not quite flat
on bottom, edge slightly profiled.Red ring at top of POTTERY, CORINTHIAN
stem. A and B: charioteerdrivingquadrigato right, 251-1 (T1272).Round-mouthedoinochoe,Type A.
left hand holding goad; at left and right, sphinx H. 0.10; h. with handle 0.13; d. 0.103; d. foot
facing handle.White for charioteer'srobe, one horse, 0.073. Very squat body with slopingshoulder.
face, neck, tip of tail of each sphinx; red for fillet,
breast, part of wing of sphinx, mane of one horse, POTTERY, ATTIC
and loop acrossback of charioteer.Interior:reserved 251-2 (T1273).Black-glazedskyphoswith torusfoot.
H. 0.082; d. 0.119; d. foot 0.073. Deep groove bearea on floorwith dot in circle at center.
14*
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entirely
foot; upperedge
body
sloping.
Skeleton:no traces;head to east or west.
red lines below handle, red in groove.
Cf. the example with somewhatroundercontours, POTTERY, CORINTHIAN
foundin Syracusewith a little mastercup, Not. Scav., 253-1
(T2902).Pattern skyphos.
1956, p. 132, fig. 12.
H. 0.034; d. 0.054; d. foot 0.032. Horizontalzigzag
at rim.
GRAVE
252
253-2 (T2900). Broad-bottomedoinochoe with patSection 8 B. Pls. 35, 79, 108.
tern decoration.
For the position of this grave in relation to the H. 0.058; h. with handle 0.072: d. 0.056. Small neck
surroundingburials,see 240. Note the orientationof andmouth;nearlycylindricalbodywith flat shoulder.
the skeleton.Fourth quarterof the sixth century.
Tongueson shoulder,two rows of thick verticallines
on body. Red on edge of lip, neck; narrowred lines
Excavation number:452.
on shoulderand body.
Depth: 0.95.
Cf. the examplefromgrave 31 at Rhitsona, B.S.A.,
Sarcophagus:L. 1.825; w. 0.555; d. 0.465; th. 0.07;
fine stucco.
XIV, 1907/8, pl. 11 e, and no. 23, p. 272, ca. 500
Cover:L. 1.99; w. 0.68; th. 0.115; strap holes.
B.C. Also Delos,X, pl. 35, nos. 485, 486; and Tiryns,
Silt: 0.065.
I, p. 104, fig. 42, as well as a number in museum
Skeleton:fairly well preserved;head to north.
collections.
IRON
253-3 (T2899).Figuredtripodpyxis.
252-1 (T3103).Pin. P1. 79.
H. with lid 0.115; d. 0.104. Very deep box; lid rising
P.L. 0.052. Two flat disks with small knob on top, sharplyto small flat knob. In panel above each foot,
and inverted conical memberbelow head. Found at attenuatedsphinx to right with sickle wing; at right,
right shoulder.
verticalrowof smalldots; betweenpanels,degenerate
floral spray. On lid, row of dots and four similar
POTTERY, CORINTHIAN
sphinxes to right; on knob, cross and four dots. No
252-2 (T3101).Black-glazedskyphos,groupiii.
H. 0.07; d. 0.091; d. foot 0.06. No red inside. Outside, incision.Red and black lines on upperwall and foot
of box; also aroundknob and on edge of lid.
singlewide red line belowhandles,and anotherabove
Published:A.J.A., XXXIV, 1930,pp. 419f., fig. 12;
rays.
Art and Arch., XXXI, 1931, p. 229, fig. on p. 230;
252-3 (T3100).Black-glazedglobularoinochoe.
Arch. Anz., 1931, col. 247, fig. 22; Hopper, p. 216,
H. 0.095; h. with handle0.10; d. 0.10; d. foot 0.073.
underno. 5. Cf.the somewhatless attenuatedsphinxes
Lid missing, 1949. No added color.
on a pyxis, Poland,C4V, I, pl. 6, no. 4, with filling
252-4 (T3102).Pattern lekanis.
ornament; and on two skyphoi, Mon. Ant., XVII,
H. with lid 0.077; d. 0.076; d. foot 0.048. In handle 1906, col. 614,
fig. 420, and XXXII, 1927, pl. 86, 6.
zone, verticallines; below,bands;no colorpreserved. 253-4
(T2901).Black-glazedbowl.
On lid, rings on knob; around knob, band of cone
H. 0.028; d. 0.059. Bevelledrim, heavy foot.
pattern, and row of dots.
GRAVE253

Section 7 C. Pls. 35, 108.
This grave, situated near Protocorinthianand early
sixth century burials,is remote from any contemporary graves. It is about equally distant from the 128
and 147 group,from the 136 seriesto the northwest,
and from 297 etc. to the south. The nearest grave
which may be related is 274, at least a quartercentury later in date.
The skyphosand the bowl were found in the pyxis.
The last is of considerableinterest since it is the
latest Corinthianfigured piece in the Cemetery,the
drawingsketchy, but makingan effectivedecoration.
Fourth quarterof the sixth century.
Excavationnumber:402.
Depth: 1.00.
Sarcophagus:L. 0.43; w. 0.22; d. 0.162; th. 0.048;
stucco.

Cover:L. 0.525; w. 0.285; th. 0.085.

GRAVE254

Section 5 E. Pls. 34, 108.
Last quarterof the sixth century.Apparentlymuch
later than the near-bychildren'sgraves;note particularly the adjacent 181, and see the discussionon p.
78 in regard to the possibility of re-use. Thereare,
however, no signs of tampering.If the contents in
all cases belong to primary burials, a possible sequence for the largegraveswouldrun fromsouth to
north: 212, 234, 254, 279, and then perhapseast with
315, 323, and 369. The selectionof vases in 254 is the
standardskyphos-oinochoegroup;the shapeschosen,
however,are most unusualin each case.
Excavationnumber:131.
Depth: 1.46.
Sarcophagus:L. 1.88; w. 0.575; d. 0.46; th. 0.07;
stucco.
Cover:L. 2.00; w. 0.74; th. 0.12; strap holes.
Silt: 0.08.
Skeleton:fairly well preserved;head to east.

POTTERY, CORINTHIAN

GRAVE256
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254-1 (T1541).Beaked oinochoe.
Section 6 E.
H. 0.21; h. with handle 0.22; d. 0.134; d. foot 0.074.
A child's grave, perhapspart of the 266 cluster of
Doublehandle,ring at base of neck, tall slenderbody, infant burials. Probably robbed, and if so, the
small splayed foot. Red at edge of mouth and at southernmostof the gravesin the 229 disturbance.
base of neck; on shoulder, incised tongues colored Excavationnumber:195.
and black (rbwbrbwb....); below, colored band Depth: 1.08.
(wrrrw);on lower body, red line; foot red.
Sarcophagus:L. 0.75; w. 0.365; d. 0.265; th. 0.065;
the
be
derived
from
the
Late
stucco.
shape may
Although
Corinthianbeaked oinochoaisuch as Necrocorinthia, Cover:L. 0.86; w. 0.49; th. 0.11; broken,partmissing.
pl. 42, 2 and 3, intermediateexamples are lacking. Fill: entirely packedwith earth and stones.
The decorationis in the Corinthiantradition,but the Skeleton: almost completely disintegrated;head to
east or west.
form was perhapsre-introducedfrom Athens, a borrowingfrom the contemporaryblack-figuredoinocho- GRAVE257
ai of the late sixth century, as Beazley, ABV, pp.
440, 441, and Richter and Milne,Shapesand Names, Section 7 D. Pls. 34, 109.
The latest gravein the 136 family grouparoundthe
fig. 127. Cf.Hesperia,VII, 1938,p. 586,no. 74, fig. 14.
stele platform. The lack of strap holes in the cover
POTTERY, ATTIC
and the position of the skeleton crowded into too
254-2 (T1540). Black-glazedskyphos with concave short a coffin suggest that possibly this is a second
lip.
burial; the wealth of the offerings,however, makes
H. 0.108; d. 0.155; d. foot 0.086. Very deep body re-usenot very likely. Late sixth century.
with narrow,sharplycurved lip and wide foot. Red
Excavation number:104.
line below offset of rim and another at join of foot;
Depth: 1.55.
edge of foot reserved. Inside, reserved line below Sarcophagus:L. 1.58; w. 0.52; d. 0.42; th. 0.07;
rim. Not certainlyAttic.
stucco.
The closestparallelsto this shapeappearamongthe Cover:L. 1.68; w. 0.72; th. 0.09; no strap holes.
TheseusPainter'sproducts(e.g., Hesperia,XV, 1946, Silt: 0.03.
pp. 289ff., nos. 61ff.) and the Teisiasgroup (notably Skeleton:partiallydisintegrated;head to south.
Rhitsona, Ure, Sixth, pl. 9, no. 80.106; see also SILVER
Haspels, ABL, p. 109).
257-1 (T1462).Ring.
Missing,1949. Found near right forefinger.
GRAVE255
Section 6 E. Pls. 34, 108.
Oneof the largegravesto the west of the great 266
cluster of children'sgraves, and about contemporary
with most of them. The grave was on the edge of
the 229 area of disturbance, but appeared to be
intact. Late sixth century.
Excavation number:187.
Depth: 1.60.
Sarcophagus:L. 1.87; w. 0.63; d. 0.54; th. 0.06;
stucco.
Cover:L. 2.115; w. 0.84; th. 0.125; strap holes.
Silt: 0.04.
Skeleton: almost complete;head to east.

BRONZE

257-2 (T1464).Bead or pendant.
L. 0.009; d. 0.004. Acorn-shapedwith loop at top.
Found at right shoulder.
IRON

257-3 (T1461).Fibula.
Disintegrated.Found near right shoulder.
257-4 (T1463).Pin.
Disintegrated.Found near right hip.
POTTERY, CORINTHIAN

257-5 (T1455).Pattern skyphos.
H. 0.08; d. 0.099; d. foot 0.056. Unusually large.
Black buds at rim, red and black bands below; foot
POTTERY, CORINTHIAN
Red band inside rim.
reserved.
iii.
255-1 (T1771).Black-glazedskyphos, group Fig.
Cf. the more elaborate example found in Athens,
11.
H. 0.079; d. 0.106; d. foot 0.068. Double red line Hesperia,XV, 1946, pl. 66, no. 312, first decade of
the fifth century.
inside below rim; otherwisenormal.
257-6
(T1454).Black-glazedglobularoinochoe.
255-2 (T1770).Round-mouthedoinochoe,Type B.
H.
0.088;h. with handle0.103; d. 0.103; d. foot 0.072.
H. 0.107; d. 0.11. Ringed neck, very broad squat
body with no foot. Glaze completelyworn; no color Very wide flat shoulder.No added color.
257-7 (T1460).Miniatureblack-glazedolpe.
preserved.
H. 0.072; h. with handle 0.095; d. 0.05. Round
The earliestof this shape (see p. 136).

mouth, pressed inwards at attachment of tall loop
handle; sharply offset shoulder,flat bottom without
foot.
257-8 (T1456).Pattern lekanis.
H. with lid 0.104; d. 0.13; d. foot 0.06. In handle
zone, band of diagonalcrosshatchingbetween broad
purplelines; lowerbody reserved;foot black. Purple
dots on knob; on lid, black and purple bands each
side of debasedpalmette-lotuschain,the "palmettes"
purple, the lotuses black. Exceptionally rich bluish
purple.
POTTERY, ATTIC
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257-9 (T1459).Black-figuredlekythos.
P.h. 0.123; d. 0.068. Mouth missing. On shoulder,
cock to right between ivy leaves. On body, draped
figure seated left on okladias; at left, two men to
right, one draped, one nude; at right, one draped
figure to left. Red for hair, fillets, and details of
garments.
Cock Group.See Haspels,ABL, pp. 67ff.; Beazley,
ABV, pp. 466ff., and cf. esp. p. 469, nos. 85ff.
257-10 (T1457).Black-figuredlekythos.
H. 0.131; d. 0.061. As 257-9, but scene reversed.
GRAVE258

Section 12 B. Pls. 34, 108.
The smallest sarcophagusin the Cemetery, the
coffin was found upside down, without a lid, yet
packed with earth, pots, and skeleton. The apparent
explanation is that the lid was removed not long
afterthe burialand that the earthwhichthen covered
the contents became thoroughlyhardened.At some
later time it was tippedover,probablyby the disturbers of 309 etc. to the east, who assumedthat without
a lid it would have no contents. The grave is the
earliestin the immediatevicinity, and may be related
to the wealthy 272 and to 273, 280 to the north, and
perhaps to some of the robbed graves to the east.
End of the sixth century.
Excavationnumber:48.
Sarcophagus:L. 0.36; w. 0.18; d. 0.16; th. 0.05;
stucco.
Fill: packedwith earth.
Skeleton:almost entirely disintegrated.
Orientationas found: north-south.

POTTERY, CORINTHIAN

of box and lid missing.Deep box; shallowdomedlid
with flange,set insiderim of box. Horizontalred and
black bands on wall, red lines inside. Incised rings
on edgeof lid paintedred. Cf.128-hfor the kindof lid.
268-5 (T1137).Pattern lekanis.
H. of bowl 0.053; est. d. 0.091; d. foot 0.045. Knob
and half of lid missing.Bowl unglazedexcept for red
on foot. On lid, red and black lines, and band of
debasedfloralpattern.
The originof the floralband may have been a lotuspalmette chain such as that on 257-8.
GRAVE259

Section 12 B. Pls. 14, 34, 109.
The fourthlargegravein the 238 family line. Early
fifth century.
Excavation number:69.
Depth: 1.40.
Sarcophagus:L. 1.88; w. 0.54; d. 0.43; th. 0.07;
stucco.
Cover:L. 1.94; w. 0.71; th. 0.12; strap holes.
Silt: 0.09.
Skeleton: adult male, about 38; very well preserved;
head to south.
POTTERY, CORINTHIAN

259-1 (T1270). Round-mouthedoinochoe, Type A,
groupi.
H. 0.122; h. with handle0.145; d. 0.109; d. foot 0.07.
POTTERY, ATTIC

259-2 (T1271). Black-glazedskyphos of Corinthian
shape.
H. 0.075; d. 0.097; d. foot 0.057. Slope of foot unusually steep. Found under259-3.
259-3 (T1268).Black-glazedcup-skyphoswith concave lip.
H. 0.072; d. 0.149; d. foot 0.096. Outside of foot
entirelyglazed.
Cf. the black-figuredexample of nearly identical
shape from the Rock-cut Shaft, Hesperia,XV, 1946,
pl. 45, no. 81, dated ca. 500-490 B.C.
259-4 (T1269).Black-glazedkylix with concavelip.
H. 0.102; d. 0.183; d. foot 0.082.
Cf. Hesperia,XV, 1946, pl. 63, no. 231.
GRAVE
260
Section 5 C. Pls. 34, 109.
A largegravein the isolated225 cluster.Early fifth
century.
Excavationnumber:129.
Depth: 1.15.
Sarcophagus:L. 1.88; w. 0.605; d. 0.475; th. 0.08;

258-1 (T1136).Pattern skyphos.
H. 0.039; d. 0.05; d. foot 0.034. Black buds at rim.
258-2 (T1134).Round-mouthedoinochoe,Type A.
H. 0.077; h. with handle 0.093; d. 0.078; d. foot
0.056. Squat body with very slopingshoulder.
258-3 (T1135).Black-glazedlekythosof archaictype.
stucco.
H. 0.084; d. 0.04.
Cover:L. 2.07; w. 0.75; th. 0.125; strap holes.
258-4 (T1138).Powderpyxis.
Silt: 0.04.
P.h. with lid 0.06; est. d. 0.068. Very soft clay. Much Skeleton:very well preserved;head to south.

POTTERY, CORINTHIAN

260-1 (T1532). Round-mouthedoinochoe, Type A,
group i. Fig. 14A.

H. 0.163; h. with handle0.20; d. 0.143; d. foot 0.095.
On shoulder,in heavy white paint with incision,bird
to right, lookingback; above, to right, white X with
dots, and to left, small white circle.
For another oinochoe of this type with vestigial
filling ornaments, see Brussels A 1705, CVA, III
(IIIC), pl. 7, no. 4, with lion.
POTTERY, ATTIC

260-2 (T1533).Black-glazedskyphoswith torusfoot.
H. 0.105; d. 0.133; d. foot 0.079. Completelyglazed.
GRAVE261
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Section 8 D. Pls. 14, 34, 92, 109.
Part of the short family line beginningwith 250.
For the refinementsin the sarcophagus,cf. 250. Early
fifth century.
Excavation number:394.
Depth: 1.25.
Sarcophagus:L. 1.91; w. 0.55; d. 0.435; th. 0.07;
stucco inside and on upper0.07 of exterior;corner
notches.
Cover:L. 1.95; w. 0.735; th. 0.14; strap holes; under
edge bevelled.
Silt: 0.045.
Skeleton:nearly complete;head to south.
POTTERY, CORINTHIAN

261-1 (T2863).Black-glazedskyphoswith rays.P1.92.
H. 0.088; d. 0.119; d. foot 0.074. As the sixth century
skyphoi,groupiii (p. 106).
261-2 (T2862). Round-mouthedoinochoe, Type A,
groupi.
H. 0.12; h. with handle 0.16; d. 0.12; d. foot 0.079.
GRAVE262

Section 8 B. Pls. 17, 36, 80, 91,109.
This was the only gravein the Cemeteryfoundwith
armor.A helmet was in the north end of the sarcophagus,and nearit three bronzeeyelets, whichthe
excavatorssuggestedmight be the remainsof boots.
In a large bronzelebes at the other end of the grave,
therewere,in additionto pots and a strigil,fragments
of cloth and leather; these last may be the remains
of a leather cuirass or jerkin, even though such a
garmentwould be rather bulky to fit into the lebes.
It was recordedthat there were "very few traces of
bones, some in lebes."
It has been suggested (A.J.A., XXXIV, 1930, p.
424) that the deceased was a young boy. This is
certainlypossibleconsideringthe length of the coffin.
The lebes, however, suggests an alternative possibility. Such cauldronswere regularlyused for burial
containers,either placed directly in the ground, as
236, or given further protection, such as in the

tumulus in Attica (J.H.S., XLVI, 1926, pp. 253ff.)
where the lebes was set in a marble urn, or in the
Kerameikos(Arch.Anz., 1936, col. 188; G. Karo, An
Attic Cemetery,Philadelphia,1943, p. 21, pl. 24, b)
whereit had elaboratewrappingsand was put into a
limestone sarcophagus.For a recent discovery of a
bronzeurn in a protective containerat Eleusis, see
I.L.N., Nov. 13, 1954, p. 843, fig. 9, and Sept. 12,
1953, pp. 402f. If the lebes of grave 262 was itself
the burialurn, then the deceasedcould have been an
adult, perhapsa soldierwho died away from home,
and whoseremains,althoughcrematedin the foreign
fashion, were placed, still inside the lebes, in the
traditionalsarcophagus.The absenceof any mention
of burnt matter would be, on the other hand, an
argument against this hypothesis, and the bones
could be those of a pet animalor bird.
In addition to the armor,the grave containedthe
earliest strigil in the Cemetery,and a group of pots
of unusuallygood quality, all of them Attic except
the oinochoe.They date the grave to the early fifth
century. The sarcophaguswas placed in a comparatively isolated position, to the west of the 240 westward extensionof the 141 cluster. Grave268, which
is about a decade later, and which lies between 262
and the 240 group,breaksthe westwardchronological
sequence.
Published: A.J.A., XXXIV, 1930, pp. 424f.; Art
and Arch.,XXXI, 1931, pp. 231-232; I.L.N., August
9, 1930,pp. 244ff., fig. 10.
Excavationnumber:457.
Depth: 1.35.
Sarcophagus:L. 0.97; w. 0.41; d. 0.345; th. 0.061;
stucco.
Cover:L. 1.115; w. 0.49; th. 0.095; strap holes.
Skeleton:see above.
Silt: 0.045.
Orientation:north-south.
BRONZE

262-1 (T3164).Helmet. P1. 80.
H. 0.315; w. 0.23. Intact except for a very small
break on left cheek piece. Top smooth without attachment for crest; sharp offset at hairline, the
indentation curving back from a point high on the
forehead.Cheekpieces and the section coveringback
of neck meet at a sharp angle. Narrowband around
eye holes; a line drawnfar back from corners.
Published:Art and Arch.,XXXI, 1931,fig. p. 233;
A.J.A., XXXIV, 1930,p. 425, fig. 17; I.L.N., August
9, 1930, pp. 244ff., fig. 13. This helmet is no. 152 in
E. Kukahn,Das Griechische
Helm, p. 92, where it is
Museum
British
the
to
example (ibid.,no.
compared
151, pl. 4, 1 and 2; Walters,BMC Bronzes,no. 2818).
Cf. also the helmet in Athens from Hermione,Festschriftfiir Carl Weickert,Berlin, 1955, p. 14, figs. 4,
5; and the examplesfrom Olympia,Olympia,IV, Die
Bronzen,p. 168, pi. 63, no. 1018; and the dedication

Miltiades,Olympia Bericht,V, pp. 69ff., pls. 84,
35; and cf. OlympiaBericht,III, pp. 112f., pls. 44,
45, a helmet with a hole for the ear and a small nose
piece, and inscribedwith archaicCorinthianletters.
262-2 (T3156).Lebes. P1. 80.
P.h. 0.26; d. 0.362; d. opening0.221; w. rim 0.0175.
No decoration.Bottom disintegrated.
262-3 (T3166).Threeeyelets.
Each, H. 0.009; d. 0.007. Concavesides.Perhapsfrom
boots or cuirass.Found in northeastcornerof grave.

(T3163).Black-figuredlekythos.
H. 0.205; d. 0.084. Onshoulder,doubleseriesof rays;
above scene,doublerow of dots; belowscene,reserved
line.Draped,beardedfigureholdingrhyton(Dionysos),
seated to right, betweentwo women (maenads),also
seated right on okladiai.Branchesin field. White for
flesh of women, chiton of man, top of rhyton; no
addedred.
Classof Athens 581. This may be Beazley,ABV, p.
501, no. 71.
262-12 (T3161).Black-glazedlekythos.
H. 0.175; d. 0.069. Tongues at base of neck; on
IRON
shoulder,black lotus buds with white petals. Red on
262-4 (T3159).Strigil.
two red lines at top of body, one on lower part,
lip,
with
flat
w.
0.022.
P.1.0.28;
plate
Cylindricalhandle,
at end surmountedby small piercedknob (the latter anotherat join of foot.
By the Sappho Painter: Haspels, ABL, pp. 94ff.
probablybronze).
and 228, no. 50; see also Beazley, ABV, pp. 507f.
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CLOTH AND LEATHER

262-5 (T3604).Very smallfragmentsof decayedcloth
and leather, stained green, probablyfrom bronze of
lebes.

GRAVE263

Section 5 C. Pls. 37, 109.
The latest grave in the small 225 family group.
About
the second decadeof the fifth century.
POTTERY, CORINTHIAN
262-6 (T3165). Round-mouthedoinochoe, Type A, Excavationnumber:208.
Depth: 0.80.
groupi.
H. 0.133; h. with handle0.17; d. 0.122; d. foot 0.081. Sarcophagus:L. 1.71; w. 0.53; d. 0.44; th. 0.07;
stucco.

Cover:L. 1.92; w. 0.71; th. 0.11; strap holes.
262-7 (T3158). Black-figuredcup-skyphos.Fig. 11, Silt: 0.03.
Skeleton: young adult female, about 21; rather
P1. 91.
disintegrated;head to south.
H. 0.051; d. 0.088; d. foot 0.04. Shapeof the Hermogenean Class(see p. 153), but no offset at rim. Wide POTTERY, CORINTHIAN
reserved handle zone; below, narrow reserved line. 263-1 (T1842).Semi-glazedskyphos,groupi.
A: boar to right, betweenlions left and right. B: the H. 0.086; d. 0.107; d. foot 0.066. Very straightsides;
same, but all figuresto right. Heavy incision;mouths two lines above foot. The earliest of the series.
and belly stripes once white. Found in lebes.
263-2 (T1841).Black-glazedminiatureskyphos.
Cf. for style the lekythos, University of California, H. 0.043; d. 0.06; d. foot 0.035.
CVA, I, pl. 27, no. 5 (Beazley,ABV, p. 503, 5, Ka- 263-3
(T1843).Largetrefoil oinochoewith lid.
linderu Group); and the fragment from the RockH. 0.11; h. with handle0.13; d. 0.117; d. foot 0.079;
cut Shaft, Hesperia,XV, 1946, pl. 51, no. 136.
w. lid 0.05. No shoulderincision;no red on neck.
262-8 (T3160).Palmette cup-skyphos.
ATTIC
H. 0.087; d. 0.14; d. foot 0.069. Shapeof the Cracow POTTERY,
Class.Palmettes as on red-groundpalmette lekythoi 263-4 (T1844).Palmettelekythos,groupi, red-ground.
H. 0.127; d. 0.045.
(p. 163), but very short. On bottom, graffito (Fig.
22). Found in lebes.
GRAVE264
See also 402-2. Cf. the examplefound in the Kerameikos in Athens, Jahrb.,LXI-LXII, 1946-1947,p. Section 6 D. Pls. 37, 109.
One of the adult graves near the great 266 cluster
62, no. 25, pi. 9, and refs.
of
infant burials,and probablyearlierthan most of
262-9 (T3162).Palmette kylix.
them.
Late sixth century for the skyphos; for the
H. 0.09; d. 0.165; d. foot 0.07. Unusuallywide rim
and deep bowl; stem concave in outline. No white oinochoe,see below.
Excavationnumber:202.
preserved.
223.
no.
cf.
Forthe shape, Hesperia,XV, 1946,pl. 62,
Depth: 1.50.
Sarcophagus:L. 1.69; w. 0.57; d. 0.47; th. 0.075;
262-10 (T3157).Palmette kylix. Fig. 20.
stucco.
H. 0.072; d. 0.154; d. foot 0.063. Solid palmettes Cover:L. 1.86; w. 0.79; th. 0.135; strap holes.
with white central petal, white dots outliningheart, Silt: 0.06.
Skeleton:nearly complete;head to south.
no incision,no circumscribingarcs.Foundin lebes.
POTTERY, ATTIC

264-1 (T1819).Pin.
D. of head, 0.036. Probablyan iron pin with bronze
chain attached. At right shoulder. For pins with
chains, see Jacobsthal,GreekPins, p. 116. Add the
silver example from Gortyna, Annuario, XVIIXVIII, 1955-1956,p. 238, fig. 33, right.
POTTERY, CORINTHIAN
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264-2 (T1817).Black-glazedskyphos,groupiii.
H. 0.092; d. 0.115; d. foot 0.071. Shapeand rays late,
but still red on rim and foot.
264-3 (T1818).Black-glazedglobulartrefoiloinochoe
with lid.
H. 0.13; h. with handle,0.151; d. 0.15; d. foot 0.095;
w. lid 0.065. Red on edge of mouth; incisedtongues
on shoulder,colored red and white alternatingwith
black(rbwbrbw);coloredlines on shoulder(wwrrrww)
and lower body (wrwrw);and red on foot.
In general, the shape and the system of coloring
differ very little from 161-3, but the highershoulder
and the curvedneck make it considerablylater; how
late is not certain,but it may possibly be contemporary with the skyphos,and archaizingin its elaborate
coloring.For the shape, cf. Hesperia,VII, 1938, p.
585, no. 72, fig. 14, with plain shoulder;see also the
examplein Copenhagen,CVA, II, pl. 83, 9. Considerably earlier than the example from the Rock-cut
Shaft, Hesperia,XV, 1946, pl. 67, no. 310, 490-480
B.C.
GRAVE265

Section 6 E. Pls. 37, 109.
One of the adult graves near the great 266 cluster
of infant burials.Early fifth century.
Excavation number:164.
Depth: 1.35.
Sarcophagus:L. 1.82; w. 0.56; d. 0.445; th. 0.067;
stucco.
Cover:L. 1.98; w. 0.79; th. 0.115; strap holes.
Silt: 0.10.
Skeleton:poorly preserved;head to east.

POTTERY, CORINTHIAN

265-1 (T1665).Black-glazedskyphoswith rays.
H. 0.107; d. 0.132; d. foot 0.085. Very long sparse
rays. Red lines: three at rim, two belowhandles,two
above rays; foot red.
The only examplefrom the Cemetery,this kind of
skyphoswas a commontype of householdvessel; see
Hesperia,VII, 1938, p. 589, figs. 15, 16; others were
found in the unpublishedwell at Corinth,K 23. For
one in Centuripe,Sicily, see Not. Scav., 1952, p. 337,
found with a skyphos by the Theseus Painter of
about 500 B.C.; anothercomesfromElaious,Louvre,
CVA, VIII (III C a), pl. 26, no. 21.
265-2 (T1664).Large trefoil oinochoewith lid.
H. 0.122; h. with handle 0.142; d. 0.116; d. foot

0.071;
Coloring 264-3,
band (wrand rw) and that above rays (wwrw)different. Unusuallyhigh body.
Cf. the example found in Athens, Hesperia, XV,
1946, pl. 67, no. 310, dated 490-480 B.C.
GRAVE266

Section 6 D. PI. 109.
One of a remarkablecluster of infant burials. In
a relatively small area (betweenthe large graves265
to the west and 302 to the east) are fourteen tiny
graves: 266, 271, 284, 285, 286, 287, 288, 289, 290,
291,292, 293, 298, 299. Thecontentsof most comprise
a small pattern skyphos and a pyxis or lekanis. So
far as these can be dated, it seems that the entire
group falls within a very short period. It may be
suggested that there was an epidemic, probably of
some children'sdisease, that occurredearly in the
fifth century.For the possibilityof secondaryburials,
see 284, 285.
The last two graves listed in the group, 298 and
299, seem a bit later and have richer offerings(see
also Deposit 47). Still later small burials which are
perhapsto be associatedwith the 266 clusterare 322,
336, and 344 to the east, and 334 to the north, all
very rich graves for this Cemetery.See also 229 and
303.
Excavationnumber:168.
Depth: 1.20.
Sarcophagus:L. 0.455; w. 0.205; d. 0.205; th. 0.057;
stucco.
Cover:L. 0.56; w. 0.37; th. 0.10.
Silt: filled to rim with earth.
Skeleton: almost completely disintegrated;head to
east or west.
POTTERY, CORINTHIAN

266-1 (T1676).Miniaturepattern skyphos.
H. 0.021; d. 0.037; d. foot 0.02. Verticallines at rim;
red band below.
POTTERY, ATTIC

266-2 (T1677).Palmettelekythos,groupi, red-ground.
H. 0.131; d. 0.04. Mendedfrom many fragments.
GRAVE267

Section 13 B. Pls. 37, 109.
Middleof the first quarterof the fifth century; this
and the near-by277 are earlierthan the surrounding
graves, and in date transitionalbetween the earlier
and the later graves of the 238 line not far to the
north. Above the grave was found a miniature
oinochoe, X-208. Just above the broken southeast
cornerlay the wall of the rectangularenclosure(see
p. 66).
Excavationnumber:78.
Depth: 1.60.
Sarcophagus:L. 1.62; w. 0.54; d. 0.42; th. 0.07;
stucco.

corner.
Silt: 0.03.
Skeleton: well preserved; head to south.
POTTERY,

CORINTHIAN

267-1 (T1323). Round-mouthed oinochoe, Type B.
H. 0.146; d. 0.12; d. foot 0.07. Another early jug
with unarticulated mouth and neck is 274-3.
POTTERY,

ATTIC
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267-2 (T1324). Palmette cup-skyphos.
H. 0.065; d. 0.087; d. foot 0.061. No incision on
palmettes, no white preserved. In shape not far from
the "pinchbase" cup-skyphos (Beazley, ABV, p. 577);
the palmettes, however, are specifically a cup decoration and it seems likely that, for all its breadth of
base, this is a derivative of the Cracow class (p. 155).
See also 281-7, 281-8.
267-3 (T1325). Black-figured lekythos.
H. 0.115; d. 0.044. Little-lion shape. Rays on shoulder; two rows of dots above scene; below it, two
reserved lines. Charioteer driving quadriga to r.;
behind horses, warrior to r. Red for charioteer's
belt and fillet, for manes and harness of horses; white
for robe, warrior's shield, horses' harness. Haspels,
ABL, p. 235, no. 62, there ascribed to the Diosphos
Painter; Miss Haspels has since told me that she
believes it to be not by the painter's hand but in his
manner. See also 272-8.

GRAVE268
Section 8 B. Pls. 38, 110.
For the position of this grave in its family group,
see 240 and 262. About 490-480 B.C.
Excavation number: 455.
Depth: 1.00.
Sarcophagus: L. 1.95; w. 0.595; d. 0.425; th. 0.064;
stucco.
Cover: L. 2.18; w. 0.765; th. 0.17; strap holes.
Silt: 0.025.
Skeleton: well preserved; head to south.

POTTERY,

CORINTHIAN

268-1 (T3135). Black-glazed skyphos with rays and
heavy foot. Fig. 11.
H. 0.085; d. 0.105; d. foot 0.07.
268-2 (T3134). Small black-glazed skyphos.
H. 0.059; d. 0.08; d. foot 0.048. Lines of added red.
268-3 (T3137). Round-mouthed oinochoe, Type A,
group i.
H. 0.151; h. with handle 0.184; d. 0.142; d. foot 0.095.
POTTERY,

ATTIC

268-4 (T3136). Black-glazed kylix with concave lip.
H. 0.08; d. 0.139; d. foot 0.064. No stem ring. As
Hesperia, XV, 1946, pl. 63, no. 235.
268-5 (T3133). Black-figured lekythos.
H. 0.156; d. 0.055. On shoulder, double series of rays;
above scene, three rows of fine dots; below scene,

quiver
suspendedin branchesof tree at left; anothertree at
right. White for boar and fruit, red for garment.In
the mannerof the Haimon Painter (Beazley, ABV,
pp. 539ff.).
Cf. Hesperia,XV, 1946, pl. 55, nos. 147, 148.
GRAVE
269
Section 5 D. PI. 94.
The fine stucco and the lack of strap holes would
indicate that the sarcophagusbelongedto a time no
later than about the middle of the sixth century;
the lekythosthen wouldbe eitherpart of the furniture
from a secondaryburialof the early fifth century,or
an accidental and external relic of the disturbance
(see also 270 and 279) which took place in the area,
perhapsin the fourthcenturyB.C., possiblynot until
the nineteenthcenturyA.D. See the discussionunder
168, 229, and p. 78. The lekythos was found between
the legs of the skeleton.
Excavationnumber:147.
Depth: 1.35.
Sarcophagus:L. 1.73; w. 0.50; d. 0.445; th. 0.07;
fine stucco.
Cover:L. 1.96; w. 0.67; th. 0.11; cracked;no strap
holes.
Silt: 0.10 (earth).
Skeleton:very disintegrated;head to south.
POTTERY, ATTIC

269-1 (T1634).Black-figuredlekythos.
H. 0.154; d. 0.054. Mendedfrom many fragments,
surfacemuch eroded.Rays at base of neck, inverted
buds on shoulder; above scene, simple meander;
reservedline below scene. Two drapedwomenseated
r. on okladiai,a third, similar,seated 1. The figureat
1. possibly holds flutes, the middle one a kithara,
and the third has a white wreath (?) in each hand.
Branchesin field. Red ox garments;white for flesh
and fruit on branches.About 490-480 B.C.
GRAVE270

Section 5 D.
The coffin, since there were strap holes in the lid,
appearsto be later than 269, but the grave was no
doubt disturbed at the same time (see also p. 78).
No offeringswere found.
Excavationnumber:146.
Depth: 1.20.
Sarcophagus:L. 1.72; w. 0.56; d. 0.47; th. 0.06;
stucco.
Cover:L. 1.97; w. 0.76; th. 0.12; strapholes; cracked.
Silt: 0.26.
Skeleton:much disintegrated;head to south.
GRAVE271

Section 6 D. Pls. 39, 94, 109.
Oneof the great 266 clusterof infant graves.About
490-480 B.C.

Depth: 1.30.
Sarcophagus:L. 0.67; w. 0.28; d. 0.25; th. 0.057; fine
stucco.
Cover:L. 0.83; w. 0.46; th. 0.14.
Silt: 0.07.
Skeleton:entirely disintegrated;head east or west.
POTTERY, CORINTHIAN

0.545; 0.45;
0.065;
Sarcophagus: 1.75;
stucco.
Cover:th. 0.12; strap holes; completelybroken.
Silt: partiallyfilled with earth.
Skeleton:disturbed,poorlypreserved;head to south
(skullin southeastcorner).
BRONZE

272-1 (T1082).Mirror.
L. 0.31; d. 0.16. Slightly less than half of the disk
missing.Disk and handlecut fromone thin flat sheet
of bronze, the tip at end of handle rolled into tiny
cylinder.At the top of the disk, ring (preserved,but
not
illustrated). Handle narrowingbelow the disk
POTTERY, ATTIC
from 0.038 to 0.026, and at the end rounding out
271-2 (T1670).Black-glazedkylix with concavelip.
into a palmette shape, the petals of which were
H. 0.053; d. 0.095; d. foot 0.048. The shape of the
not incised.
foot (but not the body) is close to Bloesch,Formen, apparently
for
the scalloped end of the handle, this
Except
pi. 34, 3.
mirroris of the same basic shape as the examples
271-3 (T1671).Black-glazedstemlesskylix. Fig. 21.
publishedin Necrocorinthia,pp. 225ff., and closest
H. 0.033; d. 0.079; d. foot 0.037. The foot slightly in
proportionsto fig. 103 B, dated tentatively to the
concave beneath,with small centraldepression.
late sixth centuryB.C.
Cf. Hesperia,XV, 1946, pl. 63, no. 240.
POTTERY, CORINTHIAN
271-4 (T1672).Black-figuredlekythos. P1. 94.
272-2
H. 0.12; d. 0.042. Unbroken, but surface eroded.
(T1076).Round-mouthedoinochoe,Type B.
H.
0.13; d. 0.114; d. foot 0.072.
Top of lip red; neck, shoulder,and inside of handle
white; body red ground. At base of neck, row of 272-3 (T1079).Miniaturekrater.
shortrays; on shoulder,degeneratebuds in the shape H. 0.02; d. 0.034. Black-glazed;stringmarkson base.
of stemmed dots; above scene, double row of dots;
ATTIC
below scene, reservedband and three red lines; top POTTERY,
of foot red. At left, Herakles wrestling with bull, 272-4 (T1075).Palmette kylix.
observerstanding at r. Branchesin field; on them H. 0.073; d. 0.14; d. foot 0.06. Short palmetteswith
carelessincision. Later than any in the 500-490B.C.
hung garment,fillet, bow, and quiver. Red for fillet,
of the Rock-cutShaft,Hesperia,XV, 1946,pl.62.
levels
garments,quiver,neck stripesof bull; white for fruit
on branches,horn, tail, and flank patches of bull, 272-5 (T1080).The same.
H. 0.073; d. 0.143; d. foot 0.062.
and two lines acrossshoulderof Herakles.
For
the
in
manner.
or
his
Haimon
the
Painter,
By
272-6 (T1077).Black-figuredlekythos. P1. 94.
white shoulderand neck, see Haspels, ABL, p. 131. H. 0.189; d. 0.086. Short thick rays at base of neck;
Cf. 272-8, with the same shape and pattern work, on shoulder, lotus buds with looped stems, and
but by a differenthand.
points joined by arcs; dots between stems. Below
scene, reservedband and two red lines. AmazonomaGRAVE272
chia: in center, warriorspearing Amazon fallen on
Section 12 B. Pls. 38, 94, 110.
one knee; at either side, warriormoving away but
For the relationship of this sarcophagusto the looking back. For left-hand warrior,red for dots on
adjacenttile grave, see 273, and for the largergroup, rim of shieldand outline of helmet; white for fig-leaf
see 258. Oneof the wealthiestgravesin the Cemetery, blazon,baldric,and dots at base of crest. For central
this sarcophagusprovidedthe only mirrorfound. The warrior,red for helmet, white for dots on edge of
lekythos 272-10 was found standing upright in the shield and chiton, triple dots on chlamys, and for
northeast corner, possibly to preserve its contents, edge of crest. For Amazon, red for hair, white for
but more likely by accident. The absurdity of the flesh, dots at base of crest, and circularblazon on
crude miniature krater among expensive imported shield. Warriorat right, as left-hand figure, but on
vases can hardly be explainedaway as a toy in such shield white device of hindquartersof panther.
a large grave; unlessit was perhapsa child'soffering Published:Art and Arch.,XXIX, 1930, p. 264, fig.
to his dead mother.About 490-480 B.C., with 272-6 22; Beazley, ABV, p. 489, no. 14 (the numberthere
earlierthan the otherofferings.For the brokencover, given wrongly as T1007), Class of Athens 581;
see 273 and 309.
Haspels, AB,, pp. 225 and 93, where the class is
dated to about 500 B.C., makingthis vase at least a
Excavationnumber:36.
decadeearlierthan the othersin 272.
1.53.
Depth:
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271-1 (T1673).Tripodpyxis.
H. with lid 0.087; d. 0.08. Red, black, and reserved
horizontalbands. The last of the series of this shape
(see p. 116), and the only fifth century example.
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272-7 (T1074).Black-figuredlekythos. P1. 94.
H. 0.244; d. 0.088. At base of neck, closely set rays;
on shoulder, three linked reversing palmettes with
buds near handle. Purple band on edge of lip, three
lines below scene, one on edge of foot. Above scene,
double row of dots; below scene, one narrow,one
wide black band. Chariotand four horses,right, the
far one with head bent; in chariot, drapedwoman;
behind horses,woman and Dionysos to r., the latter
with head turned back. At r., woman seated 1. In
field, brancheswith fruit. Red for fillets, garments,
beardof Dionysos,harness,and manesof two horses;
white for women'sflesh, horses'tails, and fruit.
Mentionedby Haspels, ABL, pp. 86, 215, no. B 1;
connectedwith the GelaPainter.
272-8 (T1081).Black-figuredlekythos. P1. 94.
H. 0.12; d. 0.042. Purpleline on edge of mouth, three
below scene, one on upper edge of foot. At base of
neck, short rays; on shoulder stemmed dots, the
shoulder perhaps originally white. Above scene,
double row of fine dots; below scene, broad black
band. Quadriga driven by charioteer with goad
racing to r., past goal post; behind horses,warrior
with two spearsmoving to r. Red for belt and fillet
of charioteer, mane of one horse, and harness,
garment of warrior,fillets on goalpost. White for
charioteer'srobe, edge of helmet crest, circularshield
device, goal post, and ornamentson harness.Hasty
drawing(all the parts of all the horsesnot accounted
for), but elaborate detail. In the manner of the
DiosphosPainter (seenote, 267-3); Haspels,ABL, p.
234, no. 61.
272-9 (T1084).Black-figuredlekythos.
H. 0.17; d. 0.54. Double series of rays on shoulder;
two rows of dots above scene; below scene, three
reserved bands. Symposium: reclining figure on
couch, at the foot of whichfemaleflute-playerstanding r.; on either side, woman seated on okladias.
White for flesh of women.
272-10 (T1078). Palmette lekythos, group i, redground.
H. 0.135; d. 0.046. Palmettes normal, but a double
series, above and below guilloche.
Doublepalmette chainsare not uncommon.Closest
is the example from the tumulus at Marathon,
Athens, CVA, I (III H h), pl. 10, no. 4; see also
Haspels, ABL, pl. 22, 5; Hesperia,XV, 1946, pl. 53,

GRAVE273

Section 12 B.
This tile-coveredgrave was adjacent to grave 272.
In it was foundonly the bottom of an Attic lekythos,
datable to the later part of the first quarterof the
fifth centuryB.C. If the lekythos belongs,this is one
of the two earliest tile burialsin the Cemetery.The
simplicity of the construction,comparedwith that
of 274, and the fragmentarycondition of the vase
make it seem more likely that the vase is an intrusion or that it belongs to 272, and that the grave
itself is contemporarywith 491, immediatelyto the
west. Its proper offeringsmay have been removed
during the disturbancewhich occurredamong the
gravesto the south,309-313, and whichmay account
for the brokencover of 272.
Above the grave was found a miniature banded
lekythos,X-212.
Excavationnumber:41.
Depth: 1.60.
Grave:L. 1.15; w. 0.45; d. 0.45; unlined.
Tiles: th. 0.04; completelybroken.
Fill: solid packingof earth and stones.
Skeleton:much disintegrated;head to east.
POTTERY, ATTIC

273-1 (T1099). Fragmentary palmette lekythos,
groupi, red-ground.
P.h. 0.05; d. 0.038. Lowerbody only preserved.
GRAVE274

Section 7 C. Pls. 15, 39, 79, 110.
This is the earliesttile-coveredburial(Fig. 5) found
(but see 273), and the only one so elaboratelyconstructed.Probablya late intrusionin an areaof early
sarcophagi,but possiblyconnectedwith 253 and 297.
For the boxed tiles, see pp. 73-74, andOlynthus,XI,
p. 160. About 485-475 B.C.
Excavationnumber:406.
Depth: 1.05.
Grave:L. 1.44;w. 0.50; d. 0.555; eight tiles, two each
on floorand sides,one at each end; well fitted.
Cover:two tiles, broken; each, L. 0.735; w. 0.635;
th. 0.055.
Fill: completelyfilled with earth.
Skeleton:very disintegrated;head to south.
BRONZE

274-1 (T3255).Pair of pins. P1. 79.
P.h. 0.02 and 0.019. Only heads preserved:seven
Sixth, pl. 15, no. 131.12; Berytus, XI, 1955, pl. 25,
disks below a hemisphere. Similar to
no. 2; "Epyov, 1958, p. 10, fig. 6; Arch.Anz., 1954, graduated
GreekPins, fig. 105, and p. 26, there
Jacobsthal,
cols. 97, 98, no. 3, fig. 2; Braunschweig,CVA, pl. 11,
called
subgeometric.Cf. Perachora,I, pl. 76, nos.
no. 14; Compiegne,CVA, pl. 12, no. 3; and E. L.
16-19,
"relativelylate" (p. 172).
Terrace,GreekVasesat DartmouthCollege,no. 14.
272-11 (T1083). Palmette lekythos, group i, red- POTTERY, CORINTHIAN
274-2 (T2915).Semi-glazedskyphoswith heavy foot.
ground.
H. 0.13; d. 0.047.
H. 0.061; d. 0.084; d. foot 0.055.
no. 183; AsAeT-ov,XV, 1933-1935, p. 44, fig. 26; Ure,

274-3 (T2914).Round-mouthedoinochoe,Type B.
H. 0.13; d. 0.114; d. foot 0.062.
274-4 (T2913).Miniaturebowl.
H. 0.25; d. 0.056. Slight thickeningat the rim. The
earliestof a long series (p. 149).
POTTERY, ATTIC

274-5 (T2916). Black-glazedcup-skyphoswith concave rim.
H. 0.068; d. 0.14; d. foot 0.086. Reserved line just
inside rim; red line at lower edge of offset of rim,
inside and out. Edge of foot unglazed.
274-6 (T2912).Black-figuredlekythos,white-ground.
H. 0.17; d. 0.056. Red on edge of mouth, several
lines below scene, one at join of body and foot. On
shoulder,double series of rays; above scene, zigzag
of carefullydrawnconnecteddots; below scene, wetincised lines. Quadrigato right, woman mounting
chariot, two others behind horses. At r., Hermes
walkingr., lookingback. Branchesin field.
Haimon Group,Beazley,ABV, pp. 538ff.; Haspels,
ABL, pp. 130ff. Cf.in particular,the StadiumStreet
XI, 1927-1928, pp. 91ff., fig. 1,
group, AEA8riov,
about 480 B.C.

simple rim and sides tapering to short stem. Cf.
Hesperia,XV, 1946, pl. 62, nos. 219, 220.
275-6 (T1222).Black-figuredlekythos.
H. 0.154; d. 0.044. Surfacemucheroded.Doubleseries
of rays at shoulder;above scene, two rows of small
dots; below scene, reserved line. Quadriga to r.,
behind horses, warriorto r. White for charioteer's
robe, for helmet crest, and for goal post. No red
visible.
Haimon Group;see 274-6.
276-7 (T1219). Palmette lekythos, group i, redground.
H. 0.123; d. 0.045.
275-8 (T1220).The same.
H. 0.13; d. 0.044.
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276
GRAVE
Section 4 C. Pls. 39, 110.
This grave partly overlay the geometricburial 20,
and appearsto be the first made in the generalarea
after it fell into disuse following the Geometric
period. A quarter of a century later one finds 330
and 339, etc., the beginning of the new intensive
use of the section.
The kind of roof tile used to cover this grave, the
GRAVE275
earliest tile-coveredburial except for 274, is a rare
Section 12 B. Pls. 39, 110.
form of the common pan tile. For the "trough,"so
two
are
with
this
associated
described by the excavator, see the South Stoa
large
grave
Closely
small ones, 281 and 282, the only burials in the tiles, Corinth,I, iv, p. 87, fig. 61, pl. 21, 2, whereit is
vicinity which are contemporaryor nearly so. If suggested that the high edge served as a barrierto
these three were part of a larger family group, the divert water from entering the opaion in the tile
other graveswouldhave to be the robbedsarcophagi, below.About 485-475 B.C.
309-313, to the west, and the wealthy 272, still Excavationnumber:244.
farther west. Two lekythoi were found in the kylix,
Depth: 1.70.
275-5. About 485-475 B.C.
Grave:L. 1.37; w. 0.60; rubble-lined.
Tiles: two, each L. 0.69; w. 0.59; th. 0.05; broken.
Excavation number:62.
Skeleton: almost entirely disintegrated; head to
Depth: 1.47.
south.
th.
d.
L.
w.
0.065;
0.53;
0.42;
Sarcophagus: 1.72;
stucco.
POTTERY, CORINTHIAN
Cover:L. 1.78; w. 0.71; th. 0.115; broken.
276-1
(T2212).Semi-glazedskyphos,groupi.
Silt: 0.07.
H.
head
to
east.
well
0.079; d. 0.096; d. foot 0.065. In addition to the
Skeleton:fairly
preserved;
usual
red lines, one at rim, two in reserved area,
POTTERY, CORINTHIAN
above
foot.
just
275-1 (T1216).Black-glazedskyphoswith rays.
276-2 (T2211). Round-mouthedoinochoe, Type A,
H. 0.082; d. 0.10; d. foot 0.061.
groupi.
275-2 (T1215).Round-mouthedoinochoe,Type B.
H. 0.11; h. with handle 0.136; d. 0.10; d. foot 0.066.
H. 0.142; d. 0.113; d. foot 0.075.
275-3 (T1221).Black-glazedlekythos of archaictype. POTTERY, ATTIC
276-3 (T2213). Palmette lekythos, group i, redH. 0.094; d. 0.035.
ground.
POTTERY, ATTIC
H. 0.119; d. 0.04.
275-4 (T1218).Cup-skyphoswith palmettes. Fig. 20.
H. 0.09; d. 0.167; d. foot 0.076. Shape of the Cracow POTTERY, OTHER
class (p. 155). Solid palmettes, incised and circum- 276-4 (T2210).Shallowbowl.
scribed;no buds between. See note under281.
H. 0.038; d. 0.135. Low bowl with nearly vertical
sides,roundedbottom,two small lug handles. Brittle
275-5 (T1217).Palmette kylix. Fig. 20.
H. 0.07; d. 0.16; d. foot 0.067. Unusual shape with red-brownfabric. Probably Corinthiancookingware

fabric. Cf. Hesperia, VII, 1938, p. 599. Cf. also Pots
and Pans of Classical Athens, American School of
Classical Studies, 1958, figs. 39, 43.
GRAVE277
Section 13 B. Pls. 37, 94, 110.
For the relative isolation and possible relationship
with the 238 line of this grave and the near-by 267,
see the latter. About 490-480 B.C.
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Excavation number: 77.
Depth: 1.36.
Sarcophagus: L. 1.81; w. 0.54; d. 0.42; th. 0.075;
stucco.
Cover: L. 1.95; w. 0.73; th. 0.13.
Silt: 0.06.
Skeleton: very well preserved; male, middle adult;
head to south.
IRON

277-1 (T1322). Strigil.
L. 0.285; w. 0.02. Cylindrical handle.
POTTERY, CORINTHIAN

277-2 (T1320). Black-glazed skyphos with rays.
H. 0.083; d. 0.103; d. foot 0.064. Tall and thin, the
latest of this type.
277-3 (T1318). Round-mouthed oinochoe, Type A,
group i.
H. 0.157; h. with handle 0.185; d. 0.142; d. foot
0.091.
277-4 (T1317). Black-glazed lekythos of archaic
type.
H. 0.089; d. 0.04. Red on lip, shoulder, and foot.
277-5 (T1321). The same.
H. 0.089; d. 0.04.
POTTERY, ATTIC

277-6 (T1319). Black-glazed cup-skyphos with concave lip.
H. 0.109; d. 0.193; d. foot 0.111. Deep bowl, broad,
slightly profiled foot, the edge unglazed. Bottom
glazed except for small reserved circle with two
black rings.
277-7 (T1316). Black-figured lekythos. P1. 94.
H. 0.14; d. 0.056. Fragments of shoulder missing.
Late version of the shape of the Cock Group. Double
series of rays at shoulder; above scene, crude meander
to r.; below scene, reserved line. Maenad between
silens dancing to r. Red for beards and tails, and
garment of maenad; a few traces of white. Very
similar to Hesperia, XV, 1946, pl. 55, no. 145.
GRAVE 278

Section 8 C. Pls. 37, 79.
The earliest of an isolated cluster of three graves
(see 327 and 396); possibly an extension of the
family group to the east (240 etc.). First quarter of
the fifth century B.C.

Depth: 1.35.
Sarcophagus:L. 1.735; w. 0.54; d. 0.45; th. 0.075;
stucco.
Cover:L. 1.89; w. 0.69; th. 0.11; strapholes; broken.
Silt: 0.035.
Skeleton:much disturbed;head to south.
IRON

278-1 (T3017).Brooch.
Disintegrated.
278-2 (T3018).Four pins. P1. 79.
(a). P.1. 0.056; probably three flattened spheres.
(b). P.1. 0.053; inverted hemisphericalhead. (c).
P.1.0.067;probablytwo flattenedspheres.(d). Diam.
0.015; flat disk head. All foundscatteredover areaof
chest.
POTTERY, CORINTHIAN

278-3 (T3016).Black-glazedskyphos with rays and
heavy foot.
H. 0.085; d. 0.102; d. foot 0.068. Unusually wellroundedfoot.
278-4 (T3015).Largetrefoiloinochoeand lid.
H. 0.111; h. with handle 0.138; d. 0.118; d. foot
0.085; w. lid 0.065. Four red lines at shoulder,no
white preserved;otherwiseas pp. 130-132.
GRAVE279

Section 5 E. P1. 37.
One of the later burials, perhaps in an older sarcophagus,amongthe early children'sgraves (see 168,
254, and p. 78). No strap holes were noted for the
lid, which was found broken. This, as well as the
position, suggestsre-use,or, perhapsmore likely, reuse in the earlyfifth century and much laterdisturbance. See 269 for a similarsituation. On the south
side was found Deposit45, about contemporarywith
the children'sgraves.
Excavationnumber:138.
Depth: 1.33.
Sarcophagus:L. 1.74; w. 0.53; d. 0.44; th. 0.07;
stucco.

Cover: L. 1.96; w. 0.71; th. 0.13; no strap holes;
broken.
Silt: earth and stones to rim.
Skeleton: completelydisintegrated;head to east or
west.
POTTERY, CORINTHIAN

279-1 (T1581). Round-mouthedoinochoe, Type A,
groupi. Fig. 14 A.
D. 0.142; d. foot 0.089. Neck and fragmentsof body
missing. On shoulder, white lotus-palmette with
tendrils.
GRAVE280

Section 12 B. Pls. 15, 37, 110.
Part of the same family group as 272. Near by, at
the west end of the grave, was found Deposit 7,

probably gravegroupcontemporary
is no ready explanationfor the damageto the south
side of box and lid, and for the disturbanceof the
skeleton; if the predatorswho robbed the near-by
graves 309 etc. are to blame, then perhaps they
pulled out all the contents on the south side, not
reaching across to those on the north (see sketch,
P1. 110). The selection of pots could be completeas
it was found, but note the wealth of objects in 272,
just to the south. About 485-475 B.C.
Excavationnumber:35.
Depth: 1.45.
Sarcophagus:L. 1.65; w. 0.53; d. 0.42; th. 0.065;
stucco; south wall broken.
Cover:L. 1.80; w. 0.54; th. 0.115; southside cut away
(PI. 15).
Silt: entirely packedwith earth and large rocks.
Skeleton: disturbedand disintegrated;fragmentsof
skull at east.

281,
depth
egg.
0.30. m., werefounda lekanisand an Attic salt cellar,
X-218 and X-251, probably about contemporary
with the offeringsin 281. About 480-470 B.C.
Excavationnumber:64.
Depth: 1.46.
Sarcophagus:L. 0.68; w. 0.30; d. 0.19; th. 0.045;
stucco.
Cover:L. 0.75; w. 0.39; th. 0.11.
Silt: 0.17.
Skeleton:completelydisintegrated;headeast orwest.

280-3 (T1070).Black-figuredchimneylekythos.
H. 0.16; d. 0.05. Double series of rays on shoulder.
Chimney mouth, not yet fully developed. Above
scene, two rows of irregularly placed black and
white dots; below scene, two black lines. Quadriga
to right, driven by charioteer with goad; Athena
running left, spears more or less in hand, mostly
behind horses, but with her feet and the tail of her
helmet crest on the near side of the team. White for
flesh of Athena, crest of helmet, charioteer'srobe,
and harness decoration.Cf. the horses of 272-8, in
the mannerof the DiosphosPainter. For the Athena
in this type of scene, see Beazley, ABV, p. 545, nos.
184-194, mannerof the HaimonPainter.
280-4 (T1073).Black-figuredlekythos.
H. 0.16; d. 0.052. Part of handle missing; surface
badly pitted. Double series of rays on shoulder;
double row of dots above scene; below scene, one
wide, one narrow black band. Apparentlymounted
Amazons. Traces of red and white. Probably from
the HaimonPainter'sshop.

281-6 (T1239).Pattern lekanis.
H. with lid 0.095; d. 0.106, d. foot 0.06. Normalbowl;
lid with very wide knob and slopingsides. In handle
zone, continuouszigzag; below, red line, another on
foot. Lid glazed.

EGG

281-1. Shell of one egg, found in southwestcorner.
POTTERY,

CORINTHIAN
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281-2 (T1233).Semi-glazedskyphos,groupii.
H. 0.05; d. 0.066; d. foot 0.04. The one example of
the group from an early fifth century context. The
undersideflat, separatedfrom the foot by a groove,
as in many pattern skyphoi.
POTTERY, CORINTHIAN
and
281-3 (T1234).Unglazedminiatureskyphos.
280-1 (T1072). Black-glazedskyphos with rays
H. 0.03; d. 0.044; d. foot 0.026.
heavy foot.
H. 0.09; d. 0.105; d. foot 0.065.
281-4 (T1236).Round-mouthedoinochoe,Type B.
H. 0.072; d. 0.065; d. foot 0.031. Unusuallyincurved
280-2 (T1071).Round-mouthedoinochoe,Type A.
H. 0.13; h. with handle 0.16; d. 0.114; d. foot 0.075. lip; no trace of the usual red lines.
Unusually squat body, a development of the sixth 281-5 (T1243). Black-glazed lekythos of archaic
century shape (see p. 134).
type.
H. 0.093; d. 0.034; d. foot 0.04.
ATTIC
POTTERY,

POTTERY,

ATTIC

281-7 (T1232).Cup-skyphoswith palmettes.Fig. 20.
H. 0.062; d. 0.101; d. foot 0.054. Deep cup with
narrowoffset lip and short thick stem, a degeneration of the shape of the Cracowclass (see p. 155).
The "palmettes" are merely irregular patches of
glaze alternatingwith white dots, no incision.
The quality of this cup, 281-8, and also of 275-4,
is so poor that one wondersthat they were exported.
A special consignmentto a funeraloutfitters' shop?
Such inelegant cups do not occur in Athens even in
ordinary domestic contexts; see, for example, the
rangeof materialfromthe Rock-cut Shaft, Hesperia,
XV, 1946, pls. 35ff. The cups are almost certainly
Attic in fabric.
281-8 (T1235).The same.
GRAVE281
H. 0.056; d. 0.099; d. foot 0.053. Warped.
281-9
111.
12
Pls.
B.
Section
40,
(T1237).Black-figured(palmette)skyphos.
This and 282 are tiny sarcophagiprobably to be H. 0.058; d. 0.075; d. foot 0.04. A variant of the
associated with the adjoining grave 275. Both 281 HermogeneanClass (see p. 153) and close to the
and 275 contain very odd and ugly cup-skyphoi(see Pisteas Class (Beazley, ABV, pp. 627f.). Instead of
further,281-7). Grave281 also was the earliestgrave palmettes, black ovals crossedby line of white dots.

Cf.
contemporaryexample,
palmettes, from Halai, Hesperia, XI, 1942, pl. 3,
grave 25.
281-10 (T1238).The same. Fig. 11.
H. 0.058; d. 0.075; d. foot 0.04.
281-11 (T1240). Palmette lekythos, group i, redground.
H. 0.112; d. 0.037.
281-12 (T1241).The same.
H. 0.112; d. 0.037.
281-13 (T1242).The same.
H. 0.103; d. 0.034.
GRAVE282
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Section 12 B. Pls. 37, 111.
Like 281, a small sarcophagussituated on the north
side of the large 275. For the break in the wall and
the concentrationof vases on the side away from
the break, compare280, also on the peripheryof the
309 robbedarea. About 480-470 B.C.
Excavation number:65.
Depth: 1.40.
Sarcophagus:L. 0.72; w. 0.26; d. 0.20; th. 0.055;
stucco; north and east sides brokenaway.
Cover:L. 0.81; w. 0.34; th. 0.09; broken.
Silt: entirelyfilled with earth.
Skeleton:completelydisintegrated;head eastorwest.
POTTERY, CORINTHIAN

282-1 (T1246).Round-mouthedoinochoe,Type B.
H. 0.073; d. 0.067. Unglazed. Flaring mouth; flat
bottom, no foot.
282-2 (T1248).Pattern lekanis.
H. with lid 0.065; d. 0.079; d. foot 0.051. Bowl with
bent-up handles; sloping lid with large knob. Bowl
glazed, red on foot; on lid, red and black bands, and
zone of debasedbuds alternatingblack and red with
intertwinedstems.
POTTERY, ATTIC

282-3 (T1245).Black-glazedkylix with offset lip.
H. 0.073; d. 0.148; d. foot 0.064. The first in the
seriesof WienerSchalen(p. 160). Cf. particularlythe
example by the Yale Painter, Hesperia,V, 1936, p.
338, fig. 6, dated just after 480 B.C.
282-4 (T1244). Palmette lekythos, group i, redground.
H. 0.108; d. 0.035.
282-5 (T1247).The same.
H. 0.106; d. 0.0335.
GRAVE283

Depth: 1.30.
Sarcophagus:L. 1.72; w. 0.615; d. 0.47; th. 0.07;
stucco.
Cover: L. 1.84; w. 0.68; th. 0.14; strap holes;
cracked.
Silt: 0.08.
Skeleton:nearly complete;head to south.
BRONZE

283-1 (T1774).Strigil,groupi. P1. 80.
P.1. 0.252; w. 0.028. Probably riveted. Blade in
section deeply curved.One of the largestand earliest
bronzestrigilsin the Cemetery(seethe iron examples,
262-4 and 277-1).
283-2 (T1775). Object.

H. 0.014; d. 0.036. A flattened hemisphereof thin
bronze with lower edges rolled back forming rim,
and a circularhole at the top with rough edges. Cf.
also 306-1, 322-2, and 481-2.

Similar objects have been found elsewhere:Perachora,I, p. 158, fig. 22, and pl. 61, no. 104; Clara
Rhodos,VIII, p. 107, no. 5, fig. 94 (middle row,
second from right); Not. Scav., 1949, p. 150, fig. 7,
no. 5. These, like ours, could well be the mouths of
leather aryballoi. But see also Mon. Ant., X, 1901,
col. 264, fig. 13, a strigil which has a circularattachment at the end of the handle.
POTTERY, CORINTHIAN

283-3 (T1773). Round-mouthedoinochoe, Type A,
group i.

H. 0.119;h. with handle0.147; d. 0.111; d. foot 0.066.
283-4 (T1777).Unglazedlekanis,groupi, large.
H. with lid 0.101; d. 0.144; d. foot 0.101. Very
shallow bowl with wide reflex handles; sloping unridgedlid with thin flat knob on thick stem.
POTTERY, ATTIC

283-5 (T1776). Black-glazedskyphos of Corinthian
shape.
H. 0.096; d. 0.118; d. foot 0.071.
GRAVE284

Section 6 D. Pls. 40, 110.
One of the 266 cluster of infant graves. For the
significanceof the stucco,see 285.About480-470 B.C.
Excavationnumber:165.
Depth: 1.35.
Sarcophagus:L. 0.617; w. 0.257; d. 0.235; th. 0.055;
fine stucco.
Cover:L. 0.73; w. 0.38; th. 0.07.
Silt: 0.10.
Skeleton:entirelydisintegrated;head east or west.

POTTERY, CORINTHIAN
Section 6 D. Pls. 41, 80, 111.
One of the adult graves among the tiny sarcophagi 284-1 (T1668).Pattern skyphos.
of the 266 cluster,and about contemporarywith most H. 0.05; d. 0.068; d. foot 0.043. Close-set continuous zigzag; red band.
of them. About 480-470 B.C.

H. 0.102; h. with handle 0.13; d. 0.10; d. foot 0.07.
Early type of squat body; very wide mouth.
284-3 (T1667).Pattern lekanis.
H. with lid 0.078; d. 0.095; d. foot 0.05. Shallow
bowl with glazed band below handle, red on foot.
Deep lid with low knob; between red and glazed
bands, groupsof vertical zigzags.

286-1. Musselshell.
POTTERY, CORINTHIAN

286-2 (T1788).Pattern skyphos.
H. 0.034; d. 0.055; d. foot 0.033. Continuouszigzag;
glazed bands only.
286-3 (T1787). Powder pyxis with pattern decoration.
POTTERY, ATTIC
H. with lid 0.073; d. 0.10. Cover:on top, two series
284-4 (T1666). Palmette lekythos, group i, red- of grooves painted red; on wall, five narrow lines,
below which a wide zone of reversingcone pattern
ground.
H. 0.125; d. 0.044. Late in group;very carelessinci- (scallopededges),each unit in an outlinedpentagonal
sion.
area; at lower edge, lines and row of dots; rim red.
Cf. the three examples in the Academy grave, Box: black bands on wall; red on top of projecting
base.
"Epyov,1958, p. 10, fig. 6.
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GRAVE285

Section 6 D-E. Pls. 40, 110.
One of the great 266 cluster of infant graves. It is
difficult to date the small cups even approximately,
but they appear to belong to the first half of the
fifth century, probably too late to have been the
originalofferingsin a sarcophaguswithout stucco. If
the offeringsare from a primaryburial,this must be
one of the latest occurrencesof an unstuccoedsarcophagus.Note, however,that 284 had excellentfine
stucco, also typical of the sixth century, and see the
discussionunder 279 concerningre-use in this area.
Excavationnumber:167.
Depth: 1.33.
Sarcophagus:L. 0.615; w. 0.26; d. 0.205; th. 0.05; no
stucco.
Cover:L. 0.745; w. 0.32; th. 0.125.
Silt: 0.12.
Skeleton:entirelydisintegrated;head east or west.

GRAVE287

Section 6 D. Pls. 40, 110.
One of the 266 clusterof children'sgraves.Perhaps
first quarterof the fifth century.
Excavationnumber:185.
Depth: 1.00.
Sarcophagus: L. 0.625; w. 0.255; d. 0.23; th. 0.05;
stucco.
Cover:L. 0.71; w. 0.425; th. 0.085.
Silt: packedwith earth.
Skeleton:entirelydisintegrated;headto east or west.
POTTERY, CORINTHIAN

287-1 (T1757).Pattern skyphos.
H. 0.035; d. 0.051; d. foot 0.028. Continuouszigzag;
red and black bands.
287-2 (T1760).Pattern skyphos.
H. 0.038; d. 0.058; d. foot 0.036. Conepattern; red
and black bands; on bottom, raised ring with dots,
black and red circles.
287-3 (T1758).Miniaturebeakedoinochoe.
POTTERY, CORINTHIAN
H. with handle0.103; d. 0.062; d. foot 0.042. Black285-1 (T1674).Pattern skyphos.
glazed; red line on edge of lip, neck, middle body,
H. 0.036; d. 0.055; d. foot 0.033. Continuouszigzag; and
foot; on shoulderred and white lines (wrw).The
red and black bands.
shape is basically the same as 254-1, of the late
285-2 (T1675).Pattern skyphos.
sixth century; the cut-away mouth of 287-3 is a
H. 0.038; d. 0.059; d. foot 0.037. Vertical zigzags; later development,however.
red and black bands.
287-4 (T1759).Kalathos.
H. 0.026; h. with handle 0.039; d. 0.042. Of unusual
GRAVE286
shape, a miniature with concave sides and rolled
handleacrossthe top; red on lip and handle;on wall
Section 6 D. Pls. 41, 110.
One of the 266 cluster of children's graves. The brokenkey pattern.
Cf. the example found at the Academy,"Epyov,
shell and skyphos were found inside the pyxis.
1958,
first
of
the
fifth
p. 10, fig. 6; and another,Corinth,XIV, p. 17,
century.
Perhaps
quarter
no.
14; also Ure, Sixth, p. 92, pl. 10, grave 115.
3,
pl.
Excavation number:198.
GRAVE288
Depth: 1.10.
Sarcophagus:L. 0.54; w. 0.225; d. 0.19; th. 0.055; Section 6 D. Pls.
41, 110.
stucco.
of
the
266
One
cluster of infant graves. This may
Cover:L. 0.67; w. 0.39; th. 0.065; cracked.
of the group, first half of the
one
of
the
latest
be
Silt: completelypacked with earth.
B.C.
fifth
century
Skeleton: no traces; head east or west.
15

POTTERY, CORINTHIAN
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Depth: 1.25.
290-1 (T1784).Powderpyxis.
Sarcophagus:L. 0.405; w. 0.20; d. 0.17; th. 0.045; H. 0.045; est. d. 0.078. Only partly preserved;shape
stucco.
similarto 292-1. No decorationvisible.
Cover:L. 0.57; w. 0.37; th. 0.105; broken.
Silt: packedwith earth.
Skeleton:completelydisintegrated;headeastorwest. GRAVE291
Section 6 D. Pls. 41, 90, 111.
POTTERY, CORINTHIAN
Oneof the 266 clusterof infant graves.The skyphos
288-1 (T1678).Pattern skyphos.
was
found on the knob of the lekanis (cf. 289), the
H. 0.038; d. 0.056; d. foot 0.035. Buds at rim; red
shell
inside. About the middle of the first half of the
and black bands.
fifth century.
288-2 (T1679). Powder pyxis with pattern decoraExcavationnumber:155.
tion.
H. 0.047; d. 0.075. Cover: on top, grooves around Depth: 1.16.
low central boss and on projectingupper edge; boss Sarcophagus:L. 0.39; w. 0.20; d. 0.175; th. 0.045;
stucco.
red, aroundit blacktonguepattern,outsideedge red; Cover:L. 0.54; w. 0.30; th. 0.095; cracked.
on wall, broad verticals, between them groups of Silt: 0.09.
vertical zigzagsalternatingwith hourglassdesign,all Skeleton:completelydisintegrated;headeast orwest.
in black. Box: black rings.
SEA SHELL
GRAVE289

291-1. Found in lekanis.

Section 6 D. Pls. 41, 110.
One of the 266 cluster of infant graves. Perhaps
first quarter of the fifth century. The skyphos had
apparentlybeen placed on the knob of the lekanis.
Excavation number:197.
Depth: 1.10.
Sarcophagus:L. 0.405; w. 0.26; d. 0.215; th. 0.045;
stucco.
Cover:L. 0.50; w. 0.34; th. 0.075; cracked.
Silt: 0.15.
Skeleton:no traces; head east or west.

POTTERY, CORINTHIAN

POTTERY, CORINTHIAN

289-1 (T1786).Pattern skyphos.
H. 0.035; d. 0.052; d. foot 0.032. Continuouszigzag;
two narrow bands of careless checker; above, wide
band of red. Inside unglazedexcept for black line at
rim, anotheron floor.
289-2 (T1785).Black-glazedlekanis.
H. with lid 0.095; d. 0.11; d. foot 0.052. Deep bowl,
reflexed band handles; red lines on wall and on
reservedarea at foot. Oddlyshapedlid with inverted
conical knob, sloping sides, and vertical edges;
across top, and around knob, reserved streak (apparently lid dipped in glaze twice, once each side,
and knob painted afterward).

291-2 (T1638).Pattern skyphos.
H. 0.041; d. 0.056; d. foot 0.033. Continuouszigzag,
carelesslydrawn;red and black bands.
291-3 (T1637).Pattern lekanis.Fig. 16, P1. 90.
H. with lid 0.093; d. 0.112; d. foot 0.062. Bowl:
band below handles black, rim and foot red, floor
inside painted with triple ring of black and small
circleat center.Cover:insideknob,Z-patternand red
band, dots on edge; on domed surface, from knob
outwards,cone pattern,black, red, and black bands;
red at edge.
GRAVE292

Section 6 D. Pls. 41, 111.
One of the 266 cluster of infant graves. Early fifth
century.
Excavationnumber:188.
Depth: 1.35.
Sarcophagus:L. 0.675; w. 0.28; d. 0.215; th. 0.045;
stucco.
Cover:L. 0.95; w. 0.40; th. 0.095.
Silt: 0.12.
Skeleton:completelydisintegrated;head east orwest.
POTTERY, CORINTHIAN

292-1 (T1772). Powder pyxis with pattern decoration.
Section 6 D. P1. 110.
H.
0.076; d. 0.094. About a third missing.Box: red,
One of the 266 clusterof infant graves.
black, and dotted bands; row of crosses. Cover: on
Excavation number:196.
top, rings of lines and dots and one of brokenmeanDepth: 1.17.
der, edgered; on wall,top and bottom,red and black
Sarcophagus:L. 0.425; w. 0.225; d. 0.165; th. 0.045; bands
with narrowlines of checkerpattern; in wide
stucco.
central
zone, broadvertical red bands with irregular
Cover:L. 0.55; w. 0.325; th. 0.07.
outline
borderedeach side by three black vertical
0.12.
Silt:
Skeleton:no traces; head east or west.
zigzags.
GRAVE290

2; a later version of the same design appearsas late
as the third quarterof the fifth century on a pyxis
from the Potters' Quarter,KP 131 (shaped much
like 293-1).
GRAVE
293
Section 6 D. Pis. 41, 111.
Probably one of the latest gravesin the 266 infant
cluster.About second quarterof the fifth century.
Excavation number:203.
Depth: 1.38.
Sarcophagus:L. 0.43; w. 0.195; d. 0.135; th. 0.045;
stucco.
Cover:L. 0.55; w. 0.33; th. 0.09.
Silt: packedwith earth.
Skeleton:no traces; head to east or west.
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POTTERY, CORINTHIAN

293-1 (T1820).Powderpyxis with patterndecoration.
H. 0.04; d. 0.054. Very heavy rim at top and bottom
of wall. Cover: row of Z-pattern between red and
black bands; similarbands on side.
Cf.Olynthus,XIII, p. 388, no. 927, frontispieceand
pl. 237.
GRAVE294

Section 8 D. Pls. 42, 95, 111.
The last grave in the long line startingwith 134 to
the west (see 132, 316 for the sequencein this area;
also 250), and with 300 the latest in the vicinity.
The presenceof a one-handleras the only drinking
vessel in this periodis unusual,but not significantin
a disturbedgrave; the only other Attic oinochoewas
found in 300, less than a meter to the north. For the
break in the west side of the cover, note the robbed
graves 316 and 317 to the west, probablyall part of
the same disturbance.About 480-470 B.C.
Excavation number:432.
Depth: 1.20.
Sarcophagus:L. 2.05; w. 0.61; d. 0.44; th. 0.075;
stucco.
Cover: L. 2.23; w. 0.815; th. 0.13; strap holes;
brokeninto on the west side.
Silt: 0.05.
Skeleton: disturbed, somewhat disintegrated;skull
found in south end.
POTTERY, CORINTHIAN

294-1 (T3025).One-handledcup.
H. 0.052; d. 0.098. Exceptionallydeep.
POTTERY, ATTIC

294-2 (T3021).Black-figuredtrefoil oinochoe.P1. 95.
H. 0.171; h. with handle0.19; d. 0.097; d. foot 0.052.
At neck, above ridge, short band of meanderto r.,
between black lines. On body, long panel extending
up onto shoulder; at top of panel, row of vertical
lines; on sides, borderof dots; below panel, red line
15*

hand about to lift arrow from quiver on back, left
hand holding bow and second arrowfar behind her.
At right, tall black object (altar ). Red for fillet on
head, stripes and hem of garment, center of bow;
white for flesh and dots on peplos. The black underpainting for the right foot is furtherback than the
foot as it was finally drawnin white.
Probablyfrom the Athena Painter'sshop, Beazley,
ABV, pp. 524ff., Haspels, ABL, pp. 147ff. For the
shape, cf. especially Louvre F 354, Pottier, pl. 86;
Mon.Ant., XXII, 1913,pl. 63, 4; Rhodes12390,Clara
Rhodos,IV, pp. 97f., figs. 83, 84 (ABV, p. 537, 5);
and for the drawing, Mainz 94, CVA, I, pl. 38, 4,
by the Red Line Painter (ABV, pp. 600ff.).
294-3 (T3023).Black-figuredlekythos,white-ground.
H. 0.124; d. 0.041. Deep calyx mouth, undeveloped
"chimney."On shoulder,doubleseriesof rays; above
scene, horizontal zigzag; below scene, wet-incised
lines; edge of foot reserved. Sphinx seated on short
column right, head turned back. On either side,
figure seated on camp stool, draped, bearded,holding staff or rhyton in r. hand. Branches in field,
fruit unattached.No red.
The Haimon group; see the examples listed by
Beazley, ABV, p. 551.
294-4 (T3022).Pattern lekythos, red-ground.
H. 0.171; d. 0.062. A numberof fragmentsmissing.
Standard cylinder, with plain foot. On shoulder,
double series of rays; at top of body, wide band of
staggered black and white dots; lower body black
with wet-incisedlines. On wide reserved area, five
circumscribed black palmettes, horizontal, with
white-outlinedhearts,and outlineof smallwhite dots
aroundwhole palmette; at right side, inverted black
flower.
Cf. Mainz,CVA, I, pl. 39, 1, and see references,pp.
40, 41. See also the three examplesfromthe Stadium
Street grave (AEtr[ov, XI, 1927-1928, p. 91, fig. 1,

bottom row left), attributedto the HaimonPainter's
shop by Haspels (ABL, p. 133); very similaris the
groupfrom the Academy,'Epyov, 1958, p. 10, fig. 6.
294-5 (T3024).Pattern lekythos, red-ground.
H. 0.175; d. 0.062. Muchof wall missing. As 294-4,
but white hearts to palmettes, and foot in two
degrees.
GRAVE295
Section 8 D. Pls. 14, 43, 95, 111.
Part of the family series of graves beginningwith
250. Note the similarityof 295-6 to the odd skyphoi
in 300 and 333 of the same family group. One of the
wealthiestfifth century graves. About 480-470 B.C.
Excavation number:395.
Depth: 1.25.
Sarcophagus:L. 1.80; w. 0.57; d. 0.465; th. 0.07;
stucco; lifting notches 0.22 from bottom.

Cover: L. 1.965; w. 0.74; th. 0.13; strap holes;
under edge bevelled.
Silt: 0.07.
Skeleton: fairly well preserved;head to south, knees
slightly bent.
POTTERY, CORINTHIAN

295-1 (T2848).Semi-glazedskyphos,groupi.
H. 0.084; d. 0.108; d. foot 0.057.
295-2 (T2859).One-handledcup.
H. 0.035; d. 0.063. Exceptionallydeep.
295-3 (T2845).Large trefoil oinochoeand lid.
H. 0.124;h. with handle0.149; d. 0.128; d. foot 0.084;
w. lid 0.058. No incised verticals on shoulder.
POTTERY,

ATTIC
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295-4 (T2851).Black-figuredcup-skyphos.
H. 0.085; d. 0.131; d. foot 0.083. Deep bowl with
curvedwalls; simplerim, cup handles,very largefoot,
slightly profiled. Red-ground. Between palmettes
with many thin petals, three crudely drawnfigures,
draped, standing (the central figure on a podium?
poet and two listenerswith sticks?).
Ure's K-3 group: Sixth, p. 69, and J.H.S., LII,
1932, p. 203; see also Beazley, ABV, pp. 579-581.
295-5 (T2854).Black-glazedcup-skyphoswith concave lip.
H. 0.088; d. 0.174; d. foot 0.105. Lower part of foot
glazed.
295-6 (T2849).Black-glazedcup-skyphosof mastoid
shape.
H. 0.08; d. 0.124; d. foot 0.058. Rather high foot
with very thin walls, narrowresting surface.
295-7 (T2852).Black-glazedkylix with offsetlip. Fig.
20.
H. 0.079; d. 0.137; d. foot 0.065.
295-8 (T2853).The same.
H. 0.08; d. 0.137; d. foot 0.065.
295-9 (T2858).Black-glazedstemlesskylix.
H. 0.04; d. 0.10; d. foot 0.049. Very early example.
295-10 (T2846).Black-figuredchimney lekythos. P1.
95.
H. 0.198; d. 0.057. On shoulder, double series of
rays; above scene, three rows of black dots; below
scene, wet incised lines; top of foot and lower degree
black. Twowomen,left and right, movingaway from
column, on which are suspended two masks of
Dionysos, shown in profile;branchesin field. White
for flesh, details of garments, fillets on column,
beardsof masks. No red.
For other lekythoi with this subject, see Beazley,
ABV, p. 553, nos. 392-394.
295-11 (T2857).Black-figuredchimneylekythos.
H. 0.159; d. 0.046. Shape and subsidiary decoration similar to that of 295-10. Banquet scene with
female musicians.White for women'sflesh, banqueter's fillet, outline of cithara;no addedred.

295-12 (T2855). Palmette lekythos, group i,
ground.
H. 0.147; d. 0.046.
295-13 (T2856). Palmette lekythos, group ii, redground.
H. 0.116; d. 0.04.
295-14 (T2847).Pattern lekythos, white-ground.
H. 0.136; d. 0.042. Chimney mouth; on shoulder,
doubleseriesof black rays on brownglaze; on upper
edge of body band of brown glaze with key-pattern
to right; at middle body, on white, five horizontal,
circumscribedpalmettes and tendrils; below, wet
incised lines and black glaze. No added red.
295-15 (T2850).Black-glazedlekythos.
H. 0.193; d. 0.065. Muchof one side missing.At base
of neck, narrow reserved panel with tongues. Remainderof vase blackexcept for edge of foot. No red
lines visible.
From the shop of the Athena Painter: Haspels,
ABL, p. 262, and Beazley, Guglielmi,p. 65, no. 79,
pl. 18; see also Arch.Anz., 1954, cols. 98f., no. 4, fig.
2; ClaraRhodos,III, p. 237, fig. 234.
GRAVE296

Section 6 B. Pls. 41, 111.
Perhaps a late insertion into the 155 cluster, but
also not too late to be part of the sequence,particularly since the skeleton is that of an elderly man. The
choice of offerings seems to be old-fashioned;cf.
those of the near-by 304. Late first quarterof the
fifth century,or beginningof the second.
Excavationnumber:178.
Depth: 1.16.
Sarcophagus:L. 1.825; w. 0.565; d. 0.43; th. 0.08;
stucco.
Cover:L. 1.94; w. 0.78; th. 0.15; strap holes.
Silt: 0.09.
Skeleton: adult male, about 60; complete; head to
east.
POTTERY, CORINTHIAN

296-1 (T1713). Black-glazedskyphoswith rays and
heavy foot. Fig. 11.
H. 0.083; d. 0.10; d. foot 0.067.
296-2 (T1712).Round-mouthedoinochoe,Type B.
H. 0.144; d. 0.128; d. foot 0.078.Unglazed.Unusually
wide shoulder.
GRAVE297

Section 7 C. Pls. 42, 111.
This grave, together with 350 and 399, may be
associatedwith the 250 seriesto the west; if 395 was
re-used,the originalburialwould completethe eastwest sequence;297 is also nearly contemporarywith
274, and thus may alternativelybelong to the more
northerncluster (see 253). About 475-465 B.C.
Excavationnumber:384.
Depth: 1.00.

0.425;
low
Sarcophagus:
0.072; ly
bowl;
stucco.
wide knob. On cover, widely spaced buds with
Cover:L. 1.785; w. 0.695; th. 0.14; no strap holes.
interlockingstems and extendedjoined calyxes. Red
Silt: 0.025.
and black bands on knob and edge of cover; black
Skeleton: very disintegrated;head to south.
bands on bowl.
POTTERY, CORINTHIAN

297-1 (T2808).One-handledcup.
H. 0.05; d. 0.099.
297-2 (T2805).Large trefoil oinochoewith lid.
H. 0.158; h. with handle 0.176; d. 0.145; d. foot
0.09; w. lid 0.064.
297-3 (T2804).Black-glazedlekythosof archaictype.
H. 0.10; d. 0.044.
POTTERY,

ATTIC
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297-4 (T2809).Palmette kylix.
H. 0.065; d. 0.129; d. foot 0.063.
297-5 (T2803).Black-glazedkylix with concavelip.
H. 0.081; d. 0.145; d. foot 0.068.
297-6 (T2807).Black-figuredchimneylekythos.
H. 0.171; d. 0.055. Doubleseriesof rays on shoulder;
above scene, three rows of dots betweenlines; below
scene, wet-incisedlines. Symposium:man on couch;
at 1.,two drapedseated women, one with cithara; a
third at r. No red, but lavish use of white.
Cf. 299-6.
297-7 (T2806).Black-figuredchimneylekythos.
H. 0.175; d. 0.055. Broken, part of surfacemissing.
Subsidiary decorationas 297-6, but meander to r.
above scene. Woman mounting quadriga to r.;
behind horses, one draped figure r.; at r., woman
seated 1. White for women's flesh and harness of
horses. No red.
Haimon Group(see p. 162).
GRAVE298

Section 6 D. Pls. 44, 111.
One of the 266 cluster of infant graves, comparatively late and wealthy. About 480-470 B.C. To the
south, at a depth of 1.20, was found Deposit 47,
with three palmette cups.
Excavation number:204.
Depth: 1.38.
Sarcophagus:L. 0.605; w. 0.275; d. 0.225; th. 0.05;
stucco.
Cover:L. 0.78; w. 0.43; th. 0.10.
Silt: 0.14.
Skeleton:no traces; head east or west.

POTTERY, ATTIC

298-4 (T1822). Palmette lekythos, group i, redground.
H. 0.112; d. 0.036.
298-5 (T1826). Palmette lekythos, group i, redground.
H. 0.119; d. 0.036. Carelessincision; cf. 284-4.
298-6 (T1821). Palmette lekythos, group ii, redground.
H. 0.11; d. 0.037.
GRAVE299

Section 6 D. Pls. E, 44, 95, 111.
One of the 266 cluster of infant graves, one of the
wealthiest and latest. Outside, at a depth of 1.25,
nearthe northwestcorner,werefoundtwo contemporary Attic skyphoi (299-a, 299-b). If these belongto
the grave,and they do not looklike the usualdeposit,
they may be the overflowof offeringsfrom the tiny,
crowded sarcophagus.One of the few possible examplesof outsideofferingsin the fifth century(see p.
85). About 475-465 B.C.
Excavationnumber:211.
Depth: 1.33.
Sarcophagus:L. 0.63; w. 0.26; d. 0.21; th. 0.065;
stucco.
Cover:L. 0.81; w. 0.415; th. 0.10.
Silt: 0.12.
Skeleton:no traces; head east or west.
EGGS

299-1. Remains of two eggs, one near easternmost
lekythos (299-6) and one near skyphosin northwest
corner.
POTTERY, CORINTHIAN

299-2 (T1846).Small trefoil oinochoe,groupi.
H. 0.073; h. with handle0.095; d. 0.069; d. foot 0.04.
Theearliestof the long series (pp.132-133);note the
unusualangularshoulder.
299-3 (T1845).Pattern lekanis.Fig. 16, P1. E.
H. with lid 0.096; d. 0.136; d. foot 0.079. Several
fragments missing. Lid with concave slope; only
POTTERY, CORINTHIAN
smallreflexto handles.Bowl: in handlezone, broken
298-1 (T1825).Black-glazedminiatureskyphos.
meander,the units alternatingred and black; below,
H. 0.041; d. 0.058; d. foot 0.033.
three narrowlines (brb); foot red. Lid: Alternating
298-2 (T1824).Round-mouthedoinochoe,Type A.
red and black wide tongues; above and below, red
H. 0.073; h. with handle 0.098; d. 0.07; d. foot 0.05. and black lines; on knob, whirligig,six arms alterSquat body, in the early tradition.
nating red and black; edge red.
Published:Art and Arch.,XXIX, 1930, p. 265, fig.
298-3 (T1823).Pattern lekanis.
H. with cover0.085; d. 0.115; d. foot 0.067. Unusual- 24. The lekanisseems olderthan the other objects in
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the grave: cf. 257-8. For the shape, see Necrocorin- were forced to move north rather than across the
thia, p. 308, no. 920, fig. 148, certainly Late Corin- soft area to the east. Note that all the vases are
thian.
Attic, and that 300-2 is very similar to skyphoi in
and 333 not far to the north; see also 294 for
295
POTTERY, ATTIC
the Attic oinochoe.About 470-460 B.C.
299-4 (T1847). Black-glazedskyphos of Corinthian
Excavationnumber:429.
shape.
H. 0.052; d. 0.065; d. foot 0.039. One of the seriesof Depth: 1.12.
Sarcophagus:L. 1.705; w. 0.57; d. 0.405; th. 0.075;
small vases in this class.
stucco.
299-5 (T1850).The same.
Cover:L. 1.88; w. 0.72; th. 0.115; strap holes.
H. 0.052; d. 0.067; d. foot 0.04.
Silt: 0.06.
299-6 (T1854).Black-figuredchimneylekythos.
Skeleton: adult male, about 36; complete; head to
south.
H. 0.129; d. 0.038. Replica of 297-6.
299-7 (T1849).Black-figuredlekythos,white-ground. POTTERY, ATTIC
H. 0.11; d. 0.052. Severalfragmentsmissing.Shallow 300-1
(T3007). Black-glazedskyphos of Corinthian
mouth, flat shoulder,very wide body, low disk foot.
shape.
On shoulder, double series of rays; above scene, H.
0.095; d. 0.121; d. foot 0.071. Unusually broad
zigzag; below, wet-incisedlines; black line on side of flat foot.
foot. Strugglefor the tripod: at center, Apollo and
300-2 (T3010).Black-glazedcup-skyphosof mastoid
Herakles; on either side, standing draped woman
shape.
watching.No red.
The Haimon Group;cf. the slenderlekythos, Paris, H. 0.089; d. 0.136; d. foot 0.063. Inner edge of foot
undersideconvex. Red line at join of foot.
Bibliotheque Nationale, CVA, II, pl. 87, nos. 7-9; vertical;
and see also Beazley, ABV, p. 546 for others of the 300-3 (T3008).Palmette kylix.
H. 0.07; d. 0.134; d. foot 0.066.
same subject in this group.
299-8 (T1852). Black-figured chimney lekythos, 300-4 (T3009).Black-glazedkylix with concave lip.
Fig. 20.
white-ground.P1. 95.
H. 0.136; d. 0.04. On shoulder,doubleseriesof rays; H. 0.087; d. 0.165; d. foot 0.078. Very flat disk foot
above scene, small meanderto right, between pairs with convex edge; for the foot only, cf. Bloesch,
of narrowlines; below scene,wet-incisedlines; lower Formen,pls. 35, 2, and 36, 1.
degreeof foot black. Two silens, carryinglarge ves- 300-5 (T3005).Black-glazedkylix with offset lip.
sels, and two maenads, all to r.; in field, fruits(?) H. 0.077; d. 0.144; d. foot 0.065.
without branches.
HaimonGroup;forthe subject,cf. the cup,Hesperia, 300-6 (T3002).Round-mouthedoinochoe.
H. 0.155; d. 0.121; d. foot 0.08. Globularbody, deep
XV, 1946, pl. 46, no. 85 (ABV, p. 568, no. 660).
mouth, small handle joined to ring
299-9 (T1853). Palmette lekythos, group ii, red- cup-shaped
aroundneck; wide splayed foot. Purple line at lip,
ground.
neck, edge of foot, and two at shoulder.
H. 0.119; d. 0.038.
Cf. the Corinthianround-mouthedoinochoeType B
299-10 (T1848).The same.
(pp.136-137,and,in particular,275-2). See also BoulH. 0.119; d. 0.04.
ter, Hesperia,XXII, 1953,pl. 31, no. 47, andpp.80,81,
299-11 (T1851).The same.
with a full discussionof this shape in Athens, and
H. 0.118; d. 0.039.
referencesto this piece. Thoughthe function of this
kind of vase in Athens was no doubt that of a lekyOUTSIDE OFFERINGS
thos, at Corinthit was surely thought of as an oinochoe (seep. 134). Ourjug has a moreslopingshoulder
ATTIC
POTTERY,
and
therefore earlier shape than that of Boulter's
299-a (T1799). Black-glazedskyphos of Corinthian
lekythos, which is dated 460-440 B.C.
shape.
H. 0.049; d. 0.065; d. foot 0.036.
300-7 (T3003).Black-figuredchimneylekythos.
H. 0.175; d. 0.068. Unusualfoot in two degreeswith
with
torus
foot.
299-b (T1800).Black-glazedskyphos
H. 0.052; d. 0.063; d. foot 0.036. One vertical, one the upperpart widerat the top. On shoulder,double
series of rays; above scene, two rows of very small
horizontalhandle (as D 11-d).
white connecteddots; below scene, wet-incisedlines.
GRAVE300
Woman (Ariadne) mounting chariot standing r.;
behind horses, draped woman and Dionysos; at r.,
Section 8 D. Pls. 44, 111.
Thismay be a continuationof the 132 line of graves Hermes.White for women'sflesh, two of the horses,
which includes294 and 316; if so, the grave diggers wreathof Dionysos;red on harness.
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The shape is the kind of chimneylekythos used by
the Emporionand HaimonPainters,and the drawing
belongsin the Haimon Group(p. 162).
300-8 (T3006).Pattern lekythos, white-ground.
H. 0.136; d. 0.058. Very shallow mouth and thin
neck; extremelywide flat shoulderand heavy body;
thin disk foot (cf. shape of 299-7). On shoulder,two
series of rays; at top edge of wall, two rows of fine
dots; on body, five horizontal, circumscribedpalmettes with tendrils; at each side, inverted flower.
No addedred.
Cf. Musees du Cinquantenaire,Brussels, CVA, II
(IIIJa), pl. 1, 7; and Toronto,RHI, p. 146, no. 333.
A very similarpiece is in Boston, MFA, 76.447.
300-9 (T3004).Pattern lekythos, red-ground.
P.h. 0.102; d. 0.04. Mouthand much of neck missing.
On shoulder, double series of rays; at top of body
two rows of dots; below, two palmettes, horizontal,
pointinginwards;lower body black.
GRAVE
301
Section 9 B. Pls. 41, 112.
One of the earliertile graves, and earlierthan any
of the graves excavated in the vicinity except 166.
Above the grave was found an oinochoe, X-191.
About 470-460 B.C.
Excavation number: 98.
Depth: 0.70.
Grave:L. 1.40; w. 0.55; d. 0.25; rubble-lined.
Tiles: two; each, L. 0.77; w. 0.58; th. 0.04; broken.
Fill: earth and stones.
Skeleton: almost entirely disintegrated;head east or
west.
POTTERY, CORINTHIAN

301-1 (T1438).Black-glazedskyphos with rays and
heavy foot.
H. 0.077; d. 0.095; d. foot 0.065.
301-2 (T1441).One-handledcup.
H. 0.048; d. 0.092.
301-3 (T1440).Unglazedflat-bottomedoinochoe.
H. 0.061; h. with handle 0.07; d. 0.067. The earliest
example;neck and shoulderwell defined.
POTTERY, ATTIC

301-4 (T1439).Pattern lekythos, red-ground.
H. 0.124; d. 0.042. Flaring mouth continuouswith
neck (modifiedchimney); flat shoulder; disk foot.
Mouth, lower body, top of foot black. On shoulder,
double series of thin rays; on upper body, between
thin black lines, five horizontal,circumscribedpalmettes; instead of tendrils, occasional small dots.
Below, wet-incisedline.

graves, however, are 303 and 322 to the north and
east of 302, somewhatremovedfromthe maincluster.
About 470-460 B.C.
Excavationnumber:172.
Depth: 1.43.
Sarcophagus:L. 1.67; w. 0.545; d. 0.455; th. 0.065;
stucco.
Cover:L. 1.865; w. 0.76; th. 0.15; strapholes.
Silt: 0.04.
Skeleton: much disintegrated(skull missing except
for lowerjaw); head to south.
POTTERY, CORINTHIAN

302-1 (T1694).Largetrefoil oinochoeand lid.
H. 0.125; h. with handle 0.153; d. 0.137; d. foot
0.093; w. lid 0.067. Unusually broad flat shoulder
without incision; coloredlines as usual.
POTTERY, ATTIC

302-2 (T1695).Black-glazedcup-skyphoswith concave rim.
H. 0.077; d. 0.12; d. foot 0.077. Deep cup; profiled
foot, edge reserved.
302-3 (T1697).Black-glazedkylix with offset lip.
H. 0.071; d. 0.134; d. foot 0.069. Rather thick stem.
302-4 (T1698).Black-figuredchimneylekythos.
H. 0.155; d. 0.046. On shoulder,two series of rays;
above scene, three rows of dots betweenlines; below
scene, wet-incised lines. Two dancing maenads;
between them, another (Ariadne ) on mule walking
r. Branchesin field. White for flesh of women, and
throat-lineof mule. No red.
For the subject, see Beazley, ABV, p. 550, no. 307.
302-5 (T1696). Black-figured chimney lekythos,
white-ground.P1. 95.
H. 0.194; d. 0.057. Onshoulder,doubleseriesof rays;
above scene, two rows of dots on band of brown
glaze; below scene, wet-incisedlines. Nike standing,
facing, head turned to her r., in each hand a torch;
at either side, two large circumscribedpalmettes.
Purple-redused for Nike's fillet, edge of wings, edge
of himation,and hearts of palmettes.
By the EmporionPainter: Haspels, ABL, p. 265,
no. 44.
GRAVE303

Section 6 D.
This small grave was perhapsoriginallypart of the
266 infant cluster (but see also 302), and may have
been disturbedat the same time as the 229 groupto
the north,includingthe later, nearergraves269, 270.
If one considersthe care with which the graves in
the big clusterweremadeand furnished,the presence
GRAVE302
of the sandstonecoverand the lack of offeringswould
Section 6 D. Pls. 45, 95, 112.
suggest, if not robbery, a much later re-use of the
One of the adult graves on the eastern edge of the sarcophagusand a lid borrowedfrom one of the
great 266 clusterof infant burials.The closest infant geometric graves near by. The stucco on the box

grave being
precludes
possibility
same date as the neighboringsandstone coffin 111,
which, incidentally,was of the same size, and lacked
a cover.
Excavation number:213.
Depth: 1.33.
Sarcophagus:L. 0.44; w. 0.215; d. 0.23; th. 0.05;
stucco.
Cover:L. 0.64; w. 0.39;th. 0.08;sandstone,unbroken.
Silt: entirelyfilled with earth.
Skeleton: completely disintegrated;head north or
south.

Depth: 1.30.
Sarcophagus:L. 1.66; w. 0.53; d. 0.44; th. 0.075;
stucco.
Cover:0.177; w. 0.75; th. 0.125; strap holes.
Silt: 0.06.
Skeleton: young adult male, about 25; very well
preserved;head to east (displaced).
POTTERY, CORINTHIAN

305-1 (T1173).Black-glazedskyphos with rays and
heavy foot.
H. 0.078; d. 0.091; d. foot 0.061.

305-2 (T1170).Round-mouthedoinochoe,Type B.
H. 0.127; d. 0.122; d. foot 0.076. At shoulder,narrow
Section 6 B. Pls. 41, 112.
white
line either side of broad red band; another
Probablythe latest gravein the 155 cluster.For the
red
band on lowerbody; foot red.
wide
choiceof objects, see 296. Secondquarterof the fifth
centuryB.C.
POTTERY, ATTIC
In regardto the abnormalconditionof the teeth of 305-3
(T1171). Black-glazedskyphos of Corinthian
the skeleton, Dr. FrederickL. Whiting, D.D.S., of
shape.
New York, wrote in a letter to Prof. Shear dated H.
0.096; d. 0.119; d. foot 0.071.
Nov. 20, 1929: "The superiormaxilla # CLVIIparticularly is of great interest, for not only does it 305-4 (T1172).Black-glazedlekythos.
showan impactedthird molar,but this wisdomtooth H. 0.127; d. 0.054. Doubleseriesof rays on shoulder;
causedthe impactionof the secondmolar.Thissecond key pattern to right between thin black lines in
molarbeing unable to erupt normally,set up suffici- reservedband at top of body; remainderblack, with
ent irritationin the floorof maxillarysinus above it red line on lowerpart.
to forma largeinvertedcone shapedosteomaor bone
tumor. This osteoma fills a full third of the antrum
GRAVE306
cavity, and is caused directly by dental irritation."
Section 12 B. Pls. 14, 45, 96, 112.
Excavationnumber:157.
Part of the family line beginningwith 238. Note
Depth: 1.28.
that
this and the near-by307 each has a red-figured
Sarcophagus:L. 1.685; w. 0.505; d. 0.395; th. 0.065;
stucco.
lekythos (the only two found in the graves)and that
Cover:L. 2.05; w. 0.72; th. 0.12; strap holes.
each is decorated with a figure of Nike. About
Silt: 0.05.
465-455 B.C.
Skeleton: very well preserved (for the teeth, see
Excavationnumber:66.
above); head to south.
Depth: 1.33.
POTTERY, CORINTHIAN
Sarcophagus:L. 1.87; w. 0.61; d. 0.47; th. 0.065;
stucco.
304-1 (T1657). Round-mouthedoinochoe, Type A,
Cover:L. 2.05; w. 0.76; th. 0.11; strap holes.
i.
group
H. 0.103;h. with handle0.133; d. 0.094; d. foot 0.064. Silt: 0.05.
Skeleton: very well preserved;head to south (skull
Glazefireda mottledred and black; mouth and neck
found in invertedposition).
warped.
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GRAVE304

POTTERY, ATTIC

BRONZE

304-2 (T1658). Black-glazedcup-skyphoswith con- 306-1 (T1257).Button (?).
P.h. 0.015; d. 0.037. Found near right shoulderof
cave lip.
skeleton.Not certainlyidentified.This object, which
H. 0.077; d. 0.14; d. foot 0.084. Very narrowlip.
is like the "top," 283-2, may perhaps belong to
grave 322; and the button listed may not have been
GRAVE305
located in 1949.
Section 10 B. Pls. 41, 112.
The earliestgrave in the area, but in a narrowsec- POTTERY, CORINTHIAN
tion of the excavation. Grave343 to the north may 306-2 (T1253). Round-mouthedoinochoe, Type A,
suggest that it and 305 were part of a line running group i.
chronologicallyfrom the unexcavated area to the H. 0.133; h. with handle 0.156; d. 0.115; d. foot
south. About 475-465 B.C.
0.072. Warped;roughlymade.
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306-3 (T1255). Black-glazed kylix with offset lip.
H. 0.077; d. 0.145; d. foot 0.069. Wider rim than
usual.
306-4 (T1256).Red-figuredlekythos. P1. 96.
H. 0.124; d. 0.052. On reservedneck and shoulder,
double series of rays; at upper edge of body, all
around, reservedband with meanderto r., between
black lines; below scene, reservedline. Nike flying to
left, in r. hand hydria, in 1., decoratedphiale. Relief
lines for all inner markings;thinnedglaze for phiale.
Blot on left sleeve.
A slight work by the Bowdoin Painter. See in
general, Beazley, ARV, pp. 470ff. The phiale would
be metal, in shape much like the silver examplefrom
Achalgori,Arch. Anz., 1938, col. 768, fig. 4; cf. also
H. Luschey, Die Phiale, Bleicherodeam Harz, 1939,
fig. 31, a bronzephiale in Berlin.
306-5 (T1254).Black-glazedlekythos.
H. 0.149; d. 0.059. Double series of rays on the
shoulder;at top of body, key pattern to r., between
black lines. No added red.
GRAVE307

Section 12 B. Pls. 14, 45, 96, 112.
The easternmostgrave in the family series beginning with 238. For the red-figuredlekythos as an
offering,see 306, near by. About 465-455 B.C.
Excavation number:68.
Depth: 1.48.
Sarcophagus:L. 1.69; w. 0.59; d. 0.047; th. 0.07;
stucco.
Cover:L. 1.82; w. 0.78; th. 0.11; strap holes.
Silt: 0.05.
Skeleton:only partially preserved;head to south.

Beazley kindly
vase is perhaps from the painter's own hand, and
compares it particularly to the amphora, Munich
2341, CVA, II, pl. 68, nos. 1, 2 (ARV, p. 460, no. 24).
307-4 (T1265). Palmette lekythos, group ii, redground.
H. 0.143; d. 0.05.
307-5 (T1266).The same.
H. 0.143; d. 0.05.
308
GRAVE
Section 12 B. Pls. 14, 45, 112.
Part of the family series beginningwith 238, and
lying betweenthe clearlyrelatedgraves306 and 307.
A shortdistancefromthe northwestcornerwas found
Deposit 8, perhapsthe remainsof a child's burialin
the family group. Note the exceptional orientation
of the skeleton.Ca. 465-455 B.C.
Excavationnumber:67.
Depth: 1.32.
Sarcophagus:L. 1.75; w. 0.58; d. 0.46; th. 0.07;
stucco.
Cover:L. 1.88; w. 0.74; th. 0.14.
Silt: 0.16.
Skeleton: almost completely disintegrated;head to
north.
POTTERY, CORINTHIAN

308-1 (T1258).Largetrefoil oinochoe.
H. 0.102; h. with handle0.123; d. 0.107; d. foot 0.07.
Very smallmouthand neck; no incisionson shoulder.
POTTERY, ATTIC

308-2 (T1260).Black-glazedkylix with offset lip.
H. 0.079; d. 0.14; d. foot 0.065.
308-3 (T1262).The same.
H. 0.08; d. 0.141; d. foot 0.066.
POTTERY, CORINTHIAN
307-1 (T1264).Large trefoil oinochoeand lid.
308-4 (T1261). Palmette lekythos, group ii, redH. 0.138; h. with handle 0.155; d. 0.148; d. foot ground.
H. 0.151; d. 0.053.
0.096; w. lid 0.067. Unusuallysquat roundedbody.
308-5
(T1259). Palmette lekythos, group ii, whitePOTTERY, ATTIC
307-2 (T1267).Black-glazedcup-skyphosof mastoid ground.
H. 0.131; d. 0.046.
shape.
H. 0.102; d. 0.127; d. foot 0.068. Two red lines at GRAVE309
handles, two more on lower body; narrowreserved Section 12 B. P1. 112.
line at join of foot and body.
It seems improbablethat the single skyphosfound
in this grave comprisesthe total offerings(note the
307-3 (T1263).Red-figuredlekythos. P1. 96.
H. 0.185; d. 0.067. Around neck, narrow band of brokencover). If the vase belongs,it dates the grave
ovolo; on shoulder three reserved palmettes (two to about the middle of the fifth century.
with two budsand tendrils.Aboveand
Grave309 is one of a groupfound robbed,perhaps
circumscribed)
below scene, short band of meander to r. between in the nineteenth century (but see 258); the other
black lines. Nike walkingto right, with hands poised certain examples are 310-313. See also 314 to the
as if holding some object, but perhaps praying; to south. In the peripheryare a numberof graveswhich
show considerablesigns of disturbance,althoughthe
r., altar. Relief lines throughout.
Published: Art and Arch., XXIX, 1930, p. 264, groupsof offeringsappearto be intact or partiallyso:
fig. 23. Belongingto the groupof lekythoi associated 272, 273, 280, and perhaps491 to the north, and 275,
with the Painter of LondonE 342 (ARV, p. 463); by 282, and 489 to the east.

GRAVE313

Depth: 1.45.
Section 12 B.
Sarcophagus:L. 0.92; w. 0.335; d. 0.27; th. 0.06; One of the 309 group of robbed graves; empty of
stucco.
offerings,but less disturbedthan the others.
Cover:L. 1.15; w. 0.57; th. 0.10; broken.
Excavation number:61.
Silt: packedwith earth.
Skeleton: much disturbed and disintegrated;frag- Depth: 1.47.
ments of skull at east.
Sarcophagus:L. 1.66; w. 0.55; d. 0.42; th. 0.065;
stucco.
POTTERY
Cover:L. 1.75; w. 0.64; th. 0.12; broken.
309-1 (T1064).Semi-glazedskyphoswith heavy foot. Silt: 0.08.
H. 0.082; d. 0.091; d. foot 0.061. Not certainly Skeleton:fairly well preserved;head to east.
identified;perhapsas 335-1.
GRAVE314

Section 12 B.
Presumablyto be dated to the end of the sixth or
Section 12 B. P1. 15.
the very beginningof the fifth century, since it lies
Part of the groupof robbedgravesin Section 12 B between 259 and 251, and is
part of the 238 series
(see 309). There is no way of ascertainingthe dates which progressesregularly from west to east. The
of this grave and the following. They may range disturbancewhich is
apparentin 309-313 probably
anywherefromthe end of the sixth century (the date accountsfor the lack of pots, in spite of the fact that
of the neighboringburials,251 and 258) down to the the cover was found unbroken.
later part of the fifth century.
Excavationnumber:70.
Excavation number:58.
Depth: 1.50.
Depth: 1.35.
Sarcophagus:L. 1.72; w. 0.53; d. 0.535; th. 0.07;
Sarcophagus:L. 1.415; w. 0.56; d. 0.46; th. 0.075;
stucco.
stucco.
Cover:L. 1.84; w. 0.70; th. 0.13.
Cover:L. 1.52; w. 0.68; th. 0.12; broken.
Silt: 0.35.
Silt: 0.16.
Skeleton:well preserved;head to south.
Skeleton: much disintegrated;head to south.
GRAVE315
GRAVE311
Section 5 D-E.
From the fact that eggshellswere found, it seems
Section 12 B.
One of the 309 group of robbedgraves. Above the likely that the burial dates after the middle of the
grave were found several sherds: fragmentof Siana fifth centuryB.C. The chancesare very good, in view
all objects except the egg
cup (X-253 bis), and also some scraps of kraters,a of the broken cover, that
in
the
or
removed
same operationas the
were
eggs
neck fragmentmuch like X-255 and a bit of lower
etc.
to
of
the
south.
For the possibility of
229
rifling
body preservinga few rays.
the
see
re-use,
p. 78;
sarcophagusshows no early
Excavation number:59.
however.
features,
Depth: 1.40.
Excavation
number:137.
Sarcophagus:L. 1.68; w. 0.50; d. 0.42; th. 0.065;
1.36.
Depth:
stucco.
Sarcophagus:L. 1.87; w. 0.55; d. 0.435; th. 0.08;
Cover:L. 1.84; w. 0.70; th. 0.12; broken.
stucco.
Silt: 0.22.
Cover: L. 1.95; w. 0.76; th. 0.125; strap holes;
Skeleton:poorly preserved;head to south.
broken.
Silt: 0.14.
GRAVE312
Skeleton:much disintegrated;head to east.
Section 12 B.
GRAVE316
One of the 309 group of robbed graves. For other
Section 8 D.
graves without a cover, see 258, also in this vicinity,
Part of the long 132 family line. Since the graves
but with its pots; and 333 far to the north.
appear to progress from west to east, these two
Excavationnumber:60.
burials, 316 and the neighboring317, also robbed,
Depth: 1.47.
be dated betweenthe periodof 189 at the west
Sarcophagus:L. 0.68; w. 0.36; d. 0.22; th. 0.05; may
and
at the east, i.e., in the late sixth or early
294
stucco.
fifth
century.
Cover:missing.
Robbed, probably in recent times, and probably
Silt: packedwith earth and stones.
along with 317-319 in a single operation.Othersigns
Skeleton:no traces; head east or west.
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GRAVE310

of this same disturbancemay perhapsbe seen in the
peripheralgraves189, 294, 333. Note the secondsmall
robbedarea (204ff.) to the west.
Excavation number:427.
Depth: 1.30.
Sarcophagus:L. 1.675; w. 0.64; d. 0.50; th. 0.08;
stucco.
Cover:P. 1. 1.35; w. 0.79; th. 0.14; brokenaway at
northend.
Silt: filled with earth.
Skeleton: no traces; head north or south.

Silt: 0.105.
Skeleton: disturbed;disintegrated;head to south.
GRAVE320
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Section 11 B. P1. 46.
One of a line of graves,possiblya family group(see
331). All the vases were found in the westernhalf of
the grave. Secondquarterof the fifth century.
Excavationnumber:7.
Depth: 1.18.
Sarcophagus:L. 0.75; w. 0.27; d. 0.20; th. 0.05;
stucco.
GRAVE317
Cover:L. 0.92; w. 0.45; th. 0.095.
Section 8 D.
Silt: 0.11.
One of the robbedgraves in the 316 group; origin- Skeleton:entirelydisintegrated;head east or west.
ally part of the 132 family line. The presenceof the
CORINTHIAN
pins suggests, like the position in the sequence, a POTTERY,
date no later than the early fifth century. That they 320-1 (T609).Small black-glazedskyphos.
were not taken with the other objects is an indica- H. 0.061; d. 0.073; d. foot 0.039. Very narrowfoot.
tion that the disturbanceoccurredat some time after 320-2 (T608).Round-mouthedoinochoe,Type A.
the pins had rusted into a valueless condition.
H. 0.083; h. with handle 0.105; d. 0.083; d. foot
0.056. Squat, archaic-lookingbody, but deep, more
Excavation number:428.
developedmouth.
Depth: 1.00.
Sarcophagus:L. 1.45; w. 0.46; d. 0.38; th. 0.07; 320-3 (T604).Black-glazedlekanis.
stucco.
H. with lid 0.078; d. 0.099; d. foot 0.063. Very small
Cover:P.1. 1.60; w. 0.67; th. 0.11; north end broken reflex handles,close to wall;
large knob with a wide
away.
horizontalrim around large depression,and a ring
Silt: 0.08.
at the base. Probablyone pair of adjustingmarks.
Skeleton:ratherdisintegrated;head to south.
IRON

317-1 (T3001).Two pins.
Disintegrated.One probably had an oval head and
a knob on the upper part of the stem.
318
GRAVE
Section 8 D.
The easternmostgrave in the long line beginning
with 202 (for the family group,see 130). Presumably
robbedat the same time as 316 and 317.
Excavation number:435.
Depth: 0.95.
Sarcophagus:L. 1.725; w. 0.59; d. 0.455; th. 0.075;
stucco.
Cover:L. 1.92; w. 0.78; th. 0.12; strapholes; broken
into at south end and west side.
Silt: 0.215.
Skeleton:disturbed;disintegrated;head to south.

POTTERY, ATTIC

320-4 (T606).Skyphoswith palmettes.
H. 0.051; d. 0.069; d. foot 0.038. In shape, derived
from the Hermogeneanclass (see p. 153). Between
handles, row of sketchy palmettes alternatingwith
white vertical strokes,all resting on a row of closely
set thick white dots. Red line below handle zone,
anotherat join of foot.
320-5 (T605).Black-glazedskyphoswith torus foot.
H. 0.062; d. 0.078; d. foot 0.044. Walls sharply
curved.
320-6 (T607).Black-glazedskyphoswith torus foot.
H. 0.063; d. 0.078; d. foot 0.048.
320-7 (T610).Black-glazedlekythos.
H. 0.105; d. 0.042. Red line just below shoulder,
anotheron lowerbody.
320-8 (T611).The same.
H. 0.103; d. 0.041.

GRAVE319
GRAVE321

Section 8 D.
Like 318, once part of the 130 family line, and Section 10 B. P1. 46.
The earliest grave in a small group with two chilrobbedin recent times.
dren's graves, 342 and 370, and the large 369 and
Excavation number:433.
355; see also 326. All the pots were found in
perhaps
Depth: 1.00.
half of the grave except for the oinochoe
west
the
Sarcophagus:L. 1.70; w. 0.585; d. 0.445; th. 0.065; which was near the head.
One meter north of the
stucco.
of
0.50
at
a
m., were found two oinodepth
Cover:L. 1.78; w. 0.755; th. 0.12; strapholes; broken grave,
321 and 355 were
and
between
X-161
X-167;
choai,
into in middle.

X-156 and X-168, a cup and an oinochoe. About
465-455 B.C.
Excavationnumber:3.
Depth: 1.00.
Sarcophagus:L. 1.65; w. 0.58; d. 0.43; stucco.
Cover:L. 1.80; w. 0.65; th. 0.14.
Silt: a small amount.
Skeleton: fairly well preserved; hands probably
crossedat waist; head to east.
POTTERY, CORINTHIAN

321-1 (T568).One-handledcup.
H. 0.045; d. 0.093.
321-2 (T569).The same.
H. 0.045; d. 0.099.
321-3 (T572).The same.
H. 0.043; d. 0.095.
321-4 (T573).Large trefoil oinochoewith lid.
H. 0.11; h. with handle0.127; d. 0.113; d. foot 0.075;
w. lid 0.058. Reservedarea above foot.

322-3 (T1705).Strigil, groupi. Fig. 9, P1. 81.
L. 0.174; w. 0.16.
322-4. Strigil cleaner.P1. 81.
L. 0.024; w. 0.017. Oval, slightly concave piece.
Found near the handle of 322-2.
POTTERY, CORINTHIAN

322-5 (T1700).Round-mouthedoinochoe,Type A.
H. 0.083; h. with handle0.107; d. 0.09; d. foot 0.066.
Squat, very roundedbody.
POTTERY, ATTIC
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322-6 (T1699).Black-glazedkylix with offset lip.
H. 0.073; d. 0.132; d. foot 0.062.
322-7 (T1705bis). Black-glazedkylix with offset lip.
H. 0.068; d. 0.131; d. foot 0.061. As 322-6, but with
sloping foot; in shape a bit earlier (note the worn
glaze).
322-8 (T1701).Black-glazed,deep-bodiedkylix.
H. 0.083; d. 0.121; d. foot 0.059.
322-9 (T1702).Black-glazedstemlesskylix.
POTTERY, ATTIC
H. 0.03; d. 0.077; d. foot 0.038. Very wide rim.
321-5 (T571). Black-glazed skyphos of Corinthian
322-10 (T1704). Palmette lekythos, group iii, redshape.
H. 0.095; d. 0.114; d. foot 0.065. Reserved zone ground.
H. 0.124; d. 0.042. The earliestof groupiii.
above foot.
321-6 (T570). Palmette lekythos, group ii, whiteGRAVE323
ground.
H. 0.165; d. 0.051.
Section 5 D. Pls. 47, 95, 112.
The presenceof such a late grave groupin an area
GRAVE322
of small early graves might suggest re-use (see 279);
but the sarcophagusis of the standardtype showing
Section 6 D. Pls. 47, 81,112.
no
early features. For a possible sequence of the
Near the large grave 302 and perhapsa later addition to the family group which is notable for the large graves in the section, see 254. The hands were
in a position typical of early interments,and
great 266 cluster of infant graves to the west. Note placed
were
found at the shoulders,early practicesat
that one of the two strigils has the archaicform of pins
variance
with
the up-to-date coffin and offerings.
cylindricalhandle and that there is a unique object,
About
460-450
B.C.
a strigil cleaner.About 460-450 B.C.
Excavation number:134.
Excavation number:173.
Depth: 1.45.
Depth: 1.16.
L. 1.65; w. 0.56; d. 0.485; th. 0.07;
Sarcophagus:L. 0.83; w. 0.325; d. 0.243; th. 0.07; Sarcophagus:
stucco.
stucco.
Cover:L. 1.96; w. 0.73; th. 0.12; strapholes; cracked.
Cover:L. 0.99; w. 0.49; th. 0.15; no strap holes.
Silt: 0.08.
Silt: 0.13.
Skeleton: almost entirely disintegrated;head north Skeleton:ratherdisintegrated;head to east.
or south.
BRONZE

EGGS
323-1 (T1572).Pin.
322-1. Remains of probablytwo eggs. Found under Disintegrated.Of fine wire. At one shoulder.
the kylix 322-7 in the middleof the grave.
323-2 (T1573).Pin.
Disintegrated.Of fine wire. At other shoulder.
BRONZE

322-2 (T1703).Strigil. P1. 81.
L. 0.186; w. 0.021. Cylindricalhandle endingin disk
and pierced knob; narrow blade. The "top" mentioned in the excavation records has not been
identified,but may be an object like 283-2 (see also
306-1).

POTTERY, CORINTHIAN

323-3 (T1568).Largetrefoil oinochoeand lid.
H. 0.14; h. with handle0.155; d. 0.146; d. foot 0.094;
w. lid 0.064. Shoulderband wrwrw; other lines as
usual (pp.130-132). Abovefoot partial (andprobably
accidental)reservedarea.

POTTERY, ATTIC
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323-4 (T1566).Black-glazedkylix with offset lip.
H. 0.069; d. 0.14; d. foot 0.064.
323-5 (T1567).Black-glazed,deep-bodiedkylix.
H. 0.091; d. 0.136; d. foot 0.065.
323-6 (T1570).Black-figuredchimneylekythos.P1.95.
H. 0.189; d. 0.058. On shoulder,doubleseriesof rays.
Above scene, meander right between double lines;
below scene, wet-incised lines. Amazonomachia:
falling Amazon, kneeling 1., head turned r.; at 1.,
mounted warriorto r.; at r., foot soldier. In field,
branches.White wreath (vertical line between two
rows of dots) on shields of Amazonand foot soldier;
white also for her flesh, decorationof garment, all
helmets; and fruit on branches.No added red.
By the Beldam Painter: Haspels, ABL, p. 267, no.
30.
323-7 (T1569). Palmette lekythos, group iii, redground.
H. 0.165; d. 0.054.
323-8 (T1571). Palmette lekythos, group iii, whiteground.
H. 0.134; d. 0.048.
GRAVE324

Section 11-12 B. Pls. 47, 95.
The southernmostand probably the earliest in a
line of graves (see 331). The oinochoewas found at
the left shoulder of the skeleton, the lekythos between the thighs, and the kylikes by the left ankle;
the skeleton was extended, with arms straight at
sides, skull fallen to right shoulder.Above the grave,
at the southeastcorner,was found Deposit19. About
460-450 B.C.
Excavationnumber: 31.
Depth: 1.55.
Sarcophagus:L. 1.71; w. 0.575; d. 0.49; th. 0.065;

above scene, meander right between double lines;
below scene, wet-incisedlines. Sacrificialprocession:
woman carryingritual basket on her head, walking
r.; following her, draped man with thymiaterion,
followedin turn by cow led by third man. In field,
brancheswith fruit. White for woman's flesh, outline of men's robes, thymiaterion,cow's horns, tail,
and fillets, fruit on branches;no addedred.
By the BeldamPainter: Haspels,ABL, p. 267, 15.
For the subject,see the exampleby the GalesPainter
in the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, No. 13.195
(Caskey-Beazley,I, no. 14; ARV, p. 30, no. 1).
GRAVE325

Section 11 B. Pls. 48, 95.
Placed next to 324 and the second in the 331 line
of graves. The oinochoewas by the right side of the
skull, the lekythoiby the right arm,and the remainder in the center and somewhatwest of center; the
skeleton was extended, arms by the sides. Note the
preponderanceof Attic vases. About 460-450 B.C.
Excavation number:23.
Depth: 1.70.
Sarcophagus:L. 1.52; w. 0.45; d. 0.375; th. 0.065;
stucco.
Cover:L. 1.72; w. 0.73; th. 0.12.
Silt: 0.065.
Skeleton:much disintegrated;head to east.
POTTERY,

CORINTHIAN

325-1 (T758).Largetrefoil oinochoewith lid.
H. 0.13; h. with handle0.154; d. 0.148; d. foot 0.098;
w. lid 0.062. Shoulderlines wrwrw; reserved band
above foot.
POTTERY,

ATTIC

325-2 (T763).Black-glazedskyphoswith torus foot.
H. 0.086; d. 0.106; d. foot 0.069.
325-3 (T765). Black-glazedskyphoswith torus foot.
H.
0.10; d. 0.122; d. foot 0.076. One vertical, one
stucco.
horizontal
handle; broad foot flat on top, rounded
Cover:L. 1.88; w. 0.75; th. 0.11.
outer
0.05.
Silt:
edge reserved.
Skeleton:well preserved,head to east.
325-4 (T764).Black-figuredcup-skyphos.
H. 0.075; d. 0.123; d. foot 0.061. "Pinchbase"cup
CORINTHIAN
POTTERY,
with
offsetlip and broadshort stem. In white-ground
324-1 (T813). Round-mouthedoinochoe, Type A,
zone, each side, Dionysos reclining1., gesturfigured
groupii. Fig. 14 A.
at
a
goat which stands right, with head turned
ing
H. 0.132; h. with handle0.16; d. 0.125; d. foot 0.078.
in
field, brancheswith fruit; many-petalled
away;
On shoulder,white palmette with long tendrils.
handle palmetteswith open hearts.
POTTERY, ATTIC
Closestin shape are two examplesfrom Rhitsona,
324-2 (T815).Black-glazed,deep-bodiedkylix.
Ure, Sixth,pp. 71f., pl. 22, 108.6and 139.40(Beazley,
H. 0.10; d. 0.135; d. foot 0.063. Reserved band ABV, p. 566, nos. 622 and 623), of the Haimon
around upper stem; disk foot, flat underneathwith Group.For style, cf. Hesperia,XV, 1946, pl. 47, nos.
small conicalindentationin center.
96-106 (ABV, p. 580, nos. 1ff.), connectedwith the
Laicut Group.
324-3 (T816).Black-glazed,deep-bodiedkylix.
H. 0.092; d. 0.129; d. foot 0.059.
325-5 (T762).Palmette kylix.
H. 0.066; d. 0.125; d. foot 0.062. Thick foot with
324-4 (T814).Black-figuredlekythos. P1. 95.
H. 0.211; d. 0.07. On shoulder,doubleseries of rays; slightly profiled edge, the underside flat and the

lekythos
two similargraffiti in the one grave, it seems much
more likely that the ligature stands for the owner's
name. For several owner'smarks in a single grave,
see J.H.S., VI, 1885, pp. 372ff., lots 218, 243-244.
326-4 (T562).Black-glazed,deep-bodiedkylix.
H. 0.077; d. 0.117; d. foot 0.058.
326-5 (T563).The same.
H. 0.079; d. 0.122; d. foot 0.06. On the underside
of the foot, graffito(Fig. 22).
326-6 (T566).Ivy lekythos.
H. 0.208; d. 0.064. Chimneymouth;meanderbetween
narrowlines at upperedge of body; otherwisenormal
ivy lekythos. The Beldam Painter's only patterned
chimney lekythos: Haspels, ABL, pp. 181 and 268,
no. 52.
GRAVE326
326-7 (T561). Palmette lekythos, group iii, redground.
Section 10 A-B. P1. 48.
This partiallyunderlaythe tile grave 368. No. 326, H. 0.153; d. 0.051.
with the graves in the immediatevicinity (347, 365,
327
368, 410, 438, and Deposit 16) may perhaps be GRAVE
related to the same family group as the small 321 Section 8 C. PI. 47.
complex to the southwest. The vases were clustered Adjoining grave 278, and, with a second large
at the west end, except for the oinochoewhich was grave, 396, comprisinga small isolated cluster. The
near the head. This is the earliestgrave containinga pots were all crowded into the northwest corner.
coin. About 460-450 B.C.
About 460-450 B.C.
Excavation number:2.
Excavationnumber:430.
Depth: ca. 1.00.
Depth: 1.00.
Sarcophagus:L. 1.58; w. 0.50; d. 0.415; stucco.
Sarcophagus:L. 0.513; w. 0.225; d. 0.185; th. 0.05;
Cover:L. 1.79; w. 0.63.
stucco.
Silt: probablyabout 0.15.
Cover:L. 0.61; w. 0.365; th. 0.075.
Skeleton: partially preserved,somewhat disturbed; Silt: completelyfilled with earth.
head at east.
Skeleton:no traces; head north or south.
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cylindrical
Palmettes with heavy, roundedpetals.
325-6 (T759).Black-figuredchimneylekythos.P1.95.
H. 0.188; d. 0.057. On shoulder,two series of rays;
above scene,meanderbetweenthin lines; below,wetincised lines. Maenad between two youths dancing
to right. Red for decorationof garments;white for
woman'sflesh,fillets, and patternson garments(note
the elaborateborderon the maenad'sskirt).
By the BeldamPainter:Haspels,ABL, p. 269,no. 71.
325-7 (T760). Palmette lekythos, group iii, redground.
H. 0.125; d. 0.043.
325-8 (T761).The same.
H. 0.135; d. 0.045.

COIN

POTTERY, CORINTHIAN

326-1 (G 12). Corinth,400-350 B.C.
A obol. Diam. 8 mm.; wt. 0.4 gms.
Obv.Pegasoswith pointed wing, flying 1.; beneath,
9. Rev. Tridentupwards(symbolnot visible). BMC
Corinth,p. 48, no. 395, pl. 6, no. 13. Concerningthe
date, see p. 122.

327-1 (T3013).Pattern skyphos.
H. 0.052; d. 0.069; d. foot 0.038. Verticalzigzags at
rim.
327-2 (T3014).Small trefoil oinochoe,groupi.
H. 0.078; h. with handle0.097; d. 0.068; d. foot 0.04.
Shouldersharplyoffset from body.
327-3 (T3012).Unglazedlekanis,groupi. Fig. 16.
H. with lid 0.073; d. 0.098; d. foot 0.058. Onehandle,
part of one side missing. On top of lid, twisted loop
handle.
Cf. Olynthus,XIII, nos. 638, 956 A and B, pl. 221,
also Corinthian,all from the same house.

POTTERY, CORINTHIAN

326-2 (T565).Largetrefoil oinochoewith lid.
H. 0.122; h. with handle 0.133; d. 0.123; d. foot
0.085; w. lid 0.059.
POTTERY, ATTIC

326-3 (T564). Black-glazed skyphos of Corinthian
shape.
H. 0.102; d. 0.124; d. foot 0.069. Graffito on the
bottom (Fig. 22).
With this graffito and that of 326-5, cf. Amyx,
"An Amphora with a Price Inscription-Hearst
Collection,"Universityof CaliforniaPublicationsin
ClassicalArchaeology,Vol. I, p. 190, and note 117;
and H. R. W. Smith, CVA, San Francisco,I, pp. 26,
27. Our vases are too insignificantto have had a

POTTERY, ATTIC

327-4 (T3011). Palmette lekythos, group iii, red.
ground.
H. 0.125; d. 0.042.
GRAVE
328
Section 13 C. Pls. 45, 112.
One of the adult graves near the cluster of late
infant burials at the south end of the excavation,

Probably
large
graves 366, 381, 391, and perhaps 409; the group
may have extendedto the west. About the middleof
the fifth century or slightly earlier.
Excavation number:144.
Depth: 1.35.
Sarcophagus:L. 1.60; w. 0.53; d. 0.44; th. 0.065;
stucco; cornernotches.
Cover:L. 1.78; w. 0.715; th. 0.135; strap holes.
Silt: 0.04.
Skeleton: complete;head to east.
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palmettes,
figure
apparently kneeling before woman with rhyton
seated 1.
The shape is Hermogenean;the drawingof Beazley's Lancut Group (ABV, pp. 576ff.). For the
subject, ABV, p. 578, no. 52.
329-5 (T1605).Black-figuredskyphos.Fig. 11.
H. 0.067; d. 0.094; d. foot 0.052. White-ground,
otherwisereplicaof 329-4.
329-6 (T1611). Black-glazedskyphos of Corinthian
shape.
POTTERY, CORINTHIAN
H. 0.068; d. 0.081; d. foot 0.045. No rays.
328-1 (T1603).Semi-glazedskyphoswith heavy foot. 329-7
(T1608).Black-glazedkylix with offset lip.
H. 0.076; d. 0.096; d. foot 0.061.
H. 0.07; d. 0.135; d. foot 0.059. Bluish cast to glaze.
328-2 (T1601).Largetrefoil oinochoe.
Inside of handlesand adjoiningwall entirely glazed.
H. 0.076; h. with handle 0.094; d. 0.088; d. foot 329-8
(T1607).Wide-mouthedoinochoe.
0.069. Very squat body with two red lines on lower H. 0.066; h. with handle 0.072; d. 0.072. Glazefired
part; no incisionon shoulder.
red and black; possiblynot Attic.
The Corinthian example, 392-3, is closer than
POTTERY, ATTIC
329-8 to the usual Attic shape.For such a jug in use,
328-3 (T1602).Black-glazed,deep-bodiedkylix.
perhaps as a kyathos, see, e.g., the Douris cup in
H. 0.085; d. 0.127; d. foot 0.064.
Florence,CVA, III, pl. 90.
328-4 (T1604).Black-glazedlekythos.
329-9 (T1609). Palmette lekythos, group iii; redH. 0.136; d. 0.051. Red line at shoulder,anotheron
ground.
lower body.
H. 0.131; d. 0.0425.
GRAVE329

Section 13-14 C. Pls. 49, 112.
One of two small children'sgraves near 328, 329
partly underlyingthe tile grave 360; a bit removed
from the tight 332 cluster of infant burials to the
north, but about contemporary.About 460-450 B.C.
Excavation number:145.
Depth: 1.70.
Sarcophagus:L. 0.83; w. 0.50; d. 0.22; th. 0.06;
stucco; cornernotches.
Cover:L. 0.96; w. 0.46; th. 0.10; no strap holes.
Silt: 0.02.
Skeleton: much disintegrated;head to east.

329-10 (T1610).The same.
H. 0.13; d. 0.044.
329-11 (T1613).Black-glazedlekythos.
H. 0.102; d. 0.0415.Very flat shoulder.Red line just
below shoulder.
GRAVE330

Section 4 C. Pls. 49, 113.
One of the few sarcophagiand one of the few fifth
centurygravesin the northernpart of the Cemetery;
see 129. This may possibly be a secondaryburial in
an older coffin; early features are the in-between
size, the unusuallythick walls, and also perhapsthe
coloredstucco. On the southeast cornerof the cover
EGG
329-1. The remains apparently of one egg. Found was found Deposit 26. About 460-450 B.C.
between329-4 and -8.
Excavation number:240.
Depth: 1.37.
BRONZE
Sarcophagus:L. 1.01; w. 0.41; d. 0.35; th. 0.075;
329-2 (T1614).Earringor earrings.
mottled, ochre-coloredstucco.
Disintegrated.Curvedfragmentsof fine wire. Found Cover:L. 1.20; w. 0.57; th. 0.12; strap holes.
near skull.
Silt: 0.205.
Skeleton:poorlypreserved;head to south.
POTTERY, CORINTHIAN

EGG
329-3 (T1612).Round-mouthedoinochoe,Type A.
330-1.
Shell of one egg, found near kylix.
H. 0.081; h. with handle 0.103; d. 0.078; d. foot
0.057. Roughly made with sharply definedshoulder POTTERY, CORINTHIAN
and heavy ridge around mouth. Glaze mottled red 330-2
(T2175).Small black-glazedskyphos.
and black; no added color.
H. 0.051;d. 0.075; d. foot 0.04.Foundat foot of grave.
POTTERY, ATTIC
330-3 (T2179).The same.
H. 0.052; d. 0.075; d. foot 0.036. Found completely
329-4 (T1606).Black-figuredskyphos.
H. 0.071; d. 0.095; d. foot 0.052. Red-ground;in brokenat foot of grave with 330-2.

(T2176).Black-glazed
H. 0.093;h. with handles0.114; d. 0.114; d. foot 0.08.
Grayishbuff clay; black glaze almost entirely disappeared.Oddly-shapedkantharoswith shallownarrow
bulge below handles and immediately above foot.
Two red lines at rim, two more on bulge, and red on
entire outer surface of foot. A heavy fabric which
may possibly be Corinthian.For the shape, cf. the
later Attic examples,Hesperia,VI, 1937, pp. 276f.
330-5 (T2172).Largetrefoil oinochoewith lid.
H. 0.109; h. with handle 0.122; d. 0.106; d. foot
0.078; w. lid 0.054.
POTTERY, ATTIC
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330-6 (T2173).Black-glazedkylix with concavelip.
H. 0.081; d. 0.144; d. foot 0.067. Edge of foot profiled
as in kylikes with offset lip. Cf. Bloesch,Formen,pl.
36, 5.
330-7 (T2174). Palmette lekythos, group iii, redground.
H. 0.127; d. 0.044.
330-8 (T2177).The same.
H. 0.128; d. 0.044.
330-9 (T2178).Black-glazedlekythos.
H. 0.10; d. 0.041. Red on top of mouth; two red
lines at shoulder,one on lower body.
330-10 (T2171).Black-glazedlekythos.
H. 0.103; d. 0.041. Key pattern to right at shoulder;
red line on lower body.
GRAVE331

Section 10 B. P1. 50.
This is the northernmostof a line of graves which
may have continued in the undug section beyond.
The line is unlike others in the Cemetery(e.g., 238)
in that the oldest graves are at both the north and
south ends of the line and the graves grow later as
they progressinward;it would seem that there were
two family groups, one from south to north (324,
325, 337, 345), the other from north to south (331,
320, 341, 351). The childrenof the southern group
may be representedby graves 346, 349, 354, and
perhapsDeposits 11, 13, 19. All the graves are more
nearly contemporarythan is usual, probably less
than twenty-five years separating the earliest and
latest. The slightly later graves to the east could be
furtheradditionsto one or both parts of the line.
The vases in 331 were all found in the middle and
west part of the grave except for the oinochoewhich
apparentlyresteduprighton the chest of the skeleton.
The earliestgrave with a lamp. About 460-450 B.C.
Excavation number:8.
Depth: 0.90.
Sarcophagus:L. 1.57; w. 0.48; d. 0.37; stucco.
Cover:L. 1.70; w. 0.76; th. 0.13.
Silt: 0.12 (minimum;at east end).
Skeleton: fairly well preserved;head to east.

331-1 (T619). Fragments. Found not far from the
right shoulder.Probablythe head of a pin, possibly
with iron chain. See also 264-1.
POTTERY,

CORINTHIAN

331-2 (T618).Largetrefoil oinochoe.
H. 0.115; h. with handle0.13; d. 0.107; d. foot 0.066.
331-3 (T617).Small trefoil oinochoe,groupi.
H. 0.049; h. with handle0.06; d. 0.045; d. foot 0.026.
Unglazed.Found underkylix.
331-4 (T613; CL 1532).Lamp, Type V.
L. 0.087; h. 0.023; d. 0.071. Signs of burning on

nozzle.

Published:Corinth,IV, ii, p. 138, no. 93.
POTTERY,

ATTIC

331-5 (T612).Black-glazedstemlesskylix.
H. 0.044; d. 0.128; d. foot 0.05.
331-6 (T616). Palmette lekythos, group iii, redground.
H. 0.13; d. 0.047.
331-7 (T614). Palmette lekythos, group iii, whiteground.
H. 0.133; d. 0.046.
331-8 (T615).The same.
H. 0.162; d. 0.052.
GRAVE332

Section 13 B. Pls. 45, 112.
Probably the earliest in a cluster of children's
graves, which includedalso 389, 390, 392, 393, 449,
as well as Deposit 12. The group is notable for the
presence of the libation deposit, D 49 (p. 86). It is
likely that the infant burials are to be associated
with the contemporaryadult graves to the south.
The furnitureof all these graves is characterizedby
the presenceof a lekanis. The two examplesin 332
might suggesttwin infants,althoughthe sarcophagus
is very tiny and of normalshape. About the middle
of the fifth century.
Excavationnumber:80.
Depth: 0.95.
Sarcophagus:L. 0.405; w. 0.18; d. 0.165; th. 0.05;
stucco.
Cover:L. 0.50; w. 0.30; th. 0.07.
Silt: completelyfilled with earth.
Skeleton:completelydisintegrated;head east orwest.
POTTERY, CORINTHIAN

332-1 (T1330).Unglazedlekanis,groupi. Fig. 16.
H. with lid 0.071; d. 0.092; d. foot 0.057.
332-2 (T1331).Unglazedlekanis,groupi.
H. with lid 0.081; d. 0.095; d. foot 0.051. Handles
bent up; unridgedlid. A single adjusting mark on
bowl only; the cover is of a differentcolor from the
bowl and fits poorly,and appearsto have been made
for anotherbowl.

petalledpalmettes,silhouettefiguresto right, a man,
apparentlyunarmedexcept for something(shield?)
on his left arm, strikinghelmetedwarriorwith shield
fleeing,lookingback (god and giant?).
The subject occurs on "pinchbases"in the Lanicut
Group (Beazley, ABV, p. 578, nos. 43-45); for the
shapein this Group,ABV, p. 576.
333-7 (T2991).Black-figuredskyphos.
H. 0.07; d. 0.094; d. foot 0.053. As 333-6, but on one
side, Herakleswith club attacking kneelingwarrior,
with helmet and shield.
333-8 (T2985).Black-glazedskyphoswith torus foot.
H. 0.053; d. 0.072; d. foot 0.044. Very small, and
with unusuallynarrowlowerbody.
333-9 (T2981).Black-glazedcup-skyphosof mastoid
shape.
H. 0.085; d. 0.107; d. foot 0.064. Splayed foot;
undersideof vase convex.
333-10 (T2994).Black-glazedstemlesskylix.
H. 0.032; d. 0.08; d. foot 0.03. Excellent blue-black
glaze. Very smallring foot. Very similarto Hesperia,
V, 1936, p. 337, fig. 7 (P5137); XXII, 1953, pl. 29,
POTTERY, CORINTHIAN
nos. 36, 37.
333-1 (T2984).Pattern skyphos.
H. 0.04;d. 0.049;d. foot 0.028.Horizontalzigzag.A 333-11 (T2993).Black-figuredlekythos.
H. 0.107; d. 0.045.Veryshortbroadbody. On shoulwornandold-fashioned
offering(seealso333-3).
333-2 (T2982).Round-mouthed
oinochoe,Type A, der, doubleseries of rays; above scene, row of short
vertical lines; below scene, wet-incisedlines. Chariogroupiii.
teer with goad driving quadriga to right; female
H. 0.085;d. 0.078;d. foot 0.051.No addedcolor.
behind horses; goal post at right.
333-3 (T2989). Black-glazedlekythos of archaic figure (Athena?)
White for charioteer'srobe, flesh of woman,harness
type.
decorationand manes of horses,and goal post.
H. 0.083;d. 0.041.
333-12 (T2987).Black-figuredlekythos.
333-4 (T2980).Pattern pyxis.
d. 0.04. Surface worn. Modifiedchimney
H. with lid 0.097;d. 0.13.Lowcylindricalbox with H. 0.12;
mouth,
very
taperingbody. Onshoulder,doubleseries
thickenedrimandloweredge;on rim,threevertical, of
above
scene, three rows of dots between
rays;
handles.Conicallid with knob fiat on
double-loop
fine
lines;
quadriga
standing right, male (?) chariotop. Horizontalredandblackbandson bowl(center teer; behind horses, draped figure with cithara
bandwide,red),dots on handlesandrim.Oncover,
Red and white details.
threeblackringson top and dots on edgeof knob; (Apollo?).
333-13
(T2986). Palmette lekythos, group iii, redaroundknob,zoneof brokenmeanderandanotherof
ground.
Z-patternborderedby redandblackbands.
H. 0.109; d. 0.042.
resemble
other
the
one
and
338-3,
This,
example,
the laterpatternlekanides,andthe lid 333-14 (T2988).Palmette lekythos, groupiii, whitein decoration
is closeto that of a lekanis.A few fragmentswere ground.
foundin a well at Corinth,Hesperia,VI, 1937, p. H. 0.108; d. 0.042.
282,fig. 20, nos. 101-103,andpp. 285ff.Cf.alsothe 333-15 (T2990).Black-glazedlekythos.
example,Leipzig4758,CVA,I, pl. 35, 5, 6; andK.A. H. 0.094; d. 0.04. Below shoulder,meanderto right,
Neugebauer,Antiken in deutschemPrivatsbesitz,and two black lines.
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Section8 D. Pls. 50, 113.
in the 130line of graves.Later
A tiny sarcophagus
than any of the near-byburials;but quitepossibly
relatedto318and319which,beforetheywererobbed,
perhapsheld offeringscontemporarywith those
of 333. Note that the rare cup-skyphos,333-9, is
very similarto thosein 300 to the southand295 to
the north.A very wealthygrave,and the question
ariseshow therewas roomfor the infantas well as
the offerings.The cover may have been removed
but the pots would
duringthe 316-319disturbance,
morelikelyhave beenleft by the robbersif the lid
at an earliertime.See258,alsowith
haddisappeared
About455-445B.C.
and
no
cover.
pots
Excavationnumber:423.
Depth:0.90.
L. 0.57;w. 0.245;d. 0.185;th. 0.055;
Sarcophagus:
stucco.
Cover:missing.
Silt: completelyfilledwith earth.
Skeleton:no traces;headeastor west.

Berlin,1938,no. 146,pl. 61.
334
GRAVE
333-5 (T2992).Unglazedlekanis,groupi.
H. withlid 0.069;d. 0.082;d. foot0.049.Plainknob. Section6 D. Pls. 49, 113.
Just to the north of the large grave 283 on the
Onepairof adjustingmarks.
266 cluster of infant
of the
north

graves.
great
edge
Closer in date to the other peripheral children's
burials,as 336 and 344 to the southeast,and possibly
333-6 (T2983).Black-figuredskyphos.
H. 0.073; d. 0.095; d. foot 0.052. Hermogeneanshape to the robbedgravesto the north (note the similarity
POTTERY,

16

ATTIC

Deposit
empty
232). About 455-445 B.C.
Excavation number:199.
Depth: 1.13.
Sarcophagus:L. 0.65; w. 0.28; d. 0.265; th. 0.06;
stucco.
Cover:L. 0.77; w. 0.40; th. 0.07.
Silt: 0.12.
Skeleton: almost entirely disintegrated; head east
or west.

(T1807).
H. 0.112; d. 0.042.
GRAVE335
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Section 12 A-B. Pls. 45, 113.
The only grave of its period in the area; 275 etc.
to the southwestare about a quartercenturyearlier,
and the immediatelysurroundinggravesat least that
much later. Late secondquarterof the fifth century.
Excavationnumber:46.
POTTERY, CORINTHIAN
Depth: 1.17.
334-1 (T1806).Pattern skyphos.
Sarcophagus:L. 1.84; w. 0.58; d. 0.46; th. 0.07;
stucco.
H. 0.028; d. 0.037; d. foot 0.018. Miniature;continuL. 1.93; w. 0.68; th. 0.11.
Cover:
ous zigzag at rim; red and black bands.
0.08.
Silt:
334-2 (T1809).Pattern skyphos.
Skeleton:very well preserved;head to east.
H. 0.025; d. 0.04; d. foot 0.022. Miniature;buds at
POTTERY, CORINTHIAN
rim; red and black bands.
334-3 (T1812).Black-glazedcup-skyphosof mastoid 335-1 (T1126).Semi-glazedskyphoswith heavy foot.
H. 0.08; d. 0.10; d. foot 0.057.
shape.
H. 0.064; d. 0.093; d. foot 0.046. The one Corinthian 335-2 (T1125). Round-mouthedoinochoe, Type A,
copy of the Attic shape (see p. 156).
groupi.
H. 0.129;h. with handle0.158; d. 0.117; d. foot 0.075.
334-4 (T1801).Round-mouthedoinochoe,Type B.
H. 0.094; d. 0.093; d. foot 0.064. Incurvedmouth; A late example,still with coloredlines, but thick rim
on lower edge of lip.
red lines.
334-5 (T1804). Powder pyxis with pattern decora- POTTERY, ATTIC
tion.
335-3 (T1127). Palmette lekythos, group iii, redH. with lid 0.049; d. 0.065. Very tall, top and bottom
ground.
edges projecting; on top of lid, zigzag (degenerate H. 0.132; d. 0.045.
cone pattern?) betweenred and black lines; on wall,
red and black bands. Lid found in 334-8, the box on GRAVE
336
the north side.
Section 6 D. Pls. 49, 113.
334-6 (T1803).Unglazedlekanis, groupi.
Perhapsa late addition to the family groupwhich
H. with lid 0.066; d. 0.084; d. foot 0.05. Handles also
includedthe great 266 cluster of infant burials.
pointed and bent up.
The near-by graves are all early, and the closest
adult grave of about the same period is 302 to the
POTTERY, ATTIC
northwest.
334-7 (T1808).Black-glazedstemlesskylix.
Five vases werefound outside the grave, 336-a and
H. 0.038; d. 0.092; d. foot 0.049. Shallowbowl with
at the west, at the level of the lid, the others
336-e
simple rim; thick torus foot, edge reserved.
at the south, about 0.30 m. deeper.The vases inside
334-8 (T1811).The same.
and out must be approximatelycontemporary,and
H. 0.038; d. 0.089; d. foot 0.048.
those outside were found close enough to the sarco334-9 (T1815).The same.
phagusto suggestofferingsfor 336, possiblya simple
H. 0.038; d. 0.089; d. foot 0.047.
overflowfrom such a small grave (but cf. the still
334-10 (T1802). Palmette lekythos, group iii, red- smaller333). The presenceof a krater rim near by
ground.
(X-262) and the greater depth of the vases at the
H. 0.112; d. 0.042.
south may indicate a separate burial, on the other
hand. The characterof the group, however, is that
334-11 (T1813).The same.
of neither a grave nor a libation group.
H. 0.113; d. 0.042.
Middleof the fifth centuryor slightly earlier.
334-12 (T1805).The same.
Excavationnumber:170.
H. 0.112; d. 0.042.
Depth: 1.40.
334-13 (T1814).The same.
Sarcophagus:L. 0.69; w. 0.27; d. 0.215; th. 0.055;
H. 0.109; d. 0.042.
stucco.
334-14 (T1810).Palmette lekythos, groupiii, white- Cover:L. 0.80; w. 0.40; th. 0.065; broken.
ground.
Silt: 0.01.
H. 0.112; d. 0.42.
Skeleton: very disintegrated;head to south.

Section 11 B. P1. 51.
For the position of this grave in the line of family
burials, see 331. The numberof eggs found and the
presence of the small bit of wood are unusual. No
explanationcan be offeredfor the small bone recorded as foundin the handleof each of two lekythoi and
one of the skyphoi.The vases were all found along
the south side of the sarcophagus,the lekythoiat the
left shoulder,the oinochoein the palmette kylix at
ATTIC
POTTERY,
the waist, and the eggs around the skyphoi in the
336-3 (T1680).Black-glazedskyphoswith torus foot.
southwest corner; the branch was in the northeast,
H. 0.078; d. 0.094; d. foot 0.063.
closeto the right shoulder.Middleof the fifth century.
336-4 (T1681).Pattern lekythos.
Excavationnumber:17.
H. 0.092; d. 0.038. White-ground;five horizontal,
Depth: 1.50.
circumscribedpalmettes,with short tendrils.For the Sarcophagus:L. 1.65; w. 0.55; d. 0.51; th. 0.08;
kind of pattern, see 294-4.
stucco.
Cover:
L. 1.90; w. 0.76; th. 0.14.
336-5 (T1686).The same.
0.15.
Silt:
H. 0.097; d. 0.038.
Skeleton:fairly well preserved;head to east.
336-6 (T1685).Pattern lekythos.
EGGS
H. 0.102; d. 0.041. White-ground;three horizontal
337-1. Remainsof four or five eggs.
palmetteswith shorttendrils;meanderbelowshoulder.
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336-1 (T1683).Round-mouthedoinochoe,Type A.
H. 0.076; h. with handle 0.098; d. 0.068; d. foot
0.043. Very small mouth, slopingshoulder;no color;
cf. 344-5 and 349-3.
336-2 (T1682).Unglazedlekanis, groupi.
H. with lid 0.07; d. 0.081; d. foot 0.05. Knob with
thin rim and truncatedcone in center.

WOOD
336-7 (T1684).Black-glazedlekythos.
H. 0.105; d. 0.038. Brokenmeanderbelow shoulder; 337-2 (T698). Small branch of tree. Non-coniferous
tree, resinous,aromatic.Examinedin 1928by Profesred line on lowerbody. Tracesof white on neck.
sors Foster and Rankinof PrincetonUniversity.For
OUTSIDE OFFERINGS
the use of grapevinesin Attic graves, and for references to olive branchesand origan, see Ath. Mitt.,
POTTERY, CORINTHIAN
XVIII, 1893, pp. 184ff.
336-a (T1663).Black-glazedskyphos.
H. 0.079; d. 0.096; d. foot 0.065. In shapevery close POTTERY, CORINTHIAN
337-3 (T688).Semi-glazedskyphoswith heavy foot.
to 336-3; probablyCorinthian,possibly Attic.
H. 0.073; d. 0.093; d. foot 0.061.
336-b (T1692).Black-glazedskyphos.
337-4
(T692).Largetrefoil oinochoewith lid.
H. 0.057; d. 0.071; d. foot 0.042. Small. Much like
H. 0.12; h. with handle 0.138; d. 0.118; d. foot
339-1.
0.078; w. lid 0.058. Shoulderlines wrwrw; reserved
336-c (T1691).Round-mouthedoinochoe,Type A.
area above foot.
H. 0.078; h. with handle 0.096; d. 0.078; d. foot
POTTERY, ATTIC
0.059. Muchlike 320-2; mouth as 335-2.
337-5 (T691).Black-glazedskyphoswith torus foot.
336-d (T1690).Round-mouthedoinochoe,Type B.
H. 0.099; d. 0.116; d. foot 0.09.
H. 0.071; d. 0.075; d. foot 0.055. As 381-1, but
337-6 (T689). Black-glazed skyphos of Corinthian
stouter.
shape.
336-e (T1662).Baby-feederwith pattern decoration. H. 0.094; d. 0.118; d. foot 0.066. Entirely glazed
P1.90.
except for lower edge of foot and underside;handles
H. 0.063; d. 0.067; d. foot 0.048. Skyphos-shaped thick for this shape.
body with top enclosed; vertical inner rim around 337-7 (T693).Palmette kylix.
five concentricrows of small holes; heavy foot (as H.
0.062; d. 0.13; d. foot 0.065.
skyphoi, p. 124). Concentricrings of red and black 337-8
(T699).Black-glazed,deep-bodiedkylix.
on top; ends of handles and spout glazed; in handle
d. 0.128; d. foot 0.059.
H.
0.087;
zone, debased palmette-lotus pattern, with central
337-9
(T695). Palmette lekythos, group iii, redpetal of lotus red; below, bands of red and black;
ground.
foot black outside, red inside.
Published:Art and Arch.,XXIX, 1930, p. 265, fig. H. 0.16; d. 0.053.
no. 1528A (Copenhagen,CVA, 337-10 (T697). Palmette lekythos, group iii, white25. Cf.Necrocorinthia,
III, pi. 99, no. 23); and Heidelberg148, CVA, I, pl. ground.
H. 0.13; d. 0.034.
19, no. 10.

16*

(T694). Ivy lekythos.
H. 0.154; d. 0.053.
337-12 (T696).The same.
H. 0.16; d. 0.054.
GRAVE338
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Section 9 B. Pls. 52, 113.
Much earlier than the adjoining 425, which is also
a child's burial; nearly contemporarygraves are in
the 352 line at some distance to the east, with the
robbed graves 374 and 376 lying between. Mid-fifth
century.
Excavation number:94.
Depth: 1.00.
Sarcophagus:L. 0.56; w. 0.24; d. 0.20; th. 0.05;
stucco.
Cover:L. 0.66; w. 0.365; th. 0.06.
Silt: entirelyfilledwith earth.
Skeleton: completely disintegrated; head north or
south.

POTTERY, CORINTHIAN

338-1 (T1425).Unglazedskyphos.
H. 0.044; d. 0.057; d. foot 0.034.
338-2 (T1426).Small trefoil oinochoe,groupii.
H. 0.069; h. with handle 0.085; d. 0.064; d. foot
0.041.
338-3 (T1427).Pattern pyxis.
H. with lid 0.045; d. 0.052. Miniatureof the same
kind of pyxis as 333-4, but three reflex handles
attachedto rim, bent slightly outward.On cover, red
and black bands and row of Z-pattern; on bowl,
dots at rim, red and black bands on wall.
Cf. ClaraRhodos,IV, p. 117, and fig. 112, p. 121.
338-4 (T1423).Unglazedlekanis, groupi.
H. with lid 0.072; d. 0.11; d. foot 0.065. Knob with
truncatedcone inside. One pair of adjustingmarks.

example
typical child's grave group with
lekanis and no oinochoe.Mid-fifthcentury.
Excavationnumber:237.
Depth: 1.45.
Sarcophagus:L. 0.545; w. 0.235; d. 0.175; th. 0.054;
stucco.
Cover:L. 0.70; w. 0.37; th. 0.11.
Silt: entirelyfilled with earth.
Skeleton:much disintegrated;head to east.
POTTERY, CORINTHIAN

339-1 (T2168).Black-glazedskyphos.
H. 0.062; d. 0.075; d. foot 0.046.
339-2 (T2166).Unglazedlekanis, groupi.
H. with lid 0.155; d. 0.175; d. foot 0.075. Largevase
with band handles; disk knob on long stem; gently
roundedsteps on lid. A forerunnerof groupii.
POTTERY, ATTIC

339-3 (T2167). Black-glazedcup-skyphoswith concave lip.
H. 0.077; d. 0.117; d. foot 0.072.
339-4 (T2170).Pattern lekythos.
H. 0.094; d. 0.04. Red-ground; meander to right
belowshoulder;below,threehorizontal,circumscribed
palmetteswith short tendrils.
339-5 (T2169).Pattern lekythos.
H. 0.109; d. 0.04. White-ground;two horizontal,
circumscribedpalmetteswith dots insteadof tendrils.

GRAVE340
Section 7-8 D. Pls. 52, 113.
This grave may follow the family group 260, 261
and 295, and if so, the seriesperhapscontinuedwith
388, 395, 401, and Deposits 15, 21 to the east; see
also 297. Mid-fifthcentury.
Excavationnumber:383.
Depth: 1.30.
Sarcophagus:L. 1.84; w. 0.66; d. 0.49; th. 0.065;
POTTERY, ATTIC
stucco.
338-5 (T1424).Black-glazedkantharos.
Cover:brokenin smallfragmentsby rootsof grapevine.
H. 0.048; h. with handles 0.054; d. 0.118; d. foot Silt: 0.09.
0.04. Karkhesion:very shallow cup with wide, flar- Skeleton:
fairly well preserved;head to south.
ing rim, flat bottom. See Ure, Black-glaze,p. 12.
CORINTHIAN
338-6 (T1421). Palmette lekythos, group iii, red- POTTERY,
340-1 (T2799).Semi-glazedskyphos,groupi.
ground.
H. 0.09; d. 0.113; d. foot 0.065.
H. 0.135; d. 0.047.
340-2 (T2802). Round-mouthedoinochoe, Type A,
338-7 (T1422). Palmette lekythos, group iii, whitegroupiii. Fig. 14 A.
ground.
H. 0.097; h. with handle0.12; d. 0.095; d. foot 0.059.
H. 0.135; d. 0.047.
On shoulder,white ivy leaf.

GRAVE339

POTTERY, ATTIC

Section 4 C. Pls. 52, 113.
One of the few sarcophagiof the classicalperiodin
the north part of the Cemetery(see 129). Thereis no
reason to suspect this of being a secondary burial
except for the prevalenceof cheap containersin this
area and the possibility of re-use in 330. An early

340-3 (T2798).Black-glazedkylix with offset lip.
H. 0.07; d. 0.136; d. foot 0.062. Foot with vertical
edge; the whole vase completelyglazed.
340-4 (T2801).Black-glazedkylix with offset lip.
H. 0.073; d. 0.13; d. foot 0.06. Foot with sloping
edge, no profiling;the whole vase entirelyglazed.

340-5 (T2797).Ivy lekythos.
H. 0.155; d. 0.051.
340-6 (T2800).Ivy lekythos, small.
H. 0.12; d. 0.04. Taller, more cylindrical than the
other small ivy lekythoi.
GRAVE341
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Section 11 B. P1. 51.
For the position of this sarcophagusin the line of
family graves, see 331. The skeleton was noticeably
shorterthan the sarcophagus,and all the vases were
heaped in the west end. Note the large number of
skyphoi.Mid-fifthcentury, or slightly earlier.
Excavation number: 10.
Depth: 1.30.
Sarcophagus:L. 1.71; w. 0.57; d. 0.48; stucco.
Cover:L. 1.84; w. 0.74; th. 0.13.
Silt: 0.04.
Skeleton: well preserved;length about 1.30; head to
east.

342-11 upright at the southeast corner. Mid-fifth
century.
Excavationnumber:6.
Depth: 1.00.
Sarcophagus:L. 0.78; w. 0.29; d. 0.23; stucco.
Cover:L. 0.90; w. 0.43; th. 0.09.
Silt: entirelypackedwith earth.
Skeleton:almost completelydisintegrated;head east
or west.
EGG

342-1. Shell of one egg.
BRONZE

342-2 (T594).Strigil, groupii. Fig. 9.
L. 0.18; w. 0.019. The earliest of the group, with a
short handleand a ridge aroundthe top of the blade.
POTTERY, CORINTHIAN

342-3 (T590). Round-mouthedoinochoe, Type A,
groupiii.
H. 0.103; h. with handle 0.122; d. 0.098; d. foot
POTTERY, CORINTHIAN
0.066.
341-1 (T630).Semi-glazedskyphos,groupi.
342-4 (T586).Bandedminiaturelekythos.
H. 0.084; d. 0.108; d. foot 0.064. Exceptionallywide P.h. 0.059; d. 0.043.
body.
POTTERY, ATTIC
341-2 (T631). The same.
342-5 (T593).Red-figuredskyphos.
H. 0.085; d. 0.11; d. foot 0.066.
H. 0.084; d. 0.105; d. foot 0.052. "Glaux"of standard
341-3 (T633).Roundedskyphos.
with one vertical, one horizontalhandle; very
H. 0.084; d. 0.089; d. foot 0.053. Red lines below type
small
thick torus foot. Very fine dots on the owl.
handles;reddenedreservedarea underhandles.
Closestto Johnson'sgroup VII, A.J.A., LIX, 1955,
341-4 (T634).Roundedskyphos.
p. 121, pl. 36, fig. 25.
H. 0.076; d. 0.086; d. foot 0.05. The usual form (p.
342-6 (T587). Black-glazed skyphos of Corinthian
127).
shape.
341-5 (T635).Roundedskyphos.
H. 0.063; d. 0.08; d. foot 0.043.
H. 0.078; d. 0.087; d. foot 0.051. Entirely glazed
342-7 (T589).Black-glazedskyphoswith torus foot.
except underneath.
H. 0.07; d. 0.081; d. foot 0.05. Very tall and rounded,
341-6 (T637).Large trefoil oinochoewith lid.
close to Corinthianform in proportions.
H. 0.108; h. with handle0.13; d. 0.119; d. foot 0.077;
342-8 (T585). Palmette lekythos, group iii, redw. lid 0.048. Shoulderlines wrwrw;narrowreserved
ground.
band above foot.
H. 0.128; d. 0.043.
POTTERY, ATTIC
342-9 (T595).Ivy lekythos.
341-7 (T636). Palmette lekythos, group iii, red- H. 0.155; d. 0.052.
342-10 (T591).Ivy lekythos, small.
ground.
H. 0.13; d. 0.047.
H. 0.095; d. 0.037.
341-8 (T629).Ivy lekythos.
342-11 (T592).The same.
H. 0.154; d. 0.053. Unusually stout body and large H. 0.096; d. 0.038.
ivy leaves; amongthe earliestin the series.
342-12 (T588).Black-glazedlekythos.
341-9 (T632).The same.
H. 0.11; d. 0.043. On shoulder,ring of dots above
H. 0.158; d. 0.053.
widely spaced rays; below shoulder, two red lines,
anotheron lowerbody.
GRAVE 342
Section 10 B. P1. 51.
For the family group, see grave 321. The egg,
strigil and four vases were found at the west end,
342-3, -5, -12 recordedin an upright position; the
remaining pots were along the south side, with

343
GRAVE
Section 10 B. Pls. 54, 113.
Abovethe lid werefoundtwo white-groundlekythoi
of Corinthianfabric,X-214, X-215. Grave 343 was
found in a narrowarea of the excavation, but with

305, 407, etc., may be part of a largerfamily cluster.
The lack of strap holes and the neat break across
the cover are suggestive of re-use. See 407 and 437
near by. Mid-fifthcentury.
Excavationnumber:51.
Depth: 1.30.
Sarcophagus:L. 1.52; w. 0.46; d. 0.39; th. 0.05;
stucco.
Cover:L. 1.77; w. 0.62; th. 0.11; broken; no strap
holes.
Silt: 0.07.
Skeleton:well preserved;head to east.
POTTERY,

CORINTHIAN
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343-1 (T1168).One-handledcup.
H. 0.045; d. 0.092.
343-2 (T1166).Large trefoil oinochoewith lid.
H. 0.115; h. with handle 0.138; d. 0.12; d. foot
0.083; w. lid 0.059. Neck tapering down to dripring; shoulderlines wrrw.
POTTERY,

ATTIC

343-3 (T1169). Black-glazedcup-skyphoswith concave lip.
H. 0.098; d. 0.146; d. foot 0.079. Very wide lip,
splayed foot; under handles reserved area marked
with petal-shapedspot of glaze. Probably, but not
certainly,Attic.
343-4 (T1167). Palmette lekythos, group iii, whiteground.
H. 0.13; d. 0.048.
GRAVE

344

Section 6 D. Pls. 52, 91, 113.
The latest of four small graves (see also 303, 322,
and 336) to the east of the large 302, on the edge of
the great 266 cluster.Mid-fifthcentury.
Excavationnumber:156.
Depth: 1.18.
Sarcophagus:L. 0.71; w. 0.295; d. 0.24; th. 0.043;
stucco.
Cover:L. 0.75; w. 0.395; th. 0.08.
Silt: packedwith earth.
Skeleton: completely disintegrated;head north or
south.

344-4 (T1647).One-handledcup.
H. 0.048; d. 0.092.
344-5 (T1645).Round-mouthedoinochoe,Type A.
H. 0.071; h. with handle0.09; d. 0.068; d. foot 0.044.
Very small mouth, sloping shoulder; no color. Cf.
336-1.
344-6 (T1643).Unglazedlekanis,groupi.
H. with lid 0.112; d. 0.141; d. foot 0.103. Large,with
band handles; shallow bowl, many narrowsteps on
lid, disk knob with deep conical hollow. Two pairs
of adjustingmarks.
344-7 (T1640).Miniaturebowl.
H. 0.027; d. 0.06.
POTTERY, ATTIC

344-8 (T1639).Black-figuredskyphos.
H. 0.071; d. 0.098; d. foot 0.055. Shapeof the Hermogenean Class (p. 153), and drawing of the Lancut
Group (Beazley, ABV, pp. 576f.). Red-ground;
between handle palmettes, (A) standing satyr with
rhyton facing seated maenad; (B) kneeling satyr,
otherwiseas A.
344-9 (T1644).Red-figuredskyphos.P1. 91.
H. 0.073; d. 0.085; d. foot 0.05. Of "Corinthian"
shape. Owl betweenolive twigs; below, reservedline
and reservedarea above foot. Owls on this shape of
skyphosare muchless commonthan on the standard
glaux, as 342-5.
344-10 (T1648).Black-glazedkylix with offset rim.
Fig. 21.
H. 0.068; d. 0.116; d. foot 0.05. Very shallow bowl,
and ring at top of stem.
The last of Bloesch's Akropolisgroup, Formen,p.
143, pl. 39, 4; cf. also the Agora example, P5131,
Hesperia,V, 1936, p. 339, fig. 4.
344-11 (T1646).Black-glazedstemlesskylix.
H. 0.031; d. 0.097; d. foot 0.039. Cf. Agora, P2290,
Hesperia,V, 1936, p. 339, fig. 7.
344-12 (T1649).Ivy lekythos.
H. 0.156; d. 0.051.
344-13 (T1642).Ivy lekythos, small.
H. 0.083; d. 0.032.
344-14 (T1651).The same.
H. 0.083; d. 0.032.

EGG

344-1. Shell of perhapsone egg.

GRAVE345

Section 11 B. P1. 54.
The only tile-covered grave in the 331 line of
344-2 (T1650).Strigil, groupiii. Fig. 9.
P. 1. 0.16; w. 0.022. Very early example(see p. 94). family burials;see also 378. The lekythos was found
On the upper part of the handle, a palmette lightly by the right arm, the other vases betweenthe legs of
incised. Cf.Olynthus,X, p. 178, no. 550, froma grave the skeleton.Mid-fifthcenturyor shortly after.
Excavation number:18.
approximatelycontemporarywith 344.
Depth: 1.65.
POTTERY, CORINTHIAN
Grave:L. 2.00; w. 0.80; d. 0.50; rubble-lined.
344-3 (T1641).Unglazedskyphos.
Cover:two horizontaltiles, each, L. 1.00; w. 0.80;
H. 0.042; d. 0.057; d. foot 0.032.
th. 0.05.
BRONZE
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Skeleton: disintegrated;somewhat disturbed; head 346-6 (T804).Red-figuredskyphos.
to east.
H. 0.066; d. 0.089; d. foot 0.056. Owl between olive
the shape a normal Attic skyphos (B) with
twigs;
POTTERY, CORINTHIAN
handlesand thick foot, ratherthan a standard
heavy
345-1 (T705).Semi-glazedskyphos,groupi.
glaux, as 342-5.
H. 0.086; d. 0.112; d. foot 0.059. As 355-2.
346-7 (T808).Ivy lekythos.
345-2 (T704). Round-mouthedoinochoe, Type A,
H. 0.135; d. 0.047.
groupii.
H. 0.12; h. with handle 0.14; d. 0.12; d. foot 0.078. 346-8 (T810).The same.
H. 0.137; d. 0.048.
On shoulder,single section of meanderin white.
346-9 (T809).The same.
POTTERY, ATTIC
H. 0.16; d. 0.053.
345-3 (T706).Ivy lekythos.
346-10 (T806).Pattern lekythos.
H. 0.121; d. 0.047.
H. 0.136; d. 0.048. White-ground;wide band of black
encirclingbody; short band of crosshatchingabove
GRAVE346
and below; shape as ivy lekythoi.
Section 11-12 B. P1. 55.
346-11 (T807).The same.
For the associationof this smallgravewith the adult H. 0.14; d. 0.049.
burialsto the west, see 331; adjoiningit was an even
smaller contemporarygrave, 349. The offerings of GRAVE347
346 had been placed left and right of the skeleton Section 10 A-B. P1. 54.
from about the shouldersdown to the feet; the egg
For the position in the family group, see 326. The
was at about the left elbow. Like 339, an early two cups were placed by the left foot, the oinochoe,
example of the children'sgroups with lekanis and by the right hip; the lekythos was found broken,the
without oinochoe.Mid-fifthcentury.
two parts separated, both between the legs. The
Publishedas a group,A.J.A., XXXII, 1928, p. 494, sarcophagusis of the intermediatesize rare in the
fig. 12; Arch.Anz., 1928,col. 580,fig. 2; referredto by fifth century. To the north was found an approxiHaspels, ABL, pp. 187f., and mentioned in Necro- mately contemporarydeposit, D 16. Middle of the
corinthia,p. 341.
fifth century or very shortly after.
Excavationnumber:4.
Excavation number:30.
1.45.
Depth: 1.20.
Depth:
th.
d.
w.
L.
0.245;
0.31;
0.07;
0.78;
Sarcophagus:L. 1.15; w. 0.44; d. 0.38; stucco.
Sarcophagus:
Cover:L. 1.25; w. 0.58; th. 0.085.
stucco.
Silt: fairly deep accumulation,probablyabout 0.07.
Cover:L. 0.94; w. 0.46; th. 0.06.
Skeleton:poorlypreserved;head to east.
Silt: 0.045.
Skeleton:much disintegrated;head to east.
CORINTHIAN
POTTERY,

346-1. Shell of one egg.

347-1 (T574).Round-mouthedoinochoe,Type B.
H. 0.077; d. 0.062; d. foot 0.042. Similarto 381-1.

POTTERY, CORINTHIAN

POTTERY, ATTIC

EGG

347-2 (T575).Palmette kylix.
346-2 (T803). Unglazedlekanis, groupi. Fig. 16.
H. with lid 0.091; d. 0.122; d. foot 0.081. Large,with H. 0.055; d.0.13; d. foot 0.065. Short palmettes
band handles; fine grooves on top of knob around with very roundedpetals, enclosedin white arcs; on
floor,two reservedlines aroundusual reservedarea.
U-shapedcentral depression.Cf.X-220.
347-3 (T576).Black-glazedstemlesskylix.
346-3 (T812). Miniaturebowl.
H. 0.042; d. 0.12; d. foot 0.047. Very close to HespeH. 0.02; d. 0.043. Unglazed.
ria, XXII, 1953, p1.29, nos. 36, 37.
POTTERY, ATTIC
347-4 (T577).Palmette lekythos.
346-4 (T805).Black-figuredskyphos.
Missing,1949. Probablyred-ground.
H. 0.069; d. 0.095; d. foot 0.052. The shape is of the
HermogeneanClass (p. 153), and the drawingof the GRAVE 348
Lanicut Group (see344-8). Red-ground; in handle Section 5 C. P1.92.
zone, each side, between palmettes, satyr with
An unprotectedburial foundbetweentwo later tile
rhyton pursuingmaenadrunningr., lookingback.
graves,431 and 432; the nearestapproximatelycon346-5 (T811).Black-figuredskyphos.
temporarygrave is 385 to the northwest; see also
H. 0.07; d. 0.095; d. foot 0.053. As above, but white- 330. The skyphos was found inverted over the
oinochoe.Thirdquarterof the fifth century.
ground.

Depth: 1.80.
Skeleton:a few traces.
POTTERY, CORINTHIAN

Excavation number: 385.
Depth: 1.25.
Sarcophagus:L. 1.70; w. 0.595; d. 0.47; th. 0.065;
stucco.
Cover:L. 2.00; w. 0.72; th. 0.08; strap holes.
Silt: 0.10.
Skeleton:very disintegrated;head to south.

348-1 (T1751).Semi-glazedskyphos,groupi.
H. 0.084; d. 0.098; d. foot 0.059. Similarto 352-1.
348-2 (T1750).One-handledcup.
H. 0.05; d. 0.091.
POTTERY, CORINTHIAN
348-3 (T1752). Round-mouthedoinochoe, Type B. 350-1 (T2810). Semi-glazedskyphos,groupii.
P1.92.
H. 0.07; d. 0.086; d. foot 0.046.
H. 0.097; d. 0.08; d. foot 0.053. Nearlyglobularbody, 350-2 (T2811).Round-mouthedoinochoe,Type B.
but with sloping shoulder;short vertical lip.
H. 0.102; d. 0.095; d. foot 0.059. Flaringlip.
GRAVE351

Section 11-12 B.
Adjacentto 346, and with that grave perhapspart
of the children'sgroup belongingto the 331 family
line to the west. Withinthe sarcophagus,the oinochoe
was at the southeast corner, the strigil along the
middleof the north side, the remainderof the objects
in the southwestcorner.Middleor earlythird quarter
of the fifth century.
Above this tiny sarcophaguswas found a group of
skyphoi and lekythoi (Deposit11); and west of the
grave, two oinochoai,X-165andX-189. All are about
contemporarywith the contents of the coffin, and
might be consideredoutside offeringsexcept for the
presenceof the kraterrim (D 11-g), and the fact that
they make up a typical grave group, completewith
oinochoe(see furtherD 11).
Excavation number:33.
Depth: 1.58.
Sarcophagus:L. 0.51; w. 0.19; d. 0.15; th. 0.05;
stucco.
Cover:L. 0.59; w. 0.39; th. 0.08; broken.
Silt: entirelyfilled with earth.
Skeleton:no traces; head east or west.

Section 11 B.
For the position of this burialin the line of family
graves, see 331. The oinochoehad been placed to the
right of the head, the skyphos in the southwest
corner,one strigilat the rightshoulder,andthe second
in the right hand. A note among the recordsof this
grave reports:"Thejaw of this skull shows a cavity
in the upper right first molar tooth. Examined by
Dr. F. L. Whiting of New York, who reports no
trace of mechanical treatment. At apex of tooth
evidence of dento-alveolarabscess on the palatal
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GRAVE349

BRONZE

349-1 (T822).Strigil, groupi. Fig. 9.
L. 0.192; w. 0.06. Long leaf tip; very narrowblade.
POTTERY, CORINTHIAN

349-2 (T823).Black-glazedskyphos,miniature.
H. 0.033; d. 0.043; d. foot 0.022.
349-3 (T821).Round-mouthedoinochoe,Type A.
H. 0.07; h. with handle0.092; d. 0.069; d. foot 0.043.
Small, with small mouth, sloping shoulder;no color.
As 344-5.
349-4 (T820).Unglazedlekanis, groupi.
H. with lid 0.07; d. 0.079; d. foot 0.049. Replica of
336-2.
GRAVE350

root."

Above 351, at a depth of 1.00, was found a Roman
coin,X-68. Just to the northwereX-160,an oinochoe,
andX-261, a fragmentaryAttic krater,possibly the
remainsof a disturbedearlierburial.
Probablyearly third quarterof the fifth century.
Excavationnumber:13.
Depth: 1.45.
Sarcophagus:L. 1.80; w. 0.58; d. 0.48; th. 0.07;
stucco.
Cover:L. 1.91; w. 0.78; th. 0.11.
Silt: very small amount.
Skeleton:well preserved;head to east (for teeth, see
above).
BRONZE

351-1 (T652). Strigil.
L. 0.25. Disintegrated(1949).
351-2 (T653). Strigil, groupii. Fig. 9.
P. 1.0.123; w. 0.031. Top of handle wide in front,
narrowin back; riveted tip.
POTTERY, CORINTHIAN

351-3 (T650). Semi-glazedskyphos,groupi.
H. 0.081; d. 0.104; d. foot 0.057.
351-4 (T651). Round-mouthed oinochoe, Type A,
group iii.

H. 0.146; h. with handle0.168; d. 0.15; d. foot 0.105.
GRAVE352

Section7 C. Pls. 54, 113.
Section 9 B. P1.54.
of
the
same
as
and
Oneof a groupof very nearly contemporarygraves
297
Probablypart
family group
399 to the west; possibly also connected with 274 which includesthe closely set line 353, 384, 356, 352,
etc. to the north. Thirdquarterof the fifth century. 394, from south to north, and 373 at right angles

west;
graves
family cluster may
be in the undug section to the east; for graves to the
west, see 338. In 352, the oinochoewas found at the
left side of the skull, and the skyphos at the middle
of the body. Probablyearly third quarterof the fifth
century.
Excavation number:5.
Depth: 0.70.
Sarcophagus:L. 1.75; w. 0.56; d. 0.45; stucco.
Cover:L. 1.93; w. 0.70; th. 0.13.
Silt: entirelyfilled with earth.
Skeleton: poorly preserved;head to east.
POTTERY, CORINTHIAN

353-6 (T713). Unglazedlekanis,groupi.
H. with lid 0.09; d. 0.119; d. foot 0.068. Band handles; very steep lid with stemmed knob (transitional
to groupii). Two adjustingmarks on bowl, none on
lid.
353-7 (T717 and CL 1531). Lamp, Type V. Fig. 19,
P1. 100.
L. 0.089; h. 0.02; d. 0.072.
Published: Corinth,IV, ii, p. 138, no. 92.
POTTERY, ATTIC

353-8 (T715). Palmette lekythos, groupiii, redground.
H. 0.125; d. 0.047.
353-9 (T714). Ivy lekythos.
H. 0.155; d. 0.052.
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352-1 (T578). Semi-glazedskyphos, groupi.
H. 0.097; d. 0.116; d. foot 0.066.
352-2 (T579). Largetrefoil oinochoe.
H. 0.098; h. with handle 0.118; d.0.104; d. foot GRAVE354
0.065. Exceptionally flat shoulder and small cylindrical neck. Shoulder lines wrrw; wide irregular Section 11-12 B. P1.55.
One of the somewhatlater gravesto the east of the
reservedarea above foot.
331 line, and, with 357 and 367, perhapstransitional
in positionas well as date to the groupat the eastern
GRAVE353
edge of the trench, 386, 387, 408, and 422. The
skyphos was found between the thighs, the other
Section 9 B. Pls. 55, 100.
at the feet. Middleto third quarterof the fifth
vases
For the position of this grave in the family group,
Just to the north, the contemporaryDecentury.
see 352. The vases werefound in a clusterby the left
13.
posit
knee except for the oinochoe which was above the
pelvis. Notable among the offeringsare the psimy- Excavation number:32.
thion and the early lamp. Mid-fifthcentury.
Depth: 1.55.
Grave:L. 1.60; w. 0.45; d. 0.73.
Excavation number:19.
Cover: five gabled tiles, each, L. 0.80; w. 0.70;
Depth: 1.20.
th. 0.045;the fifth tile uprightagainstthe east end.
Sarcophagus:L. 1.51; w. 0.57; d. 0.45; th. 0.07; Fill: small stones and earth, nearly to apex of tiles.
stucco.
Skeleton:badly disintegrated;head to east.
Cover:L. 1.75; w. 0.76; th. 0.105; slightly cracked;
WOOD
strap holes.
Silt: 0.085.
354-1 (not inventoried). Carbonized fragments,
Skeleton: only skull well preserved;head to east; unidentifiable.
1. arm slightly bent.
PSIMYTHION

POTTERY, CORINTHIAN

354-2 (T817). Semi-glazedskyphos,groupi.
353-1 (T709). Severalpastiles.
H. 0.087; d. 0.104; d. foot 0.059.
Found in lekanis, 353-6. For occurrencesof psimy- 354-3
(T819). Round-mouthed oinochoe, Type C,
thion elsewhere,see 427-2.
blisterware.
H. 0.08; d. 0.09. Squat body.
POTTERY, CORINTHIAN
353-2 (T716). Pattern skyphos.
POTTERY, ATTIC
H. 0.047; d. 0.066; d. foot 0.032. At rim, broken 354-4 (T818). Ivy lekythos.
meander in red; below, one wide red and narrow H. 0.141; d. 0.047.
black bands.
GRAVE355
353-3 (T711). Semi-glazedskyphos,groupi.
H. 0.089; d. 0.113; d. foot 0.061.
Section 10 A-B. Pls. 56, 97.
353-4 (T712). The same.
Probably part of the 326 family cluster; see also
H. 0.088; d. 0.112; d. foot 0.063.
321. The two oinochoaiwere at the left side of the
353-5 (T710). Round-mouthed oinochoe, Type A, head, one skyphos between the legs, the remainder
piled in the southwest corner. Early third quarter
group ii.
H. 0.089; h. with handle 0.11; d. 0.084; d. foot of the fifth century. For the presence of the two
0.045. Very small mouth; lower body reserved.
oinochoai,see p. 137.

Excavationnumber:15.
Depth: 1.30.
Sarcophagus:L. 1.60; w. 0.58; d. 0.49; th. 0.07;

POTTERY, CORINTHIAN
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356-2 (T790). Semi-glazedskyphos,groupi.
H. 0.083; d. 0.114; d. foot 0.062.
stucco.
356-3 (T788). Semi-glazedskyphoswith heavy foot.
Cover:L. 1.96; w. 0.73; th. 0.12; slightly cracked.
H. 0.073; d. 0.096; d. foot 0.054.
Silt: 0.09.
Skeleton:well preserved;head to east (skullfallenon- 356-4 (T789). Largetrefoil oinochoewith lid.
to right side).
H. 0.128; h. with handle 0.144; d.0.129; d. foot
0.086; w. lid 0.052. For the downward tapering
POTTERY, CORINTHIAN
neck, see Hesperia,VI, 1937, p. 287, no. 122, fig. 23
355-1 (T678). Semi-glazedskyphos,groupi.
H. 0.085; d. 0.107; d. foot 0.057.
POTTERY, ATTIC
356-5 (T791). Ivy lekythos.
355-2 (T684). The same.
H. 0.085; d. 0.105; d. foot 0.054.
H. 0.152; d. 0.051.
355-3 (T677). Large trefoil oinochoe.
H. 0.093; h. with handle0.106; d. 0.09; d. foot 0.067. GRAVE357
Shoulderlines wrwrw.
Section 11 B. P1.56.
A slightlylater gravejust to the east of the 331 line;
355-4 (T676). Round-mouthed oinochoe, Type C,
blisterware.
see also 354. Grave408 was built againstthe east end
H. 0.053; d. 0.071. Orange-brownfabric; slanting of 357. The skyphos, 357-2, was found between the
ribs.
thighs, the oinochoebelow the feet, the strigil and
Cf. Hesperia, VI, 1937, p. 290, fig. 23, no. 138; the remainingpots in the northwest corner. Third
XVII, 1948, pl. 85, no. E 11.
quarterof the fifth century.
Excavationnumber:25.
POTTERY, ATTIC
355-5 (T679). Black-glazed skyphos of Corinthian Depth: 1.60.
Sarcophagus:L. 1.82; w. 0.57; d. 0.50; th. 0.065;
shape.
stucco.
H. 0.107; d. 0.125; d. foot 0.067.
Cover:L. 1.97; w. 0.72; th. 0.11.
355-6 (T680). The same.
Silt: 0.06.
H. 0.074; d. 0.088; d. foot 0.049.
Skeleton:well preserved;head to east; handsresting
on stomach.
355-7 (T682). Ivy lekythos.
H. 0.162; d. 0.054.
BRONZE
355-8 (T683). The same.
357-1 (T777). Strigil, groupi.
H. 0.167; d. 0.056.
L. 0.188; w. 0.029. Back of handle very narrow;
riveted tip.
355-9 (T681). Squat lekythos. P1.97.
H. 0.087; d. 0.045. An odd, early shape, with flat
CORINTHIAN
shoulderoffset from body with nearly vertical sides. POTTERY,
357-2
(T771). Semi-glazedskyphos,groupi.
Onbody, widereservedpanelwith finecrosshatching;
H.
0.105; d. 0.13; d. foot 0.067. The largest of the
remainderof vase black.
series.

357-3 (T776). Roundedskyphos.
H.
0.101; d. 0.12; d. lip 0.114; d. foot 0.062.Red lines
Section 9 B. P1.56.
below
handles; exceptionally good glaze, certainly
One of the short crowded line of contemporary
Corinthian.
graves; see 352. The egg and pots were found at the
west end, presumablyby the left foot of the skeleton; 357-4 (T778). Roundedskyphos.
the small skyphos,346-3, was found invertedon the H. 0.075; d. 0.092; d. lip 0.088; d. foot 0.049. Much
oinochoe. Third quarterof the fifth century. Above stouter than the above, and with a curiously thin
the east end of the grave was found a lekanis,X-219. torusfoot.
357-5 (T780). Round-mouthed oinochoe, Type A
Excavation number:27.
groupiii.
Depth: 1.40.
H.
0.122; h. with handle 0.145; d.0.125; d. foot
Grave:L. 1.68; w. 0.70; walls and floorof rubble.
0.083.
Cover:three horizontaltiles, each, L. 0.70; w. 0.56;
th. 0.045.
357-6 (T775). Bandedminiaturelekythos.
Fill: solidly packedwith earth and stones.
H. 0.075; d. 0.042.
Skeleton:very disintegrated;head to east.
357-7 (T772). Kalathos.
EGG
H. 0.046; d. 0.06. Bevelled rim; concave walls; fiat
356-1 (T792). Shell of probablyone egg.
bottom with bevellededge. Unglazed.
GRAVE356

(T773).
H. 0.041; d. 0.057.
357-9 (T774). The same.
H. 0.045; d. 0.059.

359-1 (T646). Strigil, groupii. Fig. 9.
L. 0.232; w. 0.031. V-shaped incision on front of
handle; back of handlenarrow;riveted tip.

POTTERY, ATTIC

POTTERY, CORINTHIAN

357-10 (T779). Black-glazedminiaturebowl.
359-2 (T639). Semi-glazedskyphos,groupi.
H. 0.026; d. 0.055. Simple rim, curved walls, low H. 0.09; d. 0.118; d. foot 0.063.
flaringfoot. ProbablyAttic.
369-3 (T638). Round-mouthed oinochoe, Type A,
GRAVE358

group ii.

H. 0.117; h.with handle 0.144; d. 0.118; d. foot
Section 4 C. Pls. 54, 113.
One of the earliergraves of the classical period in 0.069. Incisionratherthan white borderingred band
the area (see 330); possiblyrelatedto 361 and 379 to on shoulder;otherwisecoloras usual.
the east. Middle or early third quarter of the fifth 359-4 (T641). Bandedminiaturelekythos.
H. 0.075; d. 0.039.
century.
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Excavation number:262.
Depth: 1.60.
Grave:L. 1.26; w. 0.80; d. 0.57.
Cover: five gabled tiles, each, L. 0.78; w. 0.60;
th. 0.06; the fifth tile uprightat one end.
Skeleton: much disintegrated;"traces of arms and
legs in the west end."
POTTERY, CORINTHIAN

358-1 (T2288).Roundedskyphos.
H. 0.084; d. 0.101; d. foot 0.054.
358-2 (T2290).Black-glazedskyphos,small.
H. 0.057; d. 0.073; d. foot 0.045.
358-3 (T2285).Black-glazedkylix with offsetlip.
H. 0.079; d. 0.139; d. foot 0.063. Reddened area
undereach handle. The one exampleof this shape in
Corinthianfabric (see p. 160 for imports).
358-4 (T2287).Round-mouthedoinochoe,Type A.
H. 0.073; h. with handle 0.094; d.0.065; d. foot
0.042. Very small and poorly made. Round body,
high shoulder;lower part unglazed;no added color.

POTTERY, ATTIC

369-5 (T640). Ivy lekythos.
H. 0.145; d. 0.049.
GRAVE360

Section 14 C. P1.57.
This grave was found in the trenchwall above 329
in the extreme southwest cornerof the excavation.
It appearsto have been a normalburialin an unlined
grave covered with horizontaltiles. Middleto third
quarterof the fifth century.
POTTERY, CORINTHIAN

360-1 (T1618). Small trefoil oinochoe,groupii.
H. 0.08; h. with handle0.094; d. 0.063; d. foot 0.036.
Unusuallyglobularbody.
360-2 (T1617). Miniaturebowl.
H. 0.25; d. 0.055.
POTTERY, ATTIC

360-3 (T1615). Black-glazedlekythos.
H. 0.177; d. 0.059. Tall cylinder with deep mouth
POTTERY, ATTIC
and simple foot. On shoulder,double series of rays,
358-5 (T2289).Black-glazedlekythos.
the outer row thick and widely spaced;below shoulH. 0.135; d. 0.05. No red lines visible.
der, reserved band with meander to right between
358-6 (T2286). Black-glazedlekythos.
narrow lines; red line below meander, another on
H. 0.139; d. 0.51. As above,but one redline preserved lower body.
on lower body.
360-4 (T1616).Black-glazedlekythos.
Restored H. 0.182; d. 0.06. As 360-3, but below
shouldertwo red lines, no meander.
GRAVE359
360-5 (T1619).Pattern skyphos.
Section 10-11 B. P1.54.
Part of the small 321 cluster. The skyphos was H. 0.053; d. 0.069; d. foot 0.036. NormalCorinthian
found at the right knee, the strigil and remaining shape;entirelyblack-glazed;originallyreservedband
pots in the southwest corner.Early third quarterof at rim with interlockingmeander,later paintedover.
PossiblyAttic, morelikelyCorinthian.Cf.the example
the fifth century.
from Rhitsona, 'Apx. 'Ep., 1912, p. 118, fig. 20.
Excavation number:11.
GRAVE361
Depth: 1.25.
Sarcophagus:L. 1.80; w. 0.57; d. 0.49; stucco.
Section 4 C. Pls. 54, 113.
Cover:L. 1.91; w. 0.72; th. 0.13.
One of a confused group of geometric, fifth and
Silt: very small amount.
Skeleton:wellpreserved;headto east; laiddiagonally fourth century graves. Note the unusualorientation
of the skeleton.Thirdquarterof the fifth century.
in coffin.
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Excavation number:253.
probabilityto a long bronze instrumentpointed at
one end and terminatingin a small flat disk at the
Depth: 2.00.
Grave:L. 2.18; w. 0.55.
other.
Cover: three horizontal, overlapping tiles, each,
POTTERY, CORINTHIAN
L. 0.77; w. 0.55; th. 0.065.
Skeleton:only a few traces; head to north.
362-2 (T1433).Roundedskyphos.
H. 0.084; d. 0.097; d. foot 0.052.
EGG
361-1. Remainsof probablyone egg, foundin 361-2. 362-3 (T1434). Round-mouthedoinochoe,Type B.
H. 0.07; d. 0.067; d. foot 0.042.
POTTERY, CORINTHIAN
362-4 (T1436).Miniaturebowl.
361-2 (T2241).Semi-glazedskyphos,groupi.
H. 0.027; d. 0.057.
H. 0.08; d. 0.104; d. foot 0.058.
POTTERY, ATTIC
361-3 (T2244).Roundedskyphos.
362-5
(T1435).Pattern lekythos.
H. 0.103; d. 0.11; d. foot 0.069. A strangelocal verH.
0.099; d. 0.04. White-ground;band of meander
sion of the Attic skyphos. Unusually tall with wide
to
right betweenbands of crosshatching.
flat foot; red lines under handles; rays on reserved,
reddenedarea above foot.
GRAVE363
361-4 (T2240). One-handledcup.
Section 13 B-C. Pls. 58, 114.
H. 0.041; d. 0.087.
This grave and 372 were set between the early
361-5 (T2242). Round-mouthedoinochoe, Type A.
burials
267 and 277 to the south and the 238 line to
Fig. 14 A.
the
north; the only graves transitionalin date were
H. 0.086; h. with handle 0.113; d. 0.095; d. foot
0.073. Very small mouth and neck; squat body with 383, the insert at the north, and the group around
wide sloping shoulder. On shoulder, large white 364, at some distanceto the south. Thirdquarterof
the fifth century.
animalto right, probablya bull; coloredbands.
Excavationnumber:89.
POTTERY, ATTIC
Depth: 1.35.
361-6 (T2243). Ivy lekythos.
Sarcophagus:L. 1.77; w. 0.58; d. 0.47; th. 0.065;
H. 0.184;d. 0.061.Veryflat shoulder,cylindricalbody
stucco.
contracting sharplyabove foot; disk foot, the edge Cover:L. 2.00; w. 0.83; th. 0.11; strap holes.
convex. Onshoulder,rowof dots and row of stemmed Silt: 0.07.
dots instead of usual rays; below shoulder,band of Skeleton: young adult male, about 30; almost
completelypreserved;head to south.
meander;on lowerbody, two red lines.
A carefully-made,comparativelylate piece made POTTERY, CORINTHIAN
in a differentshop fromthat of the otherivy lekythoi 363-1 (T1387). Semi-glazedskyphos,groupi.
p. 164). Cf. Wiirzburg,pl. 108, nos. 390a, b, c, also H. 0.086; d. 0.11; d. foot 0.059.
with meanderbut with usual sloping shoulder.
363-2 (T1385).Semi-glazedskyphoswith heavy foot.
H. 0.072; d. 0.096; d. foot 0.054.
GRAVE362
363-3 (T1386).Largetrefoil oinochoewith lid.
Section 9 B. Pls. 58, 81, 114.
H.
0.089; h. with handle 0.105; d. 0.094; d. foot
Amongthe 374 groupof robbedgraves,andnot farto
w. lid 0.039. Very thin neck with ring at base.
0.074;
the northof the 352 line. Oneof the rare sarcophagiof
363-4
(T1390). Round-mouthedoinochoe, Type C,
middle size (pp. 72-73), but showingno signs of reuse other than the broken cover which could well ribbed.
have been damaged during the disturbanceof 374, H. 0.042; d. 0.056. Very squat body with wide
shallowribs. Perhapsa lekythosor a perfumebottle
etc. Third quarterof the fifth century.
(see p. 137), and if the latter, an interesting item in
Excavation number:97.
the grave of an adult male.
Depth: 1.15.
Sarcophagus:L. 1.11; w. 0.355; d. 0.34; th. 0.055; POTTERY, ATTIC
stucco.
363-5 (T1388).Pattern lekythos.
Cover:L. 1.31; w. 0.60; th. 0.09; broken.
H. 0.154; d. 0.054. White-ground.Below shoulder,
Silt: 0.12.
meander
to right; below, band of crosshatching,
Skeleton: much disintegrated;head to east.
three 19-petalledpalmettes, the outer ones inverted,
BRONZE
with tendrils,and a secondband of hatching.
362-1 (T1437).Instrument.P1.81.
Cf.Hesperia,XI, 1942, pi. 2 fromHalai;Kalinderu,
The "pin"listed from this grave has not been iden- pp. 80, 130f., no. 52, fig. 60; Wiurzburg,p1.108,
tified. The number has been assigned with some nos. 389a and b, and AeTriov, XV, 1933-1935, p. 46,

fig. 28, fromArgos.The way the crosshatchingcurves
downwardaround the body of our piece and the
Argosexamplesuggeststhat roulettingof a sort may
have been used for painted pots as well as for blackglazedpieceswith stampeddesigns,whichfirstappear
at about this time.
363-6 (T1389). Pattern lekythos.
H. 0.084; d. 0.037. Short wide body; two reserved
bands with Z-patternbetweennarrowlines.

For earrings with disks and drops, see Clara
Rhodos,III, p. 78, fig. 63; also VIII, p. 154, fig. 140,
for a necklacewith both chainedand stemmedacorn
drops.Cf. also BMC Jewellery,pl. 30; and Cambridge
Ancient History, Vol. Plates, III, pl. 82, a. Or,
conceivably, the fragments might have been an
elaboratebrooch.
POTTERY, CORINTHIAN
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364-5 (T1393).Semi-glazedskyphos,groupii.
H. 0.071; d. 0.091; d. foot 0.05.
GRAVE 364
364-6 (T1391). Round-mouthedoinochoe, Type C,
Section 13 B. Pls. 58, 79, 91, 114.
blisterware.
One of the small family group at the southern H. 0.09; d. 0.084. Globular
body.
extremity of the excavation by the road wall, and
just to the south of the 332 children'scluster. The POTTERY, ATTIC
sarcophagusis one of the rare examplesof middle size 364-7 (T1396).Pattern skyphos.P1.91.
(pp. 72-73). In the daybook were recordedseveral H. 0.074; d. 0.096; d. foot 0.052. Well-curvedwalls
pieces of bronze jewelry: an earringand a pendant and splayed foot. Black-glazed; at rim, reserved
at each forearm,and a pin at the left foot. In 1949 band with vertical black lines, another, similar but
the bronzesstored with the objects from this grave slightly pendant, at middle, reserved line above
includedno pin as such but the series of small frag- foot; between reserved bands, on Side A, band of
laurel pattern above, ivy pattern below, all in thick
ments listed under364-4.
white paint; side B, two bands of laurel. Under
Thirdquarterof the fifth century.
handles,large reserved11-petalledpalmette.
Excavation number:90.
A "Saint-Valentin" vase: see S. Howard and
Depth: 1.95.
F.
P. Johnson, A.J.A., LVIII, 1954, pp. 191ff.; cf.
w.
d.
th.
0.39;
0.27;
0.05;
Sarcophagus:L. 1.04;
stucco.
especiallypl. 33, figs. 11, 14.
Cover:L. 1.22; w. 0.53; th. 0.115; slightly cracked. 364-8 (T1392). Ivy lekythos.
Silt: 0.05.
H. 0.137; d. 0.046.
Skeleton: ratherdisintegrated;head to south.
364-9 (T1394). The same.
H. 0.143; d. 0.046.
EGG
364-1. Remains of probablyone egg. Found by right 364-10 (T1395). The same.
H. 0.137; d. 0.045.
foot and skyphos364-7.
BRONZE

364-2 (T1398).Pair of earrings.
Each, w. 0.014. Arc of beaded wire. Similar to
Olynthus,X, pls. 17, 18, nos. 290-294. The pendants
364-3 may have been attached.
364-3 (T1399).Pair of pendants.P1.79.
Each: H. 0.02; w. 0.01. Pyramidal in shape, edges
beaded; two flat leaf-shapedmembersset vertically
in squareat top, with ring between.
Cf. A.J.A., XIX, 1915, p. 425, fig. 2, from Halai;
Olynthus,X, pls. 17, 18, nos. 265-272; AE7'riov,XV,
1933-1935, p. 40, fig. 22; and particularlyL. Pollak,
Goldschmiedearbeiten
Nelidow, Leipzig,1903, pl. 10,
no. 202.
364-4 (T1397).Fragmentsof jewelry. Fig. 8.
Preserved: (a) parts of two slightly concave pierced
disks (d. 0.016), a single hole on one side, two others
on opposite edge with remainsof chains in several;
(b) one long hook-like member which could be the
hook of an earring;(c) two rosettes (d. 0.01); (d) four
tiny acorn-like drops on chains; (e) at least four
similar drops attached to straight stems (L. 0.012).

GRAVE365

Section 10 A. Pls. 16, 59, 91.
Part of the small326 cluster.All the offeringswere
placedin a tight groupnear the right knee. Thirdto
fourth quarter of the fifth century. A bronze ring,
X-82, was found above the grave.
Excavation number:9.
Depth: 1.80 (to floor of grave).
Grave:L. 1.70; w. 0.71.
Cover: six gabled tiles, each, L. 0.70; w. 0.55;
th. 0.045.
Fill: earth and stones.
Skeleton:well preserved;head to east; set diagonally
in grave.
POTTERY, CORINTHIAN

365-1 (T622). Semi-glazedskyphos,groupii.
H. 0.069; d. 0.09; d. foot 0.05.
365-2 (T621). Round-mouthedoinochoe, Type A,
group iii.

H. 0.09; h. with handle0.115; d. 0.091; d. foot 0.056.
Threenarrowridgeson shoulderaroundbase of neck.

365-3 (T623).White-groundlekythos,groupi. P1.91.
H. 0.16; d. 0.054. Red palmette on body, anotheron
shoulder.
365-4 (T624). Bandedminiaturelekythos.

POTTERY, CORINTHIAN

366-9 (T1402). Semi-glazedskyphos,groupii.
H. 0.064; d. 0.086; d. foot 0.049.
366-10 (T1405). The same.
H. 0.067;d. 0.035.
H. 0.068; w. 0.086; d. foot 0.051.
365-5 (T625). The same.
366-11 (T1406).Wide-mouthedoinochoe,ribbed.
H. 0.07; d. 0.036.
H. 0.071; d. 0.082; d. foot 0.064. Very wide and low
with light vertical grooves. For the proportions,cf.
POTTERY, ATTIC
the Attic example,Hesperia,VI, 1937,p. 277, fig. 17,
365-6 (T626). Black-glazedbowl.
no. 57.
H. 0.033; d. 0.062. Miniature,with high walls, flat
366-12 (T1401). Round-mouthedoinochoe, Type A,
bottom. Cf. Hesperia,XXII, 1953, pl. 29, no. 77.
group ii.
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GRAVE
366
Section 13 B. Pls. 58, 114.
One of the cluster of graves near the road wall
(see 328). Note the wealth of bronzesin this and in
the girl's grave 364 next to it. The cover is the only
one of its kind on a sarcophagus(see p. 72). Late in
the third quarterof the fifth century.
Excavationnumber:91.
Depth: 1.90.
Sarcophagus:L. 1.57; w. 0.53; d. 0.385; th. 0.065;
stucco.
Cover: L. 1.68; w. 0.70; th. 0.13; two blocks well
fitted together;strap holes.
Silt: 0.07.
Skeleton:much disintegrated;head north or south.
EGGS

366-1. Remainsof probablytwo eggs, foundnear the
skyphos,366-10.
BRONZE

H. 0.09; h. with handle0.112; d. 0.094; d. foot 0.057.
366-13 (T1400).Bandedminiaturelekythos.
H. 0.093; d. 0.047. Roundedbody. For this variation
of the usual type, see Ure, Sixth, p. 101, grave 139,
no. 1, pl. 16, the grave dated 440-430.
366-14 (T1404). White-groundlekythos, groupi.
H. 0.193; d. 0.062. Decoration as ivy lekythoi of
Attic manufacture,but additionalband of meander
below shoulder (cf. 361-6), and red lines between
zones.
366-15 (T1403). White-groundlekythos, groupi.
H. 0.191; d. 0.064. Below shoulder, meander to
right; below, between bands of crosshatching,wide
zoneof blackandwhite diamondsin alternatingrows;
small dot in each white diamond; bands of miltos
preserved between zones. Cf. the Attic example,
Hesperia,XI, 1942, pl. 2.
GRAVE367

Section 11 B. Pls. 17, 59.
One of the groupof small graves to the east of the
331 line (see 354). The sarcophagusis one of the unusual medium-sizedexamples.Inside, the oinochoe
was found to the right of the head, the lekythos
367-12 at the left shoulder,the strigils carefullylaid
across the chest, two lekythoi between the thighs,
and the remainderin the southwest corner. The
sarcophagus,complete with skeleton and offerings,
is on exhibit in the museumat Old Corinth.Thirdto
fourth quarterof the fifth century.
Above the southwest corner of the grave were
foundX-157 andX-169.
IRON
Excavationnumber:20.
366-7 (T1407). Spearhead.
Depth: 1.60.
Most
Sarcophagus:L. 1.29; w. 0.43; d. 0.28; th. 0.06;
P.1.0.071; max. d. 0.031. Badly disintegrated.
stucco; lifting notches.
The
had
shaft
of socket, neck of spear preserved.
Cover:
L. 1.38; w. 0.55; th. 0.14; strap holes.
the
west side
been riveted into the socket. Found on
0.04.
Silt:
of the grave near 366-15.
Skeleton:fairly well preserved;head to east.
366-8 (T1413). Unidentifiedobject.
L. 0.098; w. 0.037. U-shaped object, rectangularin BRONZE
section, arms slightly curved; hole pierced horizon- 367-1 (T720). Strigil, groupi.
tally through top. Perhaps a kind of spear-thrower. L. 0.22; w. 0.023. At turn of handle, sides curved;
riveted tip.
Found at foot of grave with strigils.

366-2 (T1409). Strigil, groupi.
L. 0.17; w. 0.025. Pointed sides at top of handle;
short wide leaf tip.
366-3 (T1410). The same.
L. 0.19; w. 0.028.
366-4 (T1411). The same.
L. 0.182; w. 0.025.
366-5 (T1412). Strigil, groupi.
L. 0.192; w. 0.026. Curvedsides at turn of handle.
366-6 (T1408). Strigil, groupiii.
L. 0.21; w. 0.03. Not certainlyidentified.

367-2 (T721). Strigil, groupi.
L. 0.195; w. 0.022. As above, but narrowerhandle.
367-3 (T730). Strigil, groupii.
L. 0.22; w. 0.026. Back of handlenarrow.
IRON

367-4 (T731). Strigil.
L. 0.175.
POTTERY, CORINTHIAN
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367-5 (T723). Semi-glazedskyphos,groupii.
H. 0.069; d. 0.088; d. foot 0.05.
367-6 (T724). Roundedskyphos.
H. 0.08; d. 0.095; d. foot 0.05. Two red lines below
handles.
367-7 (T725). The same.
H. 0.081; d. 0.094; d. foot 0.05.
367-8 (T726). Round-mouthedoinochoe,Type A.
H. 0.076; h. with handle0.10; d. 0.076; d. foot 0.055.
Very squat body; narrow lip and thin neck as in
later vases of groupiii; on shoulder,white swastika,
arms clockwise.
367-9 (T729). Bandedminiaturelekythos.
H. 0.066; d. 0.034.
367-10 (T718). White-groundlekythos, groupii.
H. 0.205; d. 0.071. Stout but comparatively wellproportionedbody. Palmette on shoulder; red and
blue decorationon body, probablyfigured.
367-11 (T719). White-groundlekythos, groupi.
H. 0.166; d. 0.052. Two rows of black laurel pattern
between three bands of crosshatching.
367-12 (T722). The same.
H. 0.154; d. 0.051. Tracesof miltos.
367-13 (T727). Miniaturebowl.
H. 0.026; d. 0.055.
367-14 (T728). The same.
H. 0.023; d. 0.054.

GRAVE369

Section 5 D. Pls. 60, 114.
Oneof the latest gravesin the area;for the position
and general possibility of re-use, see grave 168.
Except for the cracked cover of the sarcophagus,
however,there is no evidencethat this is a secondary
burial. Thirdquarterof the fifth century.
Excavation number:135.
Depth: 1.45.
Sarcophagus:L. 1.74; w. 0.60; d. 0.465; th. 0.07;
stucco.
Cover: L. 1.85; w. 0.72; th. 0.095; cracked; strap
holes.
Silt: 0.125.
Skeleton:much disintegrated;head to south.
BRONZE

369-1 (T1576).Strigil, groupi.
L. 0.23; w. 0.027. Back of handlevery narrow;short
wide leaf tip.
POTTERY, CORINTHIAN

369-2 (T1577). Semi-glazedskyphos,groupii.
H. 0.073; d. 0.093; d. foot 0.053.
369-3 (T1574). Round-mouthedoinochoe, Type A,
groupiii.
H. 0.116; h. with handle0.14; d. 0.114; d. foot 0.071.
Lowerbody unglazed.
369-4 (T1575).White-groundlekythos, groupi.
H. 0.184; d. 0.056. Three wide zones of lattice pattern; between,two blackbandswith white (reserved)
laurel. Cf. 367-11 and 367-12, with black laurel.
GRAVE370

Section 10 B. P1.59.
Part of the small 321 cluster of graves. The strigil
was found at about the middle of the north side of
the pit, the egg near by, and the vases in a group
somewhateast of the southwestcorner,the oinochoe
having been placed upright in the one-handledcup.
Thirdquarterof the fifth century.
GRAVE 368
Excavationnumber:12.
Section 10 A-B.
Grave:L. 0.91; w. 0.40; d. 0.30; wallsof roughstones.
The tiles of this grave were found overlappingthe Cover:horizontaltiles, probablytwo, th. 0.075.
cover of grave 326. The tiles and the vases found Fill: small stones and earth.
underneaththem seem to indicate a grave, although Skeleton:much disintegrated;skull to east.
no pit was recorded.Third or fourth quarterof the
EGG
fifth century.
370-1. Remainsof probablyone egg.
Depth: 1.00.
BRONZE
Cover:two horizontaltiles, each, L. 0.67; w. 0.58.
Skeleton:no traces.
370-2 (T647). Strigil, groupi.
Orientation:east-west.
L. 0.218; w. 0.025. Very small tip.
POTTERY, CORINTHIAN

POTTERY, CORINTHIAN

368-1 (T560). Semi-glazedskyphos,groupii.
H. 0.068; d. 0.088; d. foot 0.044. As 350-1.
368-2 (T559). Banded miniaturelekythos.
H. 0.067; d. 0.035. As 422-4.

370-3 (T642). Semi-glazedskyphos,groupii.
H. 0.072; d. 0.095; d. foot 0.051.
370-4 (T644). One-handledcup.
H. 0.04; d. 0.092.

370-5 (T643). Round-mouthedoinochoe,Type C,
ribbed.
H. 0.083; d. 0.083; d. foot 0.056.
370-6 (T645). White-groundlekythos, groupi.
H. 0.139; d. 0.05. Heavy miltos on shoulder and
foot; shoulderrays once black; on body, two bands
of crosshatchingand probablyrow of ivy pattern.

EGG

372-1. Remainsof probablyone egg, foundjust south
of the skyphos.
POTTERY, CORINTHIAN
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372-2 (T1348). Semi-glazedskyphos,groupi.
H. 0.087; d. 0.104; d. foot 0.052.
372-3 (T1346). Round-mouthedoinochoe,Type C,
blisterware.
GRAVE371
Not certainlyidentified.
Fragmentary.
Section 12 B. Pls. 60, 114.
372-4
(T1347). Bandedminiaturelekythos.
Closerin date to 354 etc. to the north than to any
H.
0.065; d. 0.033.
of the graves in the immediatevicinity. This grave
overlay at right angles part of 494, which, on the 372-5 (T1345). White-groundlekythos, groupi.
evidence of the pyxis, must date at least a century H. 0.164; d. 0.053; d. foot 0.039. Decoration in
later. From the descriptionof the skeleton and the yellow, red, and black; probably palmette and
tiles, the northernpair of which were standing and tendrils.
the others brokenand scattered,it seems likely that GRAVE373
the southern part of 371 was disturbed when 494
was dug. Late graves were usually dug much deeper Section 9 B. Pls. 60, 114.
Set at right angles to the 352 line of graves, and
than those of the fifth century. Thirdquarterof the
approximately
contemporarywith most of them.
fifth century.
Thirdquarterof the fifth century.
Excavation number:37.
Excavation number:100.
Grave:L. 1.80; w. 0.45; d. ca. 0.70.
Cover:six tiles, gabled,each,L. 0.72;w. 0.67;th. 0.06; Depth: 0.85.
the north pair standingintact.
Sarcophagus:L. 1.65; w. 0.585; d. 0.46; th. 0.065;
stucco.
Fill: earth to top of standingtiles.
Skeleton: almost completely disintegrated ("a few Cover:L. 1.80; w. 0.70; th. 0.12; strap holes.
Silt: 0.05.
scatteredbones");head north or south.
Skeleton:well preserved;head to south.
EGG

371-1. Remains of probably one egg, found near POTTERY, CORINTHIAN
373-1 (T1444). Semi-glazedskyphos,groupi.
skyphos,371-3.
H. 0.089; d. 0.111; d. foot 0.059.
POTTERY, CORINTHIAN
373-2 (T1443).Largetrefoil oinochoewith lid.
371-2 (T1085). Semi-glazedskyphos, groupii.
H. 0.126; h. with handle 0.145; d. 0.133; d. foot
D. 0.09. Not certainlyidentified.
0.084. Very small mouth and neck; no shoulder
371-3 (T1086). Roundedskyphos.
incision, no colored bands. The mouth found at
H. 0.085; d. 0.092; d. foot 0.052.
right shoulder of skeleton, the remainder in the
371-4 (T1087). Large trefoil oinochoewith lid.
northwest corner (no other disturbanceapparent).
H. 0.074; h. with handle 0.076; d.0.057; d. foot 373-3 (T1445).Bandedminiature
lekythos.
0.04; w. lid 0.033. Small version of the usual large H. 0.08; d. 0.039. Roundedsides.
oinochoe, complete with incision on shoulder; only 373-4
(T1446). Miniaturebowl.
red lines preserved.
H. 0.027; d. 0.057.
371-5 (T1088). White-groundlekythos, groupi.
H. 0.154; d. 0.05. Ivy pattern decoration,as on Attic GRAVE374
Section 9 B.
lekythoi, p. 164, but note curve of stems.
One of four small graves (with 375, 376, 377) with
no offeringsor, in the case of 374, incompletegrave
GRAVE372
groups (see p. 79). Apart from the lack of offerings
Section 13 B. Pls. 60, 114.
See 363 for the position of these two graves among there were no signs of disturbance,but it is most
unusual to find graves of the date of 374 without
earlierburials.
vases, and it was the impressionof the excavatorthat
Excavation number:81.
these burialshad been robbed.See also 362 whichlay
Depth: 1.47.
between 374 and 377, but which had a full compleGrave:L. 1.50; w. 0.50; d. 0.20.
Cover:two tiles, horizontal,each, L. 0.72; w. 0.56; ment of pots. Thirdquarterof the fifth century.
th. 0.045.
Excavationnumber:99.
Skeleton: much disintegrated;head to south.
Depth: 0.93.

Cover: two tiles, horizontal,each, L. 0.70; w. 0.56;
th. 0.055.
Fill: earth and stones.
Skeleton:much disintegrated;head to east.
POTTERY, CORINTHIAN

374-1 (T1442). Semi-glazedskyphos,groupii.
H. 0.073; d. 0.097; d. foot 0.054.
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GRAVE
375
Section 9 B.
Oneof the apparentlyrobbedgravesnear374. There
is no indication of the date of this grave or the two
following,but it seems likely that they are little if
any later than the surroundingburials,probablystill
fifth century. Graveswith rubblewalls in generalare
earlierthan those which have a simple, unlinedpit.
Excavation number:96.
Depth: 0.75.
Grave:L. 0.80; w. 0.35; d. 0.30; rubblewalls.
Cover:one horizontaltile, L. 0.70; w. 0.56; th. 0.055.
Fill: earth and stones.
Skeleton: almost completely disintegrated;head to
east.

Depth: 1.70.
Grave:L. 1.90; w. 0.50; d. 0.40.
Cover: L. 2.00; w. 0.87; th. 0.10; slightly broken;
strap holes.
Skeleton:much disintegrated;head to east.
POTTERY, CORINTHIAN

378-1 (T795). Semi-glazedskyphos,groupi.
H. 0.092; d. 0.113; d. foot 0.06.
378-2 (T799). One-handledcup.
H. 0.041; d. 0.096.
378-3 (T801). Round-mouthedoinochoe,Type B.
H. 0.08; d. 0.072; d. foot 0.04. Unglazed.Squat body
with wide shoulder; flaring mouth, ring at top of
neck.
378-4 (T797). Bandedminiaturelekythos.
H. 0.079; d. 0.039.
378-5 (T796). Unglazedlekanis,groupi.
H. with lid 0.085; d. 0.11; d. foot 0.061. Band
handles; stemmed knob with flat top and tiny
central depression;one pair of adjustingmarks.
378-6 (T802). Unglazedbowl.
H. 0.032; d. 0.09. Heavy bevelledrim, ring foot.
378-7 (T798). Miniaturebowl.
H. 0.025; d. 0.058.
378-8 (T800). The same.
H. 0.025; d. 0.055.

GRAVE
376
Section 9 B.
One of the 374 group of apparentlyrobbedgraves.
Excavation number:101.
GRAVE379
Depth: 1.10.
Grave:L. 0.75; w. 0.46; d. 0.20; rubblewalls.
Section 3-4 C. Pls. 62, 114.
Cover:one horizontaltile, L. 0.70; w. 0.58; th. 0.04.
Part of the confusedgroupof gravesincluding361.
Fill: earth and stones.
Thirdquarterof the fifth century.
Skeleton:almost entirelydisintegrated;head to east.
Excavation number:261.
Depth: 1.50.
GRAVE
377
Grave:L. 1.32; w. 0.67.
Cover:three tiles, horizontal,each, L. 0.59; w. 0.59;
Section 9 B.
th. 0.025.
One of the 374 group of apparentlyrobbedgraves.
Skeleton: much disintegrated;head to east.
Excavation number: 102.
EGG
Depth: 1.15.
Grave: L. 0.66; w. 0.44; d. 0.40; walls well con- 379-1. Shellof probablyone egg, placednearthe pots.
structedof ratherlarge stones on three sides.
POTTERY, CORINTHIAN
Cover:one horizontaltile.
379-2
Fill: earth and stones.
(T2278).Semi-glazedskyphoswith heavy foot.
H.
0.079; d. 0.10; d. foot 0.06.
Skeleton:almost entirely disintegrated;head east or
west.
379-3 (T2272). Semi-glazedskyphos,groupi.
H. 0.086; d. 0.107; d. foot 0.057.
378
GRAVE
379-4 (T2280). Round-mouthedoinochoe, Type A.
Fig. 14 A.
Section 11 B. P1. 61.
A later insertionin the 331 line of graves and set H. 0.086; h. with handle0.102; d. 0.077; d. foot 0.05.
at an angle unusually wide of the customary east- Globularbody; crudelymodelledmouth.Onshoulder,
west axis. This is the earliest of the classical graves one incised swastika, arms counterclockwise;above
in which a simple pit is covered by a poros slab it, and partly covering it, second incised swastika,
(see p. 75). The pots were all found in a tight arms clockwise.No added color.
cluster at the foot of the grave. Thirdquarterof the 379-5 (T2282). Bandedminiaturelekythos.
H. 0.076; d. 0.041.
fiftEcentury.
17

H. 0.097; d. 0.05. Ovoidbody.
Hesperia,XVIII, 1949, pp. 323f.; oursis earlierthan
any therepresented,and closestin shapeto Hesperia,
379-7 (T2277). White-groundlekythos, groupi.
H. 0.145; d. 0.047.AsAttic ivy lekythoi(pp.164-165). IV, 1935, p. 486, fig. 9, no. 10.
382

GRAVE

Section 11 B. P1.61.
Set diagonally northeast and southwest (32? east
of north), between the cornersof 337 and 357, and
approximately contemporarywith the latter. The
one object was in the northeast end. Third quarter
of the fifth century.
Excavation number:16.
Depth: 1.30.
Sarcophagus:L. 0.46; w. 0.215; d. 0.15; th. 0.045;
stucco.
Cover:L. 0.56; w. 0.30; th. 0.035; broken.
Silt: completelyfilled with earth.
Skeleton: almost completelydisintegrated.

Section 3 C. P1.92.
An unprotectedburial not far to the north of 379,
but otherwiseamong later graves. Pots at west end.
Nearby was founda lamp,X-236, whichmay belong.
Thirdquarterof the fifth century.
Depth: 1.60.
Skeleton:only tracesof bones;headprobablyto east.
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GRAVE380

POTTERY, CORINTHIAN

380-1 (T687). Pattern lekanis.
H. with lid 0.098; d. 0.139; d. foot 0.07. Shallow
bowl with band handles; domed lid without steps;
flaringknob. On bowl, two glazed rings on wall, one
on foot; dots on handles. On lid, concentricred and
black bands and one zone of broken meander;red
and black on knob. One pair of adjustingmarks.
The profile of the bowl indicates a date no earlier
than the middle of the century, and probably
somewhat later; for the splashes of glaze on the
handle, and the meander, cf. 333-4. Cf. Clara
Rhodos,III, p. 248, fig. 244, with similar patterns,
but flatter lid; and the coarserexample in Heidelberg, CVA, I, pl. 18, no. 12.

POTTERY, CORINTHIAN

382-1 (T2253).Semi-glazedskyphos, groupi. P1. 92.
H. 0.085; d. 0.105; d. foot 0.054.
382-2 (T2254). Round-mouthedoinochoe, Type C,
blisterware.P1.92.
D. 0.097. Mouthrestored.Globularbody.
GRAVE
383
Section 12 B. Pls. 92, 114.
A late intrusion into the 238 line of graves, and
not far from the approximatelycontemporary363
and372 to the south. Thirdquarterof the fifthcentury.
Cover:a fragmentof tile preserved.
Skeleton: only the skull found.
POTTERY, CORINTHIAN

383-1 (T1278).Semi-glazedskyphos,groupii. P1.92.
H. 0.069; d. 0.089; d. foot 0.046. As 370-3, but
rounderfoot.
383-2 (T1279). Round-mouthedoinochoe, Type A,
group11.
H. 0.087; h. with handle 0.109; d. 0.086; d. foot
GRAVE 381
0.059. As 407-10. No color.
Section 13 B. Pls. 17, 60, 114.
383-3
(T1280). Round-mouthedoinochoe, Type C,
One of the adult graves at the southernend of the
ribbed.
P1.92.
excavation, and the nearest to the 332 cluster of
H.
0.04; d. 0.068. Very low wide body, with plain
infant graves.Restingdirectlyon the coverwas grave
and fine diagonal ribs below. Cf. Mon.
shoulder
449. Thirdquarterof the fifth century.
Ant., XX, 1910, col. 47, fig. 27b.
Excavation number:87.
Depth: 1.47.
GRAVE384
Sarcophagus:L. 1.78; w. 0.50; d. 0.42; th. 0.07;
Section 9 B. P1.62.
stucco.
One of the tight line of graves beginningwith 352.
Cover:L. 2.04; w. 0.73; th. 0.09; strap holes.
This burialwas fitted betweenthe tile-coveredgrave
Silt: 0.10.
Skeleton:adult male,about44; completelypreserved; 356 and the sarcophagus353. The north wall of 353
head to east.
servedas the south wall of 384; the north side of the
cover was supportedby two poros blocks. The
384
POTTERY, CORINTHIAN
vases wereplacedslightly to the west of centerin the
381-1 (T1370). Round-mouthedoinochoe, Type B.
grave. Fifth century,probablystill third quarter.
H. 0.073; d. 0.064; d. foot 0.039.
Above the grave at the northeastcornerwas found
POTTERY, ATTIC
X-254, an Attic black-figuredkraterrim.
381-2 (T1369). Cup-skyphos.
Excavationnumber:22.
H. 0.061; d. 0.128; d. foot 0.071. Low cup with Depth: 1.35.
Grave:LI.1.78; w. 0.73.
heavy profiledfoot. Red line at join of foot.

holes.
Fill: earth and small stones.
Skeleton:much disintegrated;head east or west.

386-1 (T781). Remainsof one egg.
BRONZE
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3862 (T786). Strigil, groupiii.
POTTERY, CORINTHIAN
Curvedsides at turn of handle; very
384-1 (T746). Semi-glazedskyphoswith heavy foot. Fragmentary.
small triangulartip. A miniature.
H. 0.063; d. 0.078; d. foot 0.043. Sharply tapering
386-3 (T787). Strigi],groupiii.
sides. The latest in the series.
L. 0.119; w. 0.02. As above, but not quite so small.
384-2 (T748). Round-mouthedoinochoe, Type A.
Blade V-shapedin section.
H. 0.078; h. with handle0.10; d. 0.069; d. foot 0.042.
POTTERY, CORINTHIAN
Poor, small, with no added color.
386-4 (T784). Roundedskyphos.
384-3 (T747 and CL1529). Lamp, Type IV.
L.0.10; h. 0.027; d. 0.072. Traces of burning on H. 0.05; d. 0.054; d. lip 0.05; d. foot 0.031. Entirely
the nozzle. Early in the series, and comparatively black-glazed.
well made.
386-5 (T785). White-groundlekythos, groupii.
Published:Corinth,IV, ii, p. 136, no. 72.
H. 0.203; d. 0.071. Very stout body. Figureddecoration; perhapsmale figure with red hair, leaning on
GRAVE 385
cane to right.
Section 4 C. Pls. 62,114.
386-6 (T783). White-groundlekythos, groupii.
One of the few fifth centurygravesin the area, not
H. 0.206; d. 0.073. Shape as above; black neck;
far to the north of 348, and at some distance to the
decorationon body.
west of 330. Third to fourth quarter of the fifth possiblyfigured
386-7 (T782). Unglazedlekanis, groupii, large.
century.
H. with lid 0.105; d. 0.145; d. foot 0.094. Close-set
Excavation number:245.
handles; small knob convex on top, with small
Depth: 1.70.
depressionat center, very thin stem. Two pairs of
Grave:L. 1.70; w. 0.67.
Cover:three tiles, horizontal,each, L. 0.67; w. 0.565; adjustingmarks.
th. 0.05.
GRAVE387
Skeleton: almost completely disintegrated;head to
Section 11 B.
south.
Near 386 and the other later graves in the area.
POTTERY, CORINTHIAN
The miniature lekythos was found at the right
385-1 (T2214). Semi-glazedskyphos,groupii.
shoulder,the large lekythos at the left. This is an
H. 0.065; d. 0.08; d. foot 0.055.
unusually limited series of offerings, lacking both
385-2 (T2216). Round-mouthed oinochoe, Type C, drinkingcup and pitcher; but although 387 served
ribbed.
as the east wall for grave 408, there were no signs of
H. 0.065; d. 0.076. Very squat footless body; light disturbance.Probablylate third quarterof the fifth
ribbing.
century.
385-3 (T2215).Lamp, Type IV.
Excavation number:28.
L. 0.081; h. 0.19; d. 0.055. Shallow, apparently Depth: 1.50.
unglazed.
Sarcophagus:L. 1.55; w. 0.51; d. 0.44; th. 0.07;
stucco.
GRAVE 386
Cover:L. 1.70; w. 0.60; th. 0.15.
Section 11-12 B. P1.61.
Silt: 0.04.
One of the small late graves parallelingthe 331 Skeleton:fairly well preserved;head to south.
line to the west. The strigils, both miniatures,were POTTERY, CORINTHIAN
placed in the center of the grave, the pots extending 387-1
(T793). Bandedminiaturelekythos.
from the middle toward the east, and the egg alone H.
0.071; d. 0.038.
at the east end, but nearest to the lekanis. Late
387-2 (T794). White-groundlekythos, groupi.
third, early fourth quarterof the fifth century.
H. 0.148; d. 0.05. As 388-11, with stems of ivy in
Excavation number:26.
reversedposition.
Depth: 1.00.
Sarcophagus:L. 0.62; w. 0.32; d. 0.215; th. 0.05; GRAVE388
stucco.
Section 8 C-D. Pls. 63,100, 115.
Cover:L. 0.78; w. 0.42; th. 0.07.
Probablypart of the samefamilygroup as 340. The
Silt: completelyfilled with earth.
in the cover may have resultedfrom the same
break
head
of
bone
a
few
Skeleton:
preserved;
fragments
disturbancewhichappearedin 316-319 to the south,
east or west.
17*

but the coversover unlinedpits show more breakage
generallythan do those restingon sarcophagi.Theposition of the legs of the skeletonand the duplicationof
the skyphoi,oinochoai,bowls and miniaturelekythoi
suggestthat this may have beenthe burialof a mother
and child. Late third quarterof the fifth century.
Excavation number:396.
Depth: 1.75.
Grave:L. 1.98; w. 0.715.
Cover: poros slab, L. 1.98; w. 0.715; th. 0.12;
broken;strap holes.
Skeleton: very disintegrated;head to south.
EGG

388-1. Remains of probably two eggs, found with
cluster of pots at foot of grave.
IRON
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388-2 (T2873). Pin.
Disintegrated.Found with pots at foot of grave.
POTTERY, CORINTHIAN

388-3 (T2867). Semi-glazedskyphos,groupi.
H. 0.083; d. 0.106; d. foot 0.052.
388-4 (T2864).Black-glazedskyphos.
H. 0.08; d. 0.10; d. foot 0.061. Rather small with
torus foot; entirely black-glazed;red lines at rim,
below handles, above and on foot.
388-5 (T2868).Large trefoil oinochoewith lid.
H. 0.137; h. with handle 0.151; d.0.132; d. foot
0.083; w. lid 0.05. Small mouth and neck.
388-6 (T2869).Round-mouthedoinochoe,type B.
H. 0.10; d. 0.073; d. foot 0.05. A variant of the type
with unusual ovoid body and deep mouth. For the
shape, cf. the Attic example,300-6.
388-7 (T2872).Bandedminiaturelekythos.
H. 0.069; d. 0.038.
388-8 (T2875). The same.
H. 0.07; d. 0.037.
388-9 (T2874).White-groundlekythos, groupi.
H. 0.169; d. 0.055. Ivy pattern as Attic lekythoi
(pp. 164-165).
388-10 (T2876). The same.
H. 0.163; d. 0.056.
388-11 (T2866). White-groundlekythos, groupi.
H. 0.16; d. 0.051.As above,but stemsof ivy reversed.
388-12 (T2870).Black-glazedbowl.
H. 0.032; d. 0.071. Low rounded sides, rolled rim;
well-madefoot. Cf. the largerAttic example,Hesperia, XVIII, 1949, pl. 92, no. 59.
388-13 (T2871). Unglazedbowl.
H. 0.027; d. 0.079. Very shallow, with bevelled rim
and well-madefoot. For another unglazedexample,
see Hesperia,VI, 1937, pp. 297f., no. 179, fig. 30.
388-14 (T2865).Lamp, Type IV. Fig. 19, P1. 100.
H. 0.02; d. 0.07; 1.0.107. Very shallow and very
early. Burningon nozzle.

GRAVE389

Section 13 B. Pls. 60, 114.
Part of the 332 cluster of children'sgraves. Note
the similarity of the offeringsto those of 390, the
adjacentgrave. About the middle of the secondhalf
of the fifth century.
Excavation number:75.
Depth: 1.28.
Sarcophagus:L. 0.56; w. 0.22; d. 0.19; th. 0.045;
stucco.
Cover:L. 0.70; w. 0.41; th. 0.08.
Silt: completelyfilled with earth.
Skeleton:wholly disintegrated;head east or west.
POTTERY, CORINTHIAN

389-1 (T1312).Black-glazedskyphos,miniature.
H. 0.029; d. 0.039. Found inside the lekanis.
389-2 (T1311).Unglazedlekanis,groupii.
H. with lid 0.078; d. 0.106; d. foot 0.061. Lid warped
and sunken; deepU-shapeddepressionin knob. One
pair of adjustingmarks.
GRAVE390

Section 13 B. Pls. 60, 114.
Part of the 332 clusterof children'sgraves. See also
389, for offerings.Aboutthe middleof the secondhalf
of the fifth century.
Excavationnumber:76.
Depth: 1.24.
Sarcophagus:L. 0.59; w. 0.23; d. 0.20; th. 0.05;
stucco.
Cover:L. 0.70; w. 0.39; th. 0.07.
Silt: 0.10.
Skeleton:completelydisintegrated;headeast orwest.
POTTERY, CORINTHIAN

390-1 (T1313).Black-glazedskyphos,miniature.
H. 0.029; d. 0.041.
390-2 (T1314).Bandedminiaturelekythos.
H. 0.066; d. 0.0375.
390-3 (T1315).Unglazedlekanis,groupii.
H. with lid 0.092; d. 0.118; d. foot 0.069. Knob
concaveon top. Two pairs of adjustingmarks.
GRAVE
391
Section 14 B. Pls. 60, 115.
One of the large graves by the road wall in the
most southernsection of the excavation,and just to
the south of the 332 children'scluster. Late third,
early fourth quarterof the fifth century.
Above the grave were found an Attic kylix, X-245,
and a Roman coin,X-70.
Excavation number:92.
Depth: 1.90.
Sarcophagus:L. 1.71; w. 0.56; d. 0.42; th. 0.07;
stucco.

Cover:L. 1.93; w. 0.78; th. 0.12; strap holes.

Skeleton:very well preserved;head to east.
IRON

391-1. Nails (?).
Not inventoried.Recordedas two iron nails, foundin
the southwest corner,not far from the left foot of
the skeleton.
POTTERY, CORINTHIAN
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391-2 (T1416).Semi-glazedskyphos,groupii.
H. 0.068; d. 0.089; d. foot 0.047.
391-3 (T1417).Largetrefoil oinochoewith lid.
H. 0.124; h. with handle0.14; d. 0.129; d. foot 0.085;
w. lid 0.046. Very wide band of red around lower
part of neck.
391-4 (T1414).Bandedminiaturelekythos.
H. 0.082; d. 0.04.
391-5 (T1415).White-groundlekythos, groupi.
H. 0.156; d. 0.051. Decorationas on ivy lekythoi of
Attic manufacture(p. 164).
GRAVE392

Section 13 B. Pls. 60, 115.
Part of the 332 cluster of children'sgraves. The
kinds of vases are normalfor the period,all the usual
pieces being represented;the shapes, however, are
rather strange in contrast to those in contemporary
graves, notably the Attic-like jug and lekanis. Late
third, early fourth quarterof the fifth century.
Excavation number:82.
Depth: 1.36.
Sarcophagus:L. 0.54; w. 0.25; d. 0.18; th. 0.05;
stucco.
Cover:L. 0.64; w. 0.30; th. 0.09.
Silt: 0.06.
Skeleton:almost completelydisintegrated;head east
or west.
BRONZE

392-1. Pin.
Not inventoried;recordedas fragmentary,found in
the middle of the south side of the grave.

Low sloping lid with knob
convex on top. Black buds on handlesand at rim of
bowl; below, black band, and black on foot. On lid,
red and blackconcentricbands;centerzone reserved,
with groups of short vertical lines. Red band and
black lines on knob.
392-7 (T1343).Black-glazedlekanis.
H. with lid 0.119; d. 0.11; d. foot 0.066. Deep bowl,
smallflaringfoot with widerestingsurface;long reflex
handles tilted upwards. Sloping lid with large disk
knob (flat on top with narrowverticalrim and small
centraldepression);red rings on knob.
The glaze and disk knob reflect Attic lekanidesof
this period, e.g., the examplein Oxford,CVA, I, pl.
48, no. 17, with a similar knob, and no. 19, with a
deep bowl. Cf. also Hesperia,XX, 1951, p. 220, no.
6, pl. 73.
GRAVE
393
Section 13 B. Pls. 60, 115.
Oneof the 332 clusterof children'sgraves.Note the
repetition in the kinds of vases. Late third, early
fourth quarterof the fifth century.
Excavation number:84.
Depth: 1.33.
Sarcophagus:L. 0.47; w. 0.245; d. 0.18; th. 0.045;
stucco.
Cover:L. 0.62; w. 0.33; th. 0.06.
Silt: 0.12.
Skeleton:entirelydisintegrated;head east or west.
POTTERY, CORINTHIAN

393-1 (T1350).Black-glazedskyphos,miniature.
H. 0.042; d. 0.063; d. foot 0.027.
393-2 (T1349).Unglazedlekanis,groupii.
H. with lid 0.073; d. 0.112; d. foot 0.073. Threereel
handles; unridgedlid with small knob, the middle
plateau-likewith a tiny hole in center. Onepair of
adjustingmarks.Cf. 392-6.
GRAVE394

Section 9 B.
Just to the northwest of 352, and approximately
POTTERY, CORINTHIAN
contemporarywith 384, the latest grave in that line.
Althoughno pit and no boneswererecorded,it seems
392-2 (T1341).Black-glazedskyphos,miniature.
H. 0.028; d. 0.04.
likely that the tiles and vases were the remains of
a child's burial.Probablyearly fourth quarterof the
392-3 (T1342).Wide-mouthedoinochoe.
H. 0.057; h. with handle 0.062; d. 0.064. Black glaze fifth century.
over all except bottom. A local copy of the common Cover:tiles, horizontal,fragmentary.
Attic type, as 329-8, but this closer to the normal Skeleton:no traces.
shape.
POTTERY, CORINTHIAN
392-4 (T1339).White-groundlekythos, groupii.
394-1 (T598).Unglazedlekanis,groupii.
H. 0.131; d. 0.051. Very short body.
H. bowl 0.043; d. 0.11; d. foot 0.066. The lid badly
broken.One pair of adjustingmarks.
392-5 (T1340).The same.
H. 0.128; d. 0.048.
394-2 (T599).Unglazedlekanis,groupii.
H. with lid 0.07; d. 0.115; d. foot 0.069. One pair of
392-6 (T1344).Pattern lekanis.Fig. 16.
H. 0.07; d. 0.112; d. foot 0.065. Shallow bowl with adjustingmarks.

GRAVE 395
Section 8 C. Pls. 63, 115.
Thereis considerableevidencethat the contents of
395 represent a secondary burial. The complex of
graves in this area shows no clear pattern, but there
seems to be a west-east sequence(250, 261, 295, 297)
brokenby 395. The sarcophaginear 395 contain earlier offerings,and the contemporarygraves are all
tile-covered.Further,the sarcophagusis of an intermediate size, has a brokencover, and is at the same
depth as the earlier graves near by. Against this
hypothesis,however,may be mentionedthe thin walls
of the coffin, the strap holes, and the wealth of the
offerings.See also the neighboring402. Late third,
early fourth quarterof the fifth century.
Excavation number:397.
Depth: 1.60.
Sarcophagus:L. 1.025; w. 0.36; d. 0.27; th. 0.05;
stucco.
Cover:L. 1.11;w. 0.50; th. 0.095;strapholes;broken.
Silt: 0.095.
Skeleton:much disintegrated;head to south.

(T2879).
H. 0.019; d. 0.045. Unglazed.
GRAVE396

Section 8 C. Pls. 64, 115.
The latest of the three graves in a small isolated
cluster;see also 278 and 327. Late third, earlyfourth
quarterof the fifth century.
Excavationnumber:434.
Depth: 1.25.
Sarcophagus:L. 1.79; w. 0.55; d. 0.455; th. 0.075;
stucco.
Cover: L. 1.975; w. 0.81; th. 0.12; broken; strap
holes.

Silt: 0.115.
Skeleton:ratherdisintegrated;head to south.
POTTERY, CORINTHIAN
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396-1 (T3027).Semi-glazedskyphos,groupii.
H. 0.068; d. 0.091; d. foot 0.041. Unusuallynarrow
lowerpart.
396-2 (T3031). Round-mouthedoinochoe, Type A,
groupii.
H. 0.115; h. with handle0.143; d. 0.113;d. foot 0.062.
EGGS
395-1. Remains of two eggs, one found in the sky- Small mouth; probablyno added color.
396-3 (T3026).White-groundlekythos, groupi.
phos 395-3, and the other in 395-4.
H. 0.172; d. 0.061. Traces of red and blue decoraBRONZE
tion.
395-2 (T2887).Earrings.
396-4 (T3029).White-groundlekythos, groupi.
Est. d. 0.011. Simple hoops of twisted wire. Found H.
0.172; d. 0.062. Inverted palmette on shoulder;
one on either side of head.
red palmette on body.
396-5 (T3028).White-groundlekythos, groupii.
POTTERY, CORINTHIAN
H. 0.136; d. 0.045. No decorationvisible.
395-3 (T2882).Semi-glazedskyphos,groupii.
H. 0.073; d. 0.087; d. foot 0.046.
396-6 (T3030).Miniaturebowl.
H. 0.025; d. 0.056.
395-4 (T2885).The same.
H. 0.074; d. 0.09; d. foot 0.047.
GRAVE397
395-5 (T2881).Roundedskyphos.
H. 0.069; d. 0.075; d. foot 0.045. Lines of addedred. Section 3 D. Pls. 65, 115.
Among a series of geometric and fourth-century
395-6 (T2878). Round-mouthedoinochoe, Type A,
graves; the few approximatelycontemporaryburials
groupiii.
in the areaare 398
to the east, and 358, 361 etc.,
H. 0.101; h. with handle 0.127; d. 0.097; d. foot fartherto the east.just
The emergingof the new pattern
0.053. Remains of a white design on shoulder, the in the
placement of the offerings (p. 81) is shown
form no longer distinguishable.
here where the oinochoeis at the foot of the grave
395-7 (T2883).White-groundlekythos, groupi.
instead of near the head. Late third, early fourth
H. 0.158; d. 0.051. Tracesof polychromedecoration, quarterof the fifth century.
probablyfigures.
Excavationnumber:300.
395-8 (T2884).The same.
Depth: 2.00.
H. 0.164; d. 0.053.
Grave:L. 1.93; w. 0.78.
Cover:poros slab, L. 1.93; w. 0.78; th. 0.12; strap
395-9 (T2877).White-groundlekythos, groupii.
holes.
H. 0.161; d. 0.057. Tracesof coloreddecoration.
Skeleton:
very disintegrated;head to south.
395-10 (T2880).The same.
BRONZE
H. 0.172; d. 0.059.
397-1 (T2399).Strigil, groupiii. Fig. 9.
395-11 (T2886).Black-glazedamphoriskos.
H. 0.10; d. 0.055. Deep curvedmouthwith out-turned P.1. 0.135; w. 0.031. Back of handlenarrow;riveted
lip; ovoid body with vertical scorings; very small tip as illustrated.Cf. Olynthus,X, p. 177, no. 542, pl.
34.
high base. Cf. the Attic example,421-3.

397-2 (T2400).The same.
W. 0.032.

GRAVE400

Section 3 C. Pls. 64, 115.
One of the confusedgroupof graveswhichincludes
also
361. Under the skeleton recordedat the top of
397-3 (T2398).Semi-glazedskyphos,groupii.
tile
the
H. 0.07; d. 0.085; d. foot 0.042.
gable were found other leg bones at a lower
level.
Early fourth quarterof the fifth century.
397-4 (T2396). Round-mouthedoinochoe, Type A,
Excavation number:271.
group iii.
H. 0.112; h. with handle0.15; d. 0.112; d. foot 0.069. Depth: 1.75.
Grave:L. 1.20; w. 0.65; d. 0.77.
No added colorvisible.
Cover: four tiles, gabled, each, L. 0.68; w. 0.56;
397-5 (T2397).White-groundlekythos, groupii.
th. 0.055.
H. 0.195; d. 0.069. Black neck and all-blackfoot.
Skeleton:much disintegrated(see furtherabove).
POTTERY, CORINTHIAN

GRAVE398

POTTERY, CORINTHIAN

Section 3 C-D. P1. 92.
For the position of this grave, see 397. About the
middle of the secondhalf of the fifth century.
Excavation number: 321.
Depth: 2.00.
Grave:L. 1.46; w. 0.60; "partlycut away."
Cover:three tiles, horizontal,th. 0.04.
Skeleton: lower part preserved; head probably to
north.
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400-1 (T2310).Semi-glazedskyphos,groupii.
H. 0.075; d. 0.095; d. foot 0.045.
400-2 (T2311). Round-mouthedoinochoe, Type A,
groupii.
H. 0.113; h. with handle0.13; d. 0.119; d. foot 0.076.
400-3 (T2308).Bandedminiaturelekythos.
H. 0.076; d. 0.037.
400-4 (T2307).White-groundlekythos, groupii.
H. 0.159; d. 0.053.
POTTERY, CORINTHIAN
400-5 (T2309).The same.
398-1 (T2480).Semi-glazedskyphos,groupii.
H. 0.153; d. 0.051.
H. 0.068; d. foot 0.046. Foundin southwest cornerof
grave.
GRAVE401
GRAVE399

Section 8 C. Pls. 64, 115.
One of the later graves in this uncrowdedsection,
and probably related to 297 and 350. Late third,
early fourth quarterof the fifth century.
Excavationnumber:405.
Depth: 1.15.
Grave:L. 1.80; w. 0.65.
Cover:three tiles, horizontal,each, L. 0.60; w. 0.58;
th. 0.03.
Skeleton: much disintegrated;head to south.

POTTERY, CORINTHIAN

399-1 (T2910).Semi-glazedskyphos,groupii.
H. 0.078; d. 0.09; d. foot 0.048.
399-2 (T2908).Largetrefoil oinochoewith lid.
H. 0.094; h. with handle 0.116; d. 0.091; d. foot
0.054; w. lid 0.036. Very small mouth above wide
neck; slopingshoulder.No added color. The latest of
the series.
399-3 (T2911).White-groundlekythos, groupii.
H. 0.155; d. 0.054. Upper half of foot black; black
line above black lower body.

Section 8 C. Pls. 64, 115.
The latest grave in the small clusternear 340, and
about contemporarywith 395 just to the north.
Early fourth quarterof the fifth century.
Excavationnumber:410.
Depth: 1.50.
Grave:L. 0.70; w. 0.58.
Cover:single tile, L. 0.70; w. 0.58; th. 0.065.
Skeleton: almost completely disintegrated;head to
south.
EGG

401-1. Remainsof probablyone egg, found with the
button in 401-4.
BRONZE

401-2 (T2949).Strigil, groupiii.
P.1. 0.14; w. 0.024. Pointed edges at turn of handle;
oval tip.
401-3 (T2946).Button.
D. 0.023. Madein two parts, a hollowdome attached
to a flat disk with central hole; fragmentsof staple
preserved.

POTTERY, ATTIC

POTTERY, CORINTHIAN

399-4 (T2909).Black-glazedbowl.
H. 0.018; d. 0.056. Very shallow; incurved rim,
marked off from wall by groove; well-made ring
foot. Cf. the Agora examples, Hesperia, XVIII,
1949, p. 328, no. 63, fig. 5; XXII, 1953, pi. 29, 70.

401-4 (T2945).Roundedskyphos.
H. 0.065; d. 0.077; d. foot 0.041.
401-5 (T2943).Roundedskyphos.
H. 0.053; d. 0.067; d. foot 0.033. Entirely black
glazed; unusuallythick foot.

(T2947).White-groundlekythos, group
H. 0.168; d. 0.051. Tracesof red decoration.
401-7 (T2948).The same.
P.h. 0.155; d. 0.053.
401-8 (T2944).Unglazedlekanis,groupii, large.
H. with lid 0.111; d. 0.151; d. foot 0.095. Onepair of
adjustingmarks.

grave
interesting,both for the
period (see p. 121), and becausethe two graves were
so close. Early fourth quarter of the fifth century.
One of the latest groups in a sarcophagus,but the
only indicationthat the gravemay have beenre-used
is the brokencover.
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Excavationnumber:45.
Depth: 1.45.
GRAVE402
Sarcophagus:L. 1.80; w. 0.65; d. 0.43; th. 0.07;
stucco.
Section 7-8 D. Pls. 65,115.
Cover:L. 1.88; w. 0.76; th. 0.10; broken.
The date of this grave and its relationto the family
Silt: 0.08.
group are not at all clear. The grave was set on an Skeleton:very well preserved;head to east.
approximatenortheast-southwestaxis between the
geometric 58 and the late sixth century 250. The BRONZE
sarcophaguswasmendedwith leadclamps,and stucco 403-1 (T1118).Strigil, groupi. PI. 81.
was washedover the break. Oneof the offeringsis an L. 0.213; w. 0.031. Curvedsides at turn of handle;
Attic cup which is about contemporarywith 250, short leaf tip.
and nearlyidenticalwith a cup in 262, a gravewhich
can be accuratelydated to just after the turn of the POTTERY, CORINTHIAN
century. The second offeringis a jug which seems to 403-2 (T1121).Semi-glazedskyphos,groupii.
belong to the second half of the fifth century (cf., H. 0.067; d. 0.085; d. foot 0.044.
for the small mouth and thin neck, 407-10). If the 403-3
(T1122).The same.
vases have been dated correctly,it may be that one H.
0.067; d. 0.088; d. foot 0.045.
burialtook place very late in the sixth century,and
that a second was made in the late fifth, at which 403-4 (T1123).One-handledcup, miniature.
time an oinochoe was added to the cup remaining H. 0.03; d. 0.065.
from the first interment.A single oinochoeis an un- 403-5 (T1117). Round-mouthedoinochoe, Type A,
likely grave offering,however.It is also possiblethat groupiii. Fig. 14 A.
this is an exceptionallylate burial in a sarcophagus H. 0.107; h. with handle 0.122; d. 0.097; d. foot
damagedduringtransportationto the Cemetery,and 0.064. On shoulder, small bird to left, painted in
white. Basically of the same shape as the others of
that the cup was an heirloom.
groupiii, but more compactand more neatly made,
Excavationnumber:387.
makingit appearratherearly.
Depth: 1.35.
Sarcophagus: L. 1.805; w. 0.57; d. 0.42; th. 0.065; 403-6 (T1119).White-groundlekythos, groupii.
crackedand bondedwith two "hooklead clamps" H. 0.143; d. 0.049.
and stuccoedover mend.
403-7 (T1124).The same.
Cover:L. 1.93; w. 0.70; th. 0.135; not broken;strap H.
0.155; d. 0.052.
holes.
Silt: 0.04.
POTTERY, ATTIC
Skeleton:nearly complete;head to east.
403-8 (T1120).Black-glazedlekythos.
POTTERY, CORINTHIAN
H. 0.164; d. 0.057. Cylindricalbody, slopingshoulder,
402-1 (T2824).Round-mouthedoinochoe,groupii.
slightly profiledfoot. Two sets of rays on shoulder,
H. 0.125; h. with handle0.157; d. 0.12; d. foot 0.074. two red lines on upperbody, one on lower.
There appear to be traces of a white design on the
shoulder.
404
POTTERY,

GRAVE

ATTIC

Section 12 A. Pls. 65, 116.
402-2 (T2825).Cup-skyphos
with palmettedecoration. One of the same groupof graves as 403, which also
H. 0.098; d. 0.149; d. foot 0.078. Shapeof the Cracow had a late Attic
lekythos. Early fourth quarter of
Class. Palmettes as on palmette lekythoi, but very the fifth century.
short, and addedred for top petal and heart.
Excavationnumber:43.
Cf. 262-7.
Depth: 1.70.
Grave:L. 1.50; w. 0.70; d. 0.20.
GRAVE403
Cover: overlapping tiles, each, L. 0.72; w. 0.58;
Section 12 A-B. Pls. 65, 81, 115.
th. 0.06.
One of a groupof nearly contemporarygravesnear Skeleton: much disintegrated;head to south; arms
the earlier335. The reappearanceof an Attic lekyapparentlyoutstretchedtowardwest.

404-1 (T1108).Strigil.
W. 0.017.
POTTERY,

CORINTHIAN

404-2 (T1102).Unglazedlekanis,groupii. Fig. 16.
H. with lid 0.08; d. 0.103; d. foot 0.052. One pair of
adjustingmarks.
404-3 (T1107).White-groundlekythos, groupii.
H. 0.149; d. 0.048. Red palmetteon shoulder,another
on body.
404-4 (T1104).White-groundlekythos, groupii.
H. 0.165; d. 0.05. No colorvisible.
404-5 (T1103).White-groundlekythos, groupii.
H. 0.15; d. 0.047. Tracesof red decoration.
POTTERY, ATTIC

(T1113).White-groundlekythos, group
H. 0.15; d. 0.05.
405-5 (T1115).Unglazedlekanis,groupii. Fig. 16.
H. with lid 0.076; d. 0.096; d. foot 0.051. Very sloping lid; two pairs of adjustingmarks.
OUTSIDEOFFERINGS
POTTERY, CORINTHIAN

405-a (T1109).Small trefoil oinochoe,groupii.
H. 0.089; h. with handle0.105; d. 0.073. Very similar
to 412-9.
405-b (T1110).Bandedminiaturelekythos.
H. 0.081; d. 0.044. Roundedbody, as 366-13.
GRAVE406

Section 12 B. Pls. 65, 116.
Oneof the children'sgravesnear the contemporary
large burial,403. Probablylate fifth century.
Excavation number: 42.

GRAVE405

or south.
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404-6 (T1105).Skyphosof Corinthianshape.
H. 0.064; d. 0.075; d. foot 0.04.
404-7 (T1106).Ivy lekythos.
H. 0.15; d. 0.048. Comparativelydeep mouth with
out-turnedlip, slenderlower body, narrowbands of
hatching.The latest of the series (forthe date, see p.
121).

Section 12 A. Pls. 65, 115.
This is one of the latest groupsof vases found in a
sarcophagus;the only evidence for re-use of the
coffin is that it was placed at precisely the same
depth and orientation as the neighboring335; see
also 403. This is a child's groupwith lekanis and no
oinochoe.Immediatelyabove the cover of the grave,
however, were found an oinochoe and a miniature
lekythos, 405-a and 405-b, which may be outside
offerings.The oinochoeX-199, found much higherat
1.00, is a fourth-centuryvase. Grave405 must date
from about the beginning of the fourth quarter of
the fifth century.
Excavation number:44.
Depth: 1.30.
Sarcophagus:L. 0.585; w. 0.26; d. 0.215; th. 0.06;
stucco.
Cover:L. 0.72; w. 0.40; th. 0.09.
Silt: entirelyfilled with earth.
Skeleton:much disintegrated;head to east.

Depth: 1.40.
Grave:L. 0.90; w. 0.45; d. 0.25.
Cover:horizontaltiles, probablytwo, th. 0.035.
Skeleton:almostcompletelydisintegrated;headnorth
POTTERY, CORINTHIAN

406-1 (T1100).Unglazedlekanis, groupii, large.
H. with lid 0.11; d. 0.158; d. foot 0.094. Two pairs
of adjusting marks.

406-2 (T1101).Miniaturebowl.
H. 0.023; d. 0.052. Found inside lekanis.
GRAVE407

Section 10 B. Pls. 66, 81, 100, 116.
This is a late group to be found in a sarcophagus,
but a secondaryburialseems ratherunlikelyin view
of the late formof the sarcophagusand the wealth of
the offerings;grave 305, with which this is aligned,
is probablyless than half a centuryearlier;see, however, 437. It is unusual to find eggs and strigils in a
large grave; perhaps this was the burial of a tall

adolescent (see p. 84). Early fourth quarter of the
fifth century.
Publishedas a group,Art and Arch.,XXIX, 1930,
286, and fig. 26, p. 265.
p.
BRONZE
Excavationnumber:49.
405-1 (T1114).Strigil, groupi. Fig. 9.
1.40.
w.
0.023.
turn
Pointed
sides
at
of
L. 0.151;
handle; Depth:
L. 1.78; w. 0.63; d. 0.47; th. 0.06;
small,shortleaf tip. A late developmentin this group. Sarcophagus:
stucco.
Cover:L. 1.96; w. 0.75; th. 0.12.
POTTERY, CORINTHIAN
Silt: 0.08.
405-2 (T1112).Semi-glazedskyphos,groupii.
H. 0.068; d. 0.094; d. foot 0.043. Very narrowlower Skeleton:fairly well preserved;head to east.
EGG
body.
405-3 (T1116).Roundedskyphos.
407-1. Remains of probably one egg, found near
407-9.
H. 0.06; d. 0.072; d. foot 0.037.
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Fill: earth and small stones.
407-2 (G394).Corinth,431-338 B.C. P1. 100.
Skeleton:only a few fragmentspreserved;headnorth
At obol. Diam. 9.5 mm.; wt. 0.39 gms.
or south.
Obv.Pegasoswith pointedwings, flying1.; beneath,
9. Rev. Swastika.BMC Corinth,p. 21, no. 213, pl. 5, POTTERY, CORINTHIAN
408-1 (T766).Roundedskyphos.
no. 21.
H. 0.05; d. 0.06; d. rim 0.058; d. foot 0.033.
BRONZE
408-2
(T767).The same.
407-3 (T1148).Strigil, groupi. Fig. 9.
H.
0.07; d. 0.09; d. rim 0.084; d. foot 0.046. Not
L. 0.214; w. 0.026. Special spade-shapedtip, probcertainlyidentified,1949.
ably riveted.
408-3 (T770).Small trefoil oinochoe,groupi.
407-4 (T1149).Strigil, groupi.
H. 0.046; h. with handle0.06; d. 0.045; d. foot 0.029.
L. 0.185; w. 0.031. Curvedsides at turn of handle.
Unglazed.
407-5 (T1150).Strigil, groupi.
408-4
(T768).Bandedminiaturelekythos.
L. 0.186; w. 0.03. Back of handle very narrow;short
H.
0.07; d. 0.035.
leaf tip; unusually deep blade.
408-5 (T769).Unglazedlekanis,groupii, large.
407-6 (T1151).Strigil, groupiii. P1. 81.
0.084. Threepairs
L. 0.187; w. 0.03. Back of handlevery narrow;short H. with lid 0.114; d. 0.157; d. foot
of
marks.
adjusting
leaf tip.
POTTERY,

CORINTHIAN

407-7 (T1154).Semi-glazedskyphos,groupii.
H. 0.07; d. 0.09; d. foot 0.047.
407-8 (T1155).The same.
H. 0.07; d. 0.086; d. foot 0.042.
407-9 (T 1153). Wide-mouthedoinochoe,ribbed.
H. 0.088; d. 0.078. Rathertall body,very finevertical
ribbing,doublehandle bent at a sharpangle.
For the proportions,cf. the Attic mugs from a well
of the last quarter of the fifth century, Hesperia,
XVIII, 1949, pl. 93, nos. 78-80; and for the fine
ribbing, Hesperia,VI, 1937, pp. 280f., fig. 17, nos.
55, 56. For a Corinthianexample, see Perachora,I,
pl. 28, no. 17.
407-10 (T1147). Round-mouthedoinochoe, Type A,
group ii.

H. 0.109; h. with handle0.13; d. 0.107; d. foot 0.068.
No added color.
407-11 (T1156).White-groundlekythos, groupii.
H. 0.164; d. 0.047. Unusuallyslenderbody with flaring mouth. In center of body, vertical red palmette;
on either side, three-petalledfloral motif; some yellow color preserved.
407-12 (T1152).Unglazedlekanis, groupii.
H. with lid 0.11; d. 0.121; d. foot 0.066. Two pairs
of adjustingmarks.

GRAVE409

Section 13 B. Pls. 66, 100, 116.
Above this grave was later built the rectangular
enclosure,orientedwith the roadwall near by (see p.
66). The pots seem late for a sarcophagusburial,
but they comprisea fairly expensivegroup,and this
may be one of the very latest sarcophagi.The broken
lid might suggest re-use; on the other hand, the
damagecouldhave occurredduringthe construction
above (cf. grave 267). Early fourth quarter of the
fifth century.
Excavation number:83.
Depth: 1.44.
Sarcophagus:L. 1.92; w. 0.685; d. 0.56; th. 0.075;
stucco.

Cover:L. 2.03; w. 0.84; th. 0.09; broken;strapholes.
Silt: 0.02.
Skeleton:fairly well preserved;head to east.
COIN

409-1 (G600).Corinth,431-338 B.C. P1. 100.
ARobol. Diam. 8.2 mm.; wt. 0.4 gms.
Obv.Pegasoswith pointed wing, flying 1.; beneath,
9 (?). Rev. Ornamentedtrident. BMC Corinth,p. 21,
nos. 215, 216.
Found at right shoulderof skeleton.
BRONZE

409-2 (T1351).Strigil, groupiii.
L. 0.206; w. 0.036. Pointed sides at turn of handle.
Section 11 B. P1. 66.
409-3 (T1358).The same.
A small grave squeezed between the sarcophagi L.
0.199; w. 0.033.
357 and 387, which in part served as the side walls
of the burial. The pots were found in a tight group 409-4 (T1356).Strigil, groupiii.
in the middle of the grave, the oinochoeinside the L. 0.186; w. 0.033. Pointed sides at turn of handle.
lekanis. Fourth quarterof the fifth century.
POTTERY, CORINTHIAN
409-5
Excavation number:24.
(T1354).Semi-glazedskyphos,groupii.
H.
0.07; d. 0.092; d. foot 0.048.
Depth: 1.20.
GRAVE408
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409-6 (T1355).One-handledcup.
H. 0.037; d. 0.09.
409-7 (T1353). Round-mouthedoinochoe, Type A,
groupii.
H. 0.106;h. with handle0.131; d. 0.105; d. foot 0.061.
No added color.
409-8 (T1360).White-groundlekythos, groupiii.
H. 0.197; d. 0.0665. Full rounded body, low foot;
decorationin red and blue. Among the earliest of
groupiii.
409-9 (T1364).White-groundlekythos, groupiii.
H. 0.149; d. 0.05. Shape as above; red palmette on
shoulder,anotheron body.
409-10 (T1359).White-groundlekythos, groupiii.
H. 0.156; d. 0.051. No trace of decoration.
409-11 (T1352).Lamp, Type IV. Fig. 19, P1. 100.
H. 0.02; d. 0.074; 1. 0.102. Shallow.

GRAVE411

Section 10 B. Pls. 66, 116.
In a narrow section of the excavation, but probably part of the same series as 407 and 410, which
followed the mid-fifth century graves in the area.
Fourth quarterof the fifth century.
Excavationnumber:55.
Depth: 1.55.
Grave:L. 1.10; w. 0.40; d. 0.22; lined with walls of
small stones.
Cover:porosslab, L. 1.13; w. 0.50; th. 0.09.
Fill: earth to top of grave.
Skeleton:muchdisintegrated;head to south.
EGG

411-1. Remains of probably one egg, found near
411-4 and 411-6.
BRONZE

POTTERY, ATTIC

411-2 (T1187).Strigil, groupiii. Fig. 9.
409-12 (T1357).Black-glazedbowl.
L. 0.209; w. 0.037. Wide handle with little curve;
H. 0.023; d. 0.073. Red-brownclay, probablyAttic; narrowat back.
mottled red and black glaze. Flat projectingrim with 411-3 (T1183).Strigil, groupiii.
incised lines; on floor, five very small palmettes L. 0.175; w. 0.031. Curvedsides at turn of handle;
stampedin circle. Cf. Hesperia,XVIII, 1949, pl. 92, tip short and wide.
no. 59.
POTTERY, CORINTHIAN

411-4 (T1180).Semi-glazedskyphos,groupii.
H. 0.07; d. 0.089; d. foot 0.046.
Section 10 B. P1. 65.
411-5 (T1186).Roundedskyphos.
The first grave to be opened in the excavation H.
0.05; d. 0.056; d. foot 0.03. Unusuallybroad.
(Sunday,May 20, 1928). Tiles were found above the
411-6 (T1181). Round-mouthedoinochoe, Type A,
grave. Thesemay have beenthe remainsof a separate
burial, but more probablythey were used to patch group ii.
the brokenlid of the sarcophagus,which, considering H. 0.093; h. with handle0.12; d. 0.091; d. foot 0.054.
the date of the contents, may have been re-used.All Very wide flat shoulder,with white design, probably
the offerings were found in the northwest corner. a swastika.
411-7 (T1184).White-groundlekythos, groupii.
Probablyfourth quarterof the fifth century.
H. 0.149; d. 0.051. Red palmettewith green stem on
Excavation number:1.
shoulder,anotheron body.
Depth: 1.30.
411-8 (T1185).The same.
Sarcophagus:L. 1.85; w. 0.65; d. 0.50; stucco.
Cover: L. 1.95; w. 0.75; fragmentary, each end H. 0.151; d. 0.05.
preserved.
411-9 (T1182).White-groundlekythos, groupii.
Silt: small amount.
H. 0.147; d. 0.051. No decorationvisible.
Skeleton: well preserved;head to south.
GRAVE410

IRON

410-1 (T558).Strigil, groupiii.
P.I. 0.128; w. 0.027.

GRAVE 412

Section 10 B. Pls. 67, 116.
In a narrowsection of the excavation,but possibly
POTTERY, CORINTHIAN
related to 407, 411, etc., to the east. Fourth quarter
410-2 (T557).Semi-glazedskyphos,groupii.
of the fifth century.
H. 0.07; d. 0.085; d. foot 0.046.
Excavationnumber:57.
410-3 (T556).Trefoiloinochoe,groupi.
1.12.
H. 0.115; h. with handle0.141; d. 0.106; d. foot 0.06. Depth:
Grave:L. 0.68; w. 0.34.
No color.The normalhouseholdsize of a shapewhich Cover: two
gabled tiles, each, L. 0.68; w. 0.58;
in the Cemeterymore commonlyoccursin miniature
th. 0.055.
(pp. 132-183). Cf.Hesperia,VI, 1937, p. 287, no. 123, Fill: earth and stones.
Skeleton:entirely disintegrated;head east or west.
fig. 23.

412-1 (T1198).Strigil, groupiii.
L. 0.18; w. 0.032. Curvedsides at turn of handle.
Blade deeply curvedin section.
412-2 (T1202).Strigil, groupiii.
W. 0.026. Pointed sides at turn of handle. Not certainly identified,1949.
412-3 (T1207).Strigil.
Disintegrated.
POTTERY, CORINTHIAN
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412-4 (T1197).Roundedskyphos.
H. 0.055; d. 0.068; d. foot 0.036.
412-5 (T1204).The same.
H. 0.056; d. 0.068; d. foot 0.035.
412-6 (T1203).Roundedskyphos.
H. 0.055; d. 0.069; d. foot 0.034. Heavier, thicker
foot than usual.
412-7 (T1199).Bolsal.
H. 0.032; d. 0.08; d. foot 0.051.Lowerwall sharplyincurved;on floor,fourpalmettesstampedaroundsmall
circle. Thoughrathercoarselymade, the proportions
are close to those of the Attic examplesof the late
fifth century,as Hesperia,XVIII, 1949, pl. 93,no. 77.
412-8 (T1201).The same.
H. 0.032; d. 0.078; d. foot 0.052.
412-9 (T1196).Small trefoil oinochoe.
H. 0.072; h. with handle 0.098; d. foot 0.037.
412-10 (T1194).White-groundlekythos, groupii.
H. 0.144; d. 0.047. Red palmette on shoulder;
another on body with upturned petals (for flame
palmettesat this period,see p. 143, note 151).
412-11 (T1200).White-groundlekythos, groupii.
H. 0.145; d. 0.047. Red palmetteon body, anotheron
shoulder.
412-12 (T1205).White-groundlekythos, groupii.
H. 0.148; d. 0.046. Tracesof blue color.
412-13 (T1195).White-groundlekythos, groupii.
H. 0.162; d. 0.049. Tracesof red decoration.
412-14 (T1206).Unglazedlekanis,groupii.
H. with lid 0.084; d. 0.129; d. foot 0.072.
GRAVE413

413-1 (T2471).Wide-mouthedoinochoe,ribbed.
H. 0.079; d. 0.082. As 407-9.
413-2 (T2472).White-groundlekythos, groupiii.
H. 0.16; d. 0.051.
413-3 (T2473).The same.
P.h. 0.143; d. 0.051.
GRAVE414

Section 4 C.
An unprotected burial among a large series of
graves, contemporaryor slightly later. Probably
fourth quarterof the fifth century.
Depth: 1.40.
Skeleton:only a few traces; head probablyat south.
POTTERY, CORINTHIAN

414-1 (T2251).Black-glazedskyphos.
H. 0.081; d. 0.096; d. foot 0.056. Copy of the Attic
skyphos with torus foot; similarto 336-3, but more
slender.
414-2 (T2252).White-groundlekythos, groupiii.
D. 0.053; d. foot 0.038. Upperpart missing.
GRAVE415

Section 11 A-B. Pls. 68, 81.
A child'sgrave with unusuallylavish offerings.The
number of bronze strigils is so great that one may
speculate that this was the grave of the young son
of a well-to-dobronzeworker.It is particularlynotable that someof the ten strigilsare rathersmall,and
that amongthem are includedseveral differentsizes
and designs-a veritablesamplecase of boys' instruments. The ribbedcup is also of interest (415-14). In
the grave, three strigilswere placedat the left shoulder, two by the left hand, four by the right, and one
in the northwestcorner;fourpots and foureggswere
in the northeast corner, and the rest at about the
middle of the grave.
This is one of the latest burials in a sarcophagus;
there is some possibilitythat it may be a secondary
burial because of the unusual thickness of the lid,
and becauseits position,althoughrelativelyisolated,
was nearest to earliergraves.The coffin was set 36?
off the usual north-southaxis.
Last quarter of the fifth century, earlier rather
than later.
Excavationnumber:14.
Depth: 1.55.
Sarcophagus:L. 0.98; w. 0.44; d. 0.365; th. 0.065;
stucco.
Cover:L. 1.13; w. 0.55; th. 0.165.
Silt: 0.125.
Skeleton:much disintegrated;skull in south end.

Section 4 D.
An unprotectedburial among a series of contemporary graves which encroachedon the empty area
between the two north-south lines of geometric
burials.Near by was found a lamp of Type V,X-238,
which may possibly belong. The presenceof a mug
insteadof a skyphos or other cup is unparalleled,but
this was definitelystated to be a burial. The mug in
this groupsuggeststhat at Corinth,at any rate, such
a vase was a drinkingvessel, not an oinochoe.Fourth
EGGS
quarterof the fifth century.
415-1. Remainsof at least five eggs.
Depth: 2.40.
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415-2 (T664).Strigil, groupi. Fig. 9.
L. 0.159; w. 0.025. V-shaped incision on front of
handle; long narrow leaf-tip. A late development
within the group.
415-3 (T665).Strigil, groupi. Fig. 9.
L. 0.184; w. 0.029. Pointed sides at turn of handle;
riveted tip, as illustrated.
415-4 (T663).Strigil, groupiii.
L. 0.175; w. 0.028. Very narrow handle; tip shaped
like a pruninghook.
415-5 (T667).Strigil, groupiii.
Fragmentary.Very small; rounded sides at turn of
handle; small triangulartip.
415-6 (T668).Strigil, groupiii. Fig. 9, P1. 81.
L. 0.197; w. 0.041. Very broadhandle.
415-7 (T669).Strigil, groupiii. P1. 81.
L. 0.156; w. 0.026. Very narrowhandle; riveted tip.
415-8 (T672).Strigil, groupiii. Fig. 9.
L. 0.15; w. 0.022. Curvedsides at turn of handle;
small triangulartip.
415-9 (T673).Strigil, groupiii. Fig. 9, P1. 81.
L. 0.206; w. 0.031. Roundedsides at turn of handle;
long leaf tip.
415-10 (T674).Strigil, groupiii.
L. 0.125; w. 0.024. Small, with narrowhandle.
415-11 (T675).Strigil, groupiii.
L. 0.184; w. 0.038. Broad handle, sides rounded at
top; very broadleaf tip.
POTTERY,

CORINTHIAN

415-12 (T659). Roundedskyphos.
H. 0.073; d. 0.086; d. rim 0.078; d. foot 0.045.
415-13 (T666).Roundedskyphos.
H. 0.065; d. 0.08; d. rim 0.071; d. foot 0.043. Black
glaze over all; scrapedring inside foot.
415-14 (T660).Wide-mouthedoinochoe,ribbed.
H. 0.055; d. 0.056. Very thin fabric, black glaze over
all except small circle on bottom. Knotted handle,
flaringlip, roundedwall, no foot; very fine vertical
ribbing.
Knotted handles are typical of Hellenistic wares;
cf., however,a ribbedmug in bronzeof basicallythe
same shape with knotted handlewhich was found in
a tomb in Ceglie(Rom.Mitt., XXIII, 1908, p. 342,
fig.6,1) with a columnkraterby the HephaistosPainter
(Beazley, ARV, p. 391, no. 18). For similar pottery
examples from South Italy, see Toronto, RHI, pl.
91, no. 554; anotheris No. 48.111 in the WaltersArt
Galleryin Baltimore;and a third, in the Museumof
Fine Arts, Boston, acc. no. 95.833, was once gilded.
415-15 (T661).Round-mouthedoinochoe,Type D.
. h.with handle 0.084;
d. 0.071; d. foot
H. 00.082;
0.048. High, flat shoulder. The earliest in the series
(pp. 138-139).

(T662).White-groundlekythos, group
H. 0.246; d. 0.075. Remainsof red and blue decoration, probablyfigured;and with what appearto be
fillets on the shoulder,two red and one blue-black,
either side of large red area in center.
415-17 (T658).White-groundlekythos, groupiii.
H. 0.171; d. 0.051. Tracesof red decoration.
416-18 (T670).The same.
H. 0.163; d. 0.051.
415-19 (T671).Miniatureflat-bottomedbowl.
H. 0.009; d. 0.042. Perfectly flat bottom with very
low walls. Unglazed.
416
GRAVE
Section 3 C. Pls. 68, 116.
This sarcophaguswas in an area of cheap burials,
all somewhatlater in date, and had sufferedconsiderable damage. It seems likely that the contents are
the remainsof a secondaryburial. But the lekythoi
on the east side wererecordedas piled up at different
levels which would suggest a later disturbancedestroyingany evidence in the coffin itself for re-use.
The lack of drinkingcup and the positionof the skull
may also be the result of this disturbance.
Last quarterof the fifth century.
Excavationnumber:241.
Depth: 1.50.
Sarcophagus:L. 1.815; w. 0.63; d. 0.45; th. 0.075;
stucco; east and south sides brokenaway.
Cover:L. 2.00; w. 0.75; th. 0.14; strapholes; broken.
Silt: 0.135.
Skeleton:very disintegrated;head to north.
POTTERY, CORINTHIAN

416-1 (T2192). Round-mouthedoinochoe, Type A,
groupii.
H. 0.113;h. with handle0.135; d. 0.101; d. foot 0.056.
No added color.
416-2 (T2195).White-groundlekythos, groupii.
H. 0.183; d. 0.057. Foot in two degrees. Red and
blue decoration,blue scroll design on lower part of
body.
416-3 (T2191).White-groundlekythos, groupii.
H. 0.175; d. 0.055. Tracesof red decoration.
416-4 (T2196).The same.
P.h. 0.211; d. 0.077.
416-5 (T2188).White-groundlekythos, groupiii.
H. 0.205; d. 0.06. Red palmetteon shoulder,another
on body.
416-6 (T2193).White-groundlekythos, groupiii.
H. 0.193; d. 0.059. Remainsof red palmetteon body.
416-7 (T2189).The same.
H. 0.202; d. 0.065. Mendedsince photographing.
416-8 (T2190).White-groundlekythos, groupiii.
H. 0.254; d. 0.072. Tracesof red decoration.

416-9 (T2194).The same.
H. 0.203; d. 0.059.
416-10 (T2197).The same.
H. 0.215; d. 0.075.
416-11 (T2198).The same.
H. 0.205; d. 0.063.
416-12 (T2199).The same.
P.h. 0.22; d. 0.076.
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418-4 (T2424).White-groundlekythos, groupiii.
H. 0.268; d. 0.077. Very taperedlower body. Female
figurewith red hair and white garmentseated to left
on a yellow chair.
418-5 (T2421).White-groundlekythos, groupiii.
H. 0.195; d. 0.06. Red rays on shoulder;red palmette
on body.
418-6 (T2425).White-groundlekythos, groupiii.
H. 0.20; d. 0.061. Tracesof red decoration.
GRAVE417
418-7 (T2418).The same.
Section 8 C. P1. 116.
H. 0.189; d. 0.055.
The one burialin the large squarearea of soft earth 418-8
(T2419).The same.
in Section 8 C. Fourth quarterof the fifth century. H. 0.19;
d. 0.06.
Excavation number:436.
418-9 (T2423).The same.
Depth: 1.40.
H. 0.198; d. 0.059.
Grave:L. 1.755; w. 0.69.
Cover:three tiles, horizontal,each, L. 0.69; w. 0.59; 418-10 (T2420).Red-figuredsquat lekythos. P1. 91.
H. 0.11; d. 0.064. Deep conical mouth, high-shoulth. 0.055.
deredbody. Black tongueson neck separatedby fine
Skeleton:very disintegrated;head to east.
black
lines. Woman,perhapswith torch, standingat
POTTERY, CORINTHIAN
left, facing second woman walking away to right,
417-1 (T3035).Roundedskyphos.
head turnedback;in latter's left handa mirror,in her
H. 0.075; d. 0.09; d. foot 0.047. Two red lines below
right a scarf. The glaze better than usual for this
handles.
at Corinth,but the fine interior lines worn
417-2 (T3032). Round-mouthedoinochoe, Type A, period
away,leavinglight lines in the pinkwashwhichcovers
group ii.
the reservedareas; thick white for jewelry and ornaH. 0.107; h. with handle 0.136; d. 0.094; d. foot ments in hair.
0.063. No color.
Very carefulimitation of contemporaryAttic leky417-3 (T3033).White-groundlekythos, groupiii.
thoi. For the shape and kind of decoration,cf. the
H. 0.194; d. 0.063. Tracesof red decoration.
Attic examples,Hesperia,XVIII, 1949, pl. 81, no.
417-4 (T3034).White-groundlekythos, groupiii.
10, and pp. 312f. for the scarves; XI, 1942, pl. 5,
H. 0.138; d. 0.05. Red rays on shoulder,red palmette fromgrave79 at Halai; Olynthus,XIII, pp. 139f., no.
on body; perhapstraces of blue.
83, pl. 100; Oxford, CVA, I, pl. 40, no. 6; AeXTriOV,
XV, 1933-1935,p. 19, fig. 4, from Argos.
GRAVE418
418-11 (T2422).Red-figuredsquat lekythos.
H. 0.114; d. 0.066. The same as the above, but Eros
Section 4 D. Pls. 69, 91, 116.
The northwest corner of this slab-coveredburial to right, offeringbox and scarf to woman standing
extended over the geometricgrave 22. In turn, the left.
northeastcornerof 418 was brokenaway whengrave 418-12 (T2414).Unglazedlekanis,groupii, large.
475 was made. The grave was set considerablyoff the H. with lid 0.11; d. 0.147; d. foot 0.087. Two pairs
usualeast-westaxis. Late fifth century.Note the pres- of adjustingmarks.
ence of one importedand two local squat lekythoi.
418-13 (T2427).Miniaturekrater.
Excavation number:304.
H. 0.019; est. d. 0.032. Fragmentary.Unglazed.
Depth: 2.00.
POTTERY, ATTIC
Grave:L. 1.85; w. 0.68.
Cover:porosslab, L. 1.85; w. 0.68; th. 0.085; broken 418-14 (T2415).Black-glazedsquat lekythos.
at northeastcorner.
H. 0.104; d. 0.063.
Skeleton: very disintegrated;head to east.
POTTERY, CORINTHIAN

GRAVE419

418-1 (T2416).Semi-glazedskyphos,groupii.
Section 4 D. Pls. 69, 100, 116.
H. 0.067; d. 0.085; d. foot 0.046.
One of severalcontemporarygraves (413, 418, 420)
418-2 (T2417). Round-mouthedoinochoe, Type C, which, with some still later ones, encroachedon the
ribbed.
area of geometricgraves.Possibly a secondaryburial
H. 0.094; d. 0.094; d. foot 0.05.
in an older sarcophagus,but there is no evidence
418-3 (T2426).Bandedminiaturelekythos.
except for the late date of the pots and the slightly
brokencornersof the cover. Late fifth century.
H. 0.06; d. 0.034.
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Excavation number:295.
GRAVE 420
Depth: 1.80.
Section 4 D. Pls. 70, 116.
Sarcophagus:L. 1.755; w. 0.575; d. 0.47; th. 0.07;
This grave overlay the geometricburial 18, and is
stucco.
the
westernmostof the late graves encroachingon
Cover:L. 1.98; w. 0.76; th. 0.12; strap holes.
the
central
geometric area from the east. The pots
Silt: 0.395.
Skeleton: fairly well preserved;disturbed;head to are late and the sarcophagusis of the rareintermediate size, but it seemsunlikelythat this is a secondary
east.
burial since the skeleton is the right size for the
COIN
coffin, and the sarcophagushas not only strap holes
419-1 (G1488).Thebes,426-395 B.C. P1. 100.
but a band of stucco on the outside (see p. 72, note
Al hemiobol.Diam. 7.8 mm.; wt. 2 gms.
34). This is the earliest grave with terracotta figObv.Half Boeotian shield (?). Rev. OE[BA]above urines. Late fifth century.
club; ivy leaf below. BMC Central Greece, p. 74, Excavation number:294.
nos. 50-51; cf. pl. 13, no. 3. Found near skull.
Depth: 1.88.
Sarcophagus:L. 1.42; w. 0.56; d. 0.42; th. 0.065;
IRON
stucco inside as usual, and outside a band below
419-2 (T2390).Spearhead.
the rim.
P.1. 0.072. Badly disintegrated; possibly a knife. Cover:L. 1.65; w. 0.73; th. 0.11; strap holes.
Found near left hip.
Silt: 0.08.
Skeleton:adolescentchild, 12 to 14 years; fairly well
POTTERY, CORINTHIAN
preserved,but somewhatdisturbed;head to east.
419-3 (T2382).Semi-glazedskyphos,groupii.
EGG
H. 0.074; d. 0.087; d. foot 0.047.
420-1. Remainsof probablyone egg, found near left
419-4 (T2389).Roundedskyphos.
leg of skeleton.
H. 0.076; d. 0.082; d. rim 0.08; d. foot 0.044.
COIN
419-5 (T2379). Round-mouthedoinochoe, Type C,
420-1
bis. Corinth,431-338 B.C.
ribbed.
Diam. 10 mm.; wt. 0.25 gms.
obol.
AR
H. 0.115; d. 0.107; d. foot 0.06.
Obv.Pegasoswith pointedwings, flying1.; beneath,
419-6 (T2383).White-groundlekythos, groupiii.
Rev. Swastika. BMC Corinth,p. 21, no. 213, pl.
H. 0.27; d. 0.075. Figurewith red hair standingright. 9. no. 21.
5,
419-7 (T2377).White-groundlekythos, groupiii.
Found with fragments of 420-2 and 420-3, and
H. 0.197; d. 0.062.Red rays on shoulder;redpalmette cleaned in 1960.
on body.
TERRACOTTA
419-8 (T2386).White-groundlekythos, groupiii.
420-2 (T2367).Figurine.
H. 0.278; d. 0.076. Tracesof red decoration.
H. 0.064. A few small fragmentsmissing.Local clay,
419-9 (T2381).The same.
fired orange-buff.Draped female figure, seated on
H. 0.28; d. 0.078.
rectangularstool, hands extended; lower arms set
into sockets at elbows. Hair waved back from face;
419-10 (T2378).The same.
H. 0.196; d. 0.058.
longgarment,no detailvisible.Back flat, unmodelled.
419-11 (T2387).The same.
Very similar to a larger example in the British
Museum,Higgins, BMC Terracottas,
H. 0.194; d. 0.061.
pl. 135, no. 962;
is
in
this
dated
the
fourth
but it seems
early
century,
419-12 (T2885).The same.
in
to
later
than
ours
more
its
worked
respect
carefully
H. 0.207; d. 0.062.
and the graceful folds of the skirt which
garment
419-13 (T2384).The same.
cover the seat. Cf. also Breitenstein,pl. 43, no. 365,
H. 0.199; d. 0.059.
with dove, and Perachora,I, pl. 96, no. 106. All the
419-14 (T2376).The same.
mouldmade seated goddesses from the Potters'
H. 0.201; d. 0.058. Mendedsince photographing.
Quarterhave engagedarms, Corinth,XV, ii, pl. 17.
419-15 (T2380).Lamp, Type VI. Fig. 19, P1. 100.
420-3 (T2366).Figurine.
H. 0.029; d. 0.073; 1. 0.102. No handle; rim set at H. 0.122. Many small fragmentsmissing; lower edge
approximate right angle to wall. For profile, cf. of skirt restored. Buff clay. Draped female figure
Corinth,IV, ii, p. 32, no. 28. Signs of burning on seated, open hands extended.Head badly worn, but
nozzle.
apparentlysmall cap; hair waved over foreheadand
419-16 (T2388).Lamp, Type VI.
falling at sides. Straight garmentextending to feet,
H. 0.029; d. 0.071; 1. 0.099. As the above, but no with fine verticallines.
Cf. Corinth,XV, ii, pi. 17, no. XI, 6.
signs of burning(note that the glaze is less worn).

POTTERY,

CORINTHIAN

POTTERY,

420-4 (T2364). Semi-glazed skyphos, group ii.
tI. 0.07; d. 0.091; d. foot 0.048.
420-5 (T2363). Round-mouthed oinochoe, Type C,
ribbed.
II. 0.098; d. 0.097; d. foot 0.064.
420-6 (T2365). Lamp, Type IV.
H. 0.025; d. 0.075; 1. 0.115. Shallow, with short
square nozzle.
GRAVE421
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Section 13 B. Pls. 71, 117.
This, the adjoining 443, and 449 to the south are
the latest burials in the section by the road wall.
Not far to the west were found X-144 and X-204.
Late fifth century.
Excavation number: 85.
Depth: 1.95.
Grave: L. 1.80; w. 0.44; d. 0.30.
Cover: three tiles, horizontal, th. 0.05.
Skeleton: almost completely disintegrated; head to
south.
POTTERY,

CORINTHIAN

421-1 (T1361). Semi-glazed skyphos, group ii.
H. 0.07; d. 0.088; d. foot 0.042.
421-2 (T1362). Round-mouthed oinochoe, Type B.
H. 0.086; d. 0.082; d. foot 0.054. No added color.
POTTERY,

CORINTHIAN

422-1 (T737). Rounded skyphos.
H. 0.078; d. 0.091; d. rim 0.083; d. foot 0.042.
422-2 (T742). The same.
H. 0.076; d. 0.09; d. rim 0.083; d. foot 0.041.
422-3 (T743). Round-mouthed oinochoe, Type C,
ribbed.
H. 0.12; d. 0.11; d. foot 0.071.
422-4 (T745). Banded miniature lekythos.
H. 0.065; d. 0.033.
422-5 (T740). White-ground lekythos, group iii.
H. 0.209; d. 0.063. Tongues on shoulder; red palmette
on body.
422-6 (T733). White-ground lekythos, group iii.
H. 0.259; d. 0.073. No decoration preserved.
422-7 (T734). White-ground lekythos, group iii.
H. 0.261; d. 0.075. For the size and shape with
tapered lower body, cf. the figured vases, 418-4 and
427-10.
422-8 (T739). White-ground lekythos, group iii.
H. 0.197; d. 0.058. No decoration preserved.
422-9 (T741). White-ground lekythos, group iii.
H. 0.205; d. 0.06. Traces of red decoration.

ATTIC

421-3 (T1363). Black-glazed amphoriskos.
H. 0.122; d. 0.054. Deep mouth with out-turned lip;
ovoid body covered by fine horizontal grooves; small
ridged foot.
For the shape, see Hesperia, XI, 1942, pl. 5, pp.
391f., with references; for the horizontal grooving,
cf. the example in Cambridge, CVA, II, R&S pl. 18,
no. 16. See also AE\riov,

XV, 1933-1935, p. 47, fig.

29, from Argos.
GRAVE422

Section 11 B. Pls. 70, 97.
The latest of the graves in the eastern series paralleling the 331 line. The late date of the contents and
the badly broken lid may perhaps indicate that the
coffin was re-used; but the group of offerings is one
of the richest in this period. Note the two squat
lekythoi. In the grave, 422-4 was found by the right
shoulder; 422-2, -3, and -11 at the right hip; and the
remainder scattered through the northern third of the
coffin. End of the fifth century.
Excavation number: 21.
Depth: 1.50.
Sarcophagus: L. 1.83; w. 0.66; d. 0.48; th. 0.07; thick
stucco; corner notches.
Cover: L. 1.95; w. 0.77; th. 0.12; broken; strap holes.
Silt: 0.13.
Skeleton: much disintegrated; head to south.

FIGURE

23.

SQUAT

LEKYTHOS,

422-10

(1:1)

422-10 (T738). Red-figured squat lekythos. Fig. 23.
H. 0.097; d. 0.061. Swan to right. Long vertical blot
behind feet.
Very pale clay which appears to be Corinthian; yet
the drawing is very close to that of the Mina Painter's
lekythoi: J.H.S., LVIII, 1938, p. 23, fig. 8, 3 (ARV,
p. 858, no. 9); see also Olynthus, V, pl. 117, no. 258;
XIII, pi. 101, no. 92.

H. 0.02; d. 0.053. Shallowerthan usual.
422-12 (T736and CL 1528). Lamp, Type IV.
H. 0.025; d. 0.067; 1. 0.092. Shallow.
Published:Corinth,IV, ii, p. 135, no. 66.
POTTERY, ATTIC

422-13 (T735).Red-figuredsquat lekythos. P1. 97.
H. 0.10; d. 0.064. Flaring lip with straight sides;
short neck; nearly globularbody. Reserved 11-petalled palmettewithin narrowborder,framedon each
side by a single tall petal.
GRAVE423

Section 12 B. Pls. 71, 17.
This slab-coveredgrave is probably the earliest
of the secondseriesof gravesin this section, succeeding the last of the 238 line after a gap of about a
half century, and followedby 430, 458, and perhaps
D 33. The grave was set more nearly northeast and
southwest than on the usual strict axis; cf. the
neighboringgraves,307 and 458. With an early type
of strigil,and an unparalleledkindof askos,the grave
is difficultto date; the skyphos, at any rate, should
be no later than the early fourth quarterof the fifth
century.
Excavation number:72.
Depth: 1.62.
Grave:L. 1.20; w. 0.60; d. 0.30; rubblewalls.
Cover:porosslab, L. 1.30; w. 0.68; th. 0.13.
Fill: packedwith earth.
Skeleton:much disintegrated;head to southwest.
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Section 3 C. Pls. 67, 100, 117.
Oneof the many late gravesin an areaof geometric
burials.Fourth quarterof the fifth century.
Excavation number:247.
Depth: 2.00.
BRONZE
Grave:L. 1.82: w. 0.66; rubblewalls.
Cover:porosslab, L. 1.82; w. 0.66; th. 0.125.
424-1 (T1277).Strigil, groupii.
Skeleton:much disintegrated;head to east.
P.I. 0.245; w. 0.035. Back of handle very narrow.
424-2 (T1274).Strigil,groupiii.
BRONZE
P.1. 0.195; w. 0.033. Pointed sides at turn of handle.
423-1 (T2217).Strigil, groupiii.
L. 0.225; w. 0.035. Curvedsides at turn of handle; POTTERY, CORINTHIAN
very large and long leaf tip; wide deep blade.
424-3 (T1276).Semi-glazedskyphos,groupii.
423-2 (T2218).Strigil, groupiii.
H. 0.068; d. 0.086; d. foot 0.046.
P.1. 0.21; w. 0.036. Back of handle narrow; wide
424-4 (T1275).Askos.
shallowblade.
H. 0.098; w. 0.06. Rather poorly made miniature
with
CORINTHIAN
only a roughsuggestionof a foot. Poor reddish
POTTERY,
glaze over all except lower body.
423-3 (T2219).Semi-glazedskyphos,groupii.
H. 0.073; d. 0.088; d. foot 0.045.
425
GRAVE
423-4 (T2223).The same.
d.
d.
foot
0.047.
H. 0.068; 0.092;
Section 9 B. P1. 116.
With 338, anothersmall sarcophagus,ratherisolat423-5 (T2224). Round-mouthedoinochoe, Type A,
iii.
ed
to the west of the 374 robbedgroup.Very possibly
group
H. 0.102; h. with handle0.124; d. 0.10; d. foot 0.056. a secondaryburialin an earliersarcophagusbecause
of the poor quality of the offerings.Fourth quarter
No added color.
of the fifth century.
423-6 (T2220).Banded lekythos.
H. 0.149; d. 0.073. A large example like the special Excavationnumber:93.
roundedgroupof the bandedminiatures.Ovoidbody, Depth: 1.00.
flaring mouth and foot. Broad red band on upper Sarcophagus:L. 0.67; w. 0.27; d. 0.225; th. 0.05;
stucco.
body, borderedby pairsof narrowblacklines; another
L. 0.98; w. 0.47; th. 0.09.
Cover:
line on lower body.
with earth.
Silt:
packed
Cf. the examplesfrom Rhodes, CVA, Copenhagen,
Skeleton:
disintegrated;head to north or
completely
II, pl. 79, nos. 2 and 3.
south.
423-7 (T2221).White-groundlekythos, groupii.
POTTERY, CORINTHIAN
H. 0.198; d. 0.063. Tracesof red decoration.
425-1
(T1418).Unglazedskyphos.
423-8 (T2222).Unglazedlekanis, miniature.Fig. 17.
H. with lid 0.053; d. 0.054. The bowl invertedin the H. 0.05; d. 0.068; d. foot 0.033.
425-2 (T1419).Small trefoil oinochoe,groupii.
photograph.
H. 0.052; h. with handle 0.073; d. 0.048.
100.
423-9 (T2225).Lamp, Type IV. Fig. 19, P1.
425-3
H. 0.027; d. 0.067; 1. 0.116. Shallow; square
(T1420).Banded miniaturelekythos.
H.
0.068; d. 0.039.
nozzle.
18

426
Section 8 B. Pls. 16, 67, 117.
A secondary burial in the sarcophagus (Fig. 4) of
grave 242 (see also 427, 428). The iron pins listed
below (426-2) may be the remains of the earlier interment since pins were seldom used in the late fifth
century (see p. 89); they were found properly placed,
however, two at the right shoulder, and one probably
at the left. The lack of an oinochoe is quite exceptional; note, however, the contemporary libation
deposits D 50 and D 51 to the west. About the middle
of the last quarter of the fifth century, and perhaps a
decade or so earlier than 422.
GRAVE

426-15 (T3151). The same.
H. 0.216; d. 0.069.
426-16 (T3150). The same.
H. 0.177; d. 0.049.
POTTERY,

ATTIC

426-17 (T3147). Red-figured squat lekythos. Fig. 24.
P.h. 0.034; d. 0.05. Only body and small fragment of
neck and mouth preserved. Baby crawling to left;
below, ovolo pattern.
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Excavation number: 456.
Sarcophagus: see 242.
Silt: 0.07.
Skeleton: much disintegrated; head to south.
COIN

426-1 (G2267). Leukas, 480-400 B.C. or later.
ARobol. Diam. 8.1 mm.; wt. 0.22 gms. (broken).
Obv. Pegasos with pointed wing flying 1.; beneath,
A (?). Rev. Swastika. BMC Corinth, p. 137, no. 142,
pl. 37, no. 16.

0

426-2 (T3155). Pins.
Remains of three recorded. Disintegrated.
CORINTHIAN

426-3 (T3149). Semi-glazed skyphos, group ii.
H. 0.07; d. 0.085; d. foot 0.045.
426-4 (T3154). One-handled cup.
H. 0.03; d. 0.07.
426-5 (T3148). Miniature banded lekythos.
H. 0.066; d. 0.034.
426-6 (T3141). White-ground lekythos, group iii.
H. 0.172; d. 0.053. Red rays on shoulder; red palmette on body.
426-7 (T3146). The same.
H. 0.172; d. 0.052.
426-8 (T3143). White-ground lekythos, group iii.
H. 0.171; d. 0.055. Red palmette on body.
426-9 (T3145). The same.
H. 0.177; d. 0.053.
426-10 (T3153). The same.
H. 0.165; d. 0.053. Not illustrated.
426-11 (T3140). White-ground lekythos, group iii.
H. 0.125; d. 0.054. Traces of red decoration.
426-12 (T3144). The same.
H. 0.225; d. 0.067.
426-13 (T3139). The same.
H. 0.232; d. 0.07.
426-14 (T3142). The same.
H. 0.223; d. 0.07.

5
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SQUAT LEKYTHOS, 426-17

(1:1)

A common subject: cf., e.g., Hesperia, XVIII, 1949,
pi. 81, no. 11, pp. 313, 314 for references. See also
Olynthus, V, pl. 116, no. 250.
426-18 (T3152). Red-figured squat lekythos. Fig. 25.
H. 0.069; d. 0.058. Very low, squat body. Carefully
drawn design of three reversing palmettes with
scrolled tendrils.
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FIGURE 25. SQUATLEKYTHOS,426-18
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97c.

(1:1)

Cf. for the long tendrils, the Eretria Painter's
ornament, as on the amphoriskos in Oxford, CVA, I,
pl. 40, 5; and the squat lekythos in Boston, MFA
95.48, Caskey-Beazley, I, pl. 30, ARV, p. 724,
no. 2.

GRAVE

Section 8 B. Pls. 67, 79, 91, 100, 117.
The second burial in an older sarcophagus(grave
241). A bit later than the neighboring426, but equally rich. Note the jewelry and psimythion, and the
lack of Attic vases. Late fifth century B.C. For the
conflictingdate of the obol, see p. 122.
Published as a group by T. L. Shear, Classical
Studies Presentedto EdwardCapps,Princeton,1936,
pp. 314ff., fig. 1.
Excavation number:454.
Sarcophagus:see 241.
Silt: 0.08.
Skeleton:fairly well preserved;head to south.
EGG
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427-1. Remainsof probablyone egg, found near cup,
427-8.
PSIMYTHION

427-10 (T3109).White-groundlekythos,groupiii. PI.
91.

H. 0.275; d. 0.081. Woman with red hair and blue
chiton standing left; possibly a reddish object and
secondfigureat left.
427-11 (T3110). White-groundlekythos, group iii.
P1. 91.
H. 0.26; d. 0.074. Womanwith black hair standing
right, holdingopen box.
427-12 (T3111).White-groundlekythos, groupiii.
H. 0.258; d. 0.079. Tracesof red and blue decoration.
427-13 (T3108).White-groundlekythos, groupiii.
H. 0.183; d. 0.058. Red tongues on shoulder; red
palmette on body.
427-14 (T3116).Unglazedlekanis, miniature.
H. with lid 0.055; d. 0.064. Two pairs of adjusting
marks.
427-15 (T3115).Unglazedlekanis,miniature.Fig. 17.
H. with lid 0.075; d. 0.062. Very deep lid. The whole
inverted in photograph.Held psimythion (427-2).
Found in skyphos,427-5.
427-16 (T3117).Lamp, Type IV.
H. 0.024; d. 0.066; 1. 0.11. Shallow. Traces of burning on nozzle.

427-2. A numberof small cubes, found in 427-15.
For the use of psimythion in antiquity, see Prof.
Shear's article cited in the introductionabove. For
occurrences elsewhere of psimythion and other
cosmetics, see Ure, Black Glaze, pp. 44f.; add a
pyxis in grave 8 in the LenormantStreet cemetery
(briefly described,Hesperia, VI, 1937, pp. 360ff.); GRAVE428
grave 12 in the Agora, Hesperia,XX, 1951, p. 93; Section 8 B. PI. 117.
and in the Kerameikos,Ath.Mitt.,XVIII, 1893,p. 167.
A secondaryburialin an oldersarcophagus(243). A
much poorergroupof offeringsthan those in the two
COIN
427-3 (G2230).Corinth,350-338 B.C. P1. 100.
near-bysarcophagi,426, 427, also secondaryburials.
It shouldbenoted,however,that the skeleton showed
Al obol. Diam. 9 mm.; wt. 0.39 gms.
Obv.Pegasos with pointed wing flying 1.;below, 9. signs of disturbance. It is unusual to find strigils
Rev. Tridentupwards;to 1., A; to r., symboloff flan. and eggs in a large grave (see p. 84). Probably late
fifth century.
BMC Corinth,p. 24, nos. 239f., pl. 9, no. 16.
Excavationnumber:461.
BRONZE
Sarcophagus:see 243.
427-4 (T3119).Pair of earrings.P1. 79.
Silt: 0.18 (earthand stones).
W. 0.025. Each earringconsists of two hollow cres- Skeleton:very disintegrated,disturbed;headto south.
cents set at a slight angle to each other, with three EGGS
semi-circularprojections applied at upper curve.
428-1. Remains of probably one egg, found near
Found in cup, 427-8.
Cf. Corinth,XII, no. 2001, pl. 107, and Perachora, lekanis.
I, pl. 79, no. 28, with projectionsmorewidely spaced. CHARCOAL
428-2. Not inventoried.Apparentlytwo small pieces
POTTERY, CORINTHIAN
of charred matter found near strigil at middle of
427-5 (T3112).Semi-glazedskyphos,groupii.
grave.
H. 0.077; d. 0.092; d. foot 0.044.
BRONZE
427-6 (T3114).The same.
428-3 (T3194).Strigil, groupiii.
H. 0.073; d. 0.092; d. foot 0.044.
W. 0.029. Curvedsides at turn of handle.
427-7 (T3118).The same.
428-4
(T3195).Strigil, groupiii.
H. 0.07; d. 0.087; d. foot 0.048.
L.
0.213; w. 0.032. Back of handle rather narrow;
427-8 (T3113).One-handledcup.
long slendertip.
H. 0.041; d. 0.097.
427-9 (T3107). Round-mouthedoinochoe, Type C, POTTERY, CORINTHIAN
428-5 (T3191).Semi-glazedskyphos,groupii.
ribbed.
H. 0.072; max. d. 0.091; d. foot 0.047. Warped.
H. 0.108; d. 0.106; d. foot 0.061.
18*

(T3193).
group ii.

Type

H. 0.134; h. with handle 0.162; d. 0.128; d. foot
0.074. No added color. As 407-10.
428-7 (T3192).Unglazedlekanis,groupii, miniature.
Fig. 17.
H. with lid 0.046; d. 0.064.
GRAVE429

(T1286).White-groundlekythos, group
H. 0.174; d. 0.054. Red rays on shoulder,red palmette on body.
430-4 (T1292).The same.
H. 0.175; d. 0.052.
430-5 (T1285).White-groundlekythos, groupiii.
H. 0.176; d. 0.051. Tracesof red decoration.
430-6 (T1287).The same.
H. 0.169; d. 0.048.
430-7 (T1291).The same.
H. 0.246; d. 0.069. Not illustrated.
430-8 (T1284).The same.
H. 0.183; d. 0.051.
430-9 (T1289).Miniaturebowl.
H. 0.023; d. 0.054.
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Section 4 E. Pls. 72, 117.
The first of the late series of graves which were
crowdedin amongProtocorinthianand sixth century
burials on the west edge of the Cemetery;see also
464ff. Note the unusual orientationof the skeleton.
Late fifth or early fourth century.
Excavationnumber:352.
Depth: 2.55.
GRAVE431
Grave: 1.87; w. 0.66.
Cover:three tiles, horizontal,each,L. 0.72; w. 0.605; Section 5 C. Pls.
71, 118.
th. 0.05.
of the crowdedseries
the
southernmost
With
432
Skeleton:very disintegrated;head to north.
of late graves overlyingand interspersedamong the
EGG
geometricgraves in the area; see also 348. Note the
429-1. Remainsof probablyone egg. Found outside orientationof the skeleton.Late fifth or early fourth
the right arm of the skeleton,an unusualposition.
centuryB.C.
Excavation number:231.
POTTERY, CORINTHIAN
Depth: 1.85.
429-2 (T2637).One-handledcup.
H. 0.042; d. 0.097. The roots of the handle are close Grave:L. 1.70; w. 0.60; d. 0.27.
Cover:threetiles, horizontal,each,L. 0.76; w. 0.585;
together,as in fourth-centuryskyphoi.
th. 0.06.
429-3 (T2638).The same.
Fill: earth and stones.
H. 0.042; d. 0.087.
Skeleton:much disintegrated;head to north.
POTTERY, ATTIC

POTTERY, CORINTHIAN

431-1 (T1877).Black-glazedskyphos.
429-4 (T2639).Wide-mouthedoinochoe.
H. 0.07; d. 0.071. Pinkish brownclay, not certainly H. 0.07; d. 0.093; d. foot 0.047. Red line at rim and
Attic; black glaze inside and over all exteriorexcept below handles.
bottom.
431-2 (T1875). Round-mouthedoinochoe, Type C,
Cf.Hesperia,XVII, 1948,pl. 85, no. E 8, with wider ribbed.
bottom and pronouncedneck.
H. 0.109; d. 0.094; d. foot 0.056.
431-3 (T1876).Lamp, Type IV, miniature.
GRAVE430
H. 0.016; d. 0.04; 1. 0.063.
Section 12 B. Pls. 71, 117.
One of the late graves near the 238 line; see also
424. Fourth quarter of the fifth century, probably GRAVE 432
about the middle of that period.
Section 5 C. P1. 118.
For the positionof this grave, see 431. Late fifth or
Excavation number:73.
Grave:L. 1.80; w. 0.70.
early fourth centuryB.C.
Cover:six tiles, gabled, w. 0.69.
Excavation number:230.
Fill: earth and stones.
1.85.
Skeleton: almost completely disintegrated;head to Depth:
Grave: 1.76; w. 0.60; d. 0.40.
east.
Cover:three tiles, horizontal,each, L. 0.70; w. 0.56;
th. 0.06.
POTTERY, CORINTHIAN
Fill:
earth and stones.
430-1 (T1290).Semi-glazedskyphos,groupii.
Skeleton:
very disintegrated;head to south.
H. 0.077; d. 0.087; d. foot 0.044.
430-2 (T1288). Round-mouthedoinochoe, Type C, POTTERY, CORINTHIAN
432-1 (T1874).Semi-glazedskyphos,groupii.
ribbed.
H. 0.073; d. 0.09; d. foot 0.049. As 423-3.
H. 0.102; d. 0.092; d. foot 0.053.

GRAVE435
GRAVE 433
Section 4 C.
Section 4 C. Pls. 73, 118.
For the positionof this grave, see 434. Late fifth or
Late fifth or early fourth century B.C.
early fourth century. No oinochoein the grave, but
Excavation number:808.
X-192
was found close by.
Depth: 2.50.
Grave:L. 1.90; w. 0.70.
Excavationnumber:259.
Cover:three tiles, horizontal,each, L. 0.61; w. 0.48; Depth: 1.60.
th. 0.035.
Cover:one tile, horizontal,L. 0.58; w. 0.58; th. 0.035.
Skeleton: very disintegrated;head to south.
Skeleton:almost completelydisintegrated.
POTTERY, CORINTHIAN
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433-1 (T2433).Semi-glazedskyphos,groupii.
H. 0.068; d. 0.088; d. foot 0.044.
433-2 (T2434). Round-mouthed oinochoe, Type C,
ribbed.
H. 0.084; d. 0.073; d. foot 0.045. Very broad,shallow
ribs.
433-3 (T2435).Miniaturebowl.
H. 0.024; d. 0.061.
POTTERY, ATTIC

433-4 (T2436).Red-figuredsquat lekythos.
H. 0.092; d. 0.056. Palmette design of the most
commontype. Cf., e.g., Olynthus,V, pl. 142, no. 426;
XIII, pl. 103, no. 100.
GRAVE

434

Section 4 C. Pls. 67, 118.
One of a group of children'sgraves, of which 435
is about contemporaryand 436 considerablyearlier;
the near-by adult graves 447 and 456 are later. For
the ridge tile used as a cover, see sketch, Plate 118.
Like 416, one of the rare examples of a group
lacking a skyphos. Probably very early fourth
century.
Excavation number:256.
Depth: 1.80.
Cover: one tile, horizontal, L. 0.715; w. 0.715;
th. 0.06.
Skeleton:no traces (orientationrecordedas east and
west).
EGG

434-1. Remains of probably one egg, found near
oinochoe.
TERRACOTTA

434-2 (T2265).Figurine.
P.h. 0.064. A bit of the lower part missing; made
from a worn mould. Pale orange-buffclay. Standing
goddess wearing high polos, right hand held up to
breast (with dove or egg?),the left either underhimation or lifting skirt. Cf. Corinth,XII, pl. 7, no. 101.

POTTERY, CORINTHIAN

435-1 (T2271).Semi-glazedskyphos,groupii.
H. 0.073; d. 0.094; d. foot 0.052. As 437-1.
GRAVE436

Section 4 C.
Closerin date to 330 to the east than to the neighboringgraves.Secondhalf of the fifth century,probably third quarter.
Excavationnumber:257.
Depth: 1.50.
Grave:L. 1.37; w. 0.60.
Cover:two tiles, horizontal,each, L. 0.88; w. 0.59;
th. 0.05.
Skeleton:much disintegrated;head to south.
POTTERY, CORINTHIAN

436-1 (T2269).Semi-glazedskyphos,groupi.
H. 0.086; d. 0.11; d. foot 0.061. As grave 351-1.
Found betweenthe legs of the skeleton.
GRAVE437

Section 10 B. Pls. 71, 82, 100, 118.
The latest of the gravesin the area, later even than
the tile (412) and slab-covered(411) burialsnear by
(see also 407). Very possiblya secondaryburialin an
earliersarcophagus;note particularlythe brokenlid
and the position of the skeleton, which is too large
for the coffin (sketch, P1. 118). If the pots represent
the originalburial,then the sarcophagusis the latest
in the Cemetery.Early fourth century.
Above this grave was found the terracotta finial,
X-120 (P1.82); see also p. 67.
Excavationnumber:54.
Depth: 1.40.
Sarcophagus:L. 1.85; w. 0.66; d. 0.49; th. 0.06;
stucco.
Cover:L. 1.96; w. 0.76; th. 0.11; broken.
Silt: 0.06.
Skeleton:well preserved;headto south,feet flattened
against north wall.
POTTERY, CORINTHIAN

POTTERY, CORINTHIAN
437-1 (T1178).Semi-glazedskyphos,groupii.
434-3 (T2264). Round-mouthedoinochoe, Type C, H. 0.068; d. 0.087; d. foot 0.047.
437-2 (T1177). Round-mouthedoinochoe, Type C.
ribbed.
H. 0.093; d. 0.082; d. foot 0.051. Very shallowribs. ribbed.

0.096; 0.091;
only barely
suggested by light vertical scorings. Transitional
betweenfully ribbed and incised groups(p. 138).
437-3 (T1179).Lamp, Type IV. Fig. 19, P1. 100.
H. 0.037; d. 0.069; 1. 0.105. Crudelymade but still
shallow.
GRAVE438
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Section 10 A.
This tile-coveredgrave was found 0.18 m. east of
347. It is possible that the vases of Deposit 16 may
be the offerings for this grave in addition to the
strigil, in which case the date is probablythe third
quarter of the fifth century, about the time of the
surroundinggraves.
Depth: ca. 1.20.
Cover:tiles.
BRONZE

438-1 (T597).Strigil, groupiii.
W. 0.025. Pointed edges at turn of handle.
GRAVE439

Section 11 A.

A tile over a rubble-linedgrave, filled with earth
and stones. There were no contents and no pottery
was found in the vicinity. East of grave 415.
GRAVE440

Section 3 C.
Thisunprotectedburialwas recordedas lying under
the mid-fourth century grave 445 and over the
geometricgrave 38. Near by, at a depth of 1.80, was
found a white-groundlekythos of group iii (X-213),
whichmight belongwith this burial,and if so, would
date it to the late fifth century. The coin was recorded with grave 38, suggesting that it had filtered
down through the broken cover slab. No oinochoe
was listed with this burial,but two were found with
445.
Depth: ca. 2.00.
Skeleton:skull and leg bones preserved.
COIN

pots
left knee of the skeleton.Probablyno later than the
first quarter of the fourth century because of the
presenceof the miniaturelekythos.
Excavationnumber:366.
Depth: 2.50.
Grave:L. 2.08; w. 0.90.
Cover: sandstone slab, L. 2.08; w. 0.90; th. 0.14;
broken.
Skeleton:very disintegrated;head to east.
POTTERY, CORINTHIAN

441-1 (T2693).Black-glazedskyphos,miniature.
H. 0.17; d. 0.031; d. foot 0.018. Pinchedhandles.
441-2 (T2695).Round-mouthedoinochoe,Type B.
H. 0.053; d. 0.041; d. foot 0.025. Small, late.
441-3 (T2696).Bandedminiaturelekythos.
H. 0.054; d. 0.035. Very squat and crudelymade.
441-4 (T2694).Lamp, Type IV, miniature.
H. 0.02; d. 0.038; 1. 0.063.
GRAVE442

Section 2 C. P1. 118.
The easternmost of a cluster of fourth-century
graves, mostly later than this, among geometric
burials.For the two-slabcover,see 478. Part of grave
119 was cut away when442 was made. The presence
of a secondoinochoeis unusual,and 442-6 appearsto
be later than the other objects.Between 119 and 442
werefoundX-148 andX-240, a skyphosand a lamp,
which together with 442-6 wouldmake up a consistent gravegroup.If it were not for the fact that 442
cut into 119, one might suggest that the extra vases
belonged to the latter. A mother and child double
burial would be possible except for the strigils and
the fact that the skeleton was well centered in the
grave. Probably about the middle of the fourth
century.
Excavationnumber:339.
Depth: 2.60.
Grave:L. 2.12; w. 0.78.
Cover:two sandstoneslabs,together,L. 2.12; w. 0.78;
th. 0.12; rope cuttings.
Skeleton:poorlypreserved;head to south.

440-1 (G1299).Corinth,400-146 B.C.
IRON
.E. D. 10 mm. Very poor condition.
442-1
(T2537).Strigil.
Obv. Pegasos with pointed wing flying 1. Rev.
Trident,upwards.Edwards,Corinth,VI, p. 14, no. 11. W. 0.029. Identificationnot certain; the fragments
tentatively assignedbelong to groupiii.
POTTERY, CORINTHIAN
442-2 (T2538).Strigil.
440-2 (T2731).One-handledcup.
Fragmentary.Probablygroupiii, narrow.
H. 0.032; d. 0.071.
POTTERY, CORINTHIAN

GRAVE441

442-3 (T2532).Ovoidskyphos.
H. 0.091; d. 0.083; d. rim 0.073; d. foot 0.041. As
Section 3 E.
445-1.
The first grave to be made in this area after a lapse
of about 150 years. The sandstonelid apparentlywas 442-4 (T2535).One-handledcup, miniature.
not removedfrom any neighboringgeometricgrave. H. 0.019; d. 0.039.

442-5 (T2533).Small trefoil oinochoe,groupiii.
H. 0.064;h. with handle0.086; d. 0.055; d. foot 0.032.
As 445-2.
442-6 (T2534).Round-mouthedoinochoe,Type B.
H. 0.068; d. 0.053; d. foot 0.031. As 474-3.
442-7 (T2536).Lamp, Type IV.
H. 0.024; d. 0.048; 1. 0.083.
GRAVE443
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Section 13 B. Pls. 71, 118.
This and 421 are a pair of rather isolated small
graves, later than any in the vicinity. The offerings
include the last of the bronzestrigils and the last of
the one-handledcups, which suggeststhat the grave
is earlier than the series with ovoid skyphoi, and
perhaps still first quarter of the fourth century.
Note the late recurrenceof boxed tiles (p. 74).
Excavation number:79.
Depth: 1.35.
Grave: L. 0.70; w. 0.38; d. 0.30; one tile forming
each of three sides.
Cover: two tiles, horizontal,each, L. 0.70; w. 0.56;
th. 0.035.
Fill: earth and stones.
Skeleton:entirelydisintegrated;head to east or west.
BRONZE

443-1 (T1329).Strigil, groupiii.
Fragmentary. Probably pointed sides at turn of
handle; special tip, as 397-1, Fig. 9.
Cf.Olynthus,X, p. 177, no. 542, pl. 34.
POTTERY, CORINTHIAN

443-2 (T1328).One-handledcup.
H. 0.033; d. 0.066.
443-3 (T1327).Bolsal.
H. 0.022; d. 0.059; d. foot 0.037. Black-glazedminiature; in center of floor, single stamped palmette,
encircled by ring and six more palmettes.
443-4 (T1326).Unglazedlekanis,groupiii.
H. with lid 0.089; d. 0.125; d. foot 0.059. Two pairs
of adjusting marks. The curve of the bowl indicates
that this is not as late as it would at first appear
from the warpedand carelesslymade lid.
GRAVE444

Section 3 D. Pls. 71, 118.
With 462 just to the south, one of the comparatively few late graves in the long centralarea of the
geometric cemetery. Note the unusually large fine
lekanis, in which were found the shell and bowl.
Secondquarteror middle of the fourth century.
Excavation number:314.
Depth: 2.30.
Grave:L. 1.78; w. 0.74.
Cover:three tiles, horizontal,each, L. 0.74; w. 0.065;
th. 0.04.
Skeleton: very disintegrated;head to south.

SEA SHELL

444-1. Found in lekanis.
POTTERY, CORINTHIAN

444-2 (T2451).Ovoidskyphos.
H. 0.091; d. 0.085; d. lip 0.071; d. foot 0.04. Entirely
black-glazed.
444-3 (T2452).Unglazedlekanis,groupiii.
H. with lid 0.153; d. 0.247; d. foot 0.157. An exceptionally large and well made lekanis for this group;
broadknobon very shortstem. Threepairsof adjusting marks.
444-4 (T2453).Black-glazedbowl.
H. 0.032; d. 0.095. Incurved rim; walls tapering
sharplywithout curve to roughlymade foot.
GRAVE446

Section 3 C. Pls. 71, 100, 118.
Directly under this grave were the unprotected
burial440 and the geometricgrave 38. The tiles had
the "trough" as those of 276 (see p. 221 and P1.
110). About the middle of the fourth century. For
the extra oinochoe,see 440.
Excavation number:251.
Depth: 1.60.
Grave:L. 1.54; w. 0.57.
Cover:three tiles, horizontal,each, L. 0.69; w. 0.59;
th. 0.06.
Skeleton:very disintegrated;head to east.
POTTERY, CORINTHIAN

445-1 (T2234).Ovoidskyphos.
H. 0.094; d. 0.088; d. rim 0.075; d. foot 0.039. Unglazed reddenedarea above foot.
446-2 (T2235).Small trefoil oinochoe,groupiii.
H. 0.064; h. with handle 0.093; d. 0.053.
445-3 (T2236). Round-mouthedoinochoe, Type C,
incised.

H. 0.09; d. 0.076; d. foot 0.044.
445-4 (T2237).Unglazedlekanis,groupiii.
H. with lid 0.068; d. 0.092; d. foot 0.041. Unusually
well-madeknob; no groovesat edge of lid.
445-5 (T2238).Lamp, Type IV. Fig. 19, P1. 100.
H. 0.035; d. 0.06; 1. 0.114. Long nozzle.
GRAVE446

Section 4 C. Pls. 71, 100, 118.
The cover slab of 446 overlay a large part of 23 on
the north and east, and 23 had been cut into to
permit the burial of the 446 skeleton. About the
middle of the fourth century.
Excavation number:319.
Depth: 2.60.
Grave:L. 2.00; w. 0.77.
Cover:porosslab, L. 2.00; w. 0.77; th. 0.135; broken.
Skeleton: very disintegrated;head to south.

D. bowl 0.06; lid, h. 0.038; d. 0.05. Bowl fragmentary
and accessionedseparately;not photographed.Much
as 427-15, but simplerlid.

XI, 1942, p. 368). Note also the position of the skeleton well to one side of the grave. For a similar
situationwith burntremains,see 457, which was not
far to the southeast,and for the generalfamily group,
478. Middleor third quarterof the fourth century.
Excavation number:336.
Depth: 3.00.
Grave:L. 1.90; w. 0.81.
Cover:poros slab, L. 1.90; w. 0.81; th. 0.12; underside burnt.
Fill: earth and rocks.
Skeleton:fairly well preserved;head to south.

POTTERY, ATTIC

EGG

446-1 (T2478).Strigil, groupiii, narrow.
P.I. 0.19; w. 0.034.
POTTERY, CORINTHIAN

446-2 (T2475). Round-mouthedoinochoe, Type A,
groupiv.
H. 0.10; h. with handle0.144; d. 0.087; d. foot 0.062.
446-3 (T2477, T2479). Unglazed lekanis, miniature,
group ii.
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448-1. Shell of probably one egg, found near the
446-4 (T2474).Ovoid skyphos.
H. 0.084; d. 0.071; d. rim 0.058; d. foot 0.031.
skyphos,448--2.
446-5 (T2476).Lamp, Type VII (HowlandType 25
SEA SHELL
B). Fig. 19, Pl. 100.
448-2
(T2513).Scallopshell.
H. 0.04; d. 0.069; 1. 0.102. The profile much like
IRON
Corinth,IV, ii, p. 32, no. 34.
448-3 (T2514).Pin-like object.
GRAVE447
Disintegrated.Found underlamp.
Section 4 C. Pls. 72, 119.
POTTERY, CORINTHIAN
Middleor third quarterof the fourth century.
448-4 (T2515).Black-glazedskyphos,miniature.
Excavation number:260.
H. 0.031; d. 0.046; d. foot 0.024. Very small and
Depth: 1.75.
crude.
Grave:L. 1.95; w. 0.60.
448-5 (T2509). Round-mouthedoinochoe, Type C,
Cover: three tiles, horizontal, overlapping, each,
incised.
L. 0.60; w. 0.60; th. 0.06.
H. 0.08; d. 0.082; d. foot 0.065. Very wide bottom
to
head
Skeleton: almost completely disintegrated;
with rudimentaryfoot.
south.
448-6
(T2516).Round-mouthedoinochoe,Type B.
IRON
H. 0.082; d. 0.067; d. foot 0.047. Deep calyx mouth;
447-1 (T2276).Strigil, groupiii, broad.
squat body. Perhapsa poor Corinthianimitation of
P.1. 0.17. Probableidentification(1949).
an Attic squat lekythos. Cf. Hesperia,XX, 1951, pl.
51, fig. a, no. 6.
POTTERY, CORINTHIAN
44&87(T2511).Miniatureflat-bottomedbowl.
447-2 (T2279).Ovoidskyphos.
H. 0.09; d. 0.074; d. lip 0.063; d. foot 0.033. Very H. 0.017; d. 0.047. Unglazed.
pale clay but excellent glaze; crosshatchingat base. POTTERY, ATTIC
447-3 (T2273). Round-mouthedoinochoe, Type C, 448-8 (T2510).Ovoidskyphos.
incised.
H. 0.087; d. 0.077; d. rim 0.064; d. foot 0.033.
H. 0.064; d. 0.057; d. foot 0.035.
448-9 (T2512).Lamp,TypeVII (Howland,Type25A).
447-4 (T2274).The same.
H. 0.041; d. 0.063; 1. 0.115. With handle. Burning
H. 0.066; d. 0.057; d. foot 0.033.
on nozzle.
447-5 (T2275).Lamp, Type IV.
GRAVE449
H. 0.032; d. 0.057; 1. 0.108.
Section 13 B. Pls. 17, 71, 119.
GRAVE448
The latest of the 332 cluster of children'sgraves;
Section 2 D. Pls. 72, 119.
and resting directly on the cover of 381. Probably
There seem to be two separate sets of offeringsin third quarterof the fourth century.
this grave. Nos. 448-5, -8, and -9 are standardfur- Excavationnumber:86.
nishings for adult graves, while the miniatures,the Depth: ca. 1.25.
egg, and the shell are typical of children'sburials. Grave: L. 0.87; w. 0.57; d. 0.22 (outline irregular,
This fact, together with the signs of burningon the
measurementsapproximate).
underside of the cover,suggestthat this was a mother Cover:tiles, probablytwo, horizontal.
and child burial, and that here and in 457 infant Skeleton: entirely disintegrated;head east or west.

For anotherin the Cemetery,see D 30-a. Very close
to
the example from Thebes, AeX;riov,III, 1917,
449-1 (T1366).Baby feeder.
H. with lid 0.096; d. 0.097. Low roundedbody with pp. 218ff., graves 5 and 15, figs. 156, 167. Different
spout and two handles,one vertical, one horizontal; from and perhaps later than the Attic example,
slopinglid with inverted conical knob. Irregularline Hesperia,XVIII, 1949, pl. 86, no. 149, of the second
of thick red paint at rim and anotherbelow handles; or third quarterof the fourth century.
450-3 (T2640).Unglazedlekanis,groupiii, large.
similarband on lid.
Published: A.J.A., XXXIII, 1929, p. 545, fig. 25. H. with lid 0.128; d. 0.183; d. foot 0.082. Two sets
There is another similar, but taller example at of four adjusting marks on lid; at handles of bowl,
Corinth,Inv. C-31-279. Cf. the example with lion- one set of four, one of six.
head spout, Wiirzburg,no. 124, pl. 9 (Necrocorinthia, 450-4 (T2643).Lamp, Type IV, miniature.
no. 1526).
H. 0.019; d. 0.038; 1. 0.06. Unglazed.
449-2 (T1368).Bolsal.
H. 0.029; d. 0.061; d. foot 0.041. Black-glazedminia- POTTERY, ATTIC
450-5 (T2641).Stemlesskylix.
ture; no stampeddecoration.
H. 0.022; d. 0.058; d. foot 0.036. Black-glazedminia449-3 (T1365).Unglazedlekanis,groupiii, large.
H. with lid 0.118; d. 0.179; d. foot 0.089. Threepairs ture with horizontalhandles.
450-6 (T2642).The same.
of adjustingmarks.
H. 0.027; d. 0.059; d. foot 0.041.
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POTTERY, CORINTHIAN

POTTERY, ATTIC

449-4 (T1367). Lamp, Type VII (Howland, Type
25A).
H. 0.042; d. 0.066; 1. 0.09. No handle.
GRAVE450

Section 4 E. Pls. 75, 119.
On the southernedge of the area in which fourthcentury graves were crowded in among seventh
century and earlier burials. The piece of sandstone
serving as a cover may be the relic of a disturbed
geometric grave. Between 450 and 129 was found
X-138, an early pot, perhapsa burial container.All
the objects except the coin and the cup-kantharos
were found inside the lekanis. About middle of the
fourth century.
Excavation number:353.
Depth: 2.88.
Grave:L. 0.75; w. 0.58.
Cover:sandstoneslab, L. 0.75; w. 0.58; th. 0.07.
Skeleton: almost completely disintegrated; head
north or south.

GRAVE451

Section4-5 E.
The southernmostof the late graves in the area,
except for 497, and presumablyfourth century, as
the neighboring450. No contents.
Excavation number:347.
Depth: 2.60.
Grave:L. 1.77; w. 0.62.
Cover:three tiles, horizontal,each, L. 0.69; w. 0.69;
th. 0.035.
Skeleton:very disintegrated;head to east.
GRAVE452

Section 3 D. Pls. 74, 82, 100, 119.
One of the comparativelyfew late graves in the
long central area of the geometric cemetery. Geometric grave45 was damagedwhen452 was dug. This
grave, 452, is interestingin that it representsone of
the wealthiest of the burials of the fourth century,
and yet is extremely modest. The covering is nothing more pretentiousthan tiles, but these are handCOIN
some, painted eaves tiles. The ceramic offerings
450-1 (G1721).Corinth,ca. 338-315 B.C. (?).
consist only of the usual three vases; one, however,
A obol. Diam. 7.7 mm.; wt. 0.25 gms. (broken).
is an import.Thereare also a coinand a ring, a rare
Obv.Pegasos with pointed wing flying 1.; beneath, occurrence.Thirdquarterof the fourth century.
9. Rev. Trident upwards, ornamented;no symbol Excavationnumber:324.
visible. Perhapsas 452-2.
Depth: 2.45.
Grave:L. 1.96 w. 0.60.
POTTERY, CORINTHIAN
Cover:three tiles, horizontal(for details, see below).
450-2 (T2644).Cup-kantharos.
H. 0.043; h. with handles 0.053; d. 0.074; d. foot Skeleton:very disintegrated;head to south.
0.036. Rather shallow cup with slightly out-turned EGGS
but not offset rim; low profiled foot; high-swung 452-1. Remainsof two eggs, foundnear the oinochoe.
handles. Black-glazedexcept for reserved,reddened
line between body and foot, and similar line inside COIN
foot; on floor, five 9-petalled palmettes stamped 452-2 (G1556).Corinth,338-315 B.C. P1. 100.
ZRobol. Diam. 7.9 mm.; wt. 0.39 gms.
aroundsmall circle.
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slab,
1.25;
0.81;
Pegasos
pointed wing flying 1.; beneath,
broken;strap holes.
9. Rev. Trident;in field, AP.
BMC Corinth,p. 28, nos. 271, 272, pl. 12, no. 6. Skeleton: almost entirely disintegrated;head north
or south.
Ravel, "CorinthianHoard from Chiliomodi,"Trans.
Intern.Num. Cong.,1936, pp. 106-107.
BRONZE
453-1 (T2261).Ring or earring.
BRONZE
Est. d. 0.021. One side thickenedwith twisted wire.
452-3 (T2492).Ring.
Found at southwestcornerof grave.
D. 0.009. Round in section. Found near chest of
IRON
skeleton.
453-2 (T2257).Strigil, groupi.
POTTERY, CORINTHIAN
L. 0.19; w. 0.026. Blunt handle tip.
452-4 (T2495). Round-mouthedoinochoe, Type D,
453-3 (T2258).Strigil, groupiii, broad.
small.
L. 0.265; w. 0.036. Handle tip elliptical.
H. 0.06; d. 0.055; d. foot 0.035. Handle slopes from
TERRACOTTA
mouth to shoulder.
453-4 (T2262).Figure of a seated boy.
452-5 (T2494).Lamp, Type VII.
H. 0.036; d. 0.056; 1. 0.084. Unglazed, simplified H. 0.092. Boy seated on high plinth, nude except for
versionof the type.
cap, head bowed, right knee raised, right hand resting on knee. Pointed red cap with blue knob and
POTTERY, ATTIC
blue rolledrim.
452-6 (T2493).Ovoidskyphos.
Many similar figures, but without the cap, have
H. 0.087; d. 0.074; d. rim 0.062; d. foot 0.03.
been found at Corinth:Corinth,XIV, pl. 55, no. 24;
XV, i, pp. 105ff., moulds 61-65, dated to the mid
TILESP1. 82.
fourthcentury;and XV, ii, pp. 114ff., pl. 23. Cf.also
T2489. L. 0.71; w. 0.62; th. 0.054. Eaves tile; wide Corinth,XII, no. 192, 14;
pl.
Hesperia,XVII, 1948,
black band with reservedlotus-palmettechain (nine22
E
the
86,
pl.
examplesin Copenhagen,
(head only);
petalled palmettes with red hearts alternatingwith Breitenstein,pl. 37, nos. 310, 311; ClaraRhodos,IV,
lotuseswithfivepalmette-likepetals); below, reserved p. 142,
fig. 144, and p. 162, 9, fig. 159; VIII, p. 192,
bead and reel, and band of red. On vertical edge, no. 25,
fig. 185; and As-riov, XV, 1933-35, p. 38,
saltire meander,red squarearoundblack cross.
fig. 20.
T2490.L. 0.70; w. 0.60; th. 0.06. The same but with 453-5
(T2260).Figure of a seated child.
only bead and reel and red band; edge as above.
H. 0.51. Pale pinkish buff clay, very soft; traces of
T2491. L. 0.625; w. 0.597; th. 0.055. The same as white slip; red on hair and lips. Armsand lowerlegs
T2490,but saltire squareall black.
missing. Childseated, probablywith upraisedarms.
See Corinth,IV, i, pp. 36ff.; Walters, BMC Ter- Associated small fragments (T2267) may indicate
racottas,p. 294, C 908; and cf. Mon. Ant., XLIII, that a mixingbowlwas set betweenthe kness.Round,
1956, col. 326, fig. 47 from Rhegium. In Veii were chubby face with wide smile; hair coming to point
found tiles elaborately painted with figures: Not. on top of head.
Scav., 1953,pp. 70ff., and Arch.Class.,III, 1951, pls. 453-6 (T2263).Fragmentaryfigure.
L. 0.071. Buff clay, very soft. Probablya dove with
C-E, pp. 29-32.
The closest parallelsare to be found in the remains open wings.
from the South Stoa at Corinth:Corinth,I, iv, pp.
POTTERY, CORINTHIAN
86f., pl. 20, 4. Becauseof the correspondencein date
and size, it is possible that the tiles from 452 were 453-7 (T2255). Round-mouthedoinochoe, Type D,
small.
actuallymade at the same factory,perhapseven from
H. 0.068; d. 0.066.
the same lot as those orderedfor the Stoa.
453-8 (T2256).Lamp, Type IV.
H. 0.026; d. 0.055; 1. 0.089.
GRAVE453
POTTERY, ATTIC
Section 3-4 C. Pls. 74, 119.
Thirdquarterof the fourth century.The only sand- 453-9 (T2259).Ovoidskyphos.
stone slab with strap holes. This is a child's grave H. 0.084; d. 0.076; d. rim 0.065; d. foot 0.033.
with terracottas,ring, and strigils, the only instance
GRAVE454
of jewelry and strigils occurringin the same burial.
Section 4 C. Pls. 74, 119.
Excavation number:255.
Thisgravewasdescribedby the excavatoras follows:
1.70.
Depth:
"Thereweretwo coversover this grave:the lowerone
Grave:L. 1.25 w. 0.81.

which almost entirely covered the lower one, was
poros. When the upper one was removed it was
discoveredthat the lower one had been cut out leaving only a mererim, and an uprightporosslab inside
supportedthe poros cover on the inside of the grave.

455-3 (T2437).Ovoidskyphos.
H. 0.098; d. 0.083; d. rim 0.069; d. foot 0.036.
GRAVE456

Section 4 C. Pls. 100, 119.
Secondhalf of the fourth century.
only three pieces of obsidian."In the grave were the Excavation number:272.
objects listed below; very close by (see sketch, P1. Depth: 2.30.
119) were those of grave 498. It seems likely that Grave:L. 1.90; d. 0.86.
464 disturbeda geometricburial and that the vases Cover:poros slab, L. 1.90; w. 0.86; th. 0.145; strap
holes.
of 498 are the remains of a separate child's burial.
It is less likely, though possible,that the offeringsof Skeleton:much disintegrated;head to south.
464 go with the sandstoneslab, presumablyre-used, POTTERY, CORINTHIAN
and that the porosslab is to be assignedto the burial 456-1
(T2326).Round-mouthedoinochoe,Type D.
498. For a very similaroverlappingof lids, see 446; for H.
0.096; d. 0.085; d. foot 0.061. As 471-2.
the porossupportof the cover, compare384 and 482.
456-2 (T2328).Lamp, Type IV. Fig. 19, P1. 100.
Thirdquarterof the fourthcentury.
H. 0.027; d. 0.061; 1. 0.101. Long nozzle.
Excavationnumber:269.
POTTERY, ATTIC
Depth: 2.00.
Covers:porosslab, L. 2.05; w. 0.78; th. 0.15; broken; 456-3 (T2327).Ovoidskyphos.
sandstoneslab, L. 1.60; w. 0.78; th. 0.14; mostly H. 0.10; d. 0.092; d. rim 0.073; d. foot 0.037. Entirely
cut away.
black-glazed.
Skeleton: very much disintegrated;head to east.
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.... In the bit of earth under the early slab were

BRONZE

GRAVE457

Section 2 C-D. Pls. 75, 119.
454-1 (T2323).Capsule.
and 457 A together make up a double
This
H. with lid 0.02; d. 0.026. Tiny cylindricalbox with burial grave
with infant cremation, as in 448, but the
lid, which fits over rim of box.
infant's grave in this case was a separate section
454-2 (T2322).The same.
adjacent to the larger grave. The entire fill of the
H. with lid 0.024; d. 0.025.
graveswas composedof burntmatter, and the underside of both the main coveringslabs showedsigns of
POTTERY, CORINTHIAN
burning.Sincethereis no sign of burningon the large
464-3 (T2320).Round-mouthedoinochoe,Type B.
skeleton or on the offeringsin the large grave, it is
H. 0.099; d. 0.086; d. foot 0.058.
possible that the pyre was built in both graves and
454-4 (T2321).Lamp, Type IV.
that the motherwas not burieduntil the bonesof the
H. 0.029; d. 0.057; 1. 0.087.
child had been removedto the pit under the smaller
slab. For other patched-upcovers, see 410, 472, and
POTTERY, ATTIC
476.
454-5 (T2324).Ovoidskyphos.
H. 0.088; d. 0.076; d. rim 0.065; d. foot 0.036.
Probablythird quarterof the fourth century.
Excavation number:322.
GRAVE466
Depth: 2.90.
Section 4 D. P1. 74.
Cover:porosslab,L. 1.15; w. 0.74; one tile, horizontal
As usual, the skyphos was found between the legs
L. 0.74; w. 0.50; th. 0.05; "colonette", L. 0.77;
w. 0.16; th. 0.13.
of the skeleton, and the other two pots at the feet.
Fill: entirely composedof burnt matter.
Thirdquarterof the fourth century.
Skeleton: very disintegrated; head to south; not
Excavation number:309.
burned.
Depth: 2.40.
POTTERY, CORINTHIAN
Grave:L. 1.84; w. 0.615.
Cover:three tiles, horizontal,each, L. 0.65; w. 0.61; 457-1 (T2481).Ovoidskyphos.
th. 0.035.
H. 0.089; d. 0.084; d. rim 0.076; d. foot 0.042.
Skeleton:very disintegrated;head to south.
457-4 (T2485). Round-mouthedoinochoe, Type D,
POTTERY, CORINTHIAN
small.
H. 0.061; d. 0.053; d. foot 0.032.
465-1 (T2438).Round-mouthedoinochoe,Type D.
H. 0.102; d. 0.089; d. foot 0.061.
457-5 (T2484).Baby feeder.
H. 0.067; d. 0.06; d. foot 0.04. Unglazed. PearIV.
456-2 (T2439).Lamp, Type
H. 0.029; d. 0.06; 1. 0.103.
shaped body; strainerof eight holes in mouth with

long narrowspout.
A very similar example was found in a context of
the third quarterof the fourthcenturyin the Potters'
Quarterat Corinth,inv. KP 237.
457-6 (T2486).Lamp, Type IV.
H. 0.022; d. foot 0.025. Broken.Unglazedminiature.

H. with lid 0.08; d. 0.105; d. foot 0.045. No ridges,
groovesonly.
458-5 (T1229).Lamp, Type IV.
H. 0.045; d. 0.068; 1. 0.113.
GRAVE459

Section 3 C. P1. 120.
Secondhalf of the fourth century.
Section 2 D. P1.75.
For the position, see above. Apparentlycontempo- Excavationnumber:275.
Depth: 1.15.
rary with the large grave, 457.
Grave:L. 2.00; w. 0.82.
Excavation number:322.
Cover:porosslab,L. 2.00; w. 0.82; th. 0.145; broken.
Depth: 2.90.
Skeleton:very disintegrated;head to south.
Grave:pit.
Cover:poros slab, L. 0.77; w. 0.765; th. 0.12.
IRON
Skeleton:jumbled,charredbones.
459-1 (T2333).Strigil, groupiii, broad.
W. 0.025. Fragmentary.
POTTERY, CORINTHIAN
457-2 (T2482).Black-glazedskyphos.
POTTERY, CORINTHIAN
H. 0.063; d. 0.079; d. foot 0.035. Crudely made; 459-2
(T2332).Semi-glazedskyphos,groupiii.
taperinglowerwalls. Possibly an early smallexample H. 0.071; d. 0.085; d. foot 0.035. Similarto 478-1.
of the Laphaestype.
459-3 (T2330). Round-mouthedoinochoe, Type A,
457-3 (T2483). Round-mouthedoinochoe, Type D,
groupiv.
small.
H. 0.092; h. with handle 0.114; d. 0.073; d. foot
H. 0.055; d. 0.053; d. foot 0.028.
0.038. Low roundedshoulder,walls taperingto small
foot.
GRAVE458
459-4 (T2331).Lamp, Type IV.
Section 12 B. Pls. 76, 120.
This is the only grave of the classicalperiodlined H. 0.03; d. 0.057; 1. 0.095.
with poros blocks. For graves using basically the
same technique, see the Protocorinthian125-127. GRAVE460
Since there are no gravesthat early in the vicinity of Section7 C. Pls. 21, top right, 103.
458 (but see the urn burials 196, 197), re-use of an
This was the second burial in the sixth-century
earliergrave seems very unlikely. For the technique sarcophagus,147, which had been broken away at
at other sites, see p. 73.
the northend to allowthe later skeletonto be extendSecond half of the fourth century. Note the un- ed. For the placementof the objects, which was norusualorientationof the grave.Northof 458 was found mal in spite of the crowding,see sketch, Plate 103.
the contemporarydeposit,D 33.
Thirdquarterof the fourth century. A century later
than
even the latest graves in the area, the nearest
Excavationnumber:63.
1.55.
contemporaryburialsbeing 25 meters to the north.
Depth:
Grave:L. 1.64; w. 0.48; d. 0.42; lined with 15 poros Excavationnumber:407.
blocksof varying sizes, all with th. 0.14.
Sarcophagus:see 147.
Cover:poros slab, L. 1.95; w. 0.76; th. 0.125.
Silt: 0.20 from the rim.
Silt: 0.32.
Skeleton:much disintegrated;head to south.
Skeleton:poorly preserved;head to southeast.
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GRAVE457 A

COIN

IRON

458-1 (T1231).Strigil, groupiii, narrow.
P.1. 0.155; w. 0.025. Long leaf tip.
POTTERY,

CORINTHIAN

458-2 (T1227).Semi-glazedskyphos,groupiii.
H. 0.074; d. 0.087; d. foot 0.036.
458-3 (T1228). Round-mouthedoinochoe, Type A,
group iv.

460-1 (G2042).Corinth.
ARobol. Diam. 9.5 mm.; wt. 0.29 gms. Illegible, but
probablyPegasoson reverse.Found near skull.
IRON

460-2 (T2934).Strigil, groupiii.
P.1. 0.22; w. 0.03.
POTTERY, CORINTHIAN

H. 0.102; h. with handle0.111; d. 0.076; d. foot 0.056. 460-3 (T2930).Semi-glazedskyphos,groupiii.
H. 0.068; d. 0.089; d. foot 0.037.
Very wide lower body.

460-4 (T2982).Round-mouthedoinochoe,Type B.
H. 0.106; d. 0.079; d. bottom 0.05. Lip concave as
in Type A; no foot.
460-5 (T2933).Lamp, Type IV.
H. 0.031; d. 0.059; 1. 0.112. Long nozzle.

GRAVE
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Section4 E. Pls. 26, 105.
This was a late fourth centuryburialin grave 171,
a sixth centurysarcophaguscontainingalso its earlier
skeletonand offerings.The cover was unbroken,but
a rectangularsection had been cut from the north
GRAVE461
wall of the sarcophagus.The second skeleton was
Section 4 C. Pls. 75, 100, 120.
partly flexed, and only the lower part of the legs
At the north end of this grave was foundthe earlier projectedthroughthe breakin the north end. Unlike
deposit,D 17; see alsoX-200 andX-222.
460, a similarsecondaryburial,the skyphoswas not
Secondhalf of the fourth century.
set in its usual position but was with the other pots,
carefullyfitted into the northeastcornernearest the
Excavation number:268.
in the wall (see sketch, P1. 105). Near by was
break
Depth: 2.15.
found Deposit 28, about contemporary.
Grave:L. 1.64; w. 0.60.
Cover:three tiles, horizontal,each, L. 0.65; w. 0.60; Excavation number:348.
th. 0.05.
Sarcophagus:see 171; break in north end, H. 0.31;
Skeleton:much disintegrated;head to south.
w. 0.28.
0.155.
Silt:
CORINTHIAN
POTTERY,
Skeleton: fairly well preserved;head to south (see
461-1 (T2302).Semi-glazedskyphos,groupiii.
furtherabove).
H. 0.072; d. 0.097; d. foot 0.041.
POTTERY, CORINTHIAN
461-2 (T2300).Round-mouthedoinochoe,Type B.
463-1 (T2616).Semi-glazedskyphos,groupiii.
H. 0.101; d. 0.082; d. foot 0.061.
H. 0.062; d. 0.087; d. foot 0.033.
461-3 (T2301).Lamp, Type IV. Fig. 19, P1. 100.
463-2
H. 0.035; d. 0.063; 1. 0.098. Deeper, rounder body,
(T2617).Small trefoil oinochoe,groupiii.
H.
0.076;h. with handle0.101; d. 0.062; d. base0.032.
shorternozzle than usual.
Rudimentaryfoot only.
GRAVE462
463-3 (T2618).Lamp, Type IV, miniature.
Section 4 D. Pls. 75, 120.
H. 0.017; d. 0.037; 1. 0.055.
One of the comparativelyfew late graves in the
long central section of the geometric cemetery. All GRAVE 464
the objects except the skyphoswerefoundinside the Section 4 D-E. P1. 120.
lekanis. Thirdquarterof the fourth century.
This was an unusuallylarge grave to have a shell
(see p. 84). On the north side was foundX-137, an
Excavation number:313.
early large pot. Late fourth to early third century.
Depth: 2.50.
Grave:L. 1.36; w. 0.57.
Excavationnumber:354.
Cover:threetiles, horizontal,each,w. 0.615; th. 0.05.
Depth: 2.55.
Skeleton:much disintegrated;head to south.
Grave:L. 2.08; w. 0.66.
Cover:three tiles, horizontal,each, L. 0.60; w. 0.60;
EGG
th. 0.03.
462-1. Shell of one egg, found in lekanis.
Skeleton:very disintegrated;head to east.
IRON

SEA SHELL

462-2 (T2450).Pin.
Disintegrated.Apparentlymade of fine wire.

464-1 (T2648).Musselshell, found near oinochoe.

POTTERY, CORINTHIAN

462-3 (T2446).Semi-glazedskyphos,groupiii.
H. 0.075; d. 0.094; d. foot 0.038.
462-4 (T2448).Round-mouthedoinochoe,Type D.
H. 0.087; d. 0.082; d. bottom 0.053. No foot.
462-5 (T2447).Unglazedlekanis, groupiii, large.
H. with lid 0.159; d. 0.212; d. foot 0.096. Unusually
high conical lid with tall knob; aroundcentral hole
of knob, extra ridge. Threepairs of adjustingmarks.
462-6 (T2449).Lamp.
H. 0.025; d. 0.063; 1. 0.09. Handleless variant of
Type IV.

POTTERY, CORINTHIAN

464-2 (T2645).Laphaesskyphos.
H. 0.084; d. 0.078; d. foot 0.044. As 491-5.
464-3 (T2646).Round-mouthedoinochoe,Type D.
H. 0.083; d. 0.073; d. foot 0.048. Approximatelyas
478-2.
464-4 (T2647).Lamp, Type IV.
H. 0.021; d. 0.053; 1. 0.083.
465
GRAVE
Section 3-4 E.
A grave without offerings,but probablyabout the
same date as the secondaryburialsin the sarcophagi

pottery. See also 467 just to the north.
Excavation number:359.
Depth: 2.50.
Grave:L. 1.64; w. 0.585.
Cover:three tiles, horizontal,each, L. 0.69; w. 0.585;
th. 0.07.
Skeleton:very disintegrated;head to south.
GRAVE466

Section 3 D.
Lackingofferings,but, like the other tile graves in
the area (see 465 and 467), probablylate fourth or
early third century. Note the rare orientationof the
skeleton.
Excavation number:360.
Depth: 2.30.
Grave:L. 2.13; w. 0.715.
Cover:four tiles, horizontal,each, L. 0.715; w. 0.51;
th. 0.055.
Skeleton:very disintegrated;head to north.

skeleton, but in this grave the more recent skeleton
was describedas lying directlyover the earlier,which
had not been shoved to one side. The south end of
the coverwas foundundisturbed.Therewereno offerings with the secondaryburial. The date is probably
about the same as 463, late fourth or early third
century.
Excavation number:357.
Sarcophagus:see 65.
Silt: completelyfilled with earth.
Skeleton: much disintegrated,somewhat disturbed;
head to south.
GRAVE470
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Section 4 D.
A late burial in grave 122, the most easternof the
groupof early sarcophagicontainingsecondaryburials of the fourthcentury.As in 468 and469, the north
end of the cover had been cut away, and the north
end of the sarcophagusbroken out to permit the
extensionof the secondskeleton.Therewere,however,
GRAVE467
remainsof only one skeletonin 470, presumablythat
of the second burial. No offeringswere found, but
Section 3 E.
One of a series of very poor graves in the area, the the second burialis probablyto be dated about the
near-by 465 and 466 having no offerings at all. same time as 463. Note that Deposit 32, about contemporarywith 463, was foundjust to the south.
Probablystill fourth century.
Excavation number:358.
Excavation number:362.
Sarcophagus:see 122.
Depth: 2.05.
Silt: full of earth.
L.
w.
0.70.
Grave: 1.45;
Cover:three tiles, horizontal,each, L. 0.58; w. 0.58; Skeleton:much disintegrated;head to south.
th. 0.06.
GRAVE471
Skeleton:very disintegrated;head to south.
Section 4 C. Pls. 75, 120.
POTTERY, CORINTHIAN
The only grave in the Cemeteryin which the cover
467-1 (T2669).Semi-glazedskyphos,groupiii.
tiles were supportedby other tiles set in the middle
H. 0.07; d. 0.085; d. foot 0.037. As 485-1, but more of the grave. Secondhalf of the fourth century.
slender.
Excavation number:267.
Depth: 2.30.
GRAVE468
Grave:L. 2.10; w. 0.62.
Section 4 E.
Cover:three tiles, each, L. 0.695; w. 0.615; th. 0.07;
A secondary burial in the early sarcophagusof
laid horizontallyover grave and supportedby two
tiles set verticallyin grave.
end
and
the
crowdin
the
north
break
The
64.
grave
much disintegrated;head to east.
Skeleton:
the
side
resemble
situato
one
skeleton
the
old
of
ing
tion in 463; 468 had no offerings,but probablydates POTTERY, CORINTHIAN
from about the same time as 463. For the patching 471-1
(T2297).Semi-glazedskyphos,groupiii.
of the old poroscover with tiles, cf. 410.
H. 0.072; d. 0.095; d. foot 0.036.
Excavation number:355.
471-2 (T2298).Round-mouthedoinochoe,Type D
Sarcophagus:see 64; break in north end, H. 0.40; H. 0.095; d. 0.088; d. foot 0.059.
w. 0.395.
471-3 (T2299).Lamp, Type IV.
Silt: completelyfilled with earth.
Skeleton: somewhat disintegrated; head to south; H. 0.029; d. 0.059; 1. 0.102. Long nozzle.
lower legs extending throughbreakin north wall.
GRAVE472
469
GRAVE
Section 4 C. P1. 120.
Anotherlate grave, like 457, with a cover of mixed
Section 4 E.
A secondaryburial in the Protocorinthiansarco- poros and tile pieces (Fig. 7). Probably late fourth
phagus, 65. As in 463 and 468, the north end had century.A headstonewas recordedat 0.61 above the

grave,
thereis no geometricburialin the immediatevicinity
to which it can be assigned.
Excavation number:276.
Depth: 2.45.
Grave:L. 1.67; w. 0.64.
Cover:two porosblocks(L. 0.76; w. 0.64; andL. 0.45;
w. 0.82); and one whole tile (w. 0.54), and part of
a second.
Skeleton: much disintegrated;head to south.

small. P1. 92.
H. 0.079; d. 0.065; d. foot 0.042.
474-3 (T2405).The same.
H. 0.061; d. 0.049; d. foot 0.031.
474-4 (T2407).Lamp, Type IV. Fig. 19, P1. 100.
H. 0.031; d. 0.059; 1. 0.102.
GRAVE476

Section 4 C-D. Pls. 92, 121.
The northeast corner of 418 was cut away when
472-1. Shell of probablyone egg, found near handle 475 was dug. Late fourth century.
of lamp.
Excavationnumber:305.
Depth: 2.40.
POTTERY, CORINTHIAN
Grave:L. 1.75; w. 0.75.
472-2 (T2334).Semi-glazedskyphos,groupiii.
Cover:three tiles, horizontal,each, L. 0.72; w. 0.55;
H. 0.072; d. 0.093; d. foot 0.038. As 458-2.
th. 0.035.
472-3 (T2335).Round-mouthedoinochoe,Type D.
Skeleton:much disintegrated;head to south.
H. 0.091; d. 0.084; d. foot 0.055. As 471-2.
POTTERY, CORINTHIAN
472-4 (T2336).Lamp, Type IV.
475-1 (T2428).Laphaesskyphos.
H. 0.024; d. 0.07; 1. 0.103.
H. 0.088; d. 0.076; d. foot 0.037. As 490-1.
GRAVE473
475-2 (T2429). Round-mouthedoinochoe, Type D,
small. P1. 92.
Section 4 C-D. P1. 100.
H.
0.063; d. 0.053; d. foot 0.032.
This grave was describedas being located at the
foot of 471, with a lamp in the south end. It was 475-3 (T2430).Lamp, Type IV.
associated with fragments of tiles. No vases were H. 0.029; d. 0.056; 1. 0.09.
found in the vicinity, but near by was found part of
a strigil, X-90. Probably late fourth or early third GRAVE476
Section 4 D. P1. 121.
century.
Over this grave were recordeda sandstoneslab, a
Depth: ca. 2.00.
curved tile, and a flat tile, each set at a different
Cover:probablytiles.
Skeleton:muchdisintegrated;headto northor south. angle. The presence of the geometric krater above
the slab would suggest that this was a relic of an
POTTERY, CORINTHIAN
earlierburial;and the irregularlyshapedpit may have
473-1 (T2296).Lamp, Type VII. Fig. 19, P1. 100.
been a geometricgrave re-used.One of the two tiles,
H. 0.029; d. 0.059; 1. 0.082. The local simplifiedver- probablythe curvedone, could belong to any of the
sion of the Attic type.
deposits found very close by, D 27, D 31, D 52, or,
becauseof its greaterdepth, more likely D 29.
GRAVE474
No oinochoe was found in the grave; however, a
Section 4 D. Pls. 75, 92, 100, 120.
small contemporarypitcher,X-186, was found near
The east end of this grave overlay part of the by. For the graffito on the skyphos, see below. Last
geometric burial 19 and in the digging the upper quarterof the fourth century.
half of a pithos belongingto 19 was destroyed.The Excavationnumber:361.
extra small oinochoe in 474 and the diagonal posi2.50.
tion of the skeleton would suggest a mother and Depth:
Grave:irregularin shape.
child burial,but no secondcup was found in or near Covers:(a) sandstone slab, P.1. 0.80; w. 0.58; one
the grave. Thirdquarterof the fourth century.
end brokenaway.
(b) curvedtile, L. 0.90; w. 0.53.
Excavation number:302.
(c) flat tile, L. 0.70; w. 0.60.
Depth: 1.85.
much disintegrated;head to east.
Skeleton:
Grave:L. 1.78; w. 0.70.
Cover:porosslab,L. 1.78; w. 0.70; th. 0.145; broken; POTTERY, CORINTHIAN
rope cuttings, one set near each end.
476-1 (T2659).Laphaesskyphos.
Skeleton:much disintegrated;head to east.
H. 0.078; d. 0.076; d. foot 0.041. Just above the foot,
POTTERY, CORINTHIAN
a graffito, AAQOAI
(Fig. 22).
Thisword,whichhas beenusedto identifythe group
474-1 (T2404).Laphaesskyphos.
of very late, very debasedskyphoiof Attic type (Fig.
H. 0.085; d. 0.079; d. foot 0.042.
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EGG

13), must be incompleteas it stands although there
is no break in the vase. Presumablyit is part of the
name of the owner,and is restoredas AaqaocrS.
For
the name of a Laphaesof Phlious, see Pausanias,II,
10, 1, concerningan early sculptor.AnotherLaphaes,
but from Sounion, is mentioned in I.G., II2, 2336,
156 (Kirchner9004);see also S. Dow, HarvardStudies
in ClassicalPhilology,LI, 1940, p. 120, line 162. I
owe these referencesto the kindness of Dr. George
Stamires.

478-3 (T2497).Lamp, Type IV.
H. 0.023; d. 0.041; 1. 0.073.
GRAVE479
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Section 3 D.
The two vases found in this grave were placed
unusually high, near the left arm of the skeleton.
There was no skyphos, and none was found in the
vicinity of the grave. Late fourth or early third
century.
Excavationnumber:323.
477
GRAVE
Depth: 1.80.
Grave:L. 1.62; w. 0.70.
Section 4 D. Pls. 92, 121.
Cover:
piecesof variouskindsof tiles laid horizontalOne of the relatively few late graves in the long
L. 0.71; w. 0.58; th. 0.05.
one,
ly;
central area of the geometriccemetery.Last quarter
Skeleton:much disintegrated;head to south.
of the fourth century.
POTTERY, CORINTHIAN
Excavation number:365.
479-1
2.40.
Depth:
(T2488).Round-mouthedoinochoe,Type B.
Grave:L. 2.00; w. 0.585.
H. 0.06; d. 0.048; d. foot 0.029. As 480-3, but small.
Cover:three tiles, horizontal,each, L. 0.585; w. 0.55; 479-2
(T2487).Lamp, Type IV, miniature.
th. 0.04.
H. 0.017; d. 0.037; 1. 0.055.
Skeleton:much disintegrated;head to south.
POTTERY, CORINTHIAN

477-1 (T2671).Laphaesskyphos.
H. 0.083; d. 0.081; d. foot 0.041. As 490-1.
477-2 (T2672). Round-mouthedoinochoe, Type D.
P1. 92.
H. 0.099; d. 0.086; d. foot 0.038.
477-3 (T2673).Lamp, Type IV.
H. 0.027; d. 0.053; 1. 0.071.
GRAVE478

Section 2 D. Pls. 16, 75, 121.
One of a cluster of late graves in the area, several
of them of unusualinterestfor this period.The cover
of 478 was of two blocks of gabled shape (P1. 16).
Note that 442 to the east and 481 to the north also
had coversmadeup of two slabs. The two graveswith
burnt infant burials, 448 and 457, are also in this
section. It is not without some probabilitythat these
are the graves of a family from outside Corinth,
possiblyfrom Boeotia (see 457). Late fourth or early
third century.
Excavation number: 327.
Depth: 1.75.
Grave:L. 2.04; w. 0.76.
Cover: two gabled poros slabs, together, L. 2.04;
w. 0.76; th. 0.14; h. of gable 0.21; rope cuttings
at the gable point on the ends of each slab.
Skeleton:much disintegrated;head to south.
POTTERY, CORINTHIAN

478-1 (T2496).Semi-glazedskyphos, groupiii.
H. 0.077; d. 0.084; d. foot 0.04.
478-2 (T2498).Round-mouthedoinochoe,Type D.
H. 0.105; d. 0.089; d. foot 0.058.

GRAVE480

Section 2 D. Pls. 92, 121.
One of the completelystandardgraves in the 478
cluster.Secondhalf of the fourth century.
Excavationnumber:333.
Depth: 2.30.
Grave:L. 1.95; w. 0.71.
Cover:threetiles, horizontal,each, L. 0.715; w. 0.60;
th. 0.03.
Skeleton:much disintegrated;head to south.
BRONZE

480-1 (T2503).Object.
Disintegrated.Inventoriedas a pin, but if correctly
identified in 1949 probably a double strand of fine
wire. Found at south end of grave near the skull.
POTTERY, CORINTHIAN

480-2 (T2500).Laphaesskyphos.
H. 0.076; d. 0.07; d. foot 0.031. As 487-3, but a bit
squatter.
480-3 (T2501). Round-mouthedoinochoe, Type B.
P1. 92.
H. 0.103; d. 0.077; d. foot 0.043.
480-4 (T2502).Lamp, Type VII.
H. 0.029; d. 0.057; 1. 0.082. The local simplifiedversion of the Attic type. No handle.
GRAVE481

Section 2 D. P1. 121.
Part of the 478 family cluster, and, like 442 and
478, with a covermadeup of two slabs.Probablylate
fourth century.
Excavationnumber:334.
Depth: 2.25.

Cover: two poros slabs, together, L. 1.87; w. 0.78;
th. 0.125; rope cuttings on each.
Skeleton:much disintegrated;head to south.
481-1 (T2504).Strigil, groupiii, narrow.
W. 0.025.
481-2 (T2505).Object.
P.h. 0.024; d. 0.039. Small cup-shapedpiece of thick
iron; hole in bottom with rough edge; perhaps attachmentfor stem. Cf. the bronzeobjectsin 283 and
306. Found near strigil.

Section 3 C. Pls. 77, 121.
One of the very few graves containing a bronze
coin (cf. 440, 497); and it is notable that the coin
was placed at the foot of the grave, not near the
head as were the silver obols. Late fourth or early
third century.
Excavationnumber:263.
Depth: 1.60.
Grave:L. 1.65; w. 0.68.
Cover:porosslab, L. 1.65; w. 0.68; th. 0.13; broken.
Skeleton:much disintegrated;head to south.

POTTERY, CORINTHIAN

COIN

IRON
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484-1 (G1326).Corinth,400-146 B.C.
481-3 (T2506).Laphaesskyphos.
AE.
D. 14 mm.
H. 0.084; d. 0.066; d. foot 0.036.
Obv.
Pegasoswith pointedwing flying 1.; below, 9.
481-4 (T2507). Round-mouthedoinochoe, Type D,
Rev.
Trident.
Probably as Edwards,Corinth,VI, p.
small.
no.
11.
in 484-3.
Found
H. 0.06; d. 0.057; d. foot 0.036. As 453-7, but with 14,
no foot.
POTTERY, CORINTHIAN
481-5 (T2508).Lamp, Type IV, miniature.
484-2 (T2291).Semi-glazedskyphos,groupiii.
H. 0.017; d. 0.039; 1. 0.05.
H. 0.078; d. 0.092; d. foot 0.036.
484-3 (T2294).Unglazedskyphos,miniature.
GRAVE482
H. 0.018; d. 0.034; d. foot 0.018.
Section 3 D.
484-4 (T2292).Round-mouthedoinochoe,Type D.
This burial was placed diagonallyon the cover of
H. 0.089; d. 0.088; d. bottom 0.052. No foot.
the early sarcophagus114. It is one of the very few
484-5
(T2293).Lamp, Type IV.
gravesin whichthere were supportsfor the tile cover
H.
0.025; d. 0.054; 1. 0.088.
(see p. 74). Since therewere no offerings,the grave
is not datable,but it is probablyabout contemporary
GRAVE 485
with the surroundingtile burials, all late fourth
Section 3 C. Pls. 76, 122.
century.
This burialhad been placed partly on the cover of
Excavation number:329.
the
early grave 41. Note the orientation of the
Depth: 1.45.
Late fourth or early third century.
skeleton.
Grave:L. 1.73; w. 0.52.
Cover:three tiles, horizontal,each, L. 0.69; th. 0.05; Excavationnumber:242.
supportedby porosblocks.
Depth: 1.15.
Skeleton:much disintegrated;head to northeast.
Grave:L. 2.08; w. 0.60.
Cover: three tiles, horizontal, overlapping, each,
GRAVE483
L. 0.675; w. 0.585; th. 0.055.
Skeleton:much disintegrated;head to north.
Section 3 C.
An unprotected burial set among much earlier
POTTERY, CORINTHIAN
graves, but approximately contemporarywith the 485-1
(T2200).Semi-glazedskyphos,groupiii.
late fourth century graves in the vicinity, and with
H. 0.072; d. 0.085; d. foot 0.035.
the near-byDeposit 24.
485-2 (T2201).Unglazedskyphos,miniature.
Depth: 2.00.
H. 0.027; d. 0.041; d. foot 0.022.
Skeleton:much disintegrated.
485-3 (T2202). Round-mouthedoinochoe, Type D,
POTTERY, CORINTHIAN
small.
483-1 (T2227).Semi-glazedskyphos,groupiii.
H. 0.049; d. 0.041; d. foot 0.028.
P.h. 0.041; d. 0.07. Muchof bottom missing.Pinched
GRAVE486
handles.
483-2 (T2228). Round-mouthedoinochoe, Type D, Section 2-3 C.
small.
A late burial surroundedby much earlier graves.
H. 0.045; d. 0.043; d. foot 0.028.
Since there were no offerings,486 is undatable,but
very likely it is about contemporarywith 483 and
483-3 (T2226).Lamp, Type IV.
485 to the south.
H. 0.023; d. 0.046; 1. 0.082.
19

area,
only ones of this date in the entire section of the excavationsouth of the geometricyard in
5 C and 5 D. Above 488 was found a bronzeinstrument,X-94. Late fourth or early third century.
Excavationnumber:56.
Depth: 1.60.
Grave:L. 1.50; w. 0.55; d. 0.35; rubblewalls.
GRAVE487
Cover: three tiles, horizontal, overlapping, each,
L. 0.70; w. 0.60; th. 0.06.
Section 1-2 C. Pls. 78, 122.
Fill:
earth and stones.
The presenceof the egg and the smallvases in addimuch disintegrated;head to east.
Skeleton:
tion to those of normalsize suggestthat this was the
burial of an adult and an infant. Note also the posi- POTTERY, CORINTHIAN
tion of the skeletonwell to one side of the grave (see 488-1
(T1192).Semi-glazedskyphos,groupiii.
sketch, P1. 122). Possibly significantin this connec- H. 0.068; d. 0.075; d. foot 0.039.
tion may be the ring, which was too small for the
488-2
Round-mouthedoinochoe, Type D,
average adult, and which was not found in the usual small. (T1191).
positionby the hands of the skeletonpreserved.
The grave was remote from contemporaryburials, H. 0.058; d. 0.051; d. bottom, 0.031.
the farthest north of the fourth century graves, and 488-3 (T1193).Lamp, Type IV.
surroundedby graves of the Roman period. Third H. 0.034; d. 0.046; 1. 0.078. Long nozzle.
quarterof the fourth century.
GRAVE
489
Excavation number:283.
Depth: 2.20.
Section 12 B.
Grave:L. 2.05; w. 0.81.
One of the 488 group of late graves, and probably
Cover:porosslab, L. 2.05; w. 0.81; th. 0.12; broken.
contemporarywith the others.It is possiblethat this
Skeleton:much disintegrated;head to south.
grave was robbedalong with 309 etc. to the west.
EGG
Excavation number:47.
487-1. Remains of probablyone egg, found just to Depth: 2.15.
the west of the two oinochoaiat the foot of the grave. Grave:L. 1.40; w. 0.83; d. 0.48; rubblewalls.
Cover:porosslab, L. 1.45; w. 0.90; th. 0.10; broken.
BRONZE
Fill: completelypackedwith earth.
487-2 (T2348).Ring.
Skeleton:much disintegrated;head to south.
D. 0.01. Elliptical in section. Found just to the east
of the two oinochoaiat the foot of the grave.
GRAVE490
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Depth: 1.90.
Grave:L. 1.87; w. 0.64.
Cover:three tiles, horizontal,each, L. 0.60; w. 0.56;
th. 0.055.
Skeleton: almost completely disintegrated;head to
south.

POTTERY, CORINTHIAN

487-3 (T2341).Laphaesskyphos.
H. 0.088; d. 0.078; d. foot 0.039.
487-4 (T2342).Round-mouthedoinochoe,Type D.
H. 0.081; d. 0.078; d. bottom 0.05. No foot.
487-5 (T2344). Round-mouthedoinochoe, Type D,
small.
H. 0.045; d. 0.04; d. foot 0.026.
487-6 (T2346).Miniaturejar.
D. lip 0.025; d. foot 0.026. Broken. Unglazed.Wide
mouth, round body, crudefoot. See 498-9.
487-7 (T2345).Miniatureflat-bottomedbowl.
H. 0.016; d. 0.053. Unglazed.
487-8 (T2343).Lamp, Type IV.
H. 0.021; d. 0.048; 1. 0.082.
487-9 (T2347).Lamp, Type IV, miniature.
H. 0.021; d. 0.042; 1. 0.045.

Section 12 A. Pls. 16, 76, 122.
The easternmostof the 488 group of late graves.
This was one of the few graves set on a northeastsouthwestaxis, a positionwhichmay possiblyreflect
the direction of the road (see p. 66, note 6). Late
fourth century.
Above the grave was foundX-282, a fragmentof a
Roman lamp.
Excavationnumber:53.
Depth: 1.90.
Grave:L. 1.72; w. 0.40; d. 0.40; rubblewalls.
Cover:three tiles, horizontal,each, L. 0.72; w. 0.60;
th. 0.06.
Fill: earth and stones.
Skeleton:much disintegrated;head to northeast.
POTTERY, CORINTHIAN

490-1 (T1176).Laphaesskyphos.
H. 0.076; d. 0.071; d. foot 0.04.
GRAVE 488
490-2 (T1175).Round-mouthedoinochoe,Type D.
H. 0.08; d. 0.064; d. foot 0.046.
Section 12 B. Pls. 76, 122.
This was one of a group of five very late graves 490-3 (T1174).Miniatureflat-bottomedbowl.
(488, 489, 490, 491, 494), all found in a rather small H. 0.017; d. 0.057. Black-glazed.

Section 12 B. Pls. 76, 122.
The richest of the 488 group of late graves. This is
the only burial with more than one shell; note also
the knife and woodenbox. Early third century.
Excavation number:50.
Depth: 2.50.
Grave:L. 1.60; w. 0.63; d. 0.43; rubblewalls.
Cover:porosslab, L. 1.90; w. 0.74; th. 0.12; cracked.
Fill: completelypackedwith earth.
Skeleton:much disintegrated;head to east.
EGG

491-1. Remains of at least one egg, found near the
lamp.
SEA SHELLS
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491-2 (T1157).Six fluted shells, scallopsand cockles.
IRON AND WOOD

Section 3-4 C. Pls. 92, 122.
When this grave was dug, it cut into the northwest
cornerof 37. Late fourth or early third century.
Excavation number:270.
Depth: 2.60.
Grave:L. 1.72; w. 0.60.
Cover:three tiles, horizontal,each, L. 0.68; w. 0.60;
th. 0.05.
Skeleton:much disintegrated;head to south.
IRON

492-1 (T2305).Strigil, groupiii, broad.
L. of blade 0.15; w. 0.032.
POTTERY, CORINTHIAN

492-2 (T2303).Laphaesskyphos.
H. 0.088; d. 0.078; d. foot 0.041. As 491-5, but somewhat taller.
492-3 (T2304). Round-mouthedoinochoe, Type D.
P1.92.
H. 0.082; d. 0.074; d. foot 0.041.
492-4 (T2306).Lamp, Type IV.
H. 0.029; d. 0.066; 1. 0.087.

491-3 (T1160).Box.
P.1.0.04; w. 0.032. Thesefragmentshave been conjecturallyidentifiedas a small woodenbox with iron
fittings. Nails were preserved,and also a badly corroded iron object which may have been a key. For
a Greek box, see Ure, Sixth, pp. 6, 7, containing GRAVE493
astragals;and for later boxes,Jahreshefte,XXXVIII, Section 3-4 C.
An unprotected burial containing only a bronze
1950, cols. 186ff.; B.S.A., XLIV, 1949, pl. 27, 2, pl.
strigil,and locatedbetweengraves379 and492. There
32, 5; and Corinth,XII, pp. 131f.
was no pottery outside the graves which could be
IRON
associatedwith this burial.Probablystill fifthcentury
491-4 (T1160).Object.
and perhapsabout contemporarywith 361 and 379
P.1. 0.094; w. 0.013. Apparently a flat blade with near by.
cloth folded around it and over one end, the other
Depth: 2.40.
end missing.
Skeleton:much disintegrated.
POTTERY, CORINTHIAN

BRONZE

491-5 (T1158).Laphaesskyphos.
H. 0.082; d. 0.076; d. foot 0.04.
491-6 (T1164).Small trefoil oinochoe,groupiii.
H. 0.067; h. with handle 0.096; d. 0.057.

493-1 (T2208).Strigil, groupi.
L. 0.207; w. 0.024. Pointed sides at turn of handle;
very largebut very short broadtip. One of the latest
of groupi.

491-7 (T1163). Round-mouthedoinochoe, Type D, GRAVE494
small.
Section 12 B. P1. 76.
H. 0.055; d. 0.047; d. foot 0.035. Unusually small
This grave was recorded as being under and at
mouth and thick handle.
right angles to 371. But see note in catalogue,grave
371. The pyxis can certainly be no earlierthan the
491-8 (T1159).Unglazedpowderpyxis.
fourth
century,and is probablyearly third.
H. 0.025; d. 0.037. Lid missing.Miniature.
Excavationnumber:40.
491-9 (T1162).Lamp, Type IV.
1.
Depth: 2.00.
H. 0.03; d. 0.048; 0.085.
Grave:L. 1.70; w. 0.71.
POTTERY, OTHER
Cover:three tiles, horizontal,each, L. 0.75; w. 0.60;
th. 0.05.
491-10 (T1161).Unguentarium.
earth and stones.
Fill:
H. 0.085; d. 0.047. Gray clay; reddish bands. Cf.
much disintegrated;head to east.
Skeleton:
the example from a pyre in Athens, Hesperia,XX,
1951, p. 129, no. 13, 5, pl. 54, a.
IRON
494-1 (T1096).Strigil.
491-11 (T1165). Unguentarium.
H. 0.087; d. 0.043. Brownish red clay; brown bands. Missing,1949.
19*

Greekgraves the Cemetery.From the selection of offerings,the burialappearsto have contained
both an adult and an infant. First half of the third
century.
GRAVE495
Excavation number:372.
Depth: 2.00.
Section 3 E. Pls. 78, 122.
Cover:tiles, probablyhorizontal.
Among the latest Greek graves in the Cemetery, Skeleton:
head north or south.
this and 496 near by may have been a continuation
of the fourth century series along the west edge of COIN
the excavation. The neighboringDeposits 30 and 38 496-1 (G1817).Argos,350-228 B.C. P1. 100.
are somewhat earlier.Probably first quarter of the A obol (?). Diam. 10.2 mm.; wt. 0.6 gms.
third century.
Obv.Wolf'shead 1.;above,OP (?). Rev. A in shallow
incuse
square;below, thunderbolt;in field, AE. Cf.
Excavation number:369.
BMC
Peloponnesus,p. 143, no. 90.
Depth: 2.60.
Grave:L. 1.77; w. 0.65.
SILVER
Cover:three tiles, horizontal,each, L. 0.67; w. 0.58;
496-2 (T2729).Button or pendant.
th. 0.06.
L. 0.019; d. 0.004. Cylinder,with piercedlug on one
Skeleton:much disintegrated;head to east.
side. Cf. SwedishCyprusExpedition,II, pl. 43.

POTTERY,
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494-2 (T1097).Unglazedpowderpyxis.
H. with lid 0.079; d. 0.115.

IRON

495-2 (T2699).Strigil, groupiii, broad.
L. 0.28; w. 0.042. Very shallowblade.
POTTERY, CORINTHIAN

495-3 (T2702).Unglazedskyphos.
H. 0.053; d. 0.067; d. foot 0.031.
496-4 (T2700).Feeding cup.
H. 0.063; d. 0.06; d. foot 0.033. Tall body, tapering
to roughfoot; rim incurvedaroundfilling hole; long
spout high on wall; verticalband handle.Wornblack
glaze.
496-5 (T2703).Powderpyxis.
H. with lid 0.041; d. 0.054. As the usual unglazed
pyxis, but this coveredwith a thin red glaze. Incised
rings on the lid.
POTTERY, OTHER

496-6 (T2698).One-handledpot.
H. 0.078; d. 0.102; d. mouth 0.064; w. lid 0.046.
Coarse gray clay; unglazed; possibly Corinthian.
Squat rounded body, short neck, flaring lip; thick
handlebent at rightangles,attachedat lip andmiddle
of body. Flat lid with roughknob.
A small version of the chytra: Pots and Pans of
ClassicalAthens,AmericanSchoolof ClassicalStudies,
1958, fig. 40; also Hesperia,XX, 1951, p. 125, Pyre
8, 10, pi. 52, b. Cf. the Corinthiansixth century
examples,listed p. 118.
496-7 (T2701).Unguentarium.
H. 0.108; d. 0.066. Coarsebrittle darkgray clay; no
bands preserved.

BRONZE

496-3 (T2726).Ring.
D. 0.016. Very thin, roundin section.Found in bowl,
496-13.
IRON

496-4 (T2724).Pins.
Disintegrated.Two pins inventoried.
GLASS

496-5 (T2727).Bead.
H. 0.007; d. 0.011. Blue; cylindricalwith very large
boring.
496-6 (T2728).Bead.
Missing,1949. Describedas gilt button ornament.
MATERIAL UNKNOWN

496-7 (T2730).Trefoilornament.
Missing,1949.
TERRACOTTA

496-8 (T2717).Figurine.P1. 82.
P.h. 0.067. Head missing; figurebrokenacrossknees.
Soft, gray-buffclay, probablylocal.Plump,heavy-set
female figure seated on chair; right hand held at
waist, left at knee; chiton girdled high, with thin
folds over abdomen,and over and between knees.
Cf. Adriani, Annuaire du Musee Greco-romain,
1935-1939, pls. 33, 1 and 34, 7; and Larissa am
Hermos,III, pl. 9, no. 7.
POTTERY,

CORINTHIAN

496-9 (T2725).Unglazedskyphos,miniature.
H. 0.031; d. 0.034; d. foot 0.02.
GRAVE496
496-10 (T2718).Small trefoiloinochoe,groupiii.
H. 0.069; h. with handle0.092; d. 0.052; d. foot 0.033.
Section 2-3 E. Pls. 77, 82, 100.
This grave was encounteredin the north wall of 496-11 (T2719).Round-mouthedoinochoe,Type A,
the trench, and it extended into unexcavated ter- group iv.
ritory. It proved to be one of the latest and richest H. 0.064;h. with handle0.076; d. 0.054; d. foot 0.033.
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(T2722).Lagynos.
H. 0.125; d. 0.093; d. foot 0.052. Inside glazed,glaze
dribbledoutside mouth; rest of exteriorunglazed.
Similarto the "narrow-necked
jugs" from Cyprus,
SwedishCyprusExpedition,IV, 3, pp. 58f., fig. 22,
no. 2.
496-13 (T2721).Coveredbowl.
H. with lid 0.097; d. 0.095. Deep round bowl with
low ring foot; one horizontal band handle with
slightly reflexed ends; conical lid with small flat
knob. Horizontalbandsof dull glaze on body and lid.
Cf. the feeding cup, 449-1, of similarfabric.
496-14 (T2720).Black-glazedbowl.
H. 0.042; d. 0.063; d. foot 0.03. Rather deep bowl
with thin, offset rim, small ring foot.
496-15 (T2723).Lamp, Type IV, miniature.
H. 0.023; d. 0.039. No handle.
POTTERY, OTHER

496-16 (T2716).Unguentarium.
H. 0.086; d. 0.047. Pinkish gray clay with bands of
thin gray glaze.
GRAVE497

Section 5 D.
An unprotectedburial containingsix bronze coins
and no pottery. The grave, which must be no earlier
than the fourthcentury,is the only late Greekburial
(except for 147 / 460) to be placed in the great area
of fifth century and older graves south of the fourth
century cemetery.
Depth: 1.55.
Skeleton:much disintegrated.

Section 4 C. Pls. 78, 100, 119.
Probably an unprotectedburial; for the circumstancesof finding,see 454, and sketch,Plate 119. The
fact that no trace of a skeleton was found with the
objects listed below suggeststhe burial of an infant.
In earlierperiods,the eggs would certainlyindicate
the burial of a child; by the date of this grave, however, probablythe second half of the third century,
the associationof eggs with childrenand adolescents
may have been lost, and the eggs, together with
the chicken bones, may be merely a part of a
totenmahl.
Depth: 2.00.
EGGS

498-1. Remains of several eggs, found in the larger
bowl, 498-7.
CHICKEN BONES

498-2. Probablyalso found in the bowl, 498-7.
The identificationwas pencilledinto the notebook,
apparently after cleaning and examination of the
remains.
POTTERY, CORINTHIAN

498-3 (T2325).Unglazedskyphos.
Missing,1949.
498-4 (T2312).Black-glazedkantharos.
H. 0.097; d. 0.085; d. foot 0.044. High rim tapering
inwards at top; rather deep body on small flaring
foot; small verticalhandlesattachedjust below edge
of lip, and at shoulderof body.
498-5 (T2315).Miniatureblack-glazedtrefoiloinochoe.
COINS
H. 0.06; d. 0.045; d. foot 0.028. Pear-shapedbody,
497-1 (G801).Corinth,400-146 B.C.
crudebase. The only one of its kind in the Cemetery,
AS.Diam. 13.5 mm.
but cf. the much earlier247-2.
Obv.Pegasoswith pointedwing flying 1.; below, 9. 498-6 (T2319). Round-mouthedoinochoe, Type D,
Rev. Tridentupwards.Edwards,Corinth,VI, p. 14, small.
no. 11.
H. 0.056; d. 0.047; d. foot 0.031. Unusualpear-shaped
497-2 (G802).The same.
body; probablyunglazed.Apparentlya successorto
Diam. 12.1 mm.
such smalljugs as 488-2 and 491-7.
497-3 (G803).The same.
498-7 (T2313).Bowl.
Diam. 13 mm.
H. 0.055; d. 0.126; d. foot 0.049. Rather crudelymade deep bowl with incurved rim and very small
The
same.
497-4 (G804).
foot.
Once black-glazed.Cf. Hesperia,III, 1934, p.
Diam. 13.3 mm.
436, fig. 117, D 9.
497-5 (G805).The same.
498-8 (T2316).Bowl.
Diam. 13 mm.
H. 0.037; d. 0.112; d. foot 0.046. Flaring lip, sharp
497-6 (G806).Corinth,400-146 B.C.
carinationhalf-waydownwall, smallfoot. Inside and
AE.Diam. 13 mm.
upper
part of exteriorwall glazed.
Obv.Pegasos with pointed wing flying 1.; below, 9.
Rev. Tridentupwards;in field r., A.
498-9 (T2314).Miniaturejar.
For the letter, see O. Ravel, "Poulains,"II, p. 26. H. 0.043; d. 0.046. Round body, wide mouth, crude
If the bronze coins correspondto the staters in res- base. Perhaps a medicine container. Cf. the lead
pect to the letters, then 497-6 would mean a date of examples, Hesperia,XVII, 1948, p. 191, pi. 69, 4;
and the large series of inscribed lykion jars from
307 B.C. or later for the grave.

Morgantina, mostly from the third century, E.
Sjoqvist, A.J.A., LXIV, 1960, pp, 78ff., pls. 19, 20.
498-10 (T2317).The same.
H. 0.04; d. 0.042.

GRAVE602
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Section 8-9 A.
Anemptyslab-coveredburial.Thedescriptionsounds
like a graveof the late fifth or fourthcentury,but the
skeletons of that periodwerenot contracted.In the
POTTERY, OTHER
immediatevicinity were only sarcophagiof the sixth
498-11 (T2318).Lamp, Type X. Fig. 19, P1. 100.
century(whenslab-coveredburialswerenotmade),and
H. 0.031; d. 0.05; 1.0.075. Thin brown glaze; under- Roman
graves in whichusually considerabletrouble
side concave.Oneof the earlierexamplesof this type, was taken to extendthe corpseas straightas
possible.
Corinth,IV, ii, pp. 49ff.
Excavationnumber:465.
Depth: 1.25.
GRAVE499
Grave:L. 1.56; w. 0.72; rubblewalls.
Cover:porosslab, L. 1.56; w. 0.75; th. 0.11; broken.
Section 4 C. P1. 15.
It is possible that 499 and 500, listed here and by Skeleton:very disintegrated;legsbent;headto south.
the excavatorsas graves, were not burials. In each GRAVE503
case the cover was a large, rough-hewnslab of sandstone located at a relatively slight depth, and each Section 2 D. Pls. 78, 122.
One of a crowded small cluster of four Roman
had been placedabove a geometricgrave. No pit was
near the fourth century448 and Deposit 35.
graves
recorded for 500, and no traces of skeleton were
at
Set
right
angles to 503, and apparentlyat about
found under either stone. The only objects were a
the
same
was 520. Two sets of unguentaria
level,
few coarse sherds, which were not inventoried.Perwere
one
rather
found,
early, and one late; the early
haps the slabs were the markersfor the geometric bottles have been
assigned
arbitrarilyto the eastgraves beneath. See also 501.
west skeleton,andwith them the bowl,whichmay be
Excavationnumber:233.
later. For the dating of the unguentariain this and
Depth: 0.85.
the followinggraves, see p. 167.
Grave:L. 1.00; w. 0.50.
Cover:sandstoneslab, L. 1.08; w. at north end 0.74; Excavation number:338.
Depth: 1.75.
w. south end 0.60; th. ca. 0.14.
Grave:L. 1.33; w. 0.80.
Skeleton:no traces.
Cover:Roman tiles of variouskinds, all collapsed.
Orientation:north-south.
Skeleton:very disintegrated,disturbed;head east or
GRAVE500
west.
Section 4 C.
POTTERY, ROMAN
Like 499, this largetriangularslab was describedas 503-1 (T2530).Lagynos.
the cover of a grave, but no grave pit was found, nor H. 0.142; d. 0.009. Porouspale buff clay. Cf. A.J.A.,
were there any offeringsor skeleton.
L, 1946, p. 464, pl. 40, no. 55.
503-2 (T2524).Unguentarium,groupi.
Excavationnumber:234.
H.
0.101; d. 0.057. Coarsebuff clay.
Depth: 0.90.
Cover:triangularslab, 1.40 by 1.00 by 0.95; th. 0.12. 503-3 (T2525).The same.
Skeleton:no traces.
H. 0.102; d. 0.056.
Orientation:north-south.
503-4 (T2527).The same.
GRAVE501
H. 0.103; d. 0.056.
503-5
(T2523).The same.
Section 3 C.
H.
d. 0.059. Grayishbuff clay.
0.111;
This grave was considered a cremation by the
503-6
(T2526).Unguentarium.Missing,1949.
excavators,who describedthe contents as "a great
deal of charcoal;numeroussherds,some crude,hand- 503-7 (T2529,2531).Bowl and cover.
made,othersgeometric,onewith redglaze,obsidian." Bowl: H. 0.10; d. 0.288. Cover: H. 0.052; d. 0.268.
There were no traces of bones. On the cover slab Round-bottomedbowl of unglazedreddishclay with
were "many fragmentsof a large crateror pithos of two handlespressedup againstrim;shallowconicallid,
crudeware." In generalthe descriptionis similarto flat on top.
that of a numberof geometricburials.
Cf. the similarRoman cookingpots foundat Olympia,
OlympiaBericht,IV, p. 102.
Excavationnumber:236.
0.85.
Depth:
GRAVE504
Grave:L. 1.15; w. 0.80.
Section 7 A-B. Pls. 16, 104.
Cover:L. 1.33; w. 0.95; th. 0.08.
A Roman burial in the sixth century sarcophagus
traces.
no
Skeleton:
of grave 157. A neat rectangularopening had been
Orientation:north-south.
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cut in the south end of the coffin, throughwhich the
feet of the Roman skeleton extended (P1. 16); see
further,p. 181, grave 167. The neat cutting is similar
to that found in sarcophagire-used by the fourthcentury Greeks, as in 171 / 463, and it is possible
though most improbablethat the sarcophagus157/
604 was re-used by both fourth-centurypeople and
the Romans. Note, however,that X-39, a Hellenistic
coin, was found above the grave. For the archaic
bowl found in the grave along with the Roman unguentarium,see 157. Grave 604 is one of a line of
Roman secondary burials (see also 505-508) along
the east marginof the Cemetery.
Excavation number:139.
Sarcophagus:see 157; break in south end, H. 0.33,
w. 0.22.
Cover:see 167; slab over feet, L. 0.50; w. 0.36.
Silt: 0.10.
Skeleton:well preserved;head to north.

POTTERY, ROMAN

604-1 (T1594).Unguentarium,groupii.
H. 0.146; d. 0.057. Reddish clay.

Published:Art and Arch., XXIX, 1930, p. 257, fig.
9. For the type of lamp, see Corinth,IV, ii, pp. 66ff.
GRAVE506

Section 5-6 B. Pls. 76, 99, 123.
Another of the Roman secondaryburials in older
sarcophagiat the easternedge of the Cemetery.The
cover was damaged,but not the sarcophagus.As in
505, the skeleton from the originalburial (215) was
heaped in the west end, and there were no early
offerings.The Roman objects inside included a terracotta savings-bank; and the usual unguentaria,
found mostly in fragments,had been placed around
the shoulders of the corpse. The lamp was found
inside the bowl, both resting on the cover of the
sarcophagus.
Publishedas a group, Art and Arch.,XXIX, 1930,
p. 257, fig. 10.
Excavationnumber:206.
Sarcophagus:see 215.
Silt: 0.08.
Skeleton:fairly well preserved;head to east.
POTTERY, ROMAN

GRAVE605

Section 5 B. Pls. 76, 81, 122.
Like 604 to the south, a secondary burial of the
Roman period in an early sarcophagus(214). There
was no damage to the coffin, and the only remains
of the earlier burial were the bones heaped in the
west end. Most of the Roman offeringswere inside,
but a lamp (606-a) was found resting on a fragment
of the brokensarcophaguscover.
Excavation number:205.
Sarcophagus:see 214.
Silt: 0.15.
Skeleton:youngadultmale,about25; wellpreserved;
head to east.
BRONZE

560-1 (T1830).Capsule.P1. 81.
P.1. 0.047; d. 0.011. A cylinderwith three bands of
grooving, and a cap at one end, recordedas having
a reddishlining. In 1949, the cap had what appeared
to be a black powderand traces of cloth.
POTTERY, ROMAN

605-2 (T1829).Unguentarium,groupii.
H. 0.166; d. 0.065.
505-3 (T1828).The same.
H. 0.128; d. 0.05.
606-4 (T1827).The same.
H. 0.09; d. 0.036.
OUTSIDEOFFERING

506-1 (T1831).Savings-bank.P1. 99.
H. 0.16; d. 0.113. Reddish brown clay, with heavy
lime incrustation.Acorn-shaped,with large vertical
slit on one side just below the knob.
Published:A.J.A., XXXIII, 1929, p. 544, fig. 23;
see also above.
506-2 (T1833).Unguentarium,groupii.
H. 0.158; d. 0.062.
506-3 (T1835).The same.
H. 0.11; d. 0.038.
506-4 (T1832).The same.
H. 0.108; d. 0.04.
506-5 (T1834).The same.
H. 0.099; d. 0.037.
OUTSIDE OFFERINGS

506-a (T1791).Pot.
H. 0.095; d. 0.126; d. lip 0.102. Coarsered clay.
Round-bottomed,deep body with vertical lip; one
handlepreserved,from lip to wall.
506-b (T1790).Lamp, Type XXII.
H. 0.028; d. 0.067. Pale buff clay. Ridged, rather
wide rim; on discus, pinwheeldesign.
Published:Art and Arch.,XXIX, 1930, p. 257, fig.
9. Cf. Corinth,IV, ii, pl. 7, no. 420.
GRAVE507
Section 7 A. Pls. 99, 123.

This was one of three Roman burials set close to606-a (T1792).Lamp, Type XIX.
gether, one (528) a tile-coveredgrave, two (507,508)
H. 0.03; d. 0.063. Grayfabricwith thin brownglaze; in older sarcophagi.Therewere no remains at all of
on rim, moulded ovolo pattern.
the original burial (145). Although the coffin was too

small,
wall,
corpsehad been shoved in at an angle.A lamp,507-a,
was found resting on the sarcophaguscover, which
had been brokenand the pieces replaced.
Excavation number:441.
Sarcophagus:see 145.
Silt: 0.215.
Skeleton:fairly well preserved;head to east.
POTTERY, ROMAN
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507-1 (T3056).Unguentarium,groupii.
P.h. 0.101; d. 0.054.
507-2 (T3057).The same.
H. 0.134; d. 0.056.
507-3 (T3058).The same.
H. 0.135; d. 0.054.
507-4 (T3059).The same.
P.h. 0.118; d. 0.054.
OUTSIDE OFFERINGS

507-a (T3067).Lamp, Type XXII. P1. 99.
H. 0.032; d. 0.08. Very small volutes; on discus,
head of Apollo (?) to right, hair rolledover fillet and
knotted in back.
Published: A.J.A., XXXIV, 1930, p. 427, fig. 18;
Art and Arch.,XXXI, 1931, p. 234, fig.

Section 1-2 C. Pls. 76, 123.
One of the severalRoman burialsjust to the south
of the boundarywall. The sarcophagus,which was
early, had not been damaged, and there were no
remains of the original burial (183); see, however,
509-2 below. Therewere two skeletonsin the coffin.
One was crowdedagainst the east wall of the sarcophagusbut the bones werein orderand both werein
about an equal state of preservation;it thus seems
improbablethat either representsthe originalburial.
Cf. grave 525.
Excavationnumber:280.
Sarcophagus:see 183.
Silt: 0.13.
Skeletons:two, each well preserved;heads to south.
COIN

609-1 (G1378).Illegible.
AE.Diam. 25.5 mm. Very worn. Found near skull of
west skeleton.
GLASS

609-2 (T2338).Bead.
D. 0.013. Colorlessglass. Round, flat on one side,
gently convex on top; not pierced. Fragmentsof a
second similarpiece. Found at right forearmof west
skeleton.
Thepositionsuggeststhat this beadis contemporary
GRAVE508
with
the Roman burial, but there is also a slight
Section 7 A.
One of three Roman graves in the eastern part of possibility that it is a relic of the 183 offerings(cf.
the Cemetery(see 507), this was a secondaryburial 169-4, with, however,a hollowunderside).
in the sarcophagusof the sixth century146. No offer- POTTERY, ROMAN
ings or skeleton of the original burial were found. 609-3 (T2337).Two-handledbowl.
Most of the Roman unguentariawere found at the H. 0.065; d. 0.094; d. bottom 0.042. Brittle reddish
east end of the grave, the remainderat the foot. The fabric. Deep bowl, biconical, with two vertical hanRomanscut a hole in the west end of the sarcophagus dles and small flat bottom.
and filled the breaksin the cover with rocks. Just to
A replicaof OlympiaBericht,IV, p. 81, fig. 50.
the west was found the contemporaryDeposit41.
GRAVE510
Excavation number:443.
Section 8 A-B. Pls. 77, 99, 100, 123.
Sarcophagus:see 146.
A Roman burial in the sarcophagusof the early
Silt: 0.23.
Skeleton: disturbed;head to east.
grave 144. There was no damage to the coffin but
the cover had been brokenin the middle. The lamp
POTTERY, ROMAN
was found in a pot inside the grave rather than on
508-1 (T3061).Unguentarium,groupii.
the cover (cf. 606). One of severalRoman burialsin
H. 0.145; d. 0.062.
the immediate vicinity (see also 507 etc. and 516,
508-2 (T3062).The same.
616, 529).
H. 0.131; d. 0.052.
Excavationnumber:460.
508-3 (T3063).The same.
Sarcophagus:see 144.
H. 0.145; d. 0.054.
Silt: slopingdeposit, fromrim to 0.085.
Skeleton:much disintegrated;head to south.
508-4 (T3064).The same.
H. 0.115; d. 0.044.
POTTERY, ROMAN
508-5 (T3065).The same.
510-1 (T3185).Lagynos.
H. 0.096; d. 0.038.
H. 0.125; d. 0.098. Pale buff clay with a whitish slip.
508-6 (T3258).The same.
Very wide projecting rim on mouth; rather squat
H. 0.135; d. 0.054.
roundedbody.

(T3181).Unguentarium,group
H. 0.102; d. 0.04.
510-3 (T3182).The same.
H. 0.163; d. 0.061.
510-4 (T3183).Pot.
H. 0.123; d. 0.146. Coarse,brittle dark gray clay.
Deep bodiedpot with roundbottom and wide curved
rim; made for lid, but none found; one handle
vertical, one horizontalpressedup against lip.
510-5 (T3184).Lamp, Type XXII. Pls. 99, 100.
H. 0.035; d. 0.079; 1. 0.105. On discus, large nude
figure (Dionysos?)standing with legs crossed, holding kantharosinvertedin right hand, left armaround
shouldersof small nude figure who holds staff with
fillets (thyrsos?)in left hand; below at left, small dog
lookingup.
Published: A.J.A., XXXIV, 1930, p. 427, fig. 18;
Art and Arch., XXXI, 1931, p. 234, fig.

512-1 (T2340).Nails.
Average L. 0.047. Three at west end, one between
knees.
WOOD

512-2. Uninventoriedfragments.
POTTERY, ROMAN

512-3 (T2339).Unguentarium,groupii.
H. 0.093; d. 0.037.
GRAVE513
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Section 1 C. P1. 99.
Placed againstthe north side of the boundarywall,
and the only certain child's grave of the Roman
period. The pot was found in the south end of the
grave.
Excavationnumber:287.
Depth: 1.80.
Grave:L. 0.88; w. 0.39; d. 0.40.
GRAVE511
Cover:two curvedtiles, gabled,eachL. 0.88; w. 0.41;
Section 1-2 C. P1. 123.
th. 0.025.
One of the many Roman gravesin the vicinity and Skeleton:much disintegrated;head to south.
located south of the boundary wall. Note the odd
POTTERY, ROMAN
placement of the two nails; although no remainsof
woodwerefound,the nailsmaybepartofa woodenbier. 513-1 (T2359).Bowl. P1. 99.
H. without lid, 0.068; d. 0.151; d. foot 0.071; h. of
Excavationnumber:284.
lid 0.065; d. lid 0.194. Coarsebuff clay with redDepth: 1.70.
brownglaze.High verticalrim; below,narrowflange;
Grave:L. 1.86; w. 0.45; d. 0.33.
low
ring foot. Approximatelyconicallid with flat top,
Cover: six curved tiles with rolled edges (Fig. 6),
each, L. 0.58; w. 0.45; th. 0.035; rim 0.06; a flat probablynot made for bowl.
tile blockingeach end.
GRAVE514
Skeleton:much disintegrated;head to south.
Section 2 D. P1. 99.
IRON
Oneof the small closely set groupof Romangraves
near the earlier 448.
511-1 (T2351).Two nails.
Missing,1949. Both found at middle of east side of Excavationnumber:340.
grave.
Depth: 2.40.
Grave:L. 1.50; w. 0.50.
ROMAN
POTTERY,
Cover:three tiles, horizontal,each, L. 0.65; w. 0.45;
511-2 (T2349).Unguentarium,groupi.
th. 0.065.
H. 0.172; d. 0.062.
Skeleton:much disintegrated;head to east.
511-3 (T2350).The same.
POTTERY, ROMAN
H. 0.167; d. 0.062.
514-1 (T2551).Cup.P1. 99.
H. 0.102; d. 0.10. Unglazedreddish clay; very thin
GRAVE512
fabric. Deep cup with round bottom; restoredwith
Section 2 C. P1. 123.
The southernmostof the large group of Roman one handle as a similarcup from Cheliotomylos.
gravesnear the boundarywall. The placementof the 514-2 (T2552).Unguentarium,groupii.
nails (see P1. 123) suggeststhat a slab of wood closed H. 0.123; d. 0.044.
one end of the tile gable in the same way that a flat 514-3 (T2553).Lamp, Type XXII.
H. 0.032; d. 0.073; 1. 0.101. Most of discus missing.
tile closed the other.
Thin buff clay, with thin glaze inside and out. On
Excavation number:282.
bottom, stampedivy leaf.
Depth: 1.20.
Grave:L. 1.80; w. 0.60; d. 0.55.
GRAVE515
Cover: curved tiles with rolled edges, gabled, each,
L. 0.60; w. 0.45; th. 0.035; rim 0.07; flat tile Section 8 A.
One of the 510 group of Roman graves. It was
uprightat one end, and tile for floor.
recorded
Skeleton: complete;head to east.
during excavation that numerous iron nails

were found aroundthe body, and it was concluded
that there had been a woodencoffin. The pots were
all found by the skull and left arm of the skeleton.
Excavation number:467.
Depth: 1.25.
Grave:L. 1.80; w. 0.70.
Cover:curvedtiles, collapsed.
Skeleton:adultfemale,about40; muchdisintegrated;
head to east.

LEAD

516-2 (T3213).Urn. P1. 76.
H. 0.19; h. with lid 0.295; d. 0.284. Nearly cylindrical, with hemisphericalcover. No ornamentation.
POTTERY, ROMAN
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616-3 (T3206).Unguentarium,groupi.
H. 0.086; d. 0.039. Grayishbuff clay.
616-4 (T3207).The same.
H. 0.099; d. 0.043.
COIN
616-5
(T3208).The same.
515-1 (G2339).Illegible.
H.
0.114; d. 0.055.
SE. Diam. 19 mm. Very worn.Found near left elbow.
616-6 (T3209).The same.
POTTERY, ROMAN
P.h. 0.12; d. 0.058.
515-2 (T3221).Unguentarium,groupii.
616-7 (T3210).The same.
H. 0.094; d. 0.039.
H. 0.17; d. 0.088.
515-3 (T3222).The same.
516-8 (T3211).The same.
H. 0.109; d. 0.044.
Fragmentary.Reddishclay.
515-4 (T3223).The same.
616-9 (T3212).The same.
H. 0.114; d. 0.045.
H. 0.181; d. 0.091. Grayishbuff clay.
GRAVE516

GRAVE517

Section 8-9 A. Pls. 76, 79, 99, 123.
Romancremationburial.The boneswerefoundin a
lead urn which had been placed in a pit lined with
four re-usedgrave stelai. Aroundthe urn were seven
unguentaria,and insidewith the bones weretwentytwo gold leaves.
The stelai, which had presumablybeen taken from
earlier near-by graves, were poros shafts cut in a
gable at the top, and originallycoveredwith painted
stucco. On one (B) were cut the letters AA (P1.99).
The stelai are probably to be dated in the fourth
century, and may well have been taken from graves
241-243 to the northwest.For the presenceof markers in this particularpart of the Cemetery,see p. 66.
Excavation number:466.
Depth: 1.25.
Pit: L. 0.74; w. 0.66; d. 0.47; lining slabs (A) L. 0.72;
(B) L. 0.555; w. 0.23; (C)L. 0.41; (D) L. 0.51.
Cover:flat tile.
Skeleton: cremated;charredbones in lead urn.

Section 1 C. Pls. 17, 76.
One of a pair of Roman terracotta cinerary urns
just to the south of the boundary wall. The urn,
which was filled with charredbones, was found at a
depth of 1.20, resting on a much broken tile. Very
close by was foundthe unguentarium,and somewhat
fartherawaythe lamp,both of whichprobablybelong
to the burial.

GOLD

516-1 (T3214).Twenty-twogold leaves. P1. 79.
Average length 0.035. Each leaf of very thin gold,
roughly triangular,and pleated lengthwise;no connecting member.
A numberof similarwreathshave beenfoundin late
Hellenisticand Romancontexts. Very similarare the
leaves found at Amphipolis,"Epyov, 1957,p. 40, fig.
41; cf., amongothers,SwedishCyprusExpedition,II,
p. 208, pl. 38, 12; Hesperia,VI, 1937, p. 363, fig. 27;
A.J.A., XL, 1936, p. 200, fig. 25; A.J.A., LIV, 1950,
pp. 121 ff.; r. A. ncaTrapafcri?Eiou, -slpi T-rv ?v Euploia

POTTERY, ROMAN

617-1 (T2250).Urn. PI. 76.
H. with lid 0.356; d. 0.237. Local pale clay with thin
reddish glaze. Cylindricaljar with projectingridge
below rim and above base; at mid-wall, two small
double-loophandleswith two rowsof appliedcrimped
clay between; wide bands of glaze. Conicallid with
verticalrim; small knob at top, below it small round
hole; two double-loophandlesset at an angle; glazed
bands.
517-2 (T2246).Unguentarium,groupii.
H. 0.123; d. 0.045.
617-3 (T2247).Lamp, Type XVI.
H. 0.035; d. 0.063. Cf. Corinth,IV, ii, pp. 56ff.
GRAVE518

Section 1 C. P1. 99.
The second of two terracotta cinerary urns just
southof the boundarywall, andvery similarto 517-1.
The pot was found at a depth of 1.10. Not far away
was an unguentarium(X-275) whichmay belong,but
it was at a much deeperlevel, at 1.40.
POTTERY,

ROMAN

'ApXcicovTdacov,Athens,1910,col.55, pl. IA',no.10; 518-1 (T2268).Urn. P1. 99.
and Delos,XVIII, pls. 90, 91, with references,p. 312. H. with lid 0.354; d. 0.227. Buff clay. Shapeas 617-1.

Wide black band, top and bottom; between handles Grave:L. 2.00; w. 0.60; d. 0.55.
on wall, wide blackwavy line; at loweredge of upper Cover:six curvedtiles, gabled,each,L. 0.75; w. 0.55;
th. 0.025; one flat tile covering each end of the
black band, wet-incisedwavy line, another through
gable.
centerband.
Skeleton:muchdisintegrated;headto south.
GRAVE519

POTTERY, ROMAN

Section 1 C.

522-1 (T2352).Unguentarium,groupiii.
A coveredjar filled with burnedbones, found at a H. 0.083; d. 0.038.
depth of 2.00, near grave525, just north of the boun- 522-2 (T2353).The same.
dary wall.
H. 0.111; d. 0.051.
POTTERY, ROMAN
522-3 (T2354).The same.
H. 0.084; d. 0.038.
519-1 (T2361).Urn.
1949.
Missing,
GRAVE523
GRAVE520

Section 1 C.
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A Romantile-coveredgrave without offeringsbuilt
Section 2 D. PI. 78.
For the position of this grave, which was set at against the north side of the boundarywall.
right angles to 503, see the latter. The one object Excavationnumber:288.
whichsurelybelongsto the later skeletonis the small Depth: 2.00.
unguentarium,but the large bowl, 503-7, should Grave:L. 1.60; w. 0.45; d. 0.37.
Cover: four tiles, gabled, each, L. 0.82; w. 0.45;
perhaps also be attributed to 520.
th. 0.025.
Excavation number: 338.
Skeleton:almostentirelydisintegrated;head to east.
Depth: ca. 1.75.
Grave:see 503.
GRAVE524
Cover:tiles.
Section 1 C.
Skeleton:head north or south.
Anothertile-coveredRomangravewithoutofferings
POTTERY, ROMAN
found north of the boundarywall.
520-1 (T2528).Unguentarium,groupii.
Excavation number:289.
H. 0.094; d. 0.034.
Depth: 2.15.
Grave:L. 1.34; w. 0.42.
GRAVE521
Cover: two curved tiles, horizontal, each, L. 0.72;
w. 0.42; th. 0.025.
Section 1 C.
A large Roman tile-coveredgrave to the north of Skeleton:much disintegrated;head to south.
the boundarywall. Oneof a seriesof poorlyfurnished GRAVE525
and apparentlylate burials,this was, with the exception of the small 513, the only grave with any offer- Section 1 C.
Anotherof the groupof tile-coveredRomangraves
ings north of the wall.
without offeringsnorth of the boundarywall. For the
Excavation number:290.
two skeletons, cf. 509, a re-used sarcophaguswith
Depth: 2.30.
doubleburial.
Grave:L. 2.05; w. 0.65.
Cover: five tiles, horizontal, overlapping, each, Excavationnumber:291.
L. 0.65; w. 0.50; th. 0.03.
Depth: 1.25.
Skeleton:much disintegrated;head to south.
Grave:L. 1.74; w. 0.30.
fourcurvedtiles, gabled,each,L. 0.87;w. 0.37;
Cover:
POTTERY, ROMAN
th. 0.025.
521-1 (T2360).Unguentarium,groupiii.
Skeletons:both much disintegrated;heads to south.
H. 0.084; d. 0.04. Found at foot of grave.
GRAVE522
Section 1 C.

A Roman tile-coveredgrave south of the boundary
wall. Grave185 may have been mutilated while 522
was being dug. The constructionof the tile cover
resembledthat of 511. All the unguentariawere in
the northeastcorner.
Excavation number:285.
Depth: 1.40.

GRAVE526

Section 1 C.

Oneof the empty tile-coveredRoman gravesto the
north of the boundarywall.
Excavation number:292.
Depth: 1.90.
Grave:L. 1.88; w. 0.70.
Cover:five tiles, horizontal;two curved,each,L. 0.65;
w. 0.44; th. 0.03; three flat, broken.
Skeleton:no traces.

GRAVE529

Section 1 C.
Section 7-8 A.
Oneof the seriesof tile-coveredRomangraveswithA Roman tile-coveredburial just to the south of
out offeringsin the area north of the boundarywall. 507 and 528. No offeringswere found; the few fragments of bronzeand wood (uninventoried)suggest a
Excavation number:293.
wooden
bier.
Depth: 2.30.
Grave:L. 1.75; w. 0.40.
Excavationnumber:464.
Cover:two curvedtiles, horizontal, each, L. 0.57;
Depth: 1.25.
w. 0.40; th. 0.025.
Grave:L. 1.82; w. 0.60.
Skeleton: almost completely disintegrated;head to Cover:curvedand flat tiles,
very broken.
east.
Skeleton:much disintegrated;head to south.
GRAVE528

GRAVE630
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Section 7 A.
A Roman tile-coveredburial squeezedin between
two sarcophagire-used by the Romans (507, 508).
The small numberof nails found suggests a wooden
bier ratherthan a woodencoffin.
Excavation number:442.
Depth: 0.63.
Grave:L. 1.80; w. 0.40.
Cover: two curved tiles, horizontal, each, L. 0.90;
w. 0.40; th. 0.03.
Skeleton:bones scattered;head to east.

IRON AND WOOD

528-1 (T3060). Two nails and small fragments of
wood.

Section 1 C.
A Romanburialin an early sarcophagus(184). The
south end of the coffin had been broken away to
permit the full extension of the Roman corpse,and
the cover,whichhad been broken,was supplemented
by a tile. Althoughtherewereno offerings,the secondary burial was judged to be Roman, which is likely
becauseof the tile and becauseof the presenceof so
many Roman burials in the area, notably the very
similar509 just to the west; 487 was the only fourth
century grave in the vicinity.
Excavationnumber:286.
Sarcophagus:see 184.
Skeleton:much disintegrated;head to north.

DEPOSITS1
In the following section are catalogued groups of objects, chiefly vases, found together but apparently

unrelatedto any skeleton,and found in no discernablegrave pit. Many of them are almost certainly the re-

mains of unprotected burials (see further, p. 76). Before a cluster has been labelled a probable or a possible
grave group, care has been taken to see that the vases were found in one place, at the same depth, and that

they are, so far as it is possibleto tell, contemporary.An even more importantcriterionis the selection of

shapes represented: if the vases conform in character to standard groups actually found in the graves, they
have been listed as "probable grave group;" if one of the essential shapes is missing (the skyphos or oinochoe;
see p. 80), a cautionary "possible" has been added. If a likely candidate for a group has been found at a
different level or fairly close to the group, it has been noted, but not included.
A few of the deposits are of a character completely different from that of the grave groups. These are made
up of libation vessels, oinochoai and phialai, or oinochoai alone. For their significance, see p. 86. There are
also a few groups of miscellaneous nature, of some interest, but inconsistent within themselves in respect
either to date or to the selection of shapes. A few pairs of pots found together but seemingly unrelated to
any grave have been listed with the isolated vases (pp. 320-327), each with a notation referring to the pot
found with it.
The distribution of the deposits by period follows roughly that of the graves themselves, except for the
fourth century, when the number becomes much greater (p. 76). Sixth century in date are D 1-D 6, the
probable grave groups, and D 42-D 46. The fifth century deposits are D 7 through D 22, and D 47-D 51,
including the libation deposits. Datable to the fourth century are D 23-D 39, D 52 and D 53. Deposits 40,

41, and 64 are Roman. The quality of the vases is about equal to that of the pottery found in the graves.
Special mention may be made of D 44, with its fine MiddleCorinthianoinochoeand cups, and D 42 with
an early aryballos.
1 The triangles marking the deposits have been placed as accurately as possible on Plan 1; but, because of the scale,
they often appear to be at some distance from the position described in the catalogue.

DEPOSIT 1

POTTERY, CORINTHIAN

Section 7 B, east of grave 149. Depth 0.95. P1. 92.
Probable grave group. These two vases, found together, may represent a separate burial; it is possible,
but not likely, that they are the offerings for grave
149 (depth 1.07), which was empty except for the two
skeletons. Middle Corinthian, but probably very late
in period.

D 3-a (T1857). Black-glazed skyphos, group i,
shallow.
H. 0.069; d. 0.104; d. foot 0.075.
D 3-b (T1859).Black-glazedglobularoinochoe and
lid. P1. 92.
H. 0.143; d. 0.143; d. foot 0.105. Exceptionallytall
neck with no curve.Coloredlines on shoulder(wrrrw)
and on lowerbody (wrrw);red on foot.

POTTERY, CORINTHIAN
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D 1-a (T1499). Black-glazed skyphos, group i.
H. 0.085; d. 0.129; d. foot 0.076. As 155-5.
D 1-b (T1500). Black-glazed globular oinochoe. P1.
92.
H. 0.125; h. with handle 0.135; d. 0.157; d. foot 0.112.
The shape as 131-2, with similar compressed body,
but flatter shoulder. Colored lines on shoulder (wrrw),
single white line preserved on lower body; red on
foot.
DEPOSIT2

Section 4 E, west of grave 429, north of 66, and south
of 64. Depth 1.80. P1. 21.
Probable grave group of the Middle Corinthian
period. The relationship of the group to the near-by
graves cannot be determined with certainty. 66 is
early in type, with no contents, and the similar 64
had a secondary burial (468) of the fourth century.
Grave 429 is late fifth century. Though 64 and 66
have been assigned to the Protocorinthian period
(from the proximity of 63 and 65), it seems possible
that one of them is later and contemporary with the
deposit.
POTTERY, CORINTHIAN

D 2-a (T2677). Black-glazed skyphos, group i.
H. 0.067; d. 0.098; d. foot 0.06. Exceptionally deep;
no white visible.
D 2-b (T2676). Black-glazed trefoil oinochoe.
H. 0.141; h. with handle 0.177; d. 0.121; d. foot
0.078. Normal trefoil mouth and bifid handle, but
rather small compressed body, with broad foot, and
very little tapering of sides. Black glaze over all,
except for irregular reserved area above foot without
rays; red line on neck, red and white bands on shoulder; red foot.
DEPOSIT 3

Section 5 E, on the north side of grave 234. Depth
1.50. P1. 92.
Probable grave group. Grave 234 was empty, and in
a disturbed area. The deposit, only 0.05 m. above the
level of the lid, may belong to the grave, either as an
outside offering, or, though there is no sign of re-use
and no evidence for the practice, as discarded furniture. Late second or early third quarter of the sixth
century.

DEPOSIT4

Section8 D-E, north of graves176 and 177; south of
the largerobbedsarcophagus,204. Depth 1.30. P1.24.
Probablegrave groupof the late MiddleCorinthian
period. The three early sarcophaginear by were all
empty; the possibility of the group being the offerings from a disturbed sarcophagusis ruled out by
the great depth of the deposit. Since duringexcavation they were not noted as belonging to any one
grave, it also seems unlikely that these vases were
offeringsplaced outside either 176 (depth 1.00) or
177 (depth1.17).For the familygroup,see grave132.
POTTERY, CORINTHIAN

D 4-a (T2962).Pattern skyphos.
H. 0.039; d. 0.054; d. foot 0.032. At mid-wall,double
dotted band.
D 4-b (T2963).The same.
H. 0.032; d. 0.05; d. foot 0.032.
D 4-c (T2965).The same.
H. 0.031; d. 0.048; d. foot 0.032.
D 4-d (T2966).The same.
H. 0.03; d. 0.047; d. foot 0.03.
D 4-e (T2964).Pattern skyphos.
H. 0.033; d. 0.056; d. foot 0.041. As above, but with
exceptionallybroadfoot.
D 4-f (T2961). Broad-bottomedoinochoewith pattern decoration.
H. 0.071; h. with handle0.094; d. 0.083. Glazebadly
worn. On shoulder,tongues alternating red, white,
and black (bwbrbwbretc.); below,two doubledotted
bands; dividinglines red and white on black.
DEPOSIT 5

Section 6 C, north of grave 82, south of graves 92
and 95. Depth 1.50. P1. 35.
Probable grave group, last quarter of the sixth
century. From the early character of the empty
sarcophagiin the vicinity, it seems likely that this
was an intrusive deposit unrelated to the near-by
burials.
POTTERY, CORINTHIAN

D 5-a (T1689).Black-glazedskyphos,groupiii.
H. 0.089; d. 0.131; d. foot 0.068.
D 5-b (T1687).Round-mouthedoinochoe,Type A.
H. 0.088; h. with handle 0.10; d. 0.072; d. foot 0.05.

Small,comparativelydeepmouth,nearlyovoidbody.
Amongthe earliestof this type; see p. 112.
D 5-c (T1688).Round-mouthedoinochoe,Type A.
H. 0.123;h. with handle0.157; d. 0.113; d. foot 0.071.
Broadermouth and body, and in general somewhat
more developedthan D 5-b.
DEPOSIT 6

Section8 D, betweengraves174 and 175. Depth 1.40.
P1. 92.
Probablegrave group,late sixth century. Certainly
later than the MiddleCorinthian174, probablylater
than the empty 175; cf., however,200 to the north,
with similarskyphos.Part of the 132 family group.
POTTERY, CORINTHIAN
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D 6-a (T2969).Pattern skyphos.
H. 0.057; d. 0.082; d. foot 0.045. Cone pattern;
decorationas 200-1.
D 6-b (T2968).Round-mouthedoinochoe, Type A.
P1. 92.
H. 0.10; h. with handle 0.127; d. 0.094; d. foot 0.07.
Squat roundbody; early in series, similarto 262-6.
DEPOSIT 7

Section12 B, just west of grave 280, near491. Depth
1.45.
Probable grave group, contemporary with 280,
485-475 B.C.
POTTERY, CORINTHIAN

D 7-a (T1132).Black-glazedskyphoswith rays.
H. 0.086; d. 0.107; d. foot 0.065. Similarto 277-2.
D 7-b (T1133).Round-mouthedoinochoe,Type A.
H. 0.075; h. with handle 0.097; d. 0.073; d. foot
0.052. Squat roundbody, similarto 298-2.
DEPOSIT 8

Section 12 B, north of graves 306 and 308, south of
430.
Probable grave group, second quarterof the fifth
century. Part of the 238 family group. For the cup
instead of a skyphos,see D 16.
POTTERY, CORINTHIAN

D 8-a (T1250).One-handledcup.
H. 0.036; d. 0.068.
D 8-b (T1251).Round-mouthedoinochoe,Type A.
H. 0.071; h. with handle0.089; d. 0.062; d. foot 0.04.
As 336-1, but largermouth and probablysomewhat
earlier.
D 8-c (T1252).Miniaturebowl.
H. 0.031; d. 0.065. As later examples,but with outturnedrim and modelledfoot, concavebeneath.
POTTERY, ATTIC

D 8-d (T1249). Palmette lekythos, group i, whiteground.

H. 0.143; d. foot 0.085. Wall broken.White on neck
and shoulder.
DEPOSIT9

Section5-6 D, betweengraves231 and 232, and near
230. Depth 1.00. P1. 43.
Possible grave group; oinochoe lacking. Second
quarterof the fifth century.Graves230 and 232 were
both in the 229 disturbed area (p. 87) and neither
had a lid. Grave 231 contained vases of the sixth
century. The group may be the by-product of the
disturbance (see 232), although it is later than the
nearestdatablegravesandwas foundat approximately the same depth (see 334 to south). Of two other
possibilities,the vases are probablynot outsideofferings (see p. 85), and an unprotected infant burial
would be unlikely in an area where tiny sarcophagi
were so common,and particularlywherethe furniture
was so abundant and of such good quality. For a
grave with all Attic vases, see 300. It may be noted
that the raremastoidformof the skyphos(D 9-d, -e)
occursalso in grave 334, not far to the southeast.
POTTERY, ATTIC

D 9-a (T1753).Black-glazedskyphoswith torus foot.
H. 0.079; d. 0.107; d. foot 0.066. Rather early example of this shape, about mid-way between the
Agoraskyphoi, P 2732 (before480 B.C.) and P5145
(480-460); see Hesperia,V, 1936, p. 340, fig. 8; also
XXII, 1953, pl. 29, no. 29, from a context dated
about 460-450.
D 9-b (T1797).Black-glazedskyphosof "Corinthian"
shape.
H. 0.052; d. 0.066; d. foot 0.04.
D 9-c (T1798).The same.
H. 0.049; d. 0.065; d. foot 0.038.
D 9-d (T1796).Black-glazedcup-skyphosof mastoid
shape.
H. 0.052; d. 0.08; d. foot 0.038. Reservedline above
foot. Very narrowat base.
D 9-e (T1793).The same.
H. 0.055; d. 0.079; d. foot 0.04.
D 9-f (T1756).Black-glazedcup-skyphos.
H. 0.046; d. 0.086; d. foot 0.045. Shallow.
D 9-g (T1794).Palmette kylix.
H. 0.068; d. 0.136; d. foot 0.065.
D 9-h (T1755).Palmettelekythos,groupii, red-ground.
H. 0.111; d. 0.042.
D 9-i (T1754).Black-glazedlekythos.
H. 0.103; d. 0.046. Red on edge of mouth; on shoulder double series of rays; on upper part of body,
reserved band with key pattern to r.; red line on
lower body.
D 9-j (T1795).Black-glazedlekythos.
H. 0.093; d. 0.043. As D 9-i, but at shouldertwo red
lines only, and one on lowerbody.

DEPOSIT 10

DEPOSIT 12

Section 7 E, at north end of grave 55. Depth 2.00.
Probable grave group, late second quarter of the
fifth century. Unrelatedto 55.
D 10-a (T2770).Small trefoil oinochoe,groupii.
H. 0.07; d. 0.068; d. foot 0.05. As 360-1.

Section 13 B, against west side of road wall (see p.
66), northeast of grave 366, east of 449 and 381.
Depth 1.35. Pls. 53, 82.
Probablegravegroupof a child (seep. 76). Approximately contemporarywith graves366 and 381, and
part of the 332 group of children'sgraves. Mid fifth
century or shortly after.

POTTERY, ATTIC

FAIENCE

D 10-b (T2771).Black-glazedskyphosof "Corinthian"
shape.
H. 0.095; d. 0.113; d. foot 0.066.
D 10-c (T2772).Palmette lekythos, groupiii, whiteground.
H. 0.157; d. 0.051. White on neck and shoulder.

D 12-a (T1380). Small fragments of green faience
which cannot be reconstructed,but resemble the
mouth of a lekythos.
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POTTERY, CORINTHIAN

DEPOSIT 11

Section 11-12 B. Recorded as located above grave
349. Pls. 53, 98.
Probable grave group, contemporarywith grave
349, middle of the fifth centuryor slightly later. See
further,349; and for the presenceof the kraterfragment, see p. 165. At the west end of 349 were found
two oinochoai,X-165,X-189, which may belong;the
Type C form of jug is an acceptablekind of oinochoe
for a grave group, as is clear from graves 364 and
372.
POTTERY, CORINTHIAN

D 11-a (T830). Round-mouthedoinochoe, Type C,
blisterware.
H. 0.052; d. 0.076. Orange-brownclay. Very squat,
with no foot; distinct vertical ribs.
D 11-b (T827).Unglazedlekanis,groupii.
H. bowl 0.033; est. h. with lid 0.064; d. 0.085. Identificationnot certain.
POTTERY, ATTIC

D 11-c (T826).Black-glazedskyphosof "Corinthian"
shape.
H. 0.06; d. 0.076; d. foot 0.043. Reservedbandabove
foot.
D 11-d (T825).Black-glazedskyphoswith torusfoot.
H. 0.06; d. 0.073; d. foot 0.04. Completelyglazed;
one horizontal,one vertical handle.
D 11-e (T828). Ivy lekythos, small.
H. 0.084; d. 0.034.
D 11-f (T829). Black-glazedlekythos.
H. 0.142; d. 0.05. Double row of rays on shoulder;
two reservedbandswith key pattern,one at shoulder,
one on lower body.
D 11-g (T831).Fragmentarycolumnkrater. P1. 98.
P.h. 0.13; est. d. 0.35. Small section of rim, neck,
most of one handle preserved.A purpleline on each
edge of horizontalsurfaceof rim.

TERRACOTTAFIGURINES

D 12-b (T1373).Votive figure.P1. 82.
H. 0.062. Local clay. Handmadestandingfigurewith
pinched-outnose, fillet aroundhead, arms extended
with round objects in hands (cakes?); flattened
cylindrical body, toes protrudingfrom long skirt.
Glazedbands acrossfillet, bridge of nose, shoulders,
lowerpartof skirt,and objectsin hands.Eyes indicated by glaze; aroundneck a line with uncertainmarks
below, probablya necklacewith pendants.The usual
Corinthianfigureof primitivetype; see Corinth,XV,
ii, pls. 2-4.
Published:A.J.A., XXXIII, 1929, p. 529, fig. 11.
D 12-c (T1374).Tortoise.P1. 82.
L. 0.049; w. 0.033. Tail brokenoff. Local clay, handmade. Poorly modelled figure, with head and feet
consisting of simple, flat horizontalextensions; the
shell a crudehemisphere.Markingson head and feet
in glaze; line aroundshell, and on top a wornpattern.
Tortoises appear very commonly among Greek
figurines,but usually are much more carefully and
skillfully made. See, e.g., Corinth,XV, ii, pl. 42,
XXIX, 12 and XXX, 7; Hesperia,XI, 1942, p. 391,
no. 7, grave 193 at Halai; Olynthus,VII, pp. 88f.,
nos. 345ff., pl. 41; Perachora,I, pl. 101, no. 177;
Lindos, I, pl. 114, no. 2437; Delphi, V, p. 162, fig.
677; ClaraRhodos,IV, p. 210, no. 5, fig. 221; III, p.
234,no. 2, fig. 233; andMiniatureSculpture,American
Schoolof ClassicalStudies, back cover.
D 12-d (T1379).Fragmentaryhand.
P.L. 0.023. Grayishclay, orangeat center.Brokenoff
just belowwrist;tips of thumband mostfingersmissing.
POTTERY, CORINTHIAN

D 12-e (T1377).Miniaturepattern skyphos.
H. 0.018; d. 0.034; d. foot 0.017.
D 12-f (T1376).Mesomphalicphiale,miniature.
H. 0.008; d. 0.036. Badly worn,someblackglaze, but
no color or decorationpreserved;string marks on
bottom.
D 12-g (T1375).Bandedminiaturelekythos.
H. 0.074; d. 0.036.
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(T1381).
pyxis
and vertical handles.
Section 8 C-D, south of graves61 and 340, near 388,
H. (withouthandles)0.033;d. 0.047. No lid preserved; 395, 401. Depth 1.50. P1. 92.
no glaze visible.
Probablegravegroup,approximatelycontemporary
with
surroundinggraves, except the geometric 61.
POTTERY, ATTIC
Closeby was D 48. For the family group,see 250 and
D 12-i (T1378).Red-figuredlekythos.
340. Middleor third quarterof the fifth century.
H. 0.11; d. 0.046. Handle, fragmentsof wall missing.
Tongues on shoulder, reserved line below figures. POTTERY, CORINTHIAN
Scene poorly preserved,probablyEuropa seated on D 15-a (T2891).Semi-glazedskyphos,groupii.
bull to right.
H. 0.073; d. 0.088; d. foot 0.046.
D 15-b (T2892).Roundedskyphos,fragmentary.
DEPOSIT13
P.h. 0.059; d. foot 0.05. Similarto 357-4.
Section 11 B, north of grave 354.
D 15-c (T2894).Round-mouthedoinochoe,Type A,
Probablegravegroup,approximatelycontemporary groupiii, late. P1. 92.
with 354; shortlyafterthe middleof the fifth century. H. 0.077; h. with handle 0.098; d. 0.078; d. foot
0.048.
POTTERY, CORINTHIAN
D 15-d (T2895).Bandedminiaturelekythos.
D 13-a (T755).Black-glazedskyphos,miniature.
H. 0.065; d. 0.034. Very angularbody.
H. 0.04; d. 0.058; d. foot 0.034. Straight, nearly
vertical walls.
DEPOSIT16
D 13-b (T757).Smalltrefoiloinochoe,groupii, blackSection 10 A, between, and slightly to the north of,
glazed.
graves347 and 365; near 438. Depth 1.40. P1. 100.
H. 0.065; d. 0.06. As 338-2.
Probablegrave group, contemporarywith or a bit
POTTERY, ATTIC
later than neighboringgraves, that is, early in the
third quarter of the fifth century. See grave 438,
D 13-c (T756).Ivy lekythos.
which containedonly a single strigil, and to which
H. 0.14; d. 0.048.
this deposit may belong. For the cup instead of a
DEPOSIT14
skyphos,cf. graves429 and 443.
Section 7 B, about a half meter south of grave 173- POTTERY, CORINTHIAN
Depth 1.00. P1. 92.
D 16-a (T582).One-handledcup.
Possible grave group; the skyphos is lacking, and H. 0.038; d. 0.086.
the presenceof the tall trefoil oinochoeis also excep- D 16-b
(T581).Round-mouthedoinochoe,Type A.
tional (see p. 133). This is, however,one of the ear- H.
0.09; h. with handle0.11; d. 0.083. Ratherpoorly
liest of the lekanis deposits, and it is possible that made
examplewith no added color;similarto 379-4.
the characterof this kindof grouphad not yet become
standardized.Thirdquarterof the fifth century, and D 16-c (T583).Unglazedlekanis, groupi, late.
muchlater than 173, the only gravein the immediate H. 0.04; d. 0.085; d. foot 0.05. Onlybottompreserved,
D 16-d (T580and CL 1530).Lamp, TypeIV. Fig. 19.
vicinity.
PI. 100.
SHELL
H. 0.027; d. 0.066. Shallow,with squarenozzle.
D 14-a. Found in lekanis.
Published:Corinth,IV, ii, p. 135, no. 67.
POTTERY, CORINTHIAN

DEPOSIT17

D 14-b (T1505).Round-mouthedoinochoe, Type C,
Section4 C, by north end of grave 461, south of 454.
blisterware.P1. 92.
H. 0.06; d. 0.08. Very squat footless body with fine Depth 2.00. P1. 90.
Probablegrave group (for the selection of shapes,
ribbing. Cf. 'Apx. 'E9., 1932, XpoviKd, p. 7, fig. 1,
see graves 389, 390, etc.). A small oinochoe(X-200)
from Attica.
of the same periodwas found close by but at a depth
D 14-c (T1506).Tall trefoil oinochoe.
of
1.30; and also nearby, an earlierlekanislid,X-222.
H. 0.112; h. with handle 0.136; d. 0.072.
Third quarter of the fifth century, considerably
D 14-d (T1504).Unglazedlekanis, groupi, large.
earlierthan the neighboringgraves.
H. with lid 0.115; d. 0.139; d. foot 0.073. Manyshallow bands on lid; two adjustingmarks.
POTTERY, CORINTHIAN
D 17-a (T2206).Black-glazedskyphos,miniature.
D 14-e (T1883).Miniaturebowl.
H. 0.032; d. 0.041; d. foot 0.02.
H. 0.023; d. 0.05. Found in lekanis.
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H. with lid 0.119; d. 0.16; d. foot 0.088. Shallowbowl
with three thick reflexhandlesbent upwards;edge of
foot nearly vertical. Lid normalin shape except for
knob: mushroom-shapedwith small hole in top;
comparatively thick stem. Decoration of bowl:
splashes of glaze on handles; red and black bands
below handles; red foot. Lid: concentric rings on
knob; around it, wide red and black bands, and
reservedband in which double ivy pattern in black
with leaves pointing to left (cf. Attic ivy lekythoi),
and no berries.Cf. the very similarexample,Necrocorinthia,p. 336, fig. 187, no. 1530A,in whichthe ivy
is renderedin white on a black band (nowillustrated
in CVA, Louvre, VIII (III Ca), pl. 23, nos. 11, 13).
A contemporarylid with flaring knob also has the
black ivy pattern: Hesperia, VI, 1937, p. 286, no.
110, fig. 21.

Section 10 A, about two meters east of grave 355.
Depth 0.70.
Possible grave group. The oinochoeis lacking, but
cf. graves 389, 393, and see note under D 17. Last
quarterof the fifth century.
POTTERY, CORINTHIAN

D 20-a (T656).Roundedskyphos.
H. 0.04; d. 0.051; d. foot 0.027. Entirely blackglazed; as 412-6.
D 20-b (T686).Bolsal.
H. 0.031; d. 0.068; d. foot 0.045. On floor, stamped
palmettes.Shape as 412-8.
D 20-c (T657).Unglazedlekanis,groupii.
H. with lid 0.093; d. 0.134; d. foot 0.079.
DEPOSIT21

Section 7-8 C, about a meter east of graves395 and
401; the same distance west of 297 and 399. Depth
Section 10 B, east of grave 343 and north of 437. 1.65. P1. 92.
Probable grave group, about contemporarywith
Depth 1.50. P1. 92.
Probablegravegroup,approximatelycontemporary gravesin vicinity, except 297, whichis earlier.Third
with surroundinggraves (except the earlier 343). or fourth quarterof the fifth century.
Thirdto fourth quarterof the fifth century.
CORINTHIAN
DEPOSIT18

POTTERY,

D 21-a (T2818).Unglazedskyphos.
H. 0.063; d. 0.077; d. foot 0.046. Very crude.
D 18-a (T1142).Semi-glazedskyphos,groupii.
H. 0.072; d. 0.09; d. foot 0.044. As 395-4.
D 21-b (T2819).One-handledcup.
ii.
D 18-b (T1140).Small trefoil oinochoe,group P1. H. 0.036; d. 0.09.
D 21-c (T2816).Miniatureone-handledcup.
92.
midH. 0.018; d. 0.038.
H. 0.075; h. with handle0.095; d. 0.062. About
D 21-d (T2814).Round-mouthedoinochoe,Type D.
way in series; as 412-9.
P1.92.
D 18-c (T1141).Miniaturebowl.
H. 0.07; d. 0.066; d. foot 0.045. Very wide neck and
H. 0.023; d. 0.054.
narrowhorizontallip, probablyone of the earliestin
the series.
DEPOSIT19
D 21-e (T2815).Bandedminiaturelekythos.
Section 11-12 B, above grave 324.
H. 0.073; d. 0.037.
Probable grave group, late third quarter of the
fifth century, three or four decades later than 324. DEPOSIT22
Between 324 and 349 were found two oinochoai,
Section8 B, about a meternorth of grave268 and an
X-165 andX-189.
equal distancewest of 426. Depth: 1.12 (D 22-a and
EGG
-b); 1.20 (D 22-c and-d).
D 19-a. Found in lekanis.
Probablegravegroup;or perhapstwo groups.Note,
the lack of skyphos.Deposit 51, comprised
however,
POTTERY, CORINTHIAN
of three contemporaryoinochoai,was found in the
D 19-b (T752).Black-glazedskyphos,miniature.
samelocationat a depth of 1.00 (see also Deposits50,
H. 0.038; d. 0.058; d. foot 0.032. Straight, nearly
53). Last quarterof the fifth century,about contemvertical sides.
porarywith 426. No children'sgraveswerefoundnear
D 19-c (T754).Unglazedlekanis, groupii, large.
426-428, unlessD 22 is consideredsuch.
H. 0.059; h. with lid 0.11; d. 0.148.
POTTERY, CORINTHIAN

POTTERY, CORINTHIAN

POTTERY, ATTIC

D 19-d (T753).Ivy lekythos.
H. 0.152; d. 0.048. Late, as 404-7.
20

D 22-a (T3129).Miniaturebeakedoinochoe.
H. 0.068; d. 0.052. Unglazed, crudely made; small
disks of clay pressedagainst each side of lip.

D 22-b (T3130). Unglazed lekanis, group ii.
H. with lid 0.08; d. 0.098; d. foot 0.057. Very orange
clay. Two pairs of adjusting marks.
D 22-c (T3131). The same.
H. 0.068; d. 0.094; d. foot 0.049. One pair of adjusting marks.
D 22-d (T3132). Miniature bowl.
H. 0.024; d. 0.054.
DEPOSIT23
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Section 4 E, between graves 63 and 67. Depth 2.00.
Pl. 82.
Possible grave group (for the cup instead of the
skyphos, cf. graves 443 and 429). The graves in the
immediate vicinity are all early, but note Deposits
27, 29 and 31, etc., to the east. Above the group, at
a depth of 1.20, a late skyphos,X-149. Probably early
fourth century.
TERRACOTTAFIGURINE

D 23-a (T2732). Seated female figure. P1. 82.
P.h. 0.084. Pinkish buff local clay; traces of white
slip. Woman seated on rectangular support; head
missing; right arm free and somewhat extended with
hand closed and pierced; drapery over left shoulder,
arm, and breast; left hand resting on left knee; feet
showing under skirt. Rather summarily modelled. A
common votive type: see 420-2 and references.

POTTERY, CORINTHIAN

D 23-b (T2559). One-handled cup.
H. 0.032; d. 0.068. Poorly made; string marks on
bottom.
D 23-c (T2557). Oinochoe, fragmentary.
Bottom only preserved; probably round-mouthed
oinochoe, Type A, late, but also possibly Type D.
D 23-d (T2560). Unglazed flat-bottomed oinochoe.
H. 0.075; h. with handle 0.095; d. 0.072. Similar to

D 36-c (P1.73).
DEPOSIT24

Section 3 C, near grave 42 and the unprotected burial

483; south of 42 is grave 459. Depth 2.00.

Possible grave group; there is no skyphos, but cf.
479. Near by, at a depth of 1.40, was found the bottom of a lekanis, X-226, which may belong. Late
fourth century, about contemporary with 459 and
483.
POTTERY, CORINTHIAN

D 24-a (T2355). Round-mouthed oinochoe, type D,
small.
H. 0.062; d. 0.057; d. foot 0.036. As 488-2.
D 24-b (T2356). The same.
H. 0.059; d. 0.05; d. foot 0.029.
D 24-c (T2357). Lamp.
H. 0.032; d. 0.056. Black-glazed, ball-shaped body,

plain rim, band handle. A Corinthiansimplifiedversion of the Attic Type VII, with a handle similarto
that of the late examplesof Type IV.
DEPOSIT25

Section 3 D, near 46. Depth 2.00.
Possible grave group, but lacking oinochoe. Unrelatable to any grave (46 is geometric),but note the
contemporaryDeposit 37, not far to the south.
Fourth century,perhapssecondquarter.
POTTERY, CORINTHIAN

D 25-a (T2660).Miniatureone-handledcup.
H. 0.02; d. 0.041.
D 25-b (T2661).Unglazedlekanis,groupiii.
H. 0.046; d. 0.12. Lid missing.Two pairsof adjusting
marks.
D 25-c (T2662).Lamp, Type IV, miniature.
H. 0.016; d. 0.033.
DEPOSIT26

Section4 C, restingon southeastcornerof grave330.
Probable grave group; about the middle of the
fourth century,and a centurylater than 330.
POTTERY, CORINTHIAN

D 26-a (T2163).Round-mouthedoinochoe,Type A,
groupiv.
H. 0.079; d. 0.066; d. foot 0.038. As 459-3.
D 26-b (T2164).Lamp, Type IV.
H. 0.025; d. 0.053.
POTTERY, ATTIC

D 26-c (T2162).Ovoidskyphos.
H. 0.084; d. 0.077; d. foot 0.033; d. mouth 0.061. As
446-4.
DEPOSIT27

Section4 D, northwestof grave476, near three other
late deposits,29, 31, 52. Depth 2.00. P1. 92.
Probablegrave group,about mid-fourthcentury.
POTTERY, CORINTHIAN

D 27-a (T2589).Semi-glazedskyphos, group iii. P1.
92.
H. 0.074; d. 0.094; d. foot 0.034.
D 27-b (T2590).Round-mouthedoinochoe,Type C,
incised.
H. 0.064; d. 0.06; d. foot 0.039. As 447-3.
D 27-c (T2591).Round-mouthedoinochoe.P1. 92.
H. 0.088; d. 0.076; d. foot 0.05. Similarto Type B,
but a specialformwith squat body, slopingshoulder,
and wide flaringmouth; possibly a Corinthianversion of a fourth-centuryAttic squat lekythos. Cf.
448-6.
D 27-d (T2592).Lamp, Type IV.
H. 0.025; d. 0.058.

Section4 E, east of grave65/469andnorthof 171/463.
Depth 1.90. PI. 92.
Probablegrave group, contemporarywith, or possibly a bit earlierthan the secondburialin the neighboringsarcophagus,463, late fourthcentury.Closeto
the pots, but at a depth of 1.25, was foundX-237, a
late Type IV lamp, which could belong.
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D 30-a (T2684).Black-glazedcup-kantharos.
H. 0.059; h. with handles 0.074; d. 0.101; d. foot
0.042. Rather shallow cup with slightly out-turned
rim (but not offset), low pedestal foot; high-swung
handles;reserved,reddenedband betweenbody and
foot. See 450-2 and references.
D 30-b (T2681).Miniatureamphora.
H. 0.031; d. 0.028. Found with the followinginside
POTTERY, CORINTHIAN
the lekanis,D 30-d.
D 28-a (T2655).Unglazedskyphos,miniature.
D 30-c (T2682).The same.
H. 0.04; d. 0.059; d. foot 0.028.
H. 0.033; d. 0.03.
D 28-b (T2651).Unglazedflat-bottomedoinochoeand
D 30-d (T2680).Unglazedlekanis,groupiii.
lid.
H. 0.089; h. with handle 0.12; d. 0.077; w. lid 0.042. H. with lid 0.07; d. 0.103; d. foot 0.046. Pink clay of
extremelysoft texture.
Quite tall and slender,so late (p. 133).
D
30-e (T2683).Black-glazedbowl.
D 28-c (T2652).Small trefoil oinochoe,groupiii. Pl.
H.
0.034; d. 0.064; d. foot 0.04. Glazeworn.
92.
H. 0.068; h. with handle 0.107; d. 0.051.
POTTERY, ATTIC
D 28-d (T2650).Unglazedlekanis, groupiii.
D 30-f (T2679).Lamp, Type VII. Fig. 19, P1. 100.
H. with lid 0.094; d. 0.123; d. foot 0.056.
H. 0.053; d. 0.068. Piercedknob on side. H scratched
on top of nozzle near rim. Howland Type 25B,
D 28-e (T2654).The same.
H. 0.026; d. 0.09; d. foot 0.039. Bottom only pre- AthenianAgora,IV, pp. 72ff. For similar marks on
served.
lamps of this type found on the Pnyx, see Hesperia,
Suppl. VII, pp. 43f., where it is suggestedthat the
POTTERY, ATTIC
letters are owners'initials.
D 28-f (T2653).Squat palmette lekythos.
H. 0.052; d. 0.029. The very worst of its kind.
DEPOSIT31
DEPOSIT29

Section 4 D, at west side of grave 476. Depth 2.00.
Probable grave group. The four small vases were
found inside the lekanis. For the possible relationship to 476, see note under Deposit 52. Second half
of the fourth century.

Section 4 D, at west side of 476. Depth 2.40.
Probablegrave group; see Deposit 31 near by, of
exactly the same character.About the same depth as
the tiles listed as covering476; it is possiblethat one
of the two tiles assigned to 476 may have been the POTTERY, CORINTHIAN
cover for this groupof pots (but see also Deposit 52). D 31-a (T2576).Unglazedskyphos.
Secondhalf of the fourth century.
H. 0.048; d. 0.068; d. foot 0.034.
D 31-b (T2573).Miniatureamphora.
POTTERY, CORINTHIAN
H. 0.033; d. 0.032.
D 29-a (T2602).Unglazedskyphos.
D
31-c (T2574).The same.
H. 0.067; d. 0.084; d. foot 0.038.
H.
0.036; d. 0.031.
D 29-b (T2604).Unglazedlekanis,groupiii.
H. with lid 0.072; d. 0.099; d. foot 0.047. Two pairs D 31-d (T2572).Unglazedlekanis,groupiii.
of adjustingmarks.Inside were found two miniature H. with lid 0.072; d. 0.102; d. foot 0.045. No ridges
amphoras(uninventoried)similar to those found in on lid; as 458-4 in shape.
D 31-e (T2575).Lamp, Type IV, miniature.
Deposit 31.
D 29-c (T2603).Lamp, Type IV.
H. 0.02; d. 0.037.
H. 0.032; d. 0.053.
DEPOSIT32

DEPOSIT30

Section 4 D, between graves 49 and 122/470. Depth
1.80 (except skyphos,found at 1.70). P1. 100.
Probable grave group. Unrelated to surrounding
100.
Probablegravegroup,considerablyearlierthan 495, graves which are all seventh century or earlier,but
but later than 441 to the north. About mid-fourth no doubt contemporarywith the disturbancesin
century. Near by, at a depth of 2.25, a skyphos of these earlygraves.Probablysecondhalf of the fourth
the same period,X-147, which may belong.
century.
Section 3 D, east of grave 495. Depth 2.40. Pls. 73,

20*

POTTERY, CORINTHIAN

DEPOSIT35

D 32-a (T2583).Unglazedskyphos.
H. 0.072; d. 0.091; d. foot 0.037.
D 32-b (T2586).Miniatureamphora.
H. 0.041; d. 0.035. Found with the followinginside
the lekanis.
D 32-c (T2587).The same.
H. 0.043; d. 0.035.
D 32-d (T2585).Unglazedlekanis,groupiii.
H. with lid, 0.09; d. 0.129; d. foot 0.064.

Section 2 D, about one meter north of graves 448
and 503. Depth 2.90.
Probable grave group, but lacking lamp. About
contemporarywith 448. Fourth century, probably
second half. The two small pots were found inside
the lekanis.

POTTERY, ATTIC

D 32-e (T2588).Lamp, Type IV (Howland,Type 30
A). Fig. 19, P1. 100.
H. 0.031; d. 0.067.

POTTERY, CORINTHIAN

D 35-a (T2581).Unglazedminiatureskyphos.
H. 0.033; d. 0.044; d. foot 0.02.
D 35-b (T2580).Small trefoil oinochoe,groupiii.
H. 0.06; h. with handle 0.087; d. 0.049.
D 35-c (T2579).Unglazedlekanis,groupiii, large.
H. with lid 0.125; d. 0.16; d. foot 0.067.
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DEPOSIT36

Section 4 D, at southeast corner of grave 420 and
south
of 474. P1. 73.
Section 12 B, at the south side of grave 275, near
Probable
grave group,but lamp missing.Tiles were
458. Depth 1.50.
in
found
the
vicinity. The oinochoeD 36-b is earlier
Probable grave group. The three small pots were
than
most
powder
pyxides of the type of D 36-e and
found inside the lekanis. Muchlater than grave 275,
but
the
latter
are larger and better made than
-f,
and about contemporarywith 458. Second half of
and
be
usual,
may
early examples.Fourth century,
the fourth century.
later than 420 and probablyearlierthan 474.
DEPOSIT33

POTTERY, CORINTHIAN

D 33-a (T1213).Black-glazedskyphos,miniature.
H. 0.047; d. 0.052; d. foot 0.025.
D 33-b (T1214).Miniaturehydria.
H. 0.044; d. 0.036.
D 33-c (T1211).Unglazedlekanis, groupiii, large.
H. with lid 0.123; d. 0.176; d. foot 0.088.
D 33-d (T1212).Lamp, Type IV, miniature.
H. 0.027; d. 0.042.
DEPOSIT34

POTTERY, CORINTHIAN

D 36-a (T2368).Black-glazedskyphos,miniature.
H. 0.049; d. 0.065; d. foot 0.029.
D 36-b (T2372).Round-mouthedoinochoe,Type C,
incised.
H. 0.088; d. 0.077.
D 36-c (T2370). Unglazed flat-bottomed oinochoe
with lid.
H. 0.075; h. with handle 0.095; d. 0.071; w. lid 0.04.
D 36-d (T2373).Miniaturehydria.
H. 0.037; d. 0.034. Found in pyxis, D 36-e.
D 36-e (T2371).Unglazedpowderpyxis.
H. with lid 0.08; d. 0.131. Unusuallylarge example.
D 36-f (T2369).The same.
H. 0.06; d. 0.162. Lid missing.

Section 4 D, close to grave 49, southeast of 464.
Depth 2.30. P1. 92.
Possible grave group, similar to Deposit 31, but
without skyphos. Unrelated to the early grave 49,
but approximatelycontemporarywith 464; note also
Deposit 32 near by. Probably second half of the SHELL
fourthcentury.The miniatureolpaiwerefoundinside D 36-g. Found in pyxis, D 36-e.
the lekanis.
DEPOSIT37

Section 3 D, about one meter east of grave 182.
Depth 2.35. P1. 92.
D 34-a (T2600).Miniatureolpe.
Probablegrave group. Unrelatedto 182, but note
H. 0.042; d. 0.03. Crudelymade object, with mouth
the
slightly earlier 444 to east and Deposit 25 to
and upperhandle dippedin glaze.
north. Late fourth century.
D 34-b (T2601).The same. P1. 92.
H. 0.041; d. 0.031.
POTTERY, CORINTHIAN
D 34-c (T2599).Unglazedlekanis,groupiii, large.
D 37-a (T2707).Semi-glazedskyphos,groupiii.
H. with lid 0.107; d. 0.145; d. foot 0.063.
H. 0.074; d. 0.091; d. foot 0.039.
D 34-d (T2598).Lamp, Type VII.
D 37-b (T2708).The same.
H. 0.032; d. 0.057.
H. 0.073; d. 0.093; d. foot 0.039.
POTTERY, CORINTHIAN

(T2706).Round-mouthedoinochoe, Type D. POTTERY, CORINTHIAN
P1.92.
D 39-a (T2664).Unglazedskyphos,miniature.
H. 0.097; d. 0.082; d. foot 0.057.
H. 0.032; d. 0.041; d. foot 0.024.
D 37-d (T2705).Small trefoil oinochoe,groupiv.
D 39-b (T2663).Round-mouthedoinochoe,Type A,
H. 0.047; h. with handle0.069; d. 0.058. Very squat, groupiv. PI. 92.
with no foot. Of such an advancedshape that it may H. 0.058; h. with handle 0.071; d. 0.048.
be an intrusion.
POTTERY, OTHER
D 37-e (T2709).Lamp, Type IV.
D 39-c (T2665).Unguentarium.
H. 0.024; d. 0.057.
P.h. 0.063; d. 0.047. Gray coarse clay. Shape as
496-16.
DEPOSIT38
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Section 3 E, betweengraves162 and 495. Depth 2.00
(2.50 for D 38-e and -f). P1. 100.
Probablegrave group, unrelatedto 162, somewhat
earlierthan 495. The groupis standardexcept for the
duplications,D 38-d, -e and D 38-f, -g; sinceD 38-e
and -f werefounda half meterlowerthan the others,
it is quite possible that there were two separate
deposits (but see the note on dating under D 38-f).
Nearby, at a depth of 2.20, werefoundtwo miniature
fourth-centuryskyphoi, X-151, X-154, which may
belong.

DEPOSIT40

Section 8 A, about a meter east of grave 510. Depth
1.00. P1. 99.
Probable grave group; compare the selection of
vases in 510. Early Roman period.
POTTERY, ROMAN

D 40-a (T3121).Unguentarium,groupi. P1. 99.
H. 0.178; d. 0.089.
D 40-b (T3122).The same.
H. 0.152; d. 0.062.
D
40-c (T3123).The same.
POTTERY, CORINTHIAN
H. 0.126; d. 0.054.
D 38-a (T2611)."Laphaes"skyphos.
D 40-d (T3124).Pot. P1. 99.
H. 0.079; d. 0.078; d. foot 0.04.
H. 0.17; d. 0.214; d. lip 0.148. Coarsereddishfabric,
D 38-b (T2608).Miniatureamphora.
gray outside; roundbody, vertical rim with concave
H. 0.033; d. 0.032. Found with D 38-c in lekanis, inner
face, two vertical rolled handles attached at
D 38-d.
shoulder.
D 38-c (T2609).The same.
DEPOSIT 41
H. 0.027; d. 0.032.
D 38-d (T2607).Unglazedlekanis, groupiii.
Section 7 A, betweengraves146/508 and 223. Depth
H. with lid 0.083; d. 0.104; d. foot 0.048.
0.85. P1. 100.
Possiblegrave group.Althoughthese vases may go
D 38-e (T2613).The same.
with
the Roman secondary burial in grave 508,
H. 0.038; d. 0.104; d. foot 0.048. Lid missing. Two
alreadywell furnished,the presenceof the unguentaadjustingmarks.
riumin D 41 and the fact that the lampwas not restPOTTERY, ATTIC
ing on the lid of the sarcophagus(cf. 605 etc.) make
it morelikely that these are the remainsof a separate
D 38-f (T2610).Lamp, Type VII. Fig. 19, P1. 100.
but
H. 0.043; d. 0.06. Mainlyunglazedand polished;poscontemporaryburial.First centuryA.D. (?).
sible traces of both glaze and burning on nozzle.
POTTERY, ROMAN
Miltos on foot. For such pale lamps, see Hesperia,
D
41-a (T3128).Unguentarium,groupii.
Suppl. VII, pp. 43f. (group2 of BroneerType VII); H.
0.103; d. 0.038.
and Howland Type 25A Prime, AthenianAgora,IV,
D
41-b
(T3127).Lamp, Type XVIII. P1. 100.
pp. 70f. Probablysomewhatlater than the next.
H.
0.038; d. 0.072. Nozzle completely restored;
D 38-g (T2612).Lamp, Type VII.
H. 0.045; d. 0.059. Black glaze; traces of burningon pinkishclay, red glaze. Onbottom,impressedletters:
rA (?). As Broneer,p. 63, fig. 27, 1; Howland Type
the nozzle.
54A, AthenianAgora,IV, pp. 195f.
42

DEPOSIT39

DEPOSIT

Section 4 D, about two meters south of grave 477.
Depth 2.00. P1. 92.
Probablegravegroup,approximatelycontemporary
with 477 and 476 close by. Late fourth to third
century.

Section 3 D, about a meter and a half south of grave
182. Depth 1.50. P1. 124.

Probablynot a grave group,lacking both cup and
pitcher. Near by, at depth 1.70, another figured
aryballos,X-128. For the bronzes,cf. 128.

D 42-a (T2636).Ring.
D. 0.024. Flat in section.
D 42-b (T2636).The same.
D. 0.023.
D 42-c (T2636).The same.
D. 0.023.
D 42-d (T2636).Fragmentsof anotherring.
D 42-e (T2636).Disk.
D. 0.02. Piercedin center.
POTTERY, CORINTHIAN
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D 42-f (T2633).Figuredaryballos.P1. 124.
H. 0.056; d. 0.053; d. mouth 0.035. Manyfragments
missing. On the mouth, petals; dots on edge; horizontal lines on the handle; a 7-petalled rosette on
the bottom. Pantherto r., largefilling ornaments.
Early Corinthian. Pantherbird group (Necrocorinthia,nos. 609ff.).
DEPOSIT43

Section 7 B, west of grave 159. Depth 1.20. P1. 25.
Possibly a grave group,but lackingpitcher.About
contemporarywith 159, or slightly later.

POTTERY, CORINTHIAN

D 43-a (T3226).Pattern skyphos.
D. 0.081. Lowerpart missing.At rim, row of sigmas;
below, six wide bands alternating red and black,
separated by lines of small dots; at base, rays. Cf.
147-4.
D 43-b (T3227).Pattern skyphos.
H. 0.04; d. 0.069; d. foot 0.04. At mid wall, double
dotted band.
D 43-c (T3253). Black-glazed skyphos, group i,
shallow.
H. 0.048; d. 0.07; d. foot 0.049.
D 43-d (T3228).Bandedkylix of komast shape.
H. 0.063; d. 0.121; d. foot 0.046. Unusuallywide rim.
The one non-Attic example of this shape (p. 156),
perhapsCorinthian,more likely Ionic.
DEPOSIT44

Section8 A, east of grave 161. Depth: D 44-a, -b, -c
at 1.50; the rest at 1.60. Pls. B, 30, 124.
In respect to the selection of shapes, this deposit
could well be a grave group. But the period represented,from the Early CorinthianaryballosD 44-f to
the Late CorinthianamphoriskosD 44-k, covers at
least fifty years. Some of the vases are contemporary
with the near-by 161, but some are earlier, ruling
out any possibilityof successiveofferings.Thenumber
and the extraordinarilyfine quality of the vases make
it impossibleto believe, particularlyin this period,
that the objectswerethe offeringsfor an unprotected
burial. The disturbedgraves in the generalarea are
all at some distance, 167 to the southwest,and 144,

ed not far from unexcavatedground.
BRONZE

D 44-a (T3229). Fragments. Small flat pieces, possibly the remainsof a mirror.
POTTERY,

CORINTHIAN

D 44-b (T3224).Figuredkylix. P1. B.
H. 0.088; d. 0.199; d. foot 0.073. Twofriezeson exterior: upper, side A, panther, swan, siren with sickle
wing, flying eagle, all r., similar siren 1.; side B, owl,
griffinbird,flying eagle, all r., sirenwith raisedwings
1.; under each handle swan 1. Lower frieze: doe and
siren with sickle wing 1., and swan 1. between two
panthersr. Small neat fillers, very sparse. Interior:
on lip, reserved,red, and black lines; at middle wall
three red lines; in center, red, black, and reserved
lines aroundblack whirligig.
Published:Art and Arch.,XXXI, 1931, p. 229, fig.;
I.L.N., August9, 1930,pp. 244ff., fig. 9. By the same
hand and also with two friezes: Brussels, A 2182,
no. 979); attriCVA, I, pl. 4, no. 3 (Necrocorinthia,
The
Brussels
bution also by Amyx.
cup is assigned
Bird
Frieze Painter
manner
of
the
by Bensonto the
but
he
not include
no.
does
2a),
(GKV, list 99,
D 44-b. His no. 4a is our 156-5, by a differenthand.
D 44-c (T3225).Figuredkylix.
H. 0.062; d. 0.137; d. foot 0.054. Exterior: side A,
siren with spread wings r., head turned, between
sphinxeswith sickle wings; at r., panther1.; side B,
the same; below, two groups of three narrow black
lines above and below wide black band. Interior:on
lip, threereservedlines above threered lines; on edge
of floor three more red lines; and a third group of
three around 16-petalled reservedrosette in center
of floor.
By the samehand, an examplein Corinth,Hesperia,
I, p. 69, fig. 13 (alsoAmyx, who calls him the Painter
of CorinthMP 6). Also with rosette, Brussels,CVA,
no. 1342).
I, pl. 4, 1 (Necrocorinthia,
D 44-d (T3249).Fragmentof figuredkylix. P1. 124.
P.h. 0.041; est. d. 0.16. Part of lip and wall preserved.
Malesirento 1.,facing doublepalmette design;at 1.,
part of second figure preserved.Inside, red lines on
lip and wall.
For the palmette, cf. Necrocorinthia,
p. 151, fig. 58,
D. The proportionsof the siren remind one of the
Scale Painter'sfigures,e.g., Necrocorinthia,
pl. 29, 3.
D 44-e (T3245).Figuredoinochoewith lid. P1. 124.
H. 0.19; d. 0.172; d. foot 0.127; est. w. lid 0.10. Red
on neck ring; between friezes double dotted band
borderedin red; above rays wide polychromeband
(rw and w and wr, the red wide); red foot. Upper
frieze: swan to r. between sphinxes flanked by
panthers 1. and r.; at r. edge, swan 1. Lowerfrieze:
siren with spread wings 1., between sphinxes with
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raisedwings,flankedby lions, 1. and r.; belowhandle,
deer 1., lion r. Thick filling ornament,includingodd
quarteredrosettes as well as the usual whirlingtype.
The style is a peculiarlyformalizedone. Its closest
parallels are in the 700 group of kotyle-pyxides,
Necrocorinthia,
p. 296, particularlyno. 703, the Brussels vase (Feytmans,pls. 1-3). Compareespeciallythe
structureof the lion, the largered dots on the winged
figures,and the set arrangementsof the figures.The
curious pointed mane of the lions and the curved
haunch lines of the sphinxes appear again in the
Hearst protome pyxis which Amyx has already
connected with the kotyle-pyxides (Amyx, p. 21).
That both the D 44 oinochoe and the Hearst pyxis
are drawnin a style derivedfrom that of the kotylepyxides is clear,but they show paralleldevelopments
and are not by the same hand.
D 44-f (T3246).Figuredaryballos.P1. 124.
H. 0.043; d. 0.046. Glaze much worn. On mouth,
petals; on edge of mouth and handle, chevrons; on
flat of handle, checkerboard;on bottom, pinwheel.
Two sphinxes facing quadruplelotus pattern; four
dot rosettes in field. Very precise, delicate hand.
Early Corinthian.A very tiny vase, preservingin its
ornament and style something of the Protocorinthian tradition.
D 44-g (T3247).Quatrefoilaryballos.
H. 0.085; d. 0.082. On mouth, seven reservedpetals.
Petals at neck extending down to quatrefoil,which
has no comb betweenthe uppertwo leaves. Very late
MiddleCorinthian.
D 44-h (T3250).Black-glazedaryballos.
H. 0.062; d. 0.065. Glaze badly worn, but almost
certainlythe body was completelyblack. Cf. Louvre,
CVA, VI (III Ca), pl. 27, 2 and 3.
D 44-i (T3243).Pattern amphoriskos.
Restoredh. 0.096; d. 0.063. Mouthand handlesmissing. Alternating lotus pattern, the base of each
lotus red, the upper part cross-hatched.Cf. Boston
no.
76.454, Fairbanks,pl. XLV, 473 (Necrocorinthia,
1353). Late Corinthian.
D 44-j (T3244).Pattern amphoriskos.
H. 0.104; d. 0.062. Mouthand foot red; on body two
widebandsof smalldots alternatingwith threegroups
of lines (brb); below, band of herringbonepattern.
Shape as Necrocorinthia,no. 1075, fig. 158, Middle
Corinthian.
D 44-k (T3242).Pattern amphoriskos.
H. 0.084; d. 0.038. Red for mouth, foot, and several
lines on body. On neck, black tongues upward; on
shoulder,tongues downward.
The slender shape and the white-style decoration
indicate a date in the Late Corinthianperiod.
D 44-1 (T3248).Pattern pyxis with convex walls, no
handles.

H. 0.043; d. foot 0.047. Glazedband on top of rim
and at middle of wall, some traces of red; foot red.
On upperpart of wall, double-dottedband.
DEPOSIT45

Section 5 E, at south side of grave 279. Depth 1.65.
Doubtful grave group. There is no parallelamong
the graves for this selection of shapes. On the other
hand, the Early Corinthiankrater,X-136, was found
near by, and note the presence of the urn burials
168, 169 to the north. Grave279 is much later than
D 45, which is MiddleCorinthian.
POTTERY, CORINTHIAN

D 45-a (T1544).Small patternhydria.
H. 0.074; d. 0.076; d. mouth 0.046. One side-handle
missing. Round body, wide mouth, almost no neck,
flat bottom. Dots on lip; at shoulder, clusters of
vertical lines; around middle body, short verticals.
Cf. 135-2.
D 45-b (T1543).Quatrefoilaryballos.
H. 0.074; d. 0.076; d. mouth 0.046. Ten reserved
petals on mouth.
DEPOSIT46

Section 8 A, in the cluster of children'sgraves, 186,
187, 188, 224. Depth (a) 1.00; (b) 0.85. P1. 33.
Possiblelibation deposit. Contemporarywith grave
224, but because of the shapes, not likely to be its
outsideofferings.The locationin a groupof children's
graves is much like that of the later Deposit49.
POTTERY, CORINTHIAN

D 46-a (T3068).Patternoinochoe.
P.h. 0.156; h. with handle 0.181; d. 0.122; d. foot
0.063. Much of lip and many fragments of body
missing.Mouth,neck, and handleglazed.Onshoulder
and body, row of buds connectedby arcs, skipping
one; across buds two horizontalincisions. Between
and below patterned areas, broad black band with
red and white lines; long rays. Of the same shape as
224-4, but this with moredebaseddecoration.Cf.the
pyxides in Heidelberg,CVA, I, pl. 17, nos. 12, 13.
D 46-b (T3066).Pattern hydria.
H. 0.15; d. 0.122; d. lip 0.066; d. foot 0.064. Mouth,
handles, and neck glazed; red line inside mouth.
Reservedpanel in front with outlined black tongues
at top; below,row of largebuds and degeneratelotus
flowers alternating, connected by arcs; at bottom,
wavy horizontalline; black lowerbody with red and
white band; foot red. For the decoration,cf. 224-4.
DEPOSIT47

Section 6 D, at the south side of grave 298. Depth
1.20.

Miscellaneousgroup,possibly related to grave 298.
CompareDeposit 9 in respect to the Attic vases, the

extent,
period, and,
quarterof the fifth century.

oinochoe,group
(T1303).
H. 0.043; h. with handle0.051; d. 0.039. A miniature.
D 49-i (T1304).The same.
POTTERY, ATTIC
H. 0.046; h. with handle 0.052; d. 0.041.
D 47-a (T1860).Palmette cup-skyphos.Fig. 11.
D
H. 0.065; d. 0.095; d. foot 0.041. Solid, unincised
49-j (T1305).The same.
H.
0.04; h. with handle 0.053; d. 0.04.
palmettes;edge of foot reserved.
D 49-k (T1306).Wide-mouthedoinochoe.
D 47-b (T1861).The same.
H. 0.034; d. 0.035. A miniature,with squarishbody
H. 0.063; d. 0.099; d. foot 0.038.
and twisted handle. Black glaze.
D 47-c (T1862).Palmette kylix.
H. 0.07; d. 0.144; d. foot 0.061. As D 9-g.
DEPOSIT50
shapes.

Section 8 B, about a meter west of grave 242/426,
and just west of Deposit 53. Depth 1.00.
Section8 C, near401, not far fromDeposit 15. Depth
Possibly a libation deposit,D 50 may be related to
1.00.
D 53; see also D 22 and D 51. Note that grave 264
Possibly a libation group,about contemporarywith lacked an oinochoe. Fourth quarter of the fifth
the near-by graves; probably third quarter of the
century.
fifth century. Note that 401 has no oinochoe.
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DEPOSIT48

POTTERY, CORINTHIAN

D 48-a (T2904).Tall trefoil oinochoe.
H. 0.115; h. with handle 0.137; d. 0.065.
D 48-b (T2905).Round-mouthedoinochoe,Type A,
groupiii, early.
H. 0.095; h. with handle 0.111; d. 0.091; d. foot
0.054. On shoulder,small incised swastika,the arms
counterclockwise.

POTTERY, CORINTHIAN

D 50-a (T3125).Small trefoil oinochoe,groupi.
H. 0.05; h. with handle0.067; d. 0.047. A miniature.
D 50-b (T3126).Tall trefoil oinochoe.
H. 0.11;h. with handle0.132; d. 0.068. Comparatively
short and stout.
DEPOSIT51

Section 8 B, about a meter north of grave 268 and
an equal distancewest of 242/426. Depth 1.00. P1.92.
DEPOSIT49
Probablya libationgroup.It was foundin the same
Section 13 B-C, between graves 332 and 389. Depth position as, but higher than, the approximately
0.80. P1.57.
contemporaryDeposit 22, a probablegrave group.
The vases, five phialai and six oinochoai,comprise See also D 50 and D 53, just to the north. Probably
a group totally differentin characterfrom the nor- last quarterof the fifth century.
mal kinds of grave offerings.Thoughthe shapes are
CORINTHIAN
rather static ones, it seems likely the groupis about POTTERY,
D
51-a
(T3167).Small trefoil oinochoe,groupii.
contemporary with 332 and 389 and the other
H.
0.075; h. with handle 0.10; d. 0.066.
children's graves of the 332 family cluster. Third
quarter of the fifth century. For the significanceof D 51-b (T3168).The same. P1. 92.
H. 0.068; h. with handle 0.098; d. 0.066.
this libation group,see p. 86.
D
51-c (T3169).The same.
BRONZE
H. 0.071; h. with handle 0.095; d. 0.068.
D 49-a (T1300).Mesomphalicphiale. Fig. 10.
H. 0.017; est. d. 0.081; d. omphalos,0.021.
DEPOSIT52
D 49-b (T1302).Fragmentsof a very similarphiale.
Section 4 D, at the west side of 476. Depth 2.00.
D 49-c (T1301).Bowl. Fig. 10.
Any one of three deposits,this, or D 29 or D 31, all
H. 0.02; est. d. 0.121. Flat bottom.
foundvery close together, may be associated with
grave 476, one of the two tiles which covered476
POTTERY, CORINTHIAN
perhaps representinga second burial; if so, the
D 49-d (T1307).Unglazedmesomphalicphiale.
greater depth of D 29 makes that the most likely
H. 0.022; d. 0.08.
of the three possibilities. First half of the fourth
D 49-e (T1881).The same.
century.
H. 0.022; d. 0.08.
POTTERY, CORINTHIAN
D 49-f (T1298).Tall trefoil oinochoe.
D 52-a (T2561).Semi-glazedskyphos,groupiii.
H. 0.118; h. with handle 0.147; d. 0.067.
H. 0.075; d. 0.087; d. foot 0.041.
Tall
trefoil
oinochoe.
D 49-g (T1299).
H. 0.094; h. with handle0.113; d. 0.058. Body some- D 52-b (T2562).One-handledcup.
H. 0.035; d. 0.072.
what shorterthan D 49-f.

54

DEPOSIT 53

DEPOSIT

Section 8 B, west of grave 242/426, east of Deposit
50. Depth 1.25. P1. 92.
Miscellaneousgroup.If the typologicaldevelopment
of oinochoai such as D 53-a and -b is correctly
interpreted,these should date at the earliest to the
mid-fourth century; the lekanis is quite certainly
still fifth century(contemporarywith Deposit22 near
by, a probablegrave group).And if this date is correct, then the oinochoai are evidence for libations
made nearly a half century after the last burials in
the area. The oinochoaiin D 50 and D 51, however,
must be about contemporarywith the burials and
D 22.

Section8 A, betweengraves141 and 161. Depth 1.50.
Miscellaneousgroup.The two Romanpots may well
be the remains of an unprotectedburial. No other
strigil has been found with Roman groups,and this,
though as usual very badly corroded,seems not to
differ from the fourth century type of iron strigil.
Roman disturbancewas found throughoutthe area
(515,516 to the south, 510, 529 to the north; see also
502).

POTTERY,

CORINTHIAN

IRON

D 54-a (T3218).Strigil, groupiii, narrow.
W. 0.026. Not certainly identified. Curvedjoin, as
415-8.
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D53-a (T3186).Smalltrefoiloinochoe,groupiv. P1.92. POTTERY, ROMAN
H. 0.06; h. with handle 0.084; d. 0.063.
D 54-b (T3215).Unguentarium,groupii.
H. 0.11; d. 0.049.
D 53-b (T3187).The same.
Est. h. 0.06; d. 0.056. Fragmentary.
D 54-c (T3217).Lamp, Type XVI.
H. 0.032; d. 0.055; length 0.087. Broneer's third
D 53-c (T3188).Unglazedlekanis, groupii.
H. with lid 0.082; d. 0.095; d. foot 0.051.
group, Corinth,IV, ii, pp. 56ff.

ISOLATEDFINDS

The objects found scattered through the Cemetery comprise both the standard kinds of grave offerings
and a smaller series of vases, bronzes, etc., which do not appear in the burials. The first are no doubt the
remains of disturbed unprotected burials. The second are for the most part objects of daily use left by visitors
or workmen passing through or by the Cemetery. A special group is formed by the proportionately large
number of oinochoai (X-159 through X-209) which may have been libation vases (see p. 86).
Almost all the objects described in this section were found alone. The exceptions have been noted in the
entries below: X-14, -16, -77, -144, -148, -151, -153, -156, -157, -161, -163, -165, -170, -177, -214, -218,
-247, -273. Many of these juxtapositions are accidental, since the vases in each pair are often not contemporary. But special mention may be made of the lekanis (X-228) which was found with two coins resting on
the lid.
Some of the vases are interesting and of good quality: the kraters, X-134, -135, -136, the aryballos X-128
and the alabastron X-129, the protome pyxis X-131, and the imported lydion X-241. X-112, -113, -114 are
terracottas probably representing actors. For the Attic sherds, see pp. 325-327. The arrangement below is
the same as in the rest of the catalogue. For reference to specific shapes, the summary lists, pp. 97ff., will
be found useful.
COINS

CORINTH

X-1 (G606).Corinth,ca. 338-300 B.C. P1. 100.
Al hemidrachm.Diam. 12.3 mm. Wt. 1.11 gms.
Obv. Forepart of Pegasos 1., with curled wing;
beneath, 9. Rev. Head of Aphrodite,1., with flowing
hair; beneath, AP; to r., ivy leaf. BMC Corinth,p.
27, no. 266, pl. 12, no. 12. Section 13 B, near east
end of south wall of road; depth 0.55.
X-2 (G677).Corinth,400-146 B.C.
AC.Diam. 13.5 mm.
Obv.Pegasos with pointed wing, flying r.; beneath,
9 (?).Rev.Tridentupwards.Corinth,VI, p. 14, no. 11.
Section 9 B, above grave 166; depth ca. 0.40.

X-3 (G738). Corinth, 400-146 B.C.
AE. Diam. 12.8 mm.
Obv. Pegasos with pointed wing, flying 1.; below, 9.
Rev. Trident upwards; below, EV (no symbol visible).
Cf. BMC Corinth, p. 55, no. 456. Section 7 B, two
meters northeast of grave 149; surface find.
X-4 (G898). Corinth, 400-146 B.C.
2E. Diam. 13.5 mm.
Obv. Pegasos with pointed wing, flying 1.; below, 9.
Rev. Trident upwards. Corinth, VI, p. 14, no. 11.
Section 6 C, south of grave 94; depth 0.50.
X-5 (G962). The same.
Diam. 12.8 mm. Section 6 B, east of grave 218;
depth 0.50.
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X-6 (G963). The same.
Diam. 12.8 mm. Section 6 B, south of grave 218;
depth 0.50.
X-7 (G1001). The same.
Diam. 14 mm. Section 5 or 6 E; depth 0.65.
X-8 (G1296). The same.
Diam. 15 mm. Section 4 D, west of grave 419; depth
1.60.
X-9 (G1297). The same.
Diam. 14 mm. Section 2 C, south of grave 511; depth
1.45.
X-10 (G1408). The same.
Diam. 13 mm. Section 1 C, east of grave 525.
X-11 (G1468). The same.
Diam. 15.5 mm. Section 2 C, northeast of grave 53;
depth 2.00.
X-12 (G1528). The same.
Diam. 13.5 mm. Section 3 or 4 C, surface find.
X-13 (G1614). The same.
Diam. 12.7 mm. Section 3 E, north of grave 466;
depth 0.80.
X-14 (G1668). The same.
Diam. 13 mm. Section 4 E, between graves 64/468
and 65/469, with X-15, X-23, and X-36; depth 1.70.
X-15 (G1669). The same.
Diam. 14 mm. Found with X-14.
X-16 (G1800). The same.
Diam. 13.9 mm. Section 2 C, two meters north of
442, on the lid of lekanis X-228; depth 1.50.
X-17 (G1801). The same.
Diam. 14 mm. Found with X-16 on X-228.
X-18 (G1845). The same.
Diam. 14 mm. Section 4 or 5 E, surface find.
X-19 (G1855). The same.
Diam. 14 mm. Section 5 E, west of grave 6; depth
1.65.
X-20 (G2375). The same.
Diam. 13.5 mm. Section 8 A, six meters east of
144/510; depth 1.50.
X-21 (G366). The same.
Diam. 14.3 mm. Section 12 A, four meters east of
grave 490; depth 1.35.
X-22 (G2377). The same.
Diam. 15 mm. To 1. of trident, A; to r., A and mask.
BMC Corinth, p. 55, no. 447 (cf. the staters, Ravel,
"Poulains," II, pp. 122, 260). Section 8 A or B,
surface find.
X-23 (G1667). Probably the same (poor condition).
Diam. 15.7 mm. Section 4 E, found with X-14 etc.
X-24 (G1171). Possibly the same.
Diam. 13 mm. Section 3 C, near grave 501; depth 0.65.
X-25 (G961). Corinth, struck before 30 B.C. under
Duovirs P. Aebutius and C. Pinnius.
AE.Diam. 22 mm.

Obv.[CORIN].Head of Poseidon r., bound with
taenia. Rev. [P.AEBVTIO.C. PINNIO].Chimaera1.
In ex., [II.VIR].SNG, Copenhagen,Fasc. 15, no. 196.
Section 6 B, east of grave 199; depth 0.30.
X-26 (G1863). Corinth, anonymous coinage of lst
centuryA.D. P1. 100.
AE.Diam. 16.7 mm.
Obv.Bust of Heliosr., radiateand draped;borderof
dots. Rev. CORIN;Pegasosflying r.; borderof dots.
Cf. Corinth,VI, p. 26, no. 88. Section 6 E, northwest of grave 9; depth 1.50.
X-27 (G519). Corinth, A.D. 14-37, struck under
Duovirs L. ArriusPeregrinusand L. Furius Labeo.
P1. 100.

AE.Diam. 21 mm.
II VIR.Head of Tiberius
Obv.L.FVRI[OLA]BEONE
IIVIRCOR.
1., laureate.Rev.L.AR[RIOPEREGRINO]
HexastyletempleinscribedGEN. IVLI.BMCCorinth,
p. 64, no. 521; Corinth,VI, p. 20, no. 43. Section 12
B, near grave 306; depth 0.75.
X-28 (G964).Corinth,A.D. 81-96.
A. Diam. 23.5 mm.
Obv.[IMP.CAES]DOMIT.AVG[GERM].Head of
Domitian r., laureate. Rev. [COL.IVL..AVG.COR].
Bellerophonon Pegasosr., strikingdownwardat Chimaera 1. Cf. Corinth,VI, p. 26, no. 91. Section 6 B,
west of grave 246, north of 198; surfacefind.
X-29 (G605).Corinth,A.D. 117-138.
_A. Diam. 21 mm.
Obv. [IMP CAES HADRIANVSAVG]. Bust of
Hadrian 1. Rev. [COL] IVL. Hexastyle temple on
Acrocorinthus.Cf. BMC Corinth,p. 75, no. 596, pl.
19, no. 16. Section 13 B, near east end of south wall
of road; depth 0.45.
X-30 (G1043).Corinth,A.D. 195-211.
A. Diam. 25.2 mm.
Obv.L SEPT SEV PERTAVG [IMP].Bust of Septimius Severusr., laureate.Rev.CLICOR.Aphrodite
standing, head r., scepterin r. hand, apple in 1. Cf.
BMC Corinth,p. 77, no. 607, and p. 87, no. 661,
pls. 20, no. 9 and 22, no. 4. Section5-6 C, near grave
31; depth 0.80.
X-31 (G784).Corinth,beforeA.D. 217. P1. 100.
AE.Diam. 23.7 mm.
Bust of Julia Domna
Obv.IVLIADOMNASENNTG.
1., with cornucopia at shoulder. Rev. CLI CO[R].
Athena standing facing, holding Nike and spear;
shieldrestingon groundagainstspear.Corinth,VI, p.
36, no. 195; for obv., cf. p. 37, no. 200. Section 5 E,
west of grave 254; depth 1.20.
X-32 (G1799).Corinth,Tesseraof the Romanperiod.
S. Diam. 20.2 mm.

Obv. Unstamped. Rev. Melicertes on dolphin r.;
below, D.D. Corinth,VI, p. 40, no. 229, and p. 9.
Section 5 E, north of grave 4; depth 0.40.

OTHER GREEK CITIES AND RULERS
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X-33 (G2376).Macedonia,Philip II, 359-336 B.C.
AE.Diam. 19.5 mm.
Obv. Apollo head r., hair short and bound with
above nakedrider on horse
taenia. Rev. DlAI[rP-OY]
prancingr.; below, A. Cf. McCleanCollection,II, p.
49, no. 3376. Section 8 A or B, surfacefind.
X-34 (G1044).Illegible.
A. Diam. 16.5 mm. Possibly Macedonian,Alexander
III.
Obv.ApparentlyAAEEA;horse gallopingr.; below,
C(. Cf. SNG, Copenhagen,Fasc. 8, Macedonia,nos.
1029-1033.Section 6 C, two meterseast of grave 30;
depth 0.75.
X-35 (G737). Boeotia, uncertain mint, ca. 220-197
B.C.
E. Diam. 17 mm.
Obv. Head of Demeter, facing three-quartersr.,
wearingwheat wreath. Rev. [BOIQ]T[SN]; Poseidon
naked, standing 1.,resting r. foot on rock, and leaning on trident. BMC Central Greece, p. 41, nos.
81-89, pl. 6, no. 8. Section 5 C, south of grave 15,
near surface.
X-36 (G1670).Histiaia, 369-336 B.C.
AE.Diam. 14 mm.
Obv.Maenad'shead r., hair rolled; wearingearring
and necklace and vine-wreath. Rev. [IZTI].Forepart of bull, r. (no symbol visible). Cf. BMC Central
Greece,p. 126, pl. 24, no. 4. Section 4 E, found with
X-14 etc.
X-37 (G617). Athens, New Style, Shear Class VI,
after 166 B.C.
A. Diam. 18.8 mm.
Obv. Head of Athena Parthenos, r. Rev. AG;
E'
Apollo Helios facing, holding statuette of three
Charitesand strung bow; in field 1., cicada. BMC
Attica, p. 82, no. 564, pl. 14, 9; J.N. Svoronos,Les
Monnaiesd' Athenes,Munich1923-1926,pl. 80, nos.
8-14. Section14 B, betweengrave391 and roadwall;
depth 0.80.
X-38 (G2178).Aegina,404-350 B.C. or later.
A. Diam. 12 mm.
Obv.A between two dolphinsupwards.Rev. Incuse
squaredivided into five compartments.BMC Attica,
p. 143, no. 206, pl. 25, no. 11. Section 7 A-B, near
southwestcornerof grave 528; depth 0.70.
X-39 (G839).Sikyon, 251-146 B.C.
AE.Diam. 15.8 mm.
Obv.Dove flying 1. Rev. [EI] in olive wreath. Cf.
BMC Peloponnesus,pp. 52, 53, nos. 203-224. Section
7 B, above grave 157/504; depth 0.75.
X-40 (G755).Sikyon, 251-146 B.C.
A. Diam. 16.2 mm.
backof wing,
Obv.Dove flying1.; above, VTPOM[A];
AA. Rev.21 in olive wreath. BMC Peloponnesus,p.

54, nos. 223, 224. Section 7 B, two meters east of
149, depth 0.60.
X-41 (G616).Sikyon, 230-146 B.C. P1. 100.
AS.Diam. 15.5 mm.
Obv. Dove flying 1.; monogram at r., t. Rev. 1l
in wreath. Cf. BMC Peloponnesus,p. 52, nos. 205,
206, pl. 9, no. 16, and no. 201 for monogram.Section
14 B, near east end of south road wall; depth 1.10.
X-42 (G1315).Sikyon,fourthcenturyB.C. (?).Pl. 100.
.E. Diam. 12 mm. Very badly preserved.
Obv.Apollo head (?). Rev. Dove to 1.; below, prow
(?). Section 4 C-D,near grave471; depth 2.00.
X-43 (G1170).Phlious, 431-370 B.C.
AC.Diam. 13.5 mm.
Obv. Bull 1., butting. Rev. (D with four pellets in
corners. BMC Peloponnesus,p. 34, no. 16. Section
4 C, south of grave 456; depth 0.60.
X-44 (G618).Troizen,370-300 B.C.
AE.Diam. 13.3 mm.
Obv.Head of Athena 1., bound with taenia. Rev.
TPO;tridentupwards;1.,dolphin.Cf.BMC Peloponnesus, p. 166, nos. 12-14; pl. 30, no. 24. Section 14
B, near west end of north wall of road; depth 1.00.
X-45 (G1258).Patras, A.D. 41-54. P1. 100.
AE.Diam. 28 mm.
Obv.TI CLAVDIVSCAESAR.
AVG.GERMANICVS.
Head of Claudius 1., bare. Rev. COL.A.A.PATR.
Threestandards,the middleone surmountedby eagle;
below, X XII. BMC Peloponnesus,p. 25, nos. 21,
22, pi. 5, no. 14. Section 1-2 C, west of grave 511;
depth 0.80.
ROME

X-46 (G1059).Caracalla,A.D. 198-217, struck A.D.
199 or 200.
LA.As. Diam. 18.5 mm.
Obv. ANTONIN[VSAV]GVSTVS.
Bust, laureate,
draped,r. Rev.PONTIF[TR.P.IIIS.C.]. Sol standing
facing, head 1., mantle over 1. shoulder;in r. hand
globe; in 1., spear (?). BMC, V, pp. 316-318. Section
6 B, north of grave 211; depth 0.85.
X-47 (G291).TrebonianusGallus,A.D. 251-254. P1.
100. Antoninianus.Diam. 22.9 mm. Wt. 3.4 gms.
Obv.IMP.C.C.VIB. TREB.GALLVS
AVG. Bust r.,
radiate,draped,cuirassed.Rev.PIETASAVGG.Pietas
standing 1., hands raised; at feet 1., burningaltar.
RIC, IV, 3, p. 166, no. 72. Section 12 B-C, west of
grave 258; near surface.
X-48 (G1039).ClaudiusII, Gothicus,A.D. 268-270.
P1. 100.
Antoninianus.Diam. 21 mm. Wt. 4.6 gms.
Obv.IMP.C. CLAVDIVS
AVG. Bust r., radiate. Rev.
NEPTVNAVG. Neptune naked, standing 1.; in r.
hand, dolphin; in 1., trident; in ex., A (mint of
Antioch). RIC, V, 1, p. 229, no. 214. Section 6 D,
one meter north of grave 110; depth 0.60.

X-58 (G1550).House of Constantine,fourth century
A.D.
2E. Diam. 18.3 mm.
Obv.Head r. Rev. Illegible. Section 4 D, one meter
south of grave476; depth 0.50.
X-59 (G736).House of Valentinian,A.D. 364-392.
AE.Diam. 16.2 mm. Worn.
Obv.Bust r., laureate?Rev. SecuritasReipublicae
type? Section 5 C, north of grave 260; depth 0.70.
X-60 (G735).Gratianus,A.D. 375-383.
woman 1. Rev. Victory standing 1. with r. foot on AS.Diam. 18 mm. Very worn. Section 5 C, one meter
prow, holding scepter and leaning on shield. In ex., northwestof grave 226; surfacefind.
SHTSA. J. Maurice, NumismatiqueConstantienne,
BYZANTIUM AND VENICE
Paris, 1908-1912, II, p. 472, no. 1, pl. 14, no. 15.
X-61 (G270).Justinus II, A.D. 565-578 (struckA.D.
Section 9 E, east of grave 86; depth 0.50.
570/1). Pl. 100.
X-51 (G1041).ConstantiusII, A.D. 323-361.
Az. Diam. 33 mm.
E. Diam. 18 mm.
Obv.DNIVSTINVSP PAVG. Justin II (on 1.) and
Obv. D.N. CONSTANTIVSP.F. AVG Bust r., diaSoldier Sophia (on r.) nimbate, and wearingtall headdresses
demed,draped.Rev.FELTEMPREPARATIO.
and long robes,seatedfacingon doublethrone;Justin
spearing fallen horseman. Probably Cohen, VII, p. holds
in r. globus cr.; Sophia holds in r. cruciform
447, no. 48. Section 5-6 C, north of grave 100; near
A
surface.
on r., ; beN;; above,
scepter. Rev.M; on
o
X-52 (G1042).The same.
Diam. 16.5 mm. Section 6 C, east of grave 30; near neath, F; in ex., CON. Cf. BMC Byzantine Coins,
I, p. 80, no. 52. Section 10 A or B; surfacefind.
surface.
X-62
X-53 (G1884).ConstantiusII, A.D. 323-361.
(G930).ConstantineVII, A.D. 913-959 (struck
A.D.
XE.Diam. 17 mm.
945).
Obv.D.N. CONSTANTIVS
P.F. AVG. Bust of em- AC.Diam. 23.8 mm.
perorr., diademed,draped,and cuirassed.Rev. SPES Obv. + CONST bASIL ROm Bust of emperor,
REIPVBLICE(?). Constantius standing 1., holding bearded,facing, wearing crown with cross and robe
globe and spear.Cohen,VII, p. 468, no. 188. Section with squaresand pellets; in r., mappa; in 1., globus
cr. Rev. +]CONST
7 E, north of grave 56; depth 0.75.
E]nOEObA
X-54 (G901).ConstantiusII, A.D. 323-361.
S]ILEVSR
XE.Diam. 15 mm.
omT]Eon
Obv.D.N. CONSTANTIVSP.F. AVG. Head diademed r. Rev.VOTXX MVLTXXXin laurelwreath. Cf. BMC Byzantine Coins, II, p. 463, nos. 45-57;
Cohen,VII, p. 492, no. 335. Section 6 C, north of pl. 53, nos. 8, 9. Section 6 D, one meter east of grave
266; near surface.
grave 93; depth 0.65.
X-63
(G2125).AnonymousByzantine Coinage,Class
X-55 (G897).ConstantiusII, A.D. 323-361.
III (ConstantineIX, A.D. 1042-1055).
XE.Diam. 16.5 mm.
Obv. Head diademed r. Rev. Upright figure r., AE.Diam. 32 mm.
thrusting spear into fallen horseman 1. ? (worn). Obv. [+EMMA NOVHA]. Half figure of Christ
standingfacing; wears tunic, mantle and nimbuscr.
Section 6 D, southwestof grave 302; depth 0.40 m.
with
one pellet in each limb of cross; r. hand in
X-56 (G1260).ConstantiusII, A.D. 323-361.
benediction; 1. holds book of Gospels with many
XE. Diam. 15.9 mm. Worn.
Obv. D.N. CONSTANTIVSP.F. AVG. Bust r., pellets on cover. In field, IC XC. Border of dots.
xc in
angles of jewelled cross; at end of
diademed, draped. Rev. FELTEMP REPARATIO. Rev. -c
Soldier spearing fallen horseman. Perhaps Cohen, each limb a pellet. Border of dots. BMC Byzantine
VII, p. 446, no. 44. Section 2 C, between graves Coins,II, p. 507, nos. 6-16; pl. 60, nos. 6, 7; NNM,
51 and 52; depth 0.60.
35, p. 5, class III, and pl. 1, nos. 8, 9. Section 7 B,
southeastof grave 160; depth 0.25 m.
X-57 (G900).Constans,A.D. 333-350.
,E. Diam. 14 mm.
X-64 (G2126).NicephorusIII, A.D. 1078-1081.
Obv.D.N. CONSTANSP.F. AVG.Head diademed AE.Diam. 24 mm.
r. Rev. VOTXX MVLTXXX. Probably Cohen,VII,
Obv.Half figureof Christ,bearded,standingfacing;
p. 435, no. 197. Section 6 C, east of grave 93; depth wearstunic, mantleandnimbuscr.with pelletin each
0.60.
limb of cross; r. hand in blessing; 1. holds book of
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X-49 (G1169).Aurelianus,A.D. 270-275. P1. 100.
Antoninianus.Diam. 20 mm. Wt. 3.31 gms.
Obv. IMP AVRELIANVS
AVG. Bust radiate, cuir.
Rev.
CONCORDIA
MILITVMQ.At 1.,
rassed,
hand
of Concordiaon r.,
emperorfacing r., clasping
1.
In
Q
of
ex.,* (mint Siscia). RIC, V, p. 288,
facing
no. 216. Section 4 C, south of grave 453; depth 0.60.
X-50 (G309).Constantinople,A.D. 306-337. P1. 100.
zE. Diam. 18.2 mm.
Obv. CONSTANTINOPOLIS.
Helmeted bust of
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Gospelswith five pellets on cover. In field 1., IC and
star; in field r., XC and star. Rev. CO betweenarms
of cross with globule at each forked extremity; in
center, circle contains star. BMC Byzantine Coins,
II, p. 538, no. 12, pl. 63, no. 9. Section 8 B, one
meter south of grave 252; depth 0.20.
X-65 (G984).Levantine ColonialCoinageof Venice,
14th and 15th Centuries.
AE.Diam. 17.2 mm.
Section 6 A, between graves 216 and 217; near
surface.
X-66 (G1826). Venetian Colonial Coinage, A.D.
1686-1690.
AE.Diam. 29 mm.
Obv.*S. MARC.VENT*;lion of St. Mark'sfacing; in
exergue,*11*. Rev. ISOLEET ARMATA;above and
below, quatrefoil.N. Papadopoli,Le Monetedi Venezia, Venice, 1893 to 1919, III, p. 938. Surfacefind,
probablySection 4 E.
ILLEGIBLE COINS

X-67 (G2127).Greek.
LE.Diam. 13.5. Section 7-8 B, north of grave 221;
depth 0.35.
X-68 (G93).Roman.
AE.Diam. 24 mm.
Obv. Illegible. Rev. Figure standing 1., r. hand
raised; in 1., cornucopia.Section 11 B, above grave
351; depth 1.00.
X-69 (G2372).Roman.
SE. Diam. 17.7 mm. Section 8 A; surface.
X-70 (G604).Roman.
AE.Diam. 24.1 mm. Section 13-14 B, near grave391;
depth 0.45.
X-71 (G807).Roman, fourth century A.D.
-E. Diam. 14.5 mm. Section 7 A, six meters east of
grave 157/504; depth 0.45.
X-72 (G899).Late Roman.
AE.Diam. 24.8 mm.
Obv.Bust, radiate, r. Rev. Seated drapedfigureon
r., facing 1. with Victory on out-thrust r. hand;
standing draped figure on 1. Section 6 D, north of
grave 344; depth 0.60.
X-73 (G1172).Possibly late Roman.
2E. Diam. 14.1 mm. Section 3-4 C, south of grave
400; depth 1.00.
X-74 (G1259).Possibly late Roman.
2E. Diam. 16.5 mm. Section 2 C, between graves 51
and 52; depth 0.60.
X-75 (G2373).
AE.Diam. 14 mm. Section 8 A, surface.
X-76 (G292).
ZE.Diam. 6.7 mm. Section 12 B, north of grave 273;
depth 0.80.

METAL, GLASS, AND STONE OBJECTS
RINGS AND PINS

X-77 (T2667).Bronzering.
D. 0.024. Triangularin section, inside surface flat.
Found with strigilX-92, Section 3 D, north of grave
46; depth 1.45.
X-78 (T3020).Bronzering.
D. 0.02. Rectangularin section. Section 8 B, north
of grave 241/427; depth 0.35.
X-79 (T3219).Bronzering.
D. 0.022. Elliptical in section. Section 8 B, two
metersnorthwestof grave 242/426; depth 1.60.
X-80 (T2768).Bronzering.
D. 0.024. Roundin section,ratherheavy; ends cross,
do not quite meet. Chancefind in area of Middle
Helladicgraves.
X-81 (T3254).Bronzering.
D. 0.014. Round in section. Section 7 B, west of
grave 159; depth 0.25.
X-82 (T596).Bronzering.
Thin wire, ends crossing;not certainlya fingerring.
Section 10 A, from above grave 365.
X-83 (T3094).Iron ring.
Disintegrated.Section 8 B, over grave 221.
X-84 (T2789).Head of bronzepin.
H. 0.031; d. 0.011. Hemisphere above flattened
spheresof decreasingsize. Cf. the pin, 274-1. Section
6 E, near grave 11; depth 2.00.
X-85 (T3190).Bronzepin or instrument.P1. 81.
L. 0.137. Long stem, round in section, widening
toward the top to a small diamond-shapedplate;
above, top curving backwardin an S-shapedtwist.
Cf. Lindos,I, pl. 12, no. 310; and Jacobsthal,Greek
Pins, figs. 348-351. Section 7 B, depth 1.25.
GLASS BEADS

X-86 (T2692).Bead.
D. 0.012; h. 0.009. Cylindrical;blue glass with white
eyes centeredby gilded dots. Section 3 E, south of
grave 90, near Deposit 30.
Stratifiedeye bead, perhapsof the Roman period.
See Corinth,XII, p. 292, nos. 2429-2434,pl. 121.
X-87 (T1636).Bead.
L. 0.011; w. 0.01; h. 0.005. Colorlesswith blue incrustation; elliptical in outline; slightly domed.
Section 6 C, one meternortheastof grave 93; surface
find.
X-88 (T1880).Bead.
Fragmentary.Chancefind in 5 D or 6 D.
STRIGILS AND MISCELLANEOUS BRONZE OBJECTS

X-89 (T3606).Bronzebutton.
D. 0.021. Very thin metal, hollow, domed. Perhaps
a boss. Section 8 A or B; surfacefind.
X-90 (T2393).Bronzestrigil, groupiii.

Only top of blade and beginningof handlepreserved.
Section 4 C, south of graves 23 and 446 (perhaps
relatedto 473); depth 1.85.
X-91 (T2375).Iron strigil, groupi.
Fragmentary;width of blade 0.04. Straightjoin, as
the bronze415-3; leaf-shapedhandle-tip. Section 4
D, near grave 23, not far from413; depth 1.60.
X-92 (T2668).Iron strigil, groupiii.
Fragmentary.Narrowblade taperingto handle with
curvedjoin. Section 3 D, found with ringX-77 west
of grave 46; depth 1.45.
X-93 (T2788).Bronzecylinder.
L. 0.035; est. d. 0.02. Simple open cylinder, now
flattened at one end. Section 7 E, one meter northeast of grave 56; depth 1.00.
X-94 (T1208).Bronzeinstrument.P1. 81.
L. 0.232; w. 0.05. Thin wire, rectangularin section;
angularS-form,bent with three right angles. At one
end, a small shallowspoon with sharp point; at the
other end, a rough bump on one side about a centimeter from the end. Section 12 B, above grave 488;
depth 0.80.
Cf.the metalpart of a flute,A.J.A., L, 1946,pl. 5,14.
X-95 (T2266).Bronzeinstrument.P1. 81.
L. 0.155; max. w. 0.016. Heavy wire, round in
section, thickeningto oval knob at one end; at the
other, two rings below a spatula blade with tangs.
Section 1 C, northeastof grave 525; depth 1.40.
Instruments of this shape, called a spathomele,
occur frequentlyin late Hellenistic or Roman contexts: e.g., Delos, XVIII, pp.221f., with refs., pl. 74;
Kolophon,J.H.S., XXXIV, 1914, pl. 11, no. 30.
X-96 (T2522).Bronzepoint. P1. 81.
L. 0.153. Thin wire thickeninginto a pyramidalend.
Section 4 E, near grave 63; depth 1.50.
Cf. AEAT-ov,I, 1915, Parartema,p. 28, fig. 27, A,
and fig. 29, T.
X-97 (T2392).Bronzefolded strip.
L. 0.018; w. 0.017. Folded in four layers; partially
disintegrated.Section 4 D, near graves455 and 475;
depth 1.85.
X-98 (T3095).Bronze disk. P1. 81.
D. 0.098. Very thin sheet of metal with hole (d. 0.06)
in center. Section 7 B, near grave 160; depth 1.10.
Manysimilardiskswerefoundat the ArgiveHeraion
(ArgiveHeraeum,pls. 99ff.).
X-99 (T2769).Bronzeknob.
D. 0.04; pres. length of stem 0.025. Not certainly
identified. Round, slightly domed boss on stem.
Section7 E, two metersnorthof grave205; depth0.65.
X-100 (T832).Lead clamp.
L. 0.145; w. 0.075. Elongated H-shape. Section9 B.

roughly square with rounded corners; in section,
ellipticalwith largehole. Section 5 E, area of Middle
Helladicgraves; depth 1.50.
X-102 (T1283).Button.
H. 0.006-0.01; d. 0.027. Dark grayish stone; truncated cone with hole in center; sloping top surface.
Section 12 B.
X-103 (T685).Spindlewhorlor button.
H. 0.009; d. 0.16. Graystone, polished.Conicalwith
verticalhole. Section11 A-B, northeastof grave415;
depth 1.55.
TERRACOTTA OBJECTS
FIGURINES
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X-104 (T2521).Fragmentof a standingfemalefigure.
P1.82.
P.h. 0.064. Buff clay, Corinthian.Hollow, no base.
Only lower part preserved of figure with drapery
falling to ground;a bit of overfoldat waist and left
side also preserved;simple vertical folds falling in
straight lines; back unmodelled. Probably fourth
century. Section 4 D-E, near graves 63 and 464;
depth 1.50.
X-105 (T2544).Head of a femalefigure.P1. 82.
P.h. 0.036. Buff clay, probably Corinthian. Only
head preserved.Low polos with flaringsides; under
it, roll of hair with vertical incisions;hair falling in
flat masseseach side of face. Long face with protruding eyes and pointed chin. Late archaic,first half or
middleof fifth century.Section1 or 2 C, surfacefind.
Cf. heads of figures,Corinth,XV, ii, pl. 15, nos. X
1 and 2, and heads on pls. 18, 19; Corinth,XII, pl.
7, nos. 109-111; also Copenhagen3752, Breitenstein,
pl. 20, no. 182; the figure from grave 5, Argos,
AseAriov,XV, 1933-1935, p. 28, fig. 12, pl. 2; and
also Perachora,I, pl. 96, nos. 107, 108.
X-106 (T1296).Head of a femalefigure.P1. 82.
P.h. 0.051. Gray-buffclay, pinkish at center, probably Corinthian;tracesof white slip. High poloswith
vertical sides; hair in scallops over forehead, and
falling to shouldersin horizontalwaves. Long oval
face, featuresmuch worn.Late fifth century.Section
13 B, by road wall, one meter east of grave 409;
depth 1.10.
Cf. Copenhagen7337, Breitenstein,pl. 29, no. 264.
X-107 (T2283).Head of a femalefigure.P1. 82.
P.h. 0.042. Hair arranged in broad coiffure with
crisp herringbonewaves and pulled to long knot
high in back; small features somewhatcompressed.
Probably fourth century. Section 1 C, near grave
184/530; depth 1.40.
Cf. Corinth,XV, i, pl. 34, nos. 33, 34 for the hair;
also Perachora,I, pl. 97, no. 127.
STONE OBJECTS
X-108 (T2520).Horse and rider.P1. 82.
H. 0.07; length 0.084. Three legs of horse restored.
X-101 (T2776).Bead.
W. 0.016. Dark blue stone, well polished. In shape, Pale buff clay, Corinthian.Crudelymodelledhorse;
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small human figurewith fillet aroundhead flattened
against neck of horse. Section 4 D-E, near grave 63;
depth 1.35.
A type of figurinevery commonat Corinthin the
fifth century, either as dedicationsor toys; cf. the
examples,Corinth,XV, ii, pls. 36, 37, and particularly
no. XXIII, 29, with referencespp. 169, 170.
X-109 (T1338).The same.
P.h. 0.063. Legs, nose of horse, and most of rider
missing.Section13 B, at entranceto road;depth1.65.
X-110 (T2614).Goose.P1. 82.
H. 0.029; length 0.057. Dark buff clay, Corinthian.
Traces of white slip and red color. Tip of tail and
feet missing; hole through back. Very flat body,
poorly modelled.Section 4 D, near grave 122; depth
2.10.
X-111 (T2657).Dove. P1. 82.
H. 0.035; pres. 1. 0.042. Pinkish orangeclay, Corinthian. Tail missing. Traces of white slip. Upright
position with the head held high and turned to left;
breast fully modelled;body taperingsharplytoward
tail. Section 4 D-E, south of grave 464; depth 2.66.
Cf. the Rhitsona examples, Ure, Aryballoi,pl. 17,
nos. 26.239, 18.260.
X-112 (T1063). Child-likefemale figure, draped. P1.
82.
P.h. 0.085. Reddish clay. Broken at shoulder;lower
part missing. Large head with hair falling each side
in heavy curledmasses; childishfeatures,with small
eyes and plump cheeks. Heavily wrappedin cloak,
right arm at breast, left arm holding draperyat left
hip. No vent preserved.Probablythird centuryB.C.
Section 12 B, near graves 371 and 494, not far from
X-113; depth 0.70.
Cf. the figurefrom Sciatbi, E. Breccia,Monuments
de L' fgypte Greco-Romaine,
II, Bergamo, 1930, pl.
50, no. 7. It seemslikely that, since it was foundnear
the following,X-112 also representsa characterfrom
the New Comedy.
X-113 (T1062).Actor in oratoricalstance. P1. 82.
H. 0.095. Reddish clay; white slip on cap, cloak and
chiton; flesh parts painted red. Left hand missing.
Figure standing with left arm raised, right hand on
hip; feet apart on low rectangularbase. Vent in bottom. Small,close-fittingcap, with wide raisedborder.
Cloakfastened on right shoulder,and falling partly
in back, partly in front of 1. shoulder. Very short
chiton extending only to waist. Round face well
modelledwith eyes deep set under angledeyebrows;
roundedcheeks; smiling mouth, apparentlyhuman,
not mask-like.Probably third century B.C. Section
12 B, near graves371 and 494; depth 0.70.
For the coloring, cf. the cook in Berlin, Bieber,
Theater,fig. 98, and p. 77, from Megara.
X-114 (T1055).Actor in soldier'scostume.P1. 82.
P.h. 0.082. Reddishclay; white slip. Missing:part of

left upper body and arm, all below the knees. No
vent preserved.Standing figure with right hand at
waist; from the breaksit appearsthat the left arm
was held up to the head, or, more likely, carrying
some large object, perhaps a shield (cf. Bieber,
Theater,p. 76, fig. 95). On the head, a small cap
with wide raised border;a cuirasswith wide straps
over the shoulders and two deep rows of plates
suspendedfrom the waist; below, the edge of the
chiton. The featuresof comic cast, with bulgingeyes
and large,thick-lippedmouth.Possiblythird century
B.C.Section12B, east of grave280, a coupleof meters
fromX-112 andX-113 above; depth 0.50.
X-115 (T3220).Seated femalefigure.P1. 82.
H. 0.119. Bright reddish brown clay, rather coarse.
Seated figure with clay tang underneath,the support into which it fitted now missing.Vent in back.
Armsdown at sides, feet close together.Hair drawn
back simply fromforeheadand low on sides; knotted
at back; round face, features rather worn. Single
long garment with short sleeves and with bands
crossing over breast. Thick-soled shoes. On back:
OEOTOMTTOY
(Fig. 22). Section 7 A, near grave
145/507;depth0.70.
Late Hellenisticperiod:see the example,Priene,p.
330, fig. 366. Cf. for the costume, Burr, Myrina, pl.
1. For anotherfigurineby Theopompos,see A.J.A.,
XXXIV, 1930,p. 429 (includinga referencetoX-115).
X-116 (T2358).Standingfemalefigure.P1. 82.
P.h. 0.075. Preserved from the hips down. Coarse
clay, bright reddish brown. Figure standing with
weight on left foot, left hand on hip. Garmentdrawn
in folds over hips and caught in large knot, possibly
fringedin front;heavy fold fallingbetweenlegs. Vent
in bottom.Onback,signature:AM)IAYTOY(Fig.22),
very faint, apparentlywith the first Y added later.
Section 8 D, near grave 130; depth 0.60.
Late first century B.C. or early first A.D.
Cf. the signature AMcIAOXOYon two figurines
fromKyme, Fasti, IX, 1954, no. 3369, and reference.
OTHER TERRACOTTAOBJECTS

X-117 (T3189).Spindlewhorl.
H. 0.021; d. 0.03. Grayclay; roughlyconical.Section
8 C, three meterswest of grave 396; depth 1.90.
X-118 (T111). Loomweight.
H. 0.087; d. 0.06. Corinthianclay. Conicalshapewith
narrowbevellingat bottom. On underside,an incised
A. Fifth century.Section 12 A; depth 1.50.
For loomweightsof the classicalperiod,see Corinth,
XII, pp. 148ff., esp. nos. 1080,1085,1086,alsowith A.
X-119 (T1428).Floral attachment.
L. 0.05. Grooved stem ending in flower-likeform
with three smallpointedpetals aroundbrokencentral
member.Excellent black glaze. Section 13 B.
Possibly a handle,similarto those listed by Jacobsthal, GreekPins, pp. 47-49.
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P1.
(T1139).
W. 0.26; p.h. 0.18; th. 0.065. Pale buff clay with
coarseparticles;fine buff slip on exterior.Brokentop
and bottom. On face, parts of three volutes in relief
preserved;reverse side flat. No trace of a cross-bar
between the upper two volutes. Surface well preserved, but no colorvisible. Section 10 B, at northeast cornerof grave437; depth 0.80.
Almost certainlythis is the capital of a grave stele,
and in form it can be associated with the Ionian
pp. 77ff.),
Group(Richter,ArchaicAtticGravestones,
its proportionsresemblingthose of the marble support in Boston (ibid., p. 81, fig. 13; A.J.A., L, 1946,
pp. 1-5; MFA Bulletin,XLIII, 1945, pp. 24-26). If,
on the basis of this similarity, the Corinthianfragment can be dated550-525,we have additionalreason
for associatingit with the stele platform(see p. 67),
even though found at some distance. The use of
terracotta rather than stone is not surprising at
Corinth;for terracottasculpture,see R. Stillwell, "A
Terracotta Group at Corinth," Classical Studies
Presentedto EdwardCapps,pp. 318ff.; and S. Weinberg, Hesperia,XXVI, 1957, pp. 289ff.
CORINTHIAN
POTTERY,SIXTH CENTURY

X-121 (T1095).Skyphoswith running-dogfrieze.
H. 0.045; d. 0.063; d. foot 0.029. Shape as 128-e;
groups of vertical zigzags at rim; horizontalbands
below frieze. Section 12 A, south of grave 403.
X-122 (T1129).Pattern skyphos.
H. 0.094; d. 0.127; d. foot 0.062. Deep cup with
taperingwalls, as 221-1; band of crosshatching,rays
at base; glaze much worn, perhapsother decoration
now missing.Section 12 A, east of grave490.
X-123 (T1475).Black-glazedskyphos.
H. 0.047; d. 0.063; d. foot 0.032. Of Protocorinthian
type, with curvedwalls,smallfoot, longrays; reserved
band at handle-zone. Section 6 D, north of grave
191; depth 0.53. Cf. Corinth,VII, i, pl. 24, no. 179.
X-124 (T1545). Black-glazed skyphos, group i,
shallow.
H. 0.05; d. 0.085; d. foot 0.052. Section 5 E, near
graves 254 and 181.

X-125 (T2518).Unglazed,handmadeoinochoe.
H. 0.162; d. 0.152. Handle and fragmentsmissing.
Possibly Protocorinthian. Section 4 E, near grave 129,

and possibly to be associatedwith urnX-139; depth
1.65.
X-126 (T2584).Black-glazedglobularoinochoe.
P.h. 0.09; d. 0.138; d. foot 0.089. Upperpart missing.
Very squat; red and white lines on shoulder(wrrw)
and lowerbody (wrw).Section 3 D, one meter east of
grave 466; depth 1.75.
X-127 (T2634). Round-mouthedoinochoe, Type A.
P1.92.

0.107;
0.10;
Normal colored lines (p. 134). Similar in shape to
D 5-c, but earlier. Section 4 E, near grave 65/469;
depth 2.00.
X-128 (T2597).Figuredaryballos.
H. 0.061; d. 0.058; d. mouth 0.035. Shape as Necro.
corinthia,p. 288, fig. 124. Tongues on mouth; dots
on edge; cross lines on back of handle; rosette on
bottom. Siren to r. with open wings; fillet on head,
zigzag between parallellines across upper breast; a
few neat incised rosettes in field. Probably Middle
Corinthian.Drawingsimilar to, but not as coarseas
that of Copenhagen2254, CVA, pl. 87, 3. Section 3
D, near D 42, about one meter south of grave 182;
depth 1.70.
X-129 (T2499).Figuredalabastron.
P.h. 0.675; d. 0.039. Top missing. Pantherbird
facing small goose; rosette on bottom. Carelessly
drawn.Probably early MiddleCorinthian.Section 4
E, near grave 129; depth 0.75.
X-130 (T2442).Alabastron.
P.h. 0.161; max. d. 0.042. ApparentlyCorinthianclay
with white slip. Mouth, lower body missing. Long,
slender alabastron with unpierced vertical lugs at
neck. Imitation of alabastervessels, as ClaraRhodos,
VI, p. 19,fig.5. Section2 D, neargrave478; depth2.00.
X-131 (T2970).Figuredprotomepyxis. Pls. C, 87.
H. 0.117; d. 0.127; d. mouth 0.095; d. foot 0.072; d.
lid 0.095. Much of one side missing. Inside mouth,
two wide bands; on top of mouth, rays; at edge,
thick Z's; wide red band on neck; foot red; black
rings on underside.Two heads supportingrim; red
for hair and dress; black necklace; the heads made
fromwornmoulds.Onupperfrieze,A: bull r., panther
1.; B: goat r., panther1. Lowerfrieze,lotus-palmette
designbetweenseated sphinxeswith poloi and sickle
wings; siren with spreadwings and goat (head missing) to r., alternatingwith three panthers1. Red for
the usual details. Section 8 D, near graves 131, 174,
175, and 190; depth 1.30.
The heads were made from the same mould as
those of Hermitage5551, Arch. Anz., 1930, col. 24,
fig. 6; now publishedfully by MissLawrence,A.J.A.,
LXIII, 1959, p. 354, pls. 90f. The drawing of the
Leningradpyxis, attributedby MissLawrenceto the
ChimaeraPainter,is not by the samehand as X-131.
Both painters presumablyworkedin the same shop
at about the sametime, i.e., early sixth century.
X-132 (T1066).Tripodpyxis.
H. 0.045; d. 0.077. Most of lid missing. Heavy sloping rim, sharplyconcavewalls; on wall, red and black
bands; row of short vertical lines on each foot. Section 12 B, near grave 272; depth 1.10.
X-133 (T2967).Tripodpyxis. P1. 88.
H. 0.094; d. 0.147. Lid missing. Very large; horizontally groovedrim, deep body. Red rim, red and
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zigzag with dot in each apex, fine lines below. Rings
of glaze on floor inside. Section 10 B, west of grave
412; depth 1.25.
X-134 (T2796).Figuredcolumnkrater.P1. 89.
H. 0.329; d. 0.31; d. rim 0.285; d. foot 0.155. On
rim, diagonalzigzags brokenby handle plates, each
with siren r., one with spreadwing, one with sickle
wing; on middle and lower body two wide bands of
red and white lines (wrwrw),red line above rays, red
and white line on edge of foot. Frieze: Side A: three
sirens; Side B: griffinbirdbetween sirens;a swan at
1.,facing r.; under eachhandle,swanr. Late Corinthian. Section 7 C, east of grave 350; depth 1.40.
X-135 (T2710).Black-glazedcolumnkrater.P1. 89.
H. 0.222; d. 0.29; d. rim 0.235; d. foot 0.12. One
handle missing. Purple line at inner edge of rim surface; below handles, wide red band between white
lines; many shortrays at base. Section3 D, one meter
south of grave 46; depth 1.80.
The shape is almost exactly that of a kraterfound
in an Early Corinthianwell group (Hesperia,XVII,
1948, p. 218, D 13, pl. 79). Cf. also 135-3.
X-136 (T1542).Black-glazedcolumnkrater.P1. 89.
H. 0.266; d. 0.35; d. rim 0.265; d. foot 0.17. Muchof
wall missing. On rim, Z-pattern between red lines,
outer edge of rim red; belowhandles,band of red and
white lines (wrrrw);no color visible on lower body
and foot. Section 5 E, near grave 68; depth 1.65.
Cf. the almost identical Early Corinthiankrater,
Corinth,VII, i, pl. 32, no. 233, which differsonly in
the greaterheight of the handles. The restorationof
the brief foot, probablyon the analogy of the North
Cemeteryexamples,is morelikely to be correctthan
the flaring one later suggested by the same author
(Hesperia,XVII, 1948, p. 218).
X-137 (T3257).Handmadepot.
P.w. 0.251; d. 0.26; d. mouth 0.14. Less than half
preserved.Brittle red clay, blackenedwith soot outside. Section 4 D-E, north side of grave 464.
X-138 (T2734).Handmadepot. P1. 99.
H. 0.34; d. 0.353; d. mouth 0.231. Out-turnedlip,
flatbandhandles;nearlyglobularbody; paringmarks.
Section4 E, southwestcornerof grave129; depth1.90.
X-139 (T2735).Handmadepot.
H. 0.31; d. 0.305; d. mouth 0.20. Short vertical neck
with out-turnedlip; globularbody; two short rolled
handles from lip to shoulder.Probablymuch earlier
than the near-bygrave 129. Section 4 E; depth 1.90.
X-140 (T2715).Pot.
H. 0.298; d. 0.288; d. mouth 0.19. Missing, 1948;
probably as X-139. Section 3 E, near northwest
cornerof grave 89; depth 1.25.
X-141 (T1384).Sherd.P1. 98.
P.w. 0.053. Fragmentof Early Corinthiankrater or
pyxis, preserving attachment for handle, and the
21

upward.Section 13 B, east side of north road wall;
depth 1.32.
Cf.the inscriptionon the pyxis in New York, XAPITA, A.J.A., XLVI, 1942, p. 219, fig. 2.
X-142 (T1336).Fragmentof krater.P1. 96.
P.h. 0.112. Part of neck and shoulderpreserved.On
shoulder,tongue pattern, every fourth one red (no
white visible, but probablybwbrbwbretc.). Below,
upper part of woman wearing red fillet and shortsleeved tunic, riding on a donkey 1., only the ears
preserved.Section 13 B, near grave 421; depth 1.70.
CORINTHIAN
POTTERY, FIFTH AND FOURTH
CENTURIES
SKYPHOI AND OTHER CUPS

X-143 (T2888).Semi-glazedskyphos,groupi. PI. 92.
H. 0.079; d. 0.101; d. foot 0.055. Section 8 D, between graves295 and 388; depth 1.90.
X-144 (T1333).Semi-glazedskyphos,groupii.
H. 0.058; d. 0.074; d. foot 0.04. Foundwith oinochoe,
X-204, between graves 372 and 421. Section 13 B;
depth 1.70.
X-145 (T1502).Semi-glazedskyphos,groupiii.
H. 0.073; d. 0.091; d. foot 0.045. Section 5 C, east of
grave 26; depth 0.80.
X-146 (T2159).The same.
P.h. 0.064; d. 0.09. Only upper part preserved.
Section 4 C, south of grave 361; depth 1.50.
X-147 (T2678).The same.
H. 0.068; d. 0.091; d. foot 0.04. Section 3 E, east of
grave 495 and near Deposit 30; depth 2.25.
X-148 (T2543).The same.
H. 0.07; d. 0.084; d. foot 0.033. Found with lamp
X-240; see grave442. Section 2 C, depth 2.60.
X-149 (T2542)."Laphaes"skyphos.
H. 0.104; d. 0.09; d. foot 0.049. Section 4 E, south
of grave 63; near Deposit 23; depth 1.20.
X-150 (T2184).Ovoidskyphos.
H. 0.056; d. 0.05; d. foot 0.023; d. rim 0.043. A
miniature,with crosshatchingat base. Section3-4 C,
near grave 379; depth 2.00.
X-151 (T2674).Black-glazedskyphos.
H. 0.053; d. 0.074; d. foot 0.032. Pinched handles.
Section 3 E, between graves 162 and 495, near
Deposit 38; found withX-154 below; depth 2.20.
X-152 (T1065).Black-glazedskyphos,miniature.
H. 0.031; d. 0.042; d. foot 0.021. Well made, as
392-2. Section 12 B, between graves 494 and 489;
depth 1.40.
X-153 (T2605).The same.
H. 0.031; d. 0.045; d. foot 0.02. Foundwith oinochoe
X-182, Section 4 D, one meter south of grave 476;
depth 2.60.

X-154 (T2675).Unglazed
skyphos.
H. 0.044; d. 0.065; d. foot 0.036. Pinched handles.
Found with skyphosX-151, above.
X-155 (T1654).One-handledcup.
H. 0.031; d. 0.042. Very deep with broad handle.
Section6 D, two meterssoutheastof grave266; depth
0.80.
X-156 (T628).One-handledcup.
H. 0.032; d. 0.062. Normalshape. Found with oinochoe X-168, Section 10 B, between graves 321 and
355; depth about 1.50.
X-157 (T701). The same.
H. 0.028; d. 0.058. No handle preserved;perhapsa
miniaturebowl. Found with oinochoeX-169, Section
11 B, above the southwestcornerof grave 367.
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X-157 bis (T1562).Bolsal.
H. 0.032; d. 0.074; d. foot 0.047. Black glaze over all.
Very crudeand very late. Found in grave 180.
X-158 (T1335).Miniaturekrater.
H. 0.017; d. 0.029. Shape as 272-3, but cruder,and
with vertical splashes of glaze at lip. Section 13 B,
south side of road wall, oppositegrave 409.
OINOCHOAI

X-159 (T1210).Wide-mouthedoinochoe.P1. 92.
H. 0.065; d. 0.066; d. mouth 0.042. As 392-3, but
broaderat bottom, and shouldermoresharplyoffset.
Section 12 B, one meter north of grave 430.
X-160 (T648).Large trefoil oinochoe.P1. 92.
H. 0.147; h. with handle0.172; d. 0.17; d. foot 0.135.
Lid missing. Rather tall neck and very squat body.
Vertical incisions on shoulder;red and white bands
at shoulder(wrwrwrw);two red lines on lowerbody;
neck and foot red. Apparentlytransitionalbetween
the sixth century type of globularoinochoe (p. 110)
and the fifth century series. Found with kraterfragment, X-261, Section 11 B, north side of grave 351;
depth ca. 1.50.

X-161 (T567).Trefoiloinochoe.P1. 92.
H. 0.105; h. with handle0.125; d. 0.10; d. foot 0.061.
An outsized exampleof the same shape as the small
trefoiloinochoai(p. 133).Foundwith oinochoeX-167.
Section 10 B, north of grave 321; depth ca. 0.50.
X-162 (T2999). Small trefoil oinochoe, group i, unglazed.
H. 0.04; d. 0.035. Early, with concavethroat. Section
8 C-D, three meters east of grave 300; depth 1.00.
X-163 (T1308).Smalltrefoiloinochoe,groupi. P1.92.
H. 0.085; d. 0.077; d. foot 0.045. Handle missing.
Found with X-164, Section 13 B, a half meter north
of grave 409; depth 0.75.
X-164 (T1309).The same.
H. 0.085; h. with handle 0.103; d. 0.077; d. foot
0.046. Found with the above.

(T751).
H. 0.052; h. with handle 0.065; d. 0.049; d. foot
0.027. Section 11-12 B, at west end of grave 349;
found with tall trefoil oinochoe,X-189, and perhaps
part of Deposit 11.
X-166 (T1143).The same.
H. 0.047; d. 0.044; d. foot 0.023. Handle missing.
Section 10 B, one meter north of grave 407; depth
0.50.
X-167 (T601).Small trefoil oinochoe,groupii.
H. 0.078; d. 0.071; d. foot 0.042.Foundwith oinochoe
X-161, Section 10 B, north of grave 321; depth ca.
0.50.
X-168 (T627).The same.
H. 0.067; d. 0.068; d. foot 0.042. Found with onehandled cup, X-156, between graves 321 and 355,
Section 10 B, depth ca. 1.50.
X-169 (T700).The same.
H. 0.055; h. with handle 0.075; d. 0.053; d. foot
0.035. Found with one-handledcup X-157, above
southwestcornerof grave 367, Section 11 B.
X-170 (T708).The same.
H. 0.058;h. with handle0.075; d. 0.049; d. foot 0.027.
Found with lekanis,X-224, Section 11 B, one meter
north of grave422; depth 1.20.
X-171 (T1068).The same.
D. 0.062; d. foot 0.038. Mouth and handle missing.
Section 12 B, near grave 494; depth 1.20.
X-172 (T1130).The same.
H. with handle0.092; d. 0.066; d. foot 0.045. Mouth
missing. Section 12 B, at west end of grave 335;
depth 1.65.
X-173 (T1295).The same.
H. 0.073; h. with handle0.094; d. 0.065; d. foot 0.04.
Section 13 B, east of grave 372; depth 1.60.
X-174 (T2156).The same.
H. 0.071; h. with handle 0.088; d. 0.069; d. foot
0.047. Section 4 C, near grave 339; depth 1.20.
X-175 (T2180).Small trefoil oinochoe,groupiii.
H. 0.049; h. with handle0.064; d. 0.045. Section4 C,
near graves435 and 461; depth 1.60.
X-176 (T2413).The same.
H. 0.075; h. with handle 0.105; d. 0.059. Section 3
D, near graves34 and 444; depth 1.30.
X-177 (T2454).The same.
H. 0.047; d. 0.034; d. foot 0.023. Handle missing.
Section2 D, two meterseast of grave448, withX-217;
depth 2.00.
X-178 (T2565).The same.
D. 0.06; d. foot 0.038. Fragmentary.Section 3 E,
north of grave 245; depth 2.00.
X-179 (T2582).The same.
H. 0.053; d. 0.042; d. foot 0.027. Section 4 D, two
meters south of grave 477; depth 2.25.
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H. 0.031; h. with handle 0.042; d. 0.029; d. foot
0.019. Section 3 D, one meter east of grave 88; depth
1.80.
X-181 (T2666).The same.
H. 0.058; h. with handle 0.086; d. 0.051; d. foot
0.033. Section 3 E, near grave 91; depth 1.45.
X-182 (T2556).The same. PI. 92.
H. 0.065; h. with handle 0.087; d. 0.052. Found
togetherwith skyphosX-153, Section 4 D, one meter
south of grave 476; depth 1.80.
X-183 (T2519). Small trefoil oinochoe,group iv. P1.
92.
H. 0.053; h. with handle0.075; d. 0.056. Section4 E,
near grave 63; depth 1.50.
X-184 (T2558).The same.
P.h. 0.047; d. 0.049. Mouth and handle missing.
Section 4 D, near grave 476; depth 2.00.
X-185 (T2564).The same.
H. 0.042; h. with handle 0.063; d. 0.053. Section 4
E, betweengraves451 and 129; depth 2.30.
X-186 (T2606).The same.
H. 0.042; h. with handle 0.065; d. 0.046. Section 4
D, near grave 476; depth 2.50.
X-187 (T2793).The same.
H. 0.055; h. with handle 0.069; d. 0.045. Section 7
C, near grave 62; depth 1.10.
X-188 (T2906).The same.
H. 0.053; d. 0.046. Handle missing. Section 7 C,
betweengraves274 and 147/460; depth 1.00.
X-189 (T750).Tall trefoil oinochoe.
H. 0.132; h. with handle 0.157; d. 0.073. Section
11-12 B, at west end of grave 349, together with
X-165.
X-190 (T1209).The same.
H. 0.082; h. with handle0.097; d. 0.051.Section13 B,
south of grave 314; depth 0.90.
X-191 (T1447).The same.
H. 0.089; h. with handle 0.11; d. 0.056. Section 9 B,
above grave 301.
X-192 (T2183).The same.
H. 0.09; h. with handle 0.115; d. 0.059. Section 4 C,
near graves435 and 461; depth 2.00.
X-193 (T2998).The same.
H. 0.123; d. 0.065. Section 8 D, east of grave 300;
depth 1.20.
X-194 (T3170).The same.
H. 0.08; h. with handle 0.106; d. 0.054. Very shortbodied. Section 8 B, between graves 262 and 268;
depth 1.40.
X-195 (T602).Unglazedtrefoil oinochoe.
P.h. 0.082; d. 0.074. Fragmentary.Very roundbody
and wide mouth; handmade;possibly sixth century.
Section 10 B, northeastof grave 321.
21*

Fragmentary.Very squat, as 301-3. Section 10 A-B,
betweengraves 326 and 347.
X-197 (T1060).The same.
H. 0.071; h. with handle 0.091; d. 0.065. Tallerthan
the above, but still with sharply defined shoulder
and full throat. Section 12 B, east side of grave 489;
depth 1.20.
X-198 (T1067).The same.
H. with handle 0.102; d. 0.074. Mouth missing. As
D 36-c. Section 12 B, near grave 406; depth 1.20.
X-199 (T1089). Round-mouthedoinochoe, Type A,
groupiii. PI. 92.
H. 0.094; d. 0.068; d. foot 0.036. Section 12 A, near
grave405; depth 1.00.
X-200 (T2160). Round-mouthedoinochoe, Type A,
group iv.

Only mouth and handle preserved.Section 4 C, near
grave454 and Deposit 17; depth 1.30.
X-201 (T2792). Round-mouthedoinochoe, Type B.
P1.92.
H. 0.098; d. 0.083; d. foot 0.056. Section 7 C, east of
grave 60; depth 1.40.
X-202 (T2374). Round-mouthedoinochoe, Type C,
ribbed. P1. 92.
H. 0.106; d. 0.091; d. foot 0.055. Section 4 C-D, between graves475 and 24; depth 1.65.
X-203 (T1059).The same. P1. 92.
H. 0.11; d. 0.097; d. foot 0.063. Section 12 B, north
of grave406; depth 0.90.
X-204 (T1334).The same.
D. 0.101; d. foot 0.058. Mouthmissing. Found with
skyphosX-144,Section13 B, betweengraves372 and
421; depth 1.70.
X-205 (T655).Miniatureolpe.
H. 0.045; d. 0.035. No handle visible; quite possibly
a miniaturejar, as 498-9 and -10. Section 10-11 B,
one meter east of grave 359.
X-206 (T1057).Miniatureolpe.
H. 0.043; h. with handle0.046; d. 0.038. Heavy loop
handle. Section 12 B, one meter north of grave 312;
depth 0.70.
X-207 (T1188).The same.
H. 0.055; d. 0.037. Section 12 B, one meter north of
grave 312; depth 0.30.
X-208 (T1310).The same.
H. 0.046; h. with handle 0.052; d. 0.038. Section 13
B, above grave 267; depth 1.50.
X-209 (T2155).Olpe.
D. 0.055. Part of rim and all of bottom missing.
Section4 C, betweengraves361 and 447; depth 1.10.
LEKYTHOI

X-210 (T654). Miniature banded lekythos.

H. 0.07; d. 0.037. Section 10 B, one meter east of
grave 359.
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X-211 (T1061).The same.
H. 0.06; d. 0.032. Section 12 B, one meter east of
grave 371; depth 1.20.
X-212 (T1431).The same.
H. 0.07; d. 0.037. Section 12 B, above grave 273.
X-213 (T2165).White-groundlekythos, groupiii.
H. 0.189; d. 0.058. Section 3 C, near grave 445
(perhapspart of grave440); depth 1.80.
X-214 (T1145).The same.
H. 0.17; d. 0.055. Found with the following,X-215,
Section 10 B, above grave 343.
X-215 (T1146).The same.
H. 0.17; d. 0.055. Section 10 B, with the above.
X-216 (T2391).The same.
H. 0.196; d. 0.054. Section 4 C-D, between graves
418 and 446; depth 2.00.
PYXIDES AND LEKANIDES

X-217 (T2445).Unglazedpowderpyxis.
H. 0.036; d. 0.072. Top only. As D 36-e. Found with
oinochoeX-177,Section2 D, two meterseast of grave
448; depth 2.00.
X-218 (T1189).Pattern lekanis.
H. with lid 0.11; d. 0.135; d. foot 0.076. Deep bowl
with very small reflex handles, roundedsides, small
foot; upper part of exteriorglazed. Slopinglid with
inverted conical knob; glaze on top of knob only.
Found with Attic saltcellar X-251, Section 12 B,
west of grave 281; depth 0.30.
X-219 (T824).Unglazedlekanis, groupi.
H. with lid 0.067; d. 0.106; d. foot 0.058. Plain lid
with very low knob. Section 9 B, above grave 356.
X-220 (T1382).The same.
H. with lid 0.082; est. d. 0.107; d. foot 0.063. One
side of bowl and lid preserved.Groovedknob, unridgedlid. Section 13 B, above grave 239.
X-221 (T3019).Unglazedlekanis,groupi, large.
H. with lid 0.096; d. 0.15; d. foot 0.104. One pair of
adjusting marks. Section 8 B, southwest of grave
164; depth 0.50.
X-222 (T2158).Unglazedlekanis,groupi.
H. 0.044; d. 0.089. Lid only. One adjusting mark.
Transitionalbetween groups i and ii. Section 4 C,
near Deposit 17 and near grave 461; depth 1.40.
X-223 (T2791).The same.
H. with lid 0.114; d. 0.141; d. foot 0.069. Perhaps7
C or D; depth 1.50.
X-224 (T707).Unglazedlekanis,groupii, large.
H. with lid 0.105; d. 0.146; d. foot 0.081. Found
with oinochoeX-170, Section 11 B, one meter north
of grave 422; depth 1.20.
X-225 (T584).Unglazedlekanis,groupiii.
H. with lid 0.068; d. 0.089; d. foot 0.055. Section 10
B, south side of grave 342; depth ca. 0.50.

X-226 (T2161).The same.
H. 0.028; d. 0.08; d. foot 0.035. Bottom only. Section
3 C, near grave 42 and Deposit 24; depth 1.40.
X-227 (T2685).The same.
H. with lid 0.079; d. 0.101; d. foot 0.048. Section 4
E, near grave 66; depth 1.80.
X-228 (T2714).The same. Fig. 16.
H. 0.064; d. 0.09; d. foot 0.038. Found with two
coins (X-16, X-17) on lid. Section 2 C, two meters
north of grave 442; depth 1.50.
X-229 (T2541).The same.
H. with lid 0.144; d. 0.161; d. foot 0.062. Four pairs
of adjusting marks. Section 3 E, near grave 495;
depth 1.50.
OTHER SHAPES

X-230 (T1058).Bowl, unglazed.
H. 0.03; d. 0.048; d. foot 0.028. Shallow bowl with
concaverim. Section 12 B, near grave 371.
X-231 (T2952).Miniaturebowl.
H. 0.025; d. 0.055. Section 8 D, near grave 200;
depth 1.20.
X-232 (T3256).The same.
H. 0.025; d. 0.055. Section 7-8 C-D, near grave 61;
depth 1.10.
X-233 (T2635).Miniaturekothon, unglazed.
H. 0.024; d. 0.047. One reflex handle. Section 3 E,
neargrave91; depth 1.10.
X-234 (T2649).The same.
H. 0.02; d. 0.033. Handle missing. Section 3 D, one
meter east of grave 88; depth 1.80.
X-235 (T2517).Miniatureamphora.
H. 0.035; d. 0.033. Section 4 C, near grave 339;
depth 1.45.
LAMPS

X-236 (T2154).Lamp.
H. 0.028; d. 0.079. Coarsereddish clay, not unlike
that of Lamps Type XVI and of Corinthiancooking
vessel fabric. Shape as Type IV with very wide rim,
no foot; short pointed nozzle. Section 3 C, between
graves445 and 492 (see also 382); depth 1.00.
X-237 (T2539).Lamp, Type IV.
H. 0.034; d. 0.058. Section4 E, near D 28 and grave
65/469; depth 1.25.
X-238 (T2470).Lamp, Type V. Fig. 19, P1. 100.
H. 0.028; d. 0.068. Intermediatebetween profiles23
and 24, Broneer,p. 32. Cf.Hesperia,XVIII, 1949, pl.
99, no. 113. Section 4 D, near grave 413 (see further
p. 268).
X-239 (T2443).Lamp, Type VII.
H. 0.051; d. 0.072. ProbablyCorinthian.Section2 D,
near graves 118 and 481; depth 2.00.
X-240 (T2540).Lamp, Type VII.
H. 0.029; d. 0.05. Found with skyphosX-148, above
grave 442, Section 2 C; depth 2.60.
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X-241 (T2860).Lydion. P1. 90.
H. 0.072; d. 0.06; d. mouth 0.055. Grayishclay with
flecks of mica; bands of dull black glaze over body
and foot. East Greekimport. Section 8 D, southeast
of grave 207; depth 1.00.
Published: A.J.A., XXXIV, 1930, pp. 421ff., fig.
15; Art and Arch., XXXI, 1931, p. 231; Arch.Anz.,
1931, col. 246, fig. 21. For the name and date, see
J.R.S., XXV, 1935, p. 132; also Beazley, Guglielmi,
pp. 18 and 21; and Ure, Aryballoi,pp. 49f.
X-242 (T1383).Attic black-glazedskyphoswith torus
foot.
H. 0.088; d. 0.119; d. foot 0.082. Similarto P5145,
Hesperia,V, 1936, p. 340, fig. 8. Section 13 B, near
grave 364; depth 1.32.
X-243 (T2182).Attic black-glazedcup-skyphoswith
concavelip.
H. 0.058; d. 0.096; d. foot 0.066. As 302-2. Section4
C, near grave 339; depth 2.00.
X-244 (T2861).Attic bandedcup.
H. 0.085; d. 0.162; d. foot 0.061. As approximately
199-1. Section 7-8 E, one meter north of grave 56;
depth 2.30.
X-245 (T1448).Attic kylix with offset lip.
H. 0.079; d. 0.136; d. foot 0.066. Section 13-14 B,
above grave 391.
X-246 (T2181).Black-glazedtrefoil oinochoe.
H. 0.067; d. 0.038. A miniature with very sharply
turned mouth, continuous neck and shoulder,slender body with low maximum width. Not certainly
Attic. Similar to Sciatbi, pl. 49, no. 78. Section 3-4
C, near grave 453; depth 1.80.
X-247 (T2823).Black-glazedolpe.
P.h. 0.12; d. 0.061. Pale orange-buffclay, possibly
Corinthian,but morelikely Attic. Bottom and handle
reserved;two red lines at shoulder,one below. Very
similar to the example from grave 18 at Rhitsona,
B.S.A., XIV, 1907-8, pl. 13, g, center.Section7-8 E,
near grave 66, found with bowlX-249; depth 1.60.
X-248 (T1131).Attic palmette lekythos, red-ground,
groupii.
H. 0.105; d. 0.035. Section 12 A-B, a half meter
south of grave 335; depth 1.75.
X-249 (T2822).Red-glazedbowl.
H. 0.038; d. 0.095; d. foot 0.051. Slightly out-turned
lip; roundedwalls; low foot concavebeneath.Fabric
similarto that of "Samian"ware.FoundwithX-247,
Section 7-8 E, near grave 56; depth 1.60.
X-250 (T1056).Attic black-glazedstemmedbowl.
H. 0.065; d. 0.094; d. foot 0.056. Muchof wall missing. Wide offset, concaverim, shallowbowl; red ring
above broad disk foot. As the example from the
Tholoswell, before480 B.C., Hesperia,VIII, 1939, p.
230, fig.27. Section12B, two meterseast of grave280.

H. 0.043;d. 0.064;d. lip 0.055.Concavesides, considerably smallerat top than bottom. Found with lekanis
X-218, Section12 B, west of grave 281; depth 0.30.
X-252 (T2248). Attic Lamp, Type VII (Howland,
Type 25A).
H. 0.035; d. 0.05. As D 30f, but no lug. Section2 C,
west of graves487 and 612; depth 1.00.
X-253 (T1652a).Fragmentof an Attic black-figured
cup. P1. 98.
W. 0.038. Rim fragment,perhapsfrom a Siana cup.
Head and shouldersof a beardedman to r.; at r.,
elbowof a secondfigure;red for sleeves;reservedline
inside belowrim. Beazley, ABV, p. 55, no. 84 (accession numberthere given as T1332),by the C Painter.
Section 6 D, west of grave 237; depth 0.90.
X-253 bis (T1225).Foot of an Attic black-figuredcup.
Est. d. of foot 0.095. Part of foot (coneinside), stem,
and fragment from center of bowl preserved. I.:
Warriormoving to 1., in three-quarterview from
behind; spearhead,bit of shield rim, with row of
three white dots, and middle part of man preserved.
Beazley,ABV, p. 55, no. 90, by the CPainter.Section
12 B, above grave 311.
X-254 (T703). Three fragmentsfrom the rim of an
Attic black-figuredvolute krater.P1. 96.
A. W. 0.193. Lacksthe top mouldingbut preserves
a large section of the figuredband and part of the
black neck. From 1. to r., draped figure seated 1.;
figurewith shield on back mountingquadrigastanding r.; drapedman seated 1., with staff in r. hand;
archer with raised 1. hand standing r., looking 1.;
helmetedfigurewith roundshield and loweredspear
standing1.
B. W. 0.105. Preservesa bit of the overhangingrim
with key pattern to 1., a single black line above and
below; and the r. end of the frieze: archerstanding
1., lookingr., 1. hand raised; severalfigures,draped,
seated 1.
C. W. 0.15. Large section of the neck and a bit of
the frieze: the lower part of two figures standing 1.,
one with greaves and shield, one with draperyand
staff, both between thick black vertical members,
possibly door-jambs.White for shield and helmet
decorations,dots on garmentsand manes of horses;
no red. Section 9 B, above grave 384.
The krater can be restoredmuch like the example
in Boston, MFA, no. 90.153, Richter and Milne,
Shapes,fig.50; see alsoS. Karouzou,B.C.H.,LXXIX,
1955, pp. 177ff., with fragmentsof a similar krater
decoratedby the AntimenesPainter, and illustrating
the Boston piece, pl. 10.
X-255 (T1281).Fragmentfrom the rim of an Attic
volute krater.P1. 96.
P.h. 0.115; est. d. 0.145. Part of rim and small section of neck preserved. At rim, key pattern to 1.;
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below,
lotus-palmette
line above and below palmette-chain;red for hearts missing; large part of both A and B preserved.Side
of palmettes and bases of lotuses. To be restoredas A: in panel between double dotted borders,a man
the krater from the Rock-cut Shaft, Hesperia,VII, bearded and wreathed reclining on couch; upper
1938, p. 400, no. 36, fig. 23. Section 12 B, west of body nude,garmentfoldedoverlegs andloopedunder
1. side; 1. elbow propped on striped pillow, 1. hand
grave 458.
X-256 (T1430).Handle of an Attic volute krater.P1. holdingkylix; r. arm raised (handmissing).In front
of couch, table and pair of boots with toes to 1. At
98.
L. 0.076; est. d. 0.066. Most of the volute preserved; 1., feet and part of long garmentpreservedof person
black-glazed;ends reservedwith spiral of black ivy standingr.
Side B: Three revellers,the figureat 1. facing, only
leaves. From the same kind of vase asX-254. Section
12 B, west of grave 458.
drapedlower part preserved;in center woman to r.
with
wreath, chiton, and cloak, playing flutes; at
X-257 (T1337).The same. P1. 98.
L. 0.074; est. d. 0.066. Identical with X-256, and right, heavily draped man with wreath and beard
r. but looking back at flutist and gesturing
probablypart of the same vase. Section 13 B, near walking
from
under
robe; staff in 1. hand. Rays at base.
grave 390.
northwest
7
of grave 297; depth 0.75.
Section
C,
X-258 (T1449).Fragment from the rim of an Attic
Mannerist
Group(Sir John Beazley, by letter). For
krater. P1. 96.
similar
banquet scenes, see Mon. Ant., XVII, 1906,
P.h. 0.062; est. d. 0.57. Black roundedrim; below,
col.
499, pl. 41; A.J.A., XLII, 1938, p. 353, fig. 13
row of horizontal black palmettes, circumscribed.
Section 14 B. Cf. the two kraters, Louvre G 47, G (ARV, p. 379, 31, 32 bis).
163, by the EucharidesPainter,ARV, p. 154, 10, 11, X-265 (T620 and T1144). Five fragments from an
Attic red-figuredhydria. P1. 98.
and references.
A. W. 0.055. Upperpart of a beardedman standing
X-259 (T1297).Base of an Attic column krater. P1.
r.,
wearinglappetedcap (kidaris),garmentdecorated
98.
with
dotted circles,and dark stole; part of each arm
Est. d. 0.25. About half the foot preserved. Cf.
and part of the two scepterswhichhe held
preserved
Richter and Milne,Shapes,figs. 45, 46. Section 13 B,
and
tops of scepters missing); lower part of
north side of wall, southeastof grave443, depth 1.14. (hands
concealed
by upper part of burninglog pyre;
X-260 (T1429).Fragmentsfrom the foot of an Attic figure
at
hand
and
sleeved wrist of second figure, and
r.,
krater.P1. 98.
a
bit
of
staff
held diagonally.
perhaps
Est. d. 0.282. About half of foot and small fragment
B.
.0.038.
The
lower
W
right corner of the pyre,
of lowerwall showingbase rays. Purpleline between
at r. edge, bit of Orienwith
sickle-like
attachment;
wall and foot; another on lower round of foot.
tal's
garment.
Remainsof a lead mend. Section 13 B, north side of
C.W. 0.05. Upperpart of beardedOrientalwearing
walled area, over grave 409.
dotted vest, and holding r. hand to kidaris; before
X-261 (T649). Rim and base of an Attic column
at the left, and set low, a pair of outstretched
him,
krater.P1. 98.
hands.
D. rim 0.235; d. foot 0.101. Rim, neck, and plate of
D. W. 0.039. Bare foot and trousered leg of an
one handle preserved.Rim and handles black; on Oriental
moving 1.
neck, panel of elongated inverted buds joined by
E. W. 0.056. Upperpart of two figures:flute player
looped stems skipping three. Most of foot in two r., wearingwreath,fillet, and elaboratecostumewith
degreespreserved,and adjoiningbit of wall with rays. dots and meander;and Oriental(facemissing)dressed
Similarto Richter and Milne,Shapes,fig. 47. Section as the one in
C, but preservingmore of the sleeve
11 B, north side of grave 351; depth ca. 1.50.
decoration.
X-262 (T1655).Rim of an Attic bell kraterwith lug
Section 10 B; Fragments A, C, and E near the
handles.P1. 98.
northeast corner of grave 437 (April 1929); and B
Est. d. 0.456. Between lip and wall, a band of small and D near 410 (May,1928).
ovolo pattern. Cf. CVA, San Francisco,I, pl. 22, 1.
By the LeningradPainter. In addition to the atFor near-by vases, see grave 336. Section 6 D, be- tribution, a much fuller descriptionof these sherds
tween graves336 and 344.
and an interpretationof the action have been given
X-263 (T1763-c). Rim fragment of an Attic bell by Sir John Beazley in his "Hydria-Fragmentsin
krater.P1. 96.
Corinth," Hesperia, XXIV, 1955, pp. 305ff., pls.
W. 0.065. Band of reservedlaurel pattern. Section 85-88. He concludesthat the fragmentsillustrate a
E 5--6,betweengraves228 and 256.
lost tragedy, probablyon a Persiansubject.
X-266
X-264 (T2790).FragmentaryAttic red-figuredcolumn
(T620). Fragments of an Attic red-figured
krater.P1. 97.
hydria. P1. 98.
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preserved. Standing draped figure preserved from
waist down; at r., foot of a second figure standing1.
and holding oinochoe (?). Below, reservedline and
band of inverted elongated buds with looped stems
skippingtwo, and dots betweenstems.
B. W. 0.68. Fragment from the neck of a closed
vase, possibly from the same vase as A. Heads and
shouldersof two drapedyouths standingr., one hand
of each raised.
Section 10 B, northwestcornerof grave 410.
"By an undeterminedmannerist, and recall the
AgrigentoPainter,"Sir John Beazley by letter.
X-267 (T1332). Fragment of an Attic red-figured
calyx krater.P1. 98.
L. 0.164; w. 0.04; est. d. 0.33. Sectionof wall preserving the lower part of the picture and a bit of the
convex memberbelow. Lower parts of three figures
preserved:legs of one standing r.; feet and part of
cloak of a second standing 1., the cloak with border
and with weights in the two cornersshown; and one
foot of a third person standing1. Section 13 B, between graves332 and 381; depth 1.00.
"Seems to be by the KleophradesPainter," Sir
John Beazley, by letter.
X-268 (T1869).Attic red-figuredfragment.P1.98.
L. 0.071; w. 0.052. Part of a closed vase. Woman
moving to 1., wearing chiton and himation, which
covers shoulders,and is wrappedaround1. arm; at
r., a bit of skirt of secondfiguremoving r.; between,
thin dotted object (perhaps the tip of a leopard
skin; if so, then maenads). Section 6 D, between
graves 264 and 283.
X-269 (T1763-a). Fragment of an Attic red-figured
bell krater.P1. 98.
W. 0.177. Womanrunningto 1.; lower part of garment, tip of 1. hand, 1. foot preserved; feet and
legs of figurefollowing;below, meander;one attachment for handle. Section 5-6 E, between graves 228
and 256.
X-270 (T1763-b). Fragment of a small Attic redfiguredbell krater.P1. 98.
W. 0.09. Foot and skirt of a woman runningto r.;
meanderbelow. Found with X-269.
X-271 (T702).Base of an Attic closedvessel. P1. 98.
P.h. 0.109; d. foot 0.102. Inside of body and under-

M. Section 11 B, at northwest corner of grave 337.
X-272 (T1763).Base of an Attic calyx krater.P1. 98.
P.h. 0.103; d. foot 0.129. About half of foot and
small part of adjoiningwall preserved.
Cf. Richter and Milne, Shapes, figs. 57, 58. Found
with X-269 above.
ROMAN POTTERY

X-273 (T3251).Unguentarium,groupii.
H. 0.113; d. 0.04. Found with the following,X-274,
Section 8 A, near grave 529; depth 0.85.
X-274 (T3252).The same.
H. 0.092; d. 0.038. Found with X-273.
X-275 (T2284).Unguentarium,groupiii.
H. 0.08; d. 0.038. Section 1-2 C, between graves
183/509 and 487; depth 1.40.
X-276 (T2295).The same.
H. 0.074; d. 0.039. Section1 C,near grave522; depth
1.60.
X-277 (T2362).The same.
H. 0.09; d. 0.039. Section 1 C, in the generalarea of
grave 524.
X-278 (T2245).Bowl. P1. 99.
H. 0.053; d. 0.098; d. rim 0.087; d. foot 0.04. Much
of wall missing;no handlesor attachmentspreserved.
Very thin reddish brown fabric with brown glaze.
Section 1 C, south of grave 184/530; depth 0.90.
X-279 (T2249).Lamp, Type XVI.
H. 0.037; d. 0.065. Handle missing. Section 1 C,
north of grave 524; depth 1.20.
X-280 (T2466).Lamp, Type XXII.
H. 0.03; d. 0.066. Pale buff clay. Very early in shape
(Broneer,p. 74, profile2, fig. 34). On the discus,shell
design. The whole as S. Loeschcke, Lampen aus
Vindonissa,Zurich,1919, pl. 3, no. 559, and pl. 16,
no. 570. Section 2 D, ca. two meters north of grave
480; depth 2.50.
X-281 (T1735).Lamp, Type XXII. P1. 26.
L. 0.105; d. 0.075. On discus, panther or lion to 1.
Section 6 B (see note undergrave 172).
X-282 (T1098).Fragmentof lamp, Type XXVII. P1.
100.
W. 0.067. On discus, d'aped bust of Antino6s in
relief. Section 12 A, near grave490; depth 0.50.

CONCORDANCEOF GRAVENUMBERS
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Excavation Cat.
No.
No.
1

410

2
3
4

326
321
347

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48

352
342
320
331
365
341
359
370
351
415
355
380
337
345
353
367
422
384
325
408
357
386
356
387
378
346
324
354
349
309
280
272
371
87
86
494
273
406
404
405
403
335
489
258

Excavation
No.
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96

Cat.
No.
407
491
343
305
490
437
411
488
412
310
311
312
313
275
458
281
282
306
308
307
259
314
251
424
430
238
389
390
277
267
443
332
372
392
409
393
421
449
381
239
363
364
366
391
425
338
166
375

Excavation Cat.
Excavation Cat.
No.
No.
No.
No.
145
362
329
97
146
98
301
270
99
269
147
374
148
100
94
373
101
149
98
376
150
102
103
377
151
103
248
104
152
104
97
257
153
105
108
136
154
106
102
137
155
138
291
107
156
108
344
78
109
219
157
304
110
158
220
92
111
159
192
93
112
160
191
95
113
161
82
193
114
162
84
237
115
163
85
109
116
164
83
265
165
81
117
284
118
166
80
271
119
79
167
285
120
168
150
266
121
151
169
288
122
128
170
336
123
148
171
96
124
149
172
302
125
226
322
173
126
174
249
227
175
28
127
173
128
155
176
27
129
260
177
198
130
170
178
296
131
254
179
199
132
181
180
156
133
181
180
246
134
323
182
218
183
135
369
172
184
124
136
68
315
185
137
287
186
138
212
279
139
187
255
157/504
188
140
158
292
141
14
189
283
190
142
15
228
143
191
16
229
144
328
192
230

Excavation Cat.
No.
No.
193
231
194
232
195
256
196
290
289
197
198
286
334
199
200
211
201
233
202
264
203
293
204
298
205
214/505
206
215/506
213
207
208
263
209
234
210
235
211
299
212
7
213
303
214

111

215
216
217
218
219
220
221
222
223
224
225
226
227
228
229
230
231
232
233
234
235
236
237
238
239
240

106
216
217
30
31
32
225
99
100
109
110
105
112
26
25
432
431
101
499
500
76
501
339
75
77
330
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Excavation Cat.
Excavation Cat.
No.
No.
No.
No.
241
513
416
287
242
523
288
485
243
289
524
41
521
244
290
276
245
525
291
385
246
292
526
125
423
293
527
247
420
248
294
48
419
249
71
295
250
126
39
296
251
127
445
297
113
252
20
298
34
299
253
361
254
29
300
397
301
36
255
453
256
434
302
474
436
303
18
257
258
418
38
304
259
435
305
475
22
260
306
447
19
261
379
307
433
262
358
308
263
309
455
484
118
264
310
74
311
35
265
37
33
266
312
73
313
462
267
471
444
314
268
461
315
269
115
454/498
316
492
17
270
21
400
317
271
24
456
318
272
446
319
273
72
51
23
320
274
321
398
459
275
322
457
276
472
42
323
479
277
324
452
486
278
53
325
45
279
326
120
280
183/509
281
52
327
478
121
512
328
282
482
283
329
487
114
284
511
330
331
285
117
522
116
332
286
184/530

Excavation Cat.
Excavation Cat.
Excavation Cat.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
333
480
425
134
9
379
380
334
481
426
10
133
381
316
50
11
335
427
382
336
428
448
8
317
383
429
300
119
340
337
384
430
338
327
297
503/520
442
431
339
385
350
278
386
432
514
206
340
294
433
387
129
319
341
402
434
342
388
396
57
47
389
61
435
318
343
67
245
436
344
390
270
417
391
244
345
208
437
187
392
63
188
438
346
209
393
439
186
451
250
347
394
224
440
348
261
171/463
395
441
349
66
295
145/507
396
442
528
350
162
388
443
351
182
397
395
146/508
444
163
429
398
352
59
399
450
60
445
142
353
464
400
62
143
446
354
401
355
12
161
447
64/468
49
402
448
221
356
253
222
449
403
58
357
65/469
450
165
404
56
358
122/470
451
465
405
399
359
247
466
452
252
360
406
274
453
240
361
407
476
147/460
454
362
408
210
467
241/427
268
91
455
363
409
201
410
90
401
456
364
242/426
262
365
411
200
457
477
141
458
366
441
412
202
459
164
88
413
176
367
460
89
414
368
174
144/510
461
369
495
415
177
243/428
462
223
123
416
370
178
463
160
46
417
371
175
464
529
418
372
496
189
465
502
419
131
1
373
466
516
2
420
190
374
515
467
421
130
6
375
159
468
422
132
5
376
423
333
4
377
424
203
55
378
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Inv. No. Cat.No.
326-1
G12
X-68
G93
X-61
G270
X-47
G291
X-76
G292
X-50
G309
X-21
G366
407-2
G394
X-27
G519
409-1
G600
X-70
G604
X-29
G605
X-1
G606
X-41
G616
X-37
G617
X-44
G618
X-2
G677
X-60
G735
X-59
G736
X-35
G737
X-3
G738
X-40
G755
X-31
G784
497-1
G801
497-2
G802
497-3
G803
497-4
G804
497-5
G805
497-6
G806
X-71
G807
X-39
G839
G897
X-55
X-4
G898
X-72
G899
G900
X-57
X-54
G901
X-62
G930
G961
X-25
X-5
G962
X-6
G963
G964
X-28
X-65
G984
G1001
X-7
X-48
G1039
X-51
G1041

Inv. No. Cat.No.
X-52
G1042
X-30
G1043
G1044 X-34
G1059 X-46
X-49
G1169
X-43
G1170
X-24
G1171
X-73
G1172
X-45
G1258
X-74
G1259
G1260 X-56
X-8
G1296
G1297 X-9
G1299 440-1
X-42
G1315
G1326 484-1
509-1
G1378
X-10
G1408
G1438 419-1
X-11
G1468
X-12
G1528
X-58
G1550
G1556 452-2
X-13
G1614
X-23
G1667
X-14
G1668
G1669 X-15
G1670 X-36
G1721 450-1
X-32
G1799
X-16
G1800
X-17
G1801
G1817 496-1
G1826 X-66
X-18
G1845
X-19
G1855
X-26
G1863
G1884 X-53
G2042 460-1
X-63
G2125
G2126 X-64
G2127 X-67
X-38
G2178
G2230 427-3
G2267 426-1

Inv. No.
G2339
G2358
G2372
G2373
G2375
G2376
G2377
T556
T557
T558
T559
T560
T561
T562
T563
T564
T565
T566
T567
T568
T569
T570
T571
T572
T573
T574
T575
T576
T577
T578
T579
T580
T581
T582
T583
T584
T585
T586
T587
T588
T589
T590
T591
T592
T593

Cat.No.
515-1
159-1
X-69
X-75
X-20
X-33
X-22
410-3
410-2
410-1
368-2
368-1
326-7
326-4
326-5
326-3
326-2
326-6
X-161
321-1
321-2
321-6
321-5
321-3
321-4
347-1
347-2
347-3
347-4
352-1
352-2
D16-d
D16-b
D16-a
D16-c
X-225
342-8
342-4
342-6
342-12
342-7
342-3
342-10
342-11
342-5

Inv. No. Cat.No.
342-2
T594
342-9
T595
T596
X-82
438-1
T597
394-1
T598
394-2
T599
T601
X-167
X-195
T602
X-196
T603
320-3
T604
320-5
T605
320-4
T606
320-6
T607
320-2
T608
320-1
T609
320-7
T610
320-8
T611
331-5
T612
331-4
T613
T614
331-7
331-8
T615
331-6
T616
331-3
T617
331-2
T618
331-1
T619
T620
X-265, 266
365-2
T621
365-1
T622
365-3
T623
365-4
T624
365-5
T625
365-6
T626
X-168
T627
X-156
T628
341-8
T629
341-1
T630
341-2
T631
341-9
T632
341-3
T633
341-4
T634
341-5
T635
341-7
T636
341-6
T637
359-3
T638
359-2
T639
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T640
T641
T642
T643
T644
T645
T646
T647
T648
T649
T650
T651
T652
T653
T654
T655
T656
T657
T658
T659
T660
T661
T662
T663
T664
T665
T666
T667
T668
T669
T670
T671
T672
T673
T674
T675
T676
T677
T678
T679
T680
T681
T682
T683
T684
T685
T686
T687
T688
T689
T691
T692
T693
T694
T695
T696

359-5
359-4
370-3
370-5
370-4
370-6
359-1
370-2
X-160
X-261
351-3
351-4
351-1
351-2
X-210
X-205
D20-a
D20-c
415-17
415-12
415-14
415-15
415-16
415-4
415-2
415-3
415-13
415-5
415-6
415-7
415-18
415-19
415-8
415-9
415-10
415-11
355-4
355-3
355-1
355-5
355-6
355-9
355-7
355-8
355-2
X-103
D20-b
380-1
337-3
337-6
337-5
337-4
337-7
337-11
337-9
337-12

T697
T698
T699
T700
T701
T702
T703
T704
T705
T706
T707
T708
T709
T710
T711
T712
T713
T714
T715
T716
T717
T718
T719
T720
T721
T722
T723
T724
T725
T726
T727
T728
T729
T730
T731
T733
T734
T735
T736
T737
T738
T739
T740
T741
T742
T743
T744
T745
T746
T747
T748
T750
T751
T752
T753
T754

337-10
337-2
337-8
X-169
X-157
X-271
X-254
345-2
345-1
345-3
X-224
X-170
353-1
353-5
353-3
353-4
353-6
353-9
353-8
353-2
353-7
367-10
367-11
367-1
367-2
367-12
367-5
367-6
367-7
367-8
367-13
367-14
367-9
367-3
367-4
422-6
422-7
422-13
422-12
422-1
422-10
422-8
422-5
422-9
422-2
422-3
422-11
422-4
384-1
384-3
384-2
X-189
X-165
D19-b
D19-d
D19-C

T755
T756
T757
T758
T759
T760
T761
T762
T763
T764
T765
T766
T767
T768
T769
T770
T771
T772
T773
T774
T775
T776
T777
T778
T779
T780
T781
T782
T783
T784
T785
T786
T787
T788
T789
T790
T791
T792
T793
T794
T795
T796
T797
T798
T799
T800
T801
T802
T803
T804
T805
T806
T807
T808
T809
T810

D13-a
D13-c
D13-b
325-1
325-6
325-7
325-8
325-5
325-2
325-4
325-3
408-1
408-2
408-4
408-5
408-3
357-2
357-7
357-8
357-9
357-6
357-3
357-1
357-4
357-10
357-5
386-1
386-7
386-6
386-4
386-5
386-2
386-3
356-3
356-4
356-2
356-5
356-1
387-1
387-2
378-1
378-5
378-4
378-7
378-2
378-8
378-3
378-6
346-2
346-6
346-4
346-10
346-11
346-7
346-9
346-8

T811
T812
T813
T814
T815
T816
T817
T818
T819
T820
T821
T822
T823
T824
T825
T826
T827
T828
T829
T830
T831
T832
T1055
T1056
T1057
T1058
T1059
T1060
T1061
T1062
T1063
T1064
T1065
T1066
T1067
T1068
T1070
T1071
T1072
T1073
T1074
T1075
T1076
T1077
T1078
T1079
T1080
T1081
T1082
T1083
T1084
T1085
T1086
T1087
T1088
T1089

346-5
346-3
324-1
324-4
324-2
324-3
354-2
354-4
354-3
349-4
349-3
349-1
349-2
X-219
Dll-d
Dll-c
D11-b
Dll-e
Dll-f
D11-a
D11-g
X-100
X-114
X-250
X-206
X-230
X-203
X-197
X-211
X-113
X-112
309-1
X-152
X-132
X-198
X-171
280-3
280-2
280-1
280-4
272-7
272-4
272-2
272-6
272-10
272-3
272-5
272-8
272-1
272-11
272-9
371-2
371-3
371-4
371-5
X-199
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T1090
T1091
T1092
T1093
T1094
T1095
T1096
T1097
T1098
T1099
T1100
Tl101
T1102
T1103
T1104
T1105
T1106
T1107
T1108
T1109
T1110
Tllll
T1112
T1113
T1114
T1115
T1116
T1117
T1118
T1119
T1120
T1121
T1122
T1123
T1124
T1125
T1126
T1127
T1129
T1130
T1131
T1132
T1133
T1134
T1135
T1136
T1137
T1138
T1139
T1140
T1141
T1142
T1143
T1144
T1145
T1146

87-1
87-4
87-2
87-5
87-3
X-121
494-1
494-2
X-282
273-1
406-1
406-2
404-2
404-5
404-4
404-6
404-7
404-3
404-1
405-a
405-b
X-118
405-2
405-4
405-1
405-5
405-3
403-5
403-1
403-6
403-8
403-2
403-3
403-4
403-7
335-2
335-1
335-3
X-122
X-172
X-248
D7-a
D7-b
258-2
258-3
258-1
258-5
258-4
X-120
D18-b
D18-c
D18-a
X-166
X-265
X-214
X-215

T1147
T1148
T1149
T1150
T1151
T1152
T1153
T1154
T1155
T1156
T1157
T1158
T1159
T1160
T1161
T1162
T1163
T1164
T1165
T1166
T1167
T1168
T1169
T1170
T1171
T1172
T1173
T1174
T1175
T1176
T1177
T1178
T1179
T1180
T1181
T1182
T1183
T1184
T1185
T1186
T1187
T1188
T1189
T1190
T1191
T1192
T1193
T1194
T1195
T1196
T1197
T1198
T1199
T1200
T1201
T1202

407-10
407-3
407-4
407-5
407-6
407-12
407-9
407-7
407-8
407-11
491-2
491-5
491-8
491-3,4
491-10
491-9
491-7
491-6
491-11
343-2
343-4
343-1
343-3
305-2
305-3
305-4
305-1
490-3
490-2
490-1
437-2
437-1
437-3
411-4
411-6
411-9
411-3
411-7
411-8
411-5
411-2
X-207
X-218
X-251
488-2
488-1
488-3
412-10
412-13
412-9
412-4
412-1
412-7
412-11
412-8
412-2

T1203
T1204
T1205
T1206
T1207
T1208
T1209
T1210
T1211
T1212
T1213
T1214
T1215
T1216
T1217
T1218
T1219
T1220
T1221
T1222
T1224
T1225
T1227
T1228
T1229
T1230
T1231
T1232
T1233
T1234
T1235
T1236
T1237
T1238
T1239
T1240
T1241
T1242
T1243
T1244
T1245
T1246
T1247
T1248
T1249
T1250
T1251
T1252
T1253
T1254
T1255
T1256
T1257
T1258
T1259
T1260

412-6
412-5
412-12
412-14
412-3
X-94
X-190
X-159
D33-c
D33-d
D33-a
D33-b
275-2
275-1
275-5
275-4
275-7
275-8
275-3
275-6
S-7
X-253 bis
458-2
458-3
458-5
458-4
458-1
281-7
281-2
281-3
281-8
281-4
281-9
281-10
281-6
281-11
281-12
281-13
281-5
282-4
282-3
282-1
282-5
282-2
D8-d
D8-a
D8-b
D8-c
306-2
306-5
306-3
306-4
306-1
308-1
308-5
308-2

T1261
T1262
T1263
T1264
T1265
T1266
T1267
T1268
T1269
T1270
T1271
T1272
T1273
T1274
T1275
T1276
T1277
T1278
T1279
T1280
T1281
T1283
T1284
T1285
T1286
T1287
T1288
T1289
T1290
T1291
T1292
T1293
T1294
T1295
T1296
T1297
T1298
T1299
T1300
T1301
T1302
T1303
T1304
T1305
T1306
T1307
T1308
T1309
T1310
T1311
T1312
T1313
T1314
T1315
T1316
T1317

808-4
308-3
307-3
307-1
307-4
307-5
307-2
259-3
259-4
259-1
259-2
251-1
251-2
424-2
424-4
424-3
424-1
383-1
383-2
383-3
X-255
X-102
430-8
430-5
430-3
430-6
430-2
430-9
430-1
430-7
430-4
238-2
238-1
X-173
X-106
X-259
D49-f
D49-g
D49-a
D49-c
D49-b
D49-h
D49-i
D49-j
D49-k
D49-d
X-163
X-164
X-208
389-2
389-1
390-1
390-2
390-3
277-7
277-4
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T1318
T1319
T1320
T1321
T1322
T1323
T1324
T1325
T1326
T1327
T1328
T1329
T1330
T1331
T1332
T1333
T1334
T1335
T1336
T1337
T1338
T1339
T1340
T1341
T1342
T1343
T1344
T1345
T1346
T1347
T1348
T1349
T1350
T1351
T1352
T1353
T1354
T1355
T1356
T1357
T1358
T1359
T1360
T1361
T1362
T1363
T1364
T1365
T1366
T1367
T1368
T1369
T1370
T1371
T1372
T1373

277-3
277-6
277-2
277-5
277-1
267-1
267-2
267-3
443-4
443-3
443-2
443-1
332-1
332-2
X-267
X-144
X-204
X-158
X-142
X-257
X-109
392-4
392-5
392-2
392-3
392-7
392-6
372-5
372-3
372-4
372-2
393-2
393-1
409-2
409-11
409-7
409-5
409-6
409-4
409-12
409-3
409-10
409-8
421-1
421-2
421-3
409-9
449-3
449-1
449-4
449-2
381-2
381-1
239-3
239-2
D12-b

T1374
T1375
T1376
T1377
T1378
T1379
T1380
T1381
T1382
T1383
T1384
T1385
T1386
T1387
T1388
T1389
T1390
T1391
T1392
T1393
T1394
T1395
T1396
T1397
T1398
T1399
T1400
T1401
T1402
T1403
T1404
T1405
T1406
T1407
T1408
T1409
T1410
T1411
T1412
T1413
T1414
T1415
T1416
T1417
T1418
T1419
T1420
T1421
T1422
T1423
T1424
T1425
T1426

D12-c
D12-g
D12-f
D12-e
D12-i
D12-d
D12-a
D12-h
X-220
X-242
X-141
363-2
363-3
363-1
363-5
363-6
363-4
364-6
364-8
364-5
364-9
364-10
364-7
364-4
364-2
364-3
366-13
366-12
366-9
366-15
366-14
366-10
366-11
366-7
366-6
366-2
366-3
366-4
366-5
366-8
391-4
391-5
391-2
391-3
425-1
425-2
425-3
338-6
338-7
338-4
338-5
338-1
338-2

T1427
T1428
T1429

338-3
X-119
X-260

T1430
T1431
T1433
T1434
T1435
T1436
T1437
T1438
T1439
T1440
T1441
T1442
T1443
T1444
T1445
T1446
T1447
T1448
T1449
T1450
T1451
T1452
T1453
T1454
T1455
T1456
T1457
T1458
T1459
T1460
T1461
T1462
T1463
T1464
T1465
T1466
T1467
T1468
T1469
T1470
T1471
T1472
T1473
T1474
T1475
T1476
T1477
T1478
T1479
T1480
T1481
T1482
T1483
T1484
T1485
T1486

X-256
X-212
362-2
362-3
362-5
362-4
362-1
301-1
301-4
301-3
301-2
374-1
373-2
373-1
373-3
373-4
X-191
X-245
X-258
194-3
194-2
194-1
248-1
257-6
257-5
257-8
257-10
192-1
257-9
257-7
257-3
257-1
257-4
257-2
192-a
78-1
78-3
78-2
78-5
78-6
78-4
135-3
135-1
135-2
X-123
219-1
219-3
219-4
219-2
220-5
220-4
220-1
220-2
220-3
191-2
191-3

T1487
T1488
T1489
T1490
T1491
T1492
T1493
T1494
T1495
T1496
T1497
T1498
T1499
T1500
T1501
T1502
T1504
T1505
T1506
T1508
T1509
T1510
T1511
T1512
T1513
T1514
T1515
T1516
T1517
T1518
T1519
T1520
T1521
T1522
T1523
T1524
T1525
T1526
T1527
T1528
T1529
T1530
T1531
T1532
T1533
T1534
T1535
T1536
T1537
T1538
T1539
T1540
T1541
T1542
T1543
T1544

192-b
148-2
148-1
128-f
128-h
128-g
128-c
128-d
128-a
128-b
226-1
227-1
D1-a
Dl-b
128-e
X-145
D14-d
D14-b
D14-c
157-p
157-a
157-f
157-r
157-i
157-m
157-s
157-b
155-a
155-d
155-b
155-c
173-4
173-1
173-3
173-2
155-1
155-7
155-8
155-4
155-5
155-6
155-2
155-3
260-1
260-2
170-1
170-6
170-5
170-2
170-3
170-4
254-2
254-1
X-136
D45-b
D45-a
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T1545
T1546
T1547
T1548
T1549
T1550
T1551
T1552
T1553
T1554
T1555
T1556
T1557
T1558
T1559
T1560
T1561
T1562
T1563
T1564
T1565
T1566
T1567
T1568
T1569
T1570
T1571
T1572
T1573
T1574
T1575
T1576
T1577
T1578
T1579
T1580
T1581
T1582
T1583
T1584
T1585
T1586
T1587
T1588
T1589
T1590
T1591
T1592
T1593
T1594
T1595
T1596
T1597
T1598

X-124
169-1
169-2
181-1
181-2
168-5
168-4
168-1
168-2
168-3
168-6
168-7
168-8
168-10
168-9
180-1
180-5
X-157 bis
180-4
180-3
180-2
323-4
323-5
323-3
323-7
323-6
323-8
323-1
323-2
369-3
369-4
369-1
369-2
157-e
68-1
68-2
279-1
157-h
157-q
157-k
157-1
157-t
157-n
157-u
157-c
157-g
157-v
157-j
157-1
504-1
157-x
157-n
157-w
157-d

T1599
T1601

157-o
328-2

T1602
T1603
T1604
T1605
T1606
T1607
T1608
T1609
T1610
T1611
T1612
T1613
T1614
T1615
T1616
T1617
T1618
T1619
T1620
T1621
T1622
T1623
T1624
T1625
T1626
T1627
T1628
T1629
T1630
T1634
T1636
T1637
T1638
T1639
T1640
T1641
T1642
T1643
T1644
T1645
T1646
T1647
T1648
T1649
T1650
T1651
T1652a
T1654
T1655
T1656
T1657
T1658
T1659
T1660
T1661
T1662

328-3
328-1
328-4
329-5
329-4
329-8
329-7
329-9
329-10
329-6
329-3
329-11
329-2
360-3
360-4
360-2
360-1
360-5
16-10
14-2
15-2
16-1
16-2
16-3
16-4
16-5
16-6
16-7
16-8
269-1
X-87
291-3
291-2
344-8
344-7
344-3
344-13
344-6
344-9
344-5
344-11
344-4
344-10
344-12
344-2
344-14
X-253
X-155
X-262
195-1
304-1
304-2
193-1
237-2
237-1
336-e

T1663
T1664
T1665
T1666
T1667
T1668
T1669
T1670
T1671
T1672
T1673
T1674
T1675
T1676
T1677
T1678
T1679
T1680
T1681
T1682
T1688
T1684
T1685
T1686
T1687
T1688
T1689
T1690
T1691
T1692
T1694
T1695
T1696
T1697
T1698
T1699
T1700
T1701
T1702
T1703
T1704
T1705
T1705bis
T1706
T1707
T1708
T1709
T1710
T1712
T1713
T1714
T1715
T1716
T1717
T1718
T1719

336-a
265-2
265-1
284-4
284-3
284-1
284-2
271-2
271-3
271-4
271-1
285-1
285-2
266-1
266-2
288-1
288-2
336-3
336-4
336-2
336-1
336-7
336-6
336-5
D5-b
D5-c
D5-a
336-d
336-c
336-b
302-1
302-2
302-5
302-3
302-4
322-6
322-5
322-8
322-9
322-2
322-10
322-3
322-7
249-4
249-2
249-3
249-1
198-1
296-2
296-1
199-1
156-8
156-6
156-9
156-1
156-11

T1720
T1721
T1722
T1723
T1724
T1725
T1726
T1727
T1728
T1729
T1730
T1731
T1732
T1733
T1734
T1735
T1736
T1737
T1738
T1739
T1740
T1741

156-5
156-10
156-3
156-4
156-7
156-2
246-1
246-2
218-2
218-3
218-1
172-k
172-1
172-a
172-b
X-281
172-c
172-d
172-j
172-i
172-n
172-h

T1742

172-e

T1746
T1747
T1748
T1749
T1750
T1751
T1752
T1753
T1754
T1755
T1756
T1757
T1758
T1759
T1760
T1761
T1763
T1763a
T1763b
T1763c
T1766
T1767
T1768
T1769
T1770
T1771
T1772
T1773
T1774
T1775
T1776
T1777
T1778

172-m
172-f
172-o
236-1
348-2
348-1
348-3
D9-a
D9-i
D9-h
D9-f
287-1
287-3
287-4
287-2
191-1
X-272
X-269
X-270
X-263
212-3
212-2
212-4
212-1
255-2
255-1
292-1
283-3
283-1
283-2
283-5
283-4
228-1
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T1782
T1783
T1784
T1785
T1786
T1787
T1788
T1789
T1790
T1791
T1792
T1793
T1794
T1795
T1796
T1797
T1798
T1799
T1800
T1801
T1802
T1803
T1804
T1805
T1806
T1807
T1808
T1809
T1810
T1811
T1812
T1813
T1814
T1815
T1816
T1817
T1818
T1819
T1820
T1821
T1822
T1823
T1824
T1825
T1826
T1827
T1828
T1829
T1830
T1831
T1832
T1833
T1834
T1835
T1836
T1837

281-2
281-1
290-1
289-2
289-1
286-3
286-2
32-1
506-b
506-a
505-a
D9-e
D9-g
D9-j
D9-d
D9-b
D9-c
299-a
299-b
334-4
334-10
334-6
334-5
334-12
334-1
334-15
334-7
334-2
334-14
334-8
334-3
334-11
334-13
334-9
211-1
264-2
264-3
264-1
293-1
298-6
298-4
298-3
298-2
298-1
298-5
505-4
505-3
505-2
505-1
506-1
506-4
506-2
506-5
506-3
213-4
213-3

T1838
T1839
T1840
T1841
T1842
T1843
T1844
T1845
T1846
T1847
T1848
T1849
T1850
T1851
T1852
T1853
T1854
T1855
T1856
T1857
T1859
T1860
T1861
T1862
T1864
T1866
T1868
T1869
T1870
T1873
T1874
T1875
T1876
T1877
T1880
T1881
T1882
T1883
T2154
T2155
T2156
T2158
T2159
T2160
T2161
T2162
T2163
T2164
T2165
T2166
T2167
T2168
T2169
T2170

T2171
T2172

213-5
213-1
213-2
263-2
263-1
263-3
263-4
299-3
299-2
299-4
299-10
299-7
299-5
299-11
299-8
299-9
299-6
7-1
235-1
D3-a
D3-b
D47-a
D47-b
D47-c
225-1
109-1
112-1
X-268
172-g
25-1
432-1
431-2
431-3
431-1
X-88
D49-e
152-2
D14-e
X-236
X-209
X-174
X-222
X-146
X-200
X-226
D26-c
D26-a
D26-b
X-213
339-2
339-3
339-1
339-5
339-4

330-10
330-5

T2173
T2174
T2175
T2176
T2177
T2178
T2179
T2180
T2181
T2182
T2183
T2184
T2185
T2186
T2187
T2188
T2189
T2190
T2191
T2192
T2193
T2194
T2195
T2196
T2197
T2198
T2199
T2200
T2201
T2202
T2203
T2204
T2205
T2206
T2207
T2208
T2209
T2210
T2211
T2212
T2213
T2214
T2215
T2216
T2217
T2218
T2219
T2220
T2221
T2222
T2223
T2224
T2225
T2226
T2227
T2228

830-6
330-7
330-2
330-4
330-8
330-9
330-3
X-175
X-246
X-243
X-192
X-150
S-10
69-1
44-1
416-5
416-7
416-8
416-3
416-1
416-6
416-9
416-2
416-4
416-10
416-11
416-12
485-1
485-2
485-3
43-1
54-1
20-3
D17-a
D17-b
493-1
20-2
276-4
276-2
276-1
276-3
385-1
385-3
385-2
423-1
423-2
423-3
423-6
423-7
423-8
423-4
423-5
423-9
483-3
483-1
483-2

T2229
T2230
T2234
T2235
T2236
T2237
T2238
T2239
T2240
T2241
T2242
T2243
T2244
T2254
T2246
T2247
T2248
T2249
T2250
T2251
T2252
T2253
T2254
T2255
T2256
T2257
T2258
T2259
T2260
T2261
T2262
T2263
T2264
T2265
T2266
T2267
T2268
T2269
T2271
T2272
T2273
T2274
T2275
T2276
T2277
T2278
T2279
T2280
T2281
T2282
T2283
T2284
T2285
T2286
T2287
T2288

40-2
40-1
445-1
445-2
445-3
445-4
445-5
20-1
361-4
361-2
361-5
361-6
361-3
X-278
517-2
517-3
X-252
X-279
517-1
414-1
414-2
382-1
382-2
453-7
453-8
453-2
453-3
453-9
453-5
453-1
453-4
453-6
434-3
434-2
X-95
S-9
518-1
436-1
435-1
379-3
447-3
447-4
447-5
447-1
379-7
379-2
447-2
379-4
379-6
379-5
X-107
X-275
358-3
358-6
358-4
358-1
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T2289
T2290
T2291
T2292
T2293
T2294
T2295
T2296
T2297
T2298
T2299
T2300
T2301
T2302
T2303
T2304
T2305
T2306
T2307
T2308
T2309
T2310
T2311
T2312
T2313
T2314
T2315
T2316
T2317
T2318
T2319
T2320
T2321
T2322
T2323
T2324
T2325
T2326
T2327
T2328
T2330
T2331
T2332
T2333
T2334
T2335
T2336
T2337
T2338
T2239
T2340
T2341
T2342
T2343
T2344
T2345

358-5
358-2
484-2
484-4
484-5
484-3
X-276
473-1
471-1
471-2
471-3
461-2
461-3
461-1
492-2
492-3
492-1
492-4
400-4
400-3
400-5
400-1
400-2
498-4
498-7
498-9
498-5
498-8
498-10
498-11
498-6
454-3
454-4
454-2
454-1
454-5
498-3
456-1
456-3
453-2
459-3
459-4
459-2
459-1
472-2
472-3
472-4
509-3
509-2
512-3
512-1
487-3
487-4
487-8
487-5
487-7

T2346
T2347
T2348
T2349
T2350
T2351
T2352
T2353
T2354
T2355
T2356
T2357
T2358
T2359
T2360
T2361
T2362
T2363
T2364
T2365
T2366
T2367
T2368
T2369
T2370
T2371
T2372
T2373
T2374
T2375
T2376
T2377
T2378
T2379
T2380
T2381
T2382
T2383
T2384
T2385
T2386
T2387
T2388
T2389
T2390
T2391
T2392
T2393
T2394
T2395
T2396
T2397
T2398
T2399
T2400
T2401

487-6
487-9
487-2
511-2
511-3
511-1
522-1
522-2
522-3
D24-a
D24-b
D24-X-116
513-1
521-1
519-1
X-277
420-5
420-4
420-6
420-3
420-2
D36-a
D36-f
D36-c
D36-e
D36-b
D36-d
X-202
X-91
419-14
419-7
419-10
419-5
419-15
419-9
419-3
419-6
419-13
419-12
419-8
419-11
419-16
419-4
419-2
X-216
X-97
X-90
113-1
22-2
397-4
397-5
397-3
397-1
397-2
18-8

T2402
T2403
T2404
T2405
T2406
T2407
T2408
T2409
T2410
T2411
T2412
T2413
T2414
T2415
T2416
T2417
T2418
T2419
T2420
T2421
T2422
T2423
T2424
T2425
T2426
T2427
T2428
T2429
T2430
T2431
T2432
T2433
T2434
T2435
T2436
T2437
T2438
T2439
T2441
T2442
T2443
T2445
T2446
T2447
T2448
T2449
T2450
T2451
T2452
T2453
T2454
T2455
T2456
T2457
T2458
T2459

18-7
18-3
474-1
474-3
474-2
474-4
18-2
18-4
18-5
18-6
18-1
X-176
418-12
418-14
418-1
418-2
418-7
418-8
418-10
418-5
418-11
418-9
418-4
418-6
418-3
418-13
475-1
475-2
475-3
22-1
19-1
433-1
433-2
433-3
433-4
455-3
455-1
455-2
S-4
X-130
X-239
X-217
462-3
462-5
462-4
462-6
462-2
444-2
444-3
444-4
X-177
17-1
17-2
17-6
17-7
17-11

T2460
T2461
T2462
T2463
T2464
T2465
T2466
T2467
T2468
T2469
T2470
T2471
T2472
T2473
T2474
T2475
T2476
T2477
T2478
T2479
T2480
T2481
T2482
T2483
T2484
T2485
T2486
T2487
T2488
T2489
T2490
T2491
T2492
T2493
T2494
T2495
T2496
T2497
T2498
T2499
T2500
T2501
T2502
T2503
T2504
T2505
T2506
T2507
T2508
T2509
T2510
T2511
T2512
T2513
T2514
T2515

17-12
17-8
17-13
17-15
17-14
17-9
X-280
21-1
21-2
21-3
X-238
413-1
413-2
413-3
446-4
446-2
446-5
446-3
446-1
446-3
398-1
457-1
457-2
457-3
457-5
457-4
457-6
479-2
479-1
p. 282
p. 282
p. 282
452-3
452-6
452-5
452-4
478-1
478-3
478-2
X-129
480-2
480-3
480-4
480-1
481-1
481-2
481-3
481-4
481-5
448-5
448-8
448-7
448-9
448-2
448-3
448-4
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T2516
T2517
T2518
T2519
T2520
T2521
T2522
T2523
T2524
T2525
T2526
T2527
T2528
T2529
T2530
T2531
T2532
T2533
T2534
T2535
T2536
T2537
T2538
T2539
T2540
T2541
T2542
T2543
T2544
T2545
T2546
T2547
T2548
T2549
T2550
T2551
T2552
T2553
T2554
T2556
T2557
T2558
T2559
T2560
T2561
T2562
T2564
T2565
T2566
T2567
T2568
T2569
T2570
T2571
T2572
T2573
22

448-6
X-235
X-125
X-183
X-108
X-104
X-96
503-5
503-2
503-3
503-6
503-4
520-1
503-7
503-1
503-7
442-3
442-5
442-6
442-4
442-7
442-1
442-2
X-237
X-240
X-229
X-149
X-148
X-105
47-1
129-2
129-3
129-5
129-4
129-1
514-1
514-2
514-3
S-2
X-182
D23-c
X-184
D23-b
D23-d
D52-a
D52-b
X-185
X-178
70-1
70-5
70-6
70-2
70-3
70-4
D31-d
D31-b

T2574
T2575
T2576
T2579
T2580
T2581
T2582
T2583
T2584
T2585
T2586
T2587
T2588
T2589
T2590
T2591
T2592
T2593
T2594
T2595
T2596
T2597
T2598
T2599
T2600
T2601
T2602
T2603
T2604
T2605
T2606
T2607
T2608
T2609
T2610
T2611
T2612
T2613
T2614
T2615
T2616
T2617
T2618
T2619
T2621
T2622
T2623
T2624
T2625
T2626
T2627
T2628
T2629
T2630
T2631
T2632

D31-c
D31-e
D81-a
D35-c
D35-b
D35-a
X-179
D32-a
X-126
D32-d
D32-b
D32-c
D32-e
D27-a
D27-b
D27-c
D27-d
244-1
63-1
63-2
63-3
X-128
D34-d
D34-c
D34-a
D34-b
D29-a
D29-c
D29-b
X-153
X-186
D38-d
D38-b
D38-c
D38-f
D38-a
D38-g
D38-e
X-110
171-1
463-1
463-2
463-3
171-2
162-4
162-2
162-5
162-3
162-1
182-6
182-4
182-7
182-1
182-2
182-5
182-3

T2683
T2634
T2635
T2636
T2637
T2638
T2639
T2640
T2641
T2642
T2643
T2644
T2645
T2646
T2647
T2648
T2649
T2650
T2651
T2652
T2653
T2654
T2655
T2656
T2657
T2658
T2659
T2660
T2661
T2662
T2663
T2664
T2665
T2666
T2667
T2668
T2669
T2670
T2671
T2672
T2673
T2674
T2675
T2676
T2677
T2678
T2679
T2680
T2681
T2682
T2683
T2684
T2685
T2686
T2688
T2689

D42-f
X-127
X-283
D42-a to e
429-2
429-3
429-4
450-3
450-5
450-6
450-4
450-2
464-2
464-3
464-4
464-1
X-234
D28-d
D28-b
D28-c
D28-f
D28-e
D28-a
X-180
X-lll
65-1
476-1
D25-a
D25-b
D25-c
D39-b
D39-a
D39-c
X-181
X-77
X-92
467-1
90-1
477-1
477-2
477-3
X-151
X-154
D2-b
D2-a
X-147
D30-f
D30-d
D30-b
D30-c
D30-e
D30-a
X-227
17-3
17-5
17-4

T2690
T2692
T2693
T2694
T2695
T2696
T2698
T2699
T2700
T2701
T2702
T2703
T2705
T2706
T2707
T2708
T2709
T2710
T2713
T2714
T2715
T2731
T2732
T2733
T2734
T2735
T2736
T2737
T2738
T2739
T2740
T2741
T2742
T2743
T2744
T2745
T2746
T2747
T2748
T2749
T2750
T2751
T2752
T2753
T2754
T2755
T2756
T2757
T2758
T2759
T2760
T2761
T2763
T2764
T2765
T2766

17-10
X-86
441-1
441-4
441-2
441-3
495-6
495-2
495-4
495-7
495-3
495-5
D37-d
D37-c
D37-a
D37-b
D37-e
X-135
S-3
X-228
X-140
440-2
D23-a
S-6
X-138
X-139
1-1
1-2
2-1
2-2
2-3
2-4
2-5
2-6
2-7
2-8
2-9
2-10
2-11
2-12
2-13
2-14
2-15
1-3
13-1
3-1
3-2
3-3
3-4
3-5
13-2
6-1
5-1
5-2
5-3
5-4
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Inv. No.
T2767
T2768
T2769
T2770
T2771
T2772
T2773
T2774
T2775
T2776
T2777
T2778
T2779
T2780
T2781
T2782
T2783
T2784
T2785
T2786
T2788
T2789
T2790
T2791
T2792
T2793
T2795
T2796
T2797
T2798
T2799
T2800
T2801
T2802
T2803
T2804
T2805
T2806
T2807
T2808
T2809
T2810
T2811
T2812
T2813
T2814
T2815
T2816
T2818
T2819
T2820
T2821
T2822
T2823
T2824
T2825

Cat.No.
5-5
X-80
X-99
D10-a
DlO-b
D10-c
9-1
9-2
10-1
X-101
11-1
11-2
11-3
8-1
8-2
8-3
154-5
154-4
154-3
154-2
X-93
X-84
X-264
X-223
X-201
X-187
S-8
X-134
340-5
340-3
340-1
340-6
340-4
340-2
297-5
297-3
297-2
297-7
297-6
297-1
297-4
350-1
350-2
206-2
206-1
D21-d
D21-e
D21-c
D21-a
D21-b
S-1
S-11
X-249
X-247
402-1
402-2

Inv. No.
T2826
T2827
T2828
T2829
T2830
T2831
T2832
T2833
T2834
T2835
T2836
T2837
T2838
T2839
T2840
T2841
T2842
T2843
T2844
T2845
T2846
T2847
T2848
T2849
T2850
T2851
T2852
T2853
T2854
T2855
T2856
T2857
T2858
T2859
T2860
T2861
T2862
T2863
T2864
T2865
T2866
T2867
T2868
T2869
T2870
T2871
T2872
T2873
T2874
T2875
T2876
T2877
T2878
T2879
T2880
T2881

Cat.No.
208-1
250-14
250-15
250-18
250-10
250-16
250-11
250-9
250-12
250-17
250-13
250-1
250-8
250-6
250-5
250-3
250-4
250-7
250-2
295-3
295-10
295-14
295-1
295-6
295-15
295-4
295-7
295-8
295-5
295-12
295-13
295-11
295-9
295-2
X-241
X-244
261-2
261-1
388-4
388-14
388-11
388-3
388-5
388-6
388-12
388-13
388-7
388-2
388-9
388-8
388-10
395-9
395-6
395-12
395-10
395-5

Inv. No.
T2882
T2883
T2884
T2885
T2886
T2887
T2888
T2889
T2890
T2891
T2892
T2894
T2895
T2896
T2897
T2898
T2899
T2900
T2901
T2902
T2904
T2905
T2906
T2908
T2909
T2910
T2911
T2912
T2913
T2914
T2915
T2916
T2917
T2918
T2919
T2920
T2921
T2922
T2923
T2924
T2925
T2926
T2927
T2928
T2929
T2930
T2931
T2932
T2933
T2934
T2935
T2936
T2937
T2938
T2940
T2941

Cat.No.
395-3
395-7
395-8
395-4
395-11
395-2
X-143
153-2
153-1
D15-a
D15-b
D15-c
D15-d
59-1
60-1
62-1
253-3
253-2
253-4
253-1
D48-a
D48-b
X-188
399-2
399-4
399-1
399-3
274-6
274-4
274-3
274-2
274-5
147-16
147-13
147-4
147-14
147-7
147-11
147-15
147-3
147-2
147-6
147-18
147-9
147-1
460-3
147-10
460-4
460-5
460-2
147-12
147-5
147-8
147-17
201-2
201-3

Inv. No.
T2942
T2943
T2944
T2945
T2946
T2947
T2948
T2949
T2950
T2951
T2952
T2953
T2954
T2955
T2956
T2957
T2958
T2959
T2960
T2961
T2962
T2963
T2964
T2965
T2966
T2967
T2968
T2969
T2970
T2971
T2972
T2973
T2974
T2975
T2976
T2977
T2978
T2979
T2980
T2981
T2982
T2983
T2984
T2985
T2986
T2987
T2988
T2989
T2990
T2991
T2992
T2993
T2994
T2995
T2996
T2997

Cat.No.
201-1
401-5
401-8
401-4
401-3
401-6
401-7
401-2
200-2
200-1
X-231
202-2
202-3
202-1
174-1
174-3
174-4
174-2
189-1
D4-f
D4-a
D4-b
D4-e
D4-c
D4-d
X-133
D6-b
D6-a
X-131
131-2
131-1
190-3
190-2
190-1
130-3
130-2
130-1
132-1
333-4
333-9
333-2
333-6
333-1
333-8
333-13
333-12
333-14
333-3
333-15
333-7
333-5
333-11
333-10
203-2
203-3
203-1
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T2998
T2999
T3000
T8001
T8002
T3003
T8004
T3005
T8006
T8007
T8008
T8009
T8010
T3011
T3012
T3013
T3014
T3015
T3016
T8017
T3018
T3019
T3020
T3021
T3022
T3023
T3024
T3025
T3026
T3027
T3028
T3029
T3030
T3031
T3032
T3033
T3034
T3035
T3036
T3037
T3038
T3039
T3040
T3041
T3042
T3043
T3044
T3045
T3046
T3047
T3048
T3049
T3050
T3051
T3052
T3053
22*

X-193
X-162
184-1
317-1
300-6
300-7
300-9
800-5
300-8
300-1
300-3
800-4
300-2
327-4
327-8
327-1
827-2
278-4
278-3
278-1
278-2
X-221
X-78
294-2
294-4
294-3
294-5
294-1
396-3
396-1
396-5
396-4
396-6
896-2
417-2
417-3
417-4
417-1
187-3
187-1
187-2
187-4
188-4
188-2
188-1
188-6
188-3
188-5
186-3
186-4
186-2
186-5
186-1
224-4
224-8
224-6

T3054
T3055
T3056
T3057
T3058
T3059
T3060
T3061
T3062
T3063
T3064
T3065
T3066
T3067
T3068
T3070
T3071
T3072
T3073
T3074
T3075
T3076
T3077
T3078
T3079
T3080
T3081
T3082
T3083
T3084
T3085
T3086
T3087
T3088
T3089
T3090
T3091
T3092
T3093
T3094
T3095
T3096
T3097
T3098
T3099
T3100
T3101
T3102
T3103
T3104
T3105
T3106
T3107
T3108
T3109
T3110

224-2
224-5
507-1
507-2
507-3
507-4
528-1
508-1
508-2
508-3
508-4
508-5
D46-b
507-a
D46-a
163-1
163-5
163-8
163-6
163-3
163-2
163-4
163-7
163-a
163-b
163-c
142-e
142-c
142-a
142-d
142-b
143-1
143-2
161-3
161-2
221-3
221-2
221-1
222-1
X-83
X-98
165-d
165-b
247-1
247-2
252-3
252-2
252-4
252-1
240-2
240-3
240-1
427-9
427-13
427-10
427-11

T3111
T3112
T8113
T3114
T3115
T3116
T3117
T3118
T3119
T3120
T3121
T3122
T3123
T3124
T3125
T3126
T3127
T3128
T3129
T3130
T3131
T3132
T3133
T3134
T3135
T3136
T3137
T3138
T3139
T3140
T3141
T3142
T3143
T3144
T3145
T3146
T3147
T3148
T3149
T3150
T3151
T3152
T3153
T3154
T3155
T3156
T3157
T3158
T3159
T3160
T3161
T3162
T3163
T3164
T3165
T3166

427-12
427-5
427-8
427-6
427-15
427-14
427-16
427-7
427-4
165-c
D40-a
D40-b
D40-c
D40-d
D50-a
D50-b
D41-b
D41-a
D22-a
D22-b
D22-c
D22-d
268-5
268-2
268-1
268-4
268-3
161-1
426-13
426-11
426-6
426-14
426-8
426-12
426-9
426-7
426-17
426-5
426-3
426-16
426-15
426-18
426-10
426-4
426-2
262-2
262-10
262-7
262-4
262-8
262-12
262-9
262-11
262-1
262-6
262-3

T3167
T3168
T8169
T3170
T3171
T3172
T3173
T8174
T3175
T3176
T3177
T3178
T3179
T3180
T3181
T3182
T3183
T3184
T3185
T3186
T3187
T3188
T3189
T3190
T3191
T3192
T3193
T3194
T3195
T3196
T3197
T3198
T3199
T3200
T3201
T3202
T3203
T3204
T3205
T3206
T3207
T3208
T3209
T3210
T3211
T3212
T3213
T3214
T3215
T3217
T3218
T3219
T3220
T3221
T3222
T3223

D51-a
D51-b
D51-c
X-194
141-5
141-6
141-1
141-3
141-4
141-7
141-2
164-3
164-2
164-1
510-2
510-3
510-4
510-5
510-1
D53-a
D53-b
D53-c
X-117
X-85
428-5
428-7
428-6
428-3
428-4
160-6
160-7
160-4
160-8
160-3
160-5
160-9
160-10
160-1
160-2
516-3
516-4
516-5
516-6
516-7
276-8
516-9
516-2
516-1
D54-b
D54-c
D54-a
X-79
X-115
515-2
515-3
515-4
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Inv. No.
T3224
T3225
T3226
T3227
T3228
T3229
T3230
T3231
T3232
T3233
T3234

Cat.No.
D44-b
D44-c
D43-a
D43-b
D43-d
D44-a
159-9
159-11
159-10
159-3
159-4

Inv. No.
T3285
T3236
T3237
T3238
T3239
T8240
T3241
T3242
T3243
T3244
T3245

Cat.No.
159-2
159-6
159-18
159-5
159-7
159-8
159-12
D44-k
D44-i
D44-j
D44-e

Inv. No.
T3246
T3247
T3248
T3249
T3250
T3251
T3252
T3253
T3254
T3255
T8256

Cat.No.
D44-f
D44-g
D44-1
D44-d
D44-h
X-273
X-274
D43-c
X-81
274-1
X-232

Inv. No.
T8257
T3258
T3590
T3591
T8592
T3594
T3604
T3606

Cat.No.
X-137
508-6
14-1
15-1
16-9
154-1
262-5
X-89

INDEX
GENERAL
Note: In general only the introductorytext is indexed, not the Catalogue,since all referencesin the tex
lead to the Catalogue.In a few specialcases wheresufficientguide to the Cataloguemay not be given in th~
text, referencesto the Catalogueare also included.
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ACRocuPs:160
Actors: 96
Aegina,gold diadem:3
Alabastra:114
Amphilytos:96, 319
Amphoras: classical, 112-113; Geometric,47; miniature, 139-140
Amphoriskoi:Attic black-glazed, 161, Corinthian,
114-115, 140
Architecturalterracottas:96
Argive: Geometric,44; possibly Argive pottery, 111
Argos,WarriorGrave:46
Armor:95
Arrowhead,obsidian:2
Aryballoi: black-glazed,114; Corinthian,113-114;
with figured decoration, 113; Geometric,48-49;
pattern, 114; quatrefoil,114; warrior,113
Askos: 139
Athena Painter: 163, 227
Athens 581, Painter of: 162
Attic influence:98-99, 119
Attic pottery: 152-166
139
BABY-FEEDERS:

Bronze: 89-95; bowl, 312; buttons, 232, 263, 317;
capsules,95, 283, 295, 318; cylinders,95, 283, 295,
318; dagger,9; disks, 95, 170, 310, 318; earrings,
90, 91, 239, 253, 262, 275, 282; eyelet, 95, 185, 216;
fibulae,26, 49; folded strip, 318; helmet, 95, 215;
instruments,95, 252, 318; jewelry fragment,253;
knob, 318; lebes, 95, 207, 215-216; M.H., 2-4,
7-9; mirror,95, 219; necklaceclasp, 211; objects,
95, 224, 288; pendant, 213, 253; phialai, 95, 179,
191, 312; pins, 8, 22-26, 37, 49, 89-90, 220, 236,
240, 261; rings, 26, 49, 90-91, 170, 187, 282, 290,
310; seal ring, 8; skyphos,26; strigils,91-95
BrusselsA2182, Painter of: 310
Burials: see Graves
Buttons: 91, 263, 292, 318; see also Whorl
CEMETERY: classical,

65-68;

Geometric, 13-14;

M.H., 1; possibly Neolithic,2; see also Graves
Charcoal:17, 275
Charm,silver: 8
Cheliotomylos:6
Children'sburials:19-20, 50, 68, 70, 76, 86; offerings
in, 70, 80, 84
Chronology:6, 14-20 passim, 51-52, 102-104, 120
to 123, 153
Chytrai:118, 166
Cloth:95, 216, 291
Coarseware: 5, 18, 21-23, 25, 27, 28, 33, 37, 39, 41,
43, 54; see also Cookingwares.
Cocklekythoi: 161
Coffins,wooden:76
Coins:83-84, 88-89, 122-123, 313-317
Columnkraters,originof: 45
Cookingwares: 118, 168; see also Coarseware
CorinthMP6, Painter of: 810
CracowClassskyphoi: 155
Cremation:classical, 69 n. 17, 70; Geometric,14-15,
18
Cretaninfluence:6
Cuirass:95
Cup-skyphoi:Attic, 155, 156; Corinthian,129
Cups:M.H., 5, 7, 9, 10, 11, 12; one-handled,108, 129;

Banded miniaturelekythoi: 140
Beads: bronze,2, 3; classical,91; glass, 185, 292, 296,
317; glass paste, 2, 3, 7, 8; stone, 2, 3, 7, 8, 318;
with bronzetube, 8
Beldam Painter: 162, 164-165
Biers: 76 n. 60
Black-figuredvases: 153, 155, 158, 161-162, 165-166
Blisterware:120
Bolsals: 129
Bone: fibula, 90, 178, 185; pin, 90 n. 6
Bones: above cover slabs of M. H. graves, 2; animal
bones, 17; chickenbones, 293; see also Graves
Bosses, on diadems:3, 8
Bottles: 112
BowdoinPainter: 162
Bowls: Attic black-glazed,161; Corinthian,117-118,
148-149; Roman, 168
Boxes: 95, 96
see also Kylikes
Bracelet, silver: 2, 3, 4, 7, 8
Cycladicculture,as originof grave customs: 6
Breakage,ritual: 82, 83

bronze:2, 8, 4, 9
Dancers:46
Decoration: figure, 99-100; pattern, 3, 6, 100-102,
120, 152; see also passim in 40-48, 88-169and
Catalogue
Deianeiralekythoi: 115, 140, 203
Deposits: 76, 86, 300-313
Diadem,gold: 2, 3, 4, 8; fromAegina,3; fromMochlos, 3; fromMycenae,3; silver,from Chalandriane,
3-4
DiosphosPainter: 162
DodwellPainter, followersof: 99
Drachmani,tomb near: 4

DAGGER,

HAIMONPAINTER and followers: 15, 162

Hair coils, silver: 90
Hair-fasteners,silver: 4, 8
Headband:see diadem
Head pyxides: 115-116
Helmet: 95, 215
Hermogeneanskyphoi: 153
Hydriai: classical,112; Geometric, 41; miniature,
140; outside Geometricgraves, 18, 21
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152-168
Inscriptionsand graffiti:96, 169, 192, 193, 199, 203,
204, 216, 238, 287, 298, 307, 319, 321; seealso Coins
Iron: box fittings, 291; fibulae, 89-90, 185, 213; key
(?),291; knife (?), 95, 291; nails, 63, 95, 261, 297;
EARLY CORINTHIANBURIALS:68 n. 16
29, 280, 289, 291; pins, 24, 26, 29, 37, 38,
objects,
Early Cycladicjewelry: 4
53-55,
57, 58, 61, 62, 89, 171-173, 178-180,
49,
Early Helladicpottery: 2
186, 187, 197, 199-202, 208, 210-213, 217, 222,
Earrings: 83, 90-91, 239, 253, 262, 275, 282; gold,
235, 274, 285, 292; ring, 202; spearheads,200, 271;
from tomb near Drachmani,4
strigils, 92, 94, 216, 222, 267, 278, 280, 284, 289,
Eggs: 70, 84
291, 292, 313, 318; wick-adjuster,89
Egyptian scarab:52, 61
Ivory brooch, Geometric:52, 62
Electrumring: 22, 49
JAR: 7, 12
EmporionPainter: 162
Enchytrismos:73, 79 n. 72
Jewelry: classical, 70, 83, 90-91; Geometric, 49;
M.H., 2-4; see also Bracelets, Diadem, Earrings,
n.
FAMILY GROUPS,
in:
80
72
Fibulae, Goldornaments,Hair coils and fasteners,
in,
35;
68,
graves
offerings
139
Rings
Feeding cups:
Fibulae: classical,89-90; Geometric,26, 49
Jugs: 5, 11, 62; beaked, 6, 7, 9-12; with tubular
Terracottas
see
spout, 8, 9
Figurines:
Finial from grave stele: 67
KALATHOI: classical, 117, 149; Geometric, 47
Food: 84-85
Kantharoi:Attic, 161; Corinthian,129
Funeralbanquets, Geometric:17-18, 21
Knife: 95
Komasts: 100, 183
PAINTER:99
GELEDAKIS
Kothon:130
Glasspaste: 8
Kothons, miniature:149
Goblet: see Cup
Kotyle-pyxides:116-117
Graffiti:see Inscriptions
Kraters: "Argive," 44; Attic, 165; Corinthian,73,
Goldornaments:classicalpendantand ring, 91, 210;
118: Geometric,43-47; miniature,149
M.H. diadems,2-4, 8; Roman leaves, 91, 298
Attic, 156-161; banded of komast shape,
Kylikes:
Goldsmith,art of: 4
156-158; black-glazed Acrocups, 160; blackGravefurniture:see Offerings
glazed stemless, 161; black-glazedType C, 160;
Gravestones and markers:16, 24, 66, 73, 96
black-glazedVienna cups, 160; Corinthian,80, 82,
Graves, Geometric: cists, 16-17; filling, 17, 19;
108, 129; palmette, 158
groups, 15, 16, 21, 23, 24, 30-33; identification,
16ff.; markers, 16, 24; orientation, 16; position LAGYNOI: 168
of skeleton, 16-17; urn burials, 20, 23; use of Lamps: Attic, 166; Corinthian, 80, 82, 150-151;
Roman, 168-169
sandstone,17
Graves, classical: distribution,65, 68, 71, 72 n. 35; Laphaes:287-288
kinds 71-78; number, 65, 71; orientation,69, 70 LausannePainter: 99
Graves, Middle Helladic: bones above cover slabs, Lead: clamp, 95, 318; urn, 95, 298
2; burialpit, 1, 2; position of arms and of head, 2 Leather: 216
Leaves, gold: 91, 298
Graves,Neolithic: 2
Protocorinthian:
Lebes, bronze:95, 207, 215-216
51;
51;
evolution,
filling,
Graves,
of
use
Lechaionroad: 66 n. 3
of
50;
skeletons,
groups, 50-51; position
Lekanides: 76, 81, 117, 144-148; black-glazed,146;
stucco, 51
with pattern decoration, 144-146; unglazed, 146
Graves,Roman: 70, 76 n. 66, 78
to 148
182
Painter:
Group-dance
IMPORTED POTTERY:

Lekythoi:
140; black-figured,161-162; black-glazed,162 to
163; cock, 161; Corinthian,115, 121, 140-143; ivy,
164-165; as offerings,81, 82, 85 n. 114; palmette,
163-164; red-figured,162; squat, 143, 165; whiteground, 141-143, 163-164
LeningradPainter: 166
Libation offerings:86
Little master cups: 158
London 342, Painter of: 162
Loomweight:96
Lydion: 166
Lykion jars: 149, 293-294
MATTPAINTED WARE: 4, 6
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Medicinejars: 149
Metallicinfluence:45
Methodof painting: 48-49
MiddleHelladic pottery: 2, 5, 6
Miniaturevases: 80, 106, 108, 139, 148, 149
Minoaninfluence,none in M.H. pottery: 6
Minyan ware: gray, 6; influence, 5; variation, 11;
yellow, 5, 9, 10
Mirror:95, 219
Mugs: Geometric,48; M.H., 7, 9, 10
Multipleburials: 69, 70, 80
Mycenae,gold ornamentfrom: 3
NAILS: 63, 76 n. 60, 95, 96

Neandros:158, 204
Necklaces:91; bead, 211; bronzeclasp, 211
Neolithic pottery: 2
Needles: 89-90

Pins: classical, 88, 89-90; Geometric,22-26, 87, 49;
M.H. bronze, 2-4, 7, 8; Protocorinthian,53-55,
57, 58, 61, 62; from Sesklo, 4; from Troy, 4; see
also Bronze,Fibulae, Iron
Pit: 12
Plastic vase: 166
Polychromy:102, 120, 143
Pomegranate,Geometric:47
Pottery, classical:97-168; as offerings,80-82; shapes,
97, 119, 152; with figureddecoration,99-100, 143,
152; with patterneddecoration,100-102, 120, 152
Pottery, Geometric:40-49
Psimythion: 83, 96
Punctated technique:8
Pyxides: 70, 80, 98, 115-117, 143-144; concave, 115;
convex, 115, 144; head, 115-116; -kalathoi, 117;
kotyle-, 116-117; powder, 116, 144; tripod, 116,
143
Pyxis-kalathoi:117
ALABASTRA:
114
QUATREFOIL
Quatrefoilaryballoi:114
RED-FIGURED
VASES: 153

Red Line Painter: 227
Repoussetechnique:8
Rhodes 12264, Groupof: 211
Rings: classical, 83, 90-91; Geometric,22, 26, 49;
M.H., 2, 3, 7, 8; as hair ornaments,4; seal, 3, 8;
see also Bronze, Electrum, Gold, Silver

Rivets, in bronzedagger:9
Road: 66
OBSIDIAN: 2, 17
Robbingof graves: 87
classical:
78-86; kinds, 80-85; number, Roman burials:70, 76 n. 66, 78
Offerings,
78-80; placement, 81-82, 85-86; M.H.: 2-4; see Roman pottery: 82, 167-168
also Children'sburials, Family groups, Women's
burials
SAINT VALENTINVASE: 152
Oinochoe: Attic, 161; black-glazed beaked, 112; Sandstone,in Geometricgraves: 17
broad-bottomed, 109; Corinthian, 109-112, 130 SapphoPainter: 163
to 139; flat-bottomedunglazed, 133; Geometric, Sarcophagi: built, 73; evolution, 18ff.; Geometric,
17 n. 7, 20 n. 13; monolithic,71-73; painted, 72;
42-43; globular,110-111; as offerings,80, 82, 86,
97; round-mouthed,112, 134-139; trefoil,109, 111,
Protocorinthian,51; re-used,76-78
130-133; wide-mouthed,130
Savingsbank: 168
Scale Painter: 100
Olpai: 112, 161; miniature,139
One-handledcups: 108, 129
Seal ring: 3, 8
Orientation:classical, 69-70; Geometric,16; M.H., Secondaryburials:71 n. 28, 76-78
Shells: 70, 84
2; Protocorinthian,50
Outsideofferings:85
"SicyonianGate": 13
Owls: 154-155
Sikyon road: 66 n. 3
Silhouettedecoration:100, 153
Silver: 185; bracelet, 2-4, 7, 8; charm, 8; classical,
PATRASPAINTER: 100, 176, 187
Patterns: 100, 120, 152; see also Decoration
91, 210, 213; hair coils, 91, 210; M.H., 2-4, 8;
Pendant: gold, 91, 210; silver, 2, 3, 292
pendants,2, 292; rings, 22, 49, 91, 213; wire loops,
Perfume:85 n. 114, 140-141
2, 8
Sirenvase: 166
Phanyllis Group:211
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position in grave, 2, 16-17, 50, 69, 70
Skyphoi:Attic, 153-155; black-glazed,106, 124, 126,
153-154; Corinthian,98, 104-108, 123-128; Cracow class, 155; cup-, 129, 153, 155, 156; figured,
104-105; Geometric, 40-41; Hermogenean,153;
Laphaes, 128; miniature, 106, 108, 123, 127; as
offerings,80; ovoid, 128, 155; pattern, 105, 123,
155; red-figured,154-155; semi-glazed, 124-126;
unglazed,127
Slab-coveredburials:75
Spearheads:95, 200, 271
Spindlewhorls:11, 12, 96
Spools: 2-4, 7, 8
Squat lekythoi: 143, 165
Stelai: 66, 298
Stele platform:66-68
Strap holes: 72
Strigils: 70, 80, 82, 91-95; cleaner,236
Stringholes, on M.H. cup: 12
Stucco: 51, 72

TERRACOTTAS:
83, 95-96

Theopompos:96, 319
Tile-coveredburials:73-75
Tiles: 96

Toys: 70, 80, 84, 219
UNGLAZEDVASES:102, 111, 120

Unguentaria:82, 166, 167-168
Unprotectedburials:76
Urn burials:classical,73; Geometric,20, 23
Urns, Roman: 168
VIENNA CUPS: 160

WALLS:65-66; M.H., 1

Warrioralabastron:114
Warrioraryballoi:113
Weapons:95
Weight: 8
White paint, Geometricpottery: 46
White-styledecoration:101
Whorls,terracotta:2-4, 7, 8
Wick-adjusters:89-90
Wire:bronze,2, 3, 8; gold diadem,3, 8; gold rings,4;
silver loops, 2, 8, 7, 8
Women'sburials:70, 83, 84
Wood: 76, 96, 177, 291, 297
Wreath,gold leaves: 298
YELLOW PAINT:

116

GREEK

A: 275, 292, 314
AGE: 815
AAEEA:315
AP: 282, 313
AMOIAYTOY:96, 319
[BOia]T[QN]:315
A (?): 309

A: 293
AA: 298, 315
AE: 292
EV: 313
H: 307

eE[BA]: 271
OEO'OMTIOY:96, 319
C X-C:316, 317
A: 274, 314
AAeAI: 287
204
MEnOIE%EN:
NEANAPO%
OP (?):292
nlPOM[A]:315
51: 315
CO(/NA:317
DIAI[[TfOY]:315
XAPITA:321

LATIN
On'coins:
[IMP.CAES.]DOMIT.AVG. [GERM.]:314
316
FEL.TEMP.REPARATIO:
[P. AEBVTIO.C. PINNIO]:314
L. FVRI[OLA]BEONEII VIR:314
11VIR:314
L. AR[RIOPEREGRINO]
GEN. IVLI:314
ANTONIN[VSAV]GVSTVS:315
AVG.: 316
IMP.AVRELIANVS
AVG.]: 314
[IMP.CAES.HADRIANVS
ISOLEET ARMATA:317
IMP.C. CLAVDIVSAVG.: 315
TI. CLAVDIVSCAESARAVG. GERMANICVS:315 IVLIADOMNASENNTG.:314
D. N. IVSTINVSP. P. AVG.: 316
CLI.COR.:314
S. MARC.VENT.:317
COL. A. A. PATR.:315
NEPTVN.AVG.: 315
[COL.] IVL.:314
PIETASAVGG.:315
[COL. IVL.AVG. COR.]:314
316
CONCORDIAMILITVMQ.:
[C. PINNIO]:314
316
PONTIF.TR. P. IIIS. C.: 315
CONSTANTINOPOLIS:
L. SEPT.SEV. PERT.AVG. [IMP.]: 314
D. N. CONSTANTIVSP. F. AVG.: 316
SPESRElPVBLICE:316
CONST. BASIL.ROM.:316
IMP.C. C. VIB. TREB.GALLVSAVG.: 815
CORIN:314
VOT. XX MVLT.XXX: 316
D. D.: 314
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a. View of Acrocorinth from site of North Cemetery, 1962.
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b. Looking toward the Gulf of Corinth from above the site of the North Cemetery in the middle ground, covered with
citrus grove in 1962.
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